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Ohio health-care reform
may be just weeks away

Rep. Wayne Jones

Health-care reform legislation,

previously moving slowly

through the state Legislature, has

surprised everyone by jumping to

the fast track.

Attention is focused on two bills

in the Ohio General Assembly -

one in the Senate and one in the

House - that propose to drasti-

cally change health-care delivery

in Ohio. The bills. House Bill 478

and Senate Bill 240, are similar in

many respects. Both call for

mandatory Medicare assignment

and global billing for hospital-

Photos by Jack Kustron

Sen. Bob Ney

based physicians, among other

things. Action on these bills is

expected within the next few

weeks. (For a complete descrip-

tion of the two bills, including

proposed changes see page 3.)

The OSMA issued a full scale

"Legislative Alert" in December,

asking Ohio physicians to write

their local state senators and state

representatives in opposition to

the two bills. Although both bills

contain portions supported by the

Continued on page 2

C^SMAgram
A QUICK READ ON THE NEWS

LICENSE RENEWAL: If House Bill 454 becomes law, the

schedule for license renewal will accelerate, including CME
requirements. 4

OPTOMETRY BILL "DANGEROUS": Senate Bill 110

threatens to allow, for the first time, someone other than doctors

and dentists to prescribe. 5

AIDS DISCLOSURE: The bill mandating physicians to

disclose their HIV status has passed the House and is now in the

Senate. 6

PICO OFFERS AIDS COVERAGE: Physicians Insurance

Company of Ohio has intoduced a new disability package that

includes AIDS coverage. 1

2

CPT CODING: Beginning January 1
,
physicians’ offices will

be expected to maintain two sets of CPT codes in their claims

processing systems. When private carriers will begin to accept 1992

CPT codes is still up in the air.

CANCER REGISTRY: The long-overdue cancer registry for

Ohio went into effect in November allowing the ODH to keep a tally

of newly diagnosed cancer patients in Ohio.
] 9
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HCFA announces 30-day grace period on '92 codes
The Health Care Financing Admini-

stration announced December 1 1 that it

would grant a 30-day grace period for

the use of 1991 visit codes.

This announcement comes as the

result of intensive lobbying by medical

organizations, including both the AMA
and the OSMA, to delay implemen-
tation of the new visit codes to allow

physicians sufficient time to become
acquainted with them.

Although the new 1992 codes will still

become effective January 1, 1992, HCFA
has indicated that Medicare carriers will

accept and reimburse all claims for 1991

visit codes with dates of service

between January 1 and January 31,

I

This action is the result

of intense lobbying by

the AMA and the

OSMA.

1992, at the 1991 payment amount. All

claims for visit codes with a January

1992 date of service will continue to be

accepted and reimbursed at the 1991

amount until March 31, 1992.

All assigned claims with dates of

service after January 31, 1992 must be

coded with the 1992 CPT or they will

be denied by the carrier. For

unassigned claims, carriers will not

deny claims, but will contact the

physician to obtain the correct visit

codes.

Members with questions about the

new codes should contact the OSMA
Ombudsman at (800) 766-OSMA. 1



Health reform.. .continued

OSMA, overall the bills would
have a very negative impact on

the practice of medicine in Ohio.

The OSMA hosted a meeting a

few weeks ago between the

sponsors of the two bills. Sen. Bob
Ney and Rep. Wayne Jones, and

representatives of the hospital-

based specialty societies to

explain medicine's concern about

the bills. During the meeting, both

sponsors expressed a willingness

to listen to physician concerns,

but they cautioned that physicians

will be a part of their efforts to

contain health-care costs.

While the push for health-care

reform has been a hot topic in

Ohio since the introduction of

H.B. 175, the universal health

insurance legislation, in February

of 1991, OSMA's director of

Legislation, John Van Doom, says

two recent events prompted the

Ohio Legislature to move this

issue up on its time table.

The first was Harris Wofford's

upset victory over Richard

Thornburgh in November for one

of Pennsylvania's U.S. Senate

seats.

"Harris Wofford had never held

elected office before. He ran on a

platform advocating national

health insurance and he came
from way behind to win that

election," says Van Doom. "Politi-

cal observers read that election to

mean that the public is demand-
ing health-care reform," and

OSMA petitions
By the time you read this, the dust

will have settled from the AMA
interim meeting, and Ohio's last-

ditch attempt to delay January 1

implementation of the Health

Care Finance Administration's

prospective payment plan will

have been given voice.

Ohio was one of several states to

introduce resolutions asking

AMA to take action to delay

implementation of RBRVS or at

least establish a grace period. The

Health Care Financing

Administration subsequently

announced a 30-day grace period

on 1992 codes (see page 1).

Not withstanding this action,

HCFA has been unwavering in its

determination to implement its

plan on schedule. The OSMA and
the AMA researched litigation

that sought injunctive relief from

implementation of the program

Specialty society representatives, from left: Thomas Seward, MD,
Cincinnati; Greg Binford, JD, Cleveland; Stanley Ignatoiv, MD,
Hamilton; Victor Hinrichs, MD, Columbus; Robert Schulz, MD,
Wooster; and Thomas Vetter, MD, Hudson listen to Rep. Jones and
Sen. Ney discuss their health reform legislation.

politicians, from the Ohio

Statehouse to the White House,

appear to be listening.

GOVERNOR BACKS REFORM

Also on election day, Ohio Gov.

George V. Voinovich came out in

support of the Senate's version of

the health-care reform bill.

These two events "have pushed

the health-care reform issue to the

front of the legislative agenda,"

says Van Doom. He predicts that

some kind of reform could be

passed in Ohio as early as the end

of this month or next.

Edward Kilroy, MD, director of

the Ohio Department of Health,

who kicked off the Ohio Depart-

ment of Health's own reform

package, "Opportunity for

Change," last month, is equally

positive that change is coming.

"Pennsylvania was the wake-up
call," he told OSMA councilors at

their November meeting. "Health-

care providers need to stick

together in this, but we also need

to show legislators we can make a

demonstrable concession."

The OSMA is on record as

endorsing the American Medical

Association's Health Access

America, a 16-point plan to solve

the country's health-care cost and

access problems through a

combination of public and private

initiatives. But many political

experts fault the plan because

they say it doesn't ask physicians

to make any concessions in

solving the country's health-care

problems.

Now most political experts

agree that medicine must make a

"demonstrable concession" and it

needs to be made soon, or

physicians will be left out of

discussions to help shape health-

care reform in Ohio.

OSMA leadership is concerned

about this new twist. "When you
consider Medicaid payments,

RBRVS and other such programs,

Ohio physicians have already

made concessions, and have been

making them for years," says

OSMA Executive Director Herbert

Gillen. The problem, however, is

that in legislative halls, such

concessions are a given, says Van
Doom, and now legislators are

looking for new chips on the

table.

OSMA President Joseph

Sudimack, Jr., MD, has formed a

committee to look at the different

options available to medicine as

the two reform measures move
through the Ohio General

Assembly.

"One way or another," says Van
Doom, "change is coming, and it

will be here very, very soon." I

AMA to stop payment reform
January 1, and the AMA may take

legislative action on this issue

later this year. However, neither

of these steps served to halt a

flurry of last-minute resolutions

and debate on the matter when
the AMA House convened in

December.

AMA RESOLUTIONS

Ohio's resolution, calling for the

AMA to work at delaying imple-

mentation of RBRVS, was joined

by a similar one introduced by
Illinois delegate Alfren Kiessel,

MD.
Other resolutions, including one

submitted by Ohio delegate Claire

Wolfe, MD, expressed concern

over the rebundling of CPT codes.

Dr. Wolfe's resolution called on
the AMA to work with HCFA to

effect an immediate moratorium

on enforcement of rebundled

codes, and to establish a process

in which specialty societies or

other contingents could be called

on to provide consultative help.

Despite these resolutions,

however, the issue of a delay in

RBRVS implementation now
becomes moot as HCFA's January

1 start-up date slips by.

MD EFFORTS LAUDED

Still, thanks to a nationwide

physician effort, RBRVS is not as

onerous as it might have been.

Dr. Sudimack hailed medicine's

efforts to affect the NPRM
(Notice of Proposed Rule-Making)

rules, published in June, as "one of

the most successful campaigns to

lobby Congress ever held.”

As a direct result of thousands

of letters sent to congressional

representatives by the medical

community, $10 billion more will

go into physician fees over the

next five years than was originally

planned.

"More than 320 members of the

U.S. House were recruited as co-

sponsors on H.R. 3070 and over 50

senators were recruited as co-

sponsors on S.1810," says Dr.

Sudimack. "If HCFA's prospective

payment reform plan is now more
equitable to physicians, it's a

direct result of the efforts made by

organized medicine." I

Related stories on page 21

.
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Ohio legislators concentrating on
two health-care reform bills

Ohio legislators are presently

considering two health-care

reform bills and may be just

weeks away from passing one or

the other (see related front page

story). Early last month, the

sponsors of both bills presented

their health-care reform packages

to OSMA leadership. Now, OHIO
Medicine presents them to you.

Ohio physicians are urged to

speak with their local state

representative and local state

senator(s) about this legislation.

SENATE BILL 240

Sponsored by: Sen. Robert Ney
(R-Barnesville)

Where the bill is now: Ohio

Senate Financial Institutions and

Insurance Committee
Favorable aspects: This is the

bill that Gov. George Voinovich

supports. Actually, there are parts

of S.B. 240 that physicians can

support as well. For example,

Ohio physicians can appreciate

the bill's efforts to make health

insurance more affordable to

small business. To accomplish

this, the bill would do three

things. It would:

1) Design a basic health policy

for small business.

2) Guarantee access to health

coverage for all employees of

small business.

3) Cap health insurance admin-
istrative costs at no more
than 40% of the premiums
collected for health insur-

ance.

The bill would also grant

immunity from medical liability

for obstetrician-gynecologists who
practice according to minimum
standards established by the Ohio
Department of Health, and (see

page 6) mandate coverage for

mammography/cytologic

screenings.

Unfavorable aspects: However,
S.B. 240 also contains provisions
that are onerous to physicians.

These include sections that would:

1)

Prohibit physicians from
balance billing Medicare

patients for any service or

supply (otherwise known as

mandatory Medicare

assignment).

2) Require all physicians with

admitting or hospital staff

privileges to bill through the

hospital and not directly to

patients nor to the patient's

insurer. This would result in

the submission of a single

hospital bill for a patient's

hospitalization. Balance

billing hospital patients for

any amount greater than the

insurer's reimbursement

would be prohibited.

Physicians would be reim-

bursed only through the

hospital, and hospitals

would have anti-trust

protection in order to set

physician fees.

3) Prohibit physicians from
billing patients or insurers

for any service judged by a

utilization review agency

to be medically unnecessary.

HOUSE BILL 478

Sponsored by: Rep.Wayne
Jones (D-Cuyahoga Falls)

Where the bill is now: House
Select Committee on Health Care

Reform
Favorable aspects: House Bill

478 holds considerable appeal to

legislators because it would allow

them to tell voters that they

support health-care reform that

will reduce costs and expand

access without spending any state

money. Like S.B. 240, this

legislation would also make
health insurance more affordable

to small business employers by:

1) Designing a basic health

policy for small business.

2) Guaranteeing access to

health coverage for all

employees of small business.

3) Capping health insurance

administrative costs at no

more than 20% of the

premiums collected for

health insurance.

This bill would also grant

immunity from medical liability

for physicians treating indigent

patients, and mandate insurance

coverage for mammography/
cytologic screenings, as described

in the related story on page 6.

Unfavorable aspects:

Physicians aren't likely to find

favor with certain sections of H.B.

478, however. These include

provisions that would:

1) Prohibit physicians from

balance billing patients for

any service, whether covered

by Medicare or a private

insurer.

2) Set physician reimbursement

from all third-party payors

at 110% of the amount
reimbursed by Medicare.

3) Permit hospitals to submit a

single bill to patients for all

services rendered in the

hospital, including services

provided by radiologists,

pathologists, anesthesiolo-

gists and emergency

physicians, and prohibit

these physicians from billing

patients directly.

protection in order to set physi-

cian fees.

"Some version of these bills is

likely to be passed by the Ohio
Legislature soon," says OSMA's
director of Legislation, John Van
Doom. "Ohio legislators aren't

going to wait for the U.S.

Congress to make these reforms,

so they will make them on the

state level."

This winter, then, Ohio will take

the first step down the road to

health-care reform. Whether or

not the Ohio State Medical

Association will be able to effect

any change in these reform

packages depends, to a great

extent, on what Ohio physicians

are willing to trade off.

"The OSMA is being challenged

to come to the legislative table

and make recommendations for

health-care reform," says Van
Doom. "State lawmakers are

determined that physicians will

be part of their cost-control

efforts, and they appear ready to

act quickly." I

Hospitals would have anti-trust

Changes to improve H.B. 478 announced
Rep.Wayne Jones, sponsor of

H.B. 478, in a December 3

meeting with OSMA leadership

and representatives of the

hospital-based specialty socie-

ties, indicated that he intends to

modify his bill to make it better

from the physician's perspective.

Specifically, Rep. Jones indi-

cated that he would:

• Remove the across-the-board

prohibition against physicians

balance billing patients for all

services. He would still include a

prohibition against balance

billing for Medicare services. On
the issue of whether there should

be a means test for Medicare

patients under the new system.

Rep. Jones said he agreed with

the concept, but felt a means test

would be too cumbersome to

implement.

• Remove the section that sets

physicians' reimbursement rate

from all third-party insurers at

110% of the amount set by
Medicare. Instead, he would

require a one-year study to

analyze the impact of tying

physician reimbursement to the

Medicare RBRVS.

•Change the section calling for

a single hospital bill for all

hospital-based physicians to

make it optional for hospitals to

institute this system only with

the agreement of the physicians

involved.

Rep. Jones also indicated that

he would offer changes to his

legislation to:

•Create a state risk pool for

the uninsurable funded by
premiums paid by the

individuals involved.

•Require health insurers to

accept a universal claim form.

None of these changes have, as

yet, been put in writing, so the

OSMA continues to urge its

members to write regarding the

pending legislation. I
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Bill accelerates
license renewal
schedule

If House Bill 454 succeeds in

becoming law, Ohio physicians

will find themselves forced to

think ahead when it comes time to

renew their medical licenses.

The medical licensure revisions

bill, with changes proposed by the

state medical board, is composed
of several parts.

IMG CONTROVERSY

The most controversial section

has to do with current law that

requires all graduates of

international medical schools

(IMGs) to pass a test of spoken

English before they can be

considered for a license in Ohio.

Despite the fact that H.B. 454

would relax some of the current

English proficiency requirements,

several state IMG groups,

including the local chapter of the

American Association of

Physicians from India, find the

test to be discriminatory.

Although the OSMA supports

H.B. 454, OSMA President Joseph

Sudimack, Jr., MD, sensitive to the

concerns expressed by the IMG
population, which represents

almost 20% of OSMA's member-
ship, has formed a new task force

to examine these issues. (See

sidebar.)

SCHEDULE ACCELERATES

Another section of this bill

would affect a wider range of

physicians since it changes the

timing for the license renewal

process.

If passed, H.B. 454 would move
up the mailing date for applica-

tions to be mailed to licensed

physicians from September to

March 1, 1992 and the deadline for

physicians to submit applications

for renewal from January 1, 1993 to

July 1, 1992.

The license, when renewed,

would be valid for two years,

beginning October 1, 1992 until

September 30, 1994. This new
schedule would apply to

physicians' biennial license

renewal.

CME REQUIREMENTS DUE
SOONER

During 1992, which would be a

transition year, physicians'

continuing medical education

requirements would be reduced

from 100 hours to 75 hours of

CME to allow for the shorter time

frame.

In addition, H.B. 454 provides

various types of limited

certificates to practice medicine in

Ohio, for example, "visiting

faculty" and persons who wish to

engage in special programs or

events. I

How Licensure Renewal Would Change

Under current

law:

Under proposed

law:

•Board mails applications

to licensed physicians.

Sept. 1, 1992 March 1, 1992

•Deadline for physicians

to submit applications

for renewal.

January 1, 1993 July 1, 1992

•License valid for two
years.

commencing
January 1993

commencing
October 1992

H.B. 454 putting international medical grads to the test

The first priority of the OSMA's
new international medical

graduates task force, appointed

last September by OSMA
President Joseph Sudimack, Jr.,

MD, is House Bill 454. This bill

raises the controversial matter of

requiring IMGs to take a test of

spoken English in order to be

licensed to practice medicine in

Ohio.

"We’d like to try to remove that

section in the bill,” says Woong S.

Kim, MD, chair of the task force.

Although some international

groups have disputed the

requirement as discrminatory. Dr.

Kim says the task force's chief

complaint is that the test is neither

necessary nor effective. "We've

already taken one test (when they

applied for residency training),

and we don't believe this

particular test is that effective."

ENGLISH SPEAKER FAILS

To illustrate. Dr. Kim tells the

story of a British medical school

graduate who failed to pass. "You

have to wonder how good the test

is when an Asian-born physician

can do better at spoken English

than a Britisher," says Kim.

He and the task force also be-

lieve that, in today's competitive

climate, there isn’t any way
physicians who are unable to

communicate to their patients

would survive.

OTHER DUTIES EXAMINED

Although H.B. 454 is keeping

the task force preoccupied. Dr.

Kim says his group has "other

things to do."

"We’re trying to identify

problems other than licensure," he

says, adding that the task force

hopes to hear from other inter-

national medical graduates, either

singly or in groups, so the task

force can chart its future direction.

The task force is chaired by Dr.

Kim, of Bowling Green, and its

members include Melinda C.

Dolor, MD, Columbus; Anand G.

Garg, MD, Youngstown; Su-Pa

Kang, MD, Toledo; Andres Lao,

Jr., MD, Alliance; and Niranjan

Patel, MD, Canfield.

Anyone who would like further

information about the task force,

or who wishes to convey their

own concerns should contact

OSMA's Department of Legal

Services, 1500 Lake Shore Drive,

Columbus, Ohio 43204-3824.

1

YSICIANS
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you to serve your country as an Air Force
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)$ CME credit and help support the Air

v Force mission. For those who qualify,

retirement credit can be obtained as
well as low cost life insurance. One
weekend a month plus two weeks a

\ year or less can bring you pride and
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country.
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Optometry bill

a "dangerous
precedent"

In September, the Ohio Senate

approved and passed on to the

House of Representatives Senate

Bill 110. This legislation allows

optometrists to prescribe and

administer therapeutic drugs in

the examination or diagnosis of

any eye disease or injury, and in

the treatment or prevention of any

disease or injury to the anterior

segment of the eye.

Similar legislation has been

kicked around the Statehouse for

several years, but last year

marked the first time the optom-

etrists have gained so much
ground in their efforts to practice

medicine.

"The bill basically lowers the

educational and training

standards necessary to prescribe

drugs or practice medicine in this

state," says John Van Doom,
director of OSMA's Department of

Legislation.

"If it's passed, it will be the first

time the Ohio Legislature has

allowed anyone other than physi-

cians and dentists to prescribe

medicine. It's a dangerous prece-

dent to set."

RIGHTS DIMINISHED

Once optometrists are granted

this privilege, there will be no
legal basis for denying other

allied practitioners such as

pharmacists, nurses, audiologists,

psychologists and physical

therapists the right to practice

medicine, or for requiring them to

meet the state's rigorous licensing

standards for physicians.These

issues were never fully addressed

when the bill was in the Ohio
Senate. However, the OSMA is

joining the Ohio Ophthalmolo-

gical Society in making every

effort to ensure that they receive

proper consideration in the

House.

"We have asked the presidents

of medical specialty societies and
certain county medical societies to

communicate with specific

legislators to express oppostion to

Senate Bill 110," says Van Doom.
All physicians, however, are

encouraged to write their rep-

resentative about this bill. If you
have questions or would like

additional information, contact

OSMA's Department of

Legislation, 1500 Lake Shore Drive,

Columbus, Ohio 43204-3824. I

"The bill basically lowers the educa-

tional and training standards necessary

to prescribe drugs or practice medicine in

this state."

What's In a Name?

PICO WILL NOT SETTLE ANY CLAIM OR LAWSUIT WITHOUT YOUR WRITTEN CONSENT.

ffco
Physicians Insurance Company of Oiiiii

Bates Drive • Pickerington
.
Ohio • 43147

(614) 864-7100 *(800) 282-7515
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Mammography
coverage likely to
to be approved

Three separate bills, all

mandating insurance coverage of

mammography screenings,

continue to wind their way
through the Legislature, although

all three may only be marking
time.

Sponsors of both of the major

health-care reform packages have
included sections that mandate
insurance coverage for mammo-
graphy as well as cytologic

screenings.

"As hot as health-care reform is

right now, we're more likely to see

coverage for mammography
screening passed as part of a

health-care reform package rather

than as separate bills," says John
Van Doom, director of OSMA's
Department of Legislation.

Either way, mandated coverage
for mammography screening

appears to be gaining approval in

the Legislature, and is likely to be
passed in '92 in one of the

following forms:

• Senate Bill 239, sponsored by
Sen. Linda Furney of Toledo and
House Bill 142, sponsored by
Rep. Helen Rankin of Cincinnati

are virtually the same, although

H.B. 142 passed the House in mid-
November and now joins its sister

bill for Senate consideration. Each
calls for mandated coverage for

mammography and cytologic

screening, with a $60 cap per

screen. Mammography screens

would have to be done at a facil-

ity accredited by the American
College of Radiologists, the

cytologic screening at facilities

accredited by the American
College of Pathologists.

•Senate Bill 250, sponsored by
Eugene Watts of Columbus, offers

the same same benefits as the

other two bills, however it

includes a statement that says

unless the federal government
waives the ERISA preemption
law, mandated coverage shall not

apply to state self-funded

employers. Sen. Robert Ney has

included a similar ERISA
statement in that portion of his

reform package. Senate Bill 240,

that mandates coverage for

mammography screenings.

However, Rep. Wayne Jones,

sponsor of the other reform

measure. House Bill 478, has

taken a different approach. His

bill requires mandated coverage
for mammography screenings for

state employees only. It would not

apply to those covered by private

health insurance.

"The purpose of the mammo-
graphy coverage in the Jones bill,"

says Van Doom, "is to show that

the program can be cost- effective

at the state level." Once that has

been established, the mandate
may then be more generally

applied. I

HIV status of MDs
hot topic in Senate

House Bill 419, the legislation

requiring doctors, dentists and
nurses with the AIDS virus or

hepatitis B to disclose this

information to health officials and
some patients, passed the Ohio
House in mid-November, and is

now under review in the Ohio
Senate.

The bill, sponsored by Rep. Paul

Jones (D-Ravenna) stemmed from
an incident in northern Ohio,

where a surgical resident, infected

with the HIV virus, failed to

notify either health authorities or

the 125 patients with whom he
was in contact.

The bill does not call for

mandatory testing of health-care

workers, but it would require that

universal blood and body fluid

precautions must be observed.

Physicians infected with the AIDS
or hepatitis B virus would have to

notify health officials, the State

Medical Board and patients on
whom an invasive procedure has

been performed. The Ohio
Department of Health would
determine which invasive proce-

dures pose a risk of transmission

to patients, thereby triggering

notification.

AMENDMENT ADDED

"We were able to add an
amendment in the House that

requires patients with AIDS to

also notify their physicians of

their condition," says John Van
Doom, director of OSMA's
Department of Legislation. The
amendment, added in committee,

acknowledges the "two-way
street" of AIDS infection. Patients

who fail to disclose their HIV

infection could face civil liabil-

ities, but stricter enforcement

measures may be added to the bill

while it is in the Senate.

In accordance with OSMA
House of Delegates policy, the

OSMA will attempt to add an
amendment in the Senate that

would simplify the informed
consent standard given to patients

who are tested for the HIV
infection. "That would make the

consent form for AIDS testing

equivalent to the consent given to

patients who are tested for other

communicable diseases," says Van
Doom. |

Dr. Acer patient to visit Ohio

H.B. 419 is likely to get a boost
this month from a visit by
Barbara Webb, the 65-year-old

Palm City, FL woman who was
infected with the HIV virus by
the late Dr. David Acer. Dr.

Acer is the same dentist who
infected four other patients,

including Kimberly Bergalis,

who died from AIDS last

month.

Bergalis had campaigned for

mandatory AIDS tests for

health-care workers before and
up to her death.

FLIGHT SURGEONS
WANTED.

Discover the thrill of flying, the end of

paperwork and the enjoyment of a gener-

al practice as an Air Force flight surgeon.

Take flight with today’s Air Force and dis-

cover quality benefits, 30 days of vaca-

tion with pay each year and the support
of a dedicated staff of professionals.

Enjoy a true general practice on the

ground, with the kind of stimulating chal-

lenge that will get your medical skills air-

borne. Talk to an Air Force medical pro-

gram manager about becoming an Air

Force flight surgeon. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF
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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVES FROM OUR EDITORS

Communications in

the '90s is vital mission

Improving medicine’s lot

Richard J. Nowak, MD

The decision

to roll all

four OSMA
publications

into one

monthly

tabloid was

not made

lightly.

Communications with members is vital to the

mission of any organization. Our new vehicle for

improved OSMA communications has just come
off the press, and you are reading the first issue

now - but why change? I liked the cover art, too. It

looked good on the coffee

table. Unfortunately, it

rarely came off the coffee

table, and a membership
poll disclosed the poor

readership the old OHIO
Medicine received. Thus, the

new OHIO Medicine, a

compilation of the

association's former

magazine by that name and

three of its newsletters: the

OSMAgram, the Legislative

Bulletin and the Third-Party Update.

This new publication evolved as the result of an

initiative which OSMA's Long-Range Planning

Committee gave to the Department of Communi-
cations. That initiative directed the department to

evaluate all member communication activities and

report back to them in September with a plan to

improve effectiveness.

Today's "information glut" has made it difficult to

give proper attention to anything except short,

easy-to-read news briefs that can be read and

digested quickly. Our highly read newsletters were

proof that this was the way our members preferred

to receive their news. Too many newsletters,

however, not only added, unnecessarily, to the

information glut, but proved to be costly to

produce and mail.

Other state societies, as well as specialty groups

and outside organizations, are turning to tabloid

formats because they're faster and cheaper to

produce and they allow for more timely reporting

of the news. As a result, we hope that our members
will be better informed.

We encourage you to let us know what you think

about the change by filling out the opinion card

inserted in this publication, and dropping it in the

mail. To change, not just for the sake of change, is

the essence of progress.

We hope the new OHIO Medicine will be con-

sidered progressive and innovative. But you be the

judge. Read this issue and tell us. How do you like

it so far? I

Joseph Sudimak, MD

The fantastic growth in scientific

technology has expanded
medicine's ability to affect the

processes of human birth, life and

death. The capabilities of technical

knowledge in assisting reproduc-

tion, in vitro surgery, in genetic

engineering, in organ transplants

and in many other heroic feats

continue.

Imagine a brain transplant from

an unhealthy body to another

individual who is healthy but

brain-dead. This would present an

awesome ethical dilemma. This

may be on the horizon.

In the past decade, insidious

changes in attitudes about ethics

in medicine have been occurring.

Medical decisions by physicians

have been circumvented by

Congress, government bureau-

cracy, lawyers and public

pressure.

The AMA Council on Ethical

and Judicial Affairs is constantly

involved in reviewing complex

new ethical dilemmas and offers

guidelines for appropriate

practice of medicine.

Medical ethics is loaded with

the most intensively discussed

and divisive topics. From the

landmark Karen Ann Quinlan

case in which life in a chronic

vegetative state was artificially

maintained for 10 years, to the

assisted suicides by Jack

Kevorkian, MD, there has been

tremendous uneasiness in our

society concerning the medical

profession's values, morals and

beneficence.

The euthanasia issue is a far cry

from the "Do Not Resuscitate" to

the "Debbie" case published in

1988 by the JAMA.
Note that the Hemlock Society

in California advocates the right

to suicide, and that in the state of

Washington there are attempts to

legislate euthanasia for terminally

ill patients.

Recently, Americans have

individual "rights" regardless of

race, religion or gender. For

example, the debate on abortion is

the "right to life" of fetuses over

the "right of women" to their own
moral choices. These issues have

had strong appeal to courts of law

and to the political process. The
focus on individual entitlements

has taken precedence over society

as a whole or the welfare of the

entire nation.

The Hippocratic oath that we all

took on graduation from medical

school has stood the test of time

for over 2,000 years. The altruism

among physicians encompasses a

high standard of medical ethics. If

we allow technology to distort

this attitude in any selfish way,

then we are a serious threat not

only to our patients but to society

as a whole.

In 1980, the AMA House of

Delegates adopted revised

Principles of Medical Ethics. This

was the first revision since 1957.

The intent of the revision was to

clarify and update the language in

order to reach a proper stance

between professional principles

and contemporary society and to

eliminate any reference to gender.

These principles were first

adopted in 1847 and revised in

1903, 1912, 1947 and 1957.

A cartoon in the Wall Street

Journal in October 1991 shows a

physician, behind his desk, telling

his patient, "We used to work for

the betterment of mankind, but

lately we’ve been working just to

maintain the quality of life at its

current level."

Dr. Nowak is a member o/OHIO
Medicine's Advisory Board.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Improving the hospital's quality of care

To the Editor:

The "Second Opinion" column written by Emerson Laird, MD in the

November 1991 issue of OHIO Medicine is right on target with regard to

quality of care problems that originate in the hospital and the major

impact they have on physician practice. It has long been the feeling of

Peer Review Systems, Inc. that the ideal relationship for the delivery of

high-quality medical care is a joint cooperative venture between the

medical staff and the hospital administration. Ultimately, according to

federal regulations, the hospital is responsible for all quality of care

concerns for both physician and non-physician issues that arise within

the facility.

It is often difficult to fully discriminate between physician-only and

hospital issues, as was quoted by Dr. Laird. However, I must correct his

column somewhat in that hospitals are held directly responsible for

quality of care issues, are assigned points under the Quality Inter-

vention Plan (QIP) required by HCFA and receive interventions

according to the QIP, just as an individual physician might be.

Peer Review Systems, Inc. feels strongly that a cooperative attitude

must be maintained between the medical staff and hospital quality

assurance. The use of the continuous quality improvement philosophy,

which tries to move away from blame-laying and toward identifying

the source of the problem for correction, will be the best model for

helping to improve quality of care delivery in the hospital setting.

STEVEN L. RICHARDSON, MD
Senior Vice President

Medical Affairs

To the Editor:

I read with great interest the article by Emerson Laird, MD, regarding

the quality of care and who assumes responsibility for this.

Dr. Laird took the libertv to quote Dr. Richardson, but took a

paragraph or sentence out of context. What that particular letter said

was: "Beginning April 1, 1991, letters involving all quality of care

inquiries which previously would have been considered only involving

physicians will be addressed to the hospital quality assurance chairs as

well. Again, this is a reflection of the feeling that the hospital bears

responsibility for the quality of care issues identified for physicians, as

well as the feeling that the differences between hospital and physician

only errors are practically impossible to distinguish."

In essence, what Dr. Richardson did say was that hospitals do bear

some responsibility and will be sanctioned. As a matter of fact, a Peer

Review Systems bulletin dated 4/26/91 indicates that "hospitals are

assigned quality points, reflected on the quarterly accumulation profile

of all confirmed quality problems which occur within the hospital.”

Later, in that same message, it indicates that determination must be

made of the source of quality problems so that interventions may be

appropriately focused. In some cases, the quality problem will be

attributable to the attending physician, and in some cases, the provider

(hospital) will be responsible for quality problems. It further states that

the provider (hospital) is considered to be responsible for the conduct

of all care furnished in the facility and therefore is responsible for all

substandard quality care provided to a Medicare beneficiary in its

facility. Therefore, to contradict what Dr. Laird has taken the

opportunitv to publish as a second opinion, hospitals do indeed fall

under the same point system that triggers intervention, and they do
pull their own load and assume a proportionate share of liability.

RICHARD H. TAPOGNA, MD
Chief of Staff, Community Hospital

Springfield

To the Editor:

This letter is forwarded in response to a "Second Opinion" article,

written by Dr. Laird, concerning "Whose Quality of Care Is It,

Anyway?" It is filled with misunderstandings and misinformation

worthy of rectification.

Dr. Laird states, "Isn't it about time for physicians to quit bearing the

burden of professional liability created by undocumented hospital

errors?" Physicians - not hospitals - are the ones who acquire the

"quality point profiling" administered by HCFA's Quality Intervention

program. But shouldn't this same "point system" - which triggers

intervention with physicians - be applied equally to hospitals when
errors are identified?

Peer Review Systems, Inc. is currently involved in assigning quality

points to hospitals. Not only do hospitals receive quality points from

PRS, Inc., the individual hospital is also assigned points that physicians

receive regarding individual physician decisions made for patient care

delivered at that hospital. HCFA's current program encompasses the

hospital in its sanctioning process with even greater liability than it

does for individual physicians because of the accumulation of points

for all the medical staff members.

If the approach outlined by Dr. Laird were followed, this would tend

to divide and conquer those specifically entrusted with the delivery of

quality health services to patients, that is, the physician and the other

clinical professionals involved in patient care.

I believe that the future belongs to those who work together in

ensuring quality care to patients, not to those who engage in conflict

between hospitals and physicians over who should bear liability. Only

by working together as a health-care team, and continuously improv-

ing the quality of our services, can the quality of care delivered to our

patients be ensured.

As Dr. Laird points out in his last paragraph, hospitals are part of the

health-care team. They must pull their own load and assume at least

their proportionate liability. It is essential that the medical staff take

their rightful leadership role so that high-quality care can be delivered

to patients.

EMIL W. PETERSON, MD
Kettering

Reduce dues for low-paid MDs?

To the Editor:

I was very upset after reading the article in the November issue of

OHIO Medicine entitled, "What Ohio doctors need to know about

RBRVS.” In that article, it stated: "In July, the OSMA Council voted to

reject a statewide payment system."

If this is the policy of the OSMA Council, I was wondering when
those of us in the low-paid localities could expect a reduction in our

dues, according to the same HCFA reimbursement percentage that the

OSMA Council voted not to allow us? Maybe we should have 15

different dues localities statewide.

R.D. WINLAND, MD
Norwalk
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Second Opinion

The only solution:

national health

insurance

By David H. Greegor, MD

A panic is developing in the

U.S.A. regarding the astronomical

cost and the unavailability of

universal medical care. Contrary

to the opinion of the media it is

not due to greed. Medicare and

the "Blues" cannot remain solvent.

Medicaid is already bankrupt.

Employers, to stay alive, must
offer only part-time work to avoid

providing compulsory, bankrupt-

ing health-care insurance.The real

causes are in a runaway state and

impossible to control in our

present situation.

Cause #1: Medical science is

skyrocketing faster each day.

Consider cardiology, MRI, bone
marrow transplant, organ

transplants, etc. As responsible

physicians we must make the best

possible treatment and tests

available to our patients. We are

not permitted the privilege of

cost-cutting by "one line

elimination."

Cause #2: Defensive medicine

compels many doctors to pay
more for malpractice insurance

than they can ever hope to recover

until after many years of practice.

We are forced to order unneces-

sary tests and procedures to avoid

possible lawsuits.

Cause #3: For over 200 years

we have worked to establish a

decent standard of living for

every American. That standard

has been established but in the

process about 25% of our people

have had to drop out of the "have"

ranks and there is no indication

that the situation will improve.

Money and jobs are the name of

the game and our present Ameri-

can system shows no signs of

making these available for the

"have nots."

The causes are complex and

represent many years of multiple

and varied deprivations.

It is my opinion that nothing but

national health insurance will

reverse the situation.

#1: We doctors are actually

forced to abuse and waste much
medical care to avoid censure or

lawsuit. We must hospitalize

people not requiring hospital care.
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We have to use beds and monitors

for stable patients and spend

millions keeping hopeless cases

around an extra two months.

We must have supportive

regulations to ensure efficiency

and reason in the use of the

hospital. We also need these rules

and regulations for our own
protection. As physicians we dare

not consider cost as long as there

is any degree of patient risk. The
hospitals cannot do it either. NHI
would insist and back up good
judgment and cost efficiency.

#2: England and other countries

employing NHI have proven that

their doctors are virtually freed of

malpractice suits.

#3: Regardless of income or

absence thereof NHI would make
good medical care available to

everyone. United States and South

Africa are the only developed

nations not employing NHI.

Until American re-establishes

itself as a manufacturing power
and neutralizes the drug

problems, the plight of the

unemployed, the indigent and the

low-income citizens will only

worsen and multiply.

Our medical practices are

already regulated by third-party

carriers. We face, in the near

future, even more restrictions, no
matter what master we serve.

Would I have written this

article in 1950? No, I would not

even have written it in 1990. For

over two years during the JFK
period as legislative chairman I

led the Columbus Academy of

Medicine's battle against

Medicare.

Perhaps the following com-
parison study will depict how I

arrived at my present position - a

position from which I am unable

to escape.

The AMA proposal calls for

Medicaid to be refinanced and
then insure all indigent and all of

the uninsured. Where do the

funds come from? Working
Americans would have to be

double-charged (taxes) for health

care. Employers and employees

cannot and will not accept this.

Dr. Greegor is a Columbus internist.

The opinions expressed in this

column are those of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the

opinions or views of OHIO
Medicine or the Ohio State

Medical Association.
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Waste plant

a "go" despite
OSMA efforts

Despite celebrity-studded

demonstrations, letters from two
out-of-state governors, and the

Ohio State Medical Association's

publicly expressed opposition.

Waste Technologies Industries is

proceeding with the construction

of its hazardous waste incinerator

plant in East Liverpool. When
completed, the plant, which will

be one of the largest hazardous

waster incinerators in the world,

will burn up to 176,000 tons of

hazardous waste annually.

TASK FORCE APPOINTED

An OSMA resolution,

introduced by Columbiana
County physicians and passed

last May, called for the association

to establish a committee to study

the problems of hazardous waste,

and the construction of the WTI
plant specifically.

OSMA President Joseph

Sudimack, Jr., MD appointed a

task force in September, but

according to task force chair

Robert Reed, MD, who also serves

as OSMA's Sixth District

Councilor, attempts to stop

construction of the facility have

been, so far, an uphill battle.

"Last May, when the resolution

was passed, it appeared to the

House that OSMA might have an

impact on whether or not the

facility was built," says Dr. Reed.

Events changed quickly, how-
ever, putting the waste-plant

incinerator on a fast-track for

approval. Within months after the

House adopted resolution 59-91,

the Ohio Environmental

Protection Agency went on record

as saying that the facility would
be safe, and Gov. George V.

Voinovich, who could have

interceded in the construction, has

decided not to become embroiled

in this issue, even though the

OSMA, through letters sent by its

newly formed task force, has

asked him, as well as other

government leaders, to become
involved.

Gov. George Voinovich, how-
ever, subsequently proposed a

Plant manager Sam Kosley, PhD, stands outside the construction

site of the new hazardous waste incinerator being built by Waste
Technologies Industri/. Construction is now nearly 90% complete.

moratorium on the building of

any other hazardous waste

facilities in Ohio, although his

decision does not affect the

construction of the WTI plant.

LOCAL FRUSTRATION

"It's frustrating and very

discouraging,"says Lester Hill,

DO, an East Liverpool physician

who provides what may be the

local community's most vocal

opposition to the construction. "It

really showed me what money
from big business can do."

Even East Liverpool residents,

largely blue-collar workers, seem
more attracted by the potential

money and jobs the plant will

bring into the area than they are

by the health risks the operational

plant will pose, says Dr. Hill. Yet,

he adds, the health risks will be

plentiful, despite what the Ohio
EPA claims.

"There have never been any
appropriate base-line studies

done on what effect the burning

of hazardous wastes has on the

health of those who live in the

area," says Dr. Hill. "So how can

they say the plant will be safe?"

ODH WILL MONITOR

Edward Kilroy, MD, director of

the Ohio Department of Health, is

also concerned about the health

effects of WTI's emissions on East

Liverpool residents. He told

OSMA councilors at their

November meeting that the

ODH, under the supervision of

Peter Samoni, MD, will work
closely with the OSMA in

monitoring the health of those

who live and work in the region.

"One of the task force's recom-

mendations to the governor was
that he increase funding to the

ODH so they can monitor health

risks there for an extended length

of time," says Dr. Reed.

LIMITED RESOURCES

That may be all the OSMA can

do, he continues, since it's

doubtful that construction of the

facility can be halted at this point.

"The fact is, Ohio is a high

producer of toxic wastes, and

something has to be done to

dispose of these wastes," Dr. Reed
says. "However, Ohio is also one

of the largest importers of

hazardous wastes, and that's

where our task force draws the

line. We shouldn't import these

wastes as much as we do."

Trying to stop the importation

of hazardous wastes, however,

would be as difficult as trying to

stop construction of the WTI
facility. OSMA doesn't have the

amount of resources it would take

to affect either, says Dr. Reed.

"All we can do is state our

opposition and help the ODH get

the funding they need to monitor

the situation when the plant is

operational," Dr. Reed concludes.!

Colleagues

The late William H. Havener,

MD, Columbus, was
posthumously honored by the

Ohio State University Board of

Trustees recently. The board

named the fifth floor of the OSU
Hospitals Clinic the William H.

Havener Eye Center. Havener, an

internationally known ophthal-

mologist, was the first full-time

faculty member in OSU's Depart-

ment of Ophthalmology and
served as chairperson of the

department for 27 years. He was
active until his death in March.

Daniel Hiestand, MD, Columbus,
an anethesiologist at The Ohio
State University Hospitals,

received the highest score in the

nation on this year's written board

examination administerd by the

American Board of Anesthesiolo-

gists.

Arthur G. James, MD, Columbus,
received the 1991 Ohio State

University Alumni Medalist

Award, the University Alumni
Associations's highest award. The
award is given to alumni who
have attained extraordinary

distinction and honor in a field of

specialization and have provided

exceptional service to society. The
cancer hospital and research

institute at OSU is named for Dr.

James.

Devinder S. Mangat, MD,
Cincinnati, became treasurer-elect

of the American Academy of

Facial Plastic and Reconstructive

Surgery (AAFPRS). Dr. Mangat
maintains a facial plastic and
reconstructive surgery practice in

both Cincinnati and Lexington,

Ky.

Joseph Rauh, MD, Cincinnati,

received the Society for

Adolescent Medicine's

Outstanding Achievement

Award. He is director of the

Division of Adolescent Medicine

at Children's Hospital Medical

Center. He was honored for

developing health services for

teens and professional training

programs in the field.
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OPEP program is

off to good start

In the three months that Richard

O. Pelham, MD, FACS, PA, has

been at the helm as medical

director of the Ohio Physician

Effectiveness Program, the

program has been sailing along

smoothly.

Dr. Pelham admits the majority

of time the first month was spent

in his office hiring a secretary,

interviewing monitors and

developing protocols. Now, his

time is devoted to counseling, and

at least two days a week are spent

on the road talking to physicians.

The new director has logged more
than 6,000 miles since taking the

post.

Since October, Dr. Pelham has

made 44 contacts, and of those, 23

participants have signed

contracts; two have refused to

sign contracts; and he has another

19 known contacts in process.

Twenty-nine monitors have been

interviewed with 10 of them
assigned to physicians.

Dr. Pelham also visits with

hospital administrators and
impaired physicians committees

to familiarize them with OPEP.
"About half of physicians on
hospital staffs around the state

don't even know about the

program," says Dr. Pelham. "A
great deal of education needs to

be done to make this program
effective," he believes. "Ignorance

about physician impairment is

rampant, even among the very

ones who are trained to recognize

and treat such problems in

others," says Dr. Pelham. "OPEP
has been initiated to help in this

kind of crisis. There is not a

hospital or community that hasn’t

been touched by this problem. It

is sad how society has chosen to

deal with the impaired human
being who happens to be a

physician," he adds.

"Statistical evidence pegs the

problem of impairment some-
where between 10% and 20% of

practicing physicians. Taking a

conservative figure of 10% that

would mean that Ohio has in the

neighborhood of 2,500 physicians

who will at some time in their

careers will be impaired," says Dr.

Pelham.

Speaking engagements like the

one at the Medical Family in

Crisis conference, those to

impaired physician committees of

county medical societies and

hospital staffs, and the one to the

Osteopathic School of Medicine,

suffice as an educational tool and

also help augment the current

commitment of the program. The
initial funding of OPEP was
provided by PIE, PICO, OHIC,
OSMA and OMERF.

'"I don't want to get involved' is

the response of so many
colleagues that we avoid our

responsibility," says Dr. Pelham.

"Many of our colleagues treat the

disease of addiction by turning

our back or going off in a rage."

OPEP is here to help, according

to Dr. Pelham, "to redirect and
doctor those who are sick."

For more information on the

program, call (614) 766-2252.
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OSMA Dental
Featuring / Competitive rates

/ Guaranteed Acceptance

/ Available to members, their families*

and Office Staff (issued through age 70)

/ Average two week turnaround on claims

/ $1,000 calendar year maximum
per insured

/ $50 Deductible/$1 00 Family

/ 100% Diagnostic/X Ray

/ 80% Minor Restoration

/ 50% Major Restoration

/ 50% Orthodontia ($1,000 lifetime maximum)

‘spouse and eligible dependent children

For more information and to apply for coverage,

contact your OSMA Benefit representative at

American Physicians Life toll-free, 1-800-742-1275.

OSMA Dental available through American Physicians

Life, the OSMA’s life and health carrier, committed to

maintaining the finest benefits for members at the

lowest possible price.

AS m %
AMERICAN PHYSICIANS LIKE

Bates Drive, P.O. Box 281

Pickerington, Ohio 43147

(614) 864-3900

1-800-742-1275
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OSMA booklet
mailing delayed

The OSMA's updated services

and activities directory will be

mailed in mid-January. The
December OSMAgram indicated

that the booklet was enclosed

with that mailing. However, since

the OSMAgram contained timely

information on RBRVS, the OSMA
opted at the last minute to mail

the newsletter first class and to

hold the directory until January.

The booklet contains complete

information regarding the benefits

and services available to OSMA
members and includes a lengthy

"Who to Call" list of OSMA staff

members. I

PICO announces
special HIV
coverage

Citing the increased exposure and

concern over infectious diseases

in the health-care setting.

Physicians Insurance Company of

Ohio (PICO) has announced the

development of a special

disability coverage, including

infectious disease (HIV), to be

provided to all of the company's

insured physicians and surgeons.

The new coverage will become
part of each malpractice policy

issued by PICO. It offers a

disability benefit if the insured

acquires and tests positive for

Human Immunodeficiency Virus

(HIV). The payout will be either a

lump sum or provided as a

monthly payment through an

annuity contract issued by
American Physicians Life

Insurance Company, a PICO
subsidiary.

According to Robert L. Dion,

PICO president and chief

executive officer, the coverage

enhancement offers an insurance

benefit to policyholders who
either must leave practice or

modify their practices as a result

of testing positive to an infectious

disease.

The coverage also responds to

Resolution 50-91, adopted

recently by the Ohio State Medical

Association's House of Delegates.

The resolution called for the

OSMA to work with the insurance

industry to develop insurance

plans that address the financial

liability of health-care profession-

als who become HIV seropositive

in the course of their duties.

PICO has assumed a leadership

role in this coverage concept, and

is the first Ohio-based malpractice

insurer to provide the infectious

disease policy enhancement to its

insureds.

The special endorsement

provides a minimum of $100,000

of coverage, and is to be included

in each insured's policy either at

inception or at the time of renewal

beginning January 1, 1992. For the

infectious disease coverage,

optional higher limits of $250,000

or $500,000 also are available to

insureds for an additional

premium.
In addition, PICO's coverage

provides a schedule of benefits for

accidental death, dismemberment
or disability related to other

practice-threatening injuries such

as the loss of sight or the loss of

use of hands.

The coverage for infectious

disease is unlike standard

disability policies because the

coverage does not require proof of

the insured's inability to pursue

practice. It also is not restricted to

injury or infection in the work-

place. The benefit is payable upon
first testing positive for HIV, and

is not dependent upon waiting for

AIDS to develop for the coverage

to apply.

Research indicates that infected

health-care workers are not a

numerically large problem.

However, Dion said, for the

individual physician who does

become infected, it is a very

serious problem. The goal of

PICO’s new coverage is to provide

economic assistance to that small

number of physicians who
acquire HIV.

As a doctor-owned and
controlled company, Dion said,

PICO is committed to addressing

the practical economic problems

that confront an infected doctor in

a way that will also reduce the

risk of professional liability.!

ALENDAR

Workshops planned for January 1992 - OSMA, in conjunction with

Conomikes Associates, Inc., is sponsoring six half-day workshops
on RBRVS and three full-day workshops on Medicare.

"RBRVS: How to Work With It."

Date: January 14

Place: Sheraton-Springdale, Cincinnati

Date: January 15

Place: Dayton Marriott Hotel, Dayton
Date: January 16

Place: Hyatt Regency Columbus at Convention Center, Cols.

"Understanding Medicare" (three full-day workshops)

Date: January 28

Place: Dana Center at MCO, Toledo

Date: January 29

Place: Sheraton Cleveland City Centre, Cleveland

Date: January 30

Place: Parke Hotel, Canton

For more information contact the OSMA Department of Admini-
strative and Educational Services, (800) 766-OSMA or (614) 486-

2401. I

We Do Research.

Research that saves lives.
At the American Cancer Society, we
fund research that makes a difference.

Through the careful use of funds, we
support many of the best cancer

research projects in America. That

support is one reason why more than

half of all new cancer patients now
survive.

And that’s why 25 American Cancer

Society-supported researchers have

won the Nobel Prize for their cancer

breakthroughs—including 10 since

1980.

At the American Cancer Society, we
have a commitment to saving lives.

And you can join that commitment

with a gift through your will.

Your donation can fund additional

research projects, projects that could

hold the cancer solutions for all future

generations.

AMERICAN
VCANCER
* SOCIETY

For information on how to include the American

Cancer Society in your will,

write to the American Cancer Society,

Ohio Division, 5555 Frantz Road

Dublin, OH 43017,

or call 1-800-686-4357 9 am-5 pm weekdays

Ask for John Murphy, Planned Giving Director.

AMERICAN
v CANCER
* SOCIETY

Please send me a free kit to help review

and plan my will.

Please send me an Annual Report that

shows how efficiently donations are utilized.

Name_

Address

City State Zip.

Phone

Mail to: American Cancer Society

5555 Frantz Road, Dublin. OH 43017
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No living will?

What do I do now?

Now that the living will bill is law

in Ohio, and the federal patient

self-determination act is man-

dating that patients be informed

of their ability to make their own
health-care decisions, a new
question is puzzling Ohio

physicians - what if the patient

has no advance directive?

Despite the OSMA's best

legislative efforts in hammering
out a living will law that proposes

to take the guess work out of

determining patient wishes

regarding life-prolonging

treatment, the political process of

compromise has resulted in a law

that does have a few gray areas.

Joseph J. Feltes, a Canton

attorney who represents "about

two dozen" Ohio physicians, says

the question of what to do if a

patient has no advance directive

in place has become more
prevalent in his practice since

Senate Bill 1 was signed into law.

DOCTORS HESITATE

"Doctors are hesitant, now, to

write DNR orders and they're

uneasy about withholding and
withdrawing treatment when no
advance directive exists,” he says.

Yet Feltes insists such discom-

fort is unnecessary.

"The law does not require

patients to have advance
directives, so if there are none in

place, physicians can proceed

with business as usual - that is,

follow the same procedures they

used before Senate Bill 1 was
signed into law."

Cynthia Snyder, JD, associate

director of OSMA's Department of

Legislation, and an active

participant in the drafting of the

living will law, hesitates to say
that the procedure, in absence of

an advance directive, is the same
as before.

"It's more formalized, now," she
says, "and more documentation is

needed."

SEPARATE REQUIREMENTS

Much of the confusion about
when and how to withdraw
treatment when there is no living

will seems to stem from the fact

that there are separate require-

ments for patients in a terminal

versus a permanently uncon-

scious state. (See sidebar for

specifics.) The requirements are

often mixed up.

Feltes gives the example of one
physician who refused to

withdraw treatment in a terminal

case because he believed he

needed to wait 12 months before

following the spouse's wishes.

(The requirement is necessary

when a patient is in a perma-

nently unconscious state.) The
doctor insisted that the court

declare the spouse the patient's

guardian before he would agree

to withdraw treatment.

"That's an unnecessary step,"

says Feltes, and in what may be

the first opinion rendered by an

Ohio court in this matter, the

Honorable R.R. Denny Clunk of

the Probate Court of Stark County
agreed.

"It is. ..the opinion of this court,"

wrote the Hon. Clunk, "that in the

absence of advance directives, the

administration or the withdrawal

of life-sustaining treatment

should be based upon medical

expertise, consistent with the

patient's wishes as they are

expressed by family members."

RUNNING RISKS

In either situation, however, the

law is clear, and Snyder says the

further physicians stray from the

law, the greater the risks they run.

"There are certain requirements

that must be met before treatment

can be withheld or withdrawn
without a living will," she says,

"and those have all been outlined

in the law."

There is no need for physicians

to believe they will be charged

with homocide if they withdraw
treatment, according to the law,

when no advance directive is in

place. There is also no need to

inundate the courts with requests

for guardianship appointments

when none are indicated. How-
ever, Ohio physicians do need to

become familiar with the require-

ments of the living will law as

they are outlined in the section

"Patients with no advance

directive," and think carefully

about how the law applies to their

patients.

For more information, contact

Cynthia Snyder, Department of

Legislation, at (800) 766-OSMA. I

Mary Jo Welker, MD, and attorney Bill Wisenburg, both of Columbus,
speak to a senior citizen group at the news conference launching of the

OSMA/Ohio State Bar Association living will educational campaign.

AMA clarifies its

"gifts from industry"

Following numerous requests for

clarification and interpretation,

the American Medical Associa-

tion has released an amended
version of its "Guidelines on Gifts

to Physicians from Industry,"

developed last year by its

Council on Ethical and Judicial

Affairs. The Ohio State Medical

Association adopted these

guidelines when they were first

released.

The annotated version clarifies

such matters as charity donations

made by manufacturers on behalf

of physicians; manufacturers’ use

of vouchers, points, gift certifi-

cates and sweepstakes to reward

physicians; travel expense

reimbursement; and manufac-

turers' subsidy of social events.

COMPLIANCE QUESTIONED

During a second national

conference held in October on the

collaboration between industry

and continuing medical

education providers, Ann Witt,

JD, a representative from the

Food and Drug Administration,

voiced concern that neither

medicine nor industry was doing

enough to ensure compliance

with these guidelines, so the FDA
was involving itself in the matter.

She reported that the agency

would soon release its own
guidelines on what constitutes an

"ethical gift" from industry, and

that these guides would pivot

around four standards: 1.)

Independence; 2.) Balance; 3.)

Objectivity; and 4.) Scientific

Rigor. To describe CME in

acceptable terms to the FDA,
Witt said, these four criteria must
be met.

CME PROVIDERS NOTIFIED

As a result of the FDA's
remarks, Gail Dodson, director

of OSMA's Department of

Administrative and Educational

Services, has sent a letter to

providers of continuing medical

education, urging them to

develop a conflict of interest

policy if they have not already

done so.

"A conflict of interest statement

will be necessary to show that

providers are in compliance with

the guidelines," she states,

adding that applies whether the

guidelines are the ones devel-

oped by the AMA, the FDA or

the Accreditation Council for

CME. Full disclosure is the key,

Dodson says.

"Any conflict should be identi-

fied openly so that listeners may
form their own judgments about

the presentation with the full

disclosure of facts."

For additional information on

this subject or a copy of the

AMA's annotated Guidelines on

Gifts to Physicians from Industry

should contact the Department

of Administrative and Educa-

tional Services, OSMA, 1500 Lake

Shore Drive, Columbus, Ohio
43204-3824. I
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Should epileptic

patients drive on
Ohio's roads?

Editor's note: Last year, Columbus

oncologist John P. Minton, MD died

as the result of a traffic accident,

caused by a driver who had experi-

enced an epileptic seizure. As a result,

Columbus neurologist George W.

Paulson, MD, with the assistance of

two attorneys, James Pohlman, JD of

the Columbus law firm Porter,

Wright, Morris and Arthur and

Robert Holden, JD, attorney for Ohio

State University Hospitals, decided to

take a closer look at Ohio 's laws on

the subject of driving and epilepsy.

Available literature states that

the average epileptic patient has

perhaps twice the incidence of

accidents as the non-epileptic.

Does that mean patients with

epilepsy should not be permitted

on the state’s roads?

That's a difficult question to

answer, since no Ohio law

currently exists on this subject.

The state requires neither a

specific time for a seizure-free

interval before the license is

granted, nor does it require

physicians to report the presence

of a seizure in a driver-patient.

Therefore, the physician is the one

who must either make a judgment

as to whether or not the patient is

fit to drive, or who must help the

patient make the right decision.

DETERMINING FACTORS

Generally, the length of time the

patient has spent seizure-free is a

determining factor in whether or

not he or she should be permitted

to drive, but there are extenuating

circumstances and mitigating

factors that need to be taken into

account. For example, if the

patient’s seizures are related only

to sleep deprivation or extreme

fatigue, these triggering factors

can be avoided. On the other

hand, alcohol and drug abuse,

non-compliance, co-morbidity

with other diseases or a poor

driving record are all negative

factors that could and should

affect this decision.

The Epilepsy Foundation of

America favors individual

THE PHYSICIAN'S DUTY

• Must disclose the risk to the patient so that the patient may choose

whether or not to drive.

• The disclosure must be documented, even confirmed by copies

provided to the patient.

IF THE PATIENT IS WARNED NOT TO DRIVE...

• The warning should be placed in record.

• Physicians should send a notice of the warning to the patient by
certified mail.

REPORTING...

• In Ohio, physicians may report drivers with epilepsy. Reporting is

not mandatory.

• Physicians who report the patient's problem to the state without

the patient's permission may be sued for breach of patient

confidence.

• Physicians who disclose the risk of a seizure to the patient but

has not told the patient not to drive may be liable to the patient or

a third party if such warnings fall below generally accepted

standards of care.

Disabilities act
troubles physicians

Physicians still have time before

they need to worry about com-
plying with the new Americans

with Disabilities Act. However, by

1993, most will have to have in

place some proof that they do not

discriminate against employees or

potential employees afflicted

either with disabilities or with

catastrophic illness, including the

HIV virus.

"The ADA recently passed by
Congress is modeled after the

federal anti-discrimination and

rehabilitation law that was passed

in 1973, affecting large employers,"

says Katrina English, JD, OSMA's
associate staff counsel. "The

difference is that the new law

specifically includes people with

catastrophic illnesses and

determinations of a patient's

suitability to drive - and our state

conforms to those recommen-
dations. However, for those

physicians looking for a rule-of-

thumb, a good indication that the

patient's epilepsy is under control

(and he or she able to drive) is if

the patient has been seizure-free

for at least six months.

BREACHING CONFIDENTIALITY

Whatever the decision, keep in

mind that physicians owe their

patients a duty of care that

includes confidentiality and

warning them about the risks of

driving - a duty, incidentally,

that is not unique to neurology or

to epilepsy. The physician can

breach the duty of care and the

requirement of confidentiality if

harm to society is foreseeable.

How foreseeable must such harm
be? According to Pohlman and

Holden, if Ohio physicians know
that the chance of a problem

seizure is greater than 1% and if

the patient clearly ignores advice,

then they should disclose the

risks of the patient's driving to

the state. I

TIME TO FLEX^ u

YOURMUSCLE >*

The Growth Fund with a flexible approach!

THE
FLEX-FUNDS
GROWTH
FUND

Performance counts when selecting a mutual fund. And The
Flex-funds Growth Fund has performed among the nation's best;

being ranked by Lipper as one of the top performing Growth
Funds as reported in The Wall Street Journal (June 4, 1991 and
July 2, 1991 for the trailing 52 weeks).

The Growth Fund has the flexibility to emphasize either large or

small company stocks depending on market conditions. The
Fund will primarily invest in the stock market but will attempt to

shift the portfolio to protect values in adverse market conditions.

To do this, we utilize a defensive investing philosophy—using

hedging strategies or investments in bonds or money market
instruments—to protect shareholder values and earn interest

when we perceive these conditions exist.

The Flex-funds Growth Fund places as much emphasis on
preserving profits as it does on making them.

If your investment needs include personal assets, corporate

retirement plans or IRA accounts. The Flex-funds Growth Fund
may be for you.

For more information on The Flex-funds Growth Fund, Call

1-800-325-3539 or in Central Ohio (614) 766-7000.

Investment Adviser: R. MEEDER & ASSOCIATES, INC.,

6000 Memorial Drive, Dublin, Ohio 43017

THE FLEX-FUNDS:
THE GROWTH FUND-THE MUIRFIELD FUND-THE BOND FUND-THE MONEY FUND

There is no guarantee that the Fund will achieve its objectives.

For more complete information including management fees and expenses, call or

write for a free prospectus—read it carefully before you send money.

Source: Lipper Analytical Services, Inc., ranked The Flex-funds Growth Fund
12th out of 260 and 8th out of 258, for growth funds for the trailing 52 weeks
ending May 30 and June 27, 1991, respectively, as reported in the WALL STREET
JOURNAL'S Mutual Fund Scoreboard—June 4 and July 2 issues.
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broadens applicability to smaller

employers."

DELAY IN ENFORCEMENT

Title I of the ADA prohibits

discrimination against individuals

in all employment practices. Title

III of the ADA requires that public

accomodations and services must

be provided for disabled indi-

viduals to the extent they are

offered to others.

Employers, including

physicians who hire 25 or more
employees, have until July 26,

1992 before the law takes effect,

and employers with only 15 or

more workers have even longer to

comply - until July, 26 1994.

"The goal of the ADA is to

ensure that most workplaces are

free of discrimination based on

physical disabilities," says

English.

TITLE III ACCESSIBILITY

English points out that the new
law specifically designates a

physician's office as a "public

accomodation," adding it to such

facilities as hospitals, hotels, and
restaurants that have been

required to comply with the anti-

discrimination law since 1973.

The ADA requires that places of

public accomodation intended for

first occupancy after January 26,

1993, be constructed so they are

readily accessible by individuals

with disabilities. Alterations

begun after January 26, 1992 must
be accessible to individuals with

disabilities to the maximum
extent possible.

"Of most concern to physicians

is the requirement that archi-

tectural barriers in existing

buildings be removed if the

removal is 'readily achievable,"'

says English.

The regulations define "readily

achievable" as "easily accom-
plishable and able to be carried

out without much difficulty or

expense." The regulations provide

factors to determine if a removal
is readily achievable. The factors

include the nature and cost of the

removal, the financial resources of

the party involved and the impact
of removal on operation of the

site, and the effect on profitability.

For example, removal of a par-

tition that is a barrier to a blind

individual may be required in a

profitable movie theater, however
the same barrier in a physician’s

office may be necessary for

patient confidentiality or prove

too expensive to remove, and
would therefore not be affected by
the ADA regs.

PRE-HIRING DISCRIMINATION

Further, pre-hiring discrimina-

tion is prohibited. If an applicant

can perform the essential func-

tions of a job, either with or

without a reasonable accommo-
dation, that individual cannot be

discriminated against.

Throughout 1992, the OSMA's
Department of Legal Services will

be providing OSMA members
with information on the ADA.
Watch this section for additional

information.!

GIVE
TOUR
MEDICAL
CAREER
ALIFE

In the Air Force Reserve you’ll have the opportunity to serve your
country with the surgical skills you’ve worked so diligendy to master.

You can serve part time in some of America’s finest medical facilities,

while utilizing the most advanced surgical techniques in the world.

You may have the opportunity to fly and travel, and you’ll certainly be
in store for a change. Place yourself a cut above, by calling or writing the

Air Force Reserve today. You’ll be proud of yourself as well as your
country.

Call: (404)421-4892 Or Fill Out Coupon and Mail Today!
To: SMSGT Hartung
14 AF/RSH
Dobbins AFB, GA 30069

Name

Address

City State Zip

Phone Prior Service? Yes No

Medical Specialty Date of Birth

V
14-214-0029

AIR FORCERESERVE

A GREAT WAY TO SERVE
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OSMA-sponsored CPT coding workshop

1 992 place-of-service codes
change for Medicare claims

In addition to the numerous
other changes affecting the way
in which physicians are required

to submit claims to Medicare, as

a reminder, the place of service

codes for Medicare claims have

also changed. The actual

effective date for use of the new
place-of-service codes is April 1,

1992 but physicians who begin

to use the new HCFA-1500

Code - 42

Code - 41

Code - 24

Code - 25

Code - 53

Code - 61

Code - 62

Code - 33

Code - 65

Code -12

Code - 34

Code - 23

Code - 21

Code - 22

Code - 81

Code - 54

Code - 26

Code - 32

Code - 11

Code - 99

Code - 51

Code - 52

Code - 56

Code - 55

Code - 72

Code - 31

Code - 71

claim form must use the new
place-of-service codes on the

new form. Since use of the new
claim form is required after

April 1, 1992, all physicians will

be using the new place-of-

service codes at that time.

Listed below are the new
codes. For a complete descrip-

tion of the place of services,

refer to the Medicare newsletter

of October 1991.

1

Ambulance, Air or Water

Ambulance, Land
Ambulatory Surgical Center

Birthing Center

Community Mental Health Center

Comprehensive Inpatient Rehabilitation Facility

Comprehensive Outpatient Rehabilitation Facility

Custodial Care Facility

End Stage Renal Disease Treatment Facility

Home
Hospice

Hospital Emergency Department

Hospital Inpatient

Hospital Outpatient

Independent Laboratory

Intermediate Care Facility/Mentally Retarded

Military Treatment Facility

Nursing Facility (NF)

Office

Other Unlisted Facility

Psychiatric Facility, Inpatient

Psychiatric Facility, Partial Hospitalization

Psychiatric Residential Treatment Center

Residential Substance Abuse Treatment Facility

Rural Health Clinic (RHC)
Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF)

State or Local Public Health Clinic

Medicare to no
longer accept
"superbills"

A general notice with comment
period, published in the

November 29, 1991 Federal

Register, states that effective April

1, 1992, Medicare carriers will no

longer accept claim attachment

(superbills) for information that

physicians may enter in desig-

nated blocks of prescribed claim

forms. Incomplete claim forms

(HCFA-1500) will be returned for

completion or resubmission.

Medicare carriers are to con-

tinue to accept claim attachments

only for information and evidence

that cannot be readily entered in

designated blocks of the standard

HCFA-1500 claim form.

The Health Care Financing

Administration (HCFA) will

accept written comments on this

proposed action until January 28,

1992. Concerned physicians are

urged to write to:

Health Care Financing

Administration

Attention: BPO-95-GNC
P.O. Box 26676

Baltimore, Maryland 21207 |

Use of two sets of

CPT codes bound
to burden MDs

The question of when will the

major insurance carriers require

use of the 1992 CPT codes is an

important one. Right now, it's

anyone's guess, but OSMA is

trying to determine if a coordi-

nated effort will help to ease this

obvious burden that physicians'

offices will experience in having

to maintain two sets of CPT codes

in their claims processing

systems.

The Ohio Department of

Human Services (Medicaid) will

file rules for public hearing in

order to adopt the 1992 CPT, and

at this time, OSMA believes this

will not occur before April 1, 1992.

Some of the commercial carriers

indicated they might wish to

change early in the year, but no

definite dates have been set.

Another concern of the use of

both 1991 and 1992 CPT codes

after January 1, 1992, is the effect

they will have on filing of sup-

plemental Medicare claims, those

filed automatically (cross-over)

and those filed manually by
physicians or their patients. In the

next issue of OHIO Medicine, we
expect to provide an update on

this information. I

Financial

relationships focus
of Medicare survey

Physicians who furnish physical

therapy services, ambulance

services, parenteral and enteral

services and items, and diagnostic

imaging services were surveyed

in early December 1991 by
Nationwide-Medicare and were

required to complete HCFA-95 (7-

91). The purpose of the survey

was to identify financial relation-

ships between selected health-care

entities that provide the listed

services and items. Physicians

who provide these services are

required to have completed and

returned the survey by the stated

deadline. Failure to comply can

bring a $10,000 penalty for each

day of non-compliance.

Physicians who did not receive

the survey by Dec. 31, but who
provide these services, should

contact Medicare immediately at

(614) 464-9924 or 9925.

For exact details refer to the

Medicare Physician Newsletter,

December 1991 edition. I

CMN required for

durable medical
equipment

For the durable medical equip-

ment listed below, furnished after

December 1, 1991, Medicare will

deny reimbursement if prescrib-

ing physicians fail to complete

appropriate portions of a certifi-

cate of medical necessity (CMN)
form.

• Air fluidized beds (Code

E0194)
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• Decubitus care pads (Codes

E0176-E0182, E0184-E0189,

E0191, E0192, E0196-E0199)

• Low air loss therapy beds

(Code E0193)

• Oxygen equipment (Codes

Q0036, Q0038, Q0039, Q0040,

Q0041, Q0042, Q0043, Q0046,

E0430, E0435, E0440, E1400,

E1401, El 402, El 043, E1404)

• Power-operated vehicles

(Code El 230)

• Seat lift mechanisms (For

services prior to 1/1/92, use

codes Q0078, Q0079, Q0080.

Services provided on or after

1/1/92, use codes E0627,

E0628, E0629)

• Transcutaneous electrical

nerve stimulators (TENS)

(Codes E0720, E0730)

Details on the CMN form, and

how to complete, were included

in the Medicare Newsletter,

September 1991. |

Managed care
contracts— they
won’t last forever

The OSMA Department of

Professional Relations and

Ombudsman Services has pro-

vided guidance to a number of

Ohio physicians who find them-

selves in the following position:

A 60-year-old Board-eligible general

surgeon has contracted with a large

HMO as a referral provider for the

past 10 years. Over the years this

HMO has grown significantly and

referrals from its primary care

physicians currently make up a

substantial portion of the surgeon 's

practice. On November 1, 1991, the

surgeon received written notice by

mail that the HMO would terminate

his contract effective January 1, 1992.

The notice gave no reason; it stated

simply that the contract would not be

renewed. This surgeon has just

received 60 days notice that he will

lose perhaps one-third or more of his

patients. The surgeon is shocked. He
can think of no controversy or reason

for the termination. He calls the

HMO and requests an explanation.

The answer he receives is simple: The

contract allows for termination

without cause upon 60 days notice

before the renewal date (January 1).

Virtually all third-party payor

contracts in Ohio contain a clause

that allows either party to termi-

nate the contract upon a specified

number of days written notice.

Termination provisions like these

are common in contractual

arrangements of all types. The
ability to terminate a contract

without cause is often beneficial

to the contracting physician. It

allows the physician to determine

that a contract is not in his or her

best interest (for whatever reason)

and to end the relationship with-

out question from the third-party

payor. Unfortunately, this same
ability extends to the third-party

payor.

Several Ohio third-party payors

have apparently decided to trim

the size of their primary care

physician and referral physician

panels. As a consequence of these

decisions, a number of Ohio
physicians have lost well over

one-third of their patients after

We fight nonmeritorious claims. It would be easier to

settle, and often less expensive for us. But we’re not just

insuring your financial future. We’re guarding your pro-

fessional reputation, an asset no amount of insurance

could replace. So we put it in writing that we’ll never

settle without your consent. We hire the best lawyers,

back them up with the nation's largest malpractice law

department, and win. If we didn’t, we couldn’t call

ourselves The Medical Protective Company. Put us in

your corner and call our general agent today.

^ fa tj to a r, im o tt.cmy&i

NO DOUBT.

Cincinnati

David E. Bendel

Daniel R Woods

(
513

)
751-0657

Columbus
John E. Hansel

Timothy D. Harrison

(614)
267-9156

Perrysburg

Robert E. Stallter

(
419

)
874-8080

Hudson
Edward J. Kupcho

(
216

)
656-0660
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receipt of 60- or sometimes 90-

day notice that a managed care

con-tract will either terminate or

non-renew.

PHYSICIAN GUIDELINES

The guidance that the OSMA
Department of Professional

Relations and Ombudsman
Services can provide to physicians

facing this difficult situation is:

(1) Make certain that you have

received the notice due to you
under the terms of the contract

you signed. (2) If you wish to

continue the relationship, try to

find out why the contract has

been terminated.The third-party

payor is generally not compelled

to provide this information, but

sometimes the information is

made available. This information

may be useful in any appeal of the

termination. (3) Find out if this

type of termination can be

appealed. If it can and you wish to

continue the relationship, file an

appeal of the termination. (4) If

no appeal is available, the physi-

cian may wish to consider simply

applying again for participation

status with the third-party payor.

The OSMA does not advise

physicians to request that the

termination without cause

provisions be removed from

third-party payor contracts.

Termination without cause

offers the contracting physician a

simple means to conclude a

relationship that is not beneficial

to the physician. Physicians who
sign third-party payor contracts

should be aware that third-party

payor agreements do contain

termination without cause

provisions.

Third-party payors will exercise

termination without cause pro-

visions. The OSMA advises

physicians to monitor carefully

the portion of their patient base

allocated to one particular third-

party payor contract. Physicians

would be prudent to limit (to the

extent possible) the exposure

under any one third-party payor

contract.

ANALYSES OFFERED

The OSMA Department of

Professional Relations and
Ombudsman Services provides as

a service to OSMA members

objective analyses of managed
care and other third-party payor

contracts. The department has

completed over 60 of these

analyses. They are available to

any member upon request. I

CLIA update

The Clinical Laboratory Improve-

ment Amendments of 1988 (CLIA)

establish federal requirements for

the certification and regulation of

clinical laboratories. With limited

exceptions, CLIA applies to all

laboratories performing testing of

human specimens for diagnosis

and treatment - including

physician office laboratories

(POLs). The Federal Department

of Health and Human Services,

through the Health Care Finan-

cing Administration (HCFA), is

currently developing regulations

to implement this law. Draft

regulations were published in the

Federal Register in May of 1990.

Well over 60,000 physicians

contacted HCFA with their

comments about the regulations.

Final regulations are not yet

available. HCFA has, however,

taken the first step toward the

implementation of CLIA.

HCFA FORMS MAILED

HCFA recently mailed

information forms to individuals

and organizations across the

country requesting information

about the type of clinical

laboratory tests performed, the

frequency of the tests and the

qualifications of the persons who
perform these clinical laboratory

tests. This mailing was based on

comprehensive mailing lists.

Some physicians who perform no

testing in their offices may receive

the information form. If physi-

cians perform no clinical

laboratory tests in their office, it is

not necessary to complete the

information form. HCFA will only

respond to specific questions in

writing. Physicians with general

questions about the form or its

contents may contact the OSMA
Ombudsman staff.

CLIA mandates that the federal

regulatory program be financed

through a "user fee." This means

that each laboratory will event-

ually be charged its share of the

costs of the administration of the

CLIA program. NO FEES WILL
BE ASSESSED UNTIL THE
FINAL REGULATIONS HAVE
BEEN ISSUED. Physicians who
have POLs will have the oppor-

tunity to review the regulations

and decide whether to continue to

provide laboratory testing in the

office setting given the constraints

of the regulations. Watch future

issues of OHIO Medicine for more
information about the final CLIA
regulations and certificate fees. I

Call the Ombudsman staff at (800)

766-OSMA.

T)KIAn Oppog
'N/

A Natural Selection

St. Luke’s Healthcare

Association - a progressive,

multifacility healthcare sys-

tem located in Saginaw,

Michigan - currently has

private practice and hospi-

tal career opportunities

for physicians

in selected
areas of spe-

cialization.

The Associa-

tion provides

a complete
range of spe-

cialty care
units, includ-

ing adult and

pediatric inten-

sive care, coro-

nary care and

care. We recently opened

The Family Birth Center
1 ' 1

- a progressive, new,
single-room obstetrics unit.

And we cooperate in an ac-

tive residency program

emergency

affiliated with Michigan

State University’s College

of Human Medicine.

St. Luke’s Healthcare As-

sociation is a diverse and

growing organization, anx-

ious to meet
with physi-
cians inter-

ested in pursu-

ing a career

marked by a

strong admin-

istration/physi-

cian working
relationship

and a team
approach to

patient care.

If you’re such a physician,

St. Luke’s Healthcare

Association and Saginaw,

Michigan, are natural

selections. Contact us

today for additional
information.

Call or write Jan Gould,

Physician Recruiter:

St. Luke’s Hospital

700 Cooper Ave.

Saginaw, MI 48602
1-800-633-3546.

<¥>
stokes

© 1991 St. Luke’s Healthcare Association. All rights reserved. A service of St. Luke's Healthcare Association.
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Tumor Registry Requirements

Ohio health providers will provide the following information on

newly diagnosed cancer cases to the state’s new tumor registry:

• Patient's first and last name
• Patient's address, including city, county and ZIP code

• Patient's birth date, sex, race and age at diagnosis

• Exact anatomical site of cancer

• Histology

• State of the cancer at diagnosis

• Hospital where the diagnosis was made

This information should be reported to your hospital's tumor
registry. If forms are not available, please contact the Ohio

Department of Health.

Source: Ohio Department of Health

Cancer registry up
and running

Ohio finally has a cancer registry.

The long overdue cancer registry

for Ohio went into effect on

November 15, 1991. Now, the

Ohio Department of Health can

keep a tally of newly diagnosed

cancer cases.

The tumor registry will detail

who is getting cancer, where they

live, the site of the tumor and the

stage of the disease.

Ohio, with one of the highest

cancer rates in the nation (ninth),

is among a handful of states that

did not have a cancer registry.

According to Charles D. Cobau,

MD, Toledo, co-chair of the

OSMA Committee on Cancer, this

deficiency has been a hindrance in

the effort to control cancer in the

state.

OSMA PREVAILS

This is a big victory for the

members of the OSMA Cancer

Committee as well. The OSMA
Committee on Cancer began

initial action on a cancer registry

back in 1988. Since then the

committee, OSMA Department of

State Legislation and the Ohio
Department of Health have

I

"It 's the physician 's

responsibility to

report the

information .

"

worked closely to make this

happen. "We're pretty much out

of it now," says Dr. Cobau. "Our
job was to help get the registry

formulated and the legislation

passed," he says.

According to Dr. Cobau, with

the passage of House Bill 213

physicians are obligated to report

all newly diagnosed cancer cases

to the state except for basal and
squamous-cell carcinomas and
non-invasive cervical cancer.

Those cancers are exempt because
they are not kept in any other

state or national log and because
they are usually diagnosed on an
outpatient basis. Dr. Cobau ex-

plains that the newly diagnosed

cancers can be reported directly

by the physician by simply

completing the forms circulated

by the Department of Health or

the information can be sent into

the Department of Health from

the physician's hospital tumor

registry. "The problem here is that

doctors in small communities

usually don't have a tumor

registry in their hospitals. This

means that it is entirely the

physician's responsibility to

report the information,” says Dr.

Cobau.

HOTSPOTS" IDENTIFIED

With a tumor registry,

researchers can now identify the

geographic "hot spots" for the

disease and also its prevalence in

various age groups, occupations

and races. "The registry will

determine whether people living

near certain nuclear or industrial

sites are more at risk for some
types of cancer," points out Dr.

Cobau.

Researchers will be able to

evaluate trends in cancer inci-

dence, target cancer prevention

and control resources, provide

cancer researchers with informa-

tion, investigate factors related to

cancer development and control

and provide data to interested

individuals and organizations.

The Ohio Department of Health

will maintain the mainframe

computer for cancer incidences.

An estimated 72,000 reports are

expected to be received every year

with an eventual identification of

about 56,000 new cases.

A standing subcommittee of the

Ohio Cancer Committee will be

established to give guidance on

potential uses of the data and to

make recommendations for

greater efficiency in reporting.

By December of 1992 the

committee hopes to have a pro-

gress report prepared on how the

system is operating including a

description of the data set. "This

published information will allow

us to compete at federal and state

level for funds," adds Dr. Cobau.

I

CME program
awarded
accreditation

The Ohio State Medical

Association's Committee on
Education has been resurveyed

by the Accreditation Council for

Continuing Medical Education
and awarded accreditation for

four years as a sponsor of con-

tinuing medical education for

physician.

ACCME accreditation seeks to

assure both physicians and the

public that continuing medical

education activities sponsored by
the OSMA's Committee on

Education meet the high

standards of the Essentials for

Accreditation as specified by the

ACCME.
The ACCME rigorously

evaluates the overall continuing

medical education programs of

institutions according to

standards adopted by all seven

sponsoring organizations of the

ACCME. Those are: the American
Board of Medical Specialties; the

American Hospital Association;

the American Medical Associa-

tion; the Association for Hospital

Medical Education; the Associa-

HEALTH CARE LAW
JOHN R. IRWIN, M.D.

Attorney at Law

In association with

Reminger and Reminger, Co., L.RA.

113 St. Clair Avenue

Suite 700

Cleveland, Ohio 441 14

(216) 687-1311

Formerly Associate Counsel, Office of the General Counsel and Resident,

Department of General Surgery, The Cleveland Clinic Foundation

Providing Legal Services to Physicians, Health Care

Providers and Patients
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tion of American Medical

Colleges; the Council of Medical

Speciality Societies and the

Federation of State Medical

Boards.

The OSMA will be due for

resurvey in 1995.

PROGRAM "OUTSTANDING"

The Committee for Review and
Recognition awarded Continued

Recognition for a period of four

years to the Ohio State Medical

Association's CME intrastate

accreditation program.

The survey team cited the

OSMA program as "outstanding."

They were favorably impressed

with the full compliance for all

criteria, the expertise shown by
the staff, chairman and all

members of the Accreditation

Committee. Special commenda-
tions went to the committee on its

helpfulness and thoughtful letters

sent to organizations with

problems, the development of a

complete policies manual, the

ongoing annual workshops and
well-documented budget and
records. I

Yew trees may
take root here

Ohio may be embarking on a

horticultural program that could

produce an anticancer drug.

Robert Clinger, OSMA director

of the Department of Medical

Society and Member Relations,

representing the OSMA
Committee on Cancer, Rep.

William Schuck, R-Columbus,

representatives of the Ohio
Department of Agriculture, plus

an expert in reclaiming land

formerly used for strip mining,

met recently with representatives

from Imagination Resources, Inc.

(IRI), a private laboratory based in

Dublin, Ohio, to discuss the

possibility of producing taxol, an

anticancer drug, here in Ohio.

Richard C. Cavestri, PhD,
director of IRI, suggested the

cultivation on state-owned land of

a plant that would produce taxol,

by using composted materials

from leaves and watery sludge. At

present, the drug is obtained

solely from the Pacific yew trees.

According to the National Cancer

Institute, the amount presently

extracted is insufficient to support

several ongoing clinical trials.

Cavestri suggested Ohio's

involvement could come from

funding and through the use of

land for growing the plants.

After considerable discussion,

Schuck and others suggested that

Cavestri contact the Ohio Depart-

ment of Development for possible

funding for a pilot project. Also,

the group suggested the possi-

bility of using a limited amount of

land (25 to 50 acres) for a pilot

project to grow the taxol plant in

the strip mining region of south-

eastern Ohio.

RESULTS PROMISING

Taxol has showed some
promising results in fighting

advanced cases of ovarian, breast

and other cancers, according to

clinical trials conducted by NCI.

However, the testing has been

slow because taxol is in very short

supply. Scientists are feverishly

trying to find ways to increase the

drug's availability.

The only way to obtain taxol is

by extracting the bark of the

Pacific yew tree, Taxus brevifolia,

which grows in the forests of the

western U.S. and Canada. Yews
are slow-growing evergreens, and
the isolation procedure required

to obtain taxol is difficult, low-

yielding and expensive. Based on
current bark-extraction proce-

dures, NCI estimates that it takes

about three trees to provide

enough drug to treat one cancer

patient. In addition, the trees must
be killed to harvest the bark,

prompting concern from

ecologists. NCI and the

Department of Interior's Bureau of

Land Management are already

working on programs to ensure

that harvesting of the Pacific yew
does not adversely affect its long-

term survival or its widespread

distribution.

PATIENTS WAITING ON DRUG

NCI has requested that Bristol-

Myers Squibb (with whom NCI
has signed a Collaborative

Research & Development
Agreement making the drug
company its partner in taxol

Continued on page 22
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Announcing
Lloyd Noland

Continuing Medical Education
Postgraduate Courses

at three attractive locations

at The Grosvenor Resort, Walt Disney World,

Lake Buena Vista, Florida:

Adolescent Medicine Seminar Pediatrics Seminar
January 22-25, 1992 March 18-21, 1992

Internal Medicine Seminar Adult Infectious Disease Seminar

March 15-18, 1992 October 4-7, 1992

Pediatric Infectious Disease Seminar
October 7-10, 1992

at Hilton Head Island, SC:

General Surgery Update Pediatric Infectious Disease Seminar
April 1-5, 1992 June 16-20, 1992

General Surgery Seminar Family Practice Seminar
June 2-6, 1992 June 23-27, 1992

Adult Infectious Disease Seminar Orthopaedic Surgery Seminar

June 9-13, 1992 July 1-4, 1992

Internal Medicine Update
July 7-11, 1992

at The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, WV:
Internal Medicine Seminar

October 29-November 1, 1992

Call or write the Office of Medical Education,
Lloyd Noland Hospital

701 Lloyd Noland Parkway, Fairfield, Alabama
for details and brochures.

Telephone (205) 783-5276

Lloyd Noland Hospital is ACCME accredited and

programs are approved for PRA-AMA and AAFP credit.
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OSMA Council
highlights

Reappointment announced. ..Su-

Pa Kang, MD, Fourth District

Councilor, was reappointed to the

AMA's Council on International

Medical Graduates.

OMPAC report...Jerome

Kimmelman, MD, OMPAC chair,

announced that the OMPAC
board has five new members.

New to the committee are:

Carl Wehri, MD, Delphos;

Daniel Handel, MD, Youngstown;

Roy Thomas, MD, Elyria; Michael

Flynn, MD, Akron; and Mrs. Joy

Myers, Circleville. Resigning

from the board are: William H.

Kose, MD, Findlay; Raymond J.

McMahon, Jr., MD, Massillon and

Mrs. Rose Vesper, New
Richmond.

Dr. Kimmelman also mentioned

the formation of a new "300 club"

which will be made up of physi-

cians, spouses and others who
contribute $300 or more to

OMPAC.

SRF monies delayed. ..The return

of monies paid into the Stablili-

zation Reserve Fund have been

delayed until litigation over the

disposition of the funds in the

Joint Underwriting Association

has been settled. The OSMA will

advise its members as soon as the

Ohio Department of Insurance

issues refund instructions.

Medical Board report.. .The

medical board held an informal

retreat for board members and
staff. Goals identified at the

retreat include making more of an

educational effort this year to

make the health-care community
aware of the various statutes, laws

and regulations that it is author-

ized to enforce. Meanwhile, the

board is also studying perceived

inconsistencies in its present

disciplinary procedures, and may
soon introduce more negotiating

and plea-bargaining when disci-

plining those under its venue.

OSMA President-Elect Stanley

Lucas, MD chairs a new task force

that will meet regularly to im-

prove communications between
the association and the medical

board. One of the issues with

which his committee will be

involved is that of personalized

continuing medical education.

His committee, as well as mem-
bers of OSMA's Committee on

Education will be meeting on the

issue with both representatives

from the medical board and with

members of Peer Review Systems,

Inc.

Legal report. ..The OSMA Council

approved providing the AMA
(Office of General Counsel) with

any OSMA policies and records

regarding disciplining physicians

for advertising. The Federal Trade

Commission has ordered the

AMA to prove that its state and

county societies are not illegally

restricting physicians' ability to

truthfully advertise their services.

The AMA will overview the

documents we submit and

determine whether the OSMA is

in compliance with the FTC's

order.

Ohio law prohibits soliciting

patients and publishing false,

fraudulent, deceptive or mis-

leading statements. The Ohio

State Medical Board has the

authority to suspend, limit or

even revoke the license of a

physician who violates that law.

The FTC still believes that state

and county medical societies are

disciplining physicians if they

advertise their services. To assist

the AMA, the OSMA will permit

review of their disciplinary files

by AMA lawyers. Ohio county

medical societies will also be

asked to let the AMA review their

files or to adopt a resolution

explicitly stating that the county's

policies and activities regarding

physician advertising follow the

AMA's ethical pronouncements.

For more informaiton, contact the

OSMA's Department of Legal

Services.

PICO task force. ..PICO President

Robert Dion announced the

formation of a task force that will

meet periodically with the OSMA
to see how the two groups can

work together more effectively. I

AMA issues

position on RBRVS

The following statement on the

implementation of the Medicare

RBRVS plan was issued by the

AMA Board of Trustees shortly

after the House considered a list

of recommendations on the

matter, including a resolution

submitted by OSMA President

Joseph Sudimack, Jr., MD and the

Ohio delegation.

1. RBRVS requires substantial

improvements in many of its

key elements.

2. The AMA cannot affirma-

tively endorse the Medicare

implementation of RBRVS
until substantial improve-

ments are made.

3. Preliminary review suggests

the level of reimbursement

for many codes and regions

is inadequate.

4. The AMA will continue to

pursue aggressively a fair

and just reimbursement

formula for all physicians

and their patients by
correcting and alleviating

errors in the final schedule.

How Ohio's
resolutions fared

Four resolutions were submitted

to the AMA House of Delegates

by the Ohio delegation. Below is a

brief description of each resolu-

tion and how it fared.

Resolution 9 - Specialty Society

Representation

Called for annual monitoring of

specialty society membership
proportions rather than a five-

year review for eligibility for a

seat in the AMA House. This

would make specialty society

representation equivalent to that

demanded of state societies.

Action: Defeated. The House
believes a mechanism to meet

these concerns is already in place.

Resolution 116 - 1992 CPT
Coding Revision

Asked the AMA to take

appropriate action to delay

implementation of the RBRVS or

work with HCFA to establish a

grace period.

Action: Considered with two

Board of Trustee reports and

seven other resolutions. The
recommendations were adopted.

(For a copy of this report, Report

AAA, write the OSMA, 1500 Lake

Shore Dr., Cols. OH 43204-3824.)

Resolution 803 - Rebundling
of CPT Codes

Called on the AMA to provide

consultative help to HCFA in the

development of coding and/or

bundling decisions.

Action: Combined with a

similar resolution calling for the

AMA to work with HCFA to

correct arbitrary coding decisions.

The resolution was adopted.

Resolution 811 - Pre-Admission

Evaluations by Limited

Practitioners

Called for the AMA to challenge

programs in which the need for

hospitalization is determined by

non-physicians.

Action: A substitute resolution

that added that physicians

determining admission should be

licensed in the same jurisdiction

as the treating doctor of medicine

osteopathy was adopted as

amended. I

Dr. Ruff appointed
to AMA council

Victoria Ruff, MD, Columbus,

has been appointed to the AMA
Council on Ethi-

cal and Judicial

Affairs.

Dr. Ruff, an

internal medicine

specialist, is a

member and past

chair of the

OSMA Young
Physician's

Committee and a past member of

the AMA's Young Physician's

Governing Council. I

V. Ruff, MD
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Positions Available

AREYOU SEEKING A POSITION in neo-

natology, orthopedics, dermatology, al-

lergy, radiology, oncology, neurosurgery

or rheumatology? We have positions avail-

able in Ohio, Missouri, Wisconsin and Ne-

braska. Attractive guarantees and benefit

packages. Single or multispecialty groups.

To discuss your practice preferences and

these opportunities, please call our toll-free

number, (800) 243-4353 or send your CV to

STRELCHECK & ASSOCIATES, INC.,

1 0624N . Port Washington Rd . ,
Mequon, WI

53092.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR PO-

SITION AS A MEDICAL DIRECTOR -

For active primary care /freestanding ur-

gent care center in suburban Cleveland,

Ohio. Group is fee-for-service, position com-

mands excellent compensation, malprac-

tice coverage and paid time off. Must have

appropriate administrative experience,

Board-certified in emergency medicine or

completed residency in family practice, in-

ternal medicine or general surgery. Posi-

tion available immediately. Please respond

to: Kenneth A. Weiner, DO, 14600 Detroit

Ave., Suite 1495, Lakewood,OH 441 07, (21 6)

228-3660.

FAMILY PRACTICE, OB-GYN, INTER-
NAL MEDICINE AND URGENT CARE -

Positions are available in a variety of set-

tings from Central Michigan, through Illi-

nois, Wisconsin and Nebraska, to the roll-

ing plains of Kansas. Single or multispecialty

groups, or solo with generous call cover-

age, or faculty FP. Attractive guarantees

and benefits. For more information please

contact our toll-free number (800) 243-

4353, or send your CV to STRELCHECK &
ASSOCIATES, INC., 10624 N. Port Wash-

ington Rd., Mequon, WI 53092.

INTERNIST - Board-certified internist is

seeking an associate. Excellent opportunity

to practice art of medicine in northeastern

Ohio. Partnership potential after two years.

Send CV to: Box 241 c/o OHIO Medicine,

1500 Lake Shore Dr., Columbus,OH 43204-

3824.

INTERNISTS AND OB/GYNS - Group
Health Associates, Inc. a 60+ member multi-

specialty group practice, is accepting CVs
from Board-eligible/Board-certified inter-

nists and OB/GYNs interested in practic-

ing in suburban Cincinnati. Continued

growth permits us to plan expansion of our

group this summer. Our physicians prac-

tice medicine, leaving the business side of

the practice to our professional manage-

ment staff. All of our full-time physicians

have the opportunity to participate in the

ownership of the medical group, elect the

Board of Directors and share in determin-

ing the group’s direction. There is a spirit of

collegiality among our physicians and our

practice environment is enthusiastic. Many
of our staff are involved in residency train-

ing programs. Our compensation system/

fringe benefit plan is very comprehensive.

For further information, or to be considered

for a position on our staff, please send a

cover letter and yourCV toSEARCHCOM-
MITTEE, GHA, 2915 Clifton Ave, Cincin-

nati, OH
45220.

OHIO, CLEVELAND - Experience the re-

naissance of this great midwestern city with

a work schedule that allows you a lifestyle

with defined hours, plenty of personal time

and an attractive practice setting where you

can provide both continuing and episodic

care in an urgent care setting. Base stipend

of $87,000-$l 1 0,000 (for 40-hour week) plus

FFS compensation; three weeks vacation;

on-call coverage; malpractice; health and

dental insurance; profit sharing; buy-in part-

nership opportunities. For more informa-

tion contact Mitchell Leventhal,MD a t (21 6)

642-1400, or send CV in confidence to 4700

Rockside Rd ., Suite 430, Independence,OH
44131.

PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS - A vari-

ety of excellent part-time opportunities

available in Ohio. Contact in confidence:

ANNASHAE CORPORATION (800) 245-

2662.

PSYCHIATRIST - Immediate opening for

staff psychiatrists, full-time and part-time,

Board-eligible/Board-certified, in a JCAH-
accredited, 300-bed inpatient psychiatric

hospital. Multidiscipline approach with

psychiatrist as a treatment team leader, ex-

pected to exercise strong leadership in qual-

ity care of patients. License to practice in the

state of Ohio is required. Excellent salary

and fringe benefits, including paid vaca-

tion, personal leave, sick and educational

leave, health, vision, dental and life insur-

ance and Public Employees' Retirement Sys-

tem. Contracts are available. Travel costs

may be negotiated. EEO employer, M/F/
H. Send resume to Director of Personnel, or

Nathanael Sidharta, MD, Medical Director,

Box 540, Massillon, OH 44648 or call (216)

833-3135, ext 229.

SURGERY - House physicians needed for

northeastern Ohio suburban hospitals. Ex-

cellent compensation with paid malprac-

tice insurance. Send CV to: Physician Staff-

ing, Inc., 3628 Walnut Hills Rd., Cleveland,

OH 44122 or call (216) 292-7445.

URGENT CARE PRACTICE - Outstand-

ing opportunity for one qualified physi-

cian who is a last year FP resident or tired of

general practice. No hospitals, no calls, no

rules, no stresses. Equal income at start

with Kenneth Beers, Jr., MD. Call (513) 399-

5303.

Miscellaneous

ICD RESCUE! - January 1992, brings even

stricter enforcement ofcoding policies. Fight

back against returned forms, aggravating

resubmissions, lost time and money.
CORMED software contains complete Vols.

1 & 2. Access any code and multiple coding

possibilities within seconds. Simple, thor-

ough, accurate, easy, fun! Telephone Corley

Medical Systems, Washington D.C. (800)

545-6965, (202) 337-6965.

JOINT VENTURE CLEARINGHOUSE -

"Safe Harbor" restrictions are just the begin-

ning. Complete divestiture may be your

best option. We broker your "turn-key" busi-

ness to the highest buyer. Includes but not

limited to CT, MRI, sono, mammo, cardio-

vascular, nuclear, PT, DME. For more info.,

managing partners please call B. L. Farkas,

MD at (800) 388-5977.

Classified ad rates for OHIO
Medicine are as follows:

Members are charged .50c per

word, .75c per word for boxed

ads; non-members and

institutions are charged $1 .50

per word, $1.75 boxed.

OHIO Medicine
Advertisers

Air Force 6

Air Force Reserve 4, 15

American Cancer Society 12

American Physicians Life 11

Lloyd Noland Hospital 20

Medical Protective Group 17

R. Meeder 14

St. Luke's Hospital 18

Reminger & Reminger 19

PICO 5

Roche 23,24

Yew trees.. .continued

development) arrange for the

collection of about 750,000

pounds of Taxus brevifolia bark

(about 38,000 trees) during the

1991 growing season. This

should yield about 25 kilo-

grams of pure taxol, enough to

treat 12,000 cancer patients, a

considerable increase over the

few hundred patients receiving

the drug this year.

"Cancer patients are literally

begging for taxol," says Robert

A. Holton, chemistry professor

at Florida State University, who
obtained a patent in May for

partial synthesis of taxol. He
reports that the university is

becoming concerned about

security resulting from an

incident where a young man
was found wandering around

the building looking for taxol

for his dying mother.

Will taxol be the cure for

certain kinds of cancer? Will

Ohio get in on the ground level

producing taxol? What will this

mean to OSMA members?
These and many other ques-

tions are still to be answered.

However, Clinger believes that

the OSMA should lend an ear

to any proposal, if it would
help in the treatment of cancer.

Clinger and the others in

attendance will be keeping

abreast of current develop-

ments as will OHIO Medicine. I

Positions Wanted

ANESTHESIOLOGIST - Insured, BC an-

esthesiologist available for vacation cover-

age and other staffing needs. W. B. Cleve-

land, Anesthesia Services (216) 321-1860 or

(216) 321-1847 (evenings).
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New version of HB 478 may be headed for Senafe

"Improved" bill still a concern for physicians
A new version of House Bill 478,

the health-care reform bill

sponsored by Rep. Wayne Jones

(D-Akron), is expected to be on

its way to the Ohio Senate by

mid-February for further consid-

eration.

Several OSMA-sponsored
amendments have been included

in the new version of the bill and

more amendments are expected.

"The latest version of HB 478 is an

improvement on the original, but

at this time, the bill still contains

several items of concern to physi-

cians," says John Van Doom,
director of OSMA’s Department

of Legislation.

According to Van Doom, the

OSMA was able to make the

following favorable changes to

HB 478:

• Removed the section setting

physician reimbursement for

all payors at 110% of Medicare

reimbursement.

• Removed the ban on balance

billing for all services, regard-

less of payor, and

• Required health insurers and
government health-care pro-

grams to accept a standard

claim form.

Still, problems remain in HB
478, and the OSMA will continue

to address the following con-

cerns:

• The single hospital billing

proposal. This grants hospitals

the option of instituting a

single billing mechanism. The
OSMA is working to have this

section of the legislation

deleted, or, as a second choice,

to add language that specifies

that physicians must agree to

this arrangement.

• Mandatory Medicare assign-

Despite last-ditch efforts by the

Ohio Ophthalmological Society

(OOS) and the OSMA, Senate Bill

110 was voted out of the Ohio

House of Representatives Health

and Retirement Committee on

January 22. It will now go to the

House for a floor vote, which is

expected soon. The bill passed the

Ohio Senate late last year.

OSMA President Joseph Sudi-

mack, MD testified against the bill

rnent, prohibiting physicians

from balance billing all Medi-

care patients. The OSMA is

trying to add language that

would allow for the applica-

tion of a means test to those

elderly who are financially

needy.

NEW OHIO PLAN

The newest development, intro-

duced at the January 7 hearing, is

the addition of a new high-risk

coverage plan, called the Ohio
Health Indemnity Organization

Continued on page 2

before the House Health Com-
mittee at its meeting on January

15. He warned its members that

allowing optometrists to prescribe

and administer therapeutic drugs

could lower the standards of

education and training for medi-

cal care professionals in the state.

The OSMA was one of several

medical groups that testified

before the House committee,

joining the Ohio Ophthalmolo-

Photo by Jack Kustron

John Devany, MD testifies on

House Bill 478

gical Society in an all-out effort to

defeat SB 110. SB 110 would allow

optometrists to prescribe and

administer therapeutic drugs in

the examination or diagnosis of

any eye disease or injury and in

the treatment or prevention of

any disease or injury to the

anterior segment of the eye.

Before passing SB 110, the

Continued on page 2

House panel OKs optometry bill
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A QUICK READ ON THE NEWS

HOUSE CANDIDATES: Two OSMA physicians

and an auxilian are seeking seats in the Ohio House of

Representatives. 5

RESOLUTION DEADLINE: Resolutions for the

1992 House of Delegates need to be received by March 2.

Also included: Instructions for filing emergency
resolutions. 10

OHIO MDs NOT ELIGIBLE: Despite a news
release that says hospital-based physicians can collect

additional retroactive Medicare payments, Ohio
physicians aren't eligible. 1 3

FEE SCHEDULE AVAILABLE: Need fee schedule

amounts for procedures not on your Personal Procedure

Report? Medicare provides them on request. 1

7
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HB 478.. .continued

(OHIO), which would provide

coverage for individuals rejected

by health insurers, very small

employers and the self-employed.

Enrollees in the OHIO program

would pay premiums based on

their income, and the plan would
not be subsidized by the state.

"Obviously," says Van Doom,
"the claims paid by OHIO would
exceed revenues collected in

premiums."

In other words, the program is

expected to be underfunded, and

to compensate, OHIO administra-

tors would base reimbursement to

physicians and other health-care

providers on these claims-revenue

projections.

"Clearly, reimbursement would

be extremely low," says Van
Doom. Rep. Jones contends, how-

ever, that the people who would
be enrolled in the OHIO program

are the same people doctors are

treating for free today, and that

some payment, no matter how
low, is better than no payment at

all.

TIED TO LICENSING

Nor would physicians be

allowed to balance bill OHIO
enrollees. To do so would place

both their license and hospital

staff privileges in jeopardy.

The bill, unlike the Medicare

program, would also require Ohio
physicians to treat OHIO enroll-

sb no.. .continued

House Health Committee
approved an amendment pre-

sented by Rep. Charles Brading of

Wapakoneta that limits optomet-

ric prescriptions to certain drugs,

but allows the State Board of

Optometry to add more drugs at a

later date. This amendment was
the product of discussions be-

tween pharmacists and optomet-

rists; medicine was not consulted.

While it professed to limit the

therapeutic drugs that optomet-

rists can use, this amendment did

not restrict the greatly broadened

scope of practice for optometrists.

The Brading amendment was
approved after the committee

rejected by a 15-4 vote an amend-
ment offered by medicine that

would have limited optometrists

to treatment of only non-sight-

threatening external diseases.

Medicine's amendment was

2

ees. If they do not, the medical

board could revoke their license.

"The OSMA is very concerned

about the OHIO plan," says Van
Doom.
Presently, the association is

working to get the penalty for not

treating OHIO enrollees out of the

bill, as well as inserting language

that would keep insurance

companies from dumping their

bad risks into the OHIO program.

SENATE AWAITS ACTION

Hearings on Senate Bill 240, the

health care and health insurance

reform bill sponsored by Sen.

Robert Ney (R-Barnesville), con-

tinue to be held.

"But the House will act first on

their bill,” says Van Doom.
If that is the case, as it appears

to be, then both bills will be in the

same Senate committee and could

emerge, eventually, as one health-

care reform bill.

"The OSMA met with Sen. Ney
last month, and he expressed a

willingness to listen to our

concerns," says Van Doom.
Meanwhile, Senate Democrats

have introduced their own
version of health-care reform

legislation in the form of Senate

Bill 262. Little action, however, is

expected on the bill, sponsored by

Sen. Robert Nettle (D-Barberton)

because the Republicans, who
control the Senate, are actively

advancing SB 240.

presented by Rep. Paul Jones of

Ravenna, and he was supported

by Reps. Patrick Sweeney of

Cleveland, Dale Van Vyven of

Cincinnati and Vermel Whalen of

Cleveland. Physicians should

write to express their gratitude to

these four representatives.

Voting against medicine's

amendment were: Reps. Frank

Mahnic; Marc Guthrie; Robert

Hagan; Wayne Jones; Johnnie

Maier; C.J. Prentiss; Frank

Sawyer; Judy Sheerer; Charles

Brading; Jim Davis; Robert Doyle;

Mike Fox; and Ray Sines.

Passage of the optometry

legislation could open the door

for other limited caregivers to

seek similar expansions of their

scopes of practice.

Physicians should discuss with

their representatives the

dangerous precedent that has

UHIO still a
consideration,
says bill’s sponsor

Despite the attention that has

been paid, lately, to House Bill

478 and Senate Bill 240, health-

care reform in Ohio could still

come in the guise of House Bill

175, the UHIO legislation, intro-

duced by Rep. Robert Hagan (D-

Youngstown).

In an interview with OHIO
Medicine, Rep. Hagan says his

bill offers a uniqueness that can't

be matched by the other two
legislative proposals.

"The others are modeled after

the HIAA (Health Insurance

Association of America) pro-

posal," he says. "My bill has been

modeled after the success of

universal health as it has been

implemented in Canada."

HB 175 goes directly to the two
biggest health-care problems

facing this country. Rep. Hagan
continues.

"Access and cost containment.

Without these two ingredients,

people will not be getting health-

care reform."

UHIO's strength continues to

lie in its popular support,

although Rep. Hagan reports

Rep. Robert Hagan

that there is increasing support

coming from the medical

community this year.

"I think it has become harder

for those in the medical com-
munity to wade through the

maze that is presented to them
by 400 insurance companies in

this state," he says. "My bill

offers simplification for every-

one, physician and patient."

Whatever shape health-care

reform may take in Ohio, how-
ever, Rep. Hagan says it will be

here soon.

"In the legislature, we deal

with trauma care. We handle

issues that have reached a crisis

stage." I

If you have questions about Department of Legislation or your

these bills, contact the OSMA district councilor. I

Photo by Jack Kustron

Dr. Sudimack testifies before the House Health and Retirement Com-
mittee.

been established. continue its full court press to

The OSMA and the OOS will stop this legislation. I

OHIOMedicine • February 1992
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EMS reorganization

bill faces obstacles

Members of the Ohio Legislature

appear to agree that the state's

emergency medical services

(EMS) system needs a complete

overhaul. However, opinions still

differ on who should supervise

Ohio's emergency medical ser-

vices and how any new system

should be funded.

Senate Bill 98, sponsored by Sen.

Robert Ney (R-Barnesville),

passed the Ohio Senate and is

currently being debated by a

three-member subcommittee of

the House State Government
Committee. This subcommittee is

chaired by Rep. Marc Guthrie (D-

Newark).

"This bill makes two major

changes to Ohio's current EMS
system," says Dan Leite, assistant

director of OSMA's Department of

Legislation.

First, Senate Bill 98 would
reduce the current size of the EMS
board from a cumbersome 37

members to 1 1. Second, the new
EMS board would be a free-

standing operating body rather

than under the authority of any
state agency.

administrative and operational

costs," says Leite. "However, that

might also defeat Senator Ney's

intent to allow the EMS board to

function on its own."

EVALUATION MADE

The goal of creating an

autonomous EMS system was
reinforced by a study from a

technical assistance team from the

National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration. This team con-

ducted a study that evaluated

Ohio’s emergency medical ser-

vices in 1990. In its final report,

the team recommended that Ohio

establish a state EMS lead agency

with the authority to act and

adopt administrative rules to

implement an EMS system.

TRAUMA ISSUE

Another recommendation of the

technical assistance team is the

adoption of a statewide compre-

hensive trauma plan.

While Senate Bill 98 does not go

this far, the state EMS board

would be authorized to establish a

trauma advisory group that

would make recommendations to

the board about establishing an

Ohio trauma plan, as well as

designating certain facilities as

"trauma facilities."

Sen. Bob Ney

Some interested parties are

already claiming that such a

system could be harmful to small

or rural hospitals, since trauma

facilities are almost certain to be

selected in the state's more urban

areas. Small hospitals, already

fighting to make bed counts, see

their trauma patients being

transferred to large, urban

hospitals under this proposed

system.

However, most surgeons and
emergency medical specialists see

this new trauma system as the

best and most effective way to

treat Ohio's trauma patients.

OHIO Medicine will keep you
informed of any change in the

bill's status. Watch future issues

for a report. I

SRF refund not due
until spring or later

Physicians who contributed

money to the now-defunct Stabili-

zation Reserve Fund during the

1970s will receive a rebate, but it

probably won’t be before spring at

the earliest, says David Randall,

deputy director at the Ohio
Department of Insurance. He was
unwilling to speculate, however,

as to just when the refund is likely

to be sent.

"We would prefer that the issue

of the JUA funds be resolved

before we return any SRF money,"

he says.

JUA FUNDS TIED UP

Currently, $45 million in excess

funds that the Ohio Medical

Professional Liability Joint

Underwriting Association (JUA)

was required to transfer to the

state treasury as part of the state's

'92-'93 budget bill, has been tied

up by two court cases.

In the first, the JUA board filed a

"friendly suit" challenging the

state's claim to the JUA funds and
asking the court to determine any

liability the board may have.

Although the bill included a

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

"One of the major obstacles

facing the members of this House
subcommittee is how to fund any
new EMS system," says Leite.

"The biggest question remains

that, in a climate of a large state

budget deficit, how do we pay for

this new agency?"

One idea already brought before

the subcommittee would be to

place any new EMS system under
the jurisdiction of the Ohio
Department of Highway Safety.

Emergency medical services

would be directed by an EMS
administrator selected by the

Director of Highway Safety.

While this move would address
some of the fiscal questions

surrounding the bill, this proposal

would neutralize the goal of

creating a free-standing EMS
board.

"Putting any new EMS system
under the Department of

Highway Safety would save some

FLIGHT SURGEONS
WANTED.

Discover the thrill of flying, the end of

paperwork and the enjoyment of a gener-

al practice as an Air Force flight surgeon.

Take flight with today’s Air Force and dis-

cover quality benefits, 30 days of vaca-

tion with pay each year and the support

of a dedicated staff of professionals.

Enjoy a true general practice on the

ground, with the kind of stimulating chal-

lenge that will get your medical skills air-

borne. Talk to an Air Force medical pro-

gram manager about becoming an Air

Force flight surgeon. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF
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section that held the JUA board

harmless, board members
apparently wanted to determine

just how "harmless" that might be.

However, Randall says that the

suit initiated by the board goes

beyond the intent of the bill.

I

$45 million in

excess funds has

been tied up by two

court cases.

The second roadblock is a class

action suit, initiated by a Cleve-

land physician who believes the

JUA funds belong to those indi-

viduals who contributed to it.

GOAL SET

Until the outcome of these court

actions is determined, Randall

says the SRF monies will stay

where they are.

"Our goal is to have the JUA
monies transferred,” he says.

Once the money is in the state's

General Revenue Fund, it will be

used to finance areas of state

operations dealing with health

and medical care that might

otherwise have been reduced.

And then the SRF monies will be

returned.

Watch OHIO Medicine for

further developments on this

issue. I

OMPAC begins
"300 Club"

OMPAC has recently established

a new category of membership -

the "300 Club." Following the lead

of several other

states that have

successfully

launched similar

major donor

programs,

OMPAC has

instituted this elite

club, which will

give special recog-

nition for those

who go the extra "giving" mile.

By belonging to the 300 Club,

the physician's spouse will auto-

matically become a member of the

300 Club as well. All 300 Club

members will appear in the

OMPAC Annual Report and re-

ceive a red state of Ohio emblem
to wear behind the OMPAC pin to

distinguish them as 300 Club

members.

If you have already contributed

to OMPAC in 1992, you can raise

your contribution level to $300 to

be a member of the 300 Club.

Please, don't forget to include

your spouse's name.

The other categories remain:

$200, family sustainers; $125,

sustaining members; $10,

residents /students.

Please send your personal check

of $300 to OMPAC, 1500 Lake
Shore Drive, Columbus, OH
43204-3824.

1

For some malpractice carriers, easy come meant easy

go. But not The Medical Protective Company. Our finan-

cial stability is a legend in our industry. And has been

since we invented professional liability coverage at the

turn of the century. Ninety years in business and a

continual A+ (Superior) rating from A.M. Best prove it.

Don’t gamble your premium dollars. Put your money
on a sure thing and call our general agent today.

qma

NO DOUBT.

Cincinnati

David E. Bendel

Daniel P Woods

(
513

)
751-0657

Columbus
John E. Hansel

Timothy D. Harrison

(
614

)
267-9156

Perrysburg

Robert E. Stallter

(
419

)
874-8080

Hudson
Edward J. Kupcho

(
216

)
656-0660

/. Kimmelman,

MD
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Two MDs, MD
spouse seek
Ohio House seats

Ohio's recent redistricting effort

has enticed two OSMA members
and a member of the OSMA Aux-

iliary into running for seats in the

Ohio House of Representatives

this November.

The three Republican hopefuls

are: OSMA Third District

Councilor William H. Kose, MD,
of Findlay; John A. Fink, MD, a

vascular surgeon from the Akron
area; and Rose Vesper, wife of

Cincinnati dermatologist Lee

Vesper, MD.
Dr. Kose will be challenging

incumbent Charles R. Brading (R-

Wapakoneta) for the 82nd District

seat, while Dr. Fink and Vesper

will vie for seats in newly re-

drawn districts. Dr. Fink is

seeking the seat in the new 45th

district, Vesper in the new 72nd.

Both Dr. Kose and Vesper have

been active in the OSMA as well

William Kose, MD

as in local

politics.

Dr. Kose has

served as

Hancock
County
coroner since

1980 and is a

past president

of the Ohio

Coroner's

Association.

In addition to

serving on numerous OSMA
committees, including as chair of

the Judicial and Professional

Relations Committee, Dr. Kose

has served as a delegate to the

OSMA since 1975.

Vesper has served 12 years on

the OSMA's Legislative Commit-
tee, chaired the Southwestern

Ohio Republican Leadership and

received an appointment by Gov.

George Voinovich to the Ohio

Water and Sewer Rotary Com-
mission.

Dr. Fink’s political experience

includes terms on the Summit
County Republican Party's central

and executive committees, as well

John Fink, MD

as stints on the Voinovich transi-

tion team and the Ohio Public

Rose Vesper

Health Council. I

State legislative reception
Wednesday evening, March 1

1

The Ohio State Medical Association, together with the Ohio State

Medical Association Auxiliary, cordially invites all member
physicians and their spouses to attend a reception of members of

the Ohio Senate and the Ohio House of Representatives on March
11, 1992. The reception will be held at the Vern Riffe Center for

Government and the Arts in Columbus, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.

Please RSVP with the Ohio State Medical Association's Depart-

ment of Legislation (800) 766-OSMA. Hors d'oeuvres and cocktails

will be served.

IN THIS WORLD,
SOME ARE
LOSERS
AND SOME
ARE WINNERS.

GO WITH THE WINNERS.

How many times have you been drawn in by the hype, only to be

disappointed by the product?

At Turner & Shepard, we led the way in offering comprehensive

service to members of professional and trade associations. From

selection of carriers, to administration and claims payment, for

nearly a half-century we have built our reputation by providing

quality affordable insurance services from some of the finest

insurance companies in the nation.

Service. Integrity. Professionalism. They’re not empty promises at

Turner & Shepard. They’ve guided our daily operations every

single business day since 1948. Today, we offer a complete range

of insurance and financial services to meet your business and

personal needs into the next century.

• Life and ADD
• Disability

• Pension Programs
• Employee Benefits

• Personal Financial Services

Turner & Shepard, inc.

17 S. High St.

Columbus, Ohio 43215

1-800-282-1382
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Mini-internship

program opens
legislators' eyes

State Sen. Eric Fingerhut (D-

Cleveland) joined five legislative

aides this past November in a

mini-internship program spon-

sored by the Cleveland Academy
of Medicine. The program was the

first in the country intended for

legislative aides.

The idea of the program was to

help facilitiate communication

between physicians and area

legislators and enable each to

approach the other with any

concerns at any time, explains the

academy's Communications

Director Shirlee Leathers.

COMMENTS POSITIVE

Positive comments about the

unique mini-internship program
came from both sides, and most

agreed the experience couldn't

have come at a better time. As one

intern remarked: "The program
(gave) me practical experience to

apply to my work in government.

The legislative debate is pushing

the health-care issue along. Can-

didates see health care as a big

issue in the upcoming campaign,

so there will be a lot of activity in

this area.”

Despite the probability of

extensive debate on health care,

however, the Cleveland program
may have opened a few legis-

lators' eyes to the problems

encountered by physicians. Said

one intern: "The program gave me
increased concerns about the

burdensome paperwork and

regulations physicians face; on
costs of medical supplies and

pharmaceuticals; on questions of

'turf and patient dumping; on the

high cost of medical education; on
AIDS testing; on the use of the

emergency room; and on the

malpractice issue."

And one physician noted about

his intern: "We had an interesting

discussion about insurance when
I referred a patient to a specialist

and we had to find out if his

insurance would cover it."

"Legislators want to hear from

physicians," commented one

intern at the end of the program.

"(They) like to know what is

important to them. It helps bring

the health-care issue to the

forefront."

THE PARTICIPANTS

Those participating as interns in

the academy program were: Sen.

Fingerhut; Evelyn Bonder, special

assistant to U.S. Sen. Howard M.

Metzenbaum (D-Cleveland);

Jennifer Duke, legislative assistant

to U.S. Rep. Mary Rose Oakar (D-

Cleveland); Sharon Kim Gang,

senior health legislative assistant

to U.S. Rep. Donald J. Pease (D-

Lorain); and Diane Lifsey,

legislative assistant to U.S. Sen.

John Glenn (D-Columbus).

Participating academy members
were: Drs. Victor Bello, Gary
Birnbaum, Theodore J. Castele,

Jeffrey Caufield, Nabil El Sanadi,

Charles Emerman, Richard B.

Fratianne, Carl W. Groppe, Jr.,

"(It) gave me
increased concerns

about the ...

paperwork and

regulations

physicians face.

"

James Harris, Donald W. Junglas,

Sam E. Kinney, Unni P.K. Kumar,
Carolyn Lee, Earl Myers, Ronald

L. Price, Christine Quinn, William

J. Reinhart, Leonard P. Rome,
William H. Seitz, Daniel W. van

Heeckeren, J. Michael Vento,

Karen Villalba, Edward C. White

and Robert Zollinger. Public

Relations Committee Chair

Frederick T. Suppes, MD, acted as

moderator of the orientation and
wrap-up sessions, and Academy
President Dr. Junglas also

welcomed the participants.

Assisting the academy with the

program were Auxilians Mary Jo

Groppe, Nancy Junglas, Ann
Olsen and Angela Wilkes. I

If you have any questions

about any story in this

section, contact the OSMA
Department of Legislation at

(800) 766-OSMA.

Intent Evelyn Bonder (center), ivith her faculty, Drs. William Seitz,

James Harris, Richard Fratianne and Charles Emerman.

NO CLINICAL

CLUTTER-

PGM ARTICLES

ARE CLEAR,

CONCISE, WELL

ILLUSTRATED,

AND PRACTICAL.
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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVES LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

We d better look at the

handwriting on the wall

No one

wants to

contribute

to the

destruction

world 's

best

medical

care.

f’

Joseph Sudimack, MD

We knew that health-care reform was
coming. The handwriting has been on the

wall for several years

now, but the events of

the last few months have

certainly heralded its

arrival.

First came RBRVS.
Despite the Ohio
delegation's (as well as

of the other state societies')
J request for a delay,

made during the AMA
Interim Meeting last

December, the Health Care Finance

Administration has implemented its

prospective payment system right on

schedule, as well as a new system of CPT
coding. The bright spot here is that our letter-

writing campaign to alter HCFA’s draft rules,

released last June, was successful. We can and should take credit for

restoring $10 billion that was slashed by the draft rules from the

Medicare program for physician services.

Before we were able to congratulate ourselves on this accomplish-

ment, however, our state Legislature began to seriously consider two
health-care reform bills that would have a dramatic impact on the

practice of medicine in Ohio. Both bills needed our input. The trouble

was, neither bill, in its entirety, contained language that was con-

sidered to be attractive to the medical profession.

When we went to the Statehouse to register our concerns with these

bills, however, the legislators quickly asked what we could offer in

their place. "What is your tangible contribution to decrease health-care

costs?" they asked.

It seems unfair that physicians must, once again, step forward and
show our willingness to make concessions. We've accepted Medicaid's

low reimbursement levels for years. We've worked through all the red

tape that's been wrapped around us by government and third-party

payors. And now we face RBRVS. Still, the only way we can continue

in our role as patient advocates and be allowed to meet the legislators

at the table is to make yet another concession or two.

The task force I’ve appointed to look into this matter has worked
hard to achieve the best health-care reform package possible. Theirs is

not an easy job. No one wants to surrender their justly earned rights or

privileges and contribute to the destruction of the world's best medical

care. If we are forced to make unpalatable concessions, we will ascer-

tain which are the least harmful, and we'll insist on equal contributions

from all of the other involved parties. Whatever concessions we may
have to make, however, you should know that they are not made
easily. Instead, each decision we make as we hammer out a more
workable plan has been made with as much thought and care as

possible, and with one goal in mind - improved access and quality of

care for our patients. I
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Readers like new format

By a margin of almost nine to one, OHIO Medicine readers are

declaring they're pleased with the new tabloid format that debuted

last month. Here is a sample of the comments received:

"I know everything coming from the OSMA has arrived. Easy to read.

Thanks."

"Reading the new OSMA newsletter/paper was a pleasure - done the

day it arrived - unlike the magazine that always found itself in a stack

(labeled) "To be read."

"A definite improvement. Continue to report on significant economic,

Medicare and other insurance developments."

"I like it very much. I'll probably read this - I rarely read (OHIO
Medicine) before."

"This is a great improvement and is easy to read with large type and

well-written articles. Suggest more pictures."

"The new format is sharp and refreshing in appearance and content,

definitely on target."

Not all the comments were favorable, though. Here are a few
comments from those who don't like the new format:

"It contains major material with throwaway stuff in a throwaway
format. And there is substantially less of the former."

"If tabloid format is to be used, a smaller size would be helpful. I also

found the layout difficult to follow."

"Publications in this format tend to be grouped with tabloids using

similar format, and hit the trash can early."
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SECOND OPINION

Desert Storm: A
physician's view

By Lance A. Talmage, MD

I returned to my hotel from the

AMA/HMSS meeting in Orlando

on December 3, 1990.The blinking

message light on the phone
caused my wife and I some
concern, like any surprise call will

do. The phone message was really

not unexpected, but its timing and

short notice was certainly a shock.

I was instructed to report to my
Army Reserve unit, which was
being activated in Columbus in

the next two days. Since the

beginning of Desert Shield, I had
assumed I would be called at

some point, but the lack of warn-

ing and short notice started a

chain of events that would end

seven and a half months later,

after a roller coaster ride on active

duty.

Family, office partners and

friends were understandably

stunned by the news, but,

amazingly, after two or three

weeks all of our concerns and

desperations melted away, as the

adaptability of human beings

A spouse's view

By Dee Talmage

The date of December 6, 1990 will

long live in Talmage family

memories. On that day, my
husband was called to active

military duty.

Although rumors of a possible

active duty call-up had been

circulating since the August
invasion of Kuwait, official word
arrived the evening of December
3rd, while Lance and I were
attending the AMA/HMSS mid-

winter meeting in Orlando,

Florida. During the following 48

hours, we developed a team

approach to address personal

and office financial arrange-

ments, powers of attorney,

updated wills, household

matters and notification to

Commentary
began to display itself. Everyone

adjusted well, even though the

situation was fluid and no one

was certain where they would be

the next day.

My duty was to replace an

officer who was sent to Saudi

Arabia. I became the Deputy
Commander, responsible for

medical care in Kenner Army
Hospital, Ft. Lee, Virginia, serving

90,000 dependents, retirees and

active duty soldiers. The experi-

ence was a learning one, though

very satisfying. The thing I missed

most, however, was consistent

patient contact and the daily

challenge of patient care. In a

perverse way, I will always

cherish the memories of my little

apartment, microwave meals, the

physical satisfaction of consistent

exercise and more bad television

than I had ever watched in my
life.

The war, about which we had so

many anxieties, was over almost

before anybody realized it. The
tremendous elation that the

military felt was reinforced so

many times by the comments of

civilians and the tremendous
respect that we were shown. For

awhile, and even recurring now,
there is sometimes an apologetic

feeling that I was not in the war.

The reception of everyone is so

organizations in which Lance

holds a major office. (Fortunately,

his partners had previously

arranged office adjustments in a

worst-case scenario and have been

most supportive of his military

activities.)

Colonel Talmage's rapid

departure was eased by a unit-

sponsored family support

meeting, which helped us to

understand the reasons why
troops were being deployed and to

learn of the benefits entitled to

military dependents.

Following the holiday season,

our children returned to school

and work, and I settled down to

what is called the "toughest job in

the Army" - that of being an Army
wife separated from her husband.

While being responsible for

handling business and household

affairs can be time-consuming.

kind and supportive, however,

that my satisfaction remains very

high about what we were called

upon to do, and what we accom-

plished.

When I returned home, there

were obviously adjustments to

make after having lived totally

independently for seven and a

half months. For my wife, it was
just as hard to return some of

those responsbilities that she had

learned to perform so well.

I now reflect on the time I spent

on active duty as one in which I

made friends I will have forever.

tiring, frustrating or exhilirating

to me, I find that Lance's leaving

has created similar feelings in

other individuals as well.

Because so many little things

were left undone when he left, I

visited each of his offices twice a

week to sort mail and receive

messages. Office personnel

seemed eager to hear the latest

news. Lance sometimes sent a

general letter to them, and they, in

turn, faxed him a greeting. Also,

colleagues, hospital personnel and

friends often called me for infor-

mation or just to say hello. Other

individuals offered legal fees,

income tax guidance, snow
removal, auto repairs - all gratis,

just to be a part of this military

effort. At first, I was hesitant to

accept, but came to realize this

was their way of contributing to

their country. Whenever anyone

and experiences that will be part

of my memories the rest of my
life. The financial sacrifice, inter-

ruption of my career path and
separation from my family are

now relegated to memory. The
daily greetings of "glad to see you
back" and the occasional "thank

you" are enough to make me glad

that I had the opportunity to

serve. I

Dr. Talmage is a Toledo OB-GYN.

inquired as to Lance's status or

my coping, it warmed my heart

and truly gave me strength to

carry on.

Fortunately, my involvement in

community activities continued

and social events remained on my
agenda. Couples often offered to

include me in their plans, and

other times, I attended with a

single friend.

The only two negative aspects in

our life during that time were the

separation of our family, and the

reduction in salary. However, we
felt both were worth the price, so

that we may continue to enjoy the

freedom we all dearly cherish. I

Dee Talmage is a past president of the

OSMA Auxiliary.
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FROM OUR EDITORS

Legal system fueling

rise in health-care costs

James G. Ravin, MD

Health-care costs are causing the

United States to become eco-

nomically noncompetitive in the

international

marketplace,

according to the

governor of

Arkansas, Bill

Clinton. "This is

not just a health-

care issue, it's a

competitive issue,"

Clinton said at the National

Governors Association conference

in August.

Of course, this is ridiculous.

Health-care costs, and the small

fraction of these costs that repre-

sents physicians' fees, are not the

cause of America's problems in

overseas trade. Health-care costs

have become a convenient

scapegoat!

A better place to look for some
of America's economic difficulties

is our legal system. Vice President

Dan Quayle's address to the

American Bar Association last

August is worth careful review on
this topic. Qualye asked the ABA
"Does America really need 70% of

the world's lawyers?” He also

asked if our economy benefits

from the 18 million new lawsuits

filed each year. He characterized

our legal system as containing

"staggering expense and delay.”

At the same time, he sought ABA
approval of the English doctrine

by which the losing party in a

lawsuit must pay the legal costs of

the winner. I personally feel

vindicated by his advocacy of the

British rule. In an editorial that

appeared in the June 1991 issue of

OHIO Medicine, two months
before his talk, I had suggested
that we adopt the British rule.

MODEL OF SIMPLICITY

Syndicated columnist James
Kilpatrick described Quayle's

address with enthusiasm, calling

it a "temperate commentary on

some long-festering wrongs in our

judicial system." Kilpatrick

advocates adoption of the English

rule. "Under reasonable

limitations, the English rule

should be adopted in American
jurisprudence. It is a model of

simplicity: The loser must pay the

winner's costs. No procedure

could be better drafted to cut

down on the frivolous suits that

make a travesty of litigation in

America."

The president of the ABA, John

J. Curtin, responded to Quayle,

saying if the supply of lawyers is

reduced, "who will protect the

poor, the injured?” But what is the

amount of free legal services

given to the poor and injured?

Does it come close to that given

by physicians? What percentage

of attorneys give free legal care to

the poor and injured?

THE GOING WON'T BE EASY

The Ohio Supreme Court has

just struck down two laws that

imposed limits on damage awards

for malpractice lawsuits and

certain injuries in the workplace.

Justice Craig Wright, in the

majority decision on malpractice

awards, called the monetary cap

unreasonable and arbitrary and

said it "does not bear a real and

substantial relation to public

health or welfare."

Physicians are outnumbered by

attorneys in this country. We need

their help to achieve tort reform.

The going will not be easy.l

Dr. Ravin is a member o/OHIO
Medicine's Advisory Board.

The opinions expressed in this

column are those of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the

opinions or views o/OHIO
Medicine or the Ohio State

Medical Association.
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SPEAKOUT

Dwight A.

Scarborough, MD
Dublin

A.R. Solaiman, MD
Findlay

Walt Reiling, Jr., MD
Dayton

"Speaking as a

physician and sub-

specialist, I'd say

RBRVS will have a

definite impact. The
question is the

magnitude of it.

Many practices with

a high percentage of

Medicare patients

will feel the cruch.

Ultimately, these

physicians will be

forced to limit the

number of Medicare

patients in their

practice."

"I think it will get to

a point where some
physicians will not

be able to afford

having Medicare

patients in their

practice. They will

give care, but the

compensation will

not be enough to

cover their expenses.

It's already affecting

me, but my policy is

that I never turn

down anyone who
comes to me for

care."

"Physicians in the

procedure-oriented

specialties may not

have realized yet how
much their reimburse-

ment level will be cut

by RBRVS. When they

do, I think we'll start

to see physicians who
won't accept Medi-

care patients. I'm also

concerned that fees

for non-Medicare

patients will be raised

and that these raises

will be... unacceptable

to patients."

ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR CLINICAL AFFAIRS

Wright State University School of Medicine seeks a part-time (51%)

Associate Dean who is a board-certified physician/internist, licensed to

practice medicine in Ohio, qualified as a faculty member at the professor

level, and has extensive experience in the private practice sector and in

organized medicine, including active liaison experience with legisla-

tures. The appointee will assist the Dean and the Executive Associate

Dean in the supervision of ambulatory care sites that provide medical

education, facilitate the school's interactions with affiliated clinical

institutions, advise in the administration of school-sponsored residency

training programs, advise in the review and administration of the

school's faculty practice plan and assist with the School's government

relations. The Associate Dean will also work with the university, clinical

departments, organized medicine, and the community to facilitate their

support for the School's mission and programs. Applicants should send

their curriculum vitae and the names of three references to Kim

Goldenberg, M.D., Dean, School of Medicine, Wright State University, Box

927, Dayton, Ohio 45401. All applications received by February 15, 1992

will be considered; if the position is not filled from these, applications

will be considered until the slot is filled. Wright State University is an

EEO/AA employer and encourages women and minorities to apply.
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During a taping for the HMSS video, Edmund W. Jones, MD, Cincinnati,

gets some last-minute advice from cameramen. The video, which is due out

this month, is being produced bp the OSMA and AMA.

OSMA resolution

deadline nears

OSMA members who are

considering filing a resolution for

this year's House of Delegates

have just a few weeks to put their

thoughts down on paper.

Resolutions to be presented at

the 1992 House of Delegates must

be received by the executive

director of the OSMA by midnight

March 2 in order to qualify for

consideration at the meeting. This

year's annual meeting is sched-

uled for May 1-3 at the Stouffer

Center Plaza, Dayton.

Resolutions that require

expenditures of funds by the

OSMA must include a fiscal note

estimating the expenditure.

Once the resolution is filed, it's

Executive Director Herb Gillen's

job to prepare and transmit a copy

to each member of the House of

Delegates.

EMERGENCY RESOLUTIONS

All resolutions must meet these

requirements unless a late sub-

mission has been approved by the

Special Committee on Emergency

Resolutions.

What constitutes an emergency

resolution? According to Brent

Mulgrew, OSMA managing
director, "Late submission is only

justified when events giving rise

to the resolution occur after the

filing deadline for resolutions." In

other words, an emergency reso-

lution cannot be filed simply

because the deadline was missed.

The Emergency Resolution

Committee must have a copy of

the late resolution no less than 12

hours prior to the opening session

of the House of Delegates.

If the majority of the members
of the Special Committee on
Emergency Resolutions vote

favorably for waiving the filing

and transmittal requirement, then

the resolution may be presented

to the House of Delegates at the

opening session. However, if the

committee votes unfavorably, the

resolution will not be heard un-

less the House votes to override

the committee's recommendation.

Remember to send your reso-

lutions by March 2 to: Herb

Gillen, Ohio State Medical

Association, 1500 Lake Shore Dr.,

Columbus, OH 43204-3824.

Look for more details about this

year's Annual Meeting in the

March edition of OHIO Medicine.

Hotel registration material will be

available at that time. I

HMSS releases
videotape

Lights. Camera. Video. Stephen

House, MD, Dayton, chair of the

OSMA Hospital Medical Staff

Section, believes a video may be

just the thing to shine some light

on HMSS.
The idea to use a video to pro-

mote HMSS membership came to

him after the success AMA had

with their video dealing with

RBRVS last summer (well over

100,000 physicians responded to

AMA's letter-writing campaign).

"When RBRVS hit the fan last

August, the AMA sent out videos

to various hospitals throughout

the state asking hospital medical

staff reps to show it to their staffs.

I set one up on a continual basis in

the doctors' lounge," says Dr.

House. "Well over 200 physicians

viewed the video and as a result

wrote letters to HCFA, making a

tremendous change on the RBRVS
conversion factor.

"Videos are an effective means
of communication. They're a

short, concise way of communi-
cating," continues Dr. House.

"Doctors can watch it (the video)

while putting their coat on or

talking with another physician."

The five-minute video, due out

in mid-February, is part of a 15-

minute HMSS presentation. Dr.

House plans to enlist physician

teams to contact various hospital

medical staff executive com-

mittees for permission to address

physicians and get them "up to

speed" about HMSS. "There is a

highly untapped source of phys-

icians out there who need to

become actively involved in

HMSS, and this is one way of

getting the message to them," says

Dr. House. ''They'll quickly find

out it's not only the old boys club

that can change AMA policy."

Edmund "Ted" Jones, MD,

Cincinnati, previous chair of the

OSMA/HMSS and at-large

member of the Governing Council

of AMA/HMSS, and Victoria

Ruff, MD, Columbus, will make
cameos in the video explaining

the importance HMSS had in their

lives. The video is being produced

by the OSMA in conjunction with

the AMA Division of Television,

Radio and Film Services.

If you would like more infor-

mation about the video, contact

Jerry Campbell, associate exec-

utive director and director of

Development and Member
Services, at (800) 766-OSMA. I

YSICIANS
We are announcing opportunities for

you to serve your country as an Air Force
v Reserve physician/officer. You can make
)\S new professional associations, obtain

/ CME credit and help support the Air
' Force mission. For those who qualify,

retirement credit can be obtained as
well as low cost life insurance. One
weekend a month plus two weeks a

\ year or less can bring you pride and
* satisfaction in serving your

country.

Call: (404)421-4892
Or: (618)256-5939

Or Fill Out Coupon and Mail Today!
To: SMSGT Hartung

14 AF/RSH
Dobbins AFB, GA 30069

Name.

Address

.

Cltv . State

.

.Zip.

Phone

.

-Prior Service? Yes

.

.No.

Medical Specialty. -Date of Birth

.

AIR FORCE RESERVE
1

14-214-0001 A GREAT \AAY TO SERVE
^
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Colleagues

Nino Camardese, MD, Norwalk,

was recently elected president-

elect of the Association of Ameri-

can Physicians and Surgeons

(AAPS).

Patrick Convery,

MD, Cleveland, an

orthopedic surgeon,

was elected presi-

dent of the Lake

County Medical

Society.

Ernest W. Johnson, MD,
Columbus, received the Henry B.

Betts Award Laureate. The Betts

Award was created in 1989 to

honor Dr. Henry B. Betts, medical

director and chief executive

officer of the Rehabilitation

Institute of Chicago. Drs. Betts

and Johnson are specialists in

physiatry. Dr. Johnson, a

professor at The Ohio State

University, served as chair of the

department of physical medicine

at OSU until 1989.

Olga Jonasson, MD, Columbus,

professor of surgery at The Ohio
State University College of

Medicine and chair for the

Department of

Surgery at Univer-

sity Hospitals, has

received the

Christian Fenger

Surgical Excellence

Award for her

service as chief of

surgery at Cook County Hospital

in Chicago.

Edward G. Kilroy, MD,
Columbus, state health director, is

one of 55 public

health professionals

named to serve as

founding scholars in

the first annual

national Public

Health Leadership

Institute. The goal of

the institute is to

strengthen America's public

health system by helping city,

county and state public health

officials to improve their leader-

ship skills.

Workers' Comp
plan offers savings

The first-year enrollment

program for the OSMA's Workers'

Compensation group rating pro-

gram has been completed. This

program, by allowing members of

the OSMA to qualify for a group

rating by the Bureau of Workers'

Compensation, offers those en-

rolled a projected 56% savings and

Workers' Comp premiums.

OSMA members who took

advantage of the program will be

receiving a letter from the Frank

Gates Service Company explain-

ing implementation. OSMA
members who did not participate

this time, but are interested in

learning more about the plan for

possible enrollment, should watch

for a special mailing on the

program in the spring. I

What's In a Name?

PICO WILL NOT SETTLE ANY CLAIM OR LAWSOIT WITHOOT YOOR WRITTEN CONSENT.

Pco
Physicians Insurance Company ot Ohio

Bates Drive * Pickerington, Ohio *43147

(61 4) 864-71 00 *(800) 282-7515

Sponsored by the OSMA

for Ohio physicians.
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Associationa/ews Calendar
The OSMA has planned the following practice management work-
shops for 1992. Watch for more information on these workshops in

future issues of OHIO Medicine. Brochures will be mailed to OSMA
members before each program.

CPT Coding

Feb. 11 Parke Hotel, Canton

Feb. 12 Stouffer Tower City Plaza, Cleveland

Feb. 13 Dana Center at MCO, Toledo

Feb. 18 Hyatt Regency/Ohio Center, Columbus
Feb. 19 Stouffer Center Plaza, Dayton
Feb. 20 Kings Island Inn, Cincinnati

Coding and Reimbursement Institute

March 3-5 Cleveland Marriott Airport

March 10-12 Kings Island Inn, Cincinnati

March 17-19 Hyatt Regency/Ohio Center, Columbus

Profitable Practice

May 12 Sheraton-Springdale, Cincinnati

May 13 Stouffer Center Plaza, Dayton

May 14 Hyatt Regency/Ohio Center, Columbus
May 26 Dana Center at MCO, Toledo

May 27 Stouffer Tower City Plaza, Columbus
May 28 Parke Hotel, Canton I

Membership
develops
three-fold plan

At its meeting on January 10, the

OSMA Committee on Member-
ship Marketing approved a three-

part plan to increase OSMA
membership in 1992 and beyond.

The new membership develop-

ment program calls for: imple-

menting standard membership
policies and procedures between

OSMA and its county societies;

creating a membership benefits

and services package to meet

member needs; and conducting an

active membership retention and

recruitment program.

"Membership development goes

beyond recruiting more mem-
bers," says Doug Evans, director

of the Department of Member-
ship. "It involves creating a

system in which the processing of

memberships, the recording of

biographical data, and the

program for retention and

recruitment work in a concerted

effort."

The intent of the first part of the

program - the implementation of

standardized membership policies

and procedures - is to create an

efficient membership system that

will enhance future marketing,

retention and recruitment efforts.

At present, membership proce-

dures vary widely from county to

county.

MEETING MEMBER NEEDS

Secondly, the new program will

attempt to fashion OSMA's mem-
bership benefits and services to

meet the diversified and changing

needs of its membership.

Evans indicates that informa-

tion from membership surveys

conducted over the past two years

will be analyzed, but if this infor-

mation is found to be inadequate,

the OSMA is prepared to conduct

formal marketing surveys to

acquire the information needed to

base its marketing strategy.

STRATEGY AND TACTICS

The OSMA will attempt to

sustain the current levels of mem-
bership with various retention

and recruitment activities in 1992.

12

The tactics for retention include

regularly scheduled dues billings

and follow-up on delinquent

members. The OSMA will also

implement a "provisional

member" category to initiate the

membership benefits program for

physicians in the county medical

society application-approval

process.

Along with new member
surveys, a services and activities

directory, and articles in OHIO
Medicine, an exhibit booth will be

set up at selected meetings

throughout the state displaying

the benefits of OSMA member-
ship and offering information and

thanks to OSMA members for

their support.

Various direct mail and peer-to-

peer programs targeted to sel-

ected non-member markets will

be the nucleus of the year's

recruitment programs. New
brochures and an informational

video about the benefits of

membership also will be devised.

RESULTS ANALYZED

An evaluation process has been

developed to provide quantitative

as well as qualitative information

about each program. The commit-

tee will judge the success of each

of the programs and use the infor-

mation to formulate strategies for

future marketing programs. I

Auxiliary meet
with legislators

State and national health-care

issues will be the focus of this

year's Day at the Legislature,

sponsored by the OSMA auxilians

on March 1 1 at the Columbus
Athletic Club, Columbus.

The day will begin with an

informative luncheon for aux-

ilians and their spouses, followed

by an afternoon program of

quality speakers.

Robert E. McAfee, MD, vice

chair, AMA Board of Trustees,

will discuss the "Priority Issues in

National Health Legislation."

An evening reception at the

Vern Riffe Center, co-sponsored

by the OSMA from 5:30-7:30, will

conclude the day's events.

For more information contact

Carol Wenger at the OSMA, (800)

766-OSMA. I
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RUSSELLBARKLEY, Ph.D.

DIRECTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY, PROFESSOR OF PSYCHIATRY
AND NEUROLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL CENTER

INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY ON ADHD

Presents A WORKSHOP FOR PROFESSIONALS on

ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER IN CHILDREN:
Diagnosis, AssessmentandTreatment
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11, 1992 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
Mr. Anthony's, 7440 South Avenue, Boardman, OH 44512

For registration information call (216) 726-5656

Sponsored by the Psychiatric Professional Group
Gregory X. Boehm, M.D. - Nancy Duff-Boehm, Ph.D.

and Youth Services Unit, Tod Children's Hospital
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OSMA task force
to smooth med
board relations

More and more of the issues

coming before the Ohio State

Medical

Board these

days need

physician

input.

Consider, for

example, a

few of the

topics on the

board's most

recent

agenda: chronic pain

management, the proposed

legislation affecting licensure and

mandatory AIDS reporting for

physicians.

That's why, late last year,

OSMA President Joseph

Sudimack, Jr., MD assembled a

new task force whose mission is

to increase communications

between member-physicians and

the board.

Stanley Lucas, MD

PRIORITY ISSUES

The task force, chaired by

OSMA President-Elect Stanley

Lucas, MD, met in November to

identify the priority issues it

hopes to address with the board

in 1992.

These include:

a license requirement for IMGs.

"The task force is also con-

sidering raising the issue of

license reciprocity in the state,”

says English. Ohio presently has

an endorsement system that

continues to verify a practitioner's

credentials before issuing a

license, a time-consuming task.

Under a reciprocity agreement,

however, licenses from other

states would be honored with

only a background check to see if

any disciplinary action against the

applicant may be pending. The
switch to reciprocity would in-

volve a legislative effort, however,

so if this goal were to be achieved,

it would be long-term.

• HIV-positive physicians -

The board already has a position

paper on physicians infected with

MDs don 't always

know about the

rules , but they're

expected to follow

them.

the HIV virus, and it's antici-

pating legislation on this subject

as well. Nevertheless, the task

force believes that physicians

infected with hepatitis B and C
should be included with any

board report on this topic.

• Chronic pain management -

The ongoing prescribing of pain

medication for patients with

chronic pain has become a contro-

versial issue. "Task force members
named several physicians they

thought should meet with the

board to address this topic," says

Katrina English, JD, OSMA’s
associate legal counsel who staffs

the new task force. "And we've
been able to coordinate a time for

these physicians to meet with the

board's controlled substance

committee." (OHIO Medicine will

report on the outcome of this

discussion in a future issue.)

• Proposed licensure

legislation - The task force joins

OSMA' s new committee repre-

senting international medical

graduates in asking the board to

drop the test of spoken English as

• Rules and regulations -

Feeling the need for more phys-

ician input on board actions, the

task force hopes to become in-

volved in speaking to the various

rules, regulations and position

papers drawn up by the board.

"They'll testify when they think

input is needed," says English.

EDUCATION NEEDED

Members of the task force will

also encourage the medical board

to assume more responsibility in

educating physicians about any

new rules, regulations and papers

that the medical board may draw
up.

"Sometimes, physicians don't

even know about the rules," says

English, "but they're expected to

follow them." The task force hopes

it can persuade the board to dis-

Gretter to preside over med board

Thomas E. Gretter, MD, a

Cleveland neurologist, has been

elected

president

of the Ohio

State

Medical

Board.

Dr.

Gretter has

been an

active

member of

organized medicine, serving on

numerous committees of the

Academy of Medicine of

Cleveland, and as a delegate to

the Ohio State Medical

Association since 1977. He also

served as a hospital medical

staff section delegate to the

AMA from 1983 to 1990.

A staff physician in the

department of neurology at the

Cleveland Clinic, Dr. Gretter is

also an assistant professor at

Case Western Reserve

University.

He was appointed to the

medical board in 1988.

Next month, OHIO Medicine

will feature an interview with

Dr. Gretter in which he presents

his thoughts on his new
position. I

seminate that information more
widely and more frequently.

IMPROVING RELATIONSHIPS

"I have to say that there are

problems with the board," says

task force Chair Dr. Lucas, "but

we hope we can alleviate some of

our concerns by establishing a

better relationship with its mem-
bers." Dr. Lucas believes that

opening channels of communi-
cations with board members will

help improve the sometimes

frustrating relationship phys-

icians have with their licensing

and enforcement agency.

The medical board, too, antici-

pates the new relationship.

"We look forward to working

with the new committee," says

Henry Cramblett, MD, the board's

secretary.

If new communication channels

are opened between the two
groups, the task force will be

primarily responsible.

"The task force is important,"

says Dr. Lucas when asked about

its future status. "I intend to keep

it functioning during my year as

president.”!

Ohio physicians not eligible

for "Cosgrove" money

If you recently received a news
release, stating that as a former

hospital-salaried doctor, you and

your patients may be eligible to

collect Medicare payments

awarded in a federal class action

lawsuit, Cosgrove v. Sullivan,

disregard it.

William P. Ramsey, vice

president of Medicare Operations

at Nationwide Insurance explains

in a letter to the OSMA that the

releases were sent under the

direction of the United States

Attorney for the Cosgrove case.

"As we have attempted to

explain, hospital-salaried physi-

cians practicing in Ohio and West

Virginia during the specified time

frames are not affected by this

lawsuit," Ramsey writes. "Nation-

wide Insurance processed the

claims in question as specified in

the court's ruling. Therefore,

physicians practicing in these

localities were properly reim-

bursed."

The Cosgrove v. Sullivan decision

produced over $40 million in

additional Medicare payments to

physicians for services rendered

by former hospital-salaried

doctors who converted to fee-for-

service billing between 1982 and

1985.1
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Court's decision
good news for

medical staffs

Last fall, the U.S. Court of Appeals

for the Fourth Circuit handed
down a decision that should pro-

vide a measure of relief for those

who are on hospital and medical

staffs.

The facts of the case, Oksanen v.

Page Memorial Hospital, were these:

• Shortly after Dr. Oksanen's

privileges were granted, the

hospital began receiving

complaints about his

conduct.

• At one point, the doctor's

privileges were suspended for

a two-month period, followed

by a one-year probationary

term.

• During the probationary

term. Dr. Oksanen and the

medical staff's relationship

was irreparably damaged.
Eventually, the medical staff

recommended that the

doctor's privileges be

revoked.

DOCTOR CLAIMS CONSPIRACY

Dr. Oksanen brought suit

against the hospital and members
of its staff, alleging that the

revocation of his staff privileges

and other activities violated

antitrust laws. The trial court,

however, found for the defen-

dants, concluding that there was
no proof that the defendants were
conspiring to violate antitrust acts.

Dr. Oksanen appealed.

The Fourth Circuit Court upheld
the trial court's decision, recog-

nizing that the medical staff was
acting as an agent of the hospital

during the peer review process

and is, therefore, an indistinct

entity from the hospital. Since all

are interested in upgrading the

quality of patient care, the court

concluded that the medical staff

and hospital lacked the capacity to

conspire during the peer review

process. (The court also com-
mented that the peer review

processes themselves were
legitimate and fair.)

QUESTIONS REMAIN

Nevertheless, the court did note

that members of a medical staff

may have the capacity to conspire

among themselves, leaving open
the question of what evidence

would be conclusive to prove a

conspiracy between a hospital and
medical staff? Evidence that

proper and fair procedures were
followed during the disciplinary

and fair-hearing process helps.

Review by physicians who are not

in economic competition with the

physician is also helpful.

For more information, contact

OSMA's Department of Legal

Services at (800) 766-OSMA. I

Pilot program aims
to ID hazardous
workplaces

Workers who face risk of

occupational diseases may soon

OllllY ONE HrANTAGONIST HEALS REFLUX ESOPHAGITIS

AT DUODENAL ULCER DOSAGE. ONLY ONE.

AXID
nizatidine

Of all the Lt-receptor antagonists, only Axid heals and

relieves reflux esophagitis at its standard duodenal ulcer dosage.

Axid, 150 mg b.i.d., relieves heartburn in 86% of patients

after one day and 93% after one week. 1 150 mg b.i.d.

ACID TESTED. PATIENT PROVEN.

1 . Data on file, Lilly Research Laboratories. See accompanying page for prescribing information. c 1 991
.
eu ully and company NZ-2947-B-249304
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find conditions improving, thanks

to a model program being piloted

in Ohio and nine other states.

The program, known as

SENSOR, the Sentinel Event Noti-

fication System for Occupational

Risk, hopes to flag those work-

places, industries and specific jobs

that put workers at risk of occupa-

tional disease by using reports

that physicians are already

required to file.

Physicians will play a key role

in SENSOR's success, says

Thomas J. Halpin, MD, chief of

the Division of Preventive Medi-

cine for the Ohio Department of

Health.

AXID
nizatidine capsules
Brief Summary Consult the package insert for

complete prescribing information

Indications and Usage: i . Active duodenal ulcer-

for up to 8 weeks of treatment at a dosage of 300 mg
h.s. or 150 mg b.i.d. Most patients heal within 4 weeks.

2. Maintenance therapy - for healed duodenal ulcer

patients at a dosage of 150 mg h.s. at bedtime The

consequences of therapy with Axid for longer than 1

year are not known.

3. Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)- for up

to 12 weeks of treatment of endoscopically diagnosed

esophagitis, including erosive and ulcerative esophagitis,

and associated heartburn at a dosage of 150 mg b.i.d.

Contraindication: Known hypersensitivity to the drug.

Because cross sensitivity in this class of compounds has

been observed, H2-receptor antagonists, including Axid,

should not be administered to patients with a history

of hypersensitivity to other H 2 -receptor antagonists.

Precautions: General- 1. Symptomatic response to nizatidine therapy does not preclude the presence

of gastric malignancy.

2. Dosage should be reduced in patients with moderate to severe renal insufficiency.

3. In patients with normal renal function and uncomplicated hepatic dysfunction, the disposition of

nizatidine is similar to that in normal subjects.

Laboratory Tests- False-positive tests for urobilinogen with Multistix’ may occur during therapy

Drug Interactions- No interactions have been observed with theophylline, chlordiazepoxide, lorazepam,

lidocaine, phenytoin, and warfarin Axid does not inhibit the cytochrome P-450 enzyme system, therefore,

drug interactions mediated by inhibition of hepatic metabolism are not expected to occur. In patients given

very high doses (3,900 mg) of aspirin daily, increased serum salicylate levels were seen when nizatidine,

150 mg b.i.d., was administered concurrently.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility- IK 2-year oral carcinogenicity study in rats with

doses as high as 500 mg/kg/day (about 80 times the recommended daily therapeutic dose) showed no evidence

of a carcinogenic effect. There was a dose-related increase in the density of enterochromaffin-like (ECL) cells

in the gastric oxyntic mucosa. In a 2-year study in mice, there was no evidence of a carcinogenic effect in male

mice, although hyperplastic nodules of the liver were increased in the high-dose males as compared with

placebo. Female mice given the high dose of Axid (2,000 mg/kg/day, about 330 times the human dose) showed

marginally statistically significant increases in hepatic carcinoma and hepatic nodular hyperplasia with no

numerical increase seen in any of the other dose groups.The rate of hepatic carcinoma in the high-dose

animals was within the historical control limits seen for the strain of mice used. The female mice were given

a dose larger than the maximum tolerated dose, as indicated by excessive (30%) weight decrement as compared

with concurrent controls and evidence of mild liver injury (transaminase elevations). The occurrence of a marginal

finding at high dose only in animals given an excessive and somewhat hepatotoxic dose, with no evidence of a

carcinogenic effect in rats, male mice, and female mice (given up to 360 mg/kg/day, about 60 times the human

dose), and a negative mutagenicity battery are not considered evidence of a carcinogenic potential for Axid.

Axid was not mutagenic in a battery of tests performed to evaluate its potential genetic toxicity, including

bacterial mutation tests, unscheduled DNA synthesis, sister chromatid exchange, mouse lymphoma assay,

chromosome aberration tests, and a micronucleus test.

In a 2-generation, perinatal and postnatal fertility study in rats, doses of nizatidine up to 650 mg/kg/day

produced no adverse effects on the reproductive performance of parental animals or their progeny.

Pregnancy-Teratogenic Effects -Pregnancy Category C-Oral reproduction studies in rats at doses up

to 300 times the human dose and in Dutch Belted rabbits at doses up to 55 times the human dose revealed no

evidence of impaired fertility or teratogenic effect but, at a dose equivalent to 300 times the human dose,

treated rabbits had abortions, decreased number of live fetuses, and depressed fetal weights. On intravenous

administration to pregnant New Zealand White rabbits, nizatidine at 20 mg/kg produced cardiac enlargement,

coarctation of the aortic arch, and cutaneous edema in 1 fetus, and at 50 mg/kg, it produced ventricular

anomaly, distended abdomen, spina bifida, hydrocephaly, and enlarged heart in 1 fetus. There are, however,

no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women. It is also not known whether nizatidine can

cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman or can affect reproduction capacity. Nizatidine

should be used during pregnancy only if the potential benefit justifies the potential risk to the fetus.

Nursing Mothers- Studies in lactating women have shown that 01% of an oral dose is secreted

in human milk in proportion to plasma concentrations. Because of growth depression in pups reared

by treated lactating rats, a decision should be made whether to discontinue nursing or the drug, taking

into account the importance of the drug to the mother.

Pediatric Use - Safety and effectiveness in children have not been established.

Use in Elderly Patients- Healing rates in elderly patients were similar to those in younger age groups

as were the rates of adverse events and laboratory test abnormalities. Age alone may not be an important

factor in the disposition of nizatidine. Elderly patients may have reduced renal function

Adverse Reactions: Worldwide, controlled clinical trials included over 6,000 patients given nizatidine in

studies of varying durations. Placebo-controlled trials in the United States and Canada included over 2,600 patients

given nizatidine and over 1,700 given placebo. Among the adverse events in these placebo-controlled trials, only

anemia (0.2% vs 0%) and urticaria (0.5% vs 0.1%) were significantly more common in the nizatidine group. Of

the adverse events that occurred at a frequency of 1% or more, there was no statistically significant difference

between Axid and placebo in the incidence of any of these events (see package insert for complete information).

A variety of less common events were also reported; it was not possible to determine whether these

were caused by nizatidine.

Hepatic- Hepatocellular injury (elevated liver enzyme tests or alkaline phosphatase) possibly or probably

related to nizatidine occurred in some patients. In some cases, there was marked elevation (>500 IU/L) in

SGOT or SGPT and. in a single instance, SGPT was >2,000 IU/L. The incidence of elevated liver enzymes
overall and elevations of up to 3 times the upper limit of normal, however, did not significantly differ from that

in placebo patients. All abnormalities were reversible after discontinuation of Axid. Since market introduction,

hepatitis and jaundice have been reported. Rare cases of cholestatic or mixed hepatocellular and cholestatic

injury with jaundice have been reported with reversal of the abnormalities after discontinuation of Axid.

Cardiovascular- In clinical pharmacology studies, short episodes of asymptomatic ventricular tachycardia

occurred in 2 individuals administered Axid and in 3 untreated subjects.

CNS - Rare cases of reversible mental confusion have been reported.

Endocrine- Clinical pharmacology studies and controlled clinical trials showed no evidence of anti-

androgenic activity due to nizatidine Impotence and decreased libido were reported with similar frequency

by patients on nizatidine and those on placebo. Gynecomastia has been reported rarely.

Hematologic - Anemia was reported significantly more frequently in nizatidine than in placebo-treated

patients. Fatal thrombocytopenia was reported in a patient treated with nizatidine and another H 2-receptor

antagonist. This patient had previously experienced thrombocytopenia while taking other drugs. Rare cases

of thrombocytopenic purpura have been reported

Integumental- Urticaria was reported significantly more frequently in nizatidine- than in placebo-treated

patients. Rash and exfoliative dermatitis were also reported.

Hypersensitivity- As with other H2-receptor antagonists, rare cases of anaphylaxis following nizatidine

administration have been reported. Rare episodes of hypersensitivity reactions (eg. bronchospasm, laryngeal

edema, rash, and eosinophilia) have been reported.

Other- Hyperuricemia unassociated with gout or nephrolithiasis was reported. Eosinophilia, fever, and

nausea related to nizatidine have been reported.

Overdosage: Overdoses of Axid have been reported rarely. If overdosage occurs, activated charcoal,

emesis, or lavage should be considered along with clinical monitoring and supportive therapy. The ability of

hemodialysis to remove nizatidine from the body has not been conclusively demonstrated; however, due to its

large volume of distribution, nizatidine is not expected to be efficiently removed from the body by this method.

PV 2093 AMP (101591]

Additional information available to the profession on request.

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

46285
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with, an approved treatment

program are exempt from

reporting.

"The exemption, however,

means only that the impairment

does not have to be reported,"

The rules clarify the

physician 's duty

under law to report

violations of the

Medical Practices

Act.

"We rely on physician reports of

occupational disease to guide our

industrial hygiene resources to

the workplaces and industries

most in need of consultation and

intervention," Dr. Halpin says.

Under Ohio law, physicians for

some time now have been re-

quired to report occupational

disease cases to the Ohio Depart-

ment of Health. The reports are

confidential communications, and

the information provided is

protected under the reporting

law. (Although the ODH doesn't

impose penalties or fines, it does

have the right-of-entry into

workplaces, and can step into a

worksite to investigate without an

employer's request for assistance.)

When a physician treats a

patient with an occupational

disease, the case should be

reported. If the physician is

concerned about exposures to

other workers, he or she should

mark the appropriate box on the

reporting form to indicate that a

worksite visit is warranted.

If you have further questions

about reporting occupational

diseases, or about worksite

follow-up, call Nan Migliozzi,

Chief, Bureau of Occupational

Health at (614) 466-4183.1

Medical board
adopts new rules

The Ohio State Medical Board

recently approved two new sets

of rules that affect physicians.

The mandatory reporting rules,

which became effective last

September, clarify the physician's

obligation under law to report

any violation of the Medical

Practices Act, or any other board

rule (see sidebar next page).

However, the new rules now
provide two exceptions.

EXCEPTIONS MADE

The first exception is made for

cases of impairment due to

alcohol or substance abuse.

Approved treatment providers,

members of impaired practitioner

committees, or individual

physicians who believe the

impaired practitioner has been

referred to, and is cooperating

says Katrina English, ] D, OSMA
associate legal counsel. It does not

exclude the requirement to report

any violations the impaired prac-

titioner commits. For example, "if

an impaired physician is over-

prescribing for himself or herself,

the overprescribing should be

reported,” says English. "Those

who qualify under the exemption,

however, don't have to report the

impairment."

The second exception concerns

physicians who serve on peer

review committees. A physician

who learns of a violation through

service on one of these commit-

tees is exempt from the reporting

requirement. However, if a formal

disciplinary action is taken

against a physician, based on this

information, the board must be

notified of the final action.

Required reports must be made
within 48 hours. Physicians who
file the report will be provided

with immunity from civil liability,

or they may choose to report

anonymously.

These rules have been written to

coordinate with the mandatory

reporting rules. The requirement

to report a belief that a licensee is

impaired is relieved if the licen-

see cooperates with a referral to

an approved treatment provider.

As long as the licensee continues

to participate and complete the

treatment program, there is no

duty to report.

"However, the referring indivi-

dual, committee or association

must contact the treatment

provider weekly during the first

IMPAIRMENT RULES
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four weeks of treatment to

confirm the licensee's partici-

pation," says English. Then, the

treatment provider must be

contacted monthly. If at any time

the impaired licensee discontinues

participation or refuses to release

information, a report must be

made to the board.

When a practitioner refuses to

voluntarily enter treatment, or

fails to complete or comply with

the treatment program, then the

new impairment rules appply.

They also apply to cases of

impairment first discovered by
board investigators.

These rules:

• Define key terms (i.e.

impairment, relapse, sobriety)

• Outline procedures for

handling impairment in

suspected impairment cases.

• Address board-ordered

examinations and establish

procedures for making an

admission in lieu of the exam.

• Spell out requirements for full

license restoration.

CONSENT AGREEMENTS

These written agreements are

used by the board following or

instead of disciplinary action, and

an entire rule is dedicated to these

agreements in the new guidelines.

Provisions included in a consent

agreement include:

• Minimum probationary term

• Practice restrictions

• Abstinence from use of

alcohol or drugs (unless

medically necessary)

• Monitoring of progress

The board must also approve all

employment arrangements in the

health-care field. Consent agree-

ments may be terminated upon
completion of all terms.

Other rules discuss treatment

providers and their responsibili-

ties.

STATUS QUO MAINTAINED

Neither the mandatory report-

ing rules or the impairment rules

expand or change the board's

statutory authority. They main-

tain status quo.

"These rules should benefit

physicians by providing stand-

ards to be followed, both by
practitioners and the board," says

English.

Any questions about these rules

should be directed to the OSMA
Department of Legal Services. I

Reportable violations include violation of any of the following

provisions of the Medical Practices Act R.C. 4731.22:

(2) Failure to use reasonable care discrimination in the

administration of drugs, or failure to employ acceptable

scientific methods in the selection of drugs or other

modalities for treatment of disease;

(3) Selling, prescribing, giving away or administering drugs

for other than legal and legitimate therapeutic purposes;

(6) A departure from, or the failure to conform to, minimal
standards of care of similar practitioners under the same
or similar circumstances;

(8) The obtaining of, or attempting to obtain, money or

anything of value by fraudulent misrepresentations in the

course of practice;

(17) Any division of fees or charges, or any agreement or

arrangement to share fees or charges...with any other

person so licensed or with any other person;

(18) The violation of any provision of a code of ethics of a

national professional organization;

(19) Inability to practice according to acceptable and prevailing

standards of care by reason of mental illness or physical

illness;

(26) Impairment of ability to practice according to acceptable

and prevailing standards of care because of habitual or

excessive use or abuse of drugs, alcohol, or other

substances that impair ability to practice.

Ohio Supreme Court: Prescription

pills must stay in original containers

Physicians who prescribe

controlled-substance drugs

should take note of a recent Ohio
Supreme Court decision that

ruled that a state law requiring

that these drugs be kept in their

original container is constitu-

tional.

The decision reinstated the

conviction of a Cincinnati woman
on illegal drug possession charges

after police searched her home
and found six pills containing

Ritalin in a purse. The woman
claimed she left the original

container at her mother’s home
because she feared theft of the

drug that was prescribed for her

15-year-old son.

The conviction had been

overturned by the Ohio Court of

Appeals, which said the law was
unconstitutionally vague since it

didn't provide for fair warning of

the prohibition and invited

arbitrary and discriminatory

enforcement.

Justice Alice Robie Resnick,

however, wrote that "the precision

of the language leaves no dis-

cretion as to the application or

enforcement." Justice Herbert

Brown, in a dissenting opinion,

noted that the law makes it a

crime to carry controlled-

substance pills in a pill box or an

envelope to work, school or on a

trip.

Physicians might warn their

patients of the law when pre-

scribing any controlled-substance

drug. I
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NEW 1991 & 1992
CORVETTES

40 In Stock

BELOW FACTORY INVOICE
NO EXTRA ADD-ONS, NO BULL!

INCLUDING ZR-ls
Coupes or covertibles

Purchase from our stock or special order!

WE DELIVER ANYWHERE!
GMAC FINANCING & LEASING AVAILABLE

WE WANT YOUR CORVETTE BUSINESS!
WE TAKE TRADE-INS!!!

BUD'S
CHEVROLET - OLDS - BUICK, INC.

1 -800-688-2837
Saint Mary's, Ohio

We also offer a full line of

Chevrolets, Oldsmobiles, Buicks, Trucks & Vans.
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H IRD-PARTYUPDATE

Participating Nonparticipating Limiting

Fee Schedule Fee Schedule Charge

$125 x 95% = $118.75 x 120% = $142.50

Important reminder : New physicians in their first five years of

practice will then need to multiply these amounts by 80% for first

year, 85% for second year, 90% for third year, and 95% for fourth

year in practice.

Example for a new physician in his/her second year of practice:

Participating 2nd Yr Practice Nonparticipating Limiting

Fee Schedule Limitation Fee Schedule Charge

$125 x 85% = 106.25x95% = $100.93x 120%= $121.13

Physicians may obtain a copy of the Participating Medicare Fee

Schedule by writing to:

Medicare Disclosure Unit

P.O. Box 182195

Columbus, OH 43218

Medicare fee
schedule available

upon request

What should physicians do if they

do not have disclosure informa-

tion for a particular procedure

code they perform? This is one of

the more common questions

asked of the OSMA Ombudsman
staff during the last several

weeks. Physicians may need to

write to the Medicare Disclosure

Unit to obtain fee schedule

amounts and limiting charge

amounts for procedures that do not

appear on their personal Provider

Disclosure Report (mailed to

physicians by Medicare in late

November).

For Fee Screen Year (FSY) 1992,

Nationwide-Medicare will be

providing only one report for

each of the 15 Ohio pricing

localities - the Participating

Medicare Fee Schedule. It will be

necessary for physicians wanting

the nonparticipating fee schedule

amounts and/or the limiting

charge amounts to calculate these

figures from this one report.

To calculate the nonpartici-

pating fee schedule amount.

multiply the participating fee

schedule amount by 95%. To
calculate the limiting charge

amount, multiply the nonpartici-

pating amount by 120%. (See the

above chart.)

Important Notice: Physicians

are reminded that the information

provided on their personal Medi-

care Disclosure Report should be

used first. For example, if a pro-

cedure code is listed on the

physician's personal disclosure

report, then the limiting charge

amount provided on the dis-

closure report is the highest

charge that a nonparticipating

physician may bill their Medicare

patient. Physicians should refer to

the locality Medicare Fee Schedule

report only for procedures that do

not appear on the individual

disclosure report. I

Some private carriers to begin accepting 1992 CPT codes

The Medicare program mandates
use of the 1992 AMA CPT codes

for all services after February 1,

1992 (there was a grace period for

dates of service January 1-31, 1992

allowing physicians to use 1991

visit codes - see January OHIO
Medicine).

The Ombudsman staff recently

surveyed several Ohio private

carriers to determine their policies

for acceptance of the 1992 codes.

While some of the carriers will

accept the 1992 CPT codes, they

will all continue to accept 1991

codes for several months. Addi-
tions to the carriers listed in the

chart at right will be published as

information becomes available.

Physicians interested in know-
ing the policy of a carrier not

listed should contact that carrier

directly. I

Carrier

Aetna

Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Ohio

Central Benefits

OBWC (Workers' Compensation)

ODHS (Medicaid)

Physicians Health Plan

Date Physician May Begin
To Use 1992 CPT Codes

January 1, 1992

February 1, 1992

February 1, 1992

March 1, 1992 (tentative)

Continue to use 1991

CPT codes at this time

Continue to use 1991

CPT codes at this time

February 1, 1992

Community Mutual Insurance Co.

1992 deductibles
must be met

The annual patient Medicare

deductible of $100 is in effect

January 1, 1992. Medicare patients

receiving services amounting up
to the deductible are expected to

pay the first $100 of covered

Medicare services. Participating

physicians may collect from

patients the first $100 at time of

service only if the physician is

certain the deductible hasn't been

met. By dialing on touch-tone the

Medicare Audio Response Unit,

(614) 464-9924, physicians can

access current deductible status

for their patients. See Medicare

newsletter, October 1991, page 7

for instructions. I

What Medicare
"Par'' docs can
charge patients

Many physicians have entered

into a first-time Medicare

participation contract, and have

inquired about the fee amounts
they may legally charge for

services provided their Medicare

patients.

Physicians who have signed an

agreement to participate in the

Medicare program are not re-

stricted by the Limiting Charge.

Participating physicians may
charge for their services to Medi-

care patients at the UCR (usual,

customary and reasonable) rate,

i.e., the fee amount they charge

most or all of their non-Medicare

patients.

Participating physicians may
not collect from Medicare and the

patient any more than the Medi-

care allowable. Medicare will pay

directly to the physician 80% of

the approved allowable, and the

physician must collect the

additional 20% (referred to as

coinsurance), and any unmet
portion of the $100 deductible,

from the Medicare patient. These

figures will be provided to the

physician from Medicare in the

form of the Summary of Medicare

Benefits. The physician’s portion

of the payment from Medicare
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will be included with the

Summary of Medicare Benefits.

Important reminder: It is

unlawful to charge Medicare pa-

tients a higher fee than is charged

to non-Medicare patients. I

Medicare answers
PPR questions

Beginning January 2, 1992,

physicians may call Nationwide-

Medicare at (614) 249-3391 to

receive assistance with questions

regarding the implementation of

Physician Payment Reform (PPR).

Physicians may call the above

phone number Monday through

Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. with

questions related to RBRVS,
global surgical policy, new
evaluation and management
codes, etc. I

Physicians may
comment on initial

RBRVS values

Physicians who have concerns

about the relative values assigned

to procedure codes in the final

rules (November 25, 1991 Federal

Register) have an opportunity to

put their comments in writing to

HCFA. All of the relative values

in the RBRVS final rule have been

designated initial values by HCFA
and subject to a 120-day comment
period. Comments must be

received at the following address

by March 25, 1992 to ensure con-

sideration for the 1993 payment
schedule:

Health Care Financing

Administration

Department of Health and

Human Services

Attention: BPD-712-F

P.O. Box 26688

Baltimore, MD 212071

Medicare rules

for covering MDs

OSMA members often contact the

Department of Professional

Relations and Ombudsman

Services with questions about

Medicare and billing for covering

physicians. Federal law provides

guidance for billing for services

provided by a covering physician

to a Medicare beneficiary. The
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation

Act of 1990, OBRA '90, in Section

4110 provides that:

"payment may be made to a

physician who arranges for visit

services (including emergency

visits and related services) to be

provided to an individual by a

second physician on an

occasional, reciprocal basis if (i)

the first physician is unavailable

to provide the visit services, (ii)

the individual has arranged or

seeks to receive the visit services

from the first physician, (iii) the

claim form submitted to the

carrier includes the second

physician's unique identifier

number and. ..indicates that the

claim is for such a 'covered visit

service (and related service),' and

The OSMA provides members with a great IRA opportunity. When you

take a good look at the OSMA IRA, you’ll seriously want to consider

rolling over your existing IRA funds. ..Here’s why!

7% current interest rate (as of 1/1/92)

principal and interest earned guaranteed

guaranteed minimum rate

no service charges or fees

easy access to your money

no penalties for withdrawals or surrenders*

investment quality distribution

To rollover your IRA funds, simply contact your OSMA Benefits represen-

tative at American Physicians Life (APL), toilfree, 1-800-742-1275. APL
will take care of the paper work for you.

*IRS penalty imposed for monies withdrawn prior to age 59 1/2
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(iv) the visit services are not pro-

vided by the second physician

over a continuous period of no

longer than 60 days.”

OBRA PROVISIONS

In a situation where another

physician would cover for the

attending physician, and literally

serve "in his or her place" during

an absence. Section 4110 of OBRA
'90 provides that the attending

physician may bill Medicare for

all patient visits (including those

covered by his/her colleague). If

you choose, as the attending

physician, to bill Medicare for all

visits the OSMA suggests the

following guidelines:

1.

A note must be placed in the

patient's medical record,

denoting the names of the

physician(s) covering during

the absence; and

2. The physician covering must
make chart entries of the

services provided the patient

at the time of the visit, and to

be reimbursed, the visit by
the covering physician must
be medically necessary; and

3. The covering physician must
not bill for the services.

However, Medicare reim-

bursement is only one of many
considerations physicians have in

working out coverage arrange-

ments.

Physicians negotiating coverage

arrangements with colleagues

should consider the principles

outlined by the American Medical

Association /Specialty Society

Medical Liability Project (AMA/
SSMLP). The AMA/SSMLP
recently published a guide to

assist physicians in identifying

pertinent factors for many of the

difficult decisions that must be

made in the medical office. The
AMA/SSMLP is a coalition of

more than 30 national medical

specialty societies, the AMA and

the Council of Medical Specialty

Societies, which was formed to

coordinate the professional

liability activities of organized

medicine. This guide is intended

as general guidance for physicians

in their office practices and is

entitled "Risk Management
Principles and Commentaries for

the Medical Office."

AMA RECOMMENDATIONS

The AMA/SSMLP recommends

that "all physicians in practice

should have practice coverage

arrangements for those times

when they are unavailable.” The
AMA/SSMLP further recom-

mends that physicians have

secondary coverage arrange-

ments for the times when the

primary covering physician is

unavailable.

This summary of the Practice

Coverage section of the AMA/
SSMLP "Risk Management
Principles and Commentaries

for the Medical Office" should

be helpful to physicians estab-

lishing coverage arrangements.

5.03 Covering physicians

should be of the same
medical specialty as the

treating/attending phys-

ician, when possible.

Timeframe for

Medicare
requirements

1/1/92 - Physicians who are

treating a patient referred by

another physician must include

the referring physician's full

name, medical degree and UPIN
(unique physician identification

number - example: John Smith,

MD, A12345) in block #19 of the

current HCFA form (block 17 &
17A of new form). For the time

being, if the referring physician

does not have a UPIN number.
Medicare will continue to accept

the PIN number.

2/1/92 - Beginning with dates

of service 2/1/92, physicians

must use CPT 1992 visit codes

for reporting services to

Medicare. HCFA granted a

grace period allowing physi-

cians to use 1991 CPT visit codes

only for dates of service 1/1 /92 -

1/31/92. These services must be

filed to Medicare before March
31, 1992 - see below.

4/1/92 - Medicare carriers will

no longer accept claims filed

with 1991 CPT codes for dates of

service 1/1/92-1/31/92.

Physicians who have not filed

January 1992 dates of service

with Medicare will now be

required to use only 1992 CPT
visit codes for those dates.

5/1/92 - New HCFA-1500
claim form for use with Medi-

care will be required. (This is an

extension, the original date was
April 1, 1992.) Services sub-

mitted to Medicare on the new
HCFA-1500 claim form prior to

5/1/92 ivill continue to be

processed.

5/1/92 - New place of service

codes required. This coincides

with use of the new claim form.

Therefore, physicians who begin

to use the new claim form prior

to May 1, must also use the new
place of service codes (see

Third-Party Update section of

January OHIO Medicine).

5/1/92 - Attachment of

superbills to the HCFA-1500
claim form will no longer be

accepted by Medicare. Phys-

icians will be required to

complete the entire HCFA-1500
claim form. (This is an exten-

sion, the original date for

elimination of superbills was
scheduled for April 1, 1992).

If you have questions about any story in the Third-Party Update
section, contact the OSMA Ombudsman staff at (800) 766-OSMA.

We Do Research.

Research that saves lives.
At the American Cancer Society, we
fund research that makes a difference.

Through the careful use of funds, we
support many of the best cancer

research projects in America. That

support is one reason why more than

half of all new cancer patients now
survive.

And that’s why 25 American Cancer

Society-supported researchers have

won the Nobel Prize for their cancer

breakthroughs—including 10 since

1980.

At the American Cancer Society, we
have a commitment to saving lives.

And you can join that commitment

with a gift through your will.

Your donation can fund additional

research projects, projects that could

hold the cancer solutions for all future

generations.

AMERICAN
VCANCER
* SOCIETY

For information on how to include the American

Cancer Society in your will,

write to the American Cancer Society,

Ohio Division, 5555 Frantz Road

Dublin, OH 43017,

or call 1-800-686-4357 9 am-5 pm weekdays

Ask for John Murphy, Planned Giving Director.

AMERICAN
VCANCER
? SOCIETY

Please send me a free kit to help review

and plan my will.

Please send me an Annual Report that

shows how efficientlv donations are utilized.

Name_

Address

City State Zip.

Phone

Mail to: American Cancer Society

5555 Frantz Road. Dublin. OH 43017
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5.04 Covering physicians

should have privileges at

the same hospital as the

treating/attending

physician.

5.06 The treating/attending

physician should provide

covering physicians with

information on patients

with anticipated problems

and this should be

documented in the

patient's medical record.

5.07 All hospitalized patients of

the treating/attending

physician should be

informed of the coverage

arrangements and, where

possible, introduced to the

covering physician(s).

5.09 The treating/attending

physician should advise

the hospital and answer-

ing service of the names
and telephone numbers of

the covering physician(s).

5.10 A covering physician

should advise the

treating/attending

physician about a patient's

course of treatment during

the coverage and this

should be documented.

5.11 A coverage arrangement

should contain an under-

standing as to which

physician bills the patient,

and the patient should be

informed of this by the

treating/attending

physician.

Physicians who use the AMA/
SSMLP Risk Management
Principles as they establish

coverage arrangements and
follow the reimbursement

guidelines outlined in this article

should not only improve patient

care and safety but also avoid

unnecessary delays and confusion

in reimbursement. I

Medicare billing

seminars offered

Seminars for new medical

assistants - those individuals who
are new to billing for physician

services and who have been on

their job for less than two years -

will be conducted by Nationwide-

Medicare staff and will be held

from 9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. (lunch

Noon-1 :30 on your own), at

Nationwide-Medicare, on the

following dates:

Thursday, April 16, 1992

Wednesday, May 27, 1992

Thursday, June 25, 1992

Thursday, July 23, 1992

Topics to be covered include the

difference between Medicare Part

A & B, medical necessity, claims

filing, Medicare reimbursement

and other related subjects.

There is a non-refundable $5

registration fee per person. Reser-

vations must be made by writing

to:

Judy Armstrong
Nationwide-Medicare

Provider Relations Division

P.O. Box 182002

Columbus, OH 432181

FRIDAY-SUNDAY

MARCH 6-8, 1992

CLEVELAND MARRIOTT

SOCIETY CENTER

CLEVELAND, OHIO

A course designed

for the practicing

radiologist,

cardiologist,

neuroscientist

and orthopaedist.

COURSE DIRECTOR

David H. I. Feiglin, M.D.

GUEST FACULTY

Hank Adams, M.D.
Alex Aisen, M.D.
Scott W. Atlas, M.D.
Javier Beltran, M.D.
Gregory C. Hurst, Ph.D.
Emanual Kanal, M.D.
Michael W. Keith, M.D.
Walter Kucharczyk, M.D.
James M. Lieberman, M.D.
Thomas J. Masaryk, M.D.
Michael Mervart, M.D.
Antonino O. Motta, M.D.
Ernesto E. Salcedo, M.D.
William Sattin, Ph.D.
Frank E. Seidelmann, D.O.
Alison S. Smith, M.D.
Bernard Stulberg, M.D.
Jeffrey C. Weinreb, M.D.

ACCREDITATION

Reich, Seidelmann & Janicki (RSJ), in the

practice of radiology, is accredited by the

Ohio State Medical Association Committee on
Accreditation to sponsor CME for physicians.

As accredited sponsor, RSJ designates 22
hours in Category 1 in meeting this criteria for

the Physicians Recognition Award of the

American Medical Association.

For further information, contact

Susan Mehnert, CME Coordinator, at

(800) 341-4442 or (216) 248-8808.

Sponsored by:

RSJ
3()hK() Ha i abridge Road
Solon. Ohio 44 1 i‘>
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Physicians await FDA ruling

on silicone-filled breast implants

As the 45-day moratorium dead-

line on silicone-filled breast

implants nears, physicians, as

well as patients are still in the

dark.

According to Ronald J. Taddeo,

MD, a Willoughby plastic surgeon

and immediate past president of

the Ohio Valley Society for Plastic

and Reconstructive Surgery, "It

would behoove the FDA to tell

surgeons and the public what's

going on."

Dr. Taddeo wants to know what

the "new data" is that the FDA has

acquired. "If they do have some
new and startling information, I

think surgeons and the public

should be made aware of it," he

says. "Some physicians are really

surprised by the FDA's decision

and don't think it's reasonable,

based on the information availa-

ble to them."

Even with this sketchy infor-

mation, Dr. Taddeo doubts that

any physicians would defy the

moratorium.

The American Society of Plastic

and Reconstructive Surgeons said

its members would comply with

the moratorium, but President

Norman Cole, MD, asked FDA
Commissioner David Kessler to

release the new information that

triggered the moratorium. As of

this printing, that has not been

done.

PATIENT INQUIRIES

Dr. Taddeo and the other 200

members of the Ohio Valley

Society for Plastic and Recon-

structive Surgery have been
fielding calls from anxious and
angry patients since the FDA's
decision was announced January
6. "I’ve had patients call who are

panic-stricken. They say they can't

sleep. The ironic part is they are

not even displaying symptoms,"
he says.

How long doctors will have to

refrain from using the implants is

unclear. Dr. Taddeo suspects it

might be longer than the original

45 days. The FDA advisory panel

that already considered the issue

recommended the implants be

OHIOMedicine • February 1992

allowed to remain on the market

while studies were conducted to

determine their safety. Then on

January 6, the FDA commissioner

threw the panel's recommenda-
tion out the window, saying that

new information has come to light

that requires further study.

Much of this action, according

STATISTICS UNRELIABLE

According to FDA figures,

about one million women have

received silicone gel breast

implants, and more than 10,000

receive implants monthly. Dr.

Taddeo has some problem with

those figures, since he says an

accurate tally is close to

impossible since most plastic

surgeons prefer not to participate

in any statistical studies. He does

agree that about 80% are for

cosmetic purposes, with the rest

"If they (the FDA) do have some new and

startling information , I think surgeons and

the public should made aware of it.

"

to Dr. Taddeo, was based on new
reports regarding ruptures and

anecdotal evidence that recip-

ients may be at greater risk of

immunity system disorders. "The

issue needs to be investigated. We
can't go on hearsay generated

from shows like Oprah, Donahue,

or Connie Chung," he says, adding,

"We don't know the health history

of these individuals. Their phys-

icians have not been given an

opportunity to voice their

opinions."

used to reconstruct breasts

removed as the result of disease

or injury.

RECONSTRUCTIONS DELAYED

In the meantime, all the women
who have been augmented are left

high and dry, according to Dr.

Taddeo. There are women who
have had their chest walls

expanded to accommodate the

implant and are now waiting for

word from the FDA. In the

immediate future, physicians are

switching to the saline-filled

breast implants for these patients

who request immediate surgery.

About 20% of implants are used

to reconstruct breasts after

mastectomy. Reconstruction can

be delayed several months after

mastectomy, although for some
women, there are psychological

advantages to immediate recon-

struction, says Dr. Taddeo.

Manufacturers were also asked

to stop distributing silicone

implants. One company, Surgitec,

has gone out of the plastic surgery

business altogether as a result of

the moratorium.

Breast implants may be at the

forefront, but according to Dr.

Taddeo there is an entire group
that has silicone in joints or other

parts of the body that is not being

addressed.

This kind of hysteria following a

health warning reminds Dr.

Taddeo of the Tylenol incident.

"When this kind of reporting is

done it scares people. It puts a

damper on the product for a long

time," he says.

Physicians continue to play a

waiting game until the FDA and
the advisory panel reconvenes

later this month. I

SPONSORED BY For Immediate Release: You may order the required new HCFA
1500 Medicare claim form from Medical Services Bureau, Inc.,

430 Grant St., Akron, OH 44311.

Note: these red ink forms are exactly to U.S. Government
specifications and carry the black bar code required by
Nationwide fiscal intermediary who tested them on their
scanner. May be used now; must be used by April 1, 1992.

1 PART SINGLE SHEET FORMS
1000 FORMS (Plain) $46.00 (tax $2.65) $48.65 (Personalized) $68.00 (tax $:s.on $71.91

500 FORMS (Plain) $32.00 (tax $i.84) $33.84 (Personalized) $50.00 (tax $2 .88) $52.88

100 FORMS (Plain) $14.00 <tax $.8n $14.81 (Personalized) $36.00 (tax $2 .07) $38.07

PIN FEED COMPUTER FORMS
1000 ONE PART Continuous Forms $48.00 plus 5.75% tax - 2.76 = $50.76

500 ONE PART Continuous Forms $34.00 plus 5.75% tax - 1.96 = $35.96

100 ONE PART Continuous Forms $16.00 plus 5.75% tax - .92 = $16.92

1000 TWO PART Continuous Forms $56.00 plus 5.75% tax - 3.22 = $59.22

500 TWO PART Continuous F'orms $42.00 plus 5.75% tax - 2.42 = $44.42

100 TWO PART Continuous Forms $24.00 plus 5.75% tax - 1.38 = $25.38

For further information phone (216) 434-1921; please ask for Mrs. Barber or Miss
Scott at Summit County Medical Society.
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Positions Available

ARE YOU SEEKING A POSITION IN

NEONATOLOGY, ORTHOPEDICS,
DERMATOLOGY, ALLERGY, RADIOL-
OGY, ONCOLOGY, NEUROSURGERY
OR RHEUMATOLOGY? - We have

positions available in Ohio, Missouri,

Wisconsin and Nebraska. Attractive

guarantees and benefit packages. Single or

multispecialty groups. To discuss your

practice preferences and these oppor-

tunities, please call our toll-free number

(800) 243-4353 or send your CV to

STRELCHECK & ASSOCIATES, INC.,

10624 N. Port Washington Rd., Mequon,

WI 53092.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR
POSITION AS A MEDICAL DIRECTOR
- For active primary care/free-standing

urgent care center in suburban Cleveland,

Ohio. Group is fee-for-service, position

commands excellent compensation,

malpractice coverage and paid time off.

Must have appropriate administrative

experience. Board-certified in emergency

medicine or completed residency in family

practice, internal medicine or general

surgery. Position available immediately.

Please respond to: Kenneth A. Weiner, DO,
14600 Detroit Ave., Suite 1495, Lakewood,

OH 44107, (216) 228-3660.

FAMILY PRACTICE, OB-GYN,
INTERNAL MEDICINE AND URGENT
CARE positions are available in a variety of

settings, from central Michigan through

Illinois, Wisconsin and Nebraska, to the

rolling plains of Kansas. Single or

multispecialty groups, faculty or solo, with

generous call coverage. Attractive

guarantees and benefits. For more
information please contact our toll-free

number, 1 -(800) 243-4353, or send your CV
to STRELCHECK & ASSOCIATES, INC.,

10624 N. Port Washington Rd, Mequon, Wl
53092.

FAMILY PRACTICE PHYSICIAN
AND INTERNAL MEDICINE -

Guaranteed income of $95,000+. Paid

practice start-up consulting, office

assistance, relocation assistance, full

benefits. Excellent hospital and specialty

services, coverage. Comfortable,

historical area. Good schools. Nearby

cities. Ohio location. Excellent quality

of life. You will be welcomed. Send

letter and /or CV to: Box 239, c/o OHIO
Medicine, 1500 Lake Shore Dr.,

Columbus, OH 43204-3824.

INTERNISTS AND OB/GYNS - Group
Health Associates, Inc. a 60+ member
multispecialty group practice, is accepting

CVs from Board-eligible/Board-certified

internists and OB/GYNs interested in

practicing in suburban Cincinnati.

Continued growth permits us to plan

expansion of our group this summer. Our
physicians practice medicine, leaving the

business side of the practice to our

professional management staff. All of our

full-time physicians have the opportunity

to participate in the ownership of the

medical group, elect the Board of Directors

and share in determining the group's

direction. There is a spirit of collegiality

among our physicians and our practice

environment is enthusiastic. Many of our

staff are involved in residency training

programs. Our compensation system/

fringe benefit plan is very comprehensive.

For further information, or to be considered

for a position on our staff, please send a

cover letter and your CV to SEARCH
COMMITTEE, GHA, 2915 Clifton Ave,

Cincinnati, OH 45220.

INTERNISTS PEDIATRICIANS,
FAMILY PRACTICE PHYSICIANS -

Outstanding practice opportunity in one of

the most attractive locations in the Midwest,

Goshen, Indiana. Located in north central

Indiana, Goshen is bordered by hundreds

of sparkling lakes, great for sailing or skiing

enthusiasts; numerous wooded parks and

unspoiled rolling countryside. Its proximity

to South Bend, home of the university of

Notre Dame, provides a wide spectrum of

spectator sports, quality concerts, theatre

and fine dining. Goshen College embodies

the community's commitment to quality

education that makes its primary and

secondary schools among the best in the

state. A strong economy (Goshen's

manufacturing employment growth was
ranked 16th in the nation by American

Demographics) helps ensure a quality

lifestyle. A receptive medical staff supports

this recruitment and will provide excellent

call and coverage. For more information

call or write Rick Addis, Goshen General

Hospital, PO Box 139, Goshen, IN 46526;

hospital (800) 258-4321 or home (219) 533-

8311.

LODI MEDICAL GROUP - Seeking

primary care physician to join established

practice. Near 30-bed hospital, no ER,

excellent schools, luxurious rural living, 25

miles from metro area, no investment

required. Send CV to 402 Highland Drive,

Lodi, OH 44254.

NORTHWEST, OHIO - BE or BC OB/
GYN physician wanted for hospital-

employed opportunity. Attractive salary

with incentive, shared call coverage, full

benefits including malpractice insurance.

For further information please contact Jim

Lucas, Director of Physician Recruitment,

2075 W. Big Beaver Rd., Ste. 600, Troy, Ml
48084, (313) 649-2010.

OHIO, CLEVELAND - Experience the

renaissance of this great midwestern city

with a work schedule that allows you a

lifestyle with defined hours, plenty of

personal time and an attractive practice

setting where you can provide both

continuing and episodic care in an urgent

care setting. Base stipend of $85,000-

$108,000 (for 40-hour week) plus FFS
compensation; three weeks vacation; on-

call coverage; malpractice; health and

dental insurance; profit sharing; buy-in

partnership opportunities. For more
information contact Mitchell Leventhal,MD
at (216) 642-1400, or send CV in confidence

to 4700 Rockside Road, Suite 430,

Independence, OH 44131.

PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS - A
variety of excellent part-time opportunities

available in Ohio. Contact in confidence:

ANNASHAE CORPORATION (800) 245-

2662.

URGENTCARE PRACTICE-Outstanding
opportunity for one qualified physicianwho
is a last-year FP resident or tired of general

practice. No hospitals, no calls, no rules, no

stresses. Equal income at start with Kenneth

Beers, Jr., MD. Call (513) 399-5303.

Positions Wanted

ANESTHESIOLOGIST - Insured, BC
anesthesiologist available for vacation

coverage and other staffing needs. W.B.

Cleveland, Anesthesia Services (216) 321-

1860 or (216) 321-1847 (evenings).

GENERALSURGERY/GENERAL
PRACTICE - Seeking position in solo

practice in general practice/ general surgery.

U.S. trained. Board-eligible; wish to relocate

to Ohio, rural or urban area. Sponsor by

hospital or community. Ohio license.

Available now. Please call or write to Victor:

PO Box 26852, El Paso, TX 79926, (915) 590-

2012 .

Miscellaneous

FOR SALE - Kodak Echtachem DT60. Call

(216) 365-6242.

JOINT VENTURE CLEARINGHOUSE -

"Safe Harbor" restrictions are just the

beginning. Complete divestiture may be

your best option. We broker your turn-key

business to the highest buyer. Includes but

not limited to CT, MRI, sono, mammo,
cardiovascular, nuclear, PT, DME. For more

info., managing partners please call B. L.

Farkas, MD at (800) 388-5977.

NO COLLATERAL CREDIT LINE - Up to

$50,000. No placement fees, annual fees or

prepayment penalties. Competitive rates.

Rapid processing. Call (800) 331-4951 Ext.

510.

REFURBISHED MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
- Hewlett Packard heart monitors - defibs

and printouts. Ohio anesthesia machines,

electro surgery units, OR and examination

lights. Microhemacrits, scrub sinks. Full

human articulated instructional skeleton,

infant Toledo scale, ultrasonic instrument

cleaner, warranty never used. Hydraulic

guerney, S.S. narcotic cabinet. Picker

Echoview 80 C, X-ray view boxes, Mennen
Greatbach ECG with monitors and defib.

Call or write: Bernard Medical Resources,

1555 Dixie Highway, Covington, KY 41011,

(800) 892-3716.
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PEDIATRICIAN

Excellent opportunity for

BE/BC physician in rural

Southeastern, Ohio. Enjoy

a practice environment

that is relaxed and
supportive. Permits a

workstyle that does not

sacrifice your lifestyle.

Location with easy access

to major cultural, aca-

demic and recreational

activities. Competitive

salary and benefits.

Avail. 1/92.

Call or send C.V. to:

Theodore J. Koler

Barnesville Health Services Association

Hospital Drive

Barnesville, OH 43713

(614) 425-5165
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M ISCELLANEOUS

Council highlights

Honorary OSMA member ...

Robert McAfee, MD, an AMA
Board of Trustee member from

Maine, was made an honorary

member of the Ohio State Medical

Association, for his repeated visits

to Ohio and concern with Ohio's

health-care issues.

Legislative report...The health-

care reform isssue continues to be

the greatest area of concern, both

for legislators and physicians.

Although Senate Democrats and

House Republicans have drafted

their own health-care reform

legislation, the key bills continue

to be House Bill 478, Senate Bill

240, and, to a lesser extent, the

UHIO proposal. Updates on all

three bills are featured in this

issue. If you have questions

regarding any of this legislation,

you are urged to call your district

councilor for for more informa-

tion.

Resident section report.. .Thomas

M. Andrews, MD, president of the

resident section, reports that

residents are working to defeat

legislation in the U.S. Congress

that would eliminate student

loans because default rates are too

high. Dr. Andrews says the sec-

tion is trying to educate members
of Congress that medical students

and residents are not bad-risk

loans. In other business, Dr.

Andrews said the section is look-

ing for residents to serve both as

members and leaders. If you
would like more information on
how to become involved with the

resident section, contact Dave
Torrens at the OSMA.

Member dues for students/

residents...OSMA Council

approved, as a two-year pilot

project, an annual dues rate of $30
for members-in-training, and an

appropriate local dues rate, to be

established by county medical

societies.

In addition, an annual dues rate

of $10 for medical student mem-
bers was also approved. The $10

fee entitles students to all benefits

of the association except for pub-
lications and mailings. Students,

however, may opt to receive all

publications at a cost of $20 a

year.

Placental registry... John F.

Kroner, Jr, MD raised the issue of

establishing a placental registry in

the state, similar to one that is in

place in Colorado. The Physicians

Insurance Company of Ohio will

take a leadership role in devel-

oping the registry, which will

attempt to show that certain

prenatal problems began in utero,

before a physician became in-

volved in the care. PICO hopes

this will reduce the number and

amount of claims made against

obstetricians in the state.

Medical Board report. ..The

board's Medical Practice Act and

Minimal Standards Committee
reports that it is looking at ways
to avoid taking additional disci-

plinary actions. Some measures

include consent agreements

already entered into in other

states, holding office conferences

on alleged cases of malpractice,

and adopting rules or standards

on prescribing practices.

The committee also hopes to

work with hopsital medical staffs

by allowing the medical staff to

take appropriate action, followed

by the board's consent agreement

mimicking the medical staff

action.

The committee also plans to

engage in closer review of PRO
actions to determine when board-

initiated disciplinary action may
be appropriate. The activities of

this committee will be closely

monitored by the OSMA, since

there is some concern about the

appropriateness of the board,

medical staffs and the PRO
intermingling disciplinary and

corrective activities. I

OHIO Medicine (ISSN 0892-

2454) is published monthly for

$25 a year by the Ohio State

Medical Association, 1500 Lake

Shore Dr., Columbus, OH
43204-3824. Second-class

postage paid at Columbus, OH
and at additional mailing

offices. POSTMASTER: Send

address changes to OHIO
Medicine, 1500 Lake Shore Dr.,

Columbus, OH 43204-3824.

Obituaries

FOUNTAIN C. BEATTIE, MD,
Palm Coast, FL; Ohio State

University College of Medicine,

1942; age 74; died October 23,

1991; member OSMA and AMA.

HAROLD F. BURKONS, MD,
Cleveland; University of Michigan

Medical School, Ann Arbor, MI,

1933; age 82; died October 11,

1991; member OSMA and AMA.

THOMAS F. CHARVAT, MD,
Cleveland; St. Louis University

School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO,
1934; age 87; died November 13,

1991; member OSMA and AMA.

JOHN W. CHRISPIN, MD, Van
Wert; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1943; age 73;

died October 17, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

LEA A. COBBS, MD, Salem;

University of Cincinnati College

of Medicine, 1925; age 90; died

November 14, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

ROBERT M. DUNLAP, MD,
Lawrenceville, GA; Yale

University School of Medicine,

New Haven, CT, 1940; age 77;

died October 27, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

NELSON R. FRAVEL, JR., MD,
Toledo; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1964; age 57;

died October 19, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

FARRELL T. GALLAGHER, MD,
Cleveland; Case Western Reserve

University School of Medicine,

1919; age 96; died October 25,

1991; member OSMA and AMA.

MITCHELL N. GANIM, MD,
Cincinnati; University of Cincin-

nati College of Medicine, 1928;

age 88; died November 2, 1991;

member OSMA and AMA.

ROBERT L. GIROUARD, MD,
Covington; St. Louis University

School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO,
1954; age 69; died November 4,

1991; member OSMA and AMA.

ELLIOTT L. GLICKSBURG, MD,
Cleveland; Georgetown Uni-

versity School of Medicine,

Washington, D.C., 1937; age 79;

died October 12, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

JOHN A. HYLAND, MD,
Hubbard; St. Louis University

School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO,
1956; age 63; died November 5,

1991; member OSMA and AMA.

Zantac®’ 150 Tablets CONDENSED BRIEF SUMMARY
(ranitidine hydrochloride)

Zantac R 300 Tablets

(ranitidine hydrochloride)

Zantac ® Syrup

(ranitidine hydrochloride)

The following is a brief summary only Before prescribing, see com-
plete prescribing information in Zantac® product labeling

INDICATIONS AND USAGE: Zantac® is indicated in

1 Short-term treatment of active duodenal ulcer. Most patients heal

within four weeks
2 Maintenance therapy for duodenal ulcer patients at reduced

dosage after healing of acute ulcers

3 The treatment of pathological hypersecretory conditions (eg

Zollinger-Ellison syndrome and systemic mastocytosis)

4 Short-term treatment of active, benign gastric ulcer. Most
patients heal within six weeks and the usefulness of further treatment

has not been demonstrated

5 Treatment of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD).

Symptomatic relief commonly occurs within one or two weeks after

starting therapy and is maintained throughout a six-week course of

therapy

In active duodenal ulcer; active, benign gastric ulcer; hypersecreto-

ry states, and GERD, concomitant antacids should be given as need-

ed for relief of pain

CONTRAINDICATIONS: Zantac® is contraindicated for patients

known to have hypersensitivity to the drug

PRECAUTIONS: General: 1 Symptomatic response to Zantac® ther-

apy does not preclude the presence of gastric malignancy 2 Since

Zantac is excreted primarily by the kidney, dosage should be adjusted

in patients with impaired renal function (see DOSAGE AND ADMINIS-
TRATION). Caution should be observed in patients with hepatic dys-

function since Zantac is metabolized in the liver

Laboratory Tests: False-positive tests for urine protein with

Multistix® may occur during Zantac therapy, and therefore testing

with sulfosalicylic acid is recommended
Drug Interactions: Although recommended doses of Zantac do not

inhibit the action of cytochrome P-450 enzymes in the liver, there

have been isolated reports of drug interactions that suggest that

Zantac may affect the bioavailability of certain drugs by some mecha-
nism as yet unidentified (eg, a pH-dependent effect on absorption or

a change in volume of distribution)

Pregnancy: Teratogenic Effects Pregnancy Category B Repro-

duction studies have been performed in rats and rabbits at doses up
to 160 times the human dose and have revealed no evidence of

impaired fertility or harm to the fetus due to Zantac There are, how-
ever, no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women
Because animal reproduction studies are not always predictive of

human response, this drug should be used during pregnancy only if

clearly needed

Nursing Mothers: Zantac is secreted in human milk Caution should

be exercised when Zantac is administered to a nursing mother

Pediatric Use: Safety and effectiveness in children have not been

established

ADVERSE REACTIONS: Headache, sometimes severe, seems to be

related to Zantac® administration Constipation, diarrhea, nausea/

vomiting, abdominal discomfort/pain, and, rarely, pancreatitis have

been reported There have been rare reports of malaise, dizziness,

somnolence, insomnia, vertigo, tachycardia, bradycardia, atrioven-

tricular block, premature ventricular beats, and arthralgias Rare

cases of reversible mental confusion, agitation, depression, and hal-

lucinations have been reported, predominantly in severely ill elderly

patients Rare cases of reversible blurred vision suggestive of a

change in accommodation have been reported

In normal volunteers, SGPT values were increased to at least twice

the pretreatment levels in 6 of 12 subjects receiving 100 mg qid intra-

venously for seven days, and in 4 of 24 subjects receiving 50 mg qid

intravenously for five days There have been occasional reports of

hepatitis, hepatocellular or hepatocanalicular or mixed, with or with-

out jaundice In such circumstances, ranitidine should be immediate-

ly discontinued These events are usually reversible, but in exceeding-

ly rare circumstances death has occurred

Blood count changes (leukopenia, granulocytopenia, thrombocy-

topenia) have occurred in a few patients These were usually

reversible Rare cases of agranulocytosis, pancytopenia, sometimes

with marrow hypoplasia, and aplastic anemia have been reported

Although controlled studies have shown no antiandrogemc activity,

occasional cases of gynecomastia, impotence, and loss of libido have

been reported in male patients receiving Zantac, but the incidence did

not differ from that in the general population

Incidents of rash, including rare cases suggestive of mild erythe-

ma multiforme, and. rarely, alopecia, have been reported, as well as

rare cases of hypersensitivity reactions (eg, bronchospasm. fever,

rash, eosinophilia). anaphylaxis, angioneurotic edema, and small

increases in serum creatinine

0VERD0SAGE: Information concerning possible overdosage and its

treatment appears in the full prescribing information

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION: (See complete prescribing infor-

mation in Zantac®' product labeling
)

Dosage Adjustment for Patients with Impaired Renal Function: On
the basis of experience with a group of subjects with severely

impaired renal function treated with Zantac, the recommended
dosage in patients with a creatinine clearance less than 50 ml/min is

150 mg or 10 ml (2 teaspoonfuls equivalent to 150 mg of ranitidine)

every 24 hours Should the patient's condition require, the frequency

of dosing may be increased to every 12 hours or even further with

caution. Hemodialysis reduces the level of circulating ranitidine

Ideally, the dosage schedule should be adjusted so that the timing of

a scheduled dose coincides with the end of hemodialysis

HOW SUPPLIED: Zantac R 300 Tablets (ranitidine hydrochloride

equivalent to 300 mg of ranitidine) are yellow, capsule-shaped tablets

embossed with "ZANTAC 300" on one side and "Glaxo" on the other

They are available in bottles of 30 (NDC 0173-0393-40) tablets and

unit dose packs of 1 00 (NDC 01 73-0393-47) tablets

Zantac R 150 Tablets (ranitidine hydrochloride equivalent to 150

mg of ranitidine) are white tablets embossed with "ZANTAC 150" on

one side and "Glaxo" on the other They are available in bottles of 60

(NDC 0173-0344-42) and 100 (NDC 0173-0344-09) tablets and unit

dose packs of 100 (NDC 0173-0344-47) tablets

Store between 15° and 30° C (59° and 86° F) in a dry place.

Protect from light. Replace cap securely after each opening.

Zantac R
Syrup, a clear, peppermint-flavored liquid, contains 16.8

mg of ranitidine hydrochloride equivalent to 15 mg of ranitidine per 1

ml in bottles of 16 fluid ounces (one pint) (NDC 01 73-0383-54)

Store between 4° and 25° C (39° and 77° F). Dispense in tight,

light-resistant containers as defined in the USP/NF.

September 1990

6 Glaxo Pharmaceuticals
DIVISION OF GLAXO INC
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

© Copyright 1987, Glaxo Inc. All rights reserved.

ZAN858R3 Printed in USA October 1990
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Incorporating Third-Party Update, Legislative Bulletin and OSMAgram

AP/Wide World Photos

President George Bush visited University Hospitals in Cleveland

recently prior to unveiling his health-care reform plan to a local

business group.

Health reform bill

heads to Senate
House Bill 478, the health-care

reform bill sponsored by Rep.

Wayne Jones (D-Akron), is

headed to the Ohio Senate after

passing the House of Represent-

atives in late February.

The House-passed version

includes a number of improve-

ments, at least from the OSMA's
perspective. These include:

• removing the single hospital

billing provision.

• setting a financial means test

for balance billing Medicare

patients. Medicare patients

who earn less than 700% of

the federal poverty level (1991

FPL for a single person is

$6,620) could not be balance

billed.

• removing the sanction against

physicians' licenses and hos-

pital staff priveleges for viola-

tion of the Medicare balance

billing prohibition and re-

quirement to treat OHIO
enrollees, and replaces them
with financial sanctions.

• funding the OHIO plan by
placing a 1% premium assess-

Continued on page 2

Relicensure process to speed up this year
By the time you read this. House
Bill 454, the medical board bill, is

expected to be law. The bill was
voted out of the Ohio Senate's

Health and Human Services

committee on February19, and
was expected to be approved by
the full Senate by the end of the

month.

This is the bill that changes the

timing of the renewal process for

medical licenses (for an explan-

ation as to why this was done, see

"An Interview with Dr. Gretter,"

page 21). The new law advances

the mailing date for applications

from September 1 to March 1 of

even-numbered years. (This year,

however, the board will not mail

applications until April 1, 1992.)

The deadline for physicians to

submit applications for renewal

jumps to July 1 of even-numbered

years. Under the old law, the

deadline date was January 1 of

odd-numbered years. The license

would still be valid for two years,

but beginning October 1 of even-

numbered years instead of

January 1 of odd-numbered years.

The license fee remains the same.

LESS CME NEEDED

Because the time-frame to

complete continuing medical

education requirements would be

reduced by about one-quarter, the

medical board proposed reducing

the number of CME hours re-

quired during the transition year,

1992, from 100 hours to 75 hours.

According to John Van Doom,
director of OSMA's Department of

Legislation, the medical board is

willing to work with physicians to

Continued on page 2
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OsMAgram
A QUICK READ ON THE NEWS

OSMA ANALYSIS: Will the passage of Ohio's

optometry bill encourage other limited practitioners to

seek to enlarge their scopes of practice? 3

ANNUAL MEETING: A preview of what's in

store for the OSMA 1992 Annual Meeting. Also included:

A hotel reservation form. 8

OSHA REGULATIONS: New regulations to

reduce on-the-job-risks for health-care workers mean
more mandates for MDs. 13

MEET THE PREZ: The state medical board's new
president, Thomas E. Gretter, MD, talks with OHIO Medicine

about issues facing medicine. 21

Legislative Bulletin 3 Third-Party Update 16

Commentary 6 Close-Up 21

Association News 8 Classifieds 22

Legal ’T3



Health reform.. .continued

merit on all life and health

insurers and by subjecting

hospitals’ unrelated business

income the Ohio corporate

income tax.

• adding "anti-dumping" pro-

visions to prevent health

insurers from rejecting certain

individuals who insurers

deem as high risks, and send-

ing them to obtain coverage

from the OHIO plan, and

These improvements are in ad-

dition to favorable changes that

have already been made in the

bill. For example:

• removing the section setting

physician reimbursement

from all payors at 100% of

Medicare reimbursement.

• removing the ban on balance

billing for all services, regard-

less of payor.

• removing the section granting

Relicensure.. .continued

accommodate different circum-

stances.

"During the transition year, the

medical board has assured the

OSMA that they will work with

physicians who are unable to

complete 75 hours of CME by

June 30," Van Doom says.

"However, those physicians

should attach to their renewal

application a written request for

an extension until Sept. 30 in

completing their CME hours."

IMG ISSUES

HB 454 also contained three

issues that were of particular

interest to international medical

graduates.

"Their top priority," says Van
Doom, "was to stop the board

from increasing the postgraduate

medical education requirements

(for IMGs) from two to three

years. As it turns out, the board

did not pursue the increase.”

The OSMA was successful in

amending the law so that IMGs
are now eligible to take the FLEX
exam after one year of residency.

Before, IMGs had to wait two
years to take the test.

Finally, there is the matter of the

test for spoken English. Despite

the OSMA’s lobbying to have the

requirement dropped, the Ohio

legislature was unwilling to

2

hospitals anti-trust immunity
when they join together to set

physician reimbursement in

connection with hospital

billing, and

• requiring health insurers and

government health-care pro-

grams to accept a standard

claim form.

ALL COULD BE LOST

"The perception at the State-

house is that the OSMA has

received all the changes it has

asked for," says John Van Doom,
director of OSMA's Department of

Legislation. That's not exactly

true, of course. OSMA did ask

that mandatory Medicare assign-

ment be removed, but it remains

in the bill as a means test.

Nevertheless, both the business

community and insurers are

already telling legislators that this

bill does not contain health-care

costs generated by physicians.

repeal it altogether. However,

legislators did make several modi-

fications:

1. That IMGs who practice five

years in another state be

considered fluent.

2. That graduates from Ameri-

can undergraduate schools be

considered fluent.

3. That IMGs who score less

than 230 (the amount needed

to pass the test) and more
than 210 be interviewed by
the board so that fluency can

be determined without taking

another test.

4. That the Ohio spoken English

test be phased out entirely

when the ECFMG begins its

test of spoken English for all

IMGs nationwide.

SPECIAL LICENSES

In addition to establishing a

new relicensure schedule and

broadening the definition of

fluency, HB 454 also specifies

three types of special licenses.

These are: New training certifi-

cates for residents, interns and
fellows; visiting faculty certifi-

cates for academic staff; and
special activity certificates for

physicians demonstrating new
procedures. I

"Which means that all we have

gained so far could be lost when
the bill reaches the Senate," says

Van Doom. "The time is now for

physicians to meet with their state

senators to preserve the gains we
have made in the House."

House leadership wants to see

the bill pass by the end of

February. Once HB 478 reaches

the Senate, it will be considered

alongside a similar health-care

reform bill. Senate Bill 240,

sponsored by Sen. Robert Ney (R-

Barnesville).

OTHER INTERESTS

In a brief form, here is a list of

other items of interest to physi-

cians, contained in the new ver-

sion of HB 478, released Feb. 12:

• OHIO plan (Ohio Health

Indemnity Organization)

would offer coverage to unin-

sured individuals, very small

employers and the self-

employed. OHIO enrollees

would pay premiums based

on their income to obtain

coverage. Physicians would be

required to treat OHIO
enrollees and are, but would
be prohibited from balance

billing them.

• Ohio Health Care Alliance is

created for the purpose of

developing comprehensive

health-care policy in Ohio. The
alliance is the product of

meetings conducted by
Edward Kilroy, MD, director

of the Ohio Department of

Health, with numerous
groups interested in health-

care reform. The alliance is

given broad authority to

gather data, and develop and

coordinate health-care policy,

including cost-containment

and expanding access to care. I

Photo by ]ack Kustron

I

Clockwise, from left: Medical board attorney Tom Dilling; OSMA
President Joseph Sudimack, Jr., MD; former medical board President

Raymond J. Albert; and medical board Executive Director Raymond Q.

Bumgarner.

HB 454 :

What you need to know about the new law

• The Ohio State Medical Board will mail applications to licensed

physicians April 1, 1992. (After this year, applications will be

mailed by March 1, even-numbered years.)

• The deadline for physicians to submit applications for renewal

will be July 1, 1992.

• The license will be valid for two years, beginning October 1,

1992.

• Physicians must have 75 hours of CME by June 30, 1992 (or

request an extension until Sept. 30, 1992).

OHIOMedicine • March 1992
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10-year battle

pays off for

optometrists

OSMA
Analysis

When the Ohio House of Repre-

sentatives passed Senate Bill 110,

the optometry bill, in late January

by a vote of 82-16, the path was
cleared for all other allied prac-

titioners to push for their own
legislation to practice medicine in

the state.

"The bill establishes a new
minimum standard of education

for practicing medicine in Ohio,"

says Michael Bateson, executive

director of the Ohio Ophthal-

mological Society," and you can

bet that other allied groups are

already drafting bills to increase

their scopes of practice."

"The bill's passage is a resound-

ing defeat for medicine," agrees

John Van Doom, director of

OSMA's Department of Legis-

lation. "It should give medicine

cause to reflect on these types of

issues and what they mean to the

future practice of medicine."

WHAT HAPPENED?

Everyone connected with the

lobbying efforts to defeat SB 110

agrees on one thing: Everything

that could be done to educate

legislators about the inherent

dangers in the bill was done. All

the right information was dis-

persed.

"The legislators clearly under-

stood our arguments, but they

rejected them," says Van Doom.
Bateson puts it more succinctly:

"It wasn't a game of 'in the know'
but 'who you know.' If it would
have been a debate, we would
have won."

The fact is, the optometrists

knew and were able to influence a

number of legislators because
they have actively involved them-
selves in politics at the grass-roots

level.

"They gave fund-raisers for

legislators, they worked on
campaign committees, they

participated in the whole pro-

cess," says Van Doom. "It shows
how effective physicians could be
if they made the time to become
involved in local political

activities."

When the time came for

legislators to consider expanding

the optometrists' scope of prac-

tice, the call seemed a politically

easy one to make. Despite in-

formation that attested to the

dangerous precedent that would

be set by passage of this bill,

legislators simply couldn't tell the

optometrists no. Not this time.

LONGTIME COMING

After all, the optometrists’ re-

quest for an expanded scope of

practice didn't just pop up this

year. It has been a project the

optometrists have undertaken

every year for the past 10.

"It wasn 't a game

of 'in the know' but

'who you know ' If

it would have been

a debate, we would

have won.

"

And for the past decade, their

request has been defeated. That's

why, when the issue was raised

again last year, it was difficult for

physicians to generate enthusiasm

for an all-out, active opposition. It

seemed like just another attempt,

doomed to failure.

"If the physicians could have

done anything, it might have

helped if they had taken the threat

more seriously sooner,” says

Bateson. Yet, with the grass-roots

groundwork already laid by the

optometrists, it's difficult to say

whether or not an earlier oppo-

sition by physicians would have

been effective. Besides, the

optometrists had one other factor

in their favor.

"It was the only thing the

optometrists were asking for,"

says Van Doom.
Medicine's legislative plate, of

course, has been considerably

fuller, especially over the past 14
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Ann Rogers, MD, Columbus, representing the Ohio Chapter, American

Academy of Pediatrics, testifies against the optometry bill.

months, as health-care reform

issues have been vying for the

profession's attention. Add
legislation on AIDS, relicensure

acceleration, emergency medicine

and a number of other health-

care-related bills, and it's easy to

see why physicians could be dis-

tracted from immediately reacting

to SB 110.

SIMILAR BILLS IN OTHER STATES

If there is any comfort in

company, it may help to know
that almost 30 other states have

passed similar legislation. It

doesn ’t help, however, to learn

that SB 110 may be the most

onerous expanded-scope bill in

the country.

"It limits optometrists very

little," says Van Doom.
Bateson adds that the new

legislation may comprise the most

wide-open scope of practice bill

that has been passed in the U.S. so

far.

Both Van Doom and Bateson

also expressed concern about the

precedent that's now been set for

other limited caregivers to lobby

for expanded scopes of practice,

arguing that they have as much
education as optometrists who
may now prescribe and admini-

ster therapeutic drugs.

Nurses, psychologists, pharma-

cists and physical therapists are

likely to be among those groups

who will be next in seeking the

right to practice medicine inde-

pendently.

"If the wall to stop these groups

hasn't come down entirely, it's

been chipped away substantially,"

says Bateson. "I think we'll see a

number of efforts to expand

practices next session."

What can physicians do to keep

these other expanded-scope bills

from passing?

"Letters can be effective," says

Van Doom, "but face-to-face

contact is even better. Physicians

need to become more politically

active, beginning at the grass-

roots level. It works. Senate Bill 110

has demonstrated that all too

well." I

Redistricting snag
muddies fall ballot

Just who physicians will be voting

for this fall is still up in the air, as

delays over the State Apportion-

ment Board's shuffling of state

legislative and congressional seats

continues.

New hold-ups began late in

January, when a panel of three

federal judges ruled that new
state legislative districts, drawn
by the Republican-controlled

Apportionment Board, are illegal

and must be reworked. The

Republican plan would have

given Republicans the first

chance, since 1973, of regaining

control of the Ohio House.

In drawing up their plan, the

GOPs contended that the federal

Voting Rights Act requires that

minority voters be grouped.
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The hill would require physicians , nurses

and dentists to report any positive HIV
status to the Department of Health.

whenever possible, into districts

where they would constitute a

majority. Democrats believed this

was an inappropriate interpreta-

tion of the law and challenged it

in court. They also claimed that

the redistricting plan violates the

Ohio Constitution's apportion-

ment guidelines. The judges, in a

2-1 vote, agreed with the Demo-
crats, ruling that the grouping of

minorities can only be taken when
analysis shows a pattern of racial

discrimination. The Republicans

appealed to the Ohio Supreme
Court, which voted 4-3 that the

apportionment plan conforms

with Ohio constitutional stand-

ards.

PRIMARY DELAYED

Secretary of State Robert Taft

has said that any deadline set for

redrawing districts after March 13

would require moving congres-

sional primaries to June.

Meanwhile, legislators also

seem to be dragging their feet on

passing legislation that establishes

new congressional district seats.

Although Senate Bill 292, the

Republican congressional

redistricting plan, was passed by

the Senate in early February, it

must now be merged somehow

with the congressional lines

drawn by House Democrats.

House Bill 649 was passed in mid-

February.

Ultimately, the goal is a com-

promise bill that will compress

Ohio's 21 districts into 19 to reflect

the population shifts that have

occurred in the state since 1981.

Most likely, both parties will give

up one district it presently holds.

A 10-member, bipartisan

Senate-House committee will

negotiate the final product, which

is expected to come up for vote

early this month.

OHIO Medicine will keep you

posted on any future progress. I

AIDS reporting bill

now in Senate

House Bill 419, the AIDS bill, is

out of the House and in the

Senate’s Health and Human
Services Committee, where it is

expected to stay awhile, says John

Van Doom, OSMA's director of

Legislation.

"We expect extensive hearings

on the bill while it's in the Senate

committee," he says.

HB 419 would require physi-

cians, nurses and dentists to

report any positive HIV or

hepatitis B status to the Ohio
Department of Health, the State

Medical Board (or other, ap-

propriate licensing agency), the

hospital(s) where the physician

has privileges, and to patients on

whom invasive procedures were

performed.

"The bill also requires patients

to inform health-care workers if

they are HIV positive," says Van
Doom.
The OSMA is currently working

with the Ohio Department of

Health to relax the informed

consent statute for AIDS, so that

patients can be tested for HIV the

same way they would be tested

for other sexually transmitted

diseases.

TASK FORCE TO ADVISE

The bill also creates an Advisory

Task Force on the Transmission of

Blood-Borne Pathogens (for new
OSHA regulations on this subject,

see Legal section). The task force,

to be composed of nine members.

including the Director of Health

and an MD or DO, would advise

the Director of Health in:

• specifying invasive proce-

dures that pose risk of trans-

mitting HIV or hepatitis B to a

patient.

• establishing patient notifica-

tion guidelines

• recommending to the appro-

priate agency CME require-

ments concerning the trans-

mission of blood-borne

pathogens and the use of

universal blood and body
fluid precautions

• establishing requirements to

be followed by health-care

professionals and facilities in

carrying out patients' disclos-

ure.

OHIO Medicine will keep you
posted on the progress of this

bill. I

OMPAC "300 Club"
still recruiting

OMPAC has recently established

a new category of membership -

the "300 Club." Following the lead

of several other states that have

successfully

launched similar

major donor

programs,

OMPAC has

instituted this elite

club, which will

give special recog-

nition for those

who go the extra

"giving" mile.

By belonging to the 300 Club,

the physician's spouse will auto-

matically become a member of the

300 Club as well. All 300 Club

members will appear in the

OMPAC Annual Report and re-

ceive a red state of Ohio emblem
to wear behind the OMPAC pin to

distinguish them as 300 Club

GET MORE FOR
YOUR RESIDENCY.

Become an Air Force sponsored resident

and remain in your training program

while you enjoy the pay and benefits of

an Air Force officer. Then serve two
years as an Air Force physician or spe-

cialist. ..enjoying a great start without the

financial/administrative burden of start-

ing a practice. Find out how to qualify for

Air Force residency. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

Dr. Kimmelman
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members.

If you have already contributed

to OMPAC in 1992, you can raise

your contribution level to $300 to

be a member of the 300 Club.

Please, don't forget to include

your spouse's name.

The other categories remain:

$200, family sustainers; $125,

sustaining members; $10,

residents/students.

Please send your personal check

of $300 to OMPAC, 1500 Lake

Shore Drive, Columbus, OH
43204-3824.1

Physician action
needed on HB 478

The OSMA has been successful in

making numerous improvements

in House Bill 478, the health-care

reform legislation, sponsored by

Rep. Wayne Jones (D-Akron).

In order to preserve these im-

provements physicians should

meet with their state senators and

urge them not to alter any of the

changes made in the Ohio House.

The time to meet with your

senator is now. Don't delay, or the

improvements made in medi-

cine's favor could be in jeopardy. I

If you have any questions

about any story in this

section, contact the OSMA
Department of Legislation at

(800) 766-OSMA.

YOU DIDN'T GO TO MEDICAL SCHOOL
TO PRACTICE LAW

Medical schools
may face more
accountability

State legislators are asking Ohio

medical schools to be more
accountable for the $140 million a

year the state spends on training

doctors.

"What are we getting for our

money?" asks Rep. Daniel P. Troy

(D-Willowick). "Is the total

amount spent on each medical

student comparable to other states

in terms of efficient use of tax-

payer dollars? Does this amount
ensure an ample supply of trained

medical professionals for Ohio's

citizens?"

The Legislative Office of

Education Oversight found that

no formal evaluations of the state

funding have been made. Further,

there has been no indication

whether or not the money has

helped relieve doctor shortages in

inner cities and rural areas.

MORE STUDY NEEDED

State money goes to Ohio's six

public medical schools and one
private. Case Western Reserve
University School of Medicine.
Total enrollments for all seven
schools add up to about 4,000

medical students.

The report says that no uniform
cost accounting is required of the

schools and it is not known just

how they spent the state's money.
It recommends further study to

help answer the questions and
develop programs to better

account for medical school costs. I

Your job is to practice medicine. Ours is to protect you if you get sued. That's why we
work with 32 of Ohio's toughest, most experienced law firms. As a PICO policyholder,

you get:

• attorneys that know the

law and medicine, so you
don't spend time teaching

your legal counsel

medicine

• defense firms that know
the legal climate in your
community

• defense firms that work
for you, not us -- provid-

ing legal advice on court-

room presentation, assis-

tance in dealing with the

legal system and advice

on what to do if sued

• a defense approach that

assigns separate firms in

conflict situations

• a courtroom success

rate of over 85%.

And remember, PICO will never settle a lawsuit without your written consent. So get the

facts. Call your local PICO agent -- or call us at 614/864-7100. Fighting for your rights,

inside the courtroom and out , is a job we take seriously.

Law firms located throughout Ohio, including: Akron, Canton, Cincinnati, Cleveland,

Columbus, Dayton, Elyria, Findlay, Lima, Mansfield, Toledo, Portsmouth, Youngstown and

Zanesville.

Physicians Insurance Company of Ohio

Bates Drive

Pickerington, Ohio 43147
1-800-282-7515
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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVES LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Responding to your

comments on "el nuevo"
I have been most pleased to learn that an

overwhelming number of OHIO Medicine

readers have responded positively to the

publication’s new tabloid format.

Many of you were

pleased that we were

combining publications.

Others commented
favorably on the concise

articles, the easy-to-read

format, the larger type

size.

But not all responses

were positive. A few of

you expressed concerns

that need to be

addressed. For example:

"The publication looks like any other throw-

away.
"

The new OHIO Medicine is as perishable as

your morning paper. It's meant to be thrown

away - the information it contains is certain to

be outdated by next month, if not sooner.

The tabloid provides a newsletter's timeliness with a magazine's

ability to give you more of the story. With today's fluid health-care

scene, OSMA members need and deserve no less.

"The size is awkward; it's difficult to bind.

"

The tabloid’s size is not that much different from a folded-over

newspaper, and it allows for the maximum coverage of news with the

minimum number of pages - a significant cost savings. It's been

designed so that, even if you never turn a page, we have still com-

municated with you by letting you know about two top-priority, front-

page stories, as well as other important issues, featured inside.

The tabloid can be bulky to file, but as has already been noted, the

tabloid is not meant to stay around file cabinets long. The stories it

contains are too perishable. But if you're a pack rat - your dining room
table covered with journals - you'll find that OHIO Medicine does fit

nicely in newspaper stacking racks.

"Why not publish on recycled paper?"

I'm pleased to report that the OSMA is talking with printers now
about the possibility of printing on recycled paper - as well as the

feasibility of using soy-based inks. By April, the month when "Earth

Day" is traditionally celebrated, we hope that a more environmentally

responsible product will be ready for delivery.

We're always happy to hear your comments and to take whatever

action we can to ensure that the OSMA is meeting your needs.

Many thanks to Council, the OHIO Medicine Advisory Committee,

the Communications Committee and members of OSMA's Communi-
cations staff for their contributions to their production of a modern,

first-class communications vehicle of which you can be proud. I

Editor's note: Two of the response cards that asked for your opinion of

the new tabloid format came in with comments about Dr. Greegor's

January editorial, "The only solution: national health insurance." Those
remarks are reprinted below.

Also published here is a letter challenging Dr. Greegor's viewpoint,

and Dr. Greegor's response.

"Congratulations to Dr. David Greegor for his excellent commentary
on national health care."

JULIAN MOCHAN, MD
Macedonia

"Dr. Greegor's editorial about national health insurance is excellent."

UNSIGNED
Columbus

To the Editor:

In response to Dr. David Greegor's commentary, "The Only Solution:

National Health Insurance," (January 1992) national health insurance is

not the panacea to this country's health problems. While I agree with

the first two causes he lists leading to higher health-care costs, the

solutions are not valid.

Medical technology will continue to advance and advances usually

carry higher costs. National health care does not reduce the cost of this

technology, but rather delays the quantity of use. Canada has restricted

the number of MRI units built - the cost per scan has not decreased,

but patients wait six to 12 months for a scan, thus delaying costs.

Medical malpractice cases are less common in the Canadian and

British systems, not because of national health care, but rather due to

their legal systems. In the British system, the plaintiff must present his

case to a review board, which determines the legitimacy of the

complaint. If deemed legitimate, the plaintiff may pursue a trial; if

deemed not appropriate for trial, the plaintiff may still proceed, but if

the plaintiff loses the trial, he is responsible for all the defendant's

incurred legal costs.

Having spent a year training in Canada, I was able to experience their

system firsthand. During my time there, not surprisingly, the province

of Ontario was running out of money to pay for services. The solution

was to cap physician gross reimbursements and cap hospital allot-

ments. This resulted in physicians closing their practices for the

balance of the year after they reached their cap (sometimes in nine to 10

months). And hospitals halted elective surgery for periods of time - up

to one month.

This is not what I would consider appropriate for the citizens of this

country - not to mention that the Canadians have the overall highest

tax liability in the free world!

While I agree that this country should be better able to assure

medical care for all individuals, a national health insurance plan would

not allow us to continue to provide a high level to all individuals on a

timely basis. Dr. Greegor's comments are precisely the type of rhetoric

politicians will use in pushing for national health insurance. U.S.

physicians must educate our patients to the empty promises buried in a

national health insurance plan.

PATRICK G. KIRK, MD
Cincinnati

Many
commented

favorably on

the concise

articles , the

easy-to-read

format and

the larger

type size.

Joseph Sudimack, MD
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To the Editor:

I cannot dispute Dr. Kirk's observations - just his interpretations. True,

NHI brings some rationing of medical equipment. However, total

medical costs do decrease markedly due to single provider, negligible

malpractice insurance and necessary restrictions. Restrictions do at

times delay needed medical services, but some restrictions are pro-

ductive and long overdue. Federal restrictions frequently afford some
protection.

So, suits are less common in Britain because of her legal system. The

important fact is that malpractice suits, which are everywhere, are

almost non-existent under NHI.

Dr. Kirk offers no workable or alternative solution. Is there one? Every

proposal to date turns the indigent and uninsured over to a bankrupt

Medicaid. The money is to come from employers, employees and

medical insurance companies.

What happens then to a double-taxed job market and medical

insurance rates? Every doctor will have to serve eight to 25 HMOs in

addition to Medicare, Medicaid and the Blues.

The defects in NHI are obvious and serious, but NHI has to come.

Let's cooperate - establish ourselves in the leadership role and preserve

that essence of medicine that will attract into our profession capable

young people.

DAVID H. GREEGOR, MD
Columbus
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SECOND OPINION

Good medicine for an ailing economy

Gary R. Gibson, MD, FACP

An economy is sustained by its

manufacturing base. Providers of

services, such as doctors and

teachers, are dependent upon
jobs in the

industrial and

manufacturing

sectors of their

employment.

When these areas

are weak, reces-

sion is inevitable.

Much of today's

problem with

financing of health care and

education results from stagnation

in the industrial and manufactur-

ing sector of the U.S. economy
over the past two decades. One
in seven jobs in the United States

is related to the auto industry.

We are entering a transitional

period in which many manufac-

turing jobs serving the military

will be phased out. Many work-

ers, engineers and scientists will

need to find a civilian niche,

probably in manufacturing and

industry. This will take time, and
if the economy is in a recession

the transition of guns to butter

will be especially difficult.

This was the setting that

spawned the Jump-Start America

project, the idea of Dr. William

Lippy of Warren, Ohio (see

related story on page 9). The
concept is simple: If Americans

can make a quantum leap in

purchase of U.S. autos by July 4,

1992 it will stimulate growth in

the industrial and manufacturing

sectors of our economy (it will

"jump-start" the U.S. economy).

The initiative is now being

taken by small- and medium-
sized businesses, with employers

making a contribution of $600 to

any employee who buys a new
car made locally, $400 to any

employee who buys any new
U.S. auto and $200 to any

employee who buys a used U.S.

auto. Since its inception in mid-

January, the project has received

national media coverage and
hundreds of businesses have

joined the effort. Individual

employer participants may elect

to modify the plan to suit their

situation; in Warren, for example,

Honda Accords are included by

most sponsors since they are built

in Marysville.

Ohio's physicians have a special

place in this project. We have all

benefited from the local presence

of the automobile industry. Our
efforts as sponsors of Jump-Start

America are an investment in our

future. They will be appreciated

by our employees and many of

our patients.

The time is right for a change in

perception about the U.S. auto-

mobiles. The U.S. automakers

have narrowed or eliminated the

technology and quality gaps on

competitors; a grass-roots effort to

give Ohioans an incentive to buy
domestic automobiles could

catalyze a sustained growth in the

manufacturing sector of our

economy. As small businessmen

and women, we can be that

catalyst. It is fitting that Jump-
Start America is originating in

Ohio, the home of Thomas
Edison, the Wright Brothers, Neil

Armstrong and so many other

American pioneers. If thousands

of Ohio physicians will take this

step together, it could produce a

giant economic leap. If you wish

to participate, please contact

Jump-Start America, Inc., 3900

East Market St., Warren, OH
44484, (216) 856-9203. I

Dr. Gibson is a Warren internist.

The opinions expressed in this

column are those of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the

opinions or views of OHIO
Medicine or the Ohio State

Medical Association.
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HMSS schedules
Annual Meeting

The Hospital Medical Staff

Section will hold its Annual
Meeting from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Friday, May 1 at the Dayton
Convention Center with

Stephen T. House, MD, Dayton,

OSMA-HMSS chair, presiding.

On the agenda for this year's

meeting are two controversial

issues: health-care reform and
tort reform. John Van Doom,
director of the OSMA Depart-

ment of Legislation, will

address the much-publicized

state health-care reform issue,

while Donald T. Lewers, MD,
vice chair of the AMA Council

on Legislation, elaborates on
federal health-care reform.

Following a short break, Ross

N. Rubin, JD, AMA vice

president of Legislative

Activities and secretary to the

AMA Council on
Legislation,

tackles the issue

of federal tort

reform.

Wrapping up
the morning
meeting will be

James Castle,

executive vice

president of the Ohio Hospital

Association. Castle will outline

the future of Ohio hospitals and
the relationship of hospitals to

hospital medical staffs.

A panel discussion concludes

the event.

If you would like more
information about the HMSS
meeting, contact Jerry Campbell,

associate executive director and
director of Development and
Member Services, at (800) 766-

OSMA. I

R. Rubin

Dayton to host
OSMA Annual
Meeting

The hometown of Orville and

Wilbur Wright will be the site of

the 1992 OSMA Annual Meeting

May 1 thru 3.

Those traveling to Dayton will

find plenty of diverse activities

from the United States Air Force

Museum's IMAX theatre, which

offers visitors a realistic view of

aviation and space flight, to the

outstanding Dayton Art Museum.
Delegates and alternate-

delegates will spend the majority

of their time at the Dayton Con-

vention Center (which adjoins

Stouffer Center Plaza Hotel),

where both sessions of the House
of Delegates will be held.

Registration for delegates, alter-

nate delegates, OSMA Council

and official guests begins at 1 p.m.

Friday, May 1 on the first floor

lobby of the Convention Center.

First-time delegates might want to

take advantage of the briefing

meeting at 1 p.m. This meeting

gives new delegates and alter-

nates an education on the House
of Delegates proceedings.

Councilor district caucuses will

meet at 2:30 p.m., Friday, May 1.

Specific locations will be posted at

the registration desk.

OPENING SESSION

While OSMA delegates are

preparing for their opening

session of the House of Delegates,

members of the Hospital Medical

Staff Section will be busy tackling

tort reform and health care issues

at their meeting from 9 a.m to 1

p.m. on Friday, May 1 (see

sidebar).

Prior to the 7 p.m. opening

session of the House of Delegates,

delegates, alternates, council

members and guests are invited to

attend a 6 p.m. dinner in the Van
Cleve Ballroom in the Stouffer

Hotel. A highlight of the opening

session will be a presidential

address by Joseph Sudimack, Jr.,

MD.
Immediately following the

House of Delegates, the Mont-

gomery County Medical Society

Glee Club, under the direction of

Jack Lewis, MD, will entertain.

Following the performance, the

Montgomery County Medical

Society and other second district

counties will host a reception.

REFERENCE COMMITTEES

A buffet breakfast at 6:45 a.m.

starts off a busy day of reference

committees on Saturday, May 2.

The reference committee hearings

begin at 8 a.m. You can bet there

will be some heated discussions

taking place in the four resolution

committees.

At this time, resolutions that

met the March 2 deadline will be

probed by physicians from

around the state.

Throughout the annual meeting,

physicians can visit the OMPAC
or Ombudsman information

booths staffed by members of

OSMA. Those with political

questions or who are interested in

contributing to OMPAC 1992 can

stop by the OMPAC information

booth. The Department of Profes-

sional Relations and Ombudsman
Services will be available to assist

members who are experiencing

difficulties with regulations set

forth by government agencies or

third-party payors. The OMPAC
dinner will be at 7 p.m. Saturday.

The final session of the House of

Delegates opens at 10 a.m. Sunday
May 3 at the Convention Center.

During this session Stanley J.

Lucas, MD, will be installed as the

new OSMA president and the new
OSMA president-elect will be

appointed.

On Monday, May 4, the Physi-

cians Insurance Company of Ohio

Shareholders meeting gets under

way at 9 a.m., followed by the

PICO board meeting.

A hotel reservation card, which

must be returned to Stouffer

Center Plaza Hotel no later than

April 9, can be found in this issue

of OHIO Medicine.

SPONSORED BY For Immediate Release: You may order the required new HCFA
1500 Medicare claim form from Medical Services Bureau, Inc.,
430 Grant St., Akron, OH 44311.

Note: these red ink forms are exactly to U.S. Government
specifications and carry the black bar code required by
Nationwide fiscal intermediary who tested them on their
scanner. May be used now; must be used by May 1, 1992.

NEW LOWER PRICES / INCLUDE UPS CHARGES
1 PART SINGLE SHEET FORMS

1000 FORMS
500 FORMS
100 FORMS

(Plain) $36.00 (tax$2.07) $38.07 (Personalized) $61.00 (tax $3.5i) $64.51

(Plain) $21.50 (tax$i.24> $22.74 (Personalized) $42.00 (tax $2.42) $44.42

(Plain) $11.50 (tax $.66) $12.16 (Personalized) $27.50 (tax $i.58) $29.08

PIN FEED COMPUTER FORMS
PART Continuous Forms $37.80 plus 5.75% tax - 2.17 - $39.97

PART Continuous Forms $22.50 plus 5.75% tax - 1.29 = $23.79

PART Continuous Forms $12.00 plus 5.75% tax - .69 = $12.69

PART Continuous Forms $64.50 plus 5.75% tax - 3.71 = $68.21

PART Continuous Forms $36.00 plus 5.75% tax - 2.07 = $38.07

PART Continuous Forms $14.50 plus 5.75% tax - .83 = $15.33

For further information phone (216) 434-1921; please ask for Mrs. Barber or Miss
Scott at Summit County Medical Society.
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Jump-Start
program drives

Warren physician

A Warren physician hopes to

revive sagging American auto

sales with his Jump-Start America

program.

William Lippy, MD, has been

fielding calls from

morning 'til night

at his Warren
Otologic Group
practice and his

home since he

started the project

a few weeks ago.

He's also made
appearances on

ABC, NBC and CBS, plus articles

describing Dr. Lippy's program
have been featured in USA Today,

The Wall Street Journal, The New
York Times and Newsweek.

The ear surgeon believes he can

jump-start the economy of the

United States by promising his

employees up to $600 each to buy
American cars by July 4, 1992 -

$200 for a used American car,

$400 for a new American car and
$600 for a new car built in Ohio.

So far, more than 225 businesses
- the majority in the Mahoning
Valley area - have signed up. He
expects to enlist hundreds more.

Nearly half of the 23 full-time

employees of Dr. Lippy's practice

say they are considering buying
an American car by the deadline.

That means that Dr. Lippy and his

partners, Arnold Schuring, MD,
and Franklin Rizer, MD, could be
paying out more than $7,000 in

the next six months.

Dr. Lippy’s goal is to help auto

dealers sell 20,000 new and used
cars by July 4. According to car

dealers in the surrounding

Youngstown, Warren and Niles

areas American car sales are 22%
ahead of where they were last

year at this time and the number
of people coming into look has
increased sharply. Dr. Lippy
hopes the idea catches on
throughout the nation.

For more information on the

non-profit corporation, contact

Jump-Start America, Inc., 3900 E.

Market St., Warren, OH 44484 or

call (216) 856-9203.

1

Dr. Lippy

PICO explains
HIV coverage

In December, Physicians

Insurance Company of Ohio
became the first Ohio-based

malpractice insurer to offer its

policyholders a

special disability

coverage,

including

infectious disease

(HIV), as part of

each malpractice

policy issued by

the company.

Dr. Pfahl

According to S. Baird Pfahl, Jr.,

MD, chair of the PICO Board of

Directors, this new disability

coverage is PICO's response to

the constantly changing needs of

Ohio’s physicians. He said PICO
will continue, as it has since its

inception, to develop new and

better products to respond to the

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Roche
Laboratories

presents the

winners of
the 1991

( Croche} ^
< w >

< PRESIDENT'S >

ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD /

Please join us in honoring these out-

standing Roche sales representatives

who have distinguished themselves by

a truly exceptional level of professional-

ism, performance and dedication to

quality health care.

Throughout the year, each of

these award-winning individuals has

consistently exemplified the Roche

Commitment to Excellence, and we're

proud to invite you to share in congrat-

ulating them on their achievement.

Henry C. Gast Donald C. Kling

Keith E. Nelson Kalyani Patel Frank J. Tepe Anthony T. Tombo

Turn the page to see one of the many ways your award-winning Roche representative can assist you and your patients.
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professional needs of physicians

throughout the state.

"The growing risk of exposure

to infectious diseases often can

produce complex and interrelated

concern - personal, professional,

ethical and financial," Dr. Pfahl

said. "In recognition of that fact,

PICO recently announced a

PICO's disability

insurance covers

health-care workers

who test positive for

HIV.

special disability coverage for

insureds who test positive for

Human Immunodeficiency Virus

(HIV).

"Insured physicians, surgeons

and dentists who test positive for

HIV will face many pressures in

making the difficult decision to

leave or modify their practice," he

COMMITTED TO TOTAL HEALTH CARE

Roche
Laboratories

presents the

Resource Library
forpatient

information

You. your rocdiral problem
nod'yoar treatment with

ME

ROCHE

MEDICATION
EDUCATION

Your Roche representative offers you

access - without expense or obligation -

to a comprehensive library of patient

information booklets designed to sup-

plement rather than supplant your rap-

port with your patients.

Each booklet helps you provide...

• Reinforcement of your instructions

• Enhancement of compliance

• Satisfaction with office visits

Your Roche representative will be hap-

py to provide a complete catalog of

available booklets and complimentary

supplies of those that are applicable to

your practice.

You. >our recdicnl problem
and your trutmcot with

You. your medical problem
and your treatment with

EFUDEX
(fluomurjwil/Rochc)

added. "This new coverage will

offset some of the financial

burden linked to loss of income."

Coverage becomes part of each

medical professional liability

policy at inception for new
policyholders, and upon policy

renewal for current insureds. The
disability benefit is payable upon
first testing positive for HIV. It

does not require proof of the

insured's ability to pursue prac-

tice nor is it restricted to injury or

infection in the workplace.

Contact your local PICO agent

at (800) 282-7515 for additional

details about this coverage and
about other coverages that PICO
has to offer Ohio physicians. I

AMA committee's
focus: End IMG
discrimination

Although the American Medical

Association's advisory committee

of international medical grad-

uates has not been around long, it

has already achieved an impres-

sive number of

accomplishments,

says Su-Pa Kang,

MD, OSMA's
Fourth District

Councilor, and a

member of the

AMA committee.

In January, a list

of those accom-

plishments was presented at a

special educational meeting,

hosted by the AMA for members
of its IMG committee, as well as

for representatives of over 20

physician-nationality groups. Dr.

Kang attended the meeting, along

with Woong S. Kim, MD, chair of

OSMA's IMG Task Force. The
advisory committee was credited,

at that meeting, with accomplish-

ing the following:

• Working with the AMA
Council on Legislation and

the Board of Trustees to assist

in the passage of the Solarz

bill in the U.S. House of Rep-

resentatives, and the Kennedy
bill in the U.S. Senate. The
committee will continue to

work toward the passage of a

final international medical

Dr. Kang
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graduates anti-discrimination

bill.

• Working with the AMA in

contacting all state licensing

boards and requesting them to

review their policies for IMG
licensure. The AMA supports

a single examination route for

all state licensure candidates,

and the establishment of a

national credentials verifica-

tion service.

• Developing a better infra-

structure for IMGs in organ-

ized medicine, and increasing

IMG awareness of AMA
activities on their behalf.

• Creating a data base of names
of individuals, from which the

advisory committee can draw
when it is asked to make nom-
inations for AMA council and
committees.

• Identifying areas of significant

IMG interest. These include:

1.) Supporting federal legis-

lation prohibiting discrimi-

nation against IMGs

2.

) Supporting state-level

activities to prevent discrimi-

nation against IMGs for pur-

poses of licensure

3.

) Representing the viewpoint

of the majority of physicians

to the federal government.

4.

) Counseling individual IMGs
who face alleged discrimi-

nation in applying for

hospital medical staff priv-

ileges, and in employment
decisions. Also, helping

physicians to obtain resi-

dency training program
positions.

5.

) Working toward the

enhancement of the phys-

icians' public image.

6.

) Increasing IMG representa-

tion on AMA councils and
committees.

7.

) Developing a credible

centralized credentials veri-

fication system for both state

licensing authorities and

Continued on next page

UALENDAR

The OSMA has planned the following practice management
workshops for 1992. Watch for more information on these

workshops in future issues of OHIO Medicine. Brochures will

be mailed to OSMA members before each program.

Coding and Reimbursement Institute

March 3-5 Cleveland Marriott Airport

March 10-12 Kings Island Inn, Cincinnati

March 17-19 Hyatt Regency /Ohio Center, Columbus

Profitable Practice

May 12 Sheraton-Springdale, Cincinnati

May 13 Stouffer Center Plaza, Dayton
May 14 Hyatt Regency/Ohio Center, Columbus
May 26 Dana Center at MCO, Toledo

May 27 Stouffer Tower City Plaza, Cleveland

May 28 Parke Hotel, Canton

Watch for upcoming information on Medical Office Management
Institute seminars, scheduled for June, July and August. I

IN THIS WORLD,
SOME ARE
LOSERS
AND SOME
ARE WINNERS.

GO WITH THE WINNERS.

How many times have you been drawn in by the hype, only to be

disappointed by the product?

At Turner & Shepard, we led the way in offering comprehensive

service to members of professional and trade associations. From

selection of carriers, to administration and claims payment, for

nearly a half-century we have built our reputation by providing

quality affordable insurance services from some of the finest

insurance companies in the nation.

Service. Integrity. Professionalism. They’re not empty promises at

Turner & Shepard. They’ve guided our daily operations every

single business day since 1948. Today, we offer a complete range

of insurance and financial services to meet your business and

personal needs into the next century.

• Life and ADD
• Disability

• Pension Programs
• Employee Benefits

• Personal Financial Services

Turner & Shepard, inc.

17 S. High St.

Columbus, Ohio 43215

1-800-282-1382
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hospitals to use.

8.) Working with state and
county medical societies to

develop a better infrastruc-

ture for all IMGs.

OHIO Medicine will keep you

posted. I

Workers' Comp
plan saves Ohio
docs $1.5 million

The first year of the OSMA
Workers' Compensation group

rating plan saved Ohio physicians

$1.5 million in Workers' Compen-
sation insurance premiums.

The 2,865 physicians who par-

tiepated in the first year of the

program will realize a savings of

50% of their total annual

premium.
OSMA members who took

advantage of the program (you

must be an OSMA member to

participate) will be receiving

information from the Frank Gates

Service Company explaining

implementation.

For those members who missed

out on the first year, but are inter-

ested in learning more about the

plan, watch for a special mailing

from OSMA in mid-March. I

Doctors' Day
set for March 30

In recognition of National

Doctors' Day set for March 30, the

OSMA Auxiliary has designed

and distributed more than 500

posters to counties throughout the

state. The posters are a reminder

to individuals to thank physicians

for caring for the sick, advancing

medical knowledge and pro-

moting improved public health.

Each county was asked to display

the poster prominently in its

hospital.

Doctor's Day was first observed

on March 30, 1922 by the Barrow
County Auxiliary in Winder,

Georgia. Eudora Brown Almond,
wife of Dr. Charles B. Almond,
decided a day should be set aside

to honor physicians. The recogni-

tion occurred on the anniversary

of the first administration of

anesthesia by Dr. Crawford W.
Long in Barrow County in 1842.

On October 30, 1990, President

George Bush signed the resolution

designating March 30 as National

Doctors' Day. I

Auxiliary pins

still available

OSMA Auxilians are making a

fashion statement and supporting

AMA-ERF at the same time.

How? By wearing lapel pins that

spell out "Ohio" in glittering

rhinestones. Half of the pin's $20

price goes toward supporting the

AMA-ERF fund. If you want to

make your own fashion state-

ment, pins are available from

Eleanor Johnson, 2990 Asbury
Drive, Columbus, OH 43221. Make
checks payable to the auxiliary. I

Individual
Retirement
Account

The OSMA provides members with a great IRA opportunity. When you

take a good look at the OSMA IRA, you’ll seriously want to consider

rolling over your existing IRA funds. ..Here’s why!

7% current interest rate*

principal and interest earned guaranteed

guaranteed minimum rate

no service charges or fees

easy access to your money

no penalties for withdrawals or surrenders*

investment quality distribution

Treasury 24%

Agency 35%

Other 3%

BAA 1 1 %

AAA 4% AA 8%
as of 2/1/92

To rollover your IRA funds, simply contact your OSMA Benefits represen-

tative at American Physicians Life (APL), tollfree, 1-800-742-1275. APL
will take care of the paper work for you.

* as of 2/1/92; check for current rate
** IRS penalty imposed for monies withdrawn prior to age 59 1/2

12
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OSHA seminars offered

The Ohio State Medical Association is pleased to announce its

plans to join with the Advance Medical Concepts International, Inc.

(AMCI) in sponsorship of six OSHA Compliance Train-the-Trainer

Seminars being conducted in Ohio during the month of April.

OSHA topics featured include:

• Infection Control Universal Precautions

• Hazard Communication and Documentation

• Hazardous Waste Management
• General Office Safety Program
• OSHA Inspections

This invaluable seminar will provide the education necessary for

your office to tailor the OSHA Compliance Program to fit your

specific needs.

For more information, contact:

Jean H. Mulvey
Advanced Medical Concepts International, Inc.

(800) 373-2624

Seminar Fee: $95 (OSMA member)
$150 (Nonmember)

MDs will need to

plan, train to meet
new OSHA regs

The Occupational Safety and

Health Administration (OSHA)
issued final regulations con-

cerning occupational exposure to

blood-borne pathogens, which

become effective March 5, 1992.

Physicians' offices, as well as

other health-care facilities, will be

covered by the regulations. OSHA
claims that the combination of

engineering controls, work
practices, personal protective

equipment and worker training

requirements mandated by the

regulations will reduce on-the-job

risks for all workers exposed to

blood and is expected to prevent

more than 9,200 infections and
200 deaths per year.

The regulations mandate
universal precautions developed

by the Centers for Disease Control

and covers all workers who could

be "reasonably anticipated" to

come into contact with blood and
other potentially infectious

materials as a result of performing

their jobs. Besides compliance

with CDC's universal precau-

tions, physicians' offices must
develop an exposure control

plan, completed no later than

May 2, 1992.

PLAN'S PURPOSE

The plan must:

• identify workers with occu-

pational exposure to blood

and other potentially

infectious materials;

• specify means to protect and

train such workers;

• describe the physician's

schedule for implementing

other provisions of the

regulations. Workers and

OSHA must have access to the

plan and it must be updated

annually.

Provision of initial information

and training of workers at risk

for occupational exposure must
be completed by June 4, 1992.

Also, by July 6, physicians

must offer, at their expense,

voluntary Heptatitis B

vaccinations to all workers with

occupational exposure and

prescribe appropriate medical

follow-up and counseling after

an exposure incident and comply
with label and sign require-

ments.

Workers who choose not to

accept the vaccine must sign a

declination form, but may be

vaccinated at a later date if they

change their mind.

COMPLIANCE CRITICAL

The regulations also address

procedures for dealing with

contaminated sharps, contami-

nated laundry, engineering

controls and other housekeeping

procedures. These procedures

include the wearing of protective

gear, as well as the immediate

disposal of all sharps in special

containers.

Although many physicians'

offices already utilize universal

precautions, every physician

should familiarize him or herself

with the requirements contained

in the regulations. Compliance is

critical, since violations could

result in a fine up to $70,000 per

incident. Cost of meeting the new
rules affecting some five million

workers will be more than $800

million per year, according to

information published in The Wall

Street Journal. I

Physician self- referral: Time for a tougher stance

Oscar Clarke, MD, the Gallipolis

physician who chairs the AMA's
Council on
Ethical and

Judicial Affairs,

says the new,

tougher stand on
physician self-

referral, which
the AMA's
House of

Delegates

adopted in December, (see

sidebar) was something that

needed to be done.

"We were drafting this position

even before the Florida report

came out," says Dr. Clarke. That
report, released last summer.

found that nearly half the physi-

cians who referred patients in that

state were investors in various

health facilities and were referring

their patients to their own joint

ventures.

REPORT FLAWED

Yet even if the Florida study

had never been done. Dr. Clarke

says his council would have

proceeded with the new, tougher

stance.

"There was a general feeling on

the council that a great deal of

self-referral was going on. We
know there is a certain percentage

Continued on next page

Dr. Clarke

AMA's position on physician self-referral

1 . Physicians should not refer patients to a health-care facility out-

side their office practice at which they do not directly provide

care or services when they have an investment interest in the

facility.

2. Physicians may invest in and refer to an outside facility, whether

or not they provide direct care or services at the facility, if there is

a demonstrated need in the community for the facility and

alternative financing is not available. In such cases, certain other

requirements should also be met. Contact the AMA for a complete

list of these requirements.

3. With regard to physicians who invested in facilities under the

Council's prior opinion, it is recommended that they reevaluate

their activity in accordance with this report and comply with the

guidelines in this report. If compliance with the need and altern-

ative investor criteria is not practical, it is essential that the identi-

fication of reasonable available alternative facilities be provided.
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of doctors who are entrepre-

neurial and we felt these doctors

needed guidance," says Dr.

Clarke.

The council's aim was to

provide physicians with good,

quality guidelines they could use.

TOUGH STANCE

matter," says Dr. Clarke, "and we
will accept any case on referral."

As Dr. Clarke told AMNeivs,

"We have been accused in legis-

latures and courtrooms of setting

ethical standards that we can't

back up with enforcement."

In the future, those accusations

may no longer be a problem. I

MDs may order
some HIV tests

without consent

During the course of attending

one of your patients you some-

how are stuck with the same
needle you've just used on the

patient. You have reason to

believe the patient may be HIV-
positive, but the patient refuses to

consent to a test.

That doesn't mean that an HIV
test can't be done, however.

Senate Bill 2, the AIDS legislation

He admits the final report that

his council drafted is tougher than

current legislative prohibitions,

and even the new safe harbor

regulations. "But I don't think

government is a good guideline

I

There is a

certain

percentage of

doctors who are
'

entrepreneurial...

who need

guidance.

for quality," he says. The position

that the AMA adopted is what Dr.

Clarke calls a "return to profes-

sionalism."

NO COMPLAINTS

"I’d say a high percentage of the

country's doctors know there are

some who make self-referrals for

their own benefit," says Dr.

Clarke.

Dr. Clarke says he's heard very

few complaints about the tougher

self-referral position.

"They (physicians) wanted us to

make our guidelines specific.

That's hard to do because this is a

complicated issue. So much is still

undecided. But we did try to give

them a set of clear, general guide-

lines they could understand.

"

STAND ENFORCED

The AMA House also approved

in December a report calling for

more aggressive enforcement of

the AMA's code of ethics, which
means that county and state

medical associations, as well as

state medical boards, are going to

be taking a closer look at

physician self-referrals.

'The AMA will stand with the

county and state societies on this

ONIY ONE N,-ANTAGONIST HEALS REFLUX ESOPHAGITIS

AT DUODENAL ULCER DOSAGE. ONIY ONE.
Of all the H2-receptor antagonists, only Axid heals and

relieves reflux esophagitis at its standard duodenal ulcer dosage

Axid, 150 mg b.i.d., relieves heartburn in 86% of patients

after one day and 93% after one week. 1

AXID
nizatidine

150 mg b.i.d.

ACID TESTED. PATIENT PROVEN.
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significant exposure to the body

fluids of an individual, and that

individual has refused to give

consent for an HIV test, then the

doctor should take the matter to

the hospital's infection control

committee," says Katrina English,

JD, OSMA's associate staff

counsel. The infection control

Brief Summary. Consult the package insert for

complete prescribing information.

Indications and Usage: 1. Active duodenal ulcer

-

for up to 8 weeks of treatment at a dosage of 300 mg
h.s. or 150 mg b i d. Most patients heal within 4 weeks.

2. Maintenance therapy -tor healed duodenal ulcer

patients at a dosage of 150 mg h.s. at bedtime. The

consequences of therapy with Axid for longer than 1

year are not known

3. Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)-\or up

to 12 weeks of treatment of endoscopically diagnosed

esophagitis, including erosive and ulcerative esophagitis,

and associated heartburn at a dosage of 150 mg b.i.d.

Contraindication: Known hypersensitivity to the drug.

Because cross sensitivity in this class of compounds has

been observed. H 2-receptor antagonists, including Axid,

should not be administered to patients with a history

of hypersensitivity to other H 2-receptor antagonists.

Precautions: General- 1 Symptomatic response to nizatidine therapy does not preclude the presence

of gastric malignancy.

2. Dosage should be reduced in patients with moderate to severe renal insufficiency.

3. In patients with normal renal function and uncomplicated hepatic dysfunction, the disposition of

nizatidine is similar to that in normal subjects.

Laboratory Tests- False-positive tests for urobilinogen with Multistix" may occur during therapy

Drug Interactions- No interactions have been observed with theophylline, chlordiazepoxide, lorazepam,

lidocaine, phenytoin, and warfarin. Axid does not inhibit the cytochrome P-450 enzyme system; therefore,

drug interactions mediated by inhibition of hepatic metabolism are not expected to occur. In patients given

very high doses (3,900 mg) of aspirin daily, increased serum salicylate levels were seen when nizatidine,

150 mg b.i.d., was administered concurrently.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility-A 2-year oral carcinogenicity study in rats with

doses as high as 500 mg/kg/day (about 80 times the recommended daily therapeutic dose) showed no evidence

of a carcinogenic effect. There was a dose-related increase in the density of enterochromaffin-like (ECL) cells

in the gastric oxyntic mucosa. In a 2-year study in mice, there was no evidence of a carcinogenic effect in male

mice, although hyperplastic nodules of the liver were increased in the high-dose males as compared with

placebo. Female mice given the high dose of Axid (2,000 mg/kg/day. about 330 times the human dose) showed

marginally statistically significant increases in hepatic carcinoma and hepatic nodular hyperplasia with no

numerical increase seen in any of the other dose groups.The rate of hepatic carcinoma in the high-dose

animals was within the historical control limits seen for the strain of mice used. The female mice were given

a dose larger than the maximum tolerated dose, as indicated by excessive (30%) weight decrement as compared

with concurrent controls and evidence of mild liver injury (transaminase elevations). The occurrence of a marginal

finding at high dose only in animals given an excessive and somewhat hepatotoxic dose, with no evidence of a

carcinogenic effect in rats, male mice, and female mice (given up to 360 mg/kg/day, about 60 times the human

dose), and a negative mutagenicity battery are not considered evidence of a carcinogenic potential for Axid

Axid was not mutagenic in a battery of tests performed to evaluate its potential genetic toxicity, including

bacterial mutation tests, unscheduled DNA synthesis, sister chromatid exchange, mouse lymphoma assay,

chromosome aberration tests, and a micronucleus test.

In a 2-generation, perinatal and postnatal fertility study in rats, doses of nizatidine up to 650 mg/kg/day

produced no adverse effects on the reproductive performance of parental animals or their progeny.

Pregnancy- Teratogenic Effects -Pregnancy Category C — Oral reproduction studies in rats at doses up

to 300 times the human dose and in Dutch Belted rabbits at doses up to 55 times the human dose revealed no

evidence of impaired fertility or teratogenic effect; but. at a dose equivalent to 300 times the human dose,

treated rabbits had abortions, decreased number of live fetuses, and depressed fetal weights. On intravenous

administration to pregnant New Zealand White rabbits, nizatidine at 20 mg/kg produced cardiac enlargement,

coarctation of the aortic arch, and cutaneous edema in 1 fetus, and at 50 mg/kg, it produced ventricular

anomaly, distended abdomen, spina bifida, hydrocephaly, and enlarged heart in 1 fetus. There are, however,

no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women. It is also not known whether nizatidine can

cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman or can affect reproduction capacity Nizatidine

should be used during pregnancy only if the potential benefit justifies the potential risk to the fetus.

Nursing Mothers- Studies in lactating women have shown that 0.1% of an oral dose is secreted

in human milk in proportion to plasma concentrations. Because of growth depression in pups reared

by treated lactating rats, a decision should be made whether to discontinue nursing or the drug, taking

into account the importance of the drug to the mother.

Pediatric Use- Safety and effectiveness in children have not been established.

Use in Elderly Patients- Healing rates in elderly patients were similar to those in younger age groups

as were the rates of adverse events and laboratory test abnormalities. Age alone may not be an important

factor in the disposition of nizatidine. Elderly patients may have reduced renal function.

Adverse Reactions: Worldwide, controlled clinical trials included over 6,000 patients given nizatidine in

studies of varying durations. Placebo-controlled trials in the United States and Canada included over 2,600 patients

given nizatidine and over 1,700 given placebo. Among the adverse events in these placebo-controlled trials, only

anemia (0.2% vs 0%) and urticaria (0.5% vs 0.1%) were significantly more common in the nizatidine group. Of

the adverse events that occurred at a frequency of 1% or more, there was no statistically significant difference

between Axid and placebo in the incidence of any of these events (see package insert for complete information).

A variety of less common events were also reported; it was not possible to determine whether these

were caused by nizatidine.

Hepatic- Hepatocellular injury (elevated liver enzyme tests or alkaline phosphatase) possibly or probably

related to nizatidine occurred in some patients. In some cases, there was marked elevation (>500 IU/L) in

SGOT or SGPT and, in a single instance, SGPT was >2,000 IU/L. The incidence of elevated liver enzymes

overall and elevations of up to 3 times the upper limit of normal, however, did not significantly differ from that

in placebo patients. All abnormalities were reversible after discontinuation of Axid. Since market introduction,

hepatitis and jaundice have been reported. Rare cases of cholestatic or mixed hepatocellular and cholestatic

injury with jaundice have been reported with reversal of the abnormalities after discontinuation of Axid

Cardiovascular- In clinical pharmacology studies, short episodes of asymptomatic ventricular tachycardia

occurred in 2 individuals administered Axid and in 3 untreated subjects.

C/VS- Rare cases of reversible mental confusion have been reported.

Endocrine- Clinical pharmacology studies and controlled clinical trials showed no evidence of anti-

androgemc activity due to nizatidine. Impotence and decreased libido were reported with similar frequency

by patients on nizatidine and those on placebo. Gynecomastia has been reported rarely.

Hematologic -Anemia was reported significantly more frequently in nizatidine than in placebo-treated

patients. Fatal thrombocytopenia was reported in a patient treated with nizatidine and another H 2
-receptor

antagonist. This patient had previously experienced thrombocytopenia while taking other drugs. Rare cases

of thrombocytopenic purpura have been reported.

Integumental- Urticaria was reported significantly more frequently in nizatidine- than in placebo-treated

patients. Rash and exfoliative dermatitis were also reported.

Hypersensitivity- As with other H 2 -receptor antagonists, rare cases of anaphylaxis following nizatidine

administration have been reported. Rare episodes of hypersensitivity reactions (eg, bronchospasm, laryngeal

edema, rash, and eosinophilia) have been reported.

Other- Hyperuricemia unassociated with gout or nephrolithiasis was reported. Eosinophilia, fever, and

nausea related to nizatidine have been reported.

Overdosage: Overdoses of Axid have been reported rarely. If overdosage occurs, activated charcoal,

emesis, or lavage should be considered along with clinical monitoring and supportive therapy. The ability of

hemodialysis to remove nizatidine from the body has not been conclusively demonstrated; however, due to its

large volume of distribution, nizatidine is not expected to be efficiently removed from the body by this method

PV 2093 AMP (101591)

Additional information available to the profession on request.

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

46285

NZ-2947-B-249304 vG 1991
.
ELI LILLY AND COMPANY

that became effective November 1,

1989 and amended by Amended
Substitute House Bill 677 the

following year, does provide

exceptions to informed consent

that allow physicians as well as

other health-care workers some

recourse in this situation.

"If a doctor has sustained a

AXID
nizatidine capsules

I

The health-care worker must show that

reasonable attempts have been made to obtain

the patient's consent to be tested for HIV.

committee may then require that

the test be given.

OFFICE EXPOSURE

If the needle-stick or other

exposure occurs in an office

rather than a hospital setting,

however, the matter becomes

more complicated.

An exception to informed

consent standards may allow a

test to be given if the physician

believes the test results are

medically necessary to avoid or

minimize an immediate danger to

the health or safety of the patient

or another individual.

IMMEDIATE DANGER?

"That other individual could be

interpreted as the health-care

worker," says English. She adds,

however, that the courts may be

reluctant to perceive the situation

as an "immediate danger" to

health.

That doesn't mean, however,

that a physician who has been

exposed to the bodily fluids of a

patient should simply resign him

or herself to not knowing the HIV
status of the patient.

A health-care worker who may
have been exposed to HIV
infection can initiate a probate

proceeding to compel the patient

to be tested. The health-care

worker must show that reason-

able attempts have been made to

obtain the patient's consent to be

tested and that the patient was
notified that a probate action

would be filed if testing was
refused. The hearing must be

concluded and a judgment

entered by the probate judge

within three business days after

the patient is served with the

complaint.

Seven exceptions to informed

consent and probate procedure

were provided in SB 2. Questions

about specific situations, as well

as general questions about your

legal rights to perform an HIV test

on patients to whom you've been

exposed should be directed to the

OSMA's Department of Legal

Services. I

Ohio Supreme Court to decide
time limits in "love surgeon" case

The Ohio Supreme Court has

decided to consider an appeal

stemming from the love surgery

trial of James C. Burt, MD, in

which it will rule on the issue of

legal time limits in filing lawsuits.

The case reflects a battle

between the hospital and one of

Burt's former patients. The patient

filed her lawsuit on Apirl 17, 1989,

only to have it dismissed in

Common Pleas Court after it was
determined the suit was filed after

the deadline set by state law. Last

year, however, the Ohio Second

District Court of Appeals reversed

the decision, saying that a

malpractice case against a hospital

can start at a different time than it

does for a doctor.

According to the appeal court,

hospitals become liable when a

doctor with staff privileges devel-

ops a pattern of incompetence that

the hospital knew about, or

should have been aware of

through its monitoring systems.

The statute of limitations for

hospitals then, the court con-

cluded, does not begin to run

until the plaintiff realizes there

could be a pattern of incompe-

tence.

St. Elizabeth Medical Center,

where Dr. Burt's patient was

treated, appealed to the Supreme

Court to decide the legal time

limits for filing a lawsuit. I
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Matrix for all E/M
codes available

In the Nov. '91 Third-Party Update,

physicians were given a matrix

describing the new evaluation

and management visit codes

along with their corresponding

decision-making factors for E/M
services performed in an office/

outpatient facility. Many physi-

cians asked that a similar matrix

be developed for all of the new
E/M codes. The OSMA Ombuds-
man staff is pleased to announce

that such a document now exists.

The OSMA Ombudsman staff

has prepared a packet of infor-

mation to assist physicians and

their staffs with using the 1992

CPT evaluation and management
codes. The packet will include:

• The CPT Evaluation and

Management Pocket Guide -

includes, in matrix format, all

of the E/M codes, along with

a description of the key com-

ponents.

• The CPT Modifier Pocket

Guide - includes all of the

1992 CPT modifiers and their

descriptions, in a laminated,

pocket-sized format.

• The OSMA-prepared booklet,

HCFA's Answers to Common
Questions about E/M Codes -

more than 40 common ques-

tions and answers about using

the new E/M codes.

I I

I
Order Form

|

(clip or photocopy)

Please send me the complete set of CPT guides, which includes

I CPT Evaluation and Management Pocket Guide, the CPT Modifier

I Pocket Guide and the OSMA-prepared booklet, HCFA's Answers to I

I Common Questions About E/M Codes .

Prices:

Members: Non-members:

|

1-5 sets - $5 each $10 per set

|

6-10 sets - $4 each

|

1 1 or more - $3 each

f

Quantity ordered: @ $

Name/Title:

To obtain a packet(s) of infor-

mation that contains all three

guides, complete the order form

to the right and mail it with a

check to the OSMA. I

Physician/Group Practice Name:

Address:

City/State/ZIP:

Telephone Number:

When you need

TIME ON YOUR

SIDE, THE CHOICE

IS CLEAR.

NO CLINICAL

CLUTTER-

PGM ARTICLES

ARE CLEAR,

CONCISE, WELL

ILLUSTRATED,

AND PRACTICAL.

Postgraduate
Medicine &S

Mail order form and check made payable to OSMA to:

Ohio State Medical Association

E/M Pocket Guide

1500 Lake Shore Drive

Columbus, OH 43204-3824

j

Medicare global

surgery package

The Ombudsman office continues

to receive numerous questions

about the new medicare global

surgery package, and proper

billing issues. Alice Faryna, MD,
medical director for Nationwide-

Medicare, in an article in the Jan.

'92 Medicare Newsletter, issued

instructions that included the use

of appropriate modifiers.

A special edition Medicare

Bulletin on global surgery

guidelines will be sent by

Medicare to all phys-icians in a

few weeks. In addition to Dr.

Faryna’s accompanying article,

the following answers to some

common questions may be

helpful:

Q. If a patient is admitted by

another physician, can the

admitting physician be reim-

bursed, and what should the

surgeon bill?

A. Both physicians may be

reimbursed. The admitting phys-

ician will be reimbursed for the

evaluation and management ser-

vice (hospital admission). The

surgeon should bill for the sur-

gical services provided.

Q. When a surgeon has referred

a patient for a consultation and

recommends immediate surgery,

which is performed within 24

hours of the consultation, will

Medicare reimburse the consul-

tation?

A. Yes, the consultation is not a

part of the global surgery fee. No
modifier is needed. Use consulta-

tion codes.

Q. Why does Medicare classify

joint injections and other non-

surgical procedures (removal

impacted cerumen, sigmoidos-

copy, etc.) as surgical procedures?

A. Medicare considers all pro-

cedure codes between the CPT
code range of 10000-69999 to be

surgical procedures - that is why
it is extremely important to use

modifiers in some instances to

ensure proper reimbursement by

16
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Global Surgery Package
Alice Faryna, MD

The final rule has classified the surgical procedures into three groups

according to the number of postoperative days included. These categories

are applied nationally and consequently cannot be appealed at the carrier

level. New modifiers will be available to identify exceptions to the package.

The table below describes the key features of each category:

Preop Visit

Postop Days Days of

Procedure Davs Included Procedure

Endoscopy through

existing body
orifices; some
minor ("starred")

procedures

Zero None Generally

not

reimbursable

Other minor

surgeries

10 None Generally

not

reimbursable

Major surgeries 90 One Generally not

reimbursable

Services excluded from the package, and therefore separately reimbursable

are:

1. The initial consultation or evaluation.

2. All medically necessary return trips to the operating room by
the same physician during the postoperative period, whether

related to the original surgery (Modifier 78) or not related

(Modifier 79).

3. Evaluation and management services by the primary surgeon

during the postoperative period for a problem unrelated to the

diagnosis leading to surgery (Modifier 24). This modifier is

intended primarily for visits after discharge from the hospital.

These claims must be accompanied by documentation; at a minimum,
an ICD-9-CM diagnosis code indicating a different condition.

4. Services by the primary surgeon for an added course of treat-

ment other than normal recovery from the surgery.

5. Immunosuppressive therapy by the surgeon following transplant

surgery.

Evaluation and management visits on the day of minor surgery are

generally included (not reimbursable) unless a separately identifiable

medically necessary service is required and furnished (Modifier 25).

To ensure timely and accurate processing of claims, physicians must
include appropriate modifiers as listed below for each surgeon or physi-

cian involved in the operative service billed.

Unusual services

(Requires an operative report and a statement

describing why the circumstances are unusual)

Modifier 22

Bilateral procedures

(Excludes those procedures identified

as bilateral in the CPT-4 code description)

Modifier 50

Multiple procedures Modifier 51

Surgical care only

(including Modifier 54 the hospital stay)

Modifier 54

Postoperative management only

(Starting on the day after discharge)

Modifier 55

Co-surgery (two surgeons) Modifier 62

Surgical team Modifier 66

Assistant surgeon Modifier 80, 82

Global surgery.. .Continued

the carrier.

Q. Can an evaluation and
management service be billed in

addition to a procedure (e.g. joint

injection, removal of cerumen,

sigmoidoscopy, etc.)? How should

the charges be submitted?

A. If during the evaluation and
management service, the phys-

ician determines that it is

necessary to provide a minor
surgery or procedure, (i.e., joint

injection, sigmoidoscopy) both

services are payable. Physicians

should use modifier 25 on the

E/M service when billing Medi-
care. However, if a patient is sent

home, for example, for a bowel
prep first, and returns on another
day for the procedure, only the

sigmoidoscopy will be payable on
the day of the procedure.

Q. How is a physician to know
whether Medicare considers a

procedure to be a minor or major

surgical procedure?

A. As mentioned before,

Nationwide-Medicare will be

mailing to all physicians the

Medicare Bulletin global surgery

guidelines in the next several

weeks. As a part of this useful

publication Medicare has

included the follow-up days

(either 0, 10 or 90) for all proce-

dure codes in the 10000-69999

series. I

Bill '91 codes
before 4/1/92

In another last-minute move,
HCFA announced on January 31,

1992 that it had granted an

additional grace period for

Medicare carriers to accept 1991

CPT visit codes only for services

rendered through February 29,

TS1G1ANS
We are announcing opportunities for

you to serve your country as an Air Force

K Reserve physician/officer. You can make
vs new professional associations, obtain

)/ CME credit and help support the Air
-- v Force mission. For those who qualify,

retirement credit can be obtained as

well as low cost life insurance. One
weekend a month plus two weeks a

\ year or less can bring you pride and
^ satisfaction in serving your

country.

Call: (404)421-4892
Or: (618)256-5939

Or Fill Out Coupon and Mail Today!
To: SMSGT Hartung

14 AF/RSH
Dobbins AFB. GA 30069

Name.

Address

.

citv .Zip.

Phone

.

.Prior service? Yes

.

.No.

Medical Specialty

.

-Date of Birth

.

AIR FORCE RESERVE

i4-2i4-oooi a GREAT WAY TO SERVE
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1992. The previous grace period

allowed physicians to report 1991

visit codes (evaluation/manage-
ment services) for services

rendered during January.

As a reminder, physicians who
choose to use 1991 CPT visit

codes, for reporting their services

to Medicare, must submit these

claims to the carrier no later than

March 31, 1992.

Nationwide-Medicare will not

accept 1991 CPT visit codes for

claims processed beginning April

1, 1992. Assigned claims with 1991

codes will be denied, and unas-

signed claims will be "developed"

by the carrier. I

Vc 'V'

A Natural Selection

St. Luke’s Healthcare

Association - a progressive,

multifacility healthcare sys-

tem located in Saginaw,

Michigan - currently has

private practice and hospi-

tal career opportunities

for physicians

in selected
areas of spe-

cialization.

The Associa-

tion provides

a complete
range of spe-

cialty care
units, includ-

ing adult and

pediatric inten-

sive care, coro-

nary care and

care. We recently opened

The Family Birth Center™
- a progressive, new,
single-room obstetrics unit.

And we cooperate in an ac-

tive residency program

emergency

affiliated with Michigan
State University’s College

of Human Medicine.

St. Luke’s Healthcare As-

sociation is a diverse and

growing organization, anx-

ious to meet
with physi-
cians inter-

ested in pursu-

ing a career

marked by a

strong admin-

istration/physi-

cian working
relationship

and a team
approach to

patient care.

If you’re such a physician,

St. Luke’s Healthcare
Association and Saginaw,

Michigan, are natural

selections. Contact us

today for additional
information.

Call or write Jan Gould,

Physician Recruiter:

St. Luke’s Hospital

700 Cooper Ave.

Saginaw, MI 48602
1-800-633-3546.

<¥>
Stlxkgs

- 1991 St. Luke's Healthcare Association. All rights reserved. A service of St. Luke's Healthcare Association.

Medicare-defined "primary care" services

Following is a list of codes designated by the Health Care Financ-

ing Administration as being primary care services. As a reminder,

the limitations applied to new physicians (those in their first five

years of practice) do not apply to primary care services.

Office Visits:

99201 Office/Outpatient Visit - New Patient

99202 Office/Outpatient Visit - New Patient

99203 Office/Outpatient Visit - New Patient

99204 Office/Outpatient Visit - New Patient

99205 Office/Outpatient Visit - New Patient

99211 Office/Outpatient Visit - Established Patient

99212 Office/Outpatient Visit - Established Patient

99213 Office/Outpatient Visit - Established Patient

99214 Office/Outpatient Visit - Established Patient

99215 Office/Outpatient Visit - Established Patient

99241 Office/Outpatient Consultation

99242 Office/Outpatient Consultation

99243 Office/Outpatient Consultation

99244 Office/Outpatient Consultation

99245 Office/Outpatient Consultation

Emergency Department Visits:

99281 Emergency Department Visit

99282 Emergency Department Visit

99283 Emergency Department Visit

99284 Emergency Department Visit

99285 Emergency Department Visit

Nursing Facility Visits:

99301 Comprehensive Nursing Facility Assessment
99302 Comprehensive Nursing Facility Assessment

99303 Comprehensive Nursing Facility Assessment

99311 Subsequent Nursing Facility Care

99312 Subsequent Nursing Facility Care

99313 Subsequent Nursing Facility Care

Domiciliary Rest Home or Custodial Care Visits:

99321 Domiciliary or Rest Home Visit - New Patient

99322 Domiciliary or Rest Home Visit - New Patient

99323 Domiciliary or Rest Home Visit - New Patient

99331 Domiciliary or Rest Home Visit - Established Patient

99332 Domiciliary or Rest Home Visit - Established Patient

99333 Domiciliary or Rest Home Visit - Established Patient

Home Visits:

99341 Home Visit - New Patient

99342 Home Visit - New Patient

99343 Home Visit - New Patient

99351 Home Visit - Established Patient

99352 Home Visit - Established Patient

99353 Home Visit - Established Patient

Ophthal tnological Visits:

92002 Ophthalmological Visit - New Patient

92004 Ophthalmological Visit - New Patient

18
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Medicare changes
ECG payments

OSMA members have expressed

grave concerns about a recently

enacted federal law that alters the

way Medicare reimburses for

interpretations of electrocardio-

grams. The Omnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act of 1990 (OBRA
’90) provided that after January 1,

1992 separate payment may not

be made by Medicare for interpre-

tation of electrocardiogram IF

PERFORMED AS A PART OF OR
IN CONJUNCTION WITH A
VISIT OR CONSULTATION.
Federal law. Section 4109 of

OBRA '90, now provides (in part):

"TREATMENT OF
INTERPRETATION OF
ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS.
If payment is made under

this part for a visit to a phys-

ician or consultation with a

physician and, as part of or in

conjunction with the visit or

consultation there is an

electrocardiogram performed

or ordered to be performed,

no payment may be made
under this part with respect

to the interpretation of the

electrocardiogram and no

physician may bill an

individual enrolled under

this part separately for such

an interpretation. If a physi-

cian knowingly and willfully

bills one or more individuals

in violation of the previous

sentence, the Secretary may
apply sanctions against the

physician or entity in accord-

ance with section 1842(j)(2)."

The actual language of the

statute leaves open the determi-

nation of those circumstances

when an ECG interpretation is

performed "as a part of or in

conjunction with" a visit or

consultation. Unfortunately for

physicians, HCFA has decided so

far that all ECG interpretations

are performed or ordered to be

performed in conjunction with

visits or consultations. Therefore

unless the law changes or HCFA
alters its interpretation of this

provision of OBRA '90, Medicare
will effectively no longer make
separate payment for ECG inter-

pretations.

According to HCFA, Medicare

will no longer make separate

payment for the following CPT
codes:

• 93000 Electrocardiogram,

routine ECG with at

least 12 leads; with

interpretation and

report.

• 93010 Electrocardiogram,

interpretation and

report only.

• 93040 Rhythm ECG, one to

three leads; with inter-

pretation and report.

• 93042 Rhythm ECG, inter-

pretation and report

only.

Federal law prohibits separate

payment for certain ECG inter-

pretations. It does not prohibit all

payment for ECG interpretations.

HCFA has bundled ECG inter-

pretations payment into visit and
consultation CPT codes. The
following information from the

November 25, 1991 Federal

Register outlines the amounts
added to each relative value unit

(RVU) for various visit and con-

sultation codes to allow payment
for the interpretation of ECGs.

The following amounts have

been added to office visits, office

consultations, and emergency
visit CPT codes to reflect the

work in ECG interpretations: .054

work RVUs, .016 practice expense

RVUs, and .001 malpractice

RVUs. HCFA has added the

following amounts to the hospital

visit, hospital consultations, and

critical care service CPT codes for

the work associated with ECG
interpretations: .080 work RVUs,

.024 practice expense RVUs, and

.002 malpractice RVUs. For nurs-

ing facilities, nursing homes and

home visits, HCFA further states

that .008 work RVUs, .002 practice

expense RVUs, and .0001 mal-

practice RVUs have been added
to cover the work associated with

ECG interpretations.

ECG interpretations.

National medical societies,

including the AMA, ASIM and

others, continue to work to alter

HCFA's interpretation of the ECG
interpretation provision of OBRA
'90 to allow for certain separate

payments for ECG interpreta-

tions. These national societies are

also working, in the alternative, to

amend federal law to clarify those

situations when an ECG inter-

pretation is NOT performed in

conjunction with a visit.

The following questions sum-

marize typical OSMA member
telephone inquiries about ECG
reimbursement.

The Ombudsman staff has

formulated responses for physi-

cian members. If you have further

questions about Medicare and

ECG reimbursement, please con-

tact the OSMA Ombudsman staff.

COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q. When will Medicare pay for

an ECG interpretation? Are there

instances when an ECG interpre-

tation is not performed "as a part

of or in conjunction with [a] visit

or consultation"?

A. It is unclear when Medicare

will make a separate payment for

an ECG interpretation. The Federal

Register from November 25, 1991

states that "payment may still be

made for the interpretation of

very specialized ECGs under CPT
codes not included within the

scope of the statutory provision.”

To date, HCFA has not indicated

that any ECG interpretation codes

will be considered for separate

payment. OSMA staff will

continue to monitor this area to

determine when/if HCFA gives

instructions to Medicare carriers

about ECG interpretations for

which separate payment may be

made.

Q. Many hospitals contract or

request that a group of cardiolo-

gists read ECGs as a backup for

the hospital. Do federal and state

laws permit a hospital to pay for

this service? Will hospitals be

willing to pay for this service if

Medicare is not?

A. It does not appear that

reasonable payment by hospitals

for ECG interpretations is pro-

hibited by state or federal law.

Hospitals may be less than willing

to pay for this service partly

PHYSICIANS
PRN, INC.

A physicians’ placement ser-

vice now has immediate open-

ings for the following special-

ties:

• OBSTETRICS

• OPHTHALMOLOGY
• PEDIATRICS

• DERMATOLOGY
• PHYSICAL MEDICINE

CALL 1-800-528-7776

I

Medicare no longer provides separate

payment for interpretation of ECGs when

performed as part of a visit or consultation.
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because of fears of punitive action

by the Inspector General based on

Medicare fraud and abuse stand-

ards for "illegal remuneration.”

HCFA recently issued Medicare

fraud and abuse regulations,

commonly referred to as "safe

harbor" regulations, that restrict

physician-hospital financial

relationships.

However, as long as payment is

made for the performance of a

service (not a sham payment for

referrals), it appears that physi-

cians and hospitals fall within a

"safe harbor." Dennis Barry, an

attorney for Vinson & Elkins,

provided the American College of

Cardiology with the following

guidelines to ensure that pay-

ments will not be considered

illegal:

• service must actually be

furnished

• service is necessary

• service requires the level of

expertise of the person per-

forming it

• amount paid is reasonable

• physician is not compensated

from any other source for the

same service

To be certain that the last

requirement is met, Barry rec-

ommends that no payment be

made by the hospital for hospital-

administered ECGs of patients

admitted by the reading cardiolo-

gist.

Q. If Medicare refuses to pay for

the interpretation, can I bill the

patient?

A. No. Section 1848(b) of the

Social Security Act now prohibits

physicians from billing separately

for an ECG interpretation.

Q. What if the patient comes
back on another day for a nursing

evaluation under the supervision

of the physician but not seen by
the physician (CPT Code 99211),

and the nurse hooks up the ECG,
can I bill some level of office visit

to Medicare? Will Medicare pay
for this visit?

A. If a nursing evaluation is

necessary for a medical reason

other than the performance of an

ECG, then it may be appropriate

to schedule such an evaluation. A
subsequent visit for the sole

purpose of performing an ECG
should not be billed as a nursing

evaluation. I

Limiting charge
no longer applies
to "J-codes"

Nationwide-Medicare recently

clarified its policy on whether or

not nonparticipating physicians

are restricted by a limiting charge

when billing Medicare for an

injectable supply (the actual

medicine - commonly billed with

HCPCS ”J-code”).

According to Medicare,

effective 1-1-92, the limiting

charge on injectable supplies no

longer applies.

This means that physicians may
charge their usual and customary

fee (the fee they charge their non-

Medicare patients). Medicare

This means that physicians may
charge their usual and customary
fee (the fee they charge their non-

Medicare patients). Medicare
reimbursement for injectables will

be no more than 120% of the

current red book amount. I

Error identified in

92 CPT codebook

A typographical error was found

in the pathology section of the

1992 CPT Codebook. The follow-

ing sentence was omitted from

page 499: "Two or more such

specimens from the same patient

(e.g., separately identified endo-

scopic biopsies, skin lesions, etc.)

are each appropriately assigned

an individual code relative to its

proper level of service.”

Omission of this sentence

doesn't change the intent of the

CPT editorial panel. This intent of

the panel was that each specimen

be reported separately. I

Please take a moment to

complete the Third-Party

Update mini-survey located

elsewhere in this issue.

NO AX 10 GRIND.
Our occurrence policy has been the industry standard

for nearly a century. But some doctors want a claims-

made policy. So we have it available. At the Medical

Protective Company, we have no ax to grind. You can

choose from a variety of programs, both occurrence and

claims-made, that offer greater flexibility and savings.

The choice is yours. Call us today.

rioiia

Cincinnati: David E. Bendel, Daniel P Woods, (513) 751-0657

Columbus: John E. Hansel, Timothy D. Harrison, (614) 267-9156

Perrysburg: Robert E. Stailter, (419) 874-8080

Hudson: Edward J. Kupcho, (216) 656-0660
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New head of med
board optimistic

about coming year

Thomas E. Gretter, MD, a

Cleveland neurologist, is the new
president of the Ohio State Med-
ical Board. Here, OHIO Medicine

talks to him about his new
position.

OHIO Medicine: You have been

serving on the board since 1988.

Have you seen any

in how the board

functions in that

time?

Dr. Gretter: I

have seen improve-

ments. For ex-

ample, we're

trying to stream-

line the process of

licensure and re-

licensure. It’s been frustrating for

physicians who send their checks

and their applications in early,

then, two or three months later,

they're still waiting for their cards

to arrive. (See front page story on
the medical board's legislation.)

improvements

Dr. Gretter

OHIO Medicine: Are there

other areas the board hopes to

improve in the future?

Dr. Gretter: One of the areas

we're examining now is standard-

izing the method of looking at

complaints. It’s a long process,

and we're looking for ways to

streamline it. We also hope that, in

the future, we can get information

on investigations back to those

parties that supply the complaint.

These can't be minute-by-minute

reports, but we can provide a

general update so they’ll know
how the case is progressing.

We're always trying to improve
how investigations and adminis-

trative hearings are conducted.

Right now, the board is reviewing

its disciplinary policy and guide-

lines and trying to set standards
for review.

Another area we'd like to im-

prove is education, how to get

word of the board's activities out
to practicing physicians.

OHIO Medicine: Any com-
ments on chronic pain manage-
ment, which has become a

controversial issue over the past

year?

Dr. Gretter: The medical board

does not say that physicians

cannot prescribe controlled sub-

stances for patients with chronic

pain. What we have always said,

however, is that we want to be

assured that those individuals

who are prescribing maintain

good records, see patients on a

regular basis, and obtain second

opinions if necessary. In other

words, they should be actively

managing their patients. Only
those physicians who appear to

have indiscriminately prescribed

medication for their patients with

chronic pain have been cited.

OHIO Medicine: As far as

prescribing controlled substances

for chronic pain patients, then,

you're saying that as long as

physicians actively manage their

patients, as you described, and

can show they are doing so, they’re

not likely to have disciplinary

action taken against them?

Dr. Gretter: The board looks

with favor on physiciaiis who
meet or exceed minimal standards

of care.

OHIO Medicine: Is it fair to say

that members of the board may be

out of touch, or simply not know
what the generally acceptable

treatment standards for chronic

pain are?

Dr. Gretter: It’s fair to say that

we may not have the specialist's

knowledge in all matters that

come before the board, but we do
keep abreast of changes that are

occurring in medicine, because we
are the ones who must set the

standards of practice in the state.

Naturally, we want to make sure

that the standards reflect what is

going on, or should be going on in

practice.

OHIO Medicine: Do you
consult specialists if you're not

certain what those standards

should be?

Dr. Gretter: Yes. We're always

looking for individuals to serve as

experts for the board, to review

and screen cases and to testify if

necessary. We need physician

input.

OHIO Medicine: There is

I

"From the board's standpoint , we have a

duty to protect the public. ..the test of spoken

English ensures that communication ability.

"

another controversial matter that's

come up lately, and that's the test

of spoken English that's required

of all international medical grad-

uates for licensure in the state.

They'd like to see the requirement

dropped. Any comment? (See the

medical board legislation story or

an update on this matter.)

Dr. Gretter: From the board's

standpoint, we have a duty to

protect the public. That means
ensuring that physicians licensed

in the state have adequate train-

ing, are competent and have the

ability to communicate with their

patients. A fluency test would
ensure that communication

ability.

OHIO Medicine: Are there new
board activities that OSMA mem-
bers should know about?

Dr. Gretter: Physician fee

review is being looked at right

now by board committees. No
conclusions have been drawn, yet,

but the matter is in the works.

OHIO Medicine: What types of

things will involve the board in

the future? Will you establish

practice parameters to help

standardize the "yardstick" by

which you measure physicians?

Dr. Gretter: That's one area

we're looking at, yes. Practice

parameters would standardize the

way we screen and scrutinize

physicians’ practices. We're trying

to find ways to be fair.

OHIO Medicine: How will the

new task force, appointed by

President Sudimack to serve as

liaison to the board, help?

Dr. Gretter: Since the task force

is so new, I don't know yet how
we'll interact, but I'm in favor of

anything we can do to improve

relationships between the two

groups. An exchange of com-

munications is vital. I'm looking

forward to working with the task

force, and to their input on board

activities. I
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LASSIFIEDS

Positions Available

ARE YOU SEEKING A POSITION in neo-

natology, orthopedics, dermatology, al-

lergy, radiology, oncology, neurosurgery

or rheumatology? We have positions avail-

able in Ohio, Missouri, Wisconsin and Ne-
braska. Attractive guarantees and benefit

packages. Single or multispecialty groups.

To discuss your practice preferences and
these opportunities, please call our toll-free

number, (800) 243-4353 or send your CV to

STRELCHECK & ASSOCIATES, INC.,

10624 N. Port Washington Rd, Mequon, WI
53092.

DIRECTOR OF MEDICAL EDUCATION
- Akron General Medical Center seeks an

academically oriented MD/DO for the full-

time position of Director of Medical Educa-
tion. Akron General is a 500+ bed medical

facility and a major teaching hospital for

Northeastern Ohio Universities College of

Medicine. It sponsors eight fullv accredited

residencies with 110 residents. This indi-

vidual will be responsible for undergradu-

ate, postgraduate and continuing medical

education programs at the hospital. Will

have a faculty appointment at NEOUCOM
and serve as clinical associate dean. Previ-

ous experience in medical education is es-

sential, as well as demonstrated manage-
ment skills. Please send CV to William

Dorner, MD, Chairman, Search Commit-
tee, Akron General Medical Center, 400

Wabash Ave., Akron, OH 44307. An equal

opportunity employer m/f.

FAMILY PRACTICE -Opportunity to take

over a busy, established practice in a grow-
ing community. Fully equipped office next

to the hospital. Financial arrangements ne-

gotiable. Practice coverage arrangements

available. Contact Richard E. Hartle, MD,
600 Pleasantville Rd., Lancaster, OH 43130,

687-0003 or home 654-1819.

FAMILY PRACTICE BC/BE - DUBLIN,
OHIO - Family practice/urgent care/

multispeciality clinic. Opportunity to join

an established practice in a progressive,

rapidly growing community. Country or

city living available, excellent school sys-

tems. Female physicians encouraged to re-

spond. DUBLIN MEDICAL CLINIC, 6350

Frantz Rd., Dublin, OH. Contact: Kenneth
N. Carpenter, MD, 766-2221.

FAMILY PRACTICE, OB-GYN, INTER-

NAL MEDICINE, AND URGENT CARE
- Positions available in a variety of settings

from Central Michigan, through Illinois,

Wisconsin and Nebraska, to the rolling

plains of Kansas. Single or multispecialty

groups, or solo with generous call cover-

age. Attractive guarantees and benefits. For

more information please contact our toll-

free number (800) 243-4353, or send your
CV to STRELCHECK & ASSOCIATES,
INC., 10624 N. Port Washington Rd.,

Mequon, WI 53092.

FULL-TIME HEAD OF DIVISION OF
GENERAL MEDICINE - Community
teaching hospital affiliated with Case West-
ern Reserve University. Board-certified in

internal medicine with faculty experience.

Medical school faculty appointment, level

depending on qualifications. EOE. Please

contact Richard Aach, MD, Dept, of Medi-
cine, Mt. Sinai Medical Center, One Mt.

Sinai Dr., Cleveland, OH 44106.

OHIO, CLEVELAND - Experience the re-

naissance of this great midwestern city with

a work schedule that allows you a lifestyle

with defined hours, plenty of personal time

and an a ttractive practice setting where you
can provide both continuing and episodic

care in an urgent care setting. Base stipend

of $87,000-$l 1 0,000(for 40-hour week) plus

FFS compensation; three weeks vacation;

on-call coverage; malpractice; health and
dental insurance; profit sharing; buy-in

partnership opportunities. For more infor-

mation contact Mitchell Leventhal, MD at

(216) 642-1400, or send CV in confidence to

4700 Rockside Rd ., Suite 430, Independence,

OH 44131.

OHIO; NORTHEAST, CENTRAL &
SOUTHWEST - Excellent part-time op-

portunities available for primary care phy-
sicians. Malpractice covered. Ohio license

required. Contact ANNASHAE CORPO-
RATION (800) 245-2662. EEC/M/F

TOO MANY HATS?JOIN MED CENTER
... PRACTICE MEDICINE! - Private prac-

tice in today's world of regulations, rules,

insurance, and, of course, paperwork can

require people with expertise and interest

in so many areas that you may feel over-

whelmed all alone. Join MED
CENTER. ...practice medicine! Great ben-

efits; excellent salary ($80K-$110K), paid

vacation and CME, disability insurance,

annual bonus, life insurance, BC/BS health

insurance, retirement benefits, profit shar-

ing, no overnight call and no business head-

aches. Prefer Board-eligible/Board-certified

physicians in family practice, general prac-

tice or internal medicine. Signing bonus for

full-time physicians. Five locations in the

Cleveland /Akron area. If interested call

Daniel A. Breitenbach, MD, Chief Medical
Officer, at (216) 248-7390.

URGENT CARE PRACTICE - Outstand-
ing opportunity for one qualified physician

who is a last-year FP resident or tired of

general practice. No hospitals, no calls, no
rules, no stresses. Equal income at start

with Kenneth Beers, Jr., MD. Call (513) 399-

5303.

Positions Wanted

ANESTHESIOLOGIST - Insured, BC an-

esthesiologist available for vacation cover-

age and other staffing needs. W. B. Cleve-

land, Anesthesia Services (216) 321-1860 or

(216) 321-1847 (evenings).

VACATION/TEMPORARY COVERAGE
- BC/ anesthesiologist and CRNA desire to

work locums. Call (800-241-7828.

Miscellaneous

GENERAL X-RAY UNIT - Kodak proces-

sor, and Bennett mammography unit avail-

able immediately. Excellent condition with

very low usage since 1988. Call Louise for

details. (313) 624-2113.

NO COLLATERAL CREDIT LINE -Up to

$50,000. No placement fees, annual fees, or

prepayment penalties. Competitive rates,

rapid processing. Call (800)-331-4951, Ext.

510-M.

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE TRAIN-
ING COURSE - Intensive program begin-

ning June 1 - 12, 1992 and continuing Octo-

ber 12-16, 1992 and one week from March
22 - 26, 1993. The one-week continuation

portions may be taken in successive years.

Clinical and Administrative Occupational

Medicine, Epidemiology and Biostatistics,

Industrial Hygiene, Toxicology, Regula-

tions, etc. CME credits have been approved
by the ACEP, AMA, AAFP, and AOA.16th
year. References from past participants pro-

vided. $925 per week. Douglas Linz, MD,
MS, U.C. College of Medicine, M.L. 182,

Cincinnati, OH 45267, (513) 558-0046.

Classified ad rates for OHIO
Medicine are as follows:

Members are charged 50c per

word, 75c per word for boxed
ads; non-members and

institutions are charged $1.50

per word, $1.75 boxed.

OHIO Medicine
Advertisers

Air Force .. 4

Air Force Reserve .17

American Physicians Life .12

Eli Lilly & Co 14, 15

Medical Protective Group .20

Ohio Sleep Medicine

Institute .21

Physicians Insurance

Company of Ohio ...5

Physicians PRN, Inc .19

Postgraduate Medicine .16

Roche 9, 10, 23, 24

St. Luke's Hospital .18

Summit County Medical

Bureau ...8

Turner & Shepard .11

OHIO Medicine (ISSN 0892-

2454) is published monthly for

$25 a year by the Ohio State

Medical Association, 1500 Lake

Shore Dr., Columbus, OH
43204-3824. Second-class

postage paid at Columbus, OH
and at additional mailing

offices. POSTMASTER: Send

address changes to OHIO
Medicine, 1500 Lake Shore Dr.,

Columbus, OH 43204-3824.

Obituaries

MICHAEL J. KIRK, MD,
Circleville; George Washington

University School of Medicine,

Washington, D.C., 1954; age 64;

died October 7, 1991; member
OSMA.

FREDERICK E. MILKIE, MD,
Toledo; Hahnemann Medical

College of Philadelphia, Phila-

delphia, PA, 1944; age 76; died

October 22, 1991; member OSMA.

ROLLIS R. MILLER, MD, Girard;

Case Western Reserve University

School of Medicine, 1936; age 79;

died November 10, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

CURT M. NEMROW, MD,
Cleveland; Universitaet Leipzig

Medizinische Fakultaet, Saxony,

Germany, 1925; age 92; died

October 6, 1991; member OSMA
and AMA.

JOHN R. PEFFER, MD, Horse

Shoe, NC; Loyola University

Stritch School of Medicine,

Maywood, IL, 1937; age 79; died

September 25, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

MARTIN L. SHERMAN, MD,
Boca Raton, FL; Ohio State

University College of Medicine,

1933; age 81; died October 13,

1991; member OSMA and AMA.

LESTER W. SONTAG, MD,
Yellow Springs; University of

Minnesota Medical School,

Minneapolis, MN, 1926; age 90;

died October 24, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

CHARLES F. WAGNER, MD,
Loveland, CO; Case Western

Reserve University School of

Medicine, 1937; age 79; died

September 15, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

NORMAN E. WENTSLER, MD,
Akron; University of Pennsyl-

vania School of Medicine,

Philadelphia, PA, 1938; age 83;

died October 29, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA. I
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Fee schedule sparks controversy

on Ohio H.B. 478
At the first hearing on House Bill

478 in the Ohio Senate, the chair

of the committee, state Sen. Bob
Ney (R-Barnesville) announced
that he intends for his committee

to pass the bill by the first week of

April.

If a vote in the Senate Financial

Institutions and Insurance

Committee occurs by that date,

chances are that several of the

improvements that were made in

the Ohio House to House Bill 478,

such as the elimination of the

single hospital billing provision,

could be reinserted in the bill by
the Senate committee.

BATTLE FAR FROM OVER

"The successes OSMA achieved

in the Ohio House are now
causing problems in the Senate,"

explained John Van Doom,
director of the OSMA's Depart-

ment of Legislation. He explains

that the business community and

insurance industry are lobbying

state senators to reinstate many of

the onerous cost control measures

that apply to physicians that were
in the original House Bill 478 but

were removed before the House
approved the bill. "Business and
insurance lobbyists are complain-

ing to senators that physicians got

everything they asked for in the

House," added Van Doom. "They

are urging senators to restore

Continued on page 2

Senate favoring single hospital billing

Vote expected soon

Attending a recent legislative reception, from left: LeRoij Tunnell, MD;
Jack Summers, MD; Rep. Wayne Jones (D-Akron); Marian Tunnell; and
Mike Flynn, MD.

Should Ohio adopt a statewide

Medicare fee schedule? That's a

question the Ohio State Medical

Association has been wrestling

with since last summer, creating,

in the process, a fragmentation in

ranks.

Rural and urban physicians

differ in their views as to whether
or not a statewide fee schedule is

in the best

interest of Ohio
physicians,

and, certainly,

there are no

easy answers.
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BACK-
GROUND

How did the

OSMA end up
in a position of

having to make
a decision on

this matter? To
begin with, the

Physician Pay-

ment Reform

Commission
recommended
in a report to

Congress last year that Ohio be

one of several states targeted for

statewide locality pricing. They
noted, at that time, that the

deviation in Ohio Medicare

Prevailing Prices by 1996 would be

no more than 2.2% for all codes

collectively, across the 15 pricing

areas.

"No carrier is going to go

statewide in the initial year unless

there is a total commitment from

the state medical association that

this is the way to go," James
Cuppy of Nationwide/Medicare

told OSMA officials last spring.

The ball was squarely placed in

OSMA's court and, in July, the

OSMA Council voted to follow in

the steps of other states in re-

jecting a statewide payment plan.

There wasn't enough data at that

time. Councilors said, to make an

informed decision, and since

payment variance appeared to

differ by only a couple of

percents, they felt it best not to

commit to a statewide fee plan in

the initial year.

The Council's decision has since

been met with opposition in

Allen, Hancock, Huron and other

largely rural counties where phys-

icians are already being paid

substantially less than their big-

city counterparts. Under a

statewide pricing system, the

reimbursement rate for urban

physicians would decline as rural

rates rise to make a plan that's

budget neutral.

OSMA CONCERNED

Their position and comments
have greatly concerned the

OSMA, which continues to

investigate the issue. Last month,

for example, the OSMA's Govern-

ment Relations Committee con-

sidered the issue of a statewide

fee schedule, attempting to find a

Continued on page 2
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House Bill 478.. .continued Photo by Rand Weidenbusch

these anti-physician measures."

The favorable changes made to

the original House Bill 478:

• Removed the section setting

physician reimbursement

from all payors at 110% of

Medicare reimbursement,

• Removed the ban on balance

billing for all services regard-

less of payor,

• Removed the language grant-

ing hospitals anti-trust

immunity when they join

together to set physician

reimbursement in connection

with a single hospital bill,

• Removed the single hospital

billing provision, and

• Set a financial means test for

balance billing Medicare

patients. Medicare patients

who earn less than 700% of the

federal poverty level (1991

FPL for a single person is

$6,620) could not be balance

billed.

The single hospital billing

provision is in serious jeopardy of

being reinserted in the bill in the

Senate committee, according to

Van Doom. Insurance lobbyists

are being joined by the Ohio
Hospital Association in the effort

to add single hospital billing back

into the bill. OSMA is opposed to

single hospital billing, but may be

forced to offer a compromise that

would make it strictly voluntary

for physicians to participate in a

Fee schedule.. .continued

compromise position, an option

between a statewide fee system

and the 15 pricing localities. They
could find none, except for the

possibility of appealing the low
reimbursement levels in some
localities to HCFA. William Fry,

director of OSMA's Ombudsman
Department, reports, however,

that although mathematical

mechanics can be checked, reim-

bursement is based on prevailing

rates - what doctors in the area

charge. Rates that are low in

certain regions may be the result

of miscoding or physicians hold-

ing down their fees, so an appeal

may not make any difference.

Staff has also contacted the

Minnesota State Medical Society,

which moved to a statewide fee

system last year, to learn from its

2

Physicians mingled with legislators at the state legislative reception

held last month. From left, Sen. Grace Drake, R-Solon; Ron Price, MD;
and Rep. Suzanne Bergensky, D-Bedford Heights.

single hospital billing system.

As expected, senior citizens are

asking their senators to eliminate

the financial means test associ-

ated with the prohibition against

balance billing Medicare patients.

OSMA is opposed to mandatory

Medicare assignment, but if

forced to accept it, OSMA will

press for the financial means test

to be lowered.

The business community is

pressing for a freeze on physician

reimbursement to slow the rise in

the cost of medical care. OSMA is

adamantly opposed to a freeze on

physician fees.

OHIO PLAN CONTROVERSY

Perhaps the most controversial

and highly publicized part of

House Bill 478 is the state insur-

ance plan called OHIO (Ohio

Health Indemnity Organization).

All of Ohio's 1.2 million unin-

sured citizens could purchase

health coverage by paying

income-adjusted premiums. The
plan would be financed by their

premiums as well as by a 1%
assessment on health and life

insurance premiums plus a

hospital tax. Physicians, hospitals,

and other health-care providers

would be required to treat OHIO
enrollees and would be pro-

hibited from balance billing these

patients.

Rep. Wayne Jones (D-Akron),

the sponsor of House Bill 478,

estimates that the OHIO plan

would raise roughly $380 million

experience.

"The general impression I

received from their staff is that

they wish they had waited before

they committed themselves," says

Fry. "But they are happy that it's

behind them."

Of course, Ohio, like all states,

will have a statewide fee schedule

in 1996. Here, fees will be targeted

to be within a 2.2% variance.

When RBRVS was first proposed,

it was the federal Congress'

decision to implement the plan

over a five-year period. An earlier

target date was set for Ohio only

because of low deviations in its

geographic practice cost indices.

DEADLINE PASSED

The deadline for requesting a

statewide fee schedule has passed.

annually, far short of the $1 billion

it would cost to pay claims. He
told the Senate committee that the

estimated $620 million gap would
be the health-care provider com-
munity's share of the burden of

expanding access to care.

Insurance companies are lobby-

ing to have the 1% assessment

eliminated, saying that the tax

would raise the cost of health

insurance.

OSMA is opposed to the re-

quirement that physicians must
treat OHIO enrollees, especially

since the OHIO plan is likely to

offer reimbursement that is as low

or lower than Medicaid. It is also

likely that the OHIO plan would
exhaust its revenues part way
through the year and physicians

and in order to incorporate one

now, HCFA must give its

permission. The OSMA has been

informed that HCFA will not

accept less than an overwhelming
indication that its members are

united in approval. There is also

the possibility that HCFA would
require the same guarantees from

the osteopaths and podiatrists.

Despite these stiff requirements,

however, the issue of a statewide

fee schedule has not been

dropped by the OSMA. The issue

will come before the House of

Delegates next month in Dayton.

Anyone who would like to com-

ment on this proposal is urged to

testify before the resolutions

committee in hearings to be held

Saturday, May 2.

"The OSMA is a democratic

would be required to treat OHIO
enrollees for free.

SPECIALTIES JOIN LOBBY EFFORT

At least the OSMA is not alone

in its attempts to sustain the gains

made in the Ohio House. The
statewide emergency physician,

radiology and anesthesiology

societies are working with OSMA,
mainly in an effort to stop single

hospital billing.

"In summary, it is possible

House Bill 478 will be approved in

the next few weeks by the Ohio
Senate," concluded Van Doom.
"What the Ohio Senate does to

medicine will be influenced by
how successful physicians are in

expressing their concerns to their

state senators."!

Alice Faryna, MD, of Medicare,

explains RBRVS to county society

executives.

organization," says OSMA
President Joseph Sudimack, MD.
"Everyone's opinion matters."

!
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Ohio Senate considers
flurry of drunk-driving bills

"Ohio senators are currently

considering a flurry of bills on the

subject of drunk driving," says

Cynthia Snyder, associate director

of OSMA's Department of Legis-

lation. The OSMA House of

Delegates has passed two resolu-

tions on the subject of drunk

driving. These are:

Substitute Resolution 56-1985,

Alcohol-Impaired Driving -

Resolved, that the OSMA develop

and support model legislation

that would require liquor

The ABCs of

safe driving:

"Alcohol and

driving don 't

mix," "Buckle

up" and "Con-

centrate on

driving.

"

establishments to post

information on alcohol toxicity.

Resolution 62-1985, ABCs of

Safe Driving - Resolved, that in

order to help the public re-

member the essentials of drunk
driving, the OSMA promote the

acronym "ABCs of Safe Driving,"

which reads: Alcohol and driving

don't mix; Buckle up; and
Concentrate on driving.

Following is a list of the bills

now under consideration in the

Senate judiciary committee, their

sponsors, and a brief description:

Senate Bill 205. Changes in

OMVI I aw

Sponsor: Sen. Cooper Snyder
(R-Hillsboro)

Allows for impoundment of

vehicle registration and license

plates for second and subse-

quent violations; increases to a

felony driving during a license

suspension or revocation im-

posed for an OMVI conviction.

Senate Bill 254. Reduce Alcohol

Concentration for OMVI

Sponsor: Sen. Betty Montgomery
(R-Perrysburg)

Reduces the prohibited alcohol

concentration for OMVI viola-

tions from .10 to .08.

Senate Bill 270. Alcohol Level for

Persons Under 21

Sponsor: Sen. Tony Sinagra (R-

Lakewood)

Changes from under 18 years of

age to under 21 years of age the

prohibition against operating a

motor vehicle with a breath or

blood alcohol content of at least

.02 percent, but less than .10

percent by weight.

Senate Bill 271. Increase OMVI
Penalty

Sponsor: Sen. Gene Watts (R-

Galloway)

Increases the penalty for

driving while a license is

suspended or revoked as a

result of an OMVI conviction;

provides for the immobilization

and impoundment of vehicle

registration and license plates,

or forfeiture of a vehicle reg-

istered to a person convicted of

operating a vehicle while under

license suspension or revoca-

tion resulting from an OMVI
conviction.

Senate Bill 275. Changes in

OMVI Law

Sponsor: Sen. Paul Pfeifer (R-

Bucyrus)

Reduces to .08 the prohibited

concentrations of alcohol in a

person’s blood, breath or urine

for purposes of OMVI viola-

tions; provides for the pretrial

administrative suspension of

driver's licenses for persons

whose blood, breath or urine

test indicate a prohibited

concentration; creates a felony

offense of alcohol-related

vehicular homicide. I

The OMPAC Board of Directors met recently to discuss important

issues, including upcoming elections and contributions to candidates.

OMPAC '300 Club' continues to grow

After just a few short months of

existence, the elite ”300 Club” of

OMPAC, the political action

committee of the OSMA, already

boasts 58 members, and it con-

tinues to grow.

The 300 Club is OMPAC's new
major donor program, which will

give special recognition to those

who go the extra "giving" mile.

By belonging to the 300 Club, the

physician and spouse are mem-
bers and will receive a red state

of Ohio emblem to wear behind

their OMPAC pins to distinguish

them as 300 Club members.

In addition, all 300 Club mem-
bers' names will appear in an

OMPAC annual report and,

among other perks, will be

invited to a private reception at

the 1992 OSMA's House of

Delegates meeting with the

featured dinner speaker, Lt.

Governor Michael DeWine.

If you wish to join the ranks of

the prestigious 300 Club, please

send a personal check of $300 to

OMPAC, 1500 Lake Shore Drive,

Columbus, OH 43204.

1

Photo by Rand Weidenbusch

Physicians and legislators gather at a legislative reception at the Vem
Riffe Center in Columbus last month. The event was sponsored by the

OSMA and the OSMA-A.
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Update

Medical Board bill delayed...

Last month, OHIO Medicine

reported that House Bill 454,

the medical board bill, was
expected to soon be law. Un-
fortunately, that has not turned

out to be the case. The Ohio
Senate swiftly pased the bill,

only to see it delayed by a

conference committee. Still,

members of the Ohio State

Medical Board are eager to see

the bill enacted, as is the

OSMA. There was no word at

press time, however, on when
that might be.

Infant health committee

forms. ..The state's newly
formed Joint Select Committee
on Infant Health and Family

Support is a legislative effort to

forge a coordinated state

response to infant mortality.

The 10-member, bipartisan

committee will try to learn how
to expand prenatal care and

health care to the working poor

and improve the nutrition of

impoverished pregnant women
and children.

Bill establishes state OSHA...
The Ohio House approved a

bill that would create a

Division of Occupational

Safety and Health in the Ohio
Department of Industrial

Relations, a move that seeks to

protect the state's public

employees from job-related

injury or illness. The bill auth-

orizes enforcement of a safety

and health program for these

employees. The bill is now in

the Ohio Senate.

Radioactive waste. ..Sen. Neal

Zimmers (D-Dayton) has

introduced a bill seeking to

remove Ohio from the six-state

agreement for handling low-

level nuclear waste.

Meanwhile, Gov. George V.

Voinovich and the Ohio
Department of Health are

working on a proposed set of

guidelines to direct how Ohio
will site, pay for, run and close

a low-level radioactive waste

dump for the Midwest Com-
pact. I

Pending Legislation

Bill No. Sponsor Status OSMA Position

HB 142 - Mammo-
graphy screening

Rep. Helen Rankin, D-

Cincinnati

Passed Ohio House of

Representatives; Re-

ported out of Senate

Financial Institutions

and Insurance Commit-
tee. Also included in HB
478.

Offering technical

assistance only

HB 419 - Physicians

report HIV status

Rep. Paul Jones, D-

Ravenna
Senate Health and
Human Services Com-
mittee

Active support (if phys-

icians have right to know
which patients are HIV
positive)

HB 454 - Medical

licensure revisions

Rep. Paul Jones, D-

Ravenna
Passed Ohio House and
Ohio Senate; in House/
Senate conference com-
mittee.

Active support with

technical assistance

HB 478 - Health-care

reform

Rep. Wayne Jones, D-

Akron
House Select Committee
on Health-Care Reform

OSMA adopted policy

on the individual issues

contained in this com-
prehensive legislation

SB 38 - Tanning parlors

(requires periodic testing

of sun lamps in tanning

parlors)

Sen. Charles Horn, R-

Dayton

Passed Ohio Senate; in

House Health and

Retirement Committee

Support

SB 98 - Emergency
medical services

Sen. Robert Ney, R-

Barnesville

Passed Ohio Senate; in

subcommittee of House
State Government
Committee

Support

* Bills appearing in this chart are this month 's priority legislation. Please note the status of each bill and direct your letters and

telephone calls to the committee members, the chair of the committee, your state senator or state representative (one may be

serving on the committee where the bill is being heard), and Stan Aronoff, president of the Ohio Senate, and Vern Riffe, Speaker

of the Ohio House of Representatives.

Mammography
bill sets disturbing

precedent

A last-minute amendment in the

Ohio Senate to House Bill 142, the

mammography screening bill

sponsored by Rep. Helen Rankin

(D-Cincinnati), has created

another disturbing precedent for

medicine.

"The amendment banned bal-

ance billing for mammography
services provided by physicians

and hospitals for any fees over the

$85 cap set by the legislation,”

says John Van Doom, director of

OSMA’s Department of Legis-

lation. "The OSMA is concerned

about the precedent that this ban

on balance billing sets," he

continues. "If the legislators

prohibited balance billing for

mammography screening, then

they may apply a ban to other

services in the future."

The OSMA and the Ohio
Chapter of the American College

of Radiology lobbied against the

ban on balance billing, but

senators saw the ban as good
consumer protection.

The bill requires health

insurance policies and public

employee benefit plans to provide

coverage for mammography and

certain cytologic screenings,

capping the costs for mammo-
graphy screening at $85. The $85

fee is to cover both the technical

and professional component of

mammography screening. The bill

also distinguishes between

screening and diagnostic mammo-
graphy, and it clearly states that

the mammography insurance

mandate and its ban on balance

billing apply only to screening

mammography. In addition, the

bill states that screening mammo-
graphy shall be provided only in

facilities accredited by the ACR
mammography program or by
hospitals.

"What is particularly disturbing

is that the $85 cap was set with no

data to support it," says Van
Doom.
The bill, including the amend-

ment, was passed by the Senate

last month and will apply to

insurance policies beginning in

1993. Specifically, it requires
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insurance companies to cover one

baseline mammogram for women
between the ages of 35 and 40; one

mammogram every two years for

women 40 to 49, or annually if a

physician determines that a

woman is at risk for breast cancer;

and one mammogram a year for

women 50 to 64. Medicare covers

the cost for women 65 and over. I

AIDS amendment
would simplify

informed consent

The Ohio Senate Health and
Human Services Committee is still

reviewing House Bill 419, the

legislation that requires doctors,

dentists and nurses with the AIDS
virus or hepatitis B to disclose this

information to health officials and
some patients. A new twist has

been added to the debate.

Informed

consent for

AIDS testing

would be the

same as for

other communi-
cable diseases.

however, by Edward Kilroy, MD,
director of the Ohio Department
of Health, who is working with
legislators on a shorter informed-
consent procedure that would
virtually eliminate pretest

counseling.

"Basically, Dr. Kilroy wants to

make informed consent for AIDS
testing the same as for other

communicable diseases by relax-

ing the standard and eliminating

pretest counseling," says John Van
Doom, director of OSMA's
Department of Legislation.

30-MINUTE PROCESS

According to Dr. Kilroy, when a

patient requests an HIV test, it can
take a physician up to half an
hour to provide the information
that is now required by law.

Patients must be counseled about

the possible consequences of a

positive test, including job dis-

crimination and loss of health

insurance, as well as the effects of

the disease and how it's trans-

mitted.

By shortening the procedure.

Dr. Kilroy contends, physicians

may be able to reach more people

and help stop the spread of the

disease. Nearly 3,000 cases of

AIDS have been recorded in Ohio
since 1981, along with more than

1,870 AIDS-related deaths. The
numbers grew from two cases in

1981 to more than 500 cases in each

of the past four years.

OHIO Medicine will keep you
posted on the outcome.

I

If you have any questions

about any story in this

section, contact the OSMA
Department of Legislation at

(800) 766-OSMA.

Major
Medical
Plan
designed for physicians

and their staff

'

Broad Coverage
Cost Containment Features
Low Out of Pocket Expense

Featuring:

%
'e%7°

/ $1,000,000 lifetime benefit

/ $500 first dollar accident benefit

f Choice of deductibles ($250, $500 or $1,000)

/ Choice of $2,000 or $5,000 co-pay plan

/ Choice of physicians and facilities

f World wide coverage

f Dental coverage

/ Second surgical opinion paid at 100% for approved surgeries

f Outpatient surgery paid at 100% for approved procedures

/ Rate structure based on age and dependent status

/ Average claim turnaround of two weeks

(plan issued through age 69; available to members, their spouses and eligible dependent
children and members' staff)

This plan is underwritten by American Physicians Life (APL), the OSMA’s life and
health insurance carrier. APL is committed to maintaining the finest coverage for

members at the lowest possible cost.

For further information, contact APL toll-free at 1 -800-742-1 275

m s
AMERICAN PHYSICIANS LIFE

Bates Drive, P.O. Box 281

Pickerington, Ohio 43147

(614) 864-3900

1-800-742-1275
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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVES AUXILIARY REPORT

Only team effort Doctors given special
will save medicine treatment on their

1 day
Do you remember the quote: "We have met

the enemy and he is us"? We can ill afford

to allow this to happen to the medical pro-

fession.

Congress, the Ohio

Legislature, third-

party payors, the

courts - each seems

to be trying its best to

pit physician against

physician.

It is an excellent

strategy. By
manipulating

physicians into

wasting time and resources disagreeing

with each other, public officials significantly

improve their chances of winning the war.

Let's look at the issue of health-care

reform. House Bill 478, introduced by Rep.

Wayne Jones (D-Akron), has passed the

Ohio House of Representatives and is awaiting action in the Ohio

Senate.

This bill is a mere shadow of what it would have been without

OSMA intervention.

The ban on balance billing for Medicare remains in the bill, but in a

much less restrictive form than if the OSMA hadn't become involved.

As it stands now, physicians are only prohibited from balance billing

Medicare patients whose income is below 700% of the federal poverty

level.

The OSMA made an all-out effort in the Ohio House of Representa-

tives to have the ban totally removed. The OSMA House of Delegates

has set very clear policy on this issue, and OSMA officers and staff are

well aware of how deeply Ohio physicians feel about mandatory Medi-

care assignment. But the OSMA met very stiff opposition from repre-

sentatives who were being deluged with letters and calls from elderly

patients. Since total removal of the ban was impossible, the OSMA's
only option was to support limiting the ban relating to patient income.

Now the bill is in the Ohio Senate and the battle starts all over again.

There will be another attempt to ban balance billing across the board,

and the OSMA will launch another all-out effort to have this provision

removed.

This is a top priority of the OSMA. We are using every contact, every

leverage we have on this issue. Yet there are physicians who are say-

ing that the OSMA is not doing enough. They are saying that we are

failing Ohio physicians on issues of particular interest to them. All I

have to say is, it is easy to play Monday morning quarterback.

There is tremendous political pressure being brought to bear on
public officials to control health-care costs, and whether we like it or

not, they are going to enact some cost controls that apply to physicians.

In 1846, the physicians of Ohio banded together to promote and pro-

tect the profession of medicine. Now, more than ever, we need to stay

united. I

Doctor, have you recently noticed that your spouse is one of your

biggest supporters? If you're lucky enough to live in a community
whose auxiliary participated in Doctors’ Day on March 30, you may
have had a special lunch that day, seen "doctor

favors" on your patients' meal trays, noticed

some of the 600 posters commemorating
Doctors’ Day displayed in your community, or

read newspaper ads in your honor. Or perhaps

you were the recipient of a donation to AMA-
ERF in your name.

In March more than 100 physicians' spouses

met at a statewide Legislative Day to become
informed about national health legislation and

physician payment reform. We met with Ohio

legislators, wrote letters and made phone calls

to voice our disagreements with the prohibitive

parts of House Bills 478 and 240, and Senate Bill 110.

On the agenda this spring, the OSMA Auxiliary will sponsor its

Leadership Day on April 30 at the Dayton Marriott. Members will

attend educational forums as we train tomorrow's leaders. The Annual

Convention will follow at the Dayton Marriott, May 1-2, where officers

will be elected for the coming year and bylaws will be updated.

Working in tandem with medical societies throughout the state,

auxilians strive to be flexible, responsive and responsible.

Aware of the stresses in medicine today, we support you in helping

the medical family meet the challenges of today. I
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Congress , the

Ohio Legis-

lature and

third-party

payors are

pitting

physician

against

physician.

Joseph Sudimack, MD
Joyce Penn
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SPEAKOUT

If HB 478 (health-care reform) is enacted in Ohio, will more physicians retire?

Rick White,

medical student

Dayton

Melanie Kennedy, MD
Columbus

Daniel Santos, MD
Cincinnati

Donavin Robert J. Sprouse, MD
Baumgartner, MD Lancaster

Cleveland

"I don't think they'll

letire, necessarily, but

they may decide to

work fewer hours.

Physicians have

always worked hard -

they've been trained

that way- but now
they're working harder

than ever before and
receiving less in return.

...They may decide to

accept less reimburse-

ment and enjoy addi-

tional leisure hours.”

"I would think so.

Physicians already have

a number of concerns

about interference in

their practice, and any

additional problems

may make it difficult

for physicians to

continue if they can

choose to retire

instead."

"Physicians are retiring

earlier now, even

without the passage of

the bill, but if it passes,

yes, I think we'll see

even more physicians

retiring early. I also

believe we'll see more
physicians moving out

of state. If you add
more government

interference, I think

doctors will choose

retirement over staying

in practice."

"That depends. If (the

bill) is passed in the

form we first saw, I

think there would be

early retirements. ..If

the bill passes with

90% of the bad features

removed, I don't think

it would have any

great effect. Still, not a

week goes by that

doctors don’t mutter to

me that if they could

give up medicine and

get out, they would.

"

"Yes, I think the

general level of

frustration among
physicians nearing

retirement age would
make them consider

retirement. They don't

want to have to put up
with the hassle factor

and the fear of finan-

cial insecurity any

longer."
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OFFICE
LABORATORY
SYMPOSIUM

Saturday,

April 25, 1992

Holiday Inn Worthington

Columbus, Ohio

FOR PHYSICIANS AND
TECHNICIANS .... WITH
CONCURRENT SESSIONS
DESIGNED TO MEET THE
NEEDS OF EACH

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN:

* How to comply with CLIA ’88

regulations
* How to implement a POL

quality assurance program
* How to register for and

perform proficiency testing

* How to maintain a safe

environment in the POL

PROGRAM CONTENT:

CLIA and COLA
Laboratory Documentation
Quality Assurance
Specimen Management
Proficiency Testing

Procedure Manual
Testing and Instrumentation

Reimbursement
Laboratory Safety

4.25 hours of CME credit

To register contact the Ohio Academy
of Family Physicians at 614-267-7867

or 1-800-742-7327 by April 20.
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Highlights of the '92

Annual Meeting

Should Ohio adopt a statewide

Medicare fee schedule? That

question is one of many topical

issues that will be debated next

month as the Ohio State Medical

Association's House of Delegates

convenes in Dayton for the 1992

Annual Meeting. (For additional

information on a statewide Medi-

care fee schedule, see front page.)

All OSMA members are invited

to attend and provide input to the

dozens of topics that will be

raised for discussion.

Among those subjects to be

debated this year are: health-care

reform, peer review, third-party

payor accountability, care for the

homeless, and long-term prescrip-

tions.

Following is a list of highlights

for the three-day event, which is

being held at the Dayton Con-

vention Center. The proceedings

begin Friday, May 1.

Friday

9 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Hospital Medi-

cal Staff Section Annual Meeting.

1

p.m. - Registration for OSMA
Council and guests

1 p.m. - Briefing meeting for

first-time delegates

2:30 p.m. - Councilor district

caucuses meet

6 p.m. - Dinner for delegates,

alternates, OSMA Council and
official guests in the Van Cleve

ballroom

7 p.m. - Opening session of the

House of Delegates; presidential

address by Joseph Sudimack, Jr.,

MD

8:30 p.m. - Montgomery County
Medical Society Glee Club will

entertain following the House of

Delegates; followed by a reception

Saturday

6:45 a.m. - Buffet breakfast

8 a.m. - Reference committee

hearings

8

Day at the Legislature

State and national health-care

issues were the focus of this

year's Day at the Legislature,

sponsored by the OSMA
Auxiliary. The day began with

an informative luncheon. From
left, seated: Joyce Penn, OSMA-
A President; Sara Rich; Evan
Valassiades; Back row, from
left: Jerry Penn, MD; Robert E.

McAfee, MD; Stanley Lucas,

MD; and Judy Lucas.

Walt Reiling running for

office of OSMA President-Elect

2 p.m. - Candidate interviews

7 p.m. - Special private recep-

tion for OMPAC "300 Club" mem-
bers with Lieutenant Governor

Mike DeWine

7 p.m. - OMPAC reception/

dinner followed by address from

Lieutenant Governor Mike
DeWine on health-care reform

and reform legislation pending in

the Ohio General Assembly;

tickets $40 per person. Look for

reservation card in this month's

OHIO Medicine.

Sunday

8 a.m. - Registration for final

session of the House of

Delegates

10 a.m. - Final session of House
of Delegates

1 p.m. - Installation of Stanley J.

Lucas, MD, as OSMA president;

and appointment of Walter

Reiling, MD, as OSMA president-

elect

3 p.m. - OSMA Council meeting

Monday

9 a.m. - Physicians Insurance

Company of Ohio shareholders

meeting; followed by PICO board
meeting

Meeting room locations and
other details will be available

upon registration. I

Concern over what is happening

in medicine today drove Walter

A. Reiling, MD, Dayton, to seek

the office of OSMA President-

Elect. Dr. Reiling is running

unopposed for the office and will

be formally elected to the position

at the association's Annual
Meeting next month in Dayton.

"Physicians have been in the

process of losing the practice of

medicine for some time," he says.

He's seen how the profession

has become more regulated since

the days his father practiced as a

general surgeon, and in a family

that's, even now, composed
primarily of health-care profes-

sionals, medicine's future is a

topic that seems always on his

mind.

A FAMILY AFFAIR

"My brother (Richard Reiling,

MD, chair of OHIO Medicine's

advisory committee) is a general

surgeon, my sister is a hospital

administrator, my son and

daughter-in-law are both

residents, and I have a daughter

who is now in medical school," he

says.

Consequently, medicine's con-

cerns are more than of passing

interest to the 52-year-old general

surgeon who still practices in his

hometown after more than 20

years.

Dr. Reiling graduated from

Harvard Medical School in 1965,

and served both his internship

and residency at Harvard Surgical

Service, Boston City Hospital. In

1971, he was certified by the

American Board of Surgery and, a

year later, became a fellow in the

American College of Surgeons.

He presently serves as a clinical

professor of surgery at Wright

State University's School of Medi-

cine, and is an associate director

of the surgical residency program
there.

COMMITMENT TO MEDICINE

Still, it's his commitment to

organized medicine that best

qualifies him for the job ahead.

Dr. Reiling has served both as a

delegate to the OSMA and an

alternate delegate to the American

Medical Association. He has been

a past president of the Montgom-
ery County Medical Society, and

served on the governing council

of the AMA's Hospital Medical

Staff Section. Of course. Dr.

Reiling also sits on the OSMA's
governing council, representing

the Second District, yet even with

that responsibility, and numerous
others, he is spearheading the

association's new membership
marketing plan that is scheduled

for action later this year.

Ask him what specific qualities
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he has for the job of OSMA
President-Elect, however, and

he'll tell you it's his "fair know-

ledge" of a broad range of

subjects, and his ability to be

reasonable.

"I think I'm fair," he says. "I'll

stand up for my principles, but

I'm also willing to listen to the

other side." I

Osteopaths
celebrate
100th birthday

The OSMA congratulates its 1,037

osteopathic members on the 100th

anniversary of the osteopathic

medical profession.

Although Dr. Andrew Taylor, a

licensed frontier physician, first

articulated basic osteopathic

prinicples in 1874, it wasn't until

1892 that the first college of osteo-

pathic medicine was founded.

Twenty-two students comprised

that first class in Kirksville,

Missouri, graduating from the

new American School of Osteo-

pathy just one year later.

Today, there are almost 31,000

practicing osteopaths across the

country, with the profession

boasting a growth rate of more
than 1,300 a year.

Currently, about 7,000 students

are enrolled in colleges of osteo-

pathic medicine across the coun-

try, including 374 at the Ohio
University College of Osteopathic

Medicine in Athens.

The practice of osteopathic med-
icine has come a long way since

that small class in Kirksville. The
next 100 years promise to bring

even further advancements. I

Physicians sought
for tourney duty

The Joint Advisory Committee on
Sports Medicine of OSMA, Ohio
High School Athletic Association

and Ohio Athletic Trainers

Association is looking for a few
good men and women physicians
to provide volunteer medical
coverage for tournaments and
playoffs held by the Ohio High

School Athletic Association.

The committee is searching for

additional physicians to augment
a small cadre of physicians who
have volunteered their services

for OHSAA sectional, district,

regional and state finals over the

years.

There are three major seasonal

groupings of tournaments/

playoffs. Winter (January-March)

includes boys and girls gymnas-
tics, boys wrestling, and boys and
girls basketball. Spring (May-

June) includes boys tennis, boys

and girls track and field, boys

baseball and girls softball. Fall

(September-late November)

includes boys and girls soccer,

girls volleyball, girls tennis, girls

field hockey, boys and girls cross-

country, and boys football.

Anyone interested should

contact Robert Clinger, OSMA
director of the Department of

Medical Society and Member
Relations, at (800) 766-OSMA. I

YOU DIDN'T GO TO MEDICAL SCHOOL
TO PRACTICE LAW

Your job is to practice medicine. Ours is to protect you if you get sued. That's why we
work with 32 of Ohio's toughest, most experienced law firms. As a PICO policyholder,

you get:

• attorneys that know the

law and medicine, so you
don't spend time teaching

your legal counsel

medicine

• defense firms that know
the legal climate in your
community

• defense firms that work
for you, not us -- provid-

ing legal advice on court-

room presentation, assis-

tance in dealing with the

legal system and advice

on what to do if sued

• a defense approach that

assigns separate firms in

conflict situations

• a courtroom success

rate of over 85%.

And remember, PICO will never settle a lawsuit without your written consent. So get the

facts. Call your local PICO agent -- or call us at 614/864-7100. Fighting for your rights,

inside the courtroom and out , is a job we take seriously.

Law firms located throughout Ohio, including: Akron, Canton, Cincinnati, Cleveland,

Columbus, Dayton, Elyria, Findlay, Lima, Mansfield, Toledo, Portsmouth, Youngstown and

Zanesville.

Physicians Insurance Company of Ohio

Bates Drive

Pickerington, Ohio 43147
1-800-282-7515
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Associationnews

County society officers and executive staff attended a leadership

conference, held in Columbus last month. Topics included RBRVS,
membership and working ivith the media.

—
ALENDAR

For information about the OSHA seminars contact, Jean Mulvey, f

1-800-373-2624. Watch your mail for brochures on the Profitable

Practice seminars.

OSHA Compliance/Infection Control

April 21 Toledo Marriott Courtside, Toledo

April 22 Stouffer Tower City Plaza Hotel, Cleveland

April 23 Sheraton Inn Canton, Canton

April 28 Cincinnati Convention Center, Cincinnati

April 29 Dayton Convention Center, Dayton

April 30 Hilton Inn North, Columbus

Profitable Practice

May 12 Sheraton-Springdale, Cincinnati

May 13 Stouffer Center Plaza, Dayton

May 14 Hyatt Regency/Ohio Center, Columbus
May 19 Dana Center at MCO, Toledo

May 20 Sheraton Cleveland City Centre, Cleveland

May 21 Parke Hotel, Canton

Watch for upcoming information on Medical Office Management
Institute seminars, scheduled for June in Columbus; July in

Cleveland; and August in Cincinnati. I

Auxiliary plan
Leadership Day,
Convention

Next month in Dayton, concurrent

with the OSMA Annual Meeting,

members of the OSMA Auxiliary

will kick off their 51st Annual
Convention with Leadership Day
on April 30. The full day of activi-

ties includes a keynote address

from attorney Sarah Weddington,

whose extensive government

service included serving as assist-

ant to President Jimmy Carter.

Also on the agenda are: Fred

Smith, retired CEO of Huffy

Corporation, and chair of the

Board of Sinclair Community
College and the Med America

Board; and Candy DeClark Peace,

a former agent with the IRS.

Registration for the convention

will be held from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m.

on Friday, May 1, with the House
of Delegates beginning promptly

at 8:30 a.m. Following lunch, the

auxilians will meet to vote for the

1992-93 OSMA-A Nominating

Committee and Delegates to the

1992 American Medical Associa-

tion Auxiliary Convention. The
afternoon will allow time for the

district directors and county

presidents to meet. An OMPAC
fund raiser for Rose Vesper and

physician candidates for state

representatives is scheduled for

3:30 p.m.

Members will dine at either the

Dayton Country Club or Trails-

end.

The House of Delegates will

reconvene at 8:30 a.m. Saturday,

May 2. At this time Joyce Penn
will deliver her president’s report

followed by the county presi-

dents' reports. A luncheon in

honor of Sara Rich, the 1992-1993

president, will follow at noon. I

Brochure tackles
do's and don'ts

about medication

As a result of Resolution 18-91,

passed at the 1991 Annual
Meeting, the OSMA Communi-
cations Committee has designed a

brochure specifically with the

elderly patient in mind.

Primary

Care
Update

A one-day symposium especially for

primary care physicians

>IDE
ETHODIST
HOSPITALS
aU.S. Hearth affiliate

Riverside

Methodist
Hospitals

present

Nationally known MDs will present:

Outpatient Management ofAsthma
Community- Acquired Pneumonia
Insulin Resistance

Estrogen Replacement Therapy

Update on Hyperlipidemia

Evaluation of Headaches

The Dizzy Patient

Held at the Outpatient Care Center at

Riverside, a new, state-of-the-art, dedicated

outpatient facility' in Columbus, Ohio.

Meets medical education criteria for seven

hours in Category' I of the Physicians

Recognition Award of the American

Medical Association and seven hours by

the Academy of Family Physicians.

When: May 8, 1992

For more information, call:

(800) 257-3900 or (614) 566-5605

Registration deadline: April 26

10
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Assoc IATIONNEWS
and dont's are handy for a quick

read by patients. Physicians are

advised to make the brochure

readily available to their elderly

patients. Watch the May issue of

OHIO Medicine for a form to order

copies. I

American College of Cardiology.

Herbert S. Bell, MD, Willoughby,

chief of staff at Meridia Euclid

Hospital, has been named Ohio

Neurosurgeon of the Year by the

Ohio State Neurological Society.

He was selected for his pioneering

work since 1964 in microneuro-

surgery, his expertise in the use of

cavitron ultrasonic aspirator and

his work with lasers and the

operative microscope in neuro-

surgery.

Robert L. Wall, MD, Dublin, a

consulting director and board

member for PHP Benefit Systems,

Inc., has received the 1991

Medical Directors Leadership

Award from the American Man-
aged Care and Review Associa-

tion (AMCRA). Marion Merrell

Dow, Inc. provided a $15,000

educational grant to the AMCRA
foundation in Wall's name. I

Colleagues

Richard D. Ruppert, MD, Toledo,

was elected president-elect of the

American Society of

Internal Medicine. He
has been secretary-

treasurer of the

organization for four

terms. The internist-

gastroenterologist

practices medicine in Toledo's

Medical College of Ohio clinics,

where he has served as its

president and chief executive

officer.

John A. Burns, MD, Columbus,
has been elected president of the

American Society of Ophthalmic

Plastic and Reconstructive Sur-

gery for 1992.

K. William Kitzmiller, MD,
FACP, Cincinnati, has been in-

stalled as the new president of the

Noah Worcester Dermatological

Society.

The late John P. Minton, Colum-
bus, posthumously received the

American Cancer

Society’s St. George
Medal. The medal is a

national divisional

award presented to an

individual who has

served the society in

a leadership position for at least

six continuous years. Dr. Minton
was a member of the Ohio
Division's Board of Trustees and
served as president of the Ohio
Division from 1988 to 1989. Just

prior to his death, he was elected

as a national delegate to the

House of Delegates.

Ray W. Gifford, Jr., MD, Cleve-

land, acting chair of the Depart-

ment of Hypertension and
Nephrology, and senior vice

chairman of the Division of

Medicine at the Cleveland Clinic

Foundation, has been appointed
to a three-year term on the Hyper-
tensive Diseases Committee of the

You Don’t Have To Be A
Big Fish To Get Small Rates.

As a member of the Ohio State Medical Association,

even the smallest business can achieve the lowest

possible workers’ compensation rates. Under the

OSMA group rating plan, managed by The Frank

Gates Service Company, you can achieve

tremendous savings by “pooling” premiums with

other businesses. In fact, you may save as much as

70%.

As the industry leader in managing WC Group

Rating Plans, we feel that group rating holds the

most potential for reducing workers’ compensation

premium costs to most Ohio employers.

614-793-8000

You maintain your independence as a small

business, yet you have big business clout when it

comes to your workers’ compensation premiums.

It’s so simple. Just call 614-793-8000 for more

information today.

Risk & Benefit Management Services;

• Workers’ Compensation

• Unemployment Compensation

• Self-Funded Health Plans

Fmil<Gates
The Frank Gates Service Company

5000 Bradenton Ave.

Dublin, Ohio 43017
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EGAL

Sexual harassment
and the physician

Editor's note: This is the first in a

series of articles designed to help

physicians understand how the law

defines sexual harassment. Future

articles in this series will include how

to create a sexual harassment policy,

sexual harassment and medical

ethics, and sexual harassment

between professionals.

Sexual harassment is a form of

discrimination prohibited by

federal and state law. The Federal

Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission (EEOC) defines

sexual harassment as unwelcome

I

Physicians may he

held liable for their

employees ' conduct

Questions on OSHA regs?
Here's what physicians must do

sexual advances, requests for

sexual favors and other verbal or

physical conduct of a sexual

nature when submission to such

conduct: 1) is made a condition of

an individual's employment, 2) is

used as the basis for employment
decisions or 3) such conduct has

the effect of unreasonably inter-

fering with an individual's work
performance or creating an in-

timidating, hostile or offensive

working environment.

HOW THE LAW AFFECTS MDS

If you are a physician who
employs 15 or more employees.

Title VII (the portion of the

Federal Civil Rights Act that

prohibits sexual harassment)

applies to your workplace, and if

you employ four or more em-
ployees, Ohio law prohibiting

unlawful discriminatory practices

applies. An employee who experi-

ences sexual harassment may file

a charge of unfair discrimination

with the EEOC or the Ohio Civil

Rights Commission. The claim

may also end up in state or fed-

eral court. If a court finds that an

employer is liable, it may award
the plaintiff back pay with

interest, reinstatement, or other

injunctive relief and, if the dis-

crimination is intentional, limited

compensatory and punitive

damages.

THE MD S RESPONSE

A physician's first response

should be to avoid engaging in

behavior that might be defined as

sexual harassment. Second, a

physician should ensure that his

or her employees do not engage in

harassing conduct. An employer

may also be liable for acts of

sexual harassment committed by

employees and non-employees if

the employer knew or should

have known of the illegal conduct

unless the employer can show that

he/she took immediate and

appropriate corrective action.

The best prevention mechanism
is a written office policy that

clearly states sexual harassment

will not be tolerated and the

employees who engage in inap-

propriate or illegal behavior will

be disciplined. The employer

should make all personnel aware
of the policy and ensure that

everyone in the workplace follows

it. I

The Occupational Safety and

Health Administration's new
regulations concerning occupa-

tional exposure to blood-borne

pathogens became effective last

month.

These new standards create the

first specific obligations for

physicians offices, and experts

warn that physicians unfamiliar

with the range of regulations that

apply to their offices could face

sizeable fines during a routine

inspection. The OSHA timetable

is as follows:

March 6 - Standard goes into

effect. Specific provisions are

phased in over the next four

months.

May 5 - Employers must have

written exposure-control plans

June 4 - Employees must
receive education on blood-

borne-disease transmission

and training in universal

precautions. Employers must
begin recording occupational

injuries.

July 6 - Engineering and work
practice controls should be in

place. Protective equipment

must be in use. Free hepatitis

B vaccinations and post-

exposure treatment must be

available. All hazardous

material labels should be in

place.

If you have questions regarding

your office's compliance with

these regulations, you may wish

to take one of the following

courses of action:

1. Contact the appropriate

OSHA area office (see sidebar

for list of area offices)

12

Top photo, from left:

Su-Pa Kang, MD;
Andres Lao, MD;
and Woong S. Kim,

MD. At right:

Niranjan Patel, MD,
left, and Dr. Kang.

IMGs meet

Members of OSMA’s Interna-

tional Medical Graduate

Task Force remind physi-

cians that the AMA is

collecting data on IMG
discrimination. If you know
of a case of discrimination

against an international

medical graduate, contact

Katrina English, JD, at the

OSMA. She will forward the

information to the AMA.
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Legal
2. Attend one of the six OSHA

Compliance Train-the-Trainer

seminars, offered through the

OSMA (see Calendar in the

Association News section)

3. Call the OSMA's Department

of Legal Services with specific

questions, or for a copy of the

OSHA blood-borne patho-

gens regulations. I

OSHA
area offices

Cincinnati Area Office

36 Triangle Park Drive

Sharonville, OH 45246

Area Director:

William H. Murphy

(513) 841-4132

(800) 282-1708

Columbus Area Office

Federal Office Building,

Rm. 620

200 N. High Street

Columbus, OH 43215

Area Director:

Art Thomas

(614) 469-5582

Cleveland Area Office

Federal Office Building,

Rm. 899

1240 E. Ninth Street

Cleveland, OH 44199

Area Director:

Robin Medlock

(216) 522-3818

Toledo Area Office

Federal Office Building,

Rm. 734

234 N. Summit St.

Toledo, OH 43604

Area Director:

Arnis Anderson

(419) 259-7542

What ADA law
means to MDs

The American with Disabilities

Act is law - but what exactly does

that mean to the practicing phys-

ician? The law’s vague terminol-

ogy has left many wondering
exactly what they must do in

order to comply.

If you have specific questions

that aren't answered in this article,

please refer them to OSMA's
Department of Legal Services.

• If you are remodeling your

facility or building a new one,

keep in mind that these offices

must be designed and constructed

so they are readily accessible to

individuals with disabilities.

• Structural barriers, which
come under the heading of

"communications barriers” and

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Roche
Laboratories

presents the

winners of
the 1991

Henry C. Gast

< PRESIDENTS >

ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD

Please join us in honoring these out-

standing Roche sales representatives

who have distinguished themselves by

a truly exceptional level of professional-

ism, performance and dedication to

quality health care.

Throughout the year, each of

these award-winning individuals has

consistently exemplified the Roche

Commitment to Excellence, and we're

proud to invite you to share in congrat-

ulating them on their achievement.

Q /

Donald C. Kling

Keith E. Nelson Kalyani Patel Frank J. Tepe Anthony T. Tombo

Turn the page to see one of the many ways your award-winning Roche representative can assist you and your patients.
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"architectural barriers," must be

removed if "readily achievable."

• "Readily achievable" means it

can be easily carried out without

much difficulty or expense. If it's

not readily achievable, alternative

methods of barrier removal

should be sought.

• Prioritize barrier removal as

follows:

1 . Make the building phys-

ically accessible from side-

walks, parking areas, etc.

2. Make front desks and exam-

ining rooms accessible.

3. Make public restrooms

accessible.

4. Remove any remaining

barriers.

• It may be necessary to provide

interpreters, assistive listening

devices and telecommunications

devices for deaf patients; readers

and Braille materials for blind

patients - unless you can show
that doing so places on you an

"undue burden” of significant

difficulty and expense.

• These provisions took effect

January 26, 1992.

1

COMMITTED TO TOTAL HEALTH CARE

Roche
Laboratories

presents the

Resource Library
for patient

information

ROCHE'

MEDICATION
EDUCATION

Your Roche representative offers you

access - without expense or obligation -

to a comprehensive library of patient

information booklets designed to sup-

plement rather than supplant your rap-

weassss

—

port with your patients.

Each booklet helps you provide...

• Reinforcement of your instructions 1—
• Enhancement of compliance

You. vour medical problem

• Satisfaction with office visits

Your Roche representative will be hap-

py to provide a complete catalog of

available booklets and complimentary

supplies of those that are applicable to

your practice.

and vour treatment with

EFUDEX
(fluorrmnu'il/Rorbel

Update
Malpractice statute of

limitations...The Ohio

Supreme Court is reviewing a

case that may affect statute of

limitations for filing a malprac-

tice suit. The case involves a

Trumbull County woman who
was diagnosed with breast

cancer in 1987. The year before,

she had had a mammogram
and the results given to her at

that time were negative. In

August 1988, a medical expert

reported there was negligence

on the part of the doctor who
administered the first mammo-
gram. The woman sued that

doctor in 1989, only to have the

case dismissed in Common
Pleas Court as filed too late.

The appeals court reversed the

verdict, and now the Supreme
Court is to decide when the

statute of limitations on

malpractice suits begins.

Caller ID decision due...The

Public Utilities Commission of

Ohio is to decide this spring if

Caller ID service, proposed by
Ohio Bell, will be allowed in

the state. Caller ID would
allow customers to see the

telephone number of people

calling them. The OSMA
opposes Caller ID for reasons

of patient confidentiality.

Over-the-counter drugs in

school...The issue of what
medication may be dispensed

at school and who should be

authorized to dispense it is

under review in Cincinnati

after a 14-year-old student was
suspended for giving two over-

the-counter pain relievers to a

friend. The school district for-

bids students from giving any

drugs to other students. The

student is appealing the sus-

pension to the Butler County
Court of Common Pleas. I

14
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State medical
board highlights

In this new column written by the

state medical board, we plan to

share some of the more issue-

oriented concerns the board

addresses at its monthly meetings.

Although often overshadowed

by high-profile disciplinary cases,

these broader issues have the

greatest potential impact on you
and your practice.

SELF AND FAMILY PRESCRIBING

One of the more notable items

on the board's agenda this year

has been the position paper,

adopted by the board in March,

involving self and family pre-

scribing. The position paper (the

board feels strongly that doctors

know this is advisory only) urges

practitioners to refrain from

prescribing or administering

controlled substances to family

members except in emergency

situations, and then only until

arrangements can be made to

obtain further treatment from

another physician.

The board bases its position on
the view that a legitimate

physician/patient relationship,

complete with documented
diagnoses and evaluations, must
exist before such potentially

dangerous medications are used.

The advisory points out that

personal or emotional involve-

ment with a patient may render a

physician unable to exercise

detached professional judgment
in reaching diagnostic or thera-

peutic decisions.

The intention of the advisory is

not to interfere with the physi-

cian/ patient relationship; rather it

is to protect physicians from situ-

ations where occasional legitimate

prescribing for a relative, often for

the sake of convenience, deteri-

orates into drug abuse and
addiction.

Not surprisingly, this scenario

often underlies formal board

disciplinary actions. Practitioners

may find themselves in front of

the board for failing to: prescribe

a controlled medication properly

by assuring its indications; reg-

ularly reevaluate and testing the

patient; assess the potential for

addiction; and maintain adequate

records to justify prescribing

decisions.

A further caution: The fact that

the board may not find violations

in a given situation does not

prevent law enforcement officials

from seeking criminal prosecu-

tion.

IMPAIRMENT RULES . . .

Also at its March meeting, the

board addressed implementation

of recently effective rules involv-

ing impaired practitioners and

approval of treatment providers,

authorizing staff to begin pro-

cessing applications submitted by
individuals and institutions

seeking provisional approval as

treatment providers for impaired

practitioners.

Raymond J. Albert, chair of the

board's Impaired Physicians

Committee, credited board mem-
bers, board staff and OSMA's
Ohio Physician Effectiveness

Program with bringing the rules

to fruition.

If you are involved with

hospital or other impairment

programs and have questions

about your reporting obligations

with respect to impaired

At the state legislative reception held last month, the new president of

the state medical board, Thomas Gretter, MD, left, talks with Stanley

Lucas, MD, chair of the new OSMA Medical Board Liaison Committee.

colleagues, copies of the new rules

and a fact sheet summarizing the

reporting requirements are

available from the board's Public

Inquiries Office at (614) 466-3934.

Copies of the the board's position

paper on self and family pre-

scribing are also available.

We look forward to bringing

you more medical board high-

lights in future editions of OHIO
Medicine. I

Cramblett replaced
on med board

Gov. George V. Voinovich has

appointed Charles Stienecker,

MD, Wapokoneta, to the Ohio

State Medical Board, replacing

22-year member Henry Cramb-

lett, MD, Upper Arlington. Dr.

Stienecker, the assistant coro-

ner in Auglaize County, will

serve a five-year term.

RUN A SPECIAL
PRACTICE.

Today’s Air Force has special opportuni-

ties for qualified physicians and physi-

cian specialists. To pursue medical excel-

lence without the overhead of a private

practice, talk to an Air Force medical pro-

gram manager about the quality lifestyle,

quality benefits and 30 days of vacation

with pay each year that are part of a

medical career with the Air Force. Dis-

cover how special an Air Force practice

can be. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF
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TH IRD-PARTYUPDATE

Deadline nears
for Medicare
forms, codes

May 1 should end some of the

confusion physicians' offices have

had with Medicare and the

HCFA-1500 form, superbills and

the place-of-service codes. As of

May 1:

• After several extensions, the

new HCFA-1500 claim form

for use with Medicare will be

required.

• The new place-of-service

codes will also be required.

This coincides with the use of

the new claim form.

• Attachment of superbills to

the HCFA-1500 claim form

will no longer be accepted by

Medicare. Physicians will be

required to complete the

entire HCFA-1500 claim form.

If you have any questions,

contact the OSMA Ombuds-
man staff at (800) 766-OSMA. I

BWC reform may
mean quicker
turnaround on bills

The Bureau of Workers Compen-
sation is undergoing a reform

effort to improve its services,

including paying medical

providers fairly and on a timely

basis. The bureau's computerized

fee system is now paying or

denying about 80% of medical

bills, exceeding the legislature's

directive of 60%. The backlog of

medical bills suspended for

further review has seen a 75%
decrease.

BWC's goal, however, is to pay
all physician bills within 30 days.

"In order to improve services,

BWC needs to pay medical pro-

viders fairly on a timely basis or

advise them why their payments
are denied or delayed," says

Patrick Mihm, BWC chief execu-

tive officer.

In order to ensure prompt and
accurate processing of submitted

fees, physicians are urged to

remember the following:

• Bills submitted on tape save

essentially 12 working days -

meaning faster payment.

• Include the correct claim

number, the appropriate

International Classification of

Diseases diagnosis code as

allowed in the claim, and the

correct provider number on all

bills.

• Bills should be completed as

listed in BWC's billing and

reimbursement manual.

Copies can be obtained by
calling (800) 686-1550 or (614)

466-1020.

• Physicians must be enrolled

and assigned a specific

provider number by BWC.

Address any enrollment ques-

tions to the provider affairs enroll-

ment section, (614) 752-9433.

1

ONUf ONE H,-ANTAGONIST HEALS REFLUX ESOPHAGITIS

AT DUODENAL ULCER DOSAGE. ONIY ONE.
Of all the H2-receptor antagonists, only Axid heals and JFT) 1

relieves reflux esophagitis at its standard duodenal ulcer dosage. mmmM
Axid, 150 mg b.i.d., relieves heartburn in 86% of patients niZStlidJiriE!

after one day and 93% after one week. 1 150 mg b.i.d.

ACID TESTED. PATIENT PROVEN.
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HIRD-PARTYUPDATE

New CLIA regs hit

doctors in pocket

The good news is physicians will

be able to continue performing in-

office testing. The bad news is, it

will cost them approximately an

additional 25 cents per test.

An estimated 130,000 physician

offices - or one-third of all office-

based doctors - who provide in-

office testing must now adhere to

the same quality control and

proficiency testing standards of

other labs doing comparable tests,

according to the final rules imple-

menting the Clinical Laboratory

Improvement Amendments of

1988 (CLIA '88).

AXID
nizatidine capsules
Brief Summary. Consult the package insert for

complete prescribing information.

Indications and Usage: i Active duodenal uicer-

for up to 8 weeks of treatment at a dosage of 300 mg
h.s. or 150 mg b i d. Most patients heal within 4 weeks.

2 Maintenance therapy -lot healed duodenal ulcer

patients at a dosage of 150 mg h.s. at bedtime. The

consequences of therapy with Axid for longer than 1

year are not known.

3 Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)-for up

to 12 weeks of treatment of endoscopically diagnosed

esophagitis, including erosive and ulcerative esophagitis,

and associated heartburn at a dosage of 150 mg b.i.d.

Contraindication: Known hypersensitivity to the drug.

Because cross sensitivity in this class of compounds has

been observed, H2-receptor antagonists, including Axid,

should not be administered to patients with a history

of hypersensitivity to other H 2-receptor antagonists.

Precautions: General- 1. Symptomatic response to nizatidine therapy does not preclude the presence

of gastric malignancy.

2. Dosage should be reduced in patients with moderate to severe renal insufficiency.

3. In patients with normal renal function and uncomplicated hepatic dysfunction, the disposition of

nizatidine is similar to that in normal subjects.

Laboratory Tests -False- positive tests iur urobilinogen with Multistix* may xcur during therapy.

Drug Interactions-No interactions have been observed with theophylline, chlordiazepoxide, lorazepam,

lidocaine, phenytoin. and warfarin. Axid does not inhibit the cytochrome P-450 enzyme system; therefore,

drug interactions mediated by inhibition of hepatic metabolism are not expected to occur. In patients given

very high doses (3,900 mg) of aspirin daily, increased serum salicylate levels were seen when nizatidine,

1 50 mg b.i.d., was administered concurrently

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis. Impairment of Fertility-A 2-year oral carcinogenicity study in rats with

doses as high as 500 mg/kg/day (about 80 times the recommended daily therapeutic dose) showed no evidence

of a carcinogenic effect. There was a dose-related increase in the density of enterochromaffin-like (ECL) cells

in the gastric oxyntic mucosa. In a 2-year study in mice, there was no evidence of a carcinogenic effect in male

mice, although hyperplastic nodules of the liver were increased in the high-dose males as compared with

placebo. Female mice given the high dose of Axid (2,000 mg/kg/day, about 330 times the human dose) showed

marginally statistically significant increases in hepatic carcinoma and hepatic nodular hyperplasia with no

numerical increase seen in any of the other dose groups.The rate of hepatic carcinoma in the high-dose

animals was within the historical control limits seen for the strain of mice used. The female mice were given

a dose larger than the maximum tolerated dose, as indicated by excessive (30%) weight decrement as compared

with concurrent controls and evidence of mild liver injury (transaminase elevations). The occurrence of a marginal

finding at high dose only in animals given an excessive and somewhat hepatotoxic dose, with no evidence of a

carcinogenic effect in rats, male mice, and female mice (given up to 360 mg/kg/day, about 60 times the human
dose), and a negative mutagenicity battery are not considered evidence of a carcinogenic potential for Axid.

Axid was not mutagenic in a battery of tests performed to evaluate its potential genetic toxicity, including

bacterial mutation tests, unscheduled DNA synthesis, sister chromatid exchange, mouse lymphoma assay,

chromosome aberration tests, and a micronucleus test

In a 2-generation, perinatal and postnatal fertility study in rats, doses of nizatidine up to 650 mg/kg/day
produced no adverse effects on the reproductive performance of parental animals or their progeny

Pregnancy -Teratogenic Effects -Pregnancy Category C— Oral reproduction studies in rats at doses up

to 300 times the human dose and in Dutch Belted rabbits at doses up to 55 times the human dose revealed no

evidence of impaired fertility or teratogenic effect, but, at a dose equivalent to 300 times the human dose,

treated rabbits had abortions, decreased number of live fetuses, and depressed fetal weights. On intravenous

administration to pregnant New Zealand White rabbits, nizatidine at 20 mg/kg produced cardiac enlargement

coarctation of the aortic arch, and cutaneous edema in 1 fetus, and at 50 mg/kg, it produced ventricular

anomaly, distended abdomen, spina bifida, hydrocephaly, and enlarged heart in 1 fetus. There are, however,

no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women. It is also not known whether nizatidine can

cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman or can affect reproduction capacity. Nizatidine

should be used during pregnancy only if the potential benefit justifies the potential risk to the fetus.

Nursing Mothers -Studies in lactating women have shown that 0.1% of an oral dose is secreted

in human milk in proportion to plasma concentrations. Because of growth depression in pups reared

by treated lactating rats, a decision should be made whether to discontinue nursing or the drug, taking

into account the importance of the drug to the mother

Pediatric L/se — Safety and effectiveness in children have not been established.

Use in Elderly Patients -Healing rates in elderly patients were similar to those in younger age groups

as were the rates of adverse events and laboratory test abnormalities. Age alone may not be an important

factor in the disposition of nizatidine. Elderly patients may have reduced renal function.

Adverse Reactions: Worldwide, controlled clinical trials included over 6.000 patients given nizatidine in

studies of varying durations. Placebo-controlled trials in the United States and Canada included over 2,600 patients

given nizatidine and over 1,700 given placebo. Among the adverse events in these placebo-controlled trials, only

anemia (0.2% vs 0%) and urticaria (0.5% vs 0.1%) were significantly more common in the nizatidine group. Of

the adverse events that occurred at a frequency of 1% or more, there was no statistically significant difference

between Axid and placebo in the incidence of any of these events (see package insert for complete information).

A variety of less common events were also reported; it was not possible to determine whether these

were caused by nizatidine.

Hepatic- Hepatocellular injury (elevated liver enzyme tests or alkaline phosphatase) possibly or probably

related to nizatidine occurred in some patients. In some cases, there was marked elevation (>500 IU/L) in

SG0T or SGPT and, in a single instance, SGPT was >2,000 IU/L. The incidence of elevated liver enzymes
overall and elevations of up to 3 times the upper limit of normal, however, did not significantly differ from that

in placebo patients. All abnormalities were reversible after discontinuation of Axid. Since market introduction,

hepatitis and jaundice have been reported. Rare cases of cholestatic or mixed hepatocellular and cholestatic

injury with jaundice have been reported with reversal of the abnormalities after discontinuation of Axid

Cardiovascular- In clinical pharmacology studies, short episodes of asymptomatic ventricular tachycardia

occurred in 2 individuals administered Axid and in 3 untreated subjects.

C/VS- Rare cases of reversible mental confusion have been reported.

Endocrine- Clinical pharmacology studies and controlled clinical trials showed no evidence of anti-

androgenic activity due to nizatidine. Impotence and decreased libido were reported with similar frequency

by patients on nizatidine and those on placebo. Gynecomastia has been reported rarely

Hematologic -Anemia was reported significantly more frequently in nizatidine than in placebo-treated

patients. Fatal thrombocytopenia was reported in a patient treated with nizatidine and another H 2 -receptor

antagonist This patient had previously experienced thrombocytopenia while taking other drugs. Rare cases

of thrombocytopenic purpura have been reported.

Integumental-Urticana was reported significantly more frequently in nizatidine- than in placebo- treated

patients. Rash and exfoliative dermatitis were also reported.

Hypersensitivity-As with other H2-receptor antagonists, rare cases of anaphylaxis following nizatidine

administration have been reported. Rare episodes of hypersensitivity reactions (eg, bronchospasm, laryngeal

edema, rash, and eosmophilia) have been reported.

Other- Hyperuricemia unassociated with gout or nephrolithiasis was reported. Eosmophilia, fever, and

nausea related to nizatidine have been reported.

Overdosage: Overdoses of Axid have been reported rarely. If overdosage occurs, activated charcoal,

emesis, or lavage should be considered along with clinical monitoring and supportive therapy The ability of

hemodialysis to remove nizatidine from the body has not been conclusively demonstrated, however, due to its

large volume of distribution, nizatidine is not expected to be efficiently removed from the body by this method

PV 2093 AMP [101591)

Additional information available to the profession on request

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

46285

NZ-2947-B-249304 © 1991
,
ELI LILLY AND COMPANY

Physicians who provide in-office testing

must now adhere to the same quality

control standards as other labs doing

comparable tests.

The AMA acknowledges that a

preliminary review of the new
regulations shows improvement

over the original proposal, thanks

to the more than 60,000 comments
received from the federation of

medicine. Even so, the AMA has

its legal staff reviewing the 1,8004-

page document. Some of the

regulations are still under con-

sideration. If you are interested in

commenting on the proposed

final rules, please contact the

OSMA Ombudsman Department

at (800) 766-OSMA for the

address.

The final regulations include

three separate rules: quality

assurance standards, enforcement

procedures and lab fees. A fourth

rule - setting criteria for accredi-

tation of physician office labs by
state and non-profit accrediting

agencies - becomes effective in

April.

In a key provision of the final

rules, the "waiver category" (see

sidebar) has been reduced to eight

tests from the 17 listed in the

proposed regulations. An office

performing these eight simple

tests won't have to change

procedures if they follow "good

laboratory practice," according to

the CLIA rule. However, the labs

must still pay a registration fee

(ranging from $100 for low-vol-

ume labs doing simple tests and
no more than 2,000 per year to

$600 for higher volume labs), and
are subject to inspections if there

are complaints.

The unannounced on-site

inspections concern the AMA. The
AMA does not look favorably on

this procedure, claiming it could

disrupt the physician's office in

such a way that patient care is

jeopardized. Futhermore, the

inspector may find that un-

announced inspections waste time

in that no testing is being

conducted at the time of the

inspection, the office is closed, the

physician is unavailable or the

equipment is down. The AMA
suggests that unannounced in-

spection only be used if a problem

has been reported.

More on the new CLIA '88 reg-

ulations will appear in subsequent

issues of OHIO Medicine. I

CLIA list of waivered tests

Physician office labs that perform only these simple tests fall in

the "waivered" or lowest level of regulation under new CLIA
regulations. The tests are:

• Dipstick or tablet reagent urinalysis for: bilirubin, glucose,

hemoglobin, ketone, leukocytes, nitrite, pH, protein,

urobilinogen, specific gravity

• Ovulation tests - visual color tests for human luteinizing

hormone

• Urine pregnancy tests - visual color comparison

• Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (non-automated)

• Hemoglobin by copper sulfate

• Fecal occult blood

• Spun microhematocrit

• Blood glucose (FDA-cleared home-use devices)
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HIRD-PARTYUPDATE

CPT guides still available

The OSMA Ombudsman staff has prepared a packet of information to

assist physicians and their staffs with using the 1992 CPT evaluation

and management codes.

r
Order Form

(clip or photocopy)

1

Please send me the complete set of CPT guides, which includes

CPT Evaluation and Management Pocket Guide, the CPT Modifier

Pocket Guide and the OSMA-prepared booklet, HCFA's Answers

to Common Questions About E/M Codes .

Prices:

Members:

1-5 sets - $5 each

6-10 sets - $4 each

11 or more - $3 each

Quantity ordered:

Name/Title:

Non-members:

$10 per set

Physician/Group Practice Name:

Address:

City/State /ZIP:

Telephone Number:

Mail order form and check made payable to OSMA to:

Ohio State Medical Association

E/M Pocket Guide

1500 Lake Shore Drive

Columbus, OH 43204-3824

The OSMA Government Relations Committee, chaired by Donavin
Baumgartner, MD, discusses Medicare physician payment reform and

the impact of a proposed stateivide Medicare fee schedule.

Reimbursement Update

Refunding Medicare patients...

This month, the Physician Pay-

ment Review Commission intends

to issue a report recommending
that Medicare order doctors to

make refunds to beneficiaries who
were overcharged. If Medicare

officials do not do so, their report

continues, then Congress should

pass a law requiring that such

refunds be made. The limits on
doctors’ charges to Medicare

beneficiaries were part of a 1989

law that prescribed a new method
of paying doctors in an effort to

slow the growth in Medicare

spending for doctors' services. So

far, the law has not been enforced

and Medicare officials say they

sponsored by For Immediate Release: You may order the required new HCFA
1500 Medicare claim form from Medical Services Bureau, Inc.,

430 Grant St., Akron, OH 44311.

Note: these red ink forms are exactly to U.S. Government
specifications and carry the black bar code required by
Nationwide fiscal intermediary who tested them on their
scanner. May be used now; must be used by May 1, 1992.

NEW LOWER PRICES / INCLUDE UPS CHARGES
1 PART SINGLE SHEET FORMS

1000 FORMS (Plain) $36.00 (tax $2.07) $38.07 (Personalized) $61.00 (tax $3.51) $64.51

500 FORMS (Plain) $21.50 (tax$i.24) $22.74 (Personalized) $42.00 (tax $2.42) $44.42

100 FORMS (Plain) $11.50 (tax $.66> $12.16 (Personalized) $27.50 (tax $1.58) $29.08

PIN FEED COMPUTER FORMS
1000 ONE PART Continuous Forms $37.80 plus 5.75% tax - 2.17 = $39.97

500 ONE PART Continuous Forms $22.50 plus 5.75% tax - 1.29 = $23.79

100 ONE PART Continuous Forms $12.00 plus 5.75% tax - .69 = $12.69

1000 TWO PART Continuous Forms $64.50 plus 5.75% tax - 3.71 = $68.21

500 TWO PART Continuous Forms $36.00 plus 5.75% tax - 2.07 = $38.07

100 TWO PART Continuous Forms $14.50 plus 5.75% tax - .83 = $15.33

For further information phone (216) 434-1921; please ask for Mrs. Barber or Miss
Scott at Summit County Medical Society.
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lack the authority to require

doctors to make refunds to

patients who were illegally

overcharged.

Insurance probe launched...The

U.S. Labor Department's Office of

Labor Racketeering and the Ohio

Department of Insurance are

investigating what happened to

the money owed to many area

hospitals, doctors and other

health-care providers through

self-insurance health-care plans,

sponsored by several Ohio

chambers of commerce and a

group of beverage store owners.

Investigators said they are

uncertain whether the plans were

underfunded, mismanaged or

objects of fraud. Legislation that

would allow the state to oversee

these funds is in the works.

New hospital bundling plan...

According to a new hospital

"bundling" plan proposed by the

Department of Health and

Human Services, outside

providers would no longer be

allowed to bill Medicare directly;

the hospital would file a claim

and be responsible for reim-

bursing for those services

provided patients referred from

an outpatient or emergency

department. The American

Hospital Association opposes the

plan. I

If you have any questions

about any story in the Third-

Party Update section, contact

the OSMA Ombudsman staff

at (800) 766-OSMA.
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A MULTIPLE

CHOICE QUIZ
Community Mutual Blue Cross & Blue Shield

serves providers through:

A. A toll-free provider answer line (1-800-282-1016), staffed by knowledgeable

customer service representatives Monday through Friday, from 8:30 a.m.

to 4:30 p.m.;

B • Products with sound benefit design and advantages for doctors and hospitals

;

C • Newsletters and special bulletins to keep you up-to-date

;

D# Statewide seminars on issues and procedures;

E« Provider Relations representatives throughout Ohio who make “house calls”;

R Availability ofan electronic claims submission network, to streamline office efficiency;

All of the above.

Only Community Mutual offers you multiple choices to the quality service

you deserve. When you need the right answer, look to Community Mutual.

The health care insurer who serves you with all of the above. . . and beyond.

COMMUNITY MUTUAL
Blue Cross®
Blue Shield®OHIOMedicine • April 1992



Science & education

Ohio surgeons
develop peer
review panel

When hospitals, lawyers or third-

party payors raise questions about

the quality of surgical care in the

future, a new corporation, formed

by the Ohio Chapter of the Ameri-

can College of Surgeons, will be

right there to answer them.

The independent organization,

approved at the Ohio Chapter's

Annual Meeting this past winter,

will serve as a peer review body,

set to address:

• quality assurance activities

within hospitals

• medical liability

• sanctions that may arise from

third-party actions

• claims review and adjudica-

tion, on a case-by-case basis.

The chapter invited all of the

subspecialty groups within Ohio

to add a member to the corpor-

ation's board of directors. This

panel of experts are all fellows of

the Ohio Chapter, have practiced

in Ohio for five years or more,

and have conducted approved

training in their subspecialty field,

if appropriate.

When a request for the service

of these experts is made, one

academic surgeon and one sur-

geon in private practice from the

panel will be assigned to partici-

pate. If quality assurance is the

issue, these experts will become
members of the hospital staff, for

the purposes of quality assurance.

They will not, however, be in

competition with the surgeon in

question, and no panel member
within 50 miles of the geographi-

Postgraduate
Medicine

When you need

TIME ON YOUR

SIDE, THE CHOICE

IS CLEAR.

NO CLINICAL

CLUTTER-

PGM ARTICLES

ARE CLEAR,

CONCISE, WELL

ILLUSTRATED,

AND PRACTICAL.

Rostgaduate
Medicine ^

cal area will participate.

A fee structure will be initiated

to:

• pay the expenses of the corp-

oration

• reimburse the panel for their

time

• provide some slight overage.

which will be donated for

educational and research

purposes.

For more information on this

project, contact Vickey McVay,
Executive Secretary, 1500 Lake

Shore Dr., Columbus, OH 43204,

(800) 766-OSMA.I

OSU studying practice parameters

Practice parameters has become
one of medicine's hot new topics,

and Ohio State University is

currently conducting an educa-

tional experiment in this area to

determine just how effective these

guidelines can be.

The project is directed by
Patricia C. Temple, MD, who
reports that three years ago,

clinicians and faculty members
from OSU's College of Medicine

recommended the university's

health plan develop and introduce

medical practice guidelines.

Parameters were developed for

five conditions: routine adult

physical examination; acute

pharyngitis; prevention of compli-

cation of diabetes; allergic rhinitis;

and management of acute back

pain.

"Several steps were involved in

setting up the guidelines," says

Dr. Temple. First, national and

professional association guide-

lines were obtained for each

condition when available. Second,

a group of multispecialty expert

physicians met with the OSU
health plan staff to lend their

expertise. A literature search was
conducted for each selected topic,

then an initial draft was formu-

late, reviewed and revised and

finally published

A study was designed to

evaluate practice patterns before

and after the guidelines were

introduced. Part of the study

included an office visit and

questionnaire concerning physi-

cian reactions to development and

introduction of medical practice

guidelines. The results were as

follows:

• 50% of the primary care

physicians interviewed

supported the idea of medical

practice guidelines;

• 100% agreed flexible guide-

lines and guidelines

developed locally were the

20
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CIENCE & EDUCATION

most acceptable

• 25% agreed that nationally

developed guidelines were

more acceptable.

"From the initial OSU experi-

ence, involvement of practicing

physicians in the development

and review of these guidelines

will be key elements in their

eventual success," says Dr.

Temple.

Copies of the guidelines can be

obtained by writing Dr. Temple
at: 2130 Neil Avenue, Columbus,

OH 43210 or by calling (614) 292-

2920.

1

Hospital group
promotes sin tax

The Ohio Hospital

Association (OHA) is

expected to announce
soon a very aggres-

sive program to seek

higher taxes on

tobacco and alcohol,

in an effort to make society think

about the costs associated with

such health-threatening behavior

as smoking and drinking.

OHA President James Castle

says the association is looking

more at changing behavior than at

solving a budget problem. Castle

also indicates that the OHA
would like the additional taxes to

be used for health care, such as for

the uninsured. I

Cells may signal

AIDS dementia

Ohio State University researchers

say that monitoring the declining

level of T-lymphocyte "helper

cells" or CD4 cells, may help

physicians predict whether or not

their patients with the AIDS virus

will suffer from dementia. The
researchers found that those who
had the most rapid decline in cell

counts did worse on function tests

than did those whose cells

remained at a consistent level.

Critics, however, say that the

study should be viewed

cautiously, since the decline in

CD4 counts may signal the

possibility of dementia in some,

but not everyone.!

/. Castle

Shot in the Arm

Almost 165,000 students

entering the seventh grade
during the 1992-93 school year

must be immunized a second
time for measles, mumps and
rubella. The new requirement

mandates that the first dose of

vaccine be administered on or

after the first birthdate, and the

second at least one month
later. The second vaccination is

expected to catch the approxi-

mately 5% of children who
experience vaccine failure after

the first dose.

NO WITTERS.
We fight nonmeritorious claims. It would be easier to

settle, and often less expensive for us. But we’re not just

insuring your financial future. We’re guarding your profes-

sional reputation, an asset no amount of insurance could

replace. So we put it in writing that we’ll never settle

without your consent. We hire the best lawyers, back

them up with the nation’s largest malpractice law depart-

ment, and win. If we didn’t, we couldn’t call ourselves

The Medical Protective Company. Put us in your corner

and call our general agent today.

Cincinnati: David E. Bendel, Daniel R Woods, (513) 751-0657

Columbus: John E. Hansel, Timothy D. Harrison, (614) 267-9156

Perrysburg: Robert E. Stallter, (419) 874-8080

Hudson: Edward J. Kupcho, (216) 656-0660
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LASSIFIEDS

Positions Available

COLUMBUS, OHIO - Physician needed to

staff urgent care facilities. Competitive sal-

ary, full benefits. Respond with CV to Paul

Zeeb, MD, Medical Director, Primary Medi-

cal Associates, Inc., 4900 Gettysburg Rd,

Columbus, OH 43220.

FAMILY PRACTITIONER - A unique op-

portunity exists for a Board-certified family

practitioner. This position offers all the ben-

efits of a large group practice complete with

the independence of a solo practice. The
practice opportunity is located in a pictur-

esque area of south central Ohio within 50

miles of Columbus. Additional opportuni-

ties exist for serving as a preceptor for medi-

cal students and residents. A very competi-

tive income and benefit package is pro-

vided. Contact Larry Willard, PO Box 966,

Logan, OH 43138, (614) 385-5631.

INTERNAL MEDICINE, FAMILY PRAC-
TICE, URGENT CARE, OB/GYN AND
ACADEMICS - Positions in large metro-

politan cities, urban and rural communities

with a concentration in the Great Lakes area

and Plains states. Whether you prefer a

cosmopolitan lifestyle, a city surrounded

by nature and the beauty of the four sea-

sons, the peaceful rolling farm country, or

perhaps life in historic villages - there is

something for everyone. To discuss your

practice preferences and these opportuni-

ties, please call our toll-free number, (800)

243-4353 or send yourCV toSTRELCHECK
& ASSOCIATES, INC., 10624 N. Port Wash-
ington Rd., Mequon, WI 53092.

LODI MEDICAL GROUP - Seeking pri-

mary care physician to join established prac-

tice. Near 30-bed hospital, no ER, excel-

lent schools, luxurious rural living, 25 miles

from metro area, no investment required.

Send CV to 402 Highland Drive, Lodi, OH
44254.

OHIO, CLEVELAND - Experience the re-

naissance of this great midwestern city with

a work schedule that allows you a lifestyle

with defined hours, plenty of personal time

and an attractive practice setting where you
can provide both continuing and episodic

care in an urgent care setting. Base stipend

of $87,000-$l 10,000 (for 40-hour week) plus

FFS compensation; three weeks vacation;

on-call coverage; malpractice; health and
dental insurance; profit sharing; buy-in

partnership opportunities. For more infor-

mation contact Mitchell Leventhal, MD at

(216) 642-1400, or send CV in confidence to

4700 Rockside Rd., Suite430, Independence,

OH 44131.

OHIO - WISCONSIN - MISSOURI - At-

tractive opportunities in metropolitan and
scenic recreational areas. Locations near

pristine lakes, white water rivers, and na-

tional forests. Others in college communi-
ties offering professional and Big 10 college

sports, fine arts and a broad spectrum of

nationally renownedCME programs. Posi-

tions available: allergy, dermatology,
neurosurgery, occupational medicine,
oncology, orthopedics, psychiatry, rheuma-
tology and urology. To discuss your prac-

tice preferences and these opportunities,

please call our toll-free number, (800) 243-

4353 or send your CV to STRELCHECK &
ASSOCIATES, INC., 10624 N. Port Wash-

ington Rd., Mequon, WI 53092.

PSYCHIATRIST - Immediate opening for

staff psychiatrists, full-time and part-time,

Board-eligible/ Board-certified, in a JCAH-
accredited, 300-bed inpatient psychiatric

hospital. Multidiscipline approach with

psychiatrist as a treatment team leader, ex-

pected to exercise strong leadership in qual-

ity care of patients. License to practice in the

state of Ohio is required. Excellent salary

and fringe benefits, including paid vaca-

tion, personal leave, sick and educational

leave, health, vision, dental and life insur-

ance and Public Employees' Retirement Sys-

tem. Contracts are available. Travel costs

may be negotiated. EOE employer, M/F/
H. Send resume to Director of Personnel, or

Nathanael Sidharta, MD, Medical Director,

Box 540, Massillon, OH 44648 or call (216)

833-3135, ext 229.

TOO MANY HATS?JOIN MED CENTER
.... PRACTICE MEDICINE! - Private prac-

tice in today's world of regulations, rules,

insurance, and, of course, paperwork can

require people with expertise and interest

in so many areas that you may feel over-

whelmed all alone, join MED CENTER....

practice medicine! Great benefits; excellent

salary ($80K-$110K), paid vacation and
CME, disability insurance, annual bonus,

life insurance, BC/BS health insurance, re-

tirement benefits, profit sharing, no over-

night call and no business headaches. Pre-

fer Board-eligible/Board-certified physi-

cians in family practice, general practice or

internal medicine. Signing bonus for full-

time physicians. Five locations in the Cleve-

land/Akron area. If interested call Daniel

A. Breitenbach, MD, Chief Medical Officer,

at (216)248-7390.

Positions Wanted

ANESTHESIOLOGIST - Insured, BC an-

esthesiologist available for vacation cover-

age and other staffing needs. W. B. Cleve-

land, Anesthesia Services (216) 321-1860 or

(216) 321-1847 (evenings).

Practices for Sale

FAMILY PRACTICE FOR SALE, CO-
LUMBUS, OHIO - Assisted transition for

established suburban east side practice.

Ample parking, good location, on bus stop.

Laboratory and X-ray across the street. Price:

30% of gross (less than 1/2 of appraised

value) for physician who will truly care for

these fine patients. For information send

CV to Box 242 c/o OHIO Medicine, 1500

Lake Shore Dr., Columbus, OH 43204.

OFFICE BUILDING WITH RENTAL
APARTMENT-Medical /surgical turn-key

operation. Laboratory/X-ray. Prime loca-

tion. Two blocks from hospital. 1030 North
Fountain, Springfield,OH 45504, (513) 399-

4867. Will help finance.

PRACTICE FOR SALE, CANTON, OHIO
- General IM practice. Gross over 400K.

Send CV and cover letter to: 341 0 Blackburn

NW, Canton, OH 44718.

Miscellaneous

CONTEL MEDICAL BASE COMPUTER
SYSTEM FOR SALE - Five years old. Per-

fect working condition. 256 K bytes memory.
Includes: Contel Tiger ATS 8 multi-user,

supermicro computer, five video display

terminals, two printers (dot matrix and la-

ser), word processing capability. Asking
30% original price ($10,000). Call (614) 447-

0019.

FINANCING UNSECURED -Up to $60K.

No placement fees or prepayment penal-

ties. Competitive rates, rapid processing,

best interest only payment option. EQUIP-
MENT LEASING - Answer in 12-72 hours,

no upside limit, single or master lease.

Warranty extention, new practices eligible.

Call (800) 331-4951 ext 510, 9-5 EST.

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE TRAIN-
ING COURSE - Intensive program begin-

ning June 1-12, 1992 and continuing Octo-

ber 12-16, 1992 and one week from March
22-26, 1 993. The one-week continuation por-
tions may be taken in successive years. Clini-

cal and administrative occupational medi-

cine, epidemiology and biostatistics, indus-

trial hygiene, toxicology, regulations, etc.

CME credits have been approved by the

ACEP, AMA, AAFP and AOA. 16th year.

References from past participants provided.

$925 per week. Douglas Linz, MD, MS, U.C.

College of Medicine, M.L. 182, Cincinnati,

OH 45267, (513) 558-0046.

Classified ad rates for OHIO
Medicine are as follows:

Members are charged 50tf per

word, 75tf per word for boxed

ads; non-members and

institutions are charged $1 .50

per word, $1.75 boxed.
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ATTENTION
The May issue of OHIO
Medicine will arrive later

than usual so that we
may bring you highlights

of the 1992 Annual

Meeting.
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ISCELLANEOUS

Council highlights

OSHA regs.. .Councilors

expressed concern that many
physicians seem to believe that

the new OSHA regulations on

blood-borne pathogens affect

hospitals only, not physicians.

Physicians' offices, however, are

affected by the regulations, and

physicians should be putting

control programs in place. The
OSMA is holding a series of

workshops to educate physicians

and their staff on this issue. (See

Association News section for

dates and locations.)

Medicare fraud...OSMA Deputy
Director D. Brent Mulgrew, JD
warns any OSMA member who
may be contacted by the Medicare

Fraud and Abuse Task Force, led

by U.S. Attorney D. Michael

Crites, that their investigation is a

criminal one and should be taken

very seriously. He says criminal

investigations differ from civil

investigations, and he urges

physicians who are contacted by
the task force to call OSMA's
Department of Legal Services and

their personal attorneys

immediately.

Family violence campaign...

Council approved a motion by the

OSMA Communications Com-
mittee to endorse the American

Medical Association's Campaign
Against Family Violence, and to

educate and assist Ohio physi-

cians in recognizing and helping

their patients who are victims of

violence. The OSMA will launch

its own campaign on this issue

this fall.

Membership dues. ..Councilors

also approved a motion by the

OSMA Membership Committee to

discontinue the spouse dues

discount pilot program and to

research the possibility of: (1)

establishing a part-time dues

category for physicians working

less than 20 hours a week and (2)

charging an annual subscription

fee for retired physicians wishing

to receive OSMA publications.

CLIA regs. ..Peter Somani, MD,
deputy director of the Ohio

Department of Health, reminds

those physicians whose office labs

may be exempt under the CLIA
regulations that they still need to

register their laboratories with the

Ohio Department of Health and

pay the necessary fees. The ODH
has been charged with the respon-

sibility of implementing the new
CLIA regs.

Need for unity...OSMA President

Joseph Sudimack, Jr, MD ex-

pressed to Council his concern

that such recent events in Ohio as

pending health-care reform

Obituaries

DOMINIC BRANCAZIO, MD,
Steubenville; Medical College of

Virginia, Commonwealth
University School of Medicine,

Richmond, VA, 1953; age 63; died

December 2, 1991; member
OSMA.

OWEN L. BROWN, MD, Cin-

cinnati; Harvard Medical School,

Boston, MA, 1952; age 67; died

December 16, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

SANFORD R. COURTER, MD,
Cincinnati; University of Cincin-

nati College of Medicine, 1943;

age 72; died December 17, 1991;

member OSMA.

STEPHEN R. HODSDEN, MD,
Baltimore; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1952; age 68;

died December 4, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

HARVEY KRIEGER, MD,
Sanibel, FL; Case Western Reserve

University School of Medicine,

1941; age 75; died December 16,

1991; member OSMA and AMA.

ALBERT J. MENDEL, MD,
Chagrin Falls; Loyola University

Stritch School of Medicine,

Maywood, IL, 1949; age 78; died

November 27, 1991; member
OSMA.

THOMAS E. MILLER, MD,
Ironton; University of Cincinnati

College of Medicine, 1937; age 79;

died November 28, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

LOUIS PILLERSDORF, MD,
Cleveland; University of

Louisville School of Medicine,

Louisville, KY, 1929; age 87; died

December 8, 1991; member OSMA
and AMA.

HYATT REITMAN, MD,
Cleveland; Case Western Reserve

University School of Medicine,

1931; age 84; died November 20,

1991; member OSMA and AMA.

JOHN H. ROSEMOND, MD,
Columbus; Howard University

College of Medicine, Washington,

D.C., 1951; age 74; died December
21, 1991; member OSMA and
AMA.

RICHARD J. SIEVERS, DO,
Dayton; Chicago College of

Osteopathy, Chicago, IL, 1953; age

67; died December 17, 1991; mem-
ber OSMA.

EDWARD P. SPARKS, JR., MD,
Sidney; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1936; age 79;

died December 22, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

EDWARD A. SPISAK, MD,
Cleveland; Georgetown
University School of Medicine,

Washington D.C., 1936; age 81;

died November 28, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

CHARLES W. STERZBACH,
MD, La Mesa, CA; Case Western

Reserve University School of

Medicine, 1941; age 76; died

November 13, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

JOHN P. STORAASLI, MD,
Venice, FL; University of Minne-

sota Medical School, Minneapolis,

MN, 1946; age 70; died December

7, 1991; member OSMA.

CHARLES H. THOMPSON, MD,
Liberty; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1934; age 87;

died December 18, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA. I

legislation and the proposed

statewide Medicare fee schedule

is causing fragmentation among
OSMA members. He said that this

division is exactly what medi-

cine's opponents want and that

now is the time to stay together

on all issues facing medicine. I

Zantac 150 Tablets CONDENSED
(ranitidine hydrochloride) BRIEF SUMMARY
Zantac 300 Tablets

(ranitidine hydrochloride)

Zantac Syrup
(ranitidine hydrochloride)

The following is a brief summary only. Before prescribing, see com-
plete prescribing information in Zantac 8 product labeling.

INDICATIONS AND USAGE: Zantac" IS indicated in

1 Short-term treatment of active duodenal ulcer. Most patients heal

within 4 weeks.

2. Maintenance therapy for duodenal ulcer patients at reduced

dosage after healing of acute ulcers

3 The treatment of pathological hypersecretory conditions (e g ,

Zollinger-Ellison syndrome and systemic mastocytosis).

4 Short-term treatment of active, benign gastric ulcer. Most
patients heal within 6 weeks and the usefulness of further treatment

has not been demonstrated

5 Treatment of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD).
Symptomatic relief commonly occurs within 1 or 2 weeks after start-

ing therapy and is maintained throughout a 6-week course of therapy.

In active duodenal ulcer; active, benign gastric ulcer, hypersecre-

tory states; and GERD, concomitant antacids should be given as

needed for relief of pain

CONTRAINDICATIONS: Zantac" is contraindicated for patients known
to have hypersensitivity to the drug

PRECAUTIONS: General: 1 Symptomatic response to Zantac* thera-

y does not preclude the presence of gastric malignancy 2. Since

antac is excreted primarily by the kidney, dosage should be adjusted

in patients with impaired renal function (see DObAGE AND ADMINIS-
TRATION). Caution should be observed in patients with hepatic dys-

function since Zantac is metabolized in the liver

Laboratory Tests: False-positive tests for urine protein with

Multistix
8 may occur during Zantac therapy, and therefore testing

with sulfosalicylic acid is recommended
Drug Interactions: Although recommended doses of Zantac do not

inhibit the action of cytochrome P-450 enzymes in the liver, there have

been isolated reports of drug interactions that suggest that Zantac

may affect the bioavailability of certain drugs by some mechanism as

yet unidentified (e g .
a pH-dependent effect on absorption or a

change in volume of distribution).

Increased or decreased prothrombin times have been reported

during concurrent use of ranitidine and warfarin. However, in human
pharmacokinetic studies with dosages of ranitidine up to 400 mg per

day, no interaction occurred, ranitidine had no effect on warfarin

clearance or prothrombin time The possibility of an interaction with

warfarin at dosages of ranitidine higher than 400 mg per day has not

been investigated

Pregnancy: Teratogenic Effects: Pregnancy Category B:

Reproduction studies have been performed in rats and rabbits at

doses up to 160 times the human dose and have revealed no evi-

dence ot impaired fertility or harm to the fetus due to Zantac. There

are. however, no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant

women. Because animal reproduction studies are not always predic-

tive of human response, this drug should be used during pregnancy
only if clearly needed.

Nursing Mothers: Zantac is secreted in human milk. Caution should

be exercised when Zantac is administered to a nursing mother.

Pediatric Use: Safety and effectiveness in children have not been
established

ADVERSE REACTIONS: Headache, sometimes severe, seems to be

related to Zantac" administration Constipation, diarrhea,

nausea/vomiting, abdominal discomfort/pain, and, rarely, pancreatitis

have been reported There have been rare reports of malaise, dizzi-

ness, somnolence, insomnia, vertigo, tachycardia, bradycardia, atri-

oventricular block, premature ventricular beats, and arthralgias Rare

cases of reversible mental confusion, agitation, depression, and hal-

lucinations have been reported, predominantly in severely ill elderly

patients. Rare cases of reversible blurred vision suggestive of a

change in accommodation have been reported

In normal volunteers, SGPT values were increased to at least twice

the pretreatment levels in 6 of 12 subjects receiving 100 mg q i d.

intravenously for 7 days, and in 4 of 24 subjects receiving 50 mg
q i d. intravenously for 5 days. There have been occasional reports of

hepatitis, hepatocellular or nepatocanalicular or mixed, with or with-

out jaundice. In such circumstances, ranitidine should be immediate-

ly discontinued. These events are usually reversible, but in exceed-

ingly rare circumstances death has occurred

Blood count changes (leukopenia, granulocytopenia, thrombocy-

topenia) have occurred in a few patients. These were usually

reversible. Rare cases of agranulocytosis, pancytopenia, sometimes

with marrow hypoplasia, and aplastic anemia and exceedingly rare

cases of acquired immune hemolytic anemia have been reported.

Although controlled studies have shown no antiandrogemc activity,

occasional cases of gynecomastia, impotence, and loss of libido have

been reported in male patients receiving Zantac, but the incidence did

not differ from that in the general population

Incidents of rash, including rare cases suggestive of mild erythe-

ma multiforme, and, rarely, alopecia, have been reported, as well as

rare cases of hypersensitivity reactions (e g ,
bronchospasm, fever,

rash, eosinophilia), anaphylaxis, angioneurotic edema, and small

increases in serum creatinine

OVERDOSAGE: Information concerning possible overdosage and its

treatment appears in the full prescribing information.

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION: (See complete prescribing infor-

mation in Zantac" product labeling.^

Dosage Adjustment for Patients with Impaired Renal Function: On
the basis of experience with a group of subjects with severely im-

paired renal function treated with Zantac, the recommended dosage
in patients with a creatinine clearance less than 50 mL/mm is 150 mg
or 10 mL (2 teaspoonfuls equivalent to 150 mg of ranitidine) every

24 hours. Should the patient's condition require, the frequency of

dosing may be increased to every 12 hours or even further with cau-

tion Hemodialysis reduces the level of circulating ranitidine. Ideally,

the dosing schedule should be adjusted so that the timing of a sched-

uled dose coincides with the end of hemodialysis

HOW SUPPLIED: Zantac' 300 Tablets (ranitidine hydrochloride

equivalent to 300 mg of ranitidine) are yellow, capsule-shaped tablets

embossed with "ZANTAC 300" on one side and "Glaxo" on the other

They are available in bottles of 30 (NDC 0173-0393-40) tablets and

unit dose packs of 100 (NDC 0173-0393-47) tablets.

Zantac 150 Tablets (ranitidine hydrochloride equivalent to 150

mg of ranitidine) are white tablets embossed with "ZANTAC 150" on

one side and "Glaxo" on the other. They are available in bottles of 60

(NDC 0173-0344-42) and 100 (NDC 0173-0344-09) tablets and unit

dose packs of 100 (NDC 0173-0344-47) tablets.

Store between 15° and 30°C (59° and 86°F) in a dry place.

Protect from light. Replace cap securely after each opening.

Zantac Syrup, a clear, peppermint-flavored liquid, contains 16.8

mg of ranitidine nydrochloride equivalent to 15 mg of ranitidine per 1

mL in bottles of 16 fluid ounces (one pint) (NDC 0173-0383-54).

Store between 4° and 25°C (39° and 77°FL Dispense in tight,

light-resistant containers as defined in the USP/NF.
September 1991

^ Glaxo Pharmaceuticals
DIVISION OF GLAXO INC
Research Triangle Park. NC 27709

Zantac" Syrup:

Manufactured bv Roxane Laboratories, Inc., Columbus, OH 43216
© Copyright 1991, Glaxo Inc. All rights reserved 1 547D
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7 992 Annual Meeting

Statewide Medicare fees adopted by OSMA
Photo by Jack Kustron

The OSMA House of Delegates

voted in favor of supporting a

statewide Medicare fee schedule

at the association's 1992 annual

meeting held in Dayton May 1 to

3. This issue, which has been

hotly debated among Ohio

physicians over the past several

months, was just one of the more
than 60 resolutions debated at the

meeting, which was presided

over by Joseph Sudimack, Jr., MD,
Columbus, president of the

OSMA.
The question is whether the

state should continue to be

divided into 15 pricing regions for

Medicare reimbursement, a

system that has been in place

since 1967 and that results in

significant differences in

reimbursement levels among
regions, or convert to one

statewide reimbursement level.

The Health Care Financing

Administration has indicated that

it would convert to a single,

statewide reimbursement level

only with the overwhelming

support of the OSMA.The
question becomes largely moot in

1996 when the Medicare fee

schedule is fully transitioned and

locality variances are significantly

reduced.

Most of the physicians testifying

on this issue before the reference

committee on Saturday, May 2,

were rural physicians and most

agreed that a statewide system

was needed.

Steve Myers, MD, of Huron
County, in support of a statewide

fee schedule, pointed out that

rural hospitals and physician

groups are hurting the most.

"Norwalk and Sandusky are only

15 miles apart, yet Sandusky
receives more reimbursement.

This is not fair to the patients or

the physicians. This unfair Medi-

care system makes it hard to keep

and recruit physicians in the rural

areas."

Echoing similar feelings was
Greg Bergman, MD, of Auglaize

Continued on page 2

Ney to present new HB 478 to Senate
As of this printing, more changes

in House Bill 478, the health-care

reform legislation that passed the

House in late February and is now
working its way through the

Senate, appear imminent.

Sen. Robert

Ney (R-

Barnesville),

chair of the

Senate
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Committee, is drafting a new
version of the bill, which is

expected within the next few

weeks. As soon as the new
version is released, OSMA will

prepare and distribute a memo to

all interested physicians. Based on

conversations with Sen. Ney and
several key legislative staffers, the

OSMA speculates that the yet-to-

be-released Senate version of HB
478 will contain the following

provisions:

Inside

• Mandatory Medicare assign-

ment with a financial means
test. This section would prohibit

balance billing those Medicare

patients who annually earn less

than some multiple of the federal

poverty level (except for copay-

ments and deductibles).

• Voluntary single hospital

billing. This section would per-

mit hospitals to request that phys-

Continued on page 4

24-hour OSMA
OSMA members with touch-

tone phones now have access to

the association 24 hours a day,

thanks to the installation of

phone-mail at OSMA head-

quarters. Phone-mail enables

callers to leave detailed mes-

sages on any of the associa-

tion's lines, any time, day or

night. Next month, OHIO
Medicine will publish a direct-

ory of extensions so that you

may access lines more quickly.

^ i—~~
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Medicare.. .continued
Briefs

Disability Act creates
dubious market

Physicians are subject to

many new laws and regula-

tions this spring, and they

would be wise to carefully

scrutinize sales offers or claims

that they must buy a product or

service in order to comply.

The new OSHA and CLIA
regulations and the Americans

with Disabilities Act (ADA)
have created a market for

books, seminars, tapes and

ready-made compliance plans.

While many of these products

are good, you should carefully

consider the product, its price

and whether it addresses

individual needs.

Specifically, the OSMA is

aware of cases in which several

agencies for the deaf and blind

have been telling physicians

that they must provide inter-

preters for deaf patients and

have all office materials avail-

able in braille. This is not the

case.

The U.S. Department of

Justice has prepared a hand-

book which details all ADA
requirements. These hand-

books are available for $30 by

calling (614) 469-6956.

Look for a follow-up story in

the Legal section of the next

OHIO Medicine.

Educate yourself on
OSHA regs

If you were unable to attend

one of the OSMA-sponsored
seminars on complying with

the new OSHA regulations on

blood-borne pathogens, you
can still send for one of two
training kits that will contain

the information you need to

know.

Kits are available through the

American Medical Association,

l-(800) 933-4AMT or Becton

Dickinson and Company,
l-(800) 438-8821.

The AMA kits sell for $195 or

$150 for AMA members. Col-

well Systems, the company that

mounted the OSMA-sponsored
seminars, is also selling a

training kit, more comprehen-

sive than the AMA's. It sells for

$245. Contact Colwell Systems,

(800) 637-1140 for more infor-

mation.

Photo by Jack Kustron

Pramod Rege, MD, Cincinnati, watches the activities of the final

session at the 1992 OSMA House of Delegates.

Dr. Lucas installed as OSMA president

County, who started a "from-

scratch practice” eight years ago

and still can't recruit a partner.

The OSMA will immediately

inform HCFA of its newly

adopted policy on a statewide fee

schedule. It is very possible that

HCFA could require letters of

support from other Ohio health-

care provider organizations,

including metropolitan medical

societies.

This would be done as a

safeguard against repeating what
happened in Louisiana several

years ago when one medical

society refused to support a

statewide fee schedule after the

delegates of the state medical

association had approved it and,

as a result, HCFA refused to

convert to a statewide fee

schedule.

MEDICAL BOARD RESOLUTION

The 204 delegates to the OSMA
convention decided to refer to the

OSMA Council a resolution that

proposed initiating legislation to

revise the medical board

disciplinary procedures.

The resolution was brought to

the House of Delegates by the

Academy of Medicine of Lima
and Allen County and called for

extensive procedural changes in

how physicians are disciplined by
the state medical board. The
resolution was referred to the

OSMA Council for study and a

report back to the House of

Delegates in 1993.

A detailed account on how each

resolution was voted on will be

included in the June issue of

OHIO Medicine, along with

detailed election results. I

The OSMA and a Ohio specialty

group were pulled into the recent

debate on the informed consent

law for abortion.

The new law (see page 12) re-

quires that women who wish to

obtain an abortion be provided

with a special booklet containing

information on fetal development

and abortion alternatives. The
booklet is currently being dev-

eloped by the Ohio Department of

With a clear view of the direction

the Ohio State Medical

Association is taking and with a

firm belief that the year 2000 will

bring a marked improvement to

access of health care for all

Americans, Stanley J. Lucas, MD,
Cincinnati, accepted the

presidency of the OSMA at the

annual session of the House of

Delegates May 3.

Closer to home. Dr. Lucas

personally adopted two themes

for his year at the helm at OSMA
- unity and optimism.

"To successfully face the many
flanks of opposition aimed at

medicine and patient care, physi-

cians in our professional organi-

zations must remain united," says

Dr. Lucas. 'We have serious issues

such as statewide RBRVS
Medicare reimbursement

schedule and health-care reform

Health.

Some legislators, concerned

about the perceived anti-abortion

sentiment of the current admini-

stration, added language to the

law that required the ODH to

consult with OSMA and the Ohio

Section of the American College

of Obstetricians and Gynecolo-

gists in developing the booklet to

make certain that it was medically

accurate.

legislation.These problems affect

each physician differently.Yet it is

our challenge to come to a con-

sensus with which we can all be

comfortable and is beneficial to

our patients. We must leave this

meeting with a united front."

I

Reiling elected
president-elect

Walter A. Reiling, Jr., MD, a

general surgeon from Dayton,

was elected president-elect

during the OSMA's annual

meeting.

Dr. Reiling, who ran un-

opposed for the position of

president-elect, will assume

office in May of 1993.

Watch for other election

news in next month's issue.

The proposed booklet was
reviewed by the OSMA's Commit-
tee on Maternal and Neonatal

Health, chaired by Craig Ander-

son, MD, Columbus, and the Ohio

Section of ACOG, chaired by

Lance Talmage, MD, Toledo.

Both groups noted a substantial

number of factual errors in the

booklet and have submitted their

comments to the ODH. The ODH
has indicated that these comments
will be taken into consideration in

redrafting the brochure.

The new law goes into effect on

May 28.

OSMA reviews abortion brochure

2
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New medical board law changes licensing deadline

House Bill 454, the medical board

bill that changes the timing of the

renewal biennium and licensure

requirements for IMGs, was
approved by the Ohio Legislature

in early April, was signed by the

governor, and is now state law.

The new law advances the mail-

ing date for renewal applications.

If you have not received a renewal

application you should receive

one soon. The application and

licensure fee must be returned by

July 1, 1992. Current licenses will

expire September 30, 1992. Physi-

cians should receive new licenses

by October 1, 1992, the beginning

of the new biennium.

REDUCED CME REQUIREMENT

Because the time-frame to

complete continuing medical

education has been reduced by

one-quarter, the board reduced

the required number of CME
hours from 100 hours to 75 hours.

The medical board recognizes

that physicians may not be able to

document completion of 75 hours

of CME by June 30, therefore it is

granting an extension for com-

pletion of the 75 hours until

September 30 to all physicians

who properly complete and

return their renewal applications.

IMG LICENSURE

HB 454 provides uniform

licensure requirements for IMGs,

regardless of where they attended

medical school.

Graduates of medical schools

located outside the U.S. or

Canada must complete two years

of graduate medical training in

the U.S. to be eligible for licensure

in Ohio. The licensure exam-

ination may be taken upon
completion of the first year of

graduate training.

This permits IMGs to be

licensed immediately upon
completion of the second year of

training. IMGs must also receive

a passing score on the Test of

Spoken English unless they fit

one of of the general exceptions

drafted into the new law.

SPECIAL LICENSES

HB 454 also establishes three

new types of special licenses.

These are: new training certifi-

cates for residents, interns and

fellows; visiting faculty certifi-

cates; and special activity certifi-

cates for physicians demonstrat-

ing new procedures.

For more information on HB

454, contact OSMA's Department
of Legal Services. I

CME requirements for the

transition biennium

• 75 hours must be com-
pleted by Sept. 30, 1992

(30 hours in Category I;

45 in Category II)

If you were licensed between

Jan. 1,1991 and Dec. 31,1991:

• 50 hours must be com-
pleted by Sept. 30, 1992

(20 hours in Category I;

30 in Category II)

No CME is required by phys-

icians who were licensed after

Jan. 1, 1992.

Bill would mandate
Norplant implants

A bill introduced into the Ohio
Senate by Sen. Cooper Snyder (R-

Hillsboro) has raised new ethical

concerns for the state's physicians.

Senate Bill 82 creates a new
crime - that of "prenatal child

neglect" - that would occur when
a woman abuses drugs during her

pregnancy and passes that

addiction on to her child. Six

states already have such laws.

Ohio lawmakers are not in a

hurry to pass Senate Bill 82. It

remains in the Senate Committee
where it was sent more than a

year ago.

Currently,

there is no Ohio
law that guards

agains prenatal

child neglect, a

point that was
made recently

when the Ohio
Supreme Court

ruled that a Toledo woman who
ingested cocaine while she was
pregnant could not be charged
with child abuse after the baby
was born with a cocaine addic-
tion.

MANDATED BIRTH CONTROL

If SB 82 is enacted, however,

women who pass on a drug

addiction to their children would

be required to complete a drug

program or be implanted with the

birth-control device Norplant. If

convicted a second time, women
would have no choice but to be

implanted with Norplant and

abstain from drug abuse for five

years.

These mandates raise two con-

cerns. First, opponents believe the

plan could deter pregnant women
who have abused drugs from

seeking prenatal care. Second, the

stated punishment raises ethical

concerns for physicians, since they

are the only ones qualified to per-

form the procedure.

"Obviously, physicians are con-

cerned about the health of drug-

addicted babies and the impact

that these infants have on our

society," says Cynthia Snyder, JD,

associate director of OSMA's
Department of Legislation. "On
the other hand, one of the doc-

Dr. Ruff
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trines of medicine involves the

voluntary, informed consent of a

patient before treatment. This

legislation would create an

exception to that doctrine that

many physicians may not be

comfortable with."

AMA POSITION

The AMA House of Delegates

grappled with the topic of

involuntary use of long-acting

contraceptives at its interim

meeting, and said the issue raises

"serious questions about a per-

son's fundamental right to refuse

medical treatment, be free of cruel

and unusual punishment and to

procreate.”

"From an ethical standpoint, I

think it's wrong," says Victoria

Ruff, MD, a Columbus physician

and the newest member of the

AMA's Council on Ethical and

Judicial Affairs. The issue of

substance-addicted infants is a

"social problem that has to be

addressed," says Dr. Ruff, "but the

solution they're recommending is

an unethical one. It's difficult to

legislate proper behavior."

Dr. Ruff adds that the Council

will continue to consider the

matter. "This is a societal issue,

and the Council tries to be re-

sponsive to societal concerns."!
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Update

AIDS transmission

Rep. Joseph Vukovich III (D-

Poland) introduced a contro-

versial bill into the Ohio House
in March that would make it a

felony to knowingly transfer

the AIDS virus to someone else.

Three elements would prove

criminal intent: the person

would have to know he or she

was a carrier; engage in direct

body contact or transmission of

body fluids; and do it in a man-
ner that significantly exposes

another to the virus. The bill

has met stiff opposition from

several groups, including the

American Civil Liberties

Union.

Waste burner freeze

OK'd by House

A three-year freeze on new or

expanded hazardous waste

incinerators in Ohio received

support from the Ohio House
last month, and the bill now
moves on to the Senate. The
proposed freeze is the result of

protests over construction of

one of the nation's largest

hazardous waste incinerators

in East Liverpool. Although the

bill would not affect the Waste
Technologies Industries incin-

erator, it would place a mora-

torium on the development of

other such facilities in the state.

Public health study
committee proposed

Rep. Robert Hagan s (D-

Youngstown) bill, creating an

Ohio public health services

study committee to study the

ability of the state's public

health system to deliver needed

public health services through-

out the state, was passed by the

Ohio Legislature and will be-

come effective on June 23, 1992.

The legislation calls for a 23-

member committee to issue a

report of its findings and rec-

ommendations, not later than

one year after the committee's

first meeting. The OSMA will

be one of several organizations

recommending a member to

serve on the committee.

HB 478.. .continued

icians agree by contract to submit

their bills for services rendered in

the hospital to the hospital rather

than the patient or the patient's

insurer. The hospital would
receive payment for these physi-

cians' services and would
reimburse physicians according-

ly. OSMA believes that this

section will contain safeguards

such as requiring that the hospital

disclose its administrative charges

for this billing service, as well as

prohibiting hospitals from

revoking or denying staff privi-

leges to physicians who decline to

participate in such a single hospi-

tal billing arrangement.

• Replace the OHIO plan with

a children's health-care program.

The House-passed version of HB
478 contained a sweeping plan,

known as the Ohio Health Indem-

nity Organization (OHIO) to offer

coverage to most of Ohio's 1.2

million uninsured citizens.

(See last month's OHIO Medi-

cine for details on the OHIO plan.)

The Republican leadership of the

Ohio Senate recognizes that the

The American Medical Associa-

tion has launched an expanded

effort to repeal inequitable Medi-

care payment cuts for "new physi-

cians."

The AMA is urging physicians

to write or call their U.S. repre-

sentatives or senators and ask

them to become co-sponsors of

two new bills recently introduced

in the U.S. House and Senate.

Senate Bill 2362, offered by Sen.

John McCain (R-Arizona), would
restore payment equity to new
physicians by repealing the new
physician Medicare cuts. A
companion bill, HR 4507, was
introduced in the House by Rep.

Edolphus Towns (D-New York)

and is identical to the McCain bill.

The current RBRVS law man-
dates Medicare payment reduc-

tions for physicians in their first

four years of practice. However,

state cannot afford an all-encom-

passing plan such as OHIO. Sen.

Ney has said that a children's

health-care program will be

offered to replace the OHIO plan.

The program would be admini-

stered by the Ohio Department of

Human Services, and it would
offer coverage to poor children

who are not eligible for Medicaid.

Only basic health needs would be

covered and reimbursement to

providers would be set at

Medicaid rates. Funding for the

program is uncertain. Because the

state is faced with a budget deficit

that makes state subsidy of the

program impossible, some form of

provider tax, possibly a tax on
pharmaceuticals, is being

seriously considered.

PHYSICIAN CONTACT CRUCIAL

"When the new version of

House Bill 478 is released, it may
include some new physician cost

controls that we oppose," empha-
sizes John Van Doom, OSMA's
director of Legislation, "so it will

be crucial for physicians to react

quickly by calling their state

physicians who have been in

practice for several years, such as

former military doctors or physi-

cians in group practices who have

I

Two bills would

repeal "new phys-

ician " Medicare

cuts

not individually billed for services

provided to a Medicare bene-

ficiary also are subjected to the

reductions.

The AMA continues to lobby in

support of these bills, and as of

March 31, Reps. Paul Gillmor (R-

Port Clinton) and Marcy Kaptur

(D-Toledo) have become co-spon-

sors of HR 4507. They deserve to

receive letters of appreciation.!

senator."

The
business

community

and
insurance

industry

have

been

telling

senators

all along

that HB
478 does not do enough to control

physicians' costs. Their pleas

were aided in late April by media
reports on a new AMA study that

says that Ohio physicians earn on
average more than $190,000

annually, the highest average

physician income in the nation.

"While OSMA disputes the

validity of this information, the

damage is done," says Van Doom.
"OSMA may have a difficult time

keeping this negative publicity

from spilling over onto HB 478."

OHIO Medicine will keep you

posted on further developments

with this legislation. I

Hopes dashed
for free-standing
EMS board

In early April, Rep. Marc Guthrie

(D-Newark) unveiled his much
anticipated version of Senate Bill

98, a bill to overhaul Ohio's

emergency medical services. The

Guthrie draft of Senate Bill 98,

sponsored by Robert Ney (R-

Barnesville), is under considera-

tion by a subcommittee in the

Ohio House of Representatives.

Changes made in the Guthrie

version of Senate Bill 98 include:

• The Ohio Department of

Highway Safety would be re-

named the Ohio Department

of Public Safety, which would

house the new EMS board.

• The new EMS board would be

funded by an increase in fines

levied against those who fail

to wear to seat belts.

AMA expands effort to oppose
payment cuts for new physicians

Sen. R. Ney

I
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• The EMS board will have 17

members, up from the bill's

original count of 1 1 members.

However, 17 is a significant

reduction from the board's

present 37 members.

• The trauma registry and

trauma advisory group

remain part of the bill.

As of this writing, the OSMA is

still analyzing the Guthrie draft of

Senate Bill 98. The OSMA is also

consulting with specialty groups

such as the pediatricians, sur-

geons and emergency physicians,

who have been active on this

issue. I

Full-time coroners
being considered

If House Bill 684 becomes law,

coroners in Ohio's eight largest

counties will soon be able to

choose if they would like to make

their job a full-time one.

Coroners in Butler, Franklin,

Hamilton, Lucas, Montgomery,
Cuyahoga, Stark and Summit
counties will have to decide by

January 1 if they are willing to

close their private practices and
work full-time as a coroner, at a

salary of $85,130, or continue to

perform the job part-time. Coro-

ners in smaller counties would
continue to be part-time, with

payment based on population.

House Bill 684, pending in the

Ohio Senate, has already passed

the Ohio House of Representa-

tives. The bill is supported by the

Ohio State Coroners Association. I

YOU DIDN'T GO TO MEDICAL SCHOOL
TO PRACTICE LAW

Your job is to practice medicine. Ours is to protect you if you get sued. That's why we
work with 32 of Ohio's toughest, most experienced law firms. As a PICO policyholder,

you get:

House bill would
privatize Medicaid

House Bill 659, sponsored by Rep.

Robert Netzley (R-Laura), would
privatize the Medicaid program in

Ohio and provide all persons on
the Medicaid rolls with a voucher

that they could use to purchase

health coverage from a private

insurance company.
Rep. Netzley believes that pri-

vate carriers can provide coverage

for Medicaid beneficiaries in a

much more cost-efficient manner
than the current state-run system.

The savings generated from the

program will be used to provide

access to health insurance for the

"working poor" and those persons

unable to obtain health insurance

coverage due to medical under-

writing considerations.

"The bill is being suggested as a

way to control the spiraling

growth in the Medicaid program,
and as a way to expand coverage
to the working poor," says

Cynthia Snyder, JD, associate

director of OSMA's Department of

Legislation. She adds that Sen.

Grace Drake (R-Solon) has intro-

duced the same bill into the Ohio
Senate. I

If you have any questions

about any story in this

section, contact the OSMA
Department of Legislation at

(800) 766-OSMA.

• attorneys that know the

law and medicine, so you
don't spend time teaching

your legal counsel

medicine

• defense firms that know
the legal climate in your
community

• defense firms that work
for you, not us -- provid-

ing legal advice on court-

room presentation, assis-

tance in dealing with the

legal system and advice

on what to do if sued

• a defense approach that

assigns separate firms in

conflict situations

• a courtroom success

rate of over 85%.

And remember, PICO will never settle a lawsuit without your written consent. So get the

facts. Call your local PICO agent -- or call us at 614/864-7100. Fighting for your rights,

inside the courtroom and out , is a job we take seriously.

Law firms located throughout Ohio, including: Akron, Canton, Cincinnati, Cleveland,

Columbus, Dayton, Elyria, Findlay, Lima, Mansfield, Toledo, Portsmouth, Youngstown and
Zanesville.

Physicians Insurance Company of Ohio

Bates Drive

Pickerington, Ohio 43147
1-800-282-7515
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Commentary

PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVES AUXILIARY REPORT

A year at the helm Working for the BEST

Certainly

the seas have

been any-

thing but

calm this

year.

Every physician who has ever served as

president of the Ohio State Medical

Association has left

behind a certain

legacy - a list of

accomplishments that

have helped the

association grow and

thrive and meet the

challenges that

continue to face our

profession.

As I conclude my
own year as presi-

dent, I can't help but

reflect on what I have attempted to

accomplish in my turn at the helm.

Certainly the seas have been anything but

calm this year. Health-care reform was
introduced at the Statehouse, RBRVS was
finally implemented - amid much con-

fusion, I might add - and physician disci-

pline and self-referral continued to remain

hot topics of debate. In fact, debate and
controversy seemed to be everywhere this

year, with health-care reform issues

threatening to split our ranks wide open.

As president of an association that is

composed of members from a broad spec-

trum of backgrounds, education and beliefs,

the chasm that was and is developing in our

profession concerns me. I believe that in

order to keep medicine a profession worth

practicing in Ohio, physicians need to stay

united. We need to be sensitive to each

other's concerns, yet pull together as a unit

when we are confronted with the major

issues that have the potential to do harm to

our patients. We must all hang together, or

surely we will all hang separately, and our

patients will suffer.

The new committees and task forces I

have formed this year, the testimony and

speeches I have made, have all been means
toward that end. I hope it has helped.

Before I close, I want to thank councilors,

committee members, my family, OSMA
staff and all of you who have helped make
my year as president proceed smoothly.

Your assistance and support have been

invaluable.

Stanley J. Lucas, MD, from Cincinnati, has

been installed as OSMA's new president.

His column begins here next month. I know
I leave the association in good hands. I

Sara Rich, President

It is with genuine pride that I assume the role of auxiliary president

1992-1993. 1 am excited about my presidency with the Ohio State

Medical Association Auxiliary, and I look

forward to serving you in that capacity.

The road ahead of us associated with health

care will not be an easy one. In this day and age

when so many people seem to be instant experts

on medicine, when so many people can list all of

the things wrong with health-care delivery and
its costs, when so many people have an instant

cure for the things that are wrong, it would be

very easy to be down. But that is not why I am
here making myself available to do something

positive.

We do have the ability to make major changes

in people's opinions of the medical profession. In this area I do think

that the gap between "public perception" and "expert perceptions"

must be narrowed before solutions can be found. We have the ability to

provide input to the lawmakers who are writing policy that affects the

way our spouses can practice medicine and the kinds of medical care

their patients can receive. As physician spouses, I do believe that we
can help meet the challenges that face us today. Hard work and
commitment is what it will take. We must take a stand and be willing

to be leaders for the cause.

It's the kind of work that we in the medical auxiliary can do best. If

we don't fight for our own profession, yes our own, not just our

physician spouses, if we are not committed to that cause - well, I don't

believe we can expect any other group to do it for us.

We are partners in this process that we call medicine. Medicine, as I

know it, is thinking the BEST, working for the BEST and expecting the

BEST. We must all be involved in making our world a better place. We
must be willing to take a stand to make a difference. We must convince

all medical spouses of the importance of putting the medical auxiliary

at the top of their volunteer list in order for them to add their voices to

all of ours so that we can tell the positive story of medicine. If we don't,

no one else is going to do it for us. I

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

To the Editor:

I have read with despair David Greegor, MD's letter in the March 1992

edition of OHIO Medicine. He states that national health insurance "has

to come" so that we can attract into our profession capable young
people. Is he aware that this year nine out of 10 graduating neuro-

surgeons in Canada left the country because of the desperate condition

of the Canadian health-care system? I made the same move eight years

ago for the same reasons. Is this called "attracting capable young

people"?

Dr. Greegor is in a dream world if he thinks that national health

insurance is the answer.

JOHN A. McCULLOCH, MD
Akron
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SPEAKOUT

If Ohio mandates implanting Norplant in certain situations, will physicians comply?

Deborah Geer, MD
Wilmington

"Yes, I think if there

were strict guidelines

most physicians would
be willing to use the

Norplant implants. It

is not a difficult

procedure. I think

physicians who have

already had training

would be more apt to

do the procedure."

John O. Vlad, MD
Warren

"I think some, not most

physicians, would be

willing to do the pro-

cedure. Physicians

would have to be

guided by their

religious beliefs on this

issue. Personally, as a

pediatrician I see many
kids that are not

wanted born to parents

that are irresponsible.

There might be some
merit to this type of

action."

William Sternfeld, MD
Toledo

"Speaking for myself.

I'm against it. Govern-

ment can't use physi-

cians to solve social

problems. If a patient

came to me and
wanted to do the

procedure as her own
option, I would do it.

What's to stop

government from

saying, "Put this

person to death with a

lethal injection"?

Charles E. Smith, MD
Toledo

"I agree with the intent

of the bill but feel it is

inappropriate for the

state to mandate any

kind of therapy. Many
physicians would not

comply with the bill if

it's mandatory without

patient's consent. We
don't require sterili-

zation for the mentally

retarded or criminals,

so why require the im-

plants for drug-

abusive women?"

Woong S. Kim, MD
Bowling Green

"I think most physi-

cians would do the

procedure if it was
mandated. Better than

mandating the

implants, I think it

would be wiser to let

patients and their

physicians discuss the

problem and make an

appropriate decision."
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OSMA salutes

Ohio's outstanding
team physicians

Outstanding Team Physician

Awards will be presented for the

18th consecutive year by members
of the Joint Advisory Committee

on Sports Medicine of the Ohio

State Medical Association, Ohio

High School Athletic Association,

and Ohio Athletic Trainers

Association.

Recipients will receive their

awards during the annual Ohio

High School Football Coaches

Association Hall of Fame Banquet.

This year, the event will be held

Thursday, July 9 at the Four

Winds Restaurant in Canton.

Those to be honored include:

Victor L. Boerger, MD, Edgerton;

John F. Kroner, Jr., MD, Athens;

John E. Leach, MD, Ironton;

Robert L. Manns, MD, Canton;

Roger W. Park, MD, Worthington;

and Henry D. Rocco, MD,
Newark.

FREE EXAMINATIONS

For more than 40 years. Dr.

Boerger has not only delivered

but treated the illnesses and

injuries of a large percentage of

the Edgerton school population.

"Dr. Boerger has the reputation of

faithfully attending sporting

events during these 40+ years,

and has provided free physical

examinations for many of our

athletes," says John W. Granger,

superintendent of Edgerton Local

Schools.

Jack M. Conrath, superintendent

of the Whitehall City School

District and a former superinten-

dent at Edgerton, adds, "I found

Dr. Boerger to be a man of intense

energy and this energy is reflected

in his work with the young people

of Edgerton. Not only was he the

team physician but he was also

the team booster, team counselor,

team assistant coach, and what-

ever else it took to serve our

young people. He didn't stand on

the sidelines waiting for an injury

to occur, but rather he was there

before, during and after, encour-

aging, promoting wellness,

making sure students warmed up
properly, and just generally

making sure they had their heads

on straight."

Dr. Kroner also exemplifies the

finest qualities of service and

professionalism to student ath-

letes. Dr. Kroner "is a responsible,

enthusiastic, and competent team

physician, anxious to help and

bring about positive results,"

writes Roger Thompson, associate

superintendent of Athens City

Schools, in a letter recommending
Dr. Kroner for the honor.

It was Dr. Kroner’s insistence

that got an athletic trainer posi-

tion instituted in Athens High

School. "He has followed through

with direct contact and cooper-

ation with all athletic trainers,

thus upgrading the medical care

for all athletes,” says Ron
Williams, former athletic director

at Athens High School.

A FORMER ATHLETE

It’s no wonder Dr. Leach has

taken such an interest in the care

and treatment of the athletes at

Ironton High School. He's not

only a graduate but a former

recipient of a football scholarship.

Dr. Leach literally drops every-

thing for the athletes. Any athlete

can see him in his office with just

the notice of a phone call, accord-

ing to Scott Howard, superin-

tendent of Ironton City Schools.

Every football season, he drives

from Columbus to Ironton (120

miles) to personally be in

attendance at the Friday night

football games.

Although Dr. Manns' practice at

Canton Orthopaedics is a flourish-

ing one, he too has never been too

busy to accommodate the needs of

a McKinley football player,

according to Thom McDaniels,

head football coach at McKinley.

"He faithfully attends games
home and away, checks players'

injury status in my office the day

after games, and has even made
practice field appearances in

surgical greens," he says.

Co-team physician, James D.

Johns, MD, adds, "I am a family

physician who realizes the

importance of sports medicine in

a family practice and values the

contribution in sports medicine

that Dr. Manns has made to not

only the McKinley school but to

the Canton community."

The fifth recipient, Roger W.
Park, MD, has served as team
physician for Thomas Worthing-

ton High School for more than 20

years. Besides serving as a team
physician. Dr. Park has volun-

teered his services to cover many
high school athletic events in the

community, according to Louis R.

Goorey, MD, president of the

Academy of Medicine of

Columbus and Franklin County.

Rich Seils, PhD, director of co-

curricular programs at Worthing-

ton Schools, adds, "Dr. Park has

assisted the training staff as they

have planned to care for 1,350+

student-athletes who annually

participate in the athletic program
at Thomas Worthington. He has

spent numerous hours attending

athletic events, practices and
seeing athletes late in the day and

on Saturday mornings."

A QUALITY INDIVIDUAL

Words like respected, trusted,

competent, loyal, supportive and

dedicated are sprinkled through-

out Dr. Rocco's letters of recom-

mendation. "He is a quality

person and physician in every

sense of the word. He is pro-

fessional, caring, diligent and

dependable. He's exactly what the

Outstanding Team Physician of

the Year should be," according to

Paul Starr, head football coach at

Newark High School.

Mark P. Doughty, head athletic

trainer at Newark City Schools,

says that he has come to rely on

Dr. Rocco's knowledge and

guidance in maintaining an up-to-

date athletic training room. "Dr.

Rocco's knowledge of current

protocol and techniques is unsur-

passed. His dedication to the

athletes, the school system and to

sports medicine is unequalled,"

says Doughty.

"All of these physicians are

great contributors to their com-

munities, and they are recognized

by county medical societies,

district councilors, coaches, school

officials, civic leaders and parents

within each community,” says

Robert Clinger, OSMA director of

the Department of Medical

Society and Member Relations.

Congratulations to this year's

recipients, who join the ranks of

outstanding team physicians. I

I

Congratulations to this year's recipients

who join the ranks of outstanding team

physicians.
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OSMA leadership undergoes change

There will be some changes

around OSMA beginning July 1.

As of that date, D. Brent Mulgrew
will succeed Herb

Gillen as the

executive director of

the Ohio State

Medical Association.

Mulgrew currently

serves as managing
director and staff Gillen

counsel to the OSMA.
However, Gillen will not be

retiring; he will continue to serve

the OSMA with new duties. His

title will be senior director.

Specific duties will be described

in future issues of OHIO Medicine.

"The time has come for some
new blood," says Gillen. "When I

took the position of executive

director in 1985 I advised the

OSMA leadership that I would

take the job for only seven years. I

did this because I strongly believe

that the OSMA must make room
for younger people

to take leadership

positions," he says.

Gillen has been with

the OSMA for 29

years.

Mulgrew is not
Mu grew

exactly a new face to

the OSMA - he started in 1974. In

assuming his new position,

Mulgrew does so with the

complete support of Gillen and

the unanimous vote of the OSMA
Council.

Mulgrew says, "I am honored

the Council selected me. I will

plan to continue the tradition of

service that I've learned working

with Hart Page, Herb Gillen and

the OSMA staff." I

Grant Morroio III, MD, left, medical director of Children's Hospital,

meets with Surgeon General Antonia Novello, MD and Ronald R.

Cooney, MD, surgeon-in chief and chief of pediatric surgery.

Surgeon generals
visit Ohio

C. Everett Koop, MD

Surgeon General Antonia
Novello, MD spoke last month
about children and substance

abuse at the 100th birthday of

Children's Hospital in

Columbus, while former
Surgeon General C. Everett

Koop,MD, discussed health-care

issues with the medical staff of

Akron City Hospital.

Calendar
The OSMA has planned the following workshops for 1992. Watch

your mail for brochures on the seminars.

Gearing Up for Retirement

June 4,5 Stouffer Tower City Plaza, Cleveland

Medical Office Management Institute

June 9 Personnel Management, Hyatt Regency/Ohio

Center, Columbus

June 10 Managerial Effectiveness, Hyatt Regency/Ohio

Center, Columbus

June 11 Patient Flow Management, Hyatt Regency/Ohio

Center, Columbus

June 12 Financial Management, Hyatt Regency/Ohio Center,

Columbus

Medical Office Management Institute

July 14 Personnel Management, Stouffer Tower City Plaza,

Cleveland

July 15 Managerial Effectiveness, Stouffer Tower City Plaza,

Cleveland

July 16 Patient Flow Management, Stouffer Tower City

Plaza, Cleveland

July 17 Financial Management, Stouffer Tower City Plaza,

Cleveland

Medical Office Management Institute

Aug. 1 1 Personnel Management, Cincinnati Marriott

Aug. 12 Managerial Effectiveness, Cincinnati Marriott

Aug. 13 Patient Flow Management, Cincinnati Marriott

Aug. 14 Financial Management, Cincinnati Marriott

Survey queries
OSMA members

About 20 members of the OSMA
executive staff are putting in extra

hours making phone calls for the

Department of Membership.

The staff members are calling

OSMA members each month and

asking them if the OSMA is meet-

ing their needs and if not, what
can be done to meet those needs.

"Each month, each caller

contacts five randomly selected

members," says Doug Evans,

director of the Department of

Membership. What that means,

says Evans, is that 100 members
will be queried each month, or

1,200 each year. With the infor-

mation gleaned from the survey,

the membership department will

be better equipped to serve the

OSMA members.

For those members who can't be

reached by phone, staff members
will drop them a short note.

All of the information is kept

confidential, so feel free to give

the caller your honest opinion. I

Group rating plan
saves $ 1 .5 million

Ohio physicians saved $1 .5 mil-

lion in Workers' Compensation

insurance premiums last year on

the OSMA Workers' Comp group

rating plan. The 2,865 physicians

who participated the first year of

the program will realize a savings

of 50% of their total annual pre-

mium.
For those members who missed

out on the first year, but want to

learn more about the plan, look

for the insert elsewhere in this

issue. I
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Membership
Renaissance

TheOSMA Department ofMem-
bership, along with the AMA,
hosted a two-day membership
development workshop for ex-

ecutive staff members of county

medical societies in late March.

The program emphasized new
membership policies, procedures

and what's in store for the mem-
bership in 1992.

Top photo, from left: Barbara Wolfert, executive

secretary, Erie County Medical Society, and Judy Khoii,

executive director, Greene County Medical Society. At

right: Nancy Adams, (left) executive director. Stark

County, and Margie Marks, executive assistant,

Academy of Medicine of Cincinnati.

Fostgaduate
Medicine 1

NO CLINICAL

CLUTTER-

PGM ARTICLES

ARE CLEAR,

CONCISE, WELL

ILLUSTRATED,

AND PRACTICAL.

Update

Volunteers needed
The Joint Advisory Commit-

tee on Sports Medicine of

OSMA, Ohio High School

Athletic Association and Ohio
Athletic Trainers Association

is searching for additional

physicians to volunteer their

services for OHSAA sectional,

district, regional and state

finals. Physicians are still

needed for fall tournaments

and playoffs (September - late

November), which includes

boys and girls soccer, girls

volleyball, girls tennis, girls

field hockey, boys and girls

cross-country, and boys

football. If interested, contact

Robert Clinger, director of

OSMA's Department of

Medical Society and Member
Relations, (800) 766-OSMA.

OPEP moves
The Ohio Physician

Effectiveness Program has

moved. The new address is

5050 Blazer Memorial

Parkway, Suite 200, Dublin,

OH 43017. The phone number
is the same: (614) 766-2252.

Brochure tackles
do's and don'ts

about medication

As a result of Resolution 18-91,

passed at the 1991 Annual
Meeting, the OSMA Communica-
tions Committee has designed a

brochure specifically with the

elderly patient in mind.

The brochure, "When You Take
More Than One Medicine," has

been printed and is available to

physicians. (Please see order form

elsewhere in this issue.) The easy-

to-read pamphlet explains the

dangers of drug interactions. A
list of do's and don'ts are handy
for a quick read by patients.

Physicians are advised to make
the brochures readily available to

their elderly patients. I

Colleagues

Edward T. Bope, MD,
has been appointed to

the AMA Residency

Review Committee
for Family Practice

Programs. Dr. Bope, a

family physician, is a

member of the board

of directors of the

American Board of Family

Practice and was recently elected

chair of the Residency Assistance

Program Project Board for Family

Practice. He is currently director

of the Riverside Methodist Hospi-

tal Family Practice Residency.

Rita R. Kazlauskas, MD, Mas-

sillon, has been granted courtesy

privileges by Doctors Hospital's

(Massillon) board of trustees. She

is a specialist in pediatrics.

Ray W. Gifford, Jr., MD, acting

head of the Department of

Hypertension and

Nephrology, and

senior vice chair of

the Division of Med-
icine at the Cleveland

Clinic Foundation,

has been named
president of the National

Hypertension Association. I

Columbus,

10
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Cincy Academy
names new
exec director

Russell C. Dean Jr. assumed his

duties of executive director of the

Academy of Medicine of Cincin-

nati in mid-

April. Dean
will oversee

the admini-

strative

activities of

the academy
and its

affiliate

organizations

(Medical

Foundation,

Academy Services and Medi-

Club) at the direction of the

academy's Council and the boards

of these organizations.

Dean comes to the academy
from Dearborn County Hospital

where he was executive director

since 1984. His previous positions

include: assistant administrator at

Highlands Regional Medical

Center in Prestonsburg, Kentucky;

professor at Morehead State

University; and news anchor/

reporter in Lexington and
Louisville.

He graduated from Morehead
State University with a bachelor's

degree in Business Administra-

tion/Communications and a

master's in Higher Education

Administration.

At Xavier University, he

received a master's degree in

Business Administration before

doing graduate work in Hospital

Administration at Ohio State

University.

Dean and his wife, Debbie, a

manager at University Hospital,

have four children. I

Health-insurance
bug hits physicians

Doctors are now one of the

fastest-growing groups of victims

of the soaring cost of health

insurance.

The latest tally of people with-
out health coverage, recently

reported in USA Today, says the

number of uninsured physicians

rose 82% in 1990 to 29,000.

What drove the 29,000 doctors

into the ranks of the uninsured is

largely what put the majority of

others there. Health insurance

costs for small firms are soaring

40% to 90% a year - up 800% if

one worker in a small firm has a

serious ailment.

A doctor's office is a small

business. Doctors often trade free

services among themselves, but

still need insurance to cover lab

tests and hospital care. I

April Fool's

Did you catch our April Fool's

joke last month? A piece of copy
was omitted from the story on
the prescription brochure, but

we've reprinted it in this section

in its entirety.

Major
Medical
Plan
designed for physicians

and their staff

'v

ty/u
'

$»!!*&**

Wa>.
Broad Coverage
Cost Containment Features
Low Out of Pocket Expense

Featuring:

/ $1,000,000 lifetime benefit

/ $500 first dollar accident benefit

/ Choice of deductibles ($250, $500 or $1 ,000)

/ Choice of $2,000 or $5,000 co-pay plan

/ Choice of physicians and facilities

/ World wide coverage

/ Dental coverage

/ Second surgical opinion paid at 100% for approved surgeries

/ Outpatient surgery paid at 100% for approved procedures

/ Rate structure based on age and dependent status

/ Average claim turnaround of two weeks

(plan issued through age 69; available to members, their spouses and eligible dependent
children and members’ staff)

This plan is underwritten by American Physicians Life (APL), the OSMA’s life and
health insurance carrier. APL is committed to maintaining the finest coverage for

members at the lowest possible cost.

For further information, contact APL toll-free at 1-800-742-1275

%O'

m
AMERICAN PHYSICIANS LIFE

Bates Drive, P.O. Box 281

Pickerington, Ohio 43147

(614) 864-3900

1-800-742-1275
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The National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act, which ivent into effect in

1986, now requires physicians to provide educational materials about

vaccines to their patients.

MDs required
to give parents
vaccine material

All physicians who administer

diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis,

measles, mumps, rubella and

poliomyelitis vaccines to children

as well as adults are now legally

required to provide educational

materials about the vaccines to the

children's parents or guardians.

The new law, which became
effective April 15, is part of the

National Childhood Vaccine

Injury Act, which has been in

effect since 1986. The materials are

to be used in the informed con-

sent process, but are not them-

selves a substitute for informed

consent.

According to Joe Bornowski of

the Immunization Section of the

Ohio Department of Health, all

licensed providers in the state

have been sent a copy of the ma-
terials produced for this purpose

by the U.S. Department of Health

and Human Services. "We are

unable to fill bulk orders for the

brochures," says Bornowski, "but

physicians may reproduce the

material." If you haven't received

a copy, call Phoebe Golke at the

Ohio Department of Health, (614)

466-0293. If you have questions

about the brochure or the regula-

tion that requires it, you may call

the ODH Immunization Section,

(614) 466-4643 or (800) 282-0546.

The American Academy of

Pediatrics' publication division

also has materials that physicians

can use, which can be ordered in

bulk ($20 per 100 ordered). Con-

tact the national office, (800) 433-

9016, to place your order. The
Ohio Chapter reports that it cur-

rently doesn't have the material.

As an alternative, physicians

may develop their own educa-

tional materials, but Bornowski

warns that those materials must

meet the requirements of the law.

Check with the ODH Immuniza-
tion Section before distributing

your own literature.

Next month, a look at how one

Ohio physician complies ivith the

law. I

Gel implant suits not likely to find doctors liable

Ohio physicians may find them-

selves in court as a result of the

silicone gel breast implant issue,

but that doesn't mean they will

be found liable for implanting

the allegedly defective pros-

theses in their patients.

Generally, physicians will be

protected from litigation as long

as they have adhered to the

accepted standard of care and
have given full disclosure of the

risks and benefits of implants to

patients.

"I haven't heard of any Ohio
physicians yet who have been

named in (gel implant) law-

suits," says Scott Clapp, JD,

associate staff counsel for the

OSMA, "but it’s not unusual in a

class action suit for a number of

defendant physicians to be

named."

Frank Woodside, MD, a

Cincinnati physician who is a

full-time practicing attorney and
presently national trial counsel

for the Dow Corning Corpora-

tion, manufacturer of silicone

gel implants, says the over-

whelming majority of lawsuits

filed so far have not named
physicians - and attorneys "have

no reason to sue," he adds.

However, the "shotgun tech-

nique," alluded to by Clapp,

means that physicians may well

be used by plaintiff attorneys as

pawns in upcoming court cases.

MDs AT RISK

As stated earlier, the physician

should be protected as long as the

accepted standard of care and full

disclosure of risks was given the

patient. Liability diminishes

further if the implant was either

medically necessary or requested

by the patient. Questions arise,

however, when the physician

suggested the implant for cos-

metic purposes. Then, a plaintiff's

attorney may make the case that

the procedure was done as a

commercial venture, rather than

as a medical procedure.

Physicians who failed to observe

the FDA moratorium of silicone

implants may also be at risk of

litigation.

"Most physicians don't have

anything to worry about," says

Clapp. "But there are gray

areas." Physicians who believe

they may fall in that zone might

do well to consult an attorney

and notify their professional

liability insurer if they are

named in an implant lawsuit. I

FDA's hit list'

In the wake of the silicone-gel

breast implant furor, the Food
and Drug Administration has

vowed to take a tougher look at

potentially risky medical

devices and substances and,

when necessary, force manu-
facturers to prove they are safe

and effective. Those that have

recently been singled out for

FDA attention include:

• saline-filled breast implants

• testicle and penile implants

• cranial electrotherapy

stimulators

• pumps used with heart-lung

machines during bypass

surgery |

MDs must comply
with abortion law

Effective May 28, Ohio physicians

must start complying with a new
law regarding obtaining informed

consent for an abortion. (See re-

lated story on page 2.)

The new requirements for phys-

icians are described below. These

conditions must be met unless the

situation qualifies (and is docu-

mented in the record) as a medical

emergency or as a medical neces-

sity. Since medical emergency is

defined in the law, and medical

necessity is not, the OSMA is

encouraging physicians to go
through the steps for informed

consent even when they consider

the abortion a medical necessity.

1 . At least 24 hours before the

procedure is performed a physi-

cian must inform a woman either

verbally (or by other non-written

means, such as a video) of the

nature and purpose of the pro-

cedure to be used and the medical

risks associated with the proce-

dure.

This information must be pro-

vided in an individual, private

setting where the woman has an
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Legal
opportunity to ask questions. It

must be provided by a physician,

but it does not have to be the

physician who will perform the

procedure.

2. A physician or a physician's

agent must give the woman the

name of the physician who will

perform the procedure, and must

provide her with the materials

being prepared by the ODH on

fetal development and other

information specified by law.

The ODH has indicated that its

booklet will be available by the

end of May and that it will be

providing abortion clinics with a

year's supply of the materials free

of charge.

The materials must be provided

at least 24 hours prior to the

abortion procedure. They may be

provided in person, by telephone

(information relating to the name
of the physician performing the

abortion), by certified mail/ return

receipt requested, or by regular

mail if evidenced by a certificate

of mailing.

3. Prior to the performance of

the abortion procedure, the

woman must sign a consent form

stating she received all the re-

quired information and materials

and that her questions have been

answered. The form must also

indicate that the woman consents

to the abortion "voluntarily,

knowingly, intelligently, and

without coercion" and, further,

that she is not under the influence

of drugs or alcohol.

The law provides that if all of

the listed conditions are met, the

consent will be presumed to be

valid and effective.

Physician members who have

questions about the new law

should call Cynthia Snyder,

OSMA associate director of

Legislation, at (800) 766-OSMA.I

OSHA steps up
enforcement

Despite the fact that the standards

for preventing workplace ex-

posure to infectious diseases, such

as HIV, are not yet final, OSHA
has already started enforcement

activities, such as inspections and

audits of physician offices under

the original act’s "general duty”

clause.

OSHA, in fact, is already issuing

citations for failure to comply
with the 1988 CDC guidelines on

blood-borne pathogens, which

were issued on an advisory basis.

In addition, OSHA inspectors

were conducting field audits with

no training.

AMA BECOMES INVOLVED

Consequently, the AMA met

with OSHA officials and re-

quested the following:

• physicians should be given a

grace period to become famil-

iar with the new standard

(once finalized) prior to

OSHA taking punitive actions.

• field audits should cease

(unannounced inspections,

etc.) - unless a complaint has

been filed - until the new
standards become final.

• initial enforcement efforts

should be geared toward

education and corrective

action, not punishment and

fines.

• if citations are issued, the

physician should be given the

opportunity to pursue admin-

istrative appeals, prior to

publication of the citation and

• without an actual exposure,

violation of the new standard

should not be characterized as

exposing workers to HIV.

As a result of that meeting,

OSHA has agreed that physicians

should not be cited for violations

of the standard until it has be-

come final. Further, OSHA has

agreed to AMA's request to

refrain from performing any

audits unless a complaint has

been received. The AMA will

continue to pursue the other

concerns. I

IN THIS WORLD,
SOME ARE
LOSERS
AND SOME
ARE WINNERS.

GO WITH THE WINNERS.

How many times have you been drawn in by the hype, only to be

disappointed by the product?

At Turner & Shepard, we led the way in offering comprehensive

service to members of professional and trade associations. From

selection of carriers, to administration and claims payment, for

nearly a half-century we have built our reputation by providing

quality affordable insurance services from some of the finest

insurance companies in the nation.

Service. Integrity. Professionalism. They’re not empty promises at

Turner & Shepard. They’ve guided our daily operations every

single business day since 1948. Today, we offer a complete range

of insurance and financial services to meet your business and

personal needs into the next century.

• Life and ADD
• Disability

• Pension Programs
• Employee Benefits

• Personal Financial Services

Turner & Shepard, inc.

17 S. High St.

Columbus, Ohio 43215

1-800-282-1382
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Med board appointment causes furor

Last month, OHIO Medicine

reported that Charles Stienecker,

MD, a family physician from

Wapakoneta, was replacing

Henry Cramblett, MD of Upper
Arlington on the Ohio State

Medical Board. What we failed to

mention, due to lack of space and

time, was the subsequent turmoil

the new appointment has caused.

When the appointment was
announced, both Dr. Cramblett

and fellow board member
Timothy Jost, an Ohio State

University law professor who
serves as a consumer representa-

tive on the board, cried foul.

Jost said Dr. Cramblett "had

been jettisoned in response to the

demand of a group of rogue

physicians who would have the

board protect incompetent or

unprofessional physicians from

the public rather than to protect

the public from incompetent or

unprofessional physicians."

The group of physicians Jost

alluded to is the Ohio Physician

Defense Foundation, a group of

physicians who initially formed to

raise money for the appeal of an

Allen County physician, accused

by the medical board of improper-

ly prescribing Darvocet. The Ohio
Physician Defense Foundation is

not associated with the OSMA.

LOBBYING FOR OUSTER?

The foundation has been

accused by both Jost and Dr.

Cramblett of pressing Gov.

George Voinovich for a change in

board leadership, and lobbying

outright for Dr. Stienecker's

appointment.

The OSMA endorsed Dr.

Stienecker's appointment to the

board, but did not actively oppose

Dr. Cramblett. Dr. Cramblett has

served with distinction for more
than 20 years on the board. Dr.

Stienecker is from northwest

Ohio, an area of the state pre-

viously unrepresented on the

present board.

Dr. Stienecker is the third

Voinovich appointee to the board.

Earlier, the governor appointed

Anand Garg, MD, a Youngstown
neurosurgeon, and Robert Heidt,

Sr., MD, an orthopedic surgeon, to

board positions.

Dr. Cramblett has said in news
reports since the appointment that

he believes the governor's selec-

tions could change the board's

aggressive enforcement of the

discipline laws against errant

doctors that were revised.

Other board observers, how-

ever, attribute the slight drop in

number of cases acted upon by
the board to the fact that the

board now is pursuing more
difficult cases.

Joseph Sudimack, Jr., MD,
president of the OSMA, stressed

in news interviews that the OSMA
is very supportive of a strong

medical board and will be watch-

ing with interest the actions of the

board over the next year to see

that the board maintains its

effectiveness. I

RUN A SPECIAL
PRACTICE.

Today’s Air Force has special opportuni-

ties for qualified physicians and physi-

cian specialists. To pursue medical excel-

lence without the overhead of a private

practice, talk to an Air Force medical pro-

gram manager about the quality lifestyle,

quality benefits and 30 days of vacation

with pay each year that are part of a

medical career with the Air Force. Dis-

cover how special an Air Force practice

can be. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1 -800-423-USAF

Joint ventures
may violate

antitrust laws

Ohio physicians who ignore the

AMA's new, tough guidelines on
self-referral, outlined in the March
issue of OHIO Medicine, may
eventually find themselves in

legal hot water. Here are two
reasons why:

First, the Federal Trade Com-
mission has recently started to

scrutinize joint ventures and self-

referral with an eye toward anti-

trust violations.

"The government argues that

self-referral may create the same
kind of enhanced market powers
monopolies create," says Scott

Clapp, JD, OSMA associate staff

counsel. Although he says he is

unaware of any PTC investigation

taking place in Ohio, Kevin

Arquit, director of the FTC Bureau

of Competition, has reported the

agency is "aggressively pursuing

several investigations of physician

joint ventures that we believe

exemplify this danger." He adds

that, if antitrust violations are

found, the FTC would not hesitate

to recommend sanctions that in-

clude the break-up of the venture.

In addition to the federal

government's anti-kickback and

safe harbor laws, the "Stark legis-

lation," introduced by Fortney

"Pete” Stark (D-Calif.) in 1989,

banned referrals of Medicare

patients to clinical laboratories

with which a referring physician

has a financial investment.

OHIO PROPOSES OWN BAN

Now, a section in House Bill

478, the health-care reform legis-

lation that, at press time, was still

working its way through the Ohio

Senate (see front page story) takes

the Stark bill and broadens it so

that, in Ohio, all physician self-

referral to clinical laboratories in

which the physician has a finan-

cial interest would be banned.

The mandate stipulated in HB
478 is, of course, the gist of the

AMA's new ethical guidelines on

this matter: "Physicians should

not refer patients to a health-care

facility when they have an invest-

ment in the facility."!
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Oscar Clarke, MD, left, chair of the AMA’s Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs, and Dave Lichtenauer,

medical sciences liaison for Upjohn, speak at a recent continuing medical education symposium.

Legal

FDA could still

issue regs on
'gifts from industry'

In late 1990, the American Medical

Association issued a set of tough

guidelines for doctors on what

did and did not constitute an

"ethical gift" from industry.

Those guidelines, says Oscar

Clarke, MD, Gallipolis, chair of

the AMA's Council on Ethical and

Judicial Affairs, "may have saved

the most regulated profession in

the country from yet another set

of regulations." At least, tempor-

arily.

According to Dr. Clarke, who
spoke at the OSMA's Annual

Symposium on Continuing Medi-

cal Education in March, the Food
and Drug Administration was
poised to issue its own guidelines

on this subject. The fact that the

AMA had a set of guidelines in

place, endorsed by the Pharma-

ceutical Manufacturers Associa-

tion (PMA), stopped the FDA
cold.

FDA STILL A PLAYER

He warns, however, that the

FDA insists on staying a player in

a game that, at present, includes

the AMA, the PMA and the

Accreditation Council for Con-

tinuing Medical Education

(ACCME).
"The government feels they pay

for health care, and they have a

right to control its costs," explains

Dave F. Fichtenauer, medical

sciences liaison for the Upjohn

Company. "So there is a battle

right now over who should be in

control of the flow of ethical

information."

The truce that's presently in

effect is likely to last as long as

physicians adhere voluntarily to

the AMA's guidelines.

"We're not trying to tell physi-

cians what to do," says Dr. Clarke.

"We've given them a guide. We
said, 'Here's the yellow line, stay

on the right-hand side of it.’"

ANNOTATED GUIDE

Numerous requests for inter-

pretations of the guidelines have

come into the AMA, however,

prompting the Council to publish

an annotated set that answers

some of the most frequently asked

questions. For a copy of these

annotated guidelines, or for com-

ments, contact Kirk B. Johnson,

JD, General Counsel for the AMA,
515 North State Street, Chicago, IF

60610, or Scott Clapp, OSMA
associate staff counsel, (800) 766-

OSMA.I

Resident physicians win right to bargain with some hospitals

The Ohio Supreme Court has de-

cided that medical residents who
practice in state-funded university

hospitals, county hospitals and
other publicly funded institutions

may be considered public em-
ployees and, as such, have the

right to engage in collective bar-

gaining agreements.

The decision stems from a case

( University Hospital, University of

Cincinnati College of Medicine v.

State Employment Relations Board )

that began in April 1985, when the

University of Cincinnati hospital's

house staff attempted to rene-

gotiate agreements governing

wages, plus terms and conditions

of employment for house officers

that was due to expire in June.

The hospital balked at entering

negotiations with the residents.

since the Public Employees Col-

lective Bargaining Act exempted
residents, interns or other stu-

dents working as part-time public

employees less than 50% of the

normal year in the employee's

bargaining unit. The hospital

wanted to delay negotiations until

the State Employment Relations

Board (SERB) could determine if

the house staff's association con-

stituted a valid bargaining unit.

That prompted the residents to

file an unfair labor practice charge

with SERB, alleging that the

hospital had violated the Public

Employees Collective Bargaining

Act.

SERB determined during a

hearing that the residents consti-

tuted a valid bargaining unit and

ordered the hospital to cease and

desist from refusing to bargain

collectively with the house staff

association. The hospital and the

university's College of Medicine

appealed the decision to the

Hamilton County Common Pleas

Court, which reversed SERB'S

order. The court's decision was

later affirmed by the county Court

of Appeals. The Supreme Court,

however, decided differently.

BEYOND DISPUTE

"It is beyond dispute," Justice J.

Sweeney wrote in the court’s

decision, "that the house officers

devote, at minimum, 75% of their

time to patient care."

Therefore, the court determined

that hospital physicians are public

employees, not "students" exempt

from the collective bargaining act.

"It's important to note,

however,” says Scott Clapp, JD,

OSMA's associate staff counsel,

"that this applies only to those

residents working for state

employers. It would not apply to

those who work in private, not-

for-profit facilities." I
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engage in collective bargaining agreements.



HIRD-PARTYUPDATE

GA recipients need doctors' OK
to qualify for new program

The OSMA is concerned that a

move by the Ohio Department of

Human Services to extend med-
ical and cash benefits to recently

terminated General Assistance

(GA) recipients may place physi-

cians in a difficult position.

On April 1, 1992, cash assistance

and health-care coverage were
terminated for thousands of Ohio
recipients of GA. The GA pro-

gram is administered by county

departments of human services

under the general direction of the

Ohio Department of Human Ser-

vices (ODHS). The GA program
provides assistance to the very

poor.

The OSMA recently received

information about a new program

that may allow some former

recipients of GA access to cash

assistance plus coverage for some

medical expenses through Disabil-

ity Assistance (DA).

To qualify for DA, former GA
recipients must have a physician

certify that they are "medication

dependent." Medication depen-

dent persons must meet the

following three requirements:

First, they must have a chronic

medical condition for which they

are receiving ongoing treatment.

Second, this chronic medical

condition must require a continu-

ous prescription for an indefinite

period of time. Third, the loss of

this continuous prescription

medication would result in a

significant risk of a medical

emergency and the loss of em-
ployability that will last for at

least nine months. Physicians are

required to certify that each of

these requirements are met. Med-
ication dependent persons must
meet all other DA requirements.

DA currently provides assist-

ance to individuals who are

ineligible for Aid to Dependent
Children (ADC) or Supplemental

Security Income (SSI).

Some patients may attempt to

compel the physician to complete

the certification form even if the

patient does not meet the DA
criteria for medication depend-

ent. The OSMA advises that

physicians carefully review any
request from a patient to be certi-

fied as medication dependent.

Physicians should also review the

actual language of the certification

form so that the physician fully

understands the implications of

signing the form.

Physicians who have questions

about the expansion of the DA
program should contact the

OSMA Department of Profes-

sional Relations and Ombudsman
Services at (800) 766-OSMA.I

I

The only persons eligible for coverage

under the new program are those zvlw are

"medication dependent."

Proper use of UPINS

At a recent Nationwide-Medicare

meeting the issue of Unique

Physician Identification Number
(UPIN) requirements received

considerable discussion.

Physicians seemed confused on

when to use their UPIN or a sur-

Medicare now re-

quires the name and

UPIN number even

when the ordering/

referri itg phys icia / /

is the performing

physician.

rogate UPIN. The matter needs

serious attention since UPINs are

not going away, according to

Medicare.

Beginning May 1, Medicare

requires the name and UPIN
number of the ordering/referring

physician to be included in blocks

17 and 17a of the HCFA-1500
claim form for the following

services:

• Diagnostic lab services*

explained

• Diagnostic radiology services*

• Other diagnostic procedures*

• Consultative services

• Durable medical equipment/

supplies

• Orthotics and prosthetics

• Services billed by an inde-

pendent physical therapist

and podiatrist

(* These diagnostic services

rendered in the office require the

name and UPIN of the ordering

physician, even if the ordering

physician is the performing physi-

cian.)

OBTAINING A UPIN

The UPIN (a one-character, five-

digit number) is not the same as

the Medicare PIN (physician

identification number). Physicians

who have not been assigned a

UPIN should write to Medicare,

UPIN Specialist, P.O. Box 182195,

Columbus, OH 43218 and request

Medicare application MED-888B.
Physician UPINs are listed in

the UPIN Directory. However,
physicians assigned a UPIN after

April 5, 1991, will not be included

in the directory. To obtain a copy,

write: UPIN Directory, P.O. Box

182195, Columbus, OH 43218.

TEMPORARY UPINS

There are surrogate UPINs that

may be used in specified situa-

tions, but only until the ordering/

referring physician has been

assigned a UPIN. The following

surrogate UPINs, with the excep-

tion of RET000, are temporary and

may be used only until a UPIN has

been assigned:

• Military and Veterans Affairs

Physicians - VAD000
• Public Health Service

Physicians - PHS000
• Retired Physicians - RET000

Physicians are reminded that

the carrier will monitor the use of

surrogate UPINs, and have

indicated that improper use of a

surrogate UPIN is in violation of

Medicare billing requirements.

Contrary to earlier instructions

from the Medicare carrier, sur-

rogate UPIN "SLF000" is not a

valid UPIN and should not be

used. I
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HCFA corrects payment amounts
Percentage of Ohio Medicare Participating Physicians

70% -j-

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

You may be one of the physicians

entitled to additional reimburse-

ment from Medicare on approxi-

mately 400 CPT codes where
transition rules were incorrectly

applied when the 1992 payment
amounts were calculated.

However, the carrier does not

have to automatically make up for

any underpayments to physi-

cians. Therefore, physicians will

want to carefully review the new
payment amounts to see if they

are due any additional payment.

HCFA has instructed its carriers

to establish Adjusted Historical

Payment Bases (AHPBs) for

that will include the recalculated

amount for these procedures.

Physicians should compare the

revised information against their

processed claims to determine

possible underpayments. Phys-

icians should be aware that

although the majority of the

procedures in question have a

higher fee schedule amount, some
procedures may actually be lower.

Physicians who believe they

have not been paid correctly may
write a letter to Nationwide-

Medicare requesting the carrier to

"reopen" the claim(s) at issue by
providing a copy of the Explan-

New rules govern
payment for 'non-

routine' supplies

In general, under the newly
implemented Resource-Based

Relative Value Scale (RBRVS),

medical supplies associated with

a physician's services are con-

sidered to be part of the relative

value units (RVUs) designated for

practice expense.

There are, however, several

procedures that may require use

of certain supplies that are not

generally considered to be

"routine" supplies. A separate

payment by Medicare may be

made for "non-routine” supplies

when associated with the follow-

ing procedures:

19101 28299 45379

19120 32000 45380

20200 37609 45382

20205 38500 45383

20220 43200 45385

20225 43202 49080

20240 43220 57520

25111 43226 58120

28290 43234 62270

28292 43235 85095

28293 43239 85102

28294 43245 96440

28296 43247 96445

28297 43251 96450

28298 45378

Separate payment by Medicare

will only be made if the doctor:

1) Performs the service in an

office (rather than a hospital

or outpatient setting); and

2) Bills for the "non-routine"

supplies by using HCPCS
code A4550 in conjunction

with the CPT procedure

code.

A practice expense RVU of 1 .0

has been established to pay for

these non-routine supplies. As a

reminder, the conversion factor is

$31, so the Medicare Fee Schedule

amount for procedure code A4550
is $31 . Nonparticipating physi-

cians are entitled to charge no
more than 120% of the nonpar-

ticipating Medicare Fee Schedule

amount, or $35.34, calculated as

$31 x 95% (nonparticipating fee

schedule amount) x 120% (limit-

ing charge allowance for 1992).

I

Processing of HCFA
forms clarified

Physicians are now required to

submit charges for their Medicare

patients on the new HCFA-1500

claim form. However, because the

guidelines are intended for use in

claims that will be submitted

through optical scanning equip-

ment, and because Nationwide-

Medicare is still in the process of

obtaining these scanners, physi-

cians, for the time being, may
continue to hand-write informa-

tion, use rubber stamps and/or

highlight particular information

on the claims forms.

Original HCFA-1500 claim forms

approximately 400 CPT codes that

were new in 1991 or 1992.

Presently, Nationwide-Medicare

is in the process of reviewing the

approximate 400 procedure codes

in question. Nationwide will be

mailing a Medicare Fee Schedule

report to physicians this month

ation of Medicare Benefits

(EOMB). Physicians should high-

light claims to be reopened on the

EOMB. The Medicare carrier will

request overpayments and/or
process adjustments as appro-

priate. I

Use this order form to receive a packet of information prepared by
the OSMA Ombudsman staff to assist physicians and their staffs

with using the 1992 CPT evaluation and management codes.

Order Form

(clip or photocopy)

Please send me the complete set of CPT guides, which includes

CPT Evaluation and Management Pocket Guide, the CPT Modifier

Pocket Guide and the OSMA-prepared booklet, HCFA's Answers
to Common Questions About E/M Codes .

Prices:

Members:

1-5 sets - $5 each

6-10 sets - $4 each

1 1 or more - $3 each

Quantity ordered:

Name/Title:

Non-members:

$10 per set

Physician/Group Practice Name:

Address: -

City/State/ZIP:

.

Telephone Number:.

Mail order form and check made payable to OSMA to:

Ohio State Medical Association

E/M Pocket Guide
1500 Lake Shore Drive

Columbus, OH 43204-3824

OWOMedicine • May 1992
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must be used - photocopied claim

forms and superbills will no

longer be accepted.

As a side note, in order to clarify

confusion about which blocks of

the claim form must be com-

pleted, Nationwide-Medicare has

said the following blocks may be

left blank, even if the patient has

supplemental coverage: 4, 7, 9

through 9d, lOd, 11 through 11c and

13.

OHIO Medicine will let you
know when the optical scanners

are in place. I

referral to any health-care pro-

vider or service about which the

physician has no knowledge. She

indicates that although no Ohio

case law exists on this point,

physicians may be held responsi-

ble for negligent referral. Negli-

gent referral has been a basis for

litigation against physicians in

other states. It is conceivable that

physicians may be held respons-

ible if they fail to make some
effort to ascertain the competence

of a referral provider before

authorizing a referral. Physicians

should not rely on the fact that a

referral health-care provider or

service is contracted with an

HMO or other managed care

entity as an indication of the

referral provider's competence.

If physicians are uncomfortable

with an HMOs choice of contract-

ing health-care providers, the

physician has some choices, says

Bahnsen. Using labs as an ex-

ample, the simplest option is to

ODH seeking MDs
to review Medicaid
patients' profiles

The Ohio Department of Human
Services (Medicaid) is seeking

volunteer physicians, preferably

from central Ohio, to review

approximately 150 Medicaid

patient profiles each month.

The profiles are mailed to the

reviewers’ home address to

identify Medicaid recipients who
may be at risk of drug-induced

illnesses and to determine if the

drug therapy is medically and

therapeutically correct. The
reviewing physicians meet in a

two-hour session in Columbus
once a month to discuss the files

that exceed standards.

Reviewing physicians are

reimbursed $100 each month.

Those interested should contact

Melanie Irwin, DUR Coordinator,

Ohio Department of Human Ser-

vices, 30 E. Broad St., 32nd Floor,

Columbus, OH 43266-0423 or call

(614) 466-0423.1

MDs: Beware of

negligent referral

One of the mainstays of managed
care is the restricted panel of

health-care providers. A contract-

ing physician may or may not be

familiar with the other health-care

providers who have contracted

with a particular managed care

organization.

Deborah Bahnsen, JD, a member
of the Ombudsman staff, says that

physicians should be wary about

ONIY ONE HrANTAGONIST HEALS REFLUX ESOPHAGITIS

AT DUODENAL ULCER DOSAGE. ONIY ONE.

AXID
nizatidine

Of all the H2-receptor antagonists, only Axid heals and

relieves reflux esophagitis at its standard duodenal ulcer dosage.

Axid, 150 mg b.i.d., relieves heartburn in 86% of patients

after one day and 93% after one week. 1 150 mg b.i.d.

ACID TESTED. PATIENT PROVEN.
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terminate the contract. Another

option is to continue to use a lab

with which the physician is com-

fortable. Physicians choosing this

option should discuss it with their

patients, since they will incur out-

of-pocket expenses. A third option

is for the physician to appeal to

the HMO's governing body, pre-

senting any concerns he or she

may have about the limited selec-

tion of labs available to contract-

ing physicians. I

If you have any questions,

contact the OSMA Ombuds-
man staff at (800) 766-OSMA.

AXID
nizatidine capsules
Brief Summary. Consult the package insert for

complete prescribing information.

Indications and Usage: 1. Active duodenal ulcer

-

for up to 8 weeks of treatment at a dosage of 300 mg
h.s. or 150 mg b.i.d. Most patients heal within 4 weeks.

2 Maintenance therapy - for healed duodenal ulcer

patients at a dosage of 150 mg h.s. at bedtime. The

consequences of therapy with Axid for longer than 1

year are not known.

3. Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)- for up

to 12 weeks of treatment of endoscopically diagnosed

esophagitis, including erosive and ulcerative esophagitis,

and associated heartburn at a dosage of 150 mg b.i.d.

Contraindication: Known hypersensitivity to the drug

Because cross sensitivity in this class of compounds has

been observed, H2-receptor antagonists, including Axid,

should not be administered to patients with a history

of hypersensitivity to other H 2
- receptor antagonists.

Precautions: General- 1. Symptomatic response to nizatidine therapy does not preclude the presence

of gastric malignancy.

2. Dosage should be reduced in patients with moderate to severe renal insufficiency.

3. In patients with normal renal function and uncomplicated hepatic dysfunction, the disposition of

nizatidine is similar to that in normal subjects.

Laboratory Tests -False-positive tests for urobilinogen with Multistix’ may occur during therapy.

Drug Interactions-No interactions have been observed with theophylline, chlordiazepoxide. lorazepam,

lidocaine, phenytom, and warfarin Axid does not inhibit the cytochrome P-450 enzyme system; therefore,

drug interactions mediated by inhibition of hepatic metabolism are not expected to occur. In patients given

very high doses (3,900 mg) of aspirin daily, increased serum salicylate levels were seen when nizatidine,

150 mg b.i.d., was administered concurrently.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility-A 2-year oral carcinogenicity study in rats with

doses as high as 500 mg/kg/day (about 80 times the recommended daily therapeutic dose) showed no evidence

of a carcinogenic effect. There was a dose-related increase in the density of enterochromaffm-like (ECL) cells

in the gastric oxyntic mucosa. In a 2-year study in mice, there was no evidence of a carcinogenic effect in male

mice, although hyperplastic nodules of the liver were increased in the high-dose males as compared with

placebo. Female mice given the high dose of Axid (2,000 mg/kg/day. about 330 times the human dose) showed

marginally statistically significant increases in hepatic carcinoma and hepatic nodular hyperplasia with no

numerical increase seen in any of the other dose groups.The rate of hepatic carcinoma in the high-dose

animals was within the historical control limits seen for the strain of mice used. The female mice were given

a dose larger than the maximum tolerated dose, as indicated by excessive (30%) weight decrement as compared

with concurrent controls and evidence of mild liver injury (transaminase elevations). The occurrence of a marginal

finding at high dose only in animals given an excessive and somewhat hepatotoxic dose, with no evidence of a

carcinogenic effect in rats, male mice, and female mice (given up to 360 mg/kg/day, about 60 times the human

dose), and a negative mutagenicity battery are not considered evidence of a carcinogenic potential for Axid

Axid was not mutagenic in a battery of tests performed to evaluate its potential genetic toxicity, including

bacterial mutation tests, unscheduled DNA synthesis, sister chromatid exchange, mouse lymphoma assay,

chromosome aberration tests, and a micronucleus test.

In a 2-generation, perinatal and postnatal fertility study in rats, doses of nizatidine up to 650 mg/kg/day

produced no adverse effects on the reproductive performance of parental animals or their progeny.

Pregnancy -Teratogenic Effects -Pregnancy Category C-Oral reproduction studies in rats at doses up

to 300 times the human dose and in Dutch Belted rabbits at doses up to 55 times the human dose revealed no

evidence of impaired fertility or teratogenic effect; but, at a dose equivalent to 300 times the human dose,

treated rabbits had abortions, decreased number of live fetuses, and depressed fetal weights. On intravenous

administration to pregnant New Zealand White rabbits, nizatidine at 20 mg/kg produced cardiac enlargement,

coarctation of the aortic arch, and cutaneous edema in 1 fetus, and at 50 mg/kg, it produced ventricular

anomaly, distended abdomen, spina bifida, hydrocephaly, and enlarged heart in 1 fetus. There are, however,

no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women. It is also not known whether nizatidine can

cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman or can affect reproduction capacity. Nizatidine

should be used during pregnancy only if the potential benefit justifies the potential risk to the fetus.

Nursing Mothers- Studies in lactating women have shown that 0.1% of an oral dose is secreted

in human milk in proportion to plasma concentrations. Because of growth depression in pups reared

by treated lactating rats, a decision should be made whether to discontinue nursing or the drug, taking

into account the importance of the drug to the mother

Pediatric Use- Safety and effectiveness in children have not been established

Use in Elderly Patients- Healing rates in elderly patients were similar to those in younger age groups

as were the rates of adverse events and laboratory test abnormalities. Age alone may not be an important

factor in the disposition of nizatidine. Elderly patients may have reduced renal function.

Adverse Reactions: Worldwide, controlled clinical trials included over 6,000 patients given nizatidine in

studies of varying durations. Placebo-controlled trials in the United States and Canada included over 2,600 patients

given nizatidine and over 1,700 given placebo. Among the adverse events in these placebo-controlled trials, only

anemia (0.2% vs 0%) and urticaria (0.5% vs 0.1%) were significantly more common in the nizatidine group. Of

the adverse events that occurred at a frequency of 1% or more, there was no statistically significant difference

between Axid and placebo in the incidence of any of these events (see package insert for complete information).

A variety of less common events were also reported; it was not possible to determine whether these

were caused by nizatidine

Hepatic- Hepatocellular injury (elevated liver enzyme tests or alkaline phosphatase) possibly or probably

related to nizatidine occurred in some patients. In some cases, there was marked elevation (>500 IU/L) in

SG0T or SGPT and, in a single instance, SGPT was >2,000 IU/L. The incidence of elevated liver enzymes

overall and elevations of up to 3 times the upper limit of normal, however, did not significantly differ from that

in placebo patients. All abnormalities were reversible after discontinuation of Axid. Since market introduction,

hepatitis and jaundice have been reported. Rare cases of cholestatic or mixed hepatocellular and cholestatic

injury with jaundice have been reported with reversal of the abnormalities after discontinuation of Axid.

Cardiovascular- In clinical pharmacology studies, short episodes of asymptomatic ventricular tachycardia

occurred in 2 individuals administered Axid and in 3 untreated subjects.

C/VS-Rare cases of reversible mental confusion have been reported.

Endocrine- Clinical pharmacology studies and controlled clinical trials showed no evidence of anti-

androgemc activity due to nizatidine. Impotence and decreased libido were reported with similar frequency

by patients on nizatidine and those on placebo. Gynecomastia has been reported rarely.

Hematologic -Anemia was reported significantly more frequently in nizatidine than in placebo-treated

patients. Fatal thrombocytopenia was reported in a patient treated with nizatidine and another H 2 -receptor

antagonist. This patient had previously experienced thrombocytopenia while taking other drugs. Rare cases

of thrombocytopenic purpura have been reported

Integumental- Urticaria was reported significantly more frequently in nizatidine- than in placebo-treated

patients. Rash and exfoliative dermatitis were also reported.

Hypersensitivity-As with other H 2-receptor antagonists, rare cases of anaphylaxis following nizatidine

administration have been reported. Rare episodes of hypersensitivity reactions (eg. bronchospasm, laryngeal

edema, rash, and eosmophilia) have been reported.

Other- Hyperuricemia unassociated with gout or nephrolithiasis was reported Eosinophilia, fever, and

nausea related to nizatidine have been reported.

Overdosage: Overdoses of Axid have been reported rarely. If overdosage occurs, activated charcoal,

emesis, or lavage should be considered along with clinical monitoring and supportive therapy. The ability of

hemodialysis to remove nizatidine from the body has not been conclusively demonstrated; however, due to its

large volume of distribution, nizatidine is not expected to be efficiently removed from the body by this method

PV 2093 AMP (101591]

Additional information available to the profession on request

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

46285

NZ-2947-B-249304 4 1991
.
ELI LILLY AND COMPANY

Medicare-defined primary services

Following is a list of codes designated by the Health Care Financing

Administration as being primary care services. As a reminder, the

limitations applied to new physicians (those in the first five years of

practice) do not apply to primary care services. Note: This chart is a

corrected version of one that ran in our March issue. Under "Office

Visits,” consultations are not included.

Office Visits:

99201 Office/Outpatient Visit - New Patient

99202 Office/Outpatient Visit - New Patient

99203 Office/Outpatient Visit - New Patient

99204 Office/Outpatient Visit - New Patient

99205 Office/Outpatient Visit - New Patient

9921 1 Office/Outpatient Visit - Established Patient

99212 Office/Outpatient Visit - Established Patient

99213 Office/Outpatient Visit - Established Patient

99214 Office/Outpatient Visit - Established Patient

99215 Office/Outpatient Visit - Established Patient

Emergency Department Visits:

99281 Emergency Department Visit

99282 Emergency Department Visit

99283 Emergency Department Visit

99284 Emergency Department Visit

99285 Emergency Department Visit

Nursing Facility Visits:

99301 Comprehensive Nursing Facility Assessment

99302 Comprehensive Nursing Facility Assessment

99303 Comprehensive Nursing Facility Assessment

99311 Subsequent Nursing Facility Care

99312 Subsequent Nursing Facility Care

99313 Subsequent Nursing Facility Care

Domiciliary Rest Home or Custodial Care Visits:

99321 Domiciliary or Rest Home Visit - New Patient

99322 Domiciliary or Rest Home Visit - New Patient

99323 Domiciliary or Rest Home Visit - New Patient

99331 Domiciliary or Rest Home Visit - New Patient

99332 Domiciliary or Rest Home Visit - New Patient

99333 Domiciliary or Rest Home Visit - New Patient

Home Visits:

99341 Home Visit - New Patient

99342 Home Visit - New Patient

99343 Home Visit - New Patient

99351 Home Visit - Established Patient

99352 Home Visit - Established Patient

99353 Home Visit - Established Patient

Ophthalmological Visits:

92002

92004

Ophthalmological Visit - New Patient

Ophthalmological Visit - New Patient
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Recycling s Impact

Does recycling have an impact? Absolutely yes. Consider the

following environmental impact that would have resulted in Ohio

in 1990 alone, if all hospital admissions had been charted with

recycled paperstock chart dividers:

1,896 trees would have been saved

447,108 kwh less energy would have been used in

production

763,00 less gallons of water would have been used

6,540 fewer pounds of air pollution effuents would have

been produced

327 cubic yards less landfill would have been created

These figures only account for recycling medical chart dividers

and do not even begin to tally the tons of paper inside the charts,

which could easily be recycled.

MDs recycling
their environment

Editor's note: Although Earth Day

was celebrated last month, we've

included this article to let you know

Ohio physicians care about the

environment - and they are doing

something about it (prepared by John

Eggert, with Avery Dennison

Specialty Products).

"We think the world of your

health, and care about the health

of your world."

This slogan adorning staff coffee

cups at Cleveland's Metro Health

Medical Center reflects the recent

merging of environmental con-

cerns and medical practice across

the state.

Jason Chao, MD, assistant

professor of Family Medicine at

Case Western Reserve University

Medical School, reports that he

sees a number of patients on a

daily basis, whose complaints are

environmentally related. As a

member of the Sierra Club, he

urges physicians to "participate in

organizations and politics by

urging representatives to enact

stronger laws to protect the

environment."

Linda Headrick, MD, president

of Northeast Ohio's Physicians for

Social Responsibility, has worked
to bring public scrutiny to the

health hazards of the nuclear

weapons facilities in Ashtabula,

Mound, Portsmouth and Fernald.

Should AIDS patients be quaran-

tined? That question stirred con-

troversy early this spring, as an

article by Cincinnati coroner

Frank Cleveland made its way
around the state media.

The article, which appeared in

Cincinnati Medicine, the publica-

tion of the Academy of Medicine

of Cincinnati, said that AIDS
patients should be isolated until a

cure is perfected. "Quarantine

may seem an ugly word in this

day of individual liberty, but its

efficacy in arresting the spread of

an epidemic has been proven and

cannot be dismissed," wrote

She wants these facilities under

the same environmental laws as

everywhere else, and asks for an

independent investigation of the

health data of plant workers and

people in the surrounding com-

munity.

When John Mahon, MD,
program director of Pediatric

Residency at Ohio State Univer-

sity Medical School in Columbus,

asked his students during a re-

treat to list their suggestions on

what could make their program

the best in the country, he was
pleasantly surprised to learn they

included setting up a model
recycling program as one of their

top suggestions.

A good place to begin showing

environmental concern is initiat-

Cleveland.

The proposal, however, was
challenged by a number of health-

care professionals, including

Michael Ritchey, director of the

Cincinnati Health Department's

center for sexually transmitted

diseases. Ritchey called the con-

cept "archaic."

Nevertheless, a story in the

Akron Beacon Journal reported that,

despite the media's and the health

department's negative reaction to

the quarantine idea. Dr. Cleveland

had found the majority of calls to

his office on this issue had been

positive.

I

ing recycling and buying recycled

products for your office. For

information on recycling and
recycled products, call:

Ohio Dept, of Natural

Resources

Division Recycling and Litter

Prevention

(614 ) 265-6333

EAC Business Systems

(614 ) 486-0402

Jeter Systems

(800) 321-8261

Tab Products

(419 ) 256-2159

Wallace Systems

(513 ) 438 -8785 . i

Surgeons panel
gets first case

The new Ohio Surgical Panel,

reported in the April issue of

OHIO Medicine, received one of its

first cases in early March - that of

a Cincinnati chief surgeon who
allegedly drew "happy faces" on

patients' sexual organs.

Although the panel has no

enforcement authority, its aim is

to ensure that surgeons operate by

ethical and professional stand-

ards.

The panel is currently investi-

gating the allegations and is

expected to issue a report soon. I

Update

OHA promotes sin tax

The Ohio Hospital Associa-

tion (OHA) is about to an-

nounce an aggressive program
to seek higher taxes on tobacco

and alcohol, in an effort to

make society think about the

costs associated with such

health-threatening behavior as

smoking and drinking. OHA
President James Castle says the

association is looking more at

changing behavior than at

solving a budget problem.

Castle also says that the OHA
would like the additional taxes

to be used for health care, such

as for the uninsured.

Survival rates may
increase in field

Physicians at University

Hospitals in Cleveland and
Cleveland-area EMS crews are

studying the survival rates of

heart-attack patients who are

given the clot-dissolving drug

Eminase by EMS crews in the

field, rather than in the hospi-

tal. The study is an attempt to

reduce the damage to the heart

and heart muscle that occurs 30

minutes after the first sensation

of chest pain or other symp-
toms. Currently, only 3% of

patients receive a clot dissolv-

ing drug in the first critical

hour.

Cells may signal AIDS
dementia

Researchers at Ohio State

University say that monitoring

the declining level of T-lym-

phocyte "helper cells," or CD4
cells, may help physicians

predict whether or not their

patients with the AIDS virus

will suffer from dementia. The

researchers found that those

who had the most rapid decline

in cell counts did worse on

function tests than did those

whose cells remained at a con-

sistent level. Critics, however,

say that the study should be

viewed cautiously, since the

decline in CD4 counts may sig-

nal the possibility of dementia

in some, but not everyone.

Quarantine idea sparks controversy
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Obituaries

GOFFREDO S. ACCETTA, MD,
Cincinnati; Yale University School

of Medicine, New Haven, CT,

1951; age 69; died January 15,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

RICHARD W. BURGER, MD,
Clearwater, FL; University of

Pittsburgh, School of Medicine,

Pittsburgh, PA 1942; age 75; died

December 27, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

PAUL E. GRIMM, MD, Braden-

ton, FL; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1938; age 82;

died January 21, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

EARL R. HAYNES, MD, Zanes-

ville; Ohio State University Col-

lege of Medicine, 1944; age 70;

died January 7, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

J. HOWARD HOLMES, MD,
Toledo; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1920; age 96;

died January 15, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

JOHN R. HUSTON, MD,
Phoenix, AZ; Ohio State

University College of Medicine,

1947; age 71; died March 4, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

JOHN T. JONES, MD, Paines-

ville; John Hopkins University

School of Medicine, Baltimore,

MD, 1948; age 68; died January 14,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

MAURICE L. LEWIS, MD, Lima;

University of Iowa College of

Medicine, Iowa City, IA, 1957; age

64; died January 1, 1992; member
OSMA.

WILLIAM J. MARTIN, MD,
Foleyet, Ontario, Canada; Ohio
State University College of

Medicine, 1941; age 81; died

December 11, 1991; member
OSMA and AMA.

WALTER H. MEYER, JR., MD,
Lebanon; University of Cincinnati

College of Medicine, 1972; age 45;

died February 5, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

HARRY D. MORRIS, MD,
Cleveland; Case Western Reserve

University School of Medicine,

1934; age 84; died March 3, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

ROBERT T. MURPHY, MD,
Bluffton, SC; University of

Michigan Medical School, Ann
Arbor, MI, 1942; age 74; died

February 7, 1992; member OSMA
and AMA.

MAXWELL S. UDELF, MD, La

Jolla, CA; St. Louis University

School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO,
1933; age 83; died January 15,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

BENJAMIN D. VENETTA, MD,
Barberton; Duke University

School of Medicine, Durham, NC,
1965; age 66; died February 10,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

RICHARD WHITELEATHER,
MD, Cambridge; Ohio State

University College of Medicine,

1961; age 56; died January 12,

1992; member OSMA.

HENRY E. WILSON, JR., MD,
Columbus; Me Gill University

Faculty of Medicine, Montreal,

Quebec Canada, 1937; age 81; died

February 21, 1992; member OSMA
and AMA.

SIDNEY E. WOLPAW, MD,
Davis, CA; Case Western Uni-

versity School of Medicine, 1930;

age 86; died December 31, 1991;

member OSMA and AMA. I

NO DICE.
For some malpractice carriers, easy come meant easy go.

But not The Medical Protective Company. Our financial

stability is a legend in our industry. And has been since

we invented professional liability coverage at the turn of

the century. Ninety years in business and a continual A+
(Superior) rating from A.M. Best prove it. Don’t gamble

your premium dollars. Put your money on a sure thing

and call our general agent today.

^omnsut

Cincinnati: David E. Bendel, Daniel P Woods. (513) 751-0657

Columbus: John E. Hansel, Timothy D Harrison. (614) 267-9156

Perrysburg: Robert E. Stallter, (419) 874-8080

Hudson: Edward J. Kupcho, (216) 656-0660
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Positions Available

COLUMBUS, OHIO - Physician needed to

staff urgent care facilities. Competitive sal-

ary, full benefits. Respond with CV to Paul

Zeeb, MD, Medical Director, Primary Medi-

cal Associates, Inc., 4900 Gettysburg Rd.,

Columbus, OH 43220.

DUBLIN,OHIO -Urgent care / family prac-

tice/multispeciality center recruiting phy-

sician for urgent care. Hours and salary

negotiable. For more information call Ken-

neth Carpenter, MD, (61 4) 766-2221 , Dublin

Medical Mall.

FAMILY PRACTICE BC/BE - DUBLIN,
OHIO - Family practice/urgent care/

multispeciality clinic. Opportunity to join

an established practice in a progressive,

rapidly growing community. Country or

city living available, excellent school sys-

tems. Female physicians encouraged to re-

spond. Dublin Medical Clinic, 6350 Frantz

Rd, Dublin,OH 4301 7. Contact: Kenneth N.
Carpenter, MD, (614) 766-2221.

FAMILY PRACTICE/INTERNAL MEDI-
CINE - CINCINNATI, OHIO - Immediate
need for Board-certified/Board-eligible

physicians to join primary care practice af-

filiated with 700+ bed teaching and tertiary

care facility. Congenial group consists of

eight family and internal medicine physi-

cians practicing in four suburban Cincin-

nati locations. Shared call and admit to one

hospital only. Physicians practice medicine

while business side is managed by our pro-

fessional management staff. Competitive

and very comprehensive financial and ben-

efit package includes retirement, disability

and tax-sheltered annuities. For consider-

ation, please send a cover letter and CV to:

Elizabeth Chilton, Physician Relations,

Good Samaritan Hospital, 375 Dixmyth
Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45220.

FAMILY PRACTITIONER - A unique op-

portunity exists for a Board-certified family

practitioner. This position offers all the ben-

efits of a large group practice complete with

the independence of a solo practice. The
practice opportunity is located in a pictur-

esque area of south central Ohio within 50

miles of Columbus. Additional opportuni-

ties exist for serving as a preceptor for medi-

cal students and residents. A very competi-

tive income and benefit package is pro-

vided. Contact Larry Willard, PO Box 966,

Logan, OH 43138, (614) 385-5631.

INTERNAL MEDICINE, FAMILY PRAC-
TICE, URGENT CARE, OB/GYN AND
ACADEMICS - Positions in large metro-

politan cities, urban and rural communities
with a concentration in the Great Lakes area

and Plains states. Whether you prefer a

cosmopolitan lifestyle, a city surrounded
by nature and the beauty of the four sea-

sons, the peaceful rolling farm country, or

perhaps life in historic villages - there is

something for everyone. To discuss your
practice preferences and these opportuni-

ties, please call our toll-free number, (800)

243-4353 orsend yourCV toSTRELCHECK
& ASSOC IATES, INC

. , 10624 N. Port Wash-
ington Rd., Mequon, WI 53092.

LODI MEDICAL GROUP - Seeking pri-

mary care physician to join established prac-

tice. Near 30-bed hospital, no ER, excellent

schools, luxurious rural living, 25 miles from

metro area, no investment required. Send

CV to 402 Highland Drive, Lodi, OH 44254.

OHIO, CLEVELAND - Experience the re-

naissance of this great midwestern city with

a work schedule that allows you a lifestyle

with defined hours, plenty of personal time

and an attractive practice setting where you
can provide both continuing and episodic

care in an urgent care setting. Base stipend

of $87,000-$! 10,000 (for 40-hour week) plus

FFS compensation; three weeks vacation;

on-call coverage; malpractice; health and
dental insurance; profit sharing; buy-in

partnership opportunities. For more infor-

mation contact Mitchell Leventhal, MD at

(216) 642-1400, or send CV in confidence to

4700 Rockside Rd ., Suite 430, Independence,

OH 44131.

OHIO - WISCONSIN - MISSOURI - At-

tractive opportunities in metropolitan and

scenic recreational areas. Locations near

pristine lakes, white water rivers, and na-

tional forests. Others in college communi-
ties offering professional and Big 10 college

sports, fine arts and a broad spectrum of

nationally renowned CME programs. Posi-

tions available: allergy, dermatology,
neurosurgery, occupational medicine,

oncology, orthopedics, psychiatry,

rheumatology and urology. To discuss your
practice preferences and these opportuni-

ties, please call our toll-free number, (800)

243-4353 or send yourCV toSTRELCHECK
& ASSOCIATES, INC., 1 0624 N. Port Wash-
ington Rd., Mequon, WI 53092.

TOO MANY HATS? JOIN MED
CENTER....PRACTICE MEDICINE! - Pri-

vate practice in today's world of regula-

tions, rules, insurance, and, of course, pa-

perwork can require people with expertise

and interest in so many areas that you may
feel overwhelmed all alone. Join MED
CENTER. ...practice medicine! Great ben-

efits; excellent salary ($80K-$110K), paid

vacation and CME, disability insurance,

annual bonus, life insurance, BC/BS health

insurance, retirement benefits, profit shar-

ing, no overnight call and no business head-
aches. Prefer Board-eligible/Board-certified

physicians in family practice, general prac-

tice or internal medicine. Signing bonus for

full-time physicians. Five locations in the

Cleveland/Akron area. If interested call

Daniel A. Breitenbach, MD, Chief Medical

Officer, at (216) 248-7390.

Positions Wanted

ANESTHESIOLOGIST - Insured, BC an-

esthesiologist available for vacation cover-

age and other staffing needs. W. B. Cleve-

land, Anesthesia Services (216) 321-1860 or

(216) 321-1847 (evenings).

Miscellaneous

FINANCING UNSECURED -Up to $60K.

No placement fees or prepayment penal-

ties. Competitive rates, rapid processing,

best interest only payment option. EQUIP-
MENT LEASING - Answer in 12-72 hours,

no upside limit, single or master lease. War-
ranty extension, new practices eligible. Call

(800) 331-4951 Ext 510, 9-5 EST.

INTERNAL MEDICINE/CARDIOLOGY

-Suburban Columbus, Ohio practice avail-

able. Favorable terms. Box 243 c/o OHIO
Medicine, 1500 Lake Shore Dr., Columbus,
OH 43204-3824.

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE TRAIN-
ING COURSE - Intensive program begin-

ning June 1-12, 1992 and continuing Octo-

ber 12-16, 1992 and one week from March
22-26, 1993. The one-week continuation

portions may be taken in successive years.

Clinical and administrative occupational

medicine, epidemiology and biostatistics,

industrial hygiene, toxicology, regulations,

etc.CME credits have been approved by the

ACEP, AMA, AAFP and AOA. 16th year.

References from past participants provided.

$925 per week. Douglas Linz, MD, MS,
U.C. College of Medicine, M.L. 182, Cincin-

nati, OH 45267, (513) 558-0046.

OFFICE BUILDING WITH RENTAL
APARTMENT-Medical/surgical turn-key
operation. Laboratory/X-ray. Prime loca-

tion. Two blocks from hospital. 1030 North
Fountain, Springfield, OH 45504, (513) 399-

4867. Will help finance.

Classified ad rates for OHIO
Medicine are as follows:

Members are charged 50tf per

word, 75t per word for boxed

ads; non-members and

institutions are charged $1 .50

per word, $1.75 boxed.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING

Non-Pharmaceutical
George R. Quigley

4015 Executive Park Dr., Ste. 304

Cincinnati, Ohio 45241

(513) 563-9666

Pharmaceutical

Lifetime Learning

15 W. 700 N. Lrontage Rd.

Hinsdale, IL 60521

(708) 655-2500

OHIO Medicine
Advertisers

Air Lorce 14

American Physicians Life 11

Eli Lilly 18, 19

Medical Protective Group 21

PICO 5

Postgraduate Medicine 10

Turner & Shepherd 13

Roche 23,24

Reaching Your Target

Audience

OSMA members can

receive physician

mailing lists or labels

at a reduced rate.

Order categories include requests

by county, by specialty, and by

age, among many others.

Let OSMA help you hit that

bullseye.

ĵ

For more information, contact

OSMA’s Department of Elec-

tronic Data Services.

The Ohio State Medical Assoc.

1500 Lake Shore Drive

Columbus, Ohio 43204-3824

(800) 766-OSMA
(614) 486-2401

Name

MOVING?
Notify OHIO Medicine
of your new address.

M.E. Number

Street

City/State ZIP

Send to:

OHIO Medicine
1500 Lake Shore Drive

Columbus, OH 43204-3824
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unless you settle the issue

by writing “Dispense as Written.”

VALIUM
v
d/azepam/Roche®

2-mg 5-mg 10-mg

scored tablets

The final choice should really be yours
The cut out “V” design is a registered trademark of Roche Products Inc.

Copyright© 1991 by Roche Products Inc. All rights reserved.

Roche Products

Roche Products Inc.

Manati. Puerto Rico 00701

*According to the Orange Book. 10th ed. US Department of Health

and Human Services
,
1990, diazepam tablets may be available from as many

as 17 companies. Tablets shown represent 5 mg diazepam tablets.
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News for Members of the Ohio State Medical Association

Handing Over the Reins

Stanley J. Lucas, MD, left, is installed as OSMA president by Joseph

Sudimack, Jr., MD, immediate past president. For more photos of the

OSMA's Annual Meeting, see pages 6-7.

Ohio Senate to vote
soon on House Bill 478
The Ohio Senate may vote in June

on a new version of House Bill

478, the major health-care reform

legislation that passed the Ohio
House in February.

The new version of House Bill

478 was unveiled in May by Sen.

Robert Ney (R-Barnesville), who
chairs the Senate committee that is

working on the bill. "Health in-

surers, drug companies, doctors,

hospitals, every group involved in

our health-care system is being

asked to assist in solving this

problem," commented Sen. Ney
upon presenting the new bill.

The provisions in the new HB
478 that concern physicians

include:

• Repeal of the prohibition

against the corporate practice

of medicine, permitting hos-

pitals to employ physicians.

The OSMA strongly opposes

repeal of this ban.

• Mandatory Medicare assign-

ment with a financial means
test. This change lowers the

financial means test from

Continued on page 3

Ohio MD pay disputed
When the AMA delegates file into

the Chicago Hilton later this

month for their annual meeting,

high on the priority list for the

Ohio delegation will be the matter

of physician income.

In the past few weeks, Ohio
newspapers have given much
coverage to an AMA survey that

indicated Ohio physicians, who,
the survey said, averaged

$190,000 in 1990, were the highest

paid physicians in the nation.

In general, Ohio doctors have

been upset and

concerned with

the report.

Joseph

Sudimack, Jr.,

MD, OSMA's
immediate past

president, felt
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that the sample of 132 Ohio

doctors used in the study was too

small.

The Ohio delegation is asking

that "more reliable data with

larger sample size be used if this

is done in the future; and that the

AMA publish only regional, not

state-specific practice income

data, and that they use median
data rather than average or mean
data."

Other issues the Ohio delegates

will be bringing to the floor of the

AMA House of Delegates include:

• Anti-hassle Legislation for

Medicaid - That the AMA
lobby the federal government

to enact legislation that would
protect attending physicians'

Continued on page 1

1

Inside

Statewide fee schedule
decision sent to HCFA
In the wake of the OSMA House
of Delegates decision to support

a statewide Medicare fee sched-

ule (see May issue of OHIO
Medicine), the OSMA has written

a letter to the Health Care

Financing Administration,

urging the agency to change

Ohio to a single payment sys-

tem for the entire state.

"Because of the support

demonstrated by the OSMA
House of Delegates, I respect-

fully request that HCFA take

appropriate action to implement

a Medicare statewide payment
level for Ohio," wrote OSMA
Executive Director Herb Gillen

in his letter to HCFA.

HCFA has made it clear that it

would consider converting to a

statewide reimbursement level

only with the overwhelming

support of the OSMA.
A change to a statewide fee

schedule could come as early as

this year or next if HCFA agrees

to OSMA's request, accelerating

by two or three years an

anticipated change to a quasi-

statewide fee schedule by 1996,

when RBRVS is fully transi-

tioned.

OHIO Medicine will notify you

of HCFA's response and update

you on all new developments as

they occur. I
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House of Delegates - Actions on Resolutions
mm

These are the results of the resolutions considered at the OSMA 1992 Annual Meeting

Resolution # and Name
Referred

to Council Adopted Rejected Resolution # and Name
Referred

to Council Adopted Rejected

42. OSMA Delegates and
Alternate Delegates to the

AMA A, v/

X

43. Resignation of Members A, v/
44. Indemnification of

Component Societies v/

A, v/
45. Transfer of Disciplinary

Procedures

46. Residents and Medical
Students

A v/
47. Revision of OSMA

Constitution and Bylaws

Public Health

22. More Effective Control of

the Spread of AIDS A, v/
26. Long-Term Prescriptions 3

... v/
28. Expiration Date on

Prescriptions.... A, s/
29. FDA Investigating the

Safety of Tanning Parlor

Devices 4

31. Revision of Pertussis

Vaccine Liability Tax

32. WTI A v/

X

35. Support of AMA Family
Violence Initiative A, v/

38. Health Education in Public

Schools A, s/

Reimbursement

1 . Request for Medicare
Single Statewide Payment
Schedule 5 v/

8. Unfair Payment Medicare
Schedule for New
Physicians

9. Repeal RBRVS

10. Global Charges for

Nursing Home Patient

Management X

50. Anti-Hassle Legislation for

Medicaid 2 A, v/
51. Corporate Practice of

Medicine 2 A, v/
52. Organized Medicine's Role

in Health-Care Policy 2 A, v/J

Coding for Chart

- Resolution adopted

A, s/ ~ Resolution amended,
then adopted

X - Resolution rejected

* - Resolution placed on
~ Consent Calendar, then

adopted

A complete list of the proceedings will be available

in July from the OSMA Department of Administra-

tive and Educational Services.

1 - Emergency Resolution

2 - Resolution Submitted by HMSS

3 - Substitute Resolution - Replaces

Nos. 26 and 27

4 - Substitute Resolution - Replaces

Nos. 29 and 30

5 - Substitute Resolution - Replaces

Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4

Discipline/Review

11. Recommended Standards

for Private (For-Profit)

Quality Review

12. Peer Review Process

13. PRO Severity Points

14. Limited Costs Resulting

From JCAHO Policies

15. PRO Peer Review
Physician Advisers

16. Proposed Revision to

Medical Board
Disciplinary Actions

17. Peer Review Immunity
Outside Hospitals

18. PRS Activities and Practice

Parameters

19. Third-Party Payor Denials

.

20. Increased Third-Party

Payor Accountability

24. Abolish the National

Practitioner Data Bank

25. Physician Review of

Generic Quality Screening.

Health-Care Reform

5. Support for Mandatory
Freeze on Health-Care

Costs

6. Health-Care Reform.

7. Protection of Physicians'

Rights

Liability

E2. Medical Board’s Position on
Prescribing Medications 1

....

21 . Care for the Homeless
.

23. Abolish the Federal

Register

33. Mandatory Continuing
Medical Education

34. Living Will

36. Recommended Change to

AMA Ethical Statement on
Gifts From Industry

48. Education Programs
Associated with a Hospital 2

49. CME for Physicians in the

Hospital Setting 2

OSMA
37. Member Benefits

.

39. House of Delegates

Representation

40. Remittance of Membership
Dues

41. Dual Membership
Discount

v/

v/

As/
A, s/

.
A, >/

• A, s/

A, v/

A,y

A, v/

. Withdrawn

A, \/

V*
.
A, s/

A, •>/

V'

-V'

A, s/

A, v/
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Office surgeries

may be regulated

Outpatient surgery, conducted

either in a clinic or doctor’s office,

may be the next medical pro-

cedure to come under federal

regulation.

Richard Kusserow, inspector

general of the Department of

Health and Human Services, has

issued a pair of reports that say

licensing of these outpatient

clinics is spotty and varies widely

from state to state. The reports

specifically focused on physician

offices where, according to

Kusserow, in 1989, 30 million

operations were performed.

"Doctors are performing proce-

dures in their offices that they

would not be allowed to provide

in their local hospitals," Rep. Ron
Wyden (D-Oregon) wrote in a

HB 478.. .continued

700% to 550% of the federal

poverty level (FPL). This

prohibits physicians from

balance billing those Medicare

patients who annually earn

less than 550% of the FPL. The
OSMA opposes mandatory
Medicare assignment.

• Voluntary single hospital

billing. Certain safeguards are

included in this provision,

such as requiring that the hos-

pital disclose its administra-

tive charges for this billing

service, as well as its method
of distributing partial pay-

ments. Hospitals also may not

revoke or deny staff privileges

of physicians who decline to

participate, nor may they

cancel physician service con-

tracts. OSMA opposes single

hospital billing, but this ver-

sion provides physicians with

some significant safeguards

that do not currently exist in

law.

• Children's Health Care Pro-

gram. This program would
replace the OHIO plan placed
in an earlier draft. The new
program would be admini-
stered by the Ohio Depart-

OHIOMedicine • June 1992

letter to Health and Human
Services Secretary Louis Sullivan,

after reviewing the reports.

FACILITIES NOT LICENSED

Investigators who assembled

the data for the reports sampled

160 facilities in four states - Ohio,

California, Texas and Maryland -

and found 131 of them were not

licensed by a medical authority,

nor were they professionally

accredited.

Nationwide, the inspector

general found wide differences in

what states require in the way of

licenses. Forty-one states license

ambulatory surgical centers; 29

license birthing centers; 11 license

ambulatory health-care clinics and

nine license emergency or trauma

centers. (Although these facilities

fall under certificate of need

guidelines in Ohio, once they

have been approved, there are no

ment of Human Services, and

it would offer coverage to

poor children up to age 7 who
are not eligible for any other

publicly subsidized coverage.

The child’s parents could earn

no more than 300% of the

federal poverty level, and

coverage would be free to

those whose parents earn less

than 200% of the FPL. Those

above 200% but less than

300% of the FPL would pay a

nominal cost for coverage.

Only basic health needs

would be covered and reim-

bursement to providers

would be at Medicaid rates.

The program would be

funded by a 3% assessment on

the gross revenue of wholesale

drug distributors.

CALL TO ACTION

It's important for physicians to

deliver the following message to

their state senators immediately:

• Thank your senator for

listening to our concerns, the

bill is much improved. The

OHIO plan is gone; single

hospital billing is voluntary

and includes important safe-

guards, and the bill includes

The Inspector General of the Department of Health and Human Services

reports that nationwide licensing of outpatient clinics is, at best,

spotty.

state agencies that periodically

license or regulate the operations

within these facilities.) No state

requires a license for a doctor's

office.

Rep. Wyden said that he is

writing a federal bill to address

the gap in regulation.!

The Common Threads in Health Reform

When House Republicans intro-

duced their version of a health-

care reform bill. House Bill 746,

in late April, all four caucuses

operating within the Ohio State-

house were finally heard from.

Now, state legislators must also

wrestle with health-care reform

bills introduced by Senate

Democrats, Senate Republicans,

and House Democrats. All four

pieces of legislation, however,

do have some provisions in

common, and physicians are

likely to see these in some final

version of a health-care reform

bill. These provisions include:

• mandatory Medicare assign-

ments with a financial means
test tied to the poverty level

• voluntary single hospital

billing

• a ban on physician self-

referrals to clinical labs

• small business health insur-

ance reform

• a cap on insurers' admini-

strative expenses

• immunity for physicians

who provide health-care

services without remuner-

ation to indigent patients.

• a charge to the Ohio Depart-

ment of Health to develop

practice parameters

Unique to House Bill 746,

however, is a provision calling

for a two-year freeze on the

income of all health-care pro-

viders, limited to increases in

the consumer price index (CPI).

medical liability reform.

• Ask your senator to support

medical liability reform,

especially the $250,000 cap on

non-economic damages.

• Ask your senator to eliminate

the repeal of the prohibition

against the corporate practice

of medicine. Argue that the

employment of physicians

will lead to the end of inde-

pendent practice.

OHIO Medicine will keep you

posted on developments of this

legislation as they occur. I
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Mammography bill is approved

House Bill 142, the mammo-
graphy screening bill sponsored

by Rep. Helen Rankin (D-Cincin-

nati), becomes effective July 1.

This bill requires health insur-

ance policies and public employee

benefit plans to provide coverage

for mammography and certain

cytologic screenings, capping the

costs for mammography screen-

ings at $85. The $85 fee is to cover

both the technical and profession-

al component of mammography
screening.

CAP SET AT $85

"The bill prohibits balance bill-

ing for mammography services

provided by physicians and hos-

pitals in excess of the $85 cap,”

says John Van Doom, OSMA's
director of the Department of

I

The ban on

balance billing

applies only to

screening

mammography.

Legislation. The balance-billing

ban, added in the Senate, is a

particularly disturbing amend-
ment for OSMA members since

similar bans could be applied to

other services in the future.

A distinction is made in the

legislation, however, between
screening and diagnostic mammo-
graphy, and the ban on balance

billing applies only to screening

mammography. In addition,

screening mammography must be

provided in facilities accredited

by the ACR mammography pro-

gram or by hospitals.

Insurance companies are

required, beginning in 1993, to

cover one baseline mammogram
for women between the ages of 35

and 40; one mammogram every

two years for women 40 to 49 or

annually if a physician determines

that a woman is at risk for breast

cancer; and one mammogram a

year for women 50 to 64. Medi-

care covers the cost for women 65

and over. |

WALDHEGER • COYNE
& ASSOCIATES CO., L.PA.

Gemini Tower I, Suite 550

1991 Crocker Road

Cleveland, Ohio 44145

(216) 835-0600 (FAX) 835-1511

Tanning parlors

face more regs

The OSMA and the Ohio Derma-
tological Association (ODA) have

taken a proactive step in their

battle against skin cancer, com-

bining forces to actively promote

Senate Bill 38, the bill that would
ensure uniformity in the irradi-

ance level of tanning parlor beds.

Specifically, the bill would
require owners to measure the

irradiance of bulbs in their tan-

ning beds not less than every 30

days, and keep records of those

measurements. If the bulbs

deteriorate to less than 70% of

their original power, the owners

would have to replace them as

soon as possible.

"This would prevent someone
going from tanning bed A, where

the irradiance may be only 25% or

30%, to tanning bed B where the

irradiance is at 100%," says

Cynthia Snyder, JD, associate

director of OSMA's Department of

Legislation. Obviously, for some-

one who is used to the lower

energy level, a switch to another

tanning bed that provides 100%

energy emission would not only

increase risks of burning, but of

malignant melanoma as well.

The State Cosmetology Board,

which presently oversees tanning

parlor inspections, would be

Update

Med board bill now law

House Bill 454, the Ohio State

Medical Board bill that, among
other things, advances the

mailing date for renewal

applications, is now law. By
now you should have received

a renewal application for your

state license. The application and

licensure fees must be returned by

July 1. Current licenses will

expire September 30. Physi-

cians should receive new
licenses by October 1, the be-

ginning of the new biennium.

For additional information on
CME requirements, IMG
licensure and special licenses,

see the May "Legislative

Bulletin" section of OHIO
Medicine or contact OSMA’s
Department of Legal Services.

given the additional duty of

ensuring that the state's tanning

industry lives up to the new law.

Both Mark Bechtel, MD, presi-

dent of ODA and Louis Barich,

MD, a Hamilton dermatologist,

provided instrumental testimony

in both the Ohio Senate and the

Ohio House of Representatives.

Presently, SB 38 is under con-

sideration in the House Health

Committee.

"We're very hopeful that it will

pass soon,” Snyder says. I

Cooperative
hospitals may get
anti-trust immunity

Hospitals that attempt to reduce

health-care costs by cooperating

in different ventures, such as

sharing high-tech equipment, may
be immune from anti-trust regu-

lations if House Bill 714 passes.

"House Bill 714 was introduced

into the House and passed out of

the House within a period of

about three weeks," says John Van
Doom, director of OSMA's De-

partment of Legislation.

"We're trying to have language

added to the bill that would
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urban areas where individual

hospitals, often within a few miles

of each other, have their own CT
scanners and imaging devices.

At press time, the bill was in the

Senate's Health and Human Ser-

vices Committee, but is expected

to pass soon, says Van Doom. I

afford the same immunity to

physicians.”

SOME SUPERVISION

If the bill passes - with or with-

out an amendment that includes

physicians - hospitals would not

be without supervision. The Ohio

Department of Health would be

required to approve hospital joint

ventures with the advice and con-

sent of the state attorney general's

office.

"This bill originated in the

Columbus business community
and in the health coalition of

central Ohio,” says Van Doom.
"They believe that the state should

encourage cooperation and not

competition between hospitals."

The business community's

bottom line, in fact, seems to be to

curtail the proliferation of tech-

nology that often exists in large

SIDS victims ID'd

through autopsy

A new state law now requires that

an autopsy be performed on all

children under the age of two
who die suddenly when they had

been in good health.

The purpose of House Bill 244,

which was signed into law this

spring and becomes effective

August 3, is to identify those

I

The legislation

allows coroners to

conduct research

and tests during

the autopsy.

children who may have died of

sudden infant death syndrome.
"A peripheral issue is to identify

those cases where the child may
have died as the result of child

abuse," says Cynthia Snyder, JD,

associate director of OSMA's
Department of Legislation.

The legislation includes a pro-

vision that would allow coroners

to conduct research procedures
and tests during the autopsy.

Another provision, however,
would waive the required

autopsy if the coroner determined
the procedure would be contrary

to the religious beliefs of the

family.

If an autopsy determines that

the child died of SIDS, the Ohio
Department of Health would be
called upon to make counseling
and educational resources availa-

ble to the parents. I

If you have any questions

about any story in this

section, contact the OSMA
Department of Legislation at

(800) 766-OSMA.
"

YOU DIDN’T GO TO MEDICAL SCHOOL
TO PRACTICE LAW

Your job is to practice medicine. Ours is to protect you if you get sued. That's why we
work with 32 of Ohio's toughest, most experienced law firms. As a PICO policyholder,

you get:

• attorneys that know the

law and medicine, so you
don't spend time teaching

your legal counsel

medicine

• defense firms that know
the legal climate in your
community

• defense firms that work
for you, not us -- provid-

ing legal advice on court-

room presentation, assis-

tance in dealing with the

legal system and advice

on what to do if sued

• a defense approach that

assigns separate firms in

conflict situations

• a courtroom success

rate of over 85%.

And remember, PICO will never settle a lawsuit without your written consent. So get the

facts. Call your local PICO agent — or call us at 614/864-7100. Fighting for your rights,

inside the courtroom and out , is a job we take seriously.

Law firms located throughout Ohio, including: Akron, Canton, Cincinnati, Cleveland,

Columbus, Dayton, Elyria, Findlay, Lima, Mansfield, Toledo, Portsmouth, Youngstown and

Zanesville.

Physicians Insurance Company of Ohio

Bates Drive

Pickerington, Ohio 43147
1-800-282-7515
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Annual Meeting - 1 992

Physicians line up to testify at Reference Committee 1. 1992 OSMA President Stanley J.
Lucas, MD, and wife, Judy, left, attend

the OMPAC 300 Club reception.

Ohio's Lieutenant Governor Michael DeWine, center, mingles with

guests at the OMPAC dinner, where he was the guest speaker.

At the final session, Walter Reiling, Jr., MD, OSMA's new President-

Elect, thanks members of the House for their support.

Brian Bachelder, MD, Mt. Gilead,

left, and Donald Hammel, MD,
Ravenna, listen to candidate

interviews.

OHIOMedicine * June 1992
|
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John Devany, MD, addresses

the House of Delegates.

Edward G. Kilroy, MD, testifies

at reference committee hearings.

Denise Bobovnyik, MD,
Youngstown, addresses an issue

at a reference committee.

Enjoying the OMPAC 300 Club's reception are, from left: Su-Pa Kang,

MD, Woong S. Kim, MD and Daniel Van Heeckeren, MD.

Joyce Penn, outgoing auxiliary president, reflects on events of the last

year at the first session of the House of Delegates.
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OSMA video
to feature

young physicians

The OSMA Committee on

Membership Marketing believes

the best way to reach young
physicians, who are not OSMA
members, may be through a

video.

A similar approach was tried by
the Kentucky Medical Association

and it was very successful,

according to Doug Evans, director

of the OSMA Department of

Membership.

Several OSMA young physi-

cians from around the state will

appear in the video, due to be

released this month. The physi-

cians will highlight the benefits of

membership and reasons for

belonging to the association.

The eight-minute video will be

distributed to 1,800 non-members
under the age of 40.

"This is just another vehicle to

communicate with non-members
and, we hope, to recruit them,"

says Evans.

Any OSMA member interested

in obtaining a copy of the video to

share with a non-member may
contact Doug Evans at the OSMA,
(800) 766-OSMA. I

Phone Mail Directory

Thanks to phone mail, OSMA members now have access to the

association 24 hours a day. Below is a directory of extensions so that

you may access lines more quickly.

Administration

Herb Gillen 138

Irene Icenhower 140

Joe Moore 201

Department of Administrative and
Educational Services

Gail Dodson 152

Dave Torrens 153

Carol Maddy 154

Susie Paulus 510

Cathy Montgomery 151

Department of Communications

Carol Mullinax 105

Connie Roth 102

Karen Edwards 109

Karen Kirk 101

Michelle Carlson 104

Robin Parker 106

Nancy Hacker 107

Department of Legislation

John Van Doom 220

Cynthia Snyder 219

Dan Leite 222

Chris Robinson 216

Betsy Schiffman 217

Department of Membership
Development

Doug Evans 232

Charlotte Kourie 228

Pam Schlosser 230

Tina Thomas 229

Depci ent of Medical Specialty

Society Relations

Kent Studebaker 112

Anitra Metheny 116

Phyllis VVardell 144

Donna Allen 114

Julie Chappelear 135

Dawn Dodson 100

Department of Medical Society

and Member Relations

Bob Clinger 146

Kay Burkett 145

Department of Legal Services

Brent Mulgrew 137

Scott Clapp 129

Katrina English 127

Phyllis Fisher 136

Traci Benzing 126

Department of Development and
Member Services

Jerry Campbell 122

Shar Wackman 123

Catherine Keeling 121

Department of Professional

Relations and Ombudsman
Services

Bill Fry 213

Janet Shaw 214

Debbie Bahnsen 212

Cindy Wolfe 215

Department of Finance

Jim Wile 221

Carolyn Gary 226

Carol Brown 223

Michelle Webster 224

Department of Electronic Data

Services

Joe Dusina 204

Brian Bruckelmeyer 205

Tim Wittkopf 206

James M. Sudimack, MD, chair of the Young Physicians Committee,

prepares to be videotaped.

Wolfe running for

OSMA pres-elect

Claire Wolfe, MD, Columbus, has

thrown her hat into the political

circle. At the OSMA Council

meeting

following

the final

session of

the 1992

House of

Dele-

gates, Dr.

Wolfe

announced

her

candi-

dacy for

OSMA
president-elect in 1993.

The District 10 Councilor has

been an active member of OSMA
for a number of years, serving on

numerous committees of the

OSMA and the Academy of

Medicine of Columbus; as a past

president of the Academy of

Medicine; as chair of the Medical

Council of the Coalition for Cost-

Effective Health Care; as a

delegate to the AMA and on its

"Women in Medicine" committee;

and as a member of the board of

trustees of Peer Review Systems,

Inc.

A native of Bronx, N.Y., Dr.

Wolfe graduated from the Ohio

State University and earned her

medical degree from the Ohio

State University College of Med-

icine.

A physician Board-certified in

physical medicine and rehabili-

tation, Dr. Wolfe is on the medical

staff at Mount Carmel Medical

Center and is an assistant clinical

professor. Department of Physical

Medicine and Rehabilitation, at

the Ohio State University.

Dr. Wolfe is married and has

two sons. I

Survey tracks

needs of members

What challenges are facing

medicine? What are some of the

benefits to OSMA membership?
What do you think are the

objectives of the association?

These, plus some demographic

material, were just a few of the

many questions asked of physi-

cians attending the 1992 OSMA
Annual Meeting in May. Ninety-

two surveys were completed.

"Our main objective was to see

if the OSMA is meeting the needs

of its membership," says Doug
Evans, director of the Department

of Membership, "and if not, what

changes should be made."

The information gleaned from

the survey will be compared to a

similar survey conducted in 1990.

The membership department will

track the current trends in medi-

cine and membership.

Watch for the results in the July

issue of OHIO Medicine. I

Dr. Wolfe
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Deadline nears
on Workers' Comp
group rating plan

If you are looking for ways to

trim your practice costs and

would like to save as much as

I

Physicians par-

ticipating in the

1992 program

saved $1.5 million.

your annual membership dues,

consider enrolling in the OSMA’s
Workers' Compensation Group
Rating Program. But you must act

by June 30.

As with most group insurance

programs, physicians receive

tremendous savings because they

can purchase their coverage with

thousands of colleagues through-

out the state. In fact, nearly 3,000

Ohio physicians are participating

in the group rating program for

1992 and will reduce their annual

Workers’ Compensation premium
payments up to 50% - saving a

total of $1.5 million.

A flier about the OSMA Work-
ers' Compensation Group Rating

Program appeared in the April

and May issues of OHIO Medicine.

If you missed those you still have

a chance to get into the program if

you act by June 30.

Participants must be a member
of both their county medical so-

ciety and the OSMA to participate

in this money-saving program.

If you are interested, but have

additional questions, contact Jerry

Campbell, director of the Depart-

ment of Development and Mem-
ber Services, at (800) 766-OSMAl

Annual Meeting Election Results

Last month, OHIO Medicine

reported that Stanley J. Lucas,

MD, had been installed as

OSMA president at the

association's Annual Meeting,

held May 1-3 in Dayton, and that

Walter Reiling, Jr., MD, had been

elected president-elect.

Because time and space did not

permit, this month, we bring you
results of the rest of OSMA's
elections:

• Nine physicians were elected

as Delegates to the AMA:

Herman I. Abromowitz, MD;
Edmund C. Casey, MD;
Theodore J. Castele, MD; Roland
A. Gandy, Jr., MD; Stanley J.

Lucas, MD; Thomas W. Morgan,
MD; Richard J. Nowak, MD;
William T. Paul, MD; Walter A.

Reiling, Jr., MD

• Nine physicians were elected

as Alternate Delegates to the

AMA:

J. James Anderson, MD;
Edmund W. Jones, MD; Su-Pa
Kang, MD; Raymond J.

McMahon, Jr., MD; Walter E.

Matern, MD; J. Steven Polsley,

MD; Frederick T. Suppes, MD;
Daniel W. Van Heeckeren, MD;
and Richard J. Wiseley, MD.

• Stephen T.

House, MD, was
elected Second

District Coun-
cilor, for a

one-year term

to fill the unex-

pired term of Dr.

Reiling

• John W.
Thomas, MD,
Wooster, was
elected

Eleventh

District Coun-

cilor, succeeding

Charles G.

Adams, MD, Vermilion, who
served six years on the Council.

The following Councilors were re-

elected to two-year terms:

First District -

K. William Kitzmiller, MD
Third District -

William H. Kose, MD
Fifth District -

Ronald L. Price, MD
Seventh District -

Walter J. Jones, MD
Ninth District -

Richard Villarreal, MD

Dr. Thomas

Honoring 25 Years of Service

Robert Clinger, left, an OSMA associate executive director and

director of the Department of Medical Society and Member Rela-

tions, was recognized for his 25 years of outstanding service to the

physicians of Ohio at the OSMA Annual Meeting in May. Executive

Director Herb Gillen presents a plaque to Clinger and his wife, Ann.

Postgraduate
Medicine

When you need

TIME ON YOUR

SIDE, THE CHOICE

IS CLEAR.

Rostgaduate
Medicine ^

NO CLINICAL

CLUTTER-

PGM ARTICLES

ARE CLEAR,

CONCISE, WELL

ILLUSTRATED,

AND PRACTICAL.

l
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Medical society

execs to meet

Ohio county medical society exec-

utives will meet on the shores of

Lake Erie July 14-15 at Maumee
Bay State

Park

Lodge,

east of

Toledo.

Nancy
W.
Dickey,

MD, a

member
of the

American
Medical

Associ- Dr. Dickey

ation

Board of Trustees, will speak.

Dr. Dickey, a family physician

from Richmond, Texas, was
elected to the AMA Board in June

1989, and appointed to its execu-

tive committee in June 1991. As of

this writing, her topic had not

been confirmed.

Other items on the agenda in-

clude the county medical society

non-dues revenue projects and the

Ohio Physicians Effectiveness

Program (OPEP).

For more information contact

Robert Clinger, Department of

Medical Society and Member
Relations at the OSMA, (800) 766-

OSMA.I

Golfers tee off

Any OSMA member interested in

swinging some golf clubs can

participate in the 1992 OSMGA
Tournament at Marion Country

Club, Marion on June 19.

The $125 per golfer registration

fee covers greens fees, cart fees, a

sleeve of golf balls, shirt or gift

certificate, range balls, lunch,

cocktails, dinner, playing prizes

and tips. The capacity for the 1992

tournament is 144 players.

A total of 16 awards will be

presented.

For more information contact

Robert Clinger, Department of

Medical Society and Member
Relations at (800) 766-OSMA.I

Colleagues

Richard Keller, MD, Sandusky,

was elected to the board of

trustees of Providence Hospital.

He is vice president of the medical

staff at Providence. A Sandusky

native. Dr. Keller, is a family

practitioner who holds pro-

fessional memberships in the

American Medical Association,

the Ohio State Medical Associa-

tion, Erie County Medical Society,

American Academy of Family

Practice and is certified by the

American Board of Family

Practice.

Unni U.K. Kumar,
MD, Cleveland, was
named president of

the Academy of

Medicine of Cleve-

land at the annual

dinner meeting in Dr. Kumar

ONIY ONE ^-ANTAGONIST HEALS REFLUX ESOPHAGITIS

AT DUODENAL ULCER DOSAGE. ONIY ONE.

axid
nizatidine

Of all the H2-receptor antagonists, only Axid heals and

relieves reflux esophagitis at its standard duodenal ulcer dosage.

Axid, 150 mg b.i.d., relieves heartburn in 86% of patients

after one day and 93% after one week. 1 150 mg b.i.d.

ACID TESTED. PATIENT PROVEN.

1 . Data on file, Lilly Research Laboratories. See accompanying page for prescribing information. ©1991. eu ully and company NZ-2947-B-249304
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May. Others honored were David

E. Lehtinen, MD, Cleveland,

Distinguished Service Award; and

E.A. Mortimer, Jr., MD, Cleve-

land, Distinguished Membership

Award.

Ronald Weisenberger, MD,
Hamilton, has been named
medical director of Fort Hamilton-

Hughes Memorial Hospital's

Endoscopy Unit. He Joined Fort

Hamilton-Hughes Memorial
Hospital's medical staff in 1980.

He is Board-certified in internal

medicine and gastroenterology

and is a member of the American
College of Physicians and other

specialty and general medical

societies. I

AXID
nizatidine capsules
Brief Summary. Consult the package insert for

complete prescribing information

Indications and Usage, i Active duodenal uicer-

for up to 8 weeks of treatment at a dosage of 300 mg
h.s. or 150 mg b i d. Most patients heal within 4 weeks.

2 Maintenance therapy - for healed duodenal ulcer

patients at a dosage of 150 mg h.s. at bedtime. The

consequences of therapy with Axid for longer than 1

year are not known

3. Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)-ioi up

to 12 weeks of treatment of endoscopically diagnosed

esophagitis, including erosive and ulcerative esophagitis,

and associated heartburn at a dosage of 150 mg b.i.d.

Contraindication: Known hypersensitivity to the drug.

Because cross sensitivity in this class of compounds has

been observed. H2-receptor antagonists, including Axid,

should not be administered to patients with a history

of hypersensitivity to other H2-receptor antagonists.

Precautions: General-1. Symptomatic response to nizatidine therapy does not preclude the presence

of gastric malignancy.

2. Dosage should be reduced in patients with moderate to severe renal insufficiency

3 In patients with normal renal function and uncomplicated hepatic dysfunction, the disposition of

nizatidine is similar to that in normal subjects.

Laboratory Tests- False- positive tests for urobilinogen with Multistix" may occur during therapy

Drug Interactions- No interactions have been observed with theophylline, chlordiazepoxide, lorazepam,

lidocame, phenytom, and warfarin. Axid does not inhibit the cytochrome P-450 enzyme system; therefore,

drug interactions mediated by inhibition of hepatic metabolism are not expected to occur. In patients given

very high doses (3,900 mg) of aspirin daily, increased serum salicylate levels were seen when nizatidine,

150 mg b.i.d., was administered concurrently

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility-A 2-year oral carcinogenicity study in rats with

doses as high as 500 mg/kg/day (about 80 times the recommended daily therapeutic dose) showed no evidence

of a carcinogenic effect. There was a dose-related increase in the density of enterochromaffm-like (ECL) cells

in the gastric oxyntic mucosa. In a 2-year study in mice, there was no evidence of a carcinogenic effect in male

mice, although hyperplastic nodules of the liver were increased in the high-dose males as compared with

placebo. Female mice given the high dose of Axid (2,000 mg/kg/day, about 330 times the human dose) showed

marginally statistically significant increases in hepatic carcinoma and hepatic nodular hyperplasia with no

numerical increase seen in any of the other dose groups.The rate of hepatic carcinoma in the high-dose

animals was within the historical control limits seen for the strain of mice used. The female mice were given

a dose larger than the maximum tolerated dose, as indicated by excessive (30%) weight decrement as compared
with concurrent controls and evidence of mild liver injury (transaminase elevations) The occurrence of a marginal

finding at high dose only in animals given an excessive and somewhat hepatotoxic dose, with no evidence of a

carcinogenic effect in rats, male mice, and female mice (given up to 360 mg/kg/day, about 60 times the human
dose), and a negative mutagenicity battery are not considered evidence of a carcinogenic potential for Axid

Axid was not mutagenic in a battery of tests performed to evaluate its potential genetic toxicity, including

bacterial mutation tests, unscheduled DNA synthesis, sister chromatid exchange, mouse lymphoma assay,

chromosome aberration tests, and a micronucleus test.

In a 2-generation, perinatal and postnatal fertility study in rats, doses of nizatidine up to 650 mg/kg/day
produced no adverse effects on the reproductive performance of parental animals or their progeny.

Pregnancy- Teratogenic Effects -Pregnancy Category C— Oral reproduction studies in rats at doses up
to 300 times the human dose and in Dutch Belted rabbits at doses up to 55 times the human dose revealed no

evidence of impaired fertility or teratogenic effect; but, at a dose equivalent to 300 times the human dose,

treated rabbits had abortions, decreased number of live fetuses, and depressed fetal weights. On intravenous

administration to pregnant New Zealand White rabbits, nizatidine at 20 mg/kg produced cardiac enlargement,

coarctation of the aortic arch, and cutaneous edema in 1 fetus, and at 50 mg/kg, it produced ventricular

anomaly, distended abdomen, spina bifida, hydrocephaly, and enlarged heart in 1 fetus. There are. however,

no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women. It is also not known whether nizatidine can

cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman or can affect reproduction capacity. Nizatidine

should be used during pregnancy only if the potential benefit justifies the potential risk to the fetus.

Nursing Mothers - Studies in lactating women have shown that 0.1% of an oral dose is secreted

in human milk in proportion to plasma concentrations. Because of growth depression in pups reared

by treated lactating rats, a decision should be made whether to discontinue nursing or the drug, taking

into account the importance of the drug to the mother.

Pediatric Use- Safety and effectiveness in children have not been established.

Use in Elderly Patients- Healing rates in elderly patients were similar to those in younger age groups
as were the rates of adverse events and laboratory test abnormalities. Age alone may not be an important

factor in the disposition of nizatidine. Elderly patients may have reduced renal function

Adverse Reactions: Worldwide, controlled clinical trials included over 6,000 patients given nizatidine in

studies of varying durations. Placebo-controlled trials in the United States and Canada included over 2,600 patients

given nizatidine and over 1,700 given placebo. Among the adverse events in these placebo-controlled trials, only

anemia (0.2% vs 0%) and urticaria (0.5% vs 0.1%) were significantly more common in the nizatidine group Of

the adverse events that occurred at a frequency of 1% or more, there was no statistically significant difference

between Axid and placebo in the incidence of any of these events (see package insert for complete information).

A variety of less common events were also reported; it was not possible to determine whether these

were caused by nizatidine.

Hepatic - Hepatocellular injury (elevated liver enzyme tests or alkaline phosphatase) possibly or probably
related to nizatidine occurred in some patients. In some cases, there was marked elevation (>500 IU/L) in

SG0T or SGPT and. in a single instance, SGPT was >2,000 IU/L. The incidence of elevated liver enzymes
overall and elevations of up to 3 times the upper limit of normal, however, did not significantly differ from that

in placebo patients. All abnormalities were reversible after discontinuation of Axid. Since market introduction,

hepatitis and jaundice have been reported. Rare cases of cholestatic or mixed hepatocellular and cholestatic

injury with jaundice have been reported with reversal of the abnormalities after discontinuation of Axid
Cardiovascular- In clinical pharmacology studies, short episodes of asymptomatic ventricular tachycardia

occurred in 2 individuals administered Axid and in 3 untreated subjects.

C/VS -Rare cases of reversible mental confusion have been reported.

Endocrine- Clinical pharmacology studies and controlled clinical trials showed no evidence of anti-

androgemc activity due to nizatidine. Impotence and decreased libido were reported with similar frequency
by patients on nizatidine and those on placebo. Gynecomastia has been reported rarely

Hematologic - Anemia was reported significantly more frequently in nizatidine than in placebo-treated
patients. Fatal thrombocytopenia was reported in a patient treated with nizatidine and another H2 -receptor

antagonist. This patient had previously experienced thrombocytopenia while taking other drugs. Rare cases
of thrombocytopenic purpura have been reported.

Integumental- Urticaria was reported significantly more frequently in nizatidine- than in placebo-treated
patients. Rash and exfoliative dermatitis were also reported.

Hypersensitivity-As with other H2-receptor antagonists, rare cases of anaphylaxis following nizatidine

administration have been reported. Rare episodes of hypersensitivity reactions (eg, bronchospasm, laryngeal

edema, rash, and eosinophilia) have been reported.

Other- Hyperuricemia unassociated with gout or nephrolithiasis was reported. Eosinophilia, fever, and
nausea related to nizatidine have been reported

Overdosage: Overdoses of Axid have been reported rarely. If overdosage occurs, activated charcoal,
emesis, or lavage should be considered along with clinical monitoring and supportive therapy. The ability of

hemodialysis to remove nizatidine from the body has not been conclusively demonstrated; however, due to its

large volume of distribution, nizatidine is not expected to be efficiently removed from the body by this method.

PV 2093 AMP (101591)
Additional information available to the profession on request

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

46285

NZ-2947-8-249304 c 1991. ELI LILLY AND COMPANY
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Calendar
The OSMA has planned the following workshops for 1992. Watch

your mail for brochures on the seminars.

Medical Office Management Institute

July 14 Personnel Management, Stouffer Tower City Plaza,

Cleveland

July 15 Managerial Effectiveness, Stouffer Tower City Plaza,

Cleveland

July 16 Patient Flow Management, Stouffer Tower City

Plaza, Cleveland

July 17 Financial Management, Stouffer Tower City Plaza,

Cleveland

Medical Office Management Institute

Aug. 11 Personnel Management, Cincinnati Marriott

Aug. 12 Managerial Effectiveness, Cincinnati Marriott

Aug. 13 Patient Flow Management, Cincinnati Marriott

Aug. 14 Financial Management, Cincinnati Marriott

Gearing Up for Retirement

Oct. 20 & 21 Ramada University, Columbus

Starting Your Own Practice

Oct. 21 & 22 Ramada University, Columbus

Joining a Partnership/Group

Oct. 23 Ramada University, Columbus

AMA resolutions.. .continued

billings.

• Increased Third-Party

Payor Accountability - That

the AMA try to put an end to

inflammatory language.

• Regionalization of Peer Re-

view Organizations - That the

AMA oppose any attempt by
HCFA to dilute or eliminate

physician-directed peer re-

view at the local level and that

the AMA oppose the pro-

posed regionalization of

clinical screening centers.

• Opposition to Global or Per

Capita Payments to Hospitals

- That the AMA oppose any

system of medical care that

would provide global billing.

• Physician Review of Generic

Quality Screens - That Board-

certified members from each

medical specialty be appoint-

ed by the AMA in conjunction

with specialty societies to

establish the review and

amend the practice parame-

ters to be used by medical

review personnel in evalu-

ating cases.

• FDA Investigating the Safety

of Tanning Parlor Devices -

That the AMA urge that the

Federal Drug Administration

and other appropriate federal

regulatory agencies investi-

gate the safety and public

health aspects of tanning

parlor devices.

• Organized Medicine's Role in

Health-Care Policy - That

formal organized physician

involvement in all areas of

health-care policy be legally

mandated in the United

States; and that the AMA
support negotiation of

reimbursement, review of

quality and appropriateness

of care and appropriateness of

fees, and establishment of

overall budgetary predicta-

bility. I
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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVES

Unity, optimism
to be goals for 92

Editor's note: The following has been excerpted

from President Lucas' incoming speech before

the OSMA House of Delegates at this year's

Annual Meeting in

Dayton.

Let's imagine we
are gathered together

New Year's Eve, 1999,

ticking away the last

seconds until the

arrival of the 21st

century. What will be

our accomplishments

and disappointments

in medicine? Let me
try to arrive at some
intuitive and rational conclusions about the

health-care environment of the year 2000,

knowing full well the risks involved in

predicting.

I'm confident we'll accomplish our most

important goal: marked improvement to

access of health care for all Americans. This

will be financed through a joint effort of the

public and private sectors, and not through

a single, nationalized, health-care program.

Stunningly accurate screening and diagnostic imaging tests for early

diagnosis of disease will be available. .."hassle factors” will be reduced,

but not eliminated. ..the number of private health insurers and major

hospitals will be reduced. ..practice parameters will have proven to be a

major disappointment.. .medical liability claims will increase in num-
bers and award levels. ..doctor-bashing will decrease. ..group practices

will be the mode. ..the solo practitioner will be almost extinct. ..and

medical associations will remain the major representatives of practicing

physicians.

The year 2000 scenario will not just happen by circumstance. It's

more vital than ever before for medicine to be a participant in this

rapidly evolving change. We are, first and foremost, advocates of our

patients' health, but we also must be advocates of our profession.

I've personally adopted two themes as my guideline for my year as

OSMA president - unity and optimism. To successfully face the many
flanks of opposition aimed at medicine and patient care, physicians in

our professional organizations must remain united. Then, with

appropriate optimism, we must continue to fight the discouragement

and apathy that permeates through our profession. Medicine is and

always will be emotionally and mentally fulfilling. Practicing quality

medicine and serving our patients is why we entered medicine and
why, for the sake of the future, we will protect our profession from

those who question and tarnish our motivation.

Ohio physicians truly want to practice quality medicine; want to

have the time to listen to their patients; and want to treat their patients

with kindness, consideration and concern. To these goals, you and I,

together, will dedicate the efforts of the Ohio State Medical Associa-

tion. I am confident that we will succeed. I

2

AUXILIARY REPORT

Now we go home
The 1992 Auxiliary Annual Meeting is now history. Our House of

Delegates made policy decisions and elected new leaders. Outstanding

speakers challenged us. What must we remember now that we are

home?
I believe that we must stay informed and stay involved between

meetings. Things are happening fast in Columbus and Washington,

and we must do our best to keep abreast of the

developments affecting the health care in our

state and our nation. We must be ready to write

letters. We must be ready to talk with our

legislators. We must be ready to make phone
calls when asked by county and state medical

societies. We must take responsibility for staying

informed in order to represent medicine well.

How are we representing medicine in our

communities? Are we positive voices in com-
munity service clubs, in schools, in our churches,

and in the Chamber of Commerce? Are we
serving on community boards where we can

have an opportunity to talk positively for medicine? By being well

informed, we will represent medicine well and talk in a unified voice.

We must do these things now that we are home.

Taking the initiative from the AMA-Auxiliary bylaws changes

adopted in 1991, our House of Delegates adopted the standing

committee name changes as follows: Health Projects to Health

Promotion; Legislation to Legislative Affairs; Long-Range Planning to

Planning Development; and Membership to Membership Develop-

ment. All future publications will reflect these name changes.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

To the Editor:

We noted with concern your comic on page 7 of the April 1992, No. 4

issue of OHIO Medicine, portraying the emergency room.

As emergency physicians have accepted a greater role in the medical

care of our nation, society has placed greater emphasis on the availa-

bility of emergency care. As such, emergency physicians are the only

specialists required by law to provide care to all who seek it, regardless

of ability to pay or time of day.

We are working very hard to project a positive image for our

specialty, especially with the Ohio Legislature, and feel that a comic

such as this sends us back to the antiquated "emergency room staffed

by moonlighters" days. Our hope is that the house of medicine and the

Ohio State Medical Association will in the future support us in our

public relations efforts.

Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.

Brian F. Keaton, MD, FACEP
President

Ohio Chapter of the American College of Emergency Physicians

Editor's Note: OHIO Medicine apologizes to all those offended by the cartoon

and zvishes the specialty of emergency medicine congratulations on its 20th

anniversary.
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SECOND OPINION

The government strikes again
Editor's note: William B. Rogers,

MD, an Akron pediatrician and

member of the OHIO Medicine

Advisory Committee, submitted for

our Second Opinion column a letter

that, because of the new regulations

regarding

immuni-

zations and

informed

consent, he is

now distrib-

uting to all

of his

Medicaid

patients.

He
thought that

it might be of interest to other

physicians, so we reprint it here to let

you see how one Ohio physician is

handling this particular issue.

To All My Medicaid

(ADC) Patients:

Because of new federal govern-

ment regulations, I am no longer

going to give infant and child-

hood immunization shots to my
Medicaid patients.

I have always fully informed

you of the advantages and side

effects of all shots I have ever

given, but the government no

longer feels that is adequate.

As of April 15, 1992, whenever
your child gets an immunization,

you must be given an eight-page

booklet that you must first read,

state that you understand all the

contents, and sign your approval

for that shot.

This booklet will explain in

detail the disease to be prevented,

the benefits versus the risks of the

shot, when shots should be de-

layed, etc., etc. Your signature will

then be legal proof you have been

informed of your rights, risks and

liabilities.

In turn, I would have to record

on that paper you signed my
address, date of the shot, the

manufacturer of the vaccine, the

vaccine lot number, the site where
I have administered the shot and

sign or co-sign with my nurse.

All this is in addition to the time

we spend ordering vaccines,

storing them properly, buying

syringes and needles, giving the

shots, paying for government-

required ways to dispose of

syringes and needles, the red tape

of billing ADC and keeping

records indefinitely for you to

have copies whenever you want
them!

Frankly, the amount Medicaid

pays me to examine your child is

only a little more than the cost of

running my office, and the

amount I now receive for giving a

shot will no longer cover even

that.

If you live in Akron, call 375-

2430 and you will be given an

appointment for these shots by

the Health Department. In Cuya-

hoga Falls or Summit counties,

call 923-4891 for the same infor-

mation.

I'm sure you, as I do, regret this

new government red tape. I

The opinions expressed in this

column are those of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the

opinions or views o/OHIO
Medicine or the Ohio State

Medical Association.

I

Because of government regulations , I am
no longer giving infant and childhood

immunizations to my Medicaid patients.

"Breathe in and out? What other way is there?

"
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Study: Advance
directives confuse
some patients

Obstetrical patients and patients

admitted to the hospital through

the emergency room are two

patient groups slightly more
likely to be alarmed about ques-

tions about advance directives

than others.

That, at least, was the finding of

an informal survey conducted by

the Greater Cincinnati Hospital

Council on the difficulties Ohio

hospitals are experiencing in

implementing the Patient Self-

Determination Act.

Sixty-five percent of the 18 Ohio

hospitals surveyed recommended

no changes in the PSDA at this

time. Those hospitals that recom-

mended changes proposed that

HHS redefine "upon admission";

clarify repeated distribution of

information to the same patients

over time; and provide guidance

for distributing information to

psychiatric, stroke and other

patients temporarily unable to

understand it.

The difficulty most frequently

cited by those who had problems

with the Ohio advance directive

law was a misunderstanding on

the part of physicians and patients

about when a document becomes

operational. Also, the survey said,

some physicians appear to be

confused about the relationship

between "Do Not Resuscitate"

orders and advance directive

documents. I

Representatives from the OSMA and the Ohio State Bar Association

explain the living will/durable power of attorney kit to a senior citizen

group.

Having a written policy is best way to deter sexual harassment

Editor's note: This is the second

article in a series on "Sexual

Harassment and the Physician,"

which began in our April issue.

To prevent workplace sexual

harassment, one of the most im-

portant steps to take is adopting

an explicit written policy state-

ment condemning sexually

harassing behaviors.

But what constitutes harassing

behavior? A definition adopted by
the federal Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission says

that sexual harassment exists

when unwelcome sexual

advances, requests for sexual

favors and other verbal or physi-

cal conduct of a sexual nature are:

• made a term or condition of

an individual's employment

• used as the basis for employ-

ment decisions affecting the

individual

• or when such behavior inter-

feres with an individual's

work performance or creates

an offensive working environ-

ment

The AMA's Council on Judicial

and Ethical Affairs has carried

this definition even further by
listing specific examples. These

include:

• unwelcome sexual advances

• favoritism based on gender

• sexist jokes or slurs

• denied opportunities or poor

evaluations, due to gender

I
• exchange of rewards for

sexual favors

• malicious gossip or rumors

• sexist teaching materials

• punitive measures based upon
refusal of sexual advances

WHAT IS NOI HARASSMENT?

A policy, however, should also

discuss what is not sexual

harassment or actionable (illegal)

behavior. For example:

• consensual relationships that

develop as a result of a work-

place acquaintance (care

should be taken when parties

have unequal positions,

however)

• conscious or unconscious

slights or other activity that

excludes or distinguishes a co-

worker

A policy that recognizes these

more subtle forms of discrimina-

tion encourages employees and

colleagues to be sensitive to how
subtle discrimination can occur,

and encourages them to resolve

workplace "slights” in noncon-

frontational ways.

HANDLING COMPLAINTS

A policy must identify the

supervisory personnel who will

handle complaints - usually

department heads, supervisors or

the personnel manager. There

should also be an alternative

reporting and complaint proce-

dure for cases when a supervisor

may be the offender, or an em-

ployee is uncomfortable talking to

a particular supervisor.

Once a complaint is made, the

policy should spell out the pro-

cedures of an investigation. This

includes interviewing:

• the alleged victim

• the alleged offender

• possible witnesses

• persons who have knowledge

of the incident

Then, after enough information

is gathered, the employer can

ascertain the severity of the com-

plaint and respond appropriately.

Corrective action might range

from informal or formal repri-

mand to dismissal.

Throughout this process, the

employer must protect the con-

fidentiality of sources, and the

information gathered. Persons

who come forward with infor-

mation should also be protected

against retaliation by the offender.

COMMUNICATE POLICY

Once a policy has been adopted,

it should be disseminated and

explained to all personnel, with

the understanding that it will be

enforced.

Individuals in a workplace

should feel free to come forward

to discuss harassing behavior and

learn how to handle it. A clear,

well-written policy will help

achieve that end. I

A policy that recognizes subtle forms of

discrimination encourages colleagues to

resolve "slights."

4
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New program may reduce liability risks

Reduce your exposure to mal-

practice claims, earn CME credits

ami qualify for a multiple-year

premium credit on your mal-

practice insurance. That's the

program that the OSMA and the

Physicians Insurance Company of

Ohio are launching this month, in

cooperation with the American

Medical Association.

Update

NPDB issues report

Ohio ranked 35th (out of a list

of 51) in the number of clinical

privilege actions reported to

the National Practitioner Data

Bank during a period from

September 1990 to August 1991,

says a report issued to the

public for the first time by the

NPDB in March. According to

the NPDB, 23 Ohio incidents of

alleged substandard care

(which includes malpractice

suits against physicians) were
reported. From a total of 25,277

licensed physicians and osteo-

paths in the state, that breaks

down to 0.91 actions per 1,000

doctors. Information gathered

by the NPDB is protected by
the Privacy Act, and the names
of reported physicians remain

confidential.

SRF refunds expected

A Franklin County court

ruled in mid-May that the

monies now controlled by the

Joint Underwriting Authority

can be returned to the state.

This action sets in motion the

beginning of the process of

refunding monies to eligible

physicians from the related

account, the Stabilization

Reserve Fund. Already, the

Department of Insurance has

begun assembling the nece-

ssary figures to begin the

process. "It will still be a long

process," says Herb Gillen,

OSMA executive director, who
has worked to secure SRF re-

funds for physicians, "but the

goal is to have the money re-

funded by the end of the year."

The program, known as Practice

Assessment/Quality Improve-

ment (PA/QI) is a risk-manage-

ment education program that the

AMA is piloting in nine states.

"Presently, the AMA is targeting

three specialties," says Megan
Banker, JD, of PICO who will be

handling the program's opera-

tions. "Pediatricians, family prac-

titioners and internists may enroll

now, and three more specialties

will be added at the end of the

year."

The program is open to all Ohio
physicians. You need not be a

member of OSMA, or a PICO-
insured physician to enroll. How-
ever, to qualify for the multiple-

year premium credit, you must be

PICO-insured.

The PA/QI program has three

components:

• Self-assessment - Partici-

Immunization
forms must include
certain information

By now, those physicians who
administer immunizations against

diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis,

measles, mumps, rubella and
polio should have on hand a

supply of vaccine information

pamphlets providing the detailed

informed consent now required

by law. These should be distrib-

uted to patients, or, in the case of

children, to their parents or

guardians before an immuniza-

tion is given.

Those physicians who are

developing their own informed-

consent forms should be aware of

the following 10 requirements that

must be included on all vaccine

information material:

1. The frequency, severity and
potential long-term effects of

the disease

2. The symptoms or reactions to

the vaccine

3. Precautionary measures

parents or guardians should

pants will answer question-

naires about their practices.

This data will then be given to

the AMA, which will conduct

a comparative study that will

show the physician how his or

her procedures are similar to

or different from others in

the same specialty, in similar-

sized practices in similar

locales.

• Home-study - This second

component is more specialty-

specific. Participants will

review hypothetical cases,

including medical records,

and they will respond in essay

form. Again, these will be

given to the AMA for pro-

cessing and participants will

receive a critique of their

comments.

• Office survey - "This is the

take to reduce the risk of any

major adverse reactions to the

vaccine

4.

Early warning signs or symp-
toms that may be possible

precursors to major adverse

reactions

part in which PICO will be

most involved," says Banker.

The office survey is designed

to pinpoint areas that may
need attention, and is based in

part on material developed in

the self-assessment and home-
study sections.

Once parts one and two are

completed, physician-enrollees

will be eligible for five hours of

Category I CME. All three por-

tions must be completed for

PICO-insured physicians to

receive premium credits.

There will be a charge to enroll

in the program, which will take

from six to 12 months to complete,

and enrollment will be limited.

For additional information about

the PA/QI program, contact

Megan Banker or Cora Arnett at

PICO, (800) 282-7515.1

5. How to monitor such major

adverse reactions, including a

form on which reactions can

be recorded to assist in

reporting information to

appropriate authorities

6. A specification of when, how

The Sixth Annual

Comprehensive Review in

Internal Medicine

August 15-21, 1992

Novice G. Fawcett Center for Tomorrow* Columbus, Ohio

sponsored by

The Ohio State University

Department of Internal Medicine and

Center for Continuing Medical Education

This program meets the criteria for 78.25 hours in Category I of

the Physician's Recognition Award of the American Medical

Association. Also, this program has been reviewed and is

acceptable for 78.25 prescribed hours by the American Academy

of Family Physicians. Registration for the entire course is $825

Register today by calling The Ohio State University Department

of Internal Medicine at (614) 293-4982 or 1 -800-752-8606

H
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UNIVERSITY
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and to whom adverse

reactions should be reported

7. The contraindications to (and

basis for delay of) the admin-

istration of the vaccine.

8. An identification of the

groups, categories or charac-

teristics of potential recipients

of the vaccine who may be at

significantly higher risk of

major adverse reaction to the

vaccine

9. A summary of a) relevant

federal recommendations

concerning a complete sched-

ule of childhood immuniza-

tions and b) the availability of

the National Vaccine Injury

Compensation program and

10. Such other relevant informa-

tion as may be determined by
the Secretary I

Disability Act
confusing MDs

The OSMA is aware that physi-

cians are being contacted by
organizations and agencies on
behalf of deaf patients and told

that interpreters must be provided

at the physician's expense in order

to comply with the Americans

With Disabilities Act (ADA).

In many situations, the law does

not require the employment of an

interpreter, says Katrina English,

JD, OSMA’s associate staff coun-

sel. "The ADA is a comprehensive

civil rights measure that prohibits

discrimination against the dis-

abled in areas of private employ-
ment, public services, commerical

facilities and telecommunica-

tions," she says. The provisions

requiring equal access to services

by the disabled became effective

January 26.

Places of public accommodation
(including physicians' offices)

must provide reasonable accom-

modations to ensure that disabled

individuals are not excluded,

denied services, segregated or

otherwise treated differently from
others.

"Providing qualified interpreters

is one of the auxiliary services

suggested by the regulations,"

says English, "however, nothing

requires the provision of inter-

16
L''''

preters, particularly if other

means of communication are

adequate."

INTERPRETERS NOT NECESSARY

When deciding which auxiliary

services or aids to provide, the

physician may consider whether

the aid or service would "funda-

mentally alter" the nature of the

good or service being provided,

and whether providing the aux-

iliary aid or service would place

an "undue burden" (i.e. signifi-

cant difficulty or expense) on the

provider of the good or service.

In the case of a routine office

visit or follow-up appointment,

an interpreter may cost more than

the physician's charge for the

service. "In these cases, use of pen
and paper, a word processor or

communication through a family

member may provide reasonable

alternatives," says English.

I

Major
Medical
Plan
designed for physicians

and their staff

Broad Coverage
Cost Containment Features
Low Out of Pocket Expense

Featuring: 6/-J •X%
/ $1,000,000 lifetime benefit

/ $500 first dollar accident benefit

/ Choice of deductibles ($250, $500 or $1 ,000)

/ Choice of $2,000 or $5,000 co-pay plan

/ Choice of physicians and facilities

/ World wide coverage

/ Dental coverage

/ Second surgical opinion paid at 100% for approved surgeries

/ Outpatient surgery paid at 100% for approved procedures

/ Rate structure based on age and dependent status

/ Average claim turnaround of two weeks

(plan issued through age 69; available to members, their spouses and eligible dependent
children and members' staff)

This plan is underwritten by American Physicians Life (APL), the OSMA's life and

health insurance carrier. APL is committed to maintaining the finest coverage for

members at the lowest possible cost.

For further information, contact APL toll-free at 1-800-742-1275

*5?

%%

U M s
AMERICAN PHYSICIANS LIFE

Bates Drive, P.O. Box 281

Pickerington, Ohio 43147

(614) 864-3900

1-800-742-1275
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Limiting Charges for Multiple Surgeries

CPT
Code

Par Fee
Schedule
Amount

Multiple

Surgery

Limitation

Non-par
Limitation

1992

Charge
Limit

Adjusted

Limit Chg

33333 $1,200.00 X 100% = 1,200.00 X 95% = 1,140.00 X 120% = 1368.00

44444 1,150.00 X 50% = 575.00 X 95% = 546.25 X 120% = 655.50

55555 1,000.00 X 25% = 250.00 X 95% = 237.50 X 120% = 285.00

66666 1,200.00 X 25% = 300.00 X 95% = 285.00 X 120% = 342.00

Multiple surgeries

call for adjusting

limiting charges

Many physicians, particularly

Medicare nonparticipating physi-

cians, continue to have questions

about Medicare guidelines when
two or more surgical procedures

are performed at the same time on

the same patient - known as

multiple surgery. The most

common concern involves the

question of what limiting charge

amounts physicians are expected

to charge their patients on multi-

ple surgeries.

According to the Medicare

multiple surgery guidelines,

nonparticipating physicians may
charge their full limiting charge

amount on only the first (primary)

procedure. The limiting charges

for the second, third and subse-

quent surgical procedures must

be reduced.

In order to determine the limit-

ing charge for multiple surgeries,

physicians must first determine

the Medicare allowable for each

procedure based on the fee

schedule allowance and the

multiple surgery pricing guide-

lines (below).

The limiting charge may then be

determined by calculating the

nonpar allowance and multiply-

ing this amount by 120%.

MEDICARE ALLOWABLES FOR
MULTIPLE SURGERIES:

100% of allowable - 1st

procedure

50% of allowable - 2nd

procedure

25% of allowable - 3rd, 4th and

5th procedures

25% of allowable - 6th and

subsequent procedures

(requires manual review by
carrier)

ASSISTANTS AT SURGERY

When a physician acts as assist-

ant at surgery, the fee schedule

amount is 16% of the fee schedule

amount used to pay the primary

surgeon.

Therefore, in the above example,

the Par Fee Schedule amount
should be multiplied by 16%, then

all other calculations must be

performed in order to determine

the limiting charge amounts for a

nonpar assistant at surgery when
multiple surgical procedures are

performed.

NEW PHYSICIAN' LIMITATION

"New physician” limitations

(physician in their first five years

of practice) also apply to multiple

surgical procedures. Therefore, in

the above example, the Par Fee

Schedule amount should first be

multiplied by the new physician

limitations (80% first year, 85%
second year, 90% third year, 95%
fourth year), then all other calcu-

lations must be performed in

order to determine the limiting

charge amount for multiple

surgical procedures performed by

a new physician.

Questions about Medicare mul-

tiple surgery guidelines may be

directed to the OSMA Ombuds-
man staff at (800) 766-OSMA. I

Physician overcharging of Medicare patients to be investigated

The Ohio Department of Aging is

on the trail of physicians it thinks

may be overcharging elderly

patients. The department is asking

Medicare patients who believe

they are being illegally over-

charged by their physician to

register a complaint with ODA.
The ODA, through its Long-

Term Care Ombudsmen Program,
is now broadening its role to help

resolve complaints about Medi-
care overcharges.

Ombudsmen have no authority

to enforce the law, but hope to be
able to clear up confusion, work
with the physicians and patients

to resolve disputes and put

patients in touch with the right

agencies. They are also trained to

identify whether any charges

actually surpass the legal limits.

"This is a complicated system
for both doctors and patients, and
still very new," says ODA Director

Judith Y. Brachman. "Although I

believe the vast majority of

doctors are complying with the

new law, there may be some who
are unaware of the changes or

who are not following them. In

I

The Ohio

Department of

Aging is asking

Medicare patients

to report physicians

who overcharge.

time, we should see less confusion

and more complete compliance,"

she added. "But until then, om-
budsmen are there to help.”

According to William Fry,

director of OSMAs Ombudsman
Department, most Ohio physi-

cians don't have anything to

worry about. "The Medicare

Limiting Charges enacted in 1987

are well-known to Ohio physi-

cians. We don't expect that there

are a large number of physicians

who are not in compliance," says

Fry. The limiting charge data are

distributed annually by Nation-

wide-Medicare. According to

Nationwide-Medicare, more than

63% of Ohio doctors participate in

Medicare and accept the Medicare

allowable as payment in full.

Also, almost 90% of all claims

filed with Medicare are assigned,

which typifies that there could not

be that many physicians affected

by the Department of Aging's

concerns.

Jim Cuppy of Nationwide-

Medicare points out that 4,302

non-participating physicians were

monitored from July 1, 1991 to

Dec. 31, 1991. Only 341 of those

exceeded the $300 threshold and

116 of those were eliminated as a

result of input errors or incorrect

codes; 41 were eliminated because

they had signed participation; 184

received

violation

notices

and to

date 99%
of those

have

been

cleared.

"The

patients

that were

over-

charged

have been refunded or their

accounts have been credited by

the physician," says Cuppy,
adding that, "As a carrier we have

had the full cooperation of Ohio

physicians in refunding patients

or adjusting fees accordingly."

However, the OSMA's ombuds-
man department would offer

assistance to any doctor who is

not sure about limited charges. I

/. Cuvvy
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CPT coding
made easier with

OSMA packet

Some physicians and their staffs

continue to experience frustration

with many of the Medicare

changes that went into effect in

January when the RBRVS system

was implemented.

The OSMA can help solve many
of these problems with a packet of

information that can be ordered

by physicians and their office

staffs. The packet includes:

1 . A comprehensive pocket-

sized guide of all of the new
evaluation and management
codes, along with their diff-

erent decision-making

factors.

2. A booklet prepared by the

OSMA that includes more
than 40 common questions

and answers from HCFA
regarding use of the new
evaluation and management
codes. HCFA answers ques-

tions such as: "Will Medi-

care pay for a visit and a

procedure on the same day
if reported by the same

physician for the same
patient?" or "When is a

patient a 'new' patient?" and

many more.

3.

A quick-reference guide of

the more than 25 different

modifiers that may be used

to simplify claims processing

(particularly Medicare's

global surgical policy).

To order, simply fill out the

form below and mail to the

OSMA. I

I I

I
Order Form

|

(clip or photocopy)

Prices:

I
Members: Non-members:

|

1-5 sets - $5 each $10 per set
j

6-10 sets - $4 each

1 1 or more - $3 each

I Quantity ordered: @ $

|

Name/Title:
I

Physician/Group Practice Name:

|
Address:

|

City/State/ZIP:

Telephone Number:

Mail order form and check made payable to OSMA to:

' Ohio State Medical Association

E/M Pocket Guide
1500 Lake Shore Drive

Columbus, OH 43204-3824 I

I

$30,000 BONUS OFFERED TO HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS
If you are a board-certified physician or a candidate for

board certification in one of the following specialties, you

may qualify for a bonus of up to $30,000 in the Army
Reserve.

Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa). You
would receive a $10,000 bonus for each year you serve as

an Army Reserve physician—for a maximum of three

years.

Anesthesiology

General Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Pediatric Surgery

Orthopedic Surgery

Colon-Rectal Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Neurosurgery

You may serve near your home, at times convenient for

you, or at Army medical facilities in the United States and

abroad. There are also opportunities to attend

conferences and participate in special training programs,

such as the Advanced Trauma Life Support Course.

A test program is being conducted which offers a bonus

to eligible physicians who reside in certain geographic

areas (Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, Michigan,

To learn more about the Army Reserve and the Bonus

Test Program, call one of our experienced Medical

Personnel Counselors:
| n Columbus, call Major Brian

Friedman: Collect (614) 481-8858. In Cleveland call Major

Enid Savett: Collect (216) 891-1800.

ARMY RESERVE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Correct use of

HCFA- 1500 form

There are many rumors and much
confusion involving the use of the

newly revised HCFA-1500 claim

forms for Medicare patients. Even
though HCFA has granted Medi-
care carriers some discretion in

whether or not they choose to

extend (for 60 days) the deadline

for use of the new claim form, the

OSMA Ombudsman staff strongly

encourages physicians to continue

or immediately begin submitting

Medicare charges on the new
form.

Physicans should use this time

to "iron out any wrinkles" and
obtain answers to any questions

they may have about use of the

new form. I

Physicians - review
those managed
care contracts

"The physician shall be responsible

for the quality of care rendered to the

participants and shall hold harmless,

indemnify and defend the PPO from

any litigation costs, claims, judg-

ments and damages arising from the

care provided under this contract,

including attorney's fees or other

costs.

"

Physicians who participate in

managed care arrangements may
see contract provisions similar to

this one in their own managed
care contracts. This provision

means that the PPO participating

physician is responsible for any

costs incurred by the PPO should

a medical malpractice lawsuit be

filed naming both the physician

and the PPO. Potential liability

shifts from the PPO to the

physician.

It is important that physicians

review these particular managed
care contract provisions in

conjunction with their medical

professional liability policies to

determine whether or not the

physician's malpractice insurer

will cover this contractual

liability. None of the major

medical malpractice insurers in
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Ohio cover the liability assumed

by the physician in signing these

contracts.

The Ohio State Medical

Association recommends that

physicians who are considering

signing or who have signed

managed care contracts:

1. Carefully review the contract

prior to making a decision

about signing it. Contact the

OSMA Department of Pro-

fessional Relations and

Ombudsman Services for an

objective analysis of the

contract.

2. Consult your professional

liability insurance company
or agent to determine the

extent of your medical mal-

practice coverage for man-
aged care arrangements.

Send the company or agent a

copy of the managed care

contract and request a

written opinion from the

company as to your potential

personal liability under the

managed care contract. I

Health-care system

While plenty of paper claims

filing offices still exist, many more
physicians are finding that com-

puterized billing and claims

processing saves time and energy.

Today less than

half of all physician

claims presented to

Medicare are

submitted electron-

ically. The Health

Care Financing

Administration

wants to raise that

to three-quarters of

all claims over the

next three years.

Without financial incentives,

however, Medicare carriers don’t

think physicians will invest the

time, energy and money needed

to switch to paperless processing.

The Bush administration is

considering asking Congress for

permission to adjust Medicare

payment times. If this adjustment

goes electronic

is permitted, then electronic med-
ical claims would be paid two
weeks sooner than paper ones.

Medicare now bars its carriers

from paying any claims sooner

than 14 days after it

is received. Federal

law indicates that

physicians who
have signed partici-

pation contracts

must be paid

within 17 days. The
non-participating

physicians must be

paid in 24 days.

When claims are

not paid within these timeframes.

Medicare must pay interest either

to the participating physician or

the beneficiary.

If Congress does give the

approval to slow down payments
for paper claims, electronic sub-

mission would probably increase

to nearly 100% by 1995, predicts a

HCFA official.

The main advantages to

electronic billing are:

• Cost savings - Electronic

claims cost 33 cents to 90 cents

to process vs. $3 to $10 per

paper claim

• Faster turnaround - Providers

are reimbursed faster because

the electronic claims are pro-

cessed faster than paper

• Increased accuracy - Electron-

ic claims are less prone to

errors. If there is an error it

can be easily corrected -

electronically.

Why then are so few doctors

billing electronically? Resistance

to change and being too small to

generate enough claims to make
electronic billing cost-efficient are

two of the main reasons. I

NO AX TO GRIND.
Our occurrence policy has been the industry standard

for nearly a century. But some doctors want a claims-

made policy. So we have it available. At the Medical

Protective Company, we have no ax to grind. You can

choose from a variety of programs, both occurrence and

claims-made, that offer greater flexibility and savings.

The choice is yours. Call us today.

mmtmsadUuntnmumM.
&miwt

Cincinnati: David E. Bendel, Daniel R Woods, (513) 751-0657

Columbus: John E. Hansel, Timothy D. Harrison, (614) 267-9156

Perrysburg: Robert E. Stallter, (419) 874-8080

Hudson: Edward J. Kupcho, (216) 656-0660
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Physicians who have office labs can nozv obtain a packet of informa-

tion from the OSMA that explains how to comply with CLIA '88.

Packet contains
CLIA information

The OSMA Department of

Professional Relations and

Ombudsman Services has put

together a packet of information

regarding the Clinical Laboratory

Improvement Amendments of

1988 (CLIA'88).

Included in the packet is mat-

erial from the Federal Department

of Health and Human Services as

well as the AMA on the imple-

mentation of CLIA '88. This three-

part package contains the CLIA
standards (the "complexity

model”), the fees that labs will be

charged to register and be

inspected under the new federal

standards, and the enforcement

procedures/sanctions that HHS
may apply to labs found not to be

in compliance with the final rules.

The CLIA standards are gen-

erally effective on September 1,

1992. Some portions of the rules,

such as proficiency testing for

cytology, will be phased in at a

later date.

CLIA regulations apply to

approximately 200,000 U.S. labs

performing tests on human speci-

mens for diagnosis, prevention, or

treatment of disease or impair-

ment or for health assessment.

This includes physician office labs

even if the office performs only a

few basic tests as part of the

physical examinations.

Labs not subject to CLIA
include forensic testing labs,

research labs that do not report

patient’s specific results and

components of labs certified by
the National Institute on Drug
Abuse only to perform urine

testing, and labs licensed and

located in a state whose licensure

program is approved by the

Health Care Financing Admini-

stration (HFCA). A final rule

containing requirements on

granting deemed status to non-

profit private and state accredi-

tation programs is to be published

in late spring.

If you perform clinical labora-

tory testing in your office, you
should have received an appli-

cation form from HCFA in May. If

you did not receive the applica-

tion form or have other questions

about CLIA, please contact the

OSMA Department of Profes-

sional Relations and Ombudsman
Services at (800) 766-OSMA. I

Avoiding friendly fire (or how to work better with your office staff)

To survive and thrive in our com-
plex reimbursement environment,

every physician office must en-

courage and embrace change.

New CPT coding is just the be-

ginning. Billing practices must
address changing reimburse-

ments, such as tougher precertifi-

cation processes and new RBRVS
rules.

How much income will you lose

because your office staff is not

willing or able to adjust to chang-

ing reimbursement requirements?

How much will you lose because

they're not meeting your expecta-

tions for quality service?

The following suggestions will

help you foster flexibility and

increased financial success within

your practice.

1)

Match the academic qualifi-

cations of your office manager to

your practice. For a small prac-

tice, don't employ an overquali-

fied professional. If you have a

large, specialized practice, hire a

sophisticated office manager to

guide you through the maze of

changes to come.

2)

Instruct your office manager
to run your office like a business.

Employ business savvy in hand-

ling requirements of third-party

carriers. Use past experience to

anticipate their needs and supply

the data required to resolve bill-

ing issues before such issues have

a chance to delay payment of

invoices. Be aggressive in collect-

ing money owed by patients;

narrow the time gap between

delivery of service and receipt of

payment.

3)

Be sure that your staff clearly

understands all procedures and
executes them according to your

philosophy of service. Poorly

handled business /patient inter-

actions can damage the patient's

perception of the quality of the

entire visit. Find out what the staff

is doing and why they are doing

it. If you don't like what you find,

make changes.

4)

Look at the numbers. Review

the financial status of your prac-

tice at least once a month. If you

do not understand the reports

your office manager or accountant

provides, change them to a format

that gives you the information

you need to monitor your prac-

tice.

5)

Set the quality standard you
expect. The patient's impressions

begin when they call your office,

schedule an appointment, pre-

register and enter your reception

area. Encourage staff-generated

ideas, staff involvement and staff

initiative to continually improve

your quality standards.

6) Reward your staff for their

contributions to the team. Also

reward staff members who can

function effectively in a variety of

job areas. Design a compensation

policy to encourage teamwork
rather than staff competition.

7) Enjoy your practice. You
should feel as comfortable in your

business office as you do in the

exam room. You do not need to

understand every process in your

business office, but you should

not feel uncomfortable there.

Use these suggestions as general

guidelines. Administer them with

the same philosophy as you
prescribe an antibiotic to a patient

with strep throat; they usually

work, but for specific problems, a

specific diagnosis must be made
before effecting a cure.

Minimize self-inflicted injuries

to your practice by taking an

active role in complete manage-

ment.!

Bruce Gehring, the author of this

article, is employed with Kent, Geh-

ring & Dam, Inc., a consulting firm.

I

To survive in the complex reimbursement

environment, every physician office should

encourage and embrace change.



•CIENCE & EDUCATION

Children will soon be educated about the dangers of ultraviolet radia-

tion, thanks to efforts of the OSMA, Ohio Dermatological Association

and the Ohio State Board of Education.

OSMA, ODA
score another
education victory

Schoolchildren in Ohio will be

given information, in the future,

about the dangers of ultraviolet

radiation, thanks to the efforts of

the OSMA’s House of Delegates,

the Ohio Dermatological Associa-

tion (ODA) and Louis Barich, MD,
the Hamilton dermatologist who
has made a second career out of

warning others about the link

between UV radiation and skin

cancer.

At the 1991 OSMA Annual

Meeting, the House of Delegates

voted to adopt Resolution 60-91,

spearheaded by Dr. Barich, which

called on the OSMA to work with

the Ohio State Board of Education

to educate the schoolchildren of

Ohio about the dangers of ultra-

violet radiation.

This spring, the State Board of

Education passed its own reso-

lution. Here it is, printed in its

entirety. Count it one more way
the OSMA, the ODA and Dr.

Barich are attempting to reduce

the increasing number of skin

cancer cases in this state.

danger; Therefore be it

RESOLVED, that the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction

be, and he hereby is, directed

to urge all school districts in

the state of Ohio to include, as

a part of their health curricu-

lum, information on the

dangers of overexposure to

ultraviolet radiation, either

through sun tanning or

tanning parlors, and be it

FURTHER RESOLVED that a

copy of this resolution be

distributed to all school

districts.

Editor's note: The work contin-

ues. ..this year, the 1992 OSMA
House of Delegates passed a

resolution that calls on the OSMA to

work with the FDA on determining

the safety of tanning parlors. OHIO
Medicine will keep you posted on

any developments in this area. I

Kilroy resigns as
ODH director

After 16 months as director of the

Ohio Department of Health,

Edward G. Kilroy, MD is retiring

from the position this month,

citing health reasons as the cause

for his early departure.

"I have concluded that in the

best interests of the people of

Ohio, it is time for me to submit

my resignation from this post to

enable you to appoint to this

challenging opportunity another

physician who may be able to

carry out the myriad of duties in a

more energetic manner," he says.

Dr. Kilroy has had both coro-

nary bypass and gall bladder

removal surgeries since taking

office.

Peter Somani, MD, a former

professor of pharmacology at the

Medical College of Ohio, and

deputy director of the ODH, will

fill the position of acting director

for what the governor's press

secretary says is "the foreseeable

future.” OHIO Medicine will notify

you of any changes in that

position. I

Resolution Regarding the

Hazards of Ultraviolet Radiation

WHEREAS many learned medi-

cal societies are emphasizing

the dangers of overexposure

to ultraviolet radiation; and

WHEREAS the Ohio State

Medical Association has

passed a resolution to work
with the State Board of

Education regarding the

hazards of ultraviolet

radiation; and

WHEREAS the Ohio State

Medical Association has

shared research showing that

exposure to ultraviolet

radiation, either through sun

tanning or tanning parlors, is

a major cause of many medi-

cal problems, including skin

cancer; and

WHEREAS it is the desire of

this Board to inform all school

children of this potential

BE AN AIR FORCE
PHYSICIAN.

Become the dedicated physician you
want to be while serving your country in

today’s Air Force. Discover the tremen-

dous benefits of Air Force medicine. Talk

to an Air Force medical program manag-
er about the quality lifestyle and benefits

you enjoy as an Air Force professional,

along with:

• 30 days vacation with pay per year
• Dedicated, professional staff

• Non-contributing retirement plan if

qualified

Today’s Air Force offers the medical envi-

ronment you seek. Find out how to quali-

fy. Call USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF
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Positions Available

COLUMBUS, OHIO - Physician

needed to staff urgent care facili-

ties. Competitive salary, full ben-

efits. Respond withCV to Paul Zeeb,

MD, Medical Director, Primary

Medical Associates, Inc., 4900

Gettysburg Rd., Columbus, OH
43220.

DUBLIN, OHIO - Urgent care/

family practice /multispecialty cen-

ter recruiting physician for urgent

care. Hours and salary negotiable.

For more information call Kenneth

Carpenter, MD, (614) 766-2221,

Dublin Medical Mall.

FAMILY PRACTICE BC/BE -

DUBLIN, OHIO - Family practice/

urgent care/multispecialty clinic.

Opportunity to join an established

practice in a progressive, rapidly

growing community. Country or

city living available, excellent school

systems. Female physicians encour-

aged to respond. Dublin Medical

Clinic, 6350 Frantz Rd., Dublin, OH.
Contact: Kenneth N. Carpenter,

MD, (614) 766-2221.

FAMILY PRACTITIONER - A
unique opportunity exists for a

Board-certified family practitioner.

T H E

Physician

Business Care
Group

I N C

The Business

of Medicine:

Making It Work

• Accounting Services

Financial Management
• Cash Management
• Staffing/Operations

• Office Automation Analysis

• Corporate/Legal Affairs

• Strategic Planning

A Full Service

"Medical/Business"

Practice Management Co.

(216) 464-8703

3355 Richmond Road, #105

Cleveland, Ohio 44122

This position offers all the benefits

of a large group practice complete

with the independence of a solo

practice. The practice opportunity

is located in a picturesque area of

south central Ohio within 50 miles

of Columbus. Additional opportu-

nities exist for serving as a precep-

tor for medical students and resi-

dents. A very competitive income

and benefit package is provided.

Contact Larry Willard, PO Box 966,

Logan, OH 43138, (614) 385-5631.

GOSHEN, INDIANA - Internist

locum tenens for occasional week-

end, Friday noon through Monday
morning. Hospital critical care ICU /

CCU call/coverage. Housing, trans-

portation provided. For further in-

formation call (800) 258-4321, ext.

2610.

INTERNAL MEDICINE, FAMILY
PRACTICE, URGENT CARE, OB/
GYN, AND ACADEMICS - Posi-

tions in large metropolitan cities,

urban and rural communities with

a concentration in the Great Lakes

area and Plains states. Whether you
prefer a cosmopolitan lifestyle, a

city surrounded by nature and the

beauty of the four seasons, the

peaceful rolling farm country, or

perhaps life in historic villages -

there is something for everyone. To
discuss your practice preferences

and these opportunities, please call

our toll-free number, (800) 243-4353

or send your CV to STRELCHECK
& ASSOCIATES, INC., 1 0624 N. Port

Washington Rd., Mequon, WI
53092.

LODI MEDICAL GROUP - Seek-

ing primary care physician to join

established practice. Near 30-bed

hospital, no ER, excellent schools,

luxurious rural living, 25 miles from

metro area, no investment required.

Send CV to 402 Highland Drive,

Lodi, OH 44254.

MEDICAL DIRECTOR, MARY-
HAVEN, INC. - Part-time. Over-

sees patient care for drug and alco-

hol rehabilitation center. Must be

licensed MD in Ohio. Send resume
to Joyce Clark, Maryhaven, 1755

Alum Creek Drive, Columbus, OH
43207. EOE.

OHIO - A dynamic, expanding
three-member family practice group
in an affluent suburb of Toledo is

seeking a BE/BC family physician.

This outstanding practice offers a

competitive financial package, ex-

cellent third-party reimbursement,

affiliation with and support by The
Toledo Clinic and The Toledo Hos-
pital. Send CV to Andrew Johns,

Physician Services ofAmerica, Suite

250, 2000 Warrington Way, Louis-

ville, KY 40222 or call (800) 626-

1857, or fax (502) 423-1214.

OHIO, CLEVELAND - Experience

the renaissance of this great

midwestern city with a work sched-

ule that allows you a lifestyle with

defined hours, plenty of personal

time and an attractive practice set-

ting where you can provide both

continuing and episodic care in an

urgent care setting. Base stipend of

$87,000-$l 1 0,000 (for 40-hour week)

plus FFS compensation; threeweeks

vacation; on-call coverage; malprac-

tice; health and dental insurance;

profit sharing; buy-in partnership

opportunities. For more informa-

tion contact Mitchell Leventhal,MD
at (216) 642-1400, or send CV in

confidence to 4700 Rockside Rd.,

Suite 430, Independence,OH 44131.

OHIO -WISCONSIN-MISSOURI
- Attractive opportunities in metro-

politan and scenic recreational ar-

eas. Locations near pristine lakes,

white water rivers, and national

forests. Others in college communi-
ties offering professional and Big 1

0

college sports, fine arts and a broad

spectrum of nationally renowned
CME programs. Positions available:

allergy, dermatology, neurosur-

gery, occupational medicine,

oncology, orthopedics, psychiatry,

rheumatology and urology. To dis-

cuss your practice preferences and

these opportunities, please call our

toll-free number, (800) 243-4353 or

send your CV to STRELCHECK &
ASSOCIATES, INC., 10624 N. Port

Washington Rd., Mequon, WI
53092.

PSYCHIATRIST - Immediate
opening for staff psychiatrists, full-

time and part-time. Board-eligible/

Board-certified, in a JCAH-accred-

ited, 300-bed inpatient psychiatric

hospital. Multidiscipline approach

with psychiatrist as a treatment team

leader, expected to exercise strong

leadership in quality care of pa-

tients. License to practice in the state

ofOhio is required. Excellent salary

and fringe benefits, including paid

vacation, personal leave, sick and
educational leave, health, vision,

dental and life insurance, and Pub-

lic Employees' Retirement System.

Contracts are available. Travel costs

may be negotiated. EEO employer,

M/F/H. Send resume to Director

of Personnel, or Nathanael Sidharta,

MD, Medical Director, Box 540,

Massillon, OH 44648 or call (216)

833-3135, ext 229.

SEEKING PHYSICIAN, GP/IN-
TERNIST,MD/DO - For our Cleve-

land west side medical office. Ex-

cellent benefits. Send Resume to PO
Box 687, Lakewood, OH 44107.

TOO MANY HATS? JOIN MED
CENTER....PRACTICE MEDI-
CINE! - Private practice in today's

world of regulations, rules, insur-

ance, and, of course, paperwork can
require people with expertise and

interest in so many areas that you
may feel overwhelmed all alone.

JoinMEDCENTER. . . .practice medi-

cine! Great benefits; excellent sal-

ary ($80K-$1 1 OK), paid vacation and

CME, disability insurance, annual

bonus, life insurance, BC /BS health

insurance, retirement benefits,

profit sharing, no overnight call and

no business headaches. Prefer

Board-eligible / Board-certified phy-

sicians in family practice, general

practice or internal medicine. Sign-

ing bonus for full-time physicians.

Five locations in the Cleveland/

Akron area. If interested call Daniel

A. Breitenbach, MD, Chief Medical

Officer, at (216) 248-7390.

Positions Wanted

ANESTHESIOLOGIST - Insured,

BC anesthesiologist available for va-

cation coverage and other staffing

needs. W. B. Cleveland, Anesthesia

Services (216) 321-1860 or (21 6) 321- !

1847 (evenings).

Miscellaneous

AVAILABLE-COMPLETE MEDI-
CAL LABORATORY - Ideal for

group medical practice. No invest-

mentrequired. Call RobertWinslow

(216) 791-5511.
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ISCELLANEOUS

FINANCING UNSECURED - Up
to $60K. No placement fees or pre-

payment penalties. Competitive

rates, rapid processing, best inter-

est only payment option. EQUIP-
MENT LEASING - Answer in 12-72

hours, no upside limit, single or

master lease. Warranty extension,

new practices eligible. Call (800) 331

-

4951, ext 510, 9-5 EST.

OBITUARIES

HENRIKAS BRAZAITIS, MD,
Willoughby; Vytauta Didziojo

University Medical Fakelteto,

Kaunas, Lithuania, 1938; age 80;

died March 13, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

OFFICE BUILDING WITH
RENTAL APARTMENT - Medi-

cal/surgical turn-key operation.

Laboratory/X-ray. Prime location.

Two blocks to hospital. 1030 North

Fountain, Springfield, OH 45504,

(513) 399-4867. Will help finance.

OHIO Medicine
Advertisers

Army 18
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American Physicians Life 16

Eli Lilly & Co 10, 11

Glaxo/Zantac 23, 24

Medical Protective Co 19

Ohio State University

Hospital 15

Physicians Insurance

Company of Ohio 5
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VICTOR R. FREDERICK, MD,
Springfield; Case Western Reserve

University School of Medicine,

1939; age 77; died March 19, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

EDWARD FRIEDL, MD,
Cleveland; Medical College of

Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI, 1927;

age 92; died April 8, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

FRANCIS K. HARDING, MD,
Columbus; Loma Linda University

School of Medicine, Loma Linda,

CA, 1929; age 85; died March 26,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

ERVIN L. KOONS, MD,
Fremont; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1941; age 78;

died March 3, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

ALBERT KOSTOFF, MD,
Columbus; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1933; age 82;

died April 1, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

HORACE GRANT MABEE, MD,
Dublin; Queens University

Faculty of Medicine, Kingston,

Ont. Canada, 1928; age 89; died

March 22, 1992; member OSMA
and AMA.

CLAYTON C. MATOWITZ, MD,
Cleveland; St. Louis University

School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO,

1946; age 72; died March 25, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

CHARLES A. MURREY, MD,
Zanesville; State University of

New York at Buffalo School of

Medicine and Biomedical Science,

Buffalo, NY, 1942; age 76; died

March 18, 1992; member OSMA.

JAMES J. PAGANO, MD,
Canton; St. Louis University

School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO,
1933; age 84; died March 30, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

PHOTIOS PANDIS, MD,
Cleveland; Faculty of Medicine

University of Athens, School of

Health Science, National and

Kapodistrian, Athens, Greece,

1954; age 67; died March 17, 1992;

member OSMA.

DAVID L. PORCELLI, MD,
Lyndhurst; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1978; age 40;

died March 22, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

ROBERT M. SHERMAN, MD,
Cincinnati; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1941; age 74;

died March 9, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

GEORGE R. SPROGIS, MD,
Hiram; Medizinische Fakultaet

der Philipps Universitaet, Mar-

burg Lahn, Hessen, Germany,

1953; age 70; died March 30, 1992;

member OSMA.

SOL TABLITS, MD, Cincinnati;

Eclectic Medical College, Cincin-

nati, OH, 1935; age 87; died Febru-

ary 12, 1992; member OSMA and

AMA.

GEORGE N. THRAILKILL, MD,
Toledo; Ohio State University
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College of Medicine, 1960; age 61;

died March 13, 1992; member
OSMA.

YMKJE M. VAN ERP, MD,
Providence, RI; Medische

Faculteit Rijksuniversiteit te

Leiden, Leiden Netherlands, 1937;

age 80; died March 4, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA. I

Zantac" 150 Tablets CONDENSED
(ranitidine hydrochloride) BRIEF SUMMARY
Zantac” 300 Tablets

(ranitidine hydrochloride)

Zantac” Syrup
(ranitidine hydrochloride)

The following is a brief summary only. Before prescribing, see com-
plete prescribing information in Zantac* product labeling.

INDICATIONS AND USAGE; Zantac* is indicated in

1 Short-term treatment of active duodenal ulcer. Most patients heal

within 4 weeks.

2. Maintenance therapy for duodenal ulcer patients at reduced

dosage after healing of acute ulcers.

3 The treatment of pathological hypersecretory conditions (e g ,

Zollinger-Ellison syndrome and systemic mastocytosis)

4 Short-term treatment of active, benign gastric ulcer. Most

S
atients heal within 6 weeks and the usefulness of further treatment

as not been demonstrated
5 Treatment of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD).
Symptomatic refief commonly occurs within 1 or 2 weeks after start-

ing therapy and is maintained throughout a 6-week course of therapy

In active duodenal ulcer; active, benign gastric ulcer; hypersecre-

tory states; and GERD, concomitant antacids should be given as
needed for relief of pain

CONTRAINDICATIONS: Zantac* is contraindicated for patients known
to have hypersensitivity to the drug

PRECAUTIONS: General: 1 Symptomatic response to Zantac* thera-

y does not preclude the presence of gastric malignancy. 2. Since

antac is excreted primarily by the kidney, dosage should be adjusted

in patients with impaired renal function (see DOSAGE AND ADMINIS-
TRATION). Caution should be observed in patients with hepatic dys-

function since Zantac is metabolized in the liver.

Laboratory Tests: False-positive tests for urine protein with

Multistix* may occur during Zantac therapy, and therefore testing

with sulfosalicylic acid is recommended
Drug Interactions: Although recommended doses of Zantac do not

inhibit the action of cytochrome P-450 enzymes in the liver, there have

been isolated reports of drug interactions that suggest that Zantac

may affect the bioavailability of certain drugs by some mechanism as

yet unidentified (e g , a pH-dependent effect on absorption or a

change in volume of distribution).

Increased or decreased prothrombin times have been reported

during concurrent use of ranitidine and warfarin However, in human
pharmacokinetic studies with dosages of ranitidine up to 400 mg per

day, no interaction occurred; ranitidine had no effect on warfarin

clearance or prothrombin time. The possibility of an interaction with

warfarin at dosages of ranitidine higher than 400 mg per day has not

been investigated.

Pregnancy: Teratogenic Eflects: Pregnancy Category B:

Reproduction studies have been performed in rats and rabbits at

doses up to 160 times the human dose and have revealed no evi-

dence of impaired fertility or harm to the fetus due to Zantac There

are. however, no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant

women. Because animal reproduction studies are not always predic-

tive of human response, this drug should be used during pregnancy

only if clearly needed.

Nursing Mothers: Zantac is secreted in human milk. Caution should

be exercised when Zantac is administered to a nursing mother
Pediatric Use: Safety and effectiveness in children have not been
established.

ADVERSE REACTIONS: Headache, sometimes severe, seems to be

related to Zantac* administration. Constipation, diarrhea,

nausea/vomiting, abdominal discomfort/pain, and. rarely, pancreatitis

have been reported. There have been rare reports of malaise, dizzi-

ness, somnolence, insomnia, vertigo, tachycardia, bradycardia, atri-

oventricular block, premature ventricular beats, and arthralgias. Rare

cases of reversible mental confusion, agitation, depression, and hal-

lucinations have been reported, predominantly in severely ill elderly

patients. Rare cases of reversible blurred vision suggestive of a

change in accommodation have been reported

In normal volunteers. SGPT values were increased to at least twice

the pretreatment levels in 6 of 12 subjects receiving 100 mg q i d

intravenously for 7 days, and in 4 of 24 subjects receiving 50 mg
q.i d intravenously for 5 days. There have been occasional reports of

hepatitis, hepatocellular or nepatocanalicular or mixed, with or with-

out jaundice. In such circumstances, ranitidine should be immediate-

ly discontinued. These events are usually reversible, but in exceed-

ingly rare circumstances death has occurred.

Blood count changes (leukopenia, granulocytopenia, thrombocy-
topenia) have occurred in a few patients These were usually

reversible. Rare cases of agranulocytosis, pancytopenia, sometimes
with marrow hypoplasia, and aplastic anemia and exceedingly rare

cases of acquired immune hemolytic anemia have been reported

Although controlled studies have shown no antiandrogenic activity,

occasional cases of gynecomastia, impotence, and loss of libido have

been reported in male patients receiving Zantac, but the incidence did

not differ from that in the general population.

Incidents of rash, including rare cases suggestive of mild erythe-

ma multiforme, and, rarely, alopecia, have been reported, as well as

rare cases of hypersensitivity reactions (e g . bronchospasm, fever,

rash, eosinophilia). anaphylaxis, angioneurotic edema, and small

increases in serum creatinine

0VERD0SAGE: Information concerning possible overdosage and its

treatment appears in the full prescribing information

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION: (See complete prescribing infor-

mation in Zantac” product labeling.)

Dosage Adjustment for Patients with Impaired Renal Function: On
the basis of experience with a group of subjects with severely im-

paired renal function treated with Zantac, the recommended dosage

in patients with a creatinine clearance less than 50 mL/min is 150 mg
or 10 mL (2 teaspoonfuls equivalent to 150 mg of ranitidine) every

24 hours Should the patient's condition require, the frequency of

dosing may be increased to every 12 hours or even further with cau-

tion Hemodialysis reduces the level of circulating ranitidine Idealiy.

the dosing schedule should be adjusted so that tne timing of a sched-

uled dose coincides with the end of hemodialysis

HOW SUPPLIED: Zantac" 300 Tablets (ranitidine hydrochloride

equivalent to 300 mg of ranitidine) are yellow, capsule-shaped tablets

embossed with "ZANTAC 300" on one side and “Glaxo" on the other

They are available in bottles of 30 (NDC 0173-0393-40) tablets and

unit dose packs of 100 (NDC 0173-0393-47) tablets

Zantac" 150 Tablets (ranitidine hydrochioride equivalent to 150

mg of ranitidine) are white tablets embossed with "ZANTAC 150" on
one side and “Glaxo" on the other. They are available in bottles of 60
(NDC 0173-0344-42) and 100 (NDC 0173-0344-09) tablets and unit

dose packs of 100 (NDC 01 73-0344-47) tablets.

Store between 15° and 30°C (59° and 86°F) in a dry place.

Protect from light. Replace cap securely after each opening.

Zantac Syrup, a clear, peppermint-flavored liquid, contains 16.8

mg of ranitidine nydrochloride equivalent to 15 mg of ranitidine per 1

mL in bottles of 16 fluid ounces (one pint) (NDC 01 73-0383-54)

Store between 4° and 25°C (39° and 77°F). Dispense in tight,

light-resistant containers as defined in the USP/NF.

September 1991

6 Glaxo Pharmaceuticals
“

DMSiON OF GLAXO INC
Research Triangle Park. NC 27709

Zantac* Syrup:

Manufactured by Roxane Laboratories, Inc., Columbus, OH 43216
© Copyright 1991, Glaxo Inc. All rights reserved 1547D
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News for Members of the Ohio State Medical Association

Bill moves to conference committee

Senate passes HB 478
On June 23, the Ohio Senate

passed House Bill 478, the major

health-care reform legislation that

passed the Ohio House in late

February. The bill now moves to a

joint House-Senate conference

committee, where differences

between the bill passed by the

House, and the one just passed by

the Senate, will be worked out.

"The most important thing to

note about the Senate bill is that

OSMA was able to remove the

provision allowing the corporate

practice of medicine," says John

Van Doom, director of OSMA's
Department of Legislation.

However, medicine did not

score as well where other provi-

sions were concerned. Remaining
in the bill are provisions calling

for voluntary single hospital

billing and mandatory Medicare

assignment. Gone from the bill is

a section on medical liability

reform.

"All medical liability reform was
removed in the final Senate ver-

sion," says Van Doom, "including

the cap on non-economic dam-
ages, immunity for those in ob-

stetrical practice and immunity
for physicians who treat indigent

patients."

To compensate for the removal

of immunity for physicians who
treat the poor, a provision was
added, the Health Professionals

Loan Repayment program, which

will repay some of the educational

expenses of primary care physi-

cians who agree to practice in

The Ohio Senate passed House Bill 478 late last month. The

bill nozv goes to a joint committee to hammer out differences

between the House and Senate versions.

underserved areas.

OHIO PROGRAM REPLACED

Meanwhile, the OHIO program
has been replaced in the final

version by the Ohio Children's

Health-Care program, which will

be administered by the state's

Department of Human Services.

Those children, up to the age of 6

years, whose parents earn 185% or

less of the federal poverty level.

Continued on page 2

Cleveland opposes
statewide fee schedule
Despite the fact that OSMA's
House of Delegates voted in May
to adopt a resolution calling for a

statewide Medicare fee schedule,

the Academy of Medicine of

Cleveland has sent the Health

Care Financing Administration

(HCFA) a let-

ter opposing a

single payment
level.

However,
the OSMA has

received

assurances

from officials

at HCFA that this action by
Cleveland does not automatically

disqualify Ohio from being

considered for a statewide fee

schedule. The OSMA is awaiting

further details from HCFA on
how the association may pursue

this issue.

In his letter to HCFA, George

Reitz, executive vice president of

the Cleveland Academy, noted

that: "At a meeting of our delega-

tion to the Ohio State Medical

Association, our delegation

Continued on page 2

DSside

Supreme Court ruling likely

to decide Ohio's abortion law
A U.S. Supreme Court decision

on the constitutionality of a

Pennsylvania abortion-informa-

tion law should hold special

interest to Ohio physicians, now
that the state’s own abortion-

information law was declared

unconstitutional in an initial

challenge in the state courts.

In what amounted to an

eleventh-hour ruling this past

May, just a day before the Ohio
abortion-information law was to

take effect, Franklin County
Common Pleas Court Judge Guy

L. Reece II found that the new
Ohio statute violates both the

U.S. and state constitutions.

Reece wrote in his decision

that the law's required 24-hour

wait before an abortion in-

creased the costs of obtaining an

abortion. He also concluded that

"there is no evidence to the

effect that an abortion may pro-

ceed more safely 24 hours after

the required information is im-

parted to the woman."

Continued on page 2
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How the Brochure Has Changed

Draft Version

Cover: Featured a photo of an

18-week-old fetus sucking its

thumb.

Day One: "On the first day, the

conception for life begins."

Two Weeks: "The developing

human is about l/100th of an

inch long."

12 Weeks: "At about 12 weeks,

the doctor can often tell you if

the fetus is a boy or girl."

24 Weeks: "A .few babies born

now will live."

New Version

Cover: Contains no photos.

Titled "Fetal Development and
Family Planning."

Day One: "Development begins

on the day of fertilization."

Two Weeks: "The human
embryo is about 1/ 100th of an

inch long."

12 Weeks: "The doctor can tell

you if the fetus is a boy or a girl

by special tests."

24 Weeks: "About four out of 10

born now will live."

Abortion.. .continued

APPEAL HAS BEEN MADE

Attorney General Lee Fisher

appealed the court's decision in

mid-June, and asked the Franklin

County Court of Appeals to speed

its hearing of the appeal so it

could rule this summer. However,

in an earlier news conference

Fisher noted that the U.S. Sup-

reme Court ruling on Pennsyl-

vania vs. Casey, a challenge on

federal grounds to a Pennsylvania

abortion law similar to Ohio's, is

likely to make any appeals on the

Ohio statute moot.

"That law (Pennsylvania's) is

similar to Ohio’s law in the re-

spect that it calls for a 24-hour

waiting period and providing of

information on fetal development

to the woman before she has her

abortion," he said.

A ruling upholding Pennsyl-

vania's law could support an

Ohio Supreme Court ruling that

the Ohio law is valid. Similarly,

Ohio's law probably would be

invalidated by the state court if

the Supreme Court strikes down
the Pennsylvania law. However,

in his May 27th ruling. Judge

Reece also cited the Ohio Consti-

tution's privacy right as a basis for

invalidating the informed consent

law. Accordingly, subsequent

judicial review would need to

consider both the U.S. and Ohio
constitutional provisions.

The U.S. Supreme Court deci-

sion is imminent - it's expected

this month.

ODH CHANGES BROCHURES

The Ohio Department of Health,

anticipating the enactment of the

law on May 28, had 12,000 copies

of its information brochure on

fetal development published. The
printed copies reflect several

changes that had been suggested

by various medical groups, in-

cluding the OSMA (see the above

chart). Until a final decision is

made on the constitutionality of

Ohio's abortion-information stat-

ute, the ODH is not distributing

the pamphlets, however they are

available on request at a cost of 24

cents each.

OHIO Medicine will keep you
posted on further developments

in this matter as they occur. I

Fee schedule.. .continued

considered this issue and a sub-

stantial majority were opposed to

a statewide fee schedule."

However, little opposition was
expressed in May, when delegates

from around the state gathered in

Dayton for their annual meeting.

Resolution 1-92 was adopted

overwhelmingly by delegates at

their final session.

Shortly after the OSMA Annual
Meeting, Herbert Gillen, then the

association's executive director,

sent a letter to HCFA, informing

that agency of Ohio's interest in

converting from the present 15

pricing localities to one statewide

reimbursement level. HCFA had

indicated that it would convert to

a single, statewide reimbursement

level only with the overwhelming

support of the OSMA. (For more
background on this matter, see

insert elsewhere in this issue.)

When OSMA's letter to HCFA
was brought to the attention of

the Cleveland Academy, its Board

of Directors voted unanimously to

advise HCFA of their opposition

to the implementation of a Medi-

care statewide fee schedule.

CLEVELAND EXPLAINS

In a written statement, Cleve-

land Academy President Unni
P.K. Kumar offered this explana-

tion for the Cleveland doctors'

actions:

"The decision by the Board of

Directors of the Academy of

Medicine of Cleveland to oppose

a statewide Medicare fee schedule

was made after serious delibera-

tion.

"We understand that the reim-

bursement in many rural areas is

low and that this makes it difficult

to attract physicians to certain

areas. We believe something

should be done to improve this

situation.

"Unfortunately, at a time when
physicians need to be united, we
are confronted by an issue that

divides us. The issue of a single

statewide fee schedule should not

be an either/or situation, but that

is how it has been presented.

"Just as we believe it is not fair

to reimburse physicians in rural

areas at unreasonably low levels,

we believe it is equally unfair to

place the solution squarely on the

backs of physicians in urban

areas. We should seek a win-win

solution rather than the win-lose

solution we have chosen."

OSMA WILL PURSUE

The OSMA was initially con-

cerned that the opposition from

Cleveland would automatically

disqualify the state from consider-

ation for a statewide fee schedule

since HCFA had indicated that it

would need overwhelming sup-

port from Ohio's physicians.

OSMA Executive Director Brent

Mulgrew says the association was
pleased to learn that the proposal

is still under consideration and

that it will continue to push for a

statewide fee schedule even if

HCFA subsequently turns down
the request.

"The decision whether or not to

adopt a statewide fee schedule

was made in May," Mulgrew says.

"The matter is now OSMA policy

and we intend to pursue it." |

HB 478.. .continued

will have their health-care

covered by the new program.

Funding will not come from a

3% tax on the gross receipts of

wholesale drugs, as was orig-

inally suggested, but instead

from a Medicaid drug rebate

system established under

federal law.

Other provisions of interest:

• Open enrollment for insur-

ers. Insurers will be required

to offer open enrollment to

those seeking coverage until

the number of people the

insurance company accepts

exceeds .5% of the total

number of insureds the

company has in Ohio. This

number will be refigured

annually.

• An Ohio Center for Health-

Care Data has been estab-

lished and authorized to

collect any health-care data

it needs from individuals and

others.

While HB 478 is in the joint

conference committee, OSMA
will continue to press its

concerns, specifically for

removal of single hospital

billing and mandatory Medicare

assignment, and the retention of

immunity for physicians who
provide indigent care.

"The OSMA is still advocating

for the removal of the parts of

the bill that are objectionable,"

says Van Doom. "We will con-

tinue to press the leadership in

both houses to make changes in

the conference committee." I
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Consumer group pushes for stricter

labeling of medication, cosmetics

Physicians who dispense medi-

cations from their offices - even

samples - may have to promi-

nently display warning labels

about the medicine's risks if Ohio

Citizen Action (OCA), a self-

styled citizens lobby, gathers

enough signatures on their

petition to warrant a spot on the

fall ballot.

The group wants to give voters

a chance to decide on a statewide

"right-to-know" law, which would

require food, cosmetics and other

consumer products to be labeled

with information about ingredi-

ents known to cause cancer or

birth defects.

HOW THE LAW AFFECTS YOU

There are two provisions of the

OCA Ballot Initiative that could

specifically affect hospitals and

doctors:

1) The requirement that prod-

ucts containing chemicals

indentified by the National

Toxicology Program as

causing cancer or birth

defects be labeled in such

a way that the patient is

assured of reading the warn-

ing before exposure.

2) Environmental exposures,

such as exposure to ethylene

oxide, commonly found in

hospitals and doctors’ offices,

require signs be posted to

warn patients, employees,

visitors and members of the

surrounding community.

Interesting to note, however, is

the provision in the OCA Ballot

Initiative that appears to exempt

prescribed medications. However,

that section requires that the

medication be "essential," and the

burden of proof is on the doctor

or hospital to show that no alter-

native medication or treatment

exists.

Business has joined with labor

unions to form a coalition to

oppose the OCA Ballot Initiative.

They call their coalition the Ohio

Consumer Information and Safety

Council.

In recent years, voters in several

states have defeated similar

initiatives, while California

passed a labeling initiative in

1986. Much will be said about

California’s experience with their

labeling law during the coming

campaign.

OHIO Medicine will keep you
posted on further developments.!

Docs won't get same anti-trust immunity as Ohio hospitals

Last month, OHIO Medicine

reported on House Bill 714, a bill

racing so quickly through the

Ohio Legis-

lature that it

passed

through the

House in just

three weeks.

Since then,

the bill has

passed the

Senate and is now in a joint

conference committee. HB 714

would exempt hospitals, combin-
ing in different ventures to reduce

health-care costs, from anti-trust

regulation.

The OSMA attempted to add
language to the bill in the Ohio
Senate that would afford the same
anti-trust immunity to physicians.

"We were told that a physician

exemption would not be made
part of the bill because the authors

want it to remain in its original,

streamlined form," says John Van
Doom, director of OSMA's

Department of Legislation. "They

were afraid that if physicians

were allowed to add their exemp-

tion, other groups would want to

add their own, and the bill would
become too cumbersome.”

Promoted by the Central Ohio

Health Care Coalition, which

includes 300 major employers in

central Ohio, the bill is sponsored

by Rep. Michael Stinziano (D-

Columbus) and Sen. Eugene

Watts (R-Columbus).

"So far, there has been no

opposition testimony to the bill,"

says Van Doom, though he hesi-

tates to say that

there is widespread

support for HB 714.

The hospital asso-

ciation supports the

concept but is obvi-

ously concerned

about the effect the

legislation will have

on hospitals not included in au-

thorized joint ventures.

Some attorneys have expressed

misgivings about whether the bill

would provide enough state

supervision to justify the exemp-

tion. (The bill requires the Ohio

Department of Health to approve

of all hospital joint ventures with

the advice and consent of the

state attorney general's office.)

The insurance industry has

been silent on the issue.!

I

HB 714 only exempts hospitals that

cooperate in joint ventures from anti-trust

regulations.

Ban on doctor
self-referral

proposed

U.S. Rep. John Kasich (R-Wester-

ville) managed to include in a

health-care reform package just

unveiled by House Republicans a

proposal to ban physician self-

referral in five areas: diagnostic

radiology, clinical labs, cancer

radiation therapy, physical

therapy and medical equipment.

His ban would apply to private

payors, as well as government

programs. (See related story,

"Democrats, Republicans unveil

The hand-

writing on the

wall seems clear

:

"Physician , divest

thyself.

"

own versions of health-care re-

form," next page.)

"The profession is hard-pressed

to respond when a conservative

member of Congress arrives at the

same conclusion that more liberal

members have held for some time

- that captive referrals should be

prohibited," says John Van Doom,
director of OSMA's Department of

Legislation.

Physicians are also hard-pressed

to respond when the position

Congress is considering is in line

with the American Medical Asso-

ciation's ethical gudielines on

physician self-referral. These

guidelines, discouraging physi-

cian self-referral, were drafted by

the association's Council on

Ethical and Judicial Affairs,

chaired by Oscar Clarke, MD,
Gallipolis, and endorsed by the

OSMA.
Despite the fact that the Medical

Society of New Jersey has recently

gone on record as opposing any

prohibitions, ethical or legislative,

on physician self-referral, the

handwriting seems to be clearly

on the walls: "Physician, divest

thyself. "I
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Democrats, Republicans unveil

own versions of health-care reform

With the elections less than four

months away, both Republicans

and Democrats in Washington

have unveiled their own versions

of national health-care reform.

The House
Republicans have

offered the Action

Now Health Care

Reform Act, which

includes pro-

visions that:

• set up tax-free

"Medisave" health savings

accounts for companies with

health-care plans. Employees

then use this money to pur-

chase a basic health-care

policy and decide what other

health coverage to buy and
what the deductible would be.

• reform medical malpractice

laws by requiring claims to be

taken first to alternative dis-

pute resolution, cap damages
and set penalties for frivolous

malpractice suits.

• establish market-oriented cost-

containment measures

• block physicians from

referring patients to clinics

and testing labs they own.

(See related story in this

section.)

Reps. John Kasich (R-Wester-

ville) and David Hobson (R-

Springfield) were among the GOP
group that worked with the White
House on drafting the legislation.

Meanwhile, House Democrats
are considering a reform plan,

generated by Rep. Pete Stark (D-

Calif.), chair of the Ways and
Means Health Subcommittee. The
Stark proposal contains at least

two items that medicine is

vehemently

opposed to: one

that would
extend Medi-

care payment
policies to

private insurers;

and another

provision that provides arbitrary

global budgets for health spend-

ing, as well as limits for individ-

ual categories of health services.

Global budgets and spending

caps would apply to public and
private health programs.

Both parties are promising to

move quickly on their proposals.

(See related story about HB 478 on

front page.) |

I

One plan would reform malpractice laws

bp capping damages and setting penalties

for frivolous suits.

Kose loses primary;
Fink, Vesper still

on fall ballot

Dr. Kose

William H. Kose, MD, Findlay,

OSMA Third District Councilor,

lost his primary bid

to take over the 82nd
District seat in the

Ohio House of Rep-

resentatives held by
incumbent Charles

R. Brading (R-

Wapokeneta).

Brading is a pharmacist.

Meanwhile, both John A. Fink,

MD, Akron and Rose Vesper, wife

of Cincinnati dermatologist Fee

Vesper, MD, will be

on the ballot this

November. Both are

seeking seats in the

Ohio House. Dr.

Fink, a vascular

surgeon, is seeking

the seat in the new
45th district; Vesper

Dr. Fink

NO WITTERS.
We fight nonmeritorious claims. It would be easier to

settle, and often less expensive for us. But we’re not just

insuring your financial future. We’re guarding your profes-

sional reputation, an asset no amount of insurance could

replace. So we put it in writing that we’ll never settle

without your consent. We hire the best lawyers, back

them up with the nation’s largest malpractice law depart-

ment, and win. If we didn't, we couldn’t call ourselves

The Medical Protective Company. Put us in your corner

and call our general agent today.

tstisk

Cincinnati: David E. Bendel, Daniel P Woods, (513) 751-0657

Columbus: John E. Hansel, Timothy D. Harrison, (614) 267-9156

Perrysburg: Robert E. Stallter, (419) 874-8080

Hudson: Edward J. Kupcho, (216) 656-0660
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in the new 72nd.

Dr. Fink's political

experience includes

terms on the Summit
County Republican

Party's central and

executive commit-

tees, as well as stints

Vesper

on the Voinovich transition team,

and the Ohio Public Health Coun-
cil.

Vesper has served 12 years on

the OSMA's Legislative Commit-
tee, chaired the Southwestern

Ohio Republican leadership, and

received an appointment by Gov.

George Voinovich to the Ohio
Water and Sewer Rotary Com-
mission.

According to John Van Doom,
director of OSMA's Department of

Legislation, the chances of both

candidates winning their seats

look good. I

If you have any questions

about any story in this

section, contact the OSMA
Department of Legislation at

(800) 766-OSMA.

Update

Tracking drugs by
computer

While Summit County
physicians wait for the Ohio

Supreme Court's decision on

whether or not the computer-

ized tracking of computerized

drugs by police constitutes a

breach of physician-patient

confidentiality. Rep. Pete Stark

has introduced a federal bill

that would make such tracking

legal in at least 10 states.

The legislation is based large-

ly on demonstration projects

already under way, and is

meant. Rep. Stark says, to

provide state health agencies

and medical groups a way to

better educate doctors and
patients on ways to prescribe

and take drugs.

In addition, the bill calls for a

panel of medical experts in

each state to develop practice

parameters for prescribing

controlled drugs.

Chiropractors come
of age

Add chiropractors to the list,

headed by optometrists, of

allied practitioners who are

becoming more politically

savvy. Recent news reports

show chiropractors contributed

more than $7,000 in two years

to gain access to those who
represent Stark County in the

Ohio Legislature.

The chiropractors say they
don't expect their political

contributions to translate

automatically into votes, but
they do figure that their

investment will allow them a

better chance to be heard at the

grass-roots level - just like the

optometrists.

YOU DIDN'T GO TO MEDICAL SCHOOL
TO PRACTICE LAW

Your job is to practice medicine. Ours is to protect you if you get sued. That's why we
work with 32 of Ohio's toughest, most experienced law firms. As a PICO policyholder,

you get:

• attorneys that know the

law and medicine, so you
don't spend time teaching

your legal counsel

medicine

• defense firms that know
the legal climate in your
community

• defense firms that work
for you, not us -- provid-

ing legal advice on court-

room presentation, assis-

tance in dealing with the

legal system and advice

on what to do if sued

• a defense approach that

assigns separate firms in

conflict situations

• a courtroom success

rate of over 85%.

And remember, PICO will never settle a lawsuit without your written consent. So get the

facts. Call your local PICO agent -- or call us at 614/864-7100. Fighting for your rights,

inside the courtroom and out , is a job we take seriously.

Law firms located throughout Ohio, including: Akron, Canton, Cincinnati, Cleveland,

Columbus, Dayton, Elyria, Findlay, Lima, Mansfield, Toledo, Portsmouth, Youngstown and
Zanesville.

Physicians Insurance Company of Ohio

Bates Drive

Pickerington, Ohio 43147
1-800-282-7515
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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVES

Computers: Friend or foe?
As we enter the last decade of the century, we
find that our lives have been unalterably

changed by computers. The right of privacy

no longer exists, and all the money in the

world cannot buy the luxury of privacy.

Examples abound of restrictive uses of

computers, such as reports for credit ratings,

health information for insurance underwriting

and investment results for IRS surveillance.

Computers can reveal the facts and, in most

cases, this is good. But with errors of input,

they can also leave indelible blemishes on a

personal record.

In medicine, we have knowledge of com-

puters being utilized in ways that also may be

onerous to physicians. Software systems now
set up in hospitals and insurance companies

are based on arbitrary guidelines. Patients are

categorized by severity of disease, which is

often difficult to fully determine, and out-

comes are recorded. The programs are for the

ultimate purpose of assessing the relative

quality (medical efficacy - practice outcome
results) and charge efficiency (cost-effective-

ness) of health-care providers. Comparisons

between various hospitals will be made.

With this type of information, purchasers of

health insurance can direct their business to

those hospital facilities, HMOs and IPAs that,

on computer analysis, are determined to be

more cost-effective with supposedly compara-

ble quality results.

Software systems now set

up in hospitals and

insurance companies are

based on arbitrary

guidelines .

Similarly, hospitals tracking their medical

staff historical results under the guise of

medical review, can, with this computer

capability, easily slip into economic creden-

tialing at the time of staff reappointment.

There may be need to educate and influence

some of our physicians to improve their

diagnostic and treatment techniques for

efficiency. Yet, it is inappropriate for that

education to be punitive based on computer

information. The basic software information

put into the computer could easily be flawed,

and the subsequent report biased.

The Council on Legislation of the AMA,
recognizing the possible extent of error in such

analysis and also recognizing other variable

nuances relative to

patient care, has

prepared a model state

bill to prohibit hospitals

from using "economic

credentialing" for

determination of

medical staff

appointments,

reappointments or

clinical privileges.

We physicians in

Ohio should look at our

state situation to determine

if we need to push for similar legislation.

Is the computer, then, friend or foe? The
answer, of course, is the computer itself is not

the problem. The concern, as always, lies in

those who develop the software and interpret

the reports. The opportunities are rampant for

error, bias and misuse of this information.

We must remain vigilant of this problem. I

Stanley ]. Lucas, MD
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

To the Editor:

In the May 1992, issue of OHIO Medicine there was an item con-

cerning the appointment of Dr. Ed Bope to the Residency Review

Committee in Family Practice. He deserves congratulations for this

appointment. Having served in similar positions, I recognize the

importance of the role played by the residency review committees.

However, there was an error in your item. The residency review

committees are not the "AMA residency review committees," but

rather are under the oversight of the Accreditation Council for

Graduate Medical Education of which the AMA is one of five

members.

It is possible Dr. Bope was appointed to the committee by the

AMA Council on Medical Education, which is the appointing body
for some of the members of most of the committees.

Thank you for your attention to this correction.

Ronald B. Berggren, MD
Columbus
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SPEAKOUT

Should physician fees be reviewed, and if so, who should review them?

Raymond Lupse, MD
Youngstown

"I don't think physician

fees should be re-

viewed at all, (but) if

someone must review

them, I think it should

be doctors. The OSMA
could form an ad hoc

committee that would
decide what fees

should be reviewed

and what fees are

appropriate. Then,

members of the com-
mittee would take

home that information

to physicians in their

own counties.”

Charles Cobau, MD
Toledo

"Physician fees should

be reviewed, but they

should be peer re-

viewed. For example, I

belong to an oncology

society, and I think it

would be appropriate

for our state group to

do physician fee re-

views. In any case, I

believe fee reviews

should be done on a

statewide level. It

would be too difficult to

review fees in each

individual community."

Gerald Penn, MD
Columbus

"Coalitions will do
physician fee review if

we don't do it first.

However, I think the

review should be done
in a manner in which

the parameters the fees

are based on are

matched in compari-

son. It's too easy to do
fee review comparing

apples and oranges.

That's what we need to

avoid. Who should do
the review? I think

subspecialty groups."

Carol Sholtis, MD
Gallipolis

"If fees are reviewed,

they should be re-

viewed either by the

individual medical

societies, like the sub-

specialty or family

practice groups, or by
the state medical

association. We've just

come through discus-

sions on a statewide

fee schedule, and

we’ve decided that we
want equal pay for

equal work. That's

why any fee review

that's done should be

on a statewide level."

David Bitonte, MD
Alliance

"I serve on my county

medical society's peer

review committee, and

I have seen complaints

regarding physician

fees, so I don't object to

the idea of physician

fee review. However, I

don't think physician

fees have escalated like

hospital, technological

and pharmaceutical

fees, so I don't know
that a review is

warranted or appro-

priate. If it is, then

specialty societies

should do the review.”

AUXILIARY REPORT

Membership.. .unfinished business
One of the joys of academic life is

endings and beginnings. Every-

thing fitting into neat little

packages. Unlike academic life,

membership development
is. ..Unfinished Business. It is

ongoing.

The 1992-1993 OSMA Auxiliary

Membership Committee met in

early June to address our mem-
bership facts and chart our course
for the year.

What stood out was that we had
many new members, but we lost

members due to nonrenewal. In

fact, we were doing a rather re-

spectable job in recruitment, but
were falling behind in retention.

The membership committee

studied the numbers and stated

our goals. A strong, unified voice

and viable organization is impera-

tive in working for the solutions

to medicine. Auxiliary is our

privilege and our responsibility.

We must be able to explain to all

physician spouses that the

medical profession belongs to

them as well as their spouse.

The national membership goal

initiative was adopted: "PLUS
ONE - MAKE IT FUN." PLUS
ONE - one net, additional

member this fiscal year in the

federation of county, state and

national auxiliaries. This means

that we must retain all current

members and recruit one more, or

if we cannot retain everyone,

recruit a few more. Think about

this impact at all three levels of

membership; we will start grow-

ing again. And while adding one,

the committee encourages having

fun while letting present and

prospective members know the

value of membership.

Recognizing that our current

membership system is obsolete,

the committee set as an additional

goal to bring our data collection

process in tune with the 21st

century. Translated, we will be

working toward a computer sys-

tem to track

our mem-
bership. We
need to

know on an

ongoing

basis who
belongs and

who does

not so that

we are able Sara Rich, President

to be more
responsive to the membership.

Do you know a physician's

spouse who does not belong to

the auxiliary or has not renewed

his or her membership? We want

to hear from you now. I
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Campaign to focus
on family violence

On the heels of a very successful

living will campaign, the OSMA
Committee on Communications

and the OSMA Communications
Department are embarking on an

Ohio Campaign Against Family

Violence, to be launched in

October. The purpose will be to

educate physicians about family

violence and provide them with

the tools they need to assist their

patients who are victims of family

violence.

The OSMA Communications

Committee, working with the

Ohio Department of Human Ser-

vices, will develop and distribute

a physician handbook on family

Materials such as

pamphlets and

posters will be

available to

members in the fall.

violence plus materials for the

physician's office such as patient

education posters, brochures and
lapel pins.

The handbook will contain

information on legal and ethical

reporting requirements; guide-

lines for identifying victims;

information on how to examine,

counsel and treat; and a list of

community resources to which to

refer these patients.

Carol Mullinax, OSMA's direc-

tor of communications, says she

will seek the endorsement and
support of Ohio's medical

specialty societies in this effort as

well. Sara Rich, president of the

Ohio State Medical Association

Auxiliary, has already indicated

that the auxiliary will be making
the family violence campaign a

fop priority this year.

RESEARCH CONDUCTED

Research conducted by the

OSMA indicated that, despite the

prevalence of family violence in

our society, most physicians are

not recognizing patients who may

be victims of family violence. At
the OSMA Annual Meeting in

May, the House of Delegates

recognized the severity of the

problem and decided to address

the issue of family violence by
adopting Resolution 35-92,

"Support of the AMA Family

Violence Initiative."

In a survey of 4,800 Ohio pri-

mary care physicians in March,

only 9% of the respondents indi-

cated that they frequently saw
victims of family violence in their

practices; 34% indicated they

occasionally saw these patients;

and 57% indicated they seldom
saw family violence patients.

Only 28% felt very comfortable

in approaching suspected victims

of family violence; 48% were
somewhat comfortable; and more
than 23% were not comfortable.

When asked if they needed

additional information to help

them address this issue, 62% indi-

cated they could use additional

information.

MATERIALS AVAILABLE

All primary care physician

members will receive a copy of

the handbook free of charge by
fall. All non-primary care physi-

cians will be able to order a copy,

while non-member Ohio physi-

cians will be able to obtain the

handbook at cost.

A speaker's kit will also be de-

veloped to encourage interested

physicians and auxilians to speak

to community groups on the

family violence issue.

There's a possibility that an

educational videotape on the

issue could be produced and
offered to physicians for use in

their offices to help educate

patients, as well as a visual aid for

the public speakers.

"One of the goals of the cam-

paign is to provide physicians

with the skills they need to

approach possible victims of

family violence in a manner that

inspires confidence and trust,"

says Mullinax. "This in turn, we
hope, will encourage victims to

confide in their physicians for

help with this problem."

Brent Mulgrew, OSMA's
executive director, echoes similar

feelings. "The OSMA recognizes

the severity of the problem and

wants to educate physicians about

the prevalence of family violence

in Ohio and the nation," says

Mulgrew. "If more physicians

recognize the physical and mental

signs of family violence, they will

be able to identify their patients

who may be victims of family

violence and be better equipped

to refer them to agencies and

groups in their own community
that can provide support and

assistance." |

OSMA living will project receives award

The living will campaign spon-

sored by the OSMA and the Ohio
Bar Association has won two
Prism awards from the Central

Ohio Chapter of the Public

Relations Society of America and
a Bronze Qtiill Award from the

International Association of

Business Communicators. PRSA
and IABC are professional com-
municator groups.

Carol Mullinax, director of the

Department of Communications,

received the awards at ceremonies

in Columbus.

The living will campaign won
for best overall campaign, plus the

living will video received an

award.

The OSMA has distributed

approximately 76,400 living will

patient education packets and

4,860 physician packets since the

campaign began in October 1991. I
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Survey indicates legislative issues

are top priority of Ohio physicians

In last month's OHIO Medicine we
mentioned that delegates attend-

ing the 1992 Annual Meeting in

May were queried on the priori-

ties of the association and the

benefits of OSMA membership.

As promised, the results from the

97 completed surveys are listed

below.

Most of the physicians respond-

ing were males in a group prac-

tice, had practiced more than 20

years and had been a member of

the OSMA for more than 12 years.

Almost half represented the city

or metropolitan area and were

between the ages of 45 and 60.

When asked, in order of im-

portance, what were the most
important challenges facing

medicine, 69% of physicians put

legislative and regulatory issues

on the top of their list, and access

to care by all segments of society

came in second with 41%. Cost of

health care, changing consumer
attitudes toward physicians,

professional liability, and third-

party payor reimbursement also

received high marks. For each

challenge ranked, respondents

were asked to indicate whether
they were satisfied with the

OSMA efforts to address the

issue. The respondents voted 89%
in favor of OSMA's efforts on
legislative issues; 60% on profes-

sional liability; 59% on third-party

payor reimbursement; but only
23% thought the OSMA's efforts

on access to health care were
satisfactory; 47% on cost of health

care; and 30% on changing
consumer attitudes toward
physicians.

IMPORTANT SERVICES

The seven top OSMA services

were: legislative representation

(91%); annual meeting (80%);
media relations (75%); assistance

in resolving problems with insur-

ance and government claims or

the Ombudsman program (68%);
OHIO Medicine (66%); accredi-

tation of hospitals/ facilities for

CME (59%) and professional

liability insurance (51%).

What members listed as least

important were: auto leasing,

corporate/personal bank cards,

and VISA/MasterCard programs.

There were also some services

that some members were not even

aware of. Those included Medical

and asked respondents to specify

how important each objective was
to them. Representing physicians

before legislative and govern-

mental agencies was most impor-

tant followed by communicating
information on important issues

affecting the practice of medicine;

guiding the legislative and poli-

tical process to ensure quality

health care; protecting members'

rights and promoting better

OSMA satisfied 89% of respondents with its

efforts on legislative issues , but only 23%
with its efforts to improve health-care access.

Staff Bulletin, the Workers Comp-
ensation Group Rating Plan and

corporate/personal bank cards.

Whether the members know
about the service is one thing, but

how many actually use the

services provided? The top five

services most used were: annual

meeting (100%), OHIO Medicine

(94%), the Physician's Guide to

Ohio Law (77%), legislative rep-

resentation (75%) and Medical Staff

Bulletin (72%).

CURRENT OBJECTIVES

The survey included a section

on current objectives of the OSMA

public understanding of medicine.

Past research has indicated that

a number of OSMA members
discontinue their membership in

approximately the 15th year of

practice. The survey asked

respondents what they thought

attributed to this. The underlying

theme was that those physicians

probably no longer see OSMA as

essential to their practice growth.

Other comments included: "They

can't see the importance of mem-
bership and involvement." "They

are apathetic or disenchanted

with the profession.” "Practice

pattern is set: retirement/non-

practice expenses (college for

children) become more important

than expenditures for organized

medicine. Specialty societies

consume all the dues monies."

"Lack of understanding of how
OSMA works to help maintain the

private practice of medicine."

OSMA VS. SPECIALTY GROUPS

When asked to compare the

advantages of membership to a

specialty society vs. OSMA the

prime reason was that the special-

ty society was able to apply all

services to issues specifically

important to the physician. The
physicians responding indicated

that they also were members of

their state specialty society (81%)

and national specialty society

(89%).

The information from this sur-

vey will be compared to a similar

survey conducted in 1990. The
OSMA Department of Member-
ship will track the current trends

in medicine and membership and

see what changes can be made to

better meet the needs of the mem-
bership.

For a complete copy of the sur-

vey results, contact Doug Evans,

director of the Department of

Membership, at (800) 766-OSMA.I

: :

: $30,000 BONUS OFFERED TO HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS :

If you are a board-certified physician or a candidate for

board certification in one of the following specialties, you

may qualify for a bonus of up to $30,000 in the Army
Reserve.

Anesthesiology

General Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Pediatric Surgery

Orthopedic Surgery

Colon-Rectal Surgery

Vascular Surgery

Neurosurgery

A test program is being conducted which offers a bonus

to eligible physicians who reside in certain geographic

areas (Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, Michigan,

Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa). You
would receive a $1 0,000 bonus for each year you serve as

an Army Reserve physician—for a maximum of three

years.

You may serve near your home, at times convenient for

you, or at Army medical facilities in the United States and

abroad. There are also opportunities to attend

conferences and participate in special training programs,

such as the Advanced Trauma Life Support Course.

To learn more about the Army Reserve and the Bonus
Test Program, call one of our experienced Medical

Personnel Counselors:
| n Columbus, call Major Brian

Friedman: Collect (614) 481-8858. In Cleveland call Major

Enid Savett: Collect (216) 891-1800.

: ARMY RESERVE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. :+*
OHIOMedicine • July 1992
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Benefits added
to OSMA's Major
Medical plan

The OSMA Major Medical plan

has been updated to include posi-

tive plan changes that will en-

hance the future rate stability of

the plan.

The changes to the OSMA
Major Medical plan include

benefit enhancements, additional

cost-containment features and the

appropriate management of utili-

zation of benefits. These changes

will have a positive impact on
future rate renewals.

Some of the plan modifications

include:

• 100% coverage for generic

drugs (subject to deductible)

• pre-certification and medical

case management

• all outpatient surgical proce-

dures approved by pre-

certification paid at 100%

• yearly pap smear covered

• $50,000 lifetime maximum for

mental nervous coverage with

$2,500 calendar year maxi-

mum for outpatient services

Major
Medical
Plan
designed for physicians

and their staff

°o^et
%Broad Coverage

Cost Containment Features
Low Out of Pocket Expense

Featuring:

/ $1,000,000 lifetime benefit

/ $500 first dollar accident benefit

/ Choice of deductibles ($250, $500 or $1 ,000)

/ Choice of $2,000 or $5,000 co-pay plan

/ Choice of physicians and facilities

/ World wide coverage

/ Dental coverage

/ Second surgical opinion paid at 100% for approved surgeries

/ Outpatient surgery paid at 100% for approved procedures

/ Rate structure based on age and dependent status

/ Average claim turnaround of two weeks

(plan issued through age 69; available to members, their spouses and eligible dependent
children and members' staff)

This plan is underwritten by American Physicians Life (APL), the OSMA’s life and
health insurance carrier. APL is committed to maintaining the finest coverage for

members at the lowest possible cost.

For further information, contact APL toll-free at 1-800-742-1275

AMERICAN PHYSICIANS LIFE

%O'

M a
Bates Drive, P.O. Box 281

Pickerington, Ohio 43147

(614) 864-3900

1-800-742-1275

Specific information on these

plan changes was sent to all

current OSMA Major Medical

plan policyholders. This plan is

available to staff and their families

alone or in combination with

members. If you are interested in

more information, contact your

OSMA Insurance Benefit Repre-

sentative at (800) 742-1275. f

Colleagues

Ronald B. Berggren, MD,
Columbus, was elected parlia-

mentarian of the

American Society for

Aesthetic Plastic

Surgery. He is a

professor emeritus

of surgery at The
Ohio State Uni-

versity and director of the

Division of Plastic Surgery,

Children's Hospital of Columbus.

Robert S. Blacklow, MD,
Rootstown, has been named
president and dean of North-

eastern Ohio Universities College

of Medicine. Prior to this appoint-

ment, he was a senior administra-

tor at Jefferson Medical College in

Philadelphia.

Robert L. Brandt, MD, Dayton,

has been named Volunteer of the

Year by the Dayton chapter of the

National Association of Social

Workers. Dr. Brandt, medical

director of Green Memorial

Hospital, was honored for his

work with AIDS patients.

Henry Cramblett, MD, Upper
Arlington, professor of pediatrics

and of medical microbiology and

immunology in The Ohio State

University of College of Medicine,

received two honors for his work
on the State Medical Board of

Ohio. The Federation of State

Medical Boards of the United
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States presented Dr. Cramblett

with a Distinguished Service

Award and the Ohio Senate

passed a resolution commending

his invaluable contributions

during 22 years of service to the

state medical board.

Steven Gabbe, MD, Upper Ar-

lington, professor and chair of the

Department of Obstetrics and

Gynecology at The Ohio State

University Hospitals, has been

elected a council member of the

Society for Gynecologic Investi-

gation.

Gregory Gerber, MD, Middle-

town, was recently installed as

president of the Butler County

Medical Society; John Barrord,

MD, Middletown, was elected

secretary treasurer; and Stanley

Ignatow, MD, also of Middle-

town, was named president-elect.

Charles J. Hickey,

MD, a Columbus
ophthalmologist,

was recently in-

stalled as president

of the Academy of

Medicine of Colum-
bus and Franklin County.

Arthur G. James, MD, Columbus,

professor emeritus at the Arthur

G. James Cancer Hospital and
Research Institute at The Ohio
State University Hospitals, re-

ceived the Ohio Hospital Assoc-

iation's Meritorious Service

Award as recognition for his

outstanding service to the public

through support of the hospital

industry.

Jonathan Price, MD, Reynolds-

burg, has received the American

Academy of Pediatrics' Review

and Education Program Fellow-

ship Award.

Florence Squire

Coleman, MD,
Dayton, a resident in

psychiatry at Wright

State University

School of Medicine,

was recognized for

her contributions to community
service by the American Medical

Association. Dr. Coleman was one

of 50 honorees of the AMA/
Burroughs Wellcome Leadership

Program for Resident Physicians.

Frank C. Sutton, MD, Dayton,

former CEO of Miami Valley

Hospital in Dayton, received the

Donald R. Newkirk Award, the

Ohio Hospital Association's

highest award, as recognition for

his outstanding contributions to

the health-care industry in the

state of Ohio.

Joel P. Zrull, MD, Toledo, pro-

fessor and chair of the Depart-

ment of Psychiatry, has been

elected president-elect of the

Society of Professors of Child and

Adolescent Psychiatry. I

Peter A. Marrocco, MD, Cincin-

nati, has been named a recipient

of the 1992 United Way and
Community Chest Neil McElroy
Award, the highest award given

to local United Way volunteers.

Dr. Marrocco is a past president of

the Cincinnati Academy of Medi-
cine.

Ross McHenry, MD, Edgewood,
has been elected first president of

the new, combined medical staff

of St. Luke Hospital.

Gregory O'Brien, MD, Garfield

Heights, has been appointed a

five-year term on the Geauga
County Board of Health.

Calendar
The OSMA has planned the following workshops for 1992. Watch

your mail for brochures on the seminars.

Medical Office Management Institute

July 14 Personnel Management, Stouffer Tower City Plaza,

Cleveland

July 15 Managerial Effectiveness, Stouffer Tower City Plaza,

Cleveland

July 16 Patient Flow Management, Stouffer Tower City

Plaza, Cleveland

July 17 Financial Management, Stouffer Tower City Plaza,

Cleveland

Medical Office Management Institute

Aug. 11 Personnel Management, Cincinnati Marriott

Aug. 12 Managerial Effectiveness, Cincinnati Marriott

Aug. 13 Patient Flow Management, Cincinnati Marriott

Aug. 14 Financial Management, Cincinnati Marriott

Gearing Up for Retirement

Oct. 20 & 21 Ramada University, Columbus

Starting Your Own Practice

Oct. 21 & 22 Ramada University, Columbus

Joining a Partnership/Group

Oct. 23 Ramada University, Columbus

FLIGHT SURGEONS
WANTED.

Discover the thrill of flying, the end of

paperwork and the enjoyment of a gener-

al practice as an Air Force flight surgeon.

Take flight with today’s Air Force and dis-

cover quality benefits, 30 days of vaca-

tion with pay each year and the support

of a dedicated staff of professionals.

Enjoy a true general practice on the

ground, with the kind of stimulating chal-

lenge that will get your medical skills air-

borne. Talk to an Air Force medical pro-

gram manager about becoming an Air

Force flight surgeon. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF
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Board explains
its complaint
procedures

Editor's note: This new column is

provided by the Ohio State Medical

Board. OHIO Medicine will con-

tinue to report independently on

board activities as events warrant.

An important element of the

medical board's mission is to

maintain surveillance in order to

identify those licensees who prac-

tice below standards or without

the necessary qualifications. To
fulfill this aspect of its mission,

the board relies on:

• complaints received from

the general public, other

agencies, licensees and

board staff;

• mandatory reports from mal-

practice insurers, hospitals,

individual licensees and
professional societies;

• information available from
medical boards in other states

and disciplinary data banks;

and

• licensee information provided

during the biennial renewal

process.

In this and future articles, we
will address some of the questions

Inside the State

Medical Board

and concerns about the board's

processes that have been brought

to our attention.

REVIEWING COMPLAINTS

Each year, the members of the

medical board elect two of their

board colleagues to serve as

Secretary, (Carla S. O'Day, MD),
and Supervising Member (Ronald

J. Kaplansky, DPM), the two

people responsible under state

law for overseeing the agency's

investigations. The Secretary and

Supervising Member review all

incoming complaints and all in-

vestigative reports to determine

whether or not there is sufficient

evidence to show that a violation

of board statutes or rules has

occurred. After reviewing this

information, they decide what, if

any, further action is necessary.

HOW MANY COMPLAINTS ?

The board receives more than

1,700 complaints a year. Only 60%
of the complaints received are

forwarded by the board's Secre-

tary and Supervising Member to

the board's investigators for

follow-up; the remaining 40% are

closed because initial review of

the allegations shows they are

without merit or deal with

matters outside the medical

board's jurisdiction. Of the in-

vestigated complaints, roughly

10% result in some type of formal

disciplinary action by the board.

The remainder of the complaints

are closed following investigation.

If a physician has been contacted

during the course of the board's

investigation, the physician is

notified by letter of the closure of

the complaint.

THE BOARD'S JURISDICTION

The medical board may initiate

formal action for violations of the

Medical Practices Act. Grounds
for discipline include, but are not

limited to:

• prescribing controlled sub-

stances in excessive amounts
or without legitimate reason

• medical incompetence

• inappropriate sexual conduct

• falsifying information, fraud

Why doesn't the board reveal

the identity of a complainant,

even to the physician who is

subject of the complaint?

State law provides for the con-

fidentiality of all complaints, in

part to safeguard the reputation of

a physician named in a complaint

who might be innocent of any

wrongdoing. Confidentiality also

ensures that those who report

misconduct to the board are pro-

tected from retaliation.

Complaints received by the

board serve only to initiate review

or investigation of the concerns

raised. Except in cases of con-

viction, any action against a

physician must be based upon the

board's independent review and

investigation overseen by two

members of the board. In effect,

those members of the board - the

Secretary and Supervising Mem-
ber - assume the role of complain-

ant. I

I

The hoard receives 1,700 complaints a year,

hut only 60% merit a follow-up hy hoard

investigators.

Defaulted student loans to be subtracted from Medicare payments

Physicians who have breached

their contracts under student loan

programs must enter into agree-

ments with the Department of

Health and Human Services to

have the sums they owe deducted

from their Medicare payments.

The final rule, which became
effective June 3, also authorizes

deductions for: 1) individuals

employed by or affiliated with a

provider, health maintenance

organization, or competitive

medical plan that receives Medi-

care payment for services; or 2)

members of a group practice that

receives Medicare payment for

services. Providers will also be

required to accept assignment for

all services to beneficiaries, which

means that they may not impose

extra charges on beneficiaries to

recover amounts deducted for

debt payment.

Affected individuals received

funds under the National Health

Service Corps Scholarship, the

Physician Shortage Area Scholar-

ship and the Health Education

Assistance Loan programs.

If a physician refuses to enter

into such an agreement, or if

Medicare payments are not

sufficient to meet the obligation,

the provider will be excluded

from participation in Medicare

and the case will be referred to the

U.S. Attorney General to collect

the funds.

I
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Court rules that cognizable event'

starts malpractice statute of limitations

In a recent case, (Flowers v. Walker,

1992, 63 Ohio St3d 546), the Ohio

Supreme Court has clarified when
the statute of limitations on a

medical malpractice case begins to

run.

The Supreme Court had been

asked to review the case of a

Trumbull County woman who
was diagnosed with breast cancer

in 1987. The year before, she had

had a mammogram, and the

results given to her at the time

were negative. In August 1988, a

medical expert reported there was
negligence on the part of the doc-

tor who administered the first

mammogram. The woman sued

that doctor in 1989, only to have

the case dismissed in Common
Pleas Court as filed too late. The

appeals court reversed the

verdict, and the case was then

brought to the Ohio Supreme
Court.

The patient maintained the

statute of limitations should not

have started until August 1988,

when she became aware of the

physician's involvement in her

1986 mammogram. The court,

however, said the statute of

limitations begins when there is a

"cognizable event," an event that

should lead the patient to believe

the medical problem is caused by

a diagnosis, treatment or pro-

cedure the patient previously

received.

"The identity of the practitioner

who committed the alleged mal-

practice is one of the facts that the

plaintiff must investigate and

discover once she has reason to

believe that she is the victim of

medical malpractice," the court

said.

The ruling places parties in

malpractice cases on the same
ground as parties in other per-

sonal injury cases. For example, in

an automobile accident involving

a blown tire, additional time is not

given to discover whether the tire

was defective, or to learn the

identity of the manufacturer and

seller of the tire. The court's in-

terpretation now indicates that the

statute of limitations on medical

malpractice cases also will not

permit such additional discovery

time in the future. I

Is the floor about
to drop out of

the data bank?

Currently, all malpractice settle-

ments or judgments, paid on
behalf of Ohio physicians, are

reported to the National Prac-

titioner Data Bank (NPDB). How-
ever, efforts have been made by
the American Medical Associa-

tion, as well as others, to establish

a "reporting threshold” so that

payments made in amounts below

the threshold do not have to be

reported to the NPDB.
Such a reporting threshold

already exists in Ohio with the

state medical board. Malpractice

payments less than $25,000, for

example, are not reportable to the

board.

Recently, however, Richard

Kusserow, Inspector General of

the Department of Health and

Human Services, took a look at

Ohio's experience, and that of

California, in setting limits on

Metis
PHYSICIAN CARE CENTERS

Join the Winning Team at The Ohio State Universes'

MedOHIO Physician Care Centers

The Ohio State University seeks qualified candidates

to join its MedOhio Physician Care Centers, an estab-

lished network of primary care offices located in and

around the Columbus area. Full and part-time posi-

tions are available.

Qualifications:

Board Eligible/Board Certified primary care

physicians

T H

OHIO
SIOTE
UNIVERSITY

Benefits:

Guaranteed income with incentive compensation

Healthcare, vacation, sick leave, and retirement benefits

CME allowance

Malpractice coverage paid

Tuition reimbursement for dependents

Flexible schedules

Send Resume To:

Medical Director

MedOHIO Administration

B-312 Starling-Loving Hall

320 W. 10th Avenue

Columbus, Ohio 43210

Phone: (614) 293-8429

The Ohio Slate University Hospitals is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Qualified women, minorites, Victnam-cra veterans, disabled veterans and individuals with disabilities ate encouraged to apply.
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malpractice settlements and con-

cluded that thresholds should not

be set.

"Clearly, part of the malpractice

claim settlement process in Cali-

fornia involves avoiding reports to

the state medical board," says

Kusserow, after discovering that,

in California, where the reporting

threshold is $30,000, 9.7% of

California's payouts since the time

that the national data base has

been on line have been $29,999.

The New Jersey State Board of

Medical Examiners also deter-

mined that doctors there, where
the threshold is $25,000, were

settling claims for $24,999, and

concluded that malpractice

settlements "had more to do with

the floor than the true value of

damages involved."

OHIO'S ROLE

The Ohio State Medical Board,

meanwhile, claims that the re-

in insulin therapy

Make life easier

for many ofyour patients

Global Excellence in Diabetes Care

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis. Indiana

46285

Humulin 70/30. Convenient and simple to administer.

No more mixing. No more mixing errors.

All of which makes living with diabetes a

little easier for patients. And compliance

a lot easier to achieve.

Humulin
70% human insulin isophane suspension
30% human insulin injection

(recombinant DNA origin)

The patient-friendly premix

WARNING: Any change of insulin should be made cautiously and only
under medical supervision.

HI-7905-B-249327 g 1992 . eli lilly and company

porting floor doesn't make much
difference in determining which
cases it chooses to investigate.

Last year, in fact, the board

investigated 9% of the NPDB
reports it saw on low-payout

malpractice cases - a point that

was remarked on by Kusserow in

a report that is now being studied

by Surgeon General Antonia

Novello.

"Its (Ohio's) medical board has

found data bank reports of mal-

practice payments under the floor

worth investigating," Kusserow
wrote, which prompted his sug-

gestion that such thresholds

should not be set.

The Surgeon General is review-

ing the report, and will report to

Congress on whether or not there

should be changes in the data

bank. OHIO Medicine will keep

you posted.

I

AMA asks to do
more fee review

If the Federal Trade Commission
approves a petition sent to it this

spring by the American Medical

Association, it may not be long

before the OSMA is in the bus-

iness of physician fee review.

The petition, asking the FTC to

ease anti-trust restrictions and

allow state and county medical

societies to review fees and

punish doctors they find guilty of

price-gouging, is part of the

AMA's plans to bolster the

powers of the medical profession

- both to regulate itself, and to

bargain with the government and

other large health-care consumers,

such as health maintenance or-

ganizations.

Yet the FTC has been tradition-

ally reluctant to relax its strict,

anti-trust laws, fearing that

without such guidelines in place,

doctors would fix prices and

jeopardize competition. And some
critics suggest that state medical

associations would be unable to

put aside their members' interests

long enough to act as a regulatory

agency and protect the public's

interest.

BOARD PURSUES REVIEW

The topic of physician fee

4
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Sex with patients raises legal, ethical issues

review is hardly a new one in

Ohio. The OSMA has wrestled

with the subject on several

occasions, and last June OHIO
Medicine reported that the Ohio

State Medical Board was about to

tackle the issue, since 7% of the

complaints it receives each year

deal with physician fees. A task

force was formed to look into the

matter, but so far the committee

has taken no action.

I

There are some

members who
would like to see

the OSMA review

physician fees.

"If the FTC relaxed its anti-trust

restrictions, and the medical

board decided to become in-

volved in physician fee review,

then the OSMA would want to

become involved,” says Katrina

English, JD, OSMA associate staff

counsel. Even without the pro-

posed relaxation of enforcement

activity, the Academy of Medicine

of Cleveland (Cuyahoga County)

has performed fee review for

years.

But whether or not the OSMA
chooses to become involved with

physician fee review without

board interest is still open to

question.

"There are members who would
like to see the OSMA review

physician fees, and there are

reasons why we should," says

English. "We even have a model
program approved four years ago
that currently sits unused on the

shelf."

The AMA points out, for ex-

ample, that since more and more
health-care reform proposals give

government a greater role in

medicine, it's now up to medicine
to seek a greater regulatory role

for itself before this happens.

Allowing physicians to review
fees at either a county or state

level is one step toward that end.

The FTC is required to answer
the AMA's petition.

(See related topic in "Speakout" on

page 7.) |

The Ohio Supreme Court may be

the next party to consider whether

or not physicians have a legal

right to have sex with their pa-

tients - a question that has been

making its way through the courts

since last November, when the

Ohio State Medical Board disci-

plined a Toledo gynecologist,

Pablo A. Pons, MD, for having a

seven-year affair with one of his

patients.

The board suspended Dr. Pons'

license for a year, and required

that he be put on probation for

five years should his license be

reinstated. The Franklin County
Common Pleas Court upheld the

board's decision, but the Ohio

Court of Appeals overturned the

penalty after hearing the case.

NO PROOF OF MORAL
DEFICIENCY

According to the appeals court:

"Having an extramarital affair

with an interested companion
does not make a physician so

deficient in moral character as to

warrant suspension of his or her

medical license, where the actual

advice, care or judgment was not

shown to have been compro-

mised."

Disagreeing with the appeals

court decision, attorneys for the

state medical board petitioned the

Ohio Supreme Court to hear the

Pons case, but the court deter-

mined that it did not have juris-

diction in the case, because con-

stitutional questions were not

raised. At that point, Attorney

General Lee Fisher, along with

several women's and public

interest groups, asked the Sup-

reme Court to reconsider. The
appeals court decision, they ar-

gue, does raise a constitutional

issue about protecting the privacy

of a sexual relationship between a

patient and a treating physician

and, without Supreme Court

involvement, the state may not be

able to discipline other physicians

who have sex with patients.

The appeals court decision does

appear to be setting legal prece-

dent in Ohio. In a similar case in

Franklin County Common Pleas

Court, a judge overruled part of

the medical board's decision to

suspend the license of another

Toledo gynecologist who had had

sex with a patient by citing the

Pons precedent.

ETHICAL QUESTIONS

Of course, beyond the legal

questions now being

scrutizined by the

courts are the

ethical issues. The

American
Medical

Association has

already gone on

record as

opposing such

behavior. "Sexual

contact or a

romantic

relationship,

concurrent with

the physician-patient relationship,

is unethical," its Council on

Ethical and Judicial Affairs said

last year.

Still, the area seems to be a gray

one for a number of physicians.

OSMA Associate Staff Counsel

Katrina English, JD points out that

the OSMA follows AMA's policy

on ethical issues, but she agrees

the issue is far from clear.

"The best course of action is for

physicians to follow the board’s

position paper on conducting

physical examinations," she says.

That paper encourages the

physician to invite a third party,

such as a nurse, into the room
during the exam. "That would

discourage any type

of romantic over-

tures between

doctor and patient

during the exam,"

she says.

If a physician is

romantically

attracted to a

patient, however,

and wishes to see

that patient in a

social context - and

the patient is

willing - then English advises

terminating the doctor-patient

relationship immediately.

"Don't see the patient socially,

then treat them, then terminate the

doctor-patient relationship. That's

how physicians get into trouble.

Before they start a romantic affair,

they should stop being that pa-

tient's physician."|

The National Anorexic Aid Society

of Harding Hospital Presents:

1 9

" ' ~

THI ELEVENTH A Ht4UAC 9 2

National Conference on
Eating Disorders

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS IN EATING DISORDERS

Keynote Speakers: Christopher Fairburn, M.D.

Robert Spitzer, M.D. Catherine Steiner-Adair, Ph.D.

Ruth Striegel Moore, Ph.D. Craig Johnson, Ph.D.

DAY 1 Half Day Indepth Clinical Seminars

DAYS 2 & 3 Hourly Track Presentations by theme,

e.g., Clinical, Short-Term Treatment:

Diminishing Resources, Medical

October 25, 26, and 27, 1992

The Hyatt Regency Hotel

At The Ohio Convention Center

Columbus , Ohio

Information (614) 436-1112
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Electronic billing shows it can save
time, money and aggravation

Slowly, but surely, the health-care

claims processing system is going

electronic. Many physicians who
have made the switch from paper

to computer are finding that

computerized billing and claims

processing saves time, money and

aggravation.

You may be asking yourself.

What are the start-up costs for

something like this? What pro-

visions are being made for the

physician's office that wants to

give electronic billing a whirl?

COURTESY SOFTWARE

Nationwide's Medicare Elec-

tronic Claims Division offers free

courtesy software as an incentive

to get doctors to go electronic,

according to Mark Trigg, staff

member in the Medicare

into purchasing a rebuilt compu-
ter. Physicians may contact the

Medicare EMC division to discuss

specific hardware specifications.

"As a practice gets bigger (500 to

600 claims per month) and has

multiple staff, a mainframe would
be necessary and that would be

more costly,” Trigg says. "How-
ever, the economic benefits of

electronic billing can outweigh the

costs for many physicians,” he

says.

BILLING SERVICES

Many physicians choose to

work with an outside electronic

billing company, which has the

system and expertise to deal with

the various insurers' formats. This

process still saves money in the

long run, according to Trigg.

One drawback - the lack of a standard

billing format for all insurers - is expected

to be corrected by the end of the summer.

Electronic Media Claims (EMC)
section. A self-explanatory

manual comes along with the

software as well as a guarantee

from Trigg to come out to the

physician's office and provide

personal assistance if necessary.

Trigg estimates that a small

office - one processing less than

300 claims a month - can get

started by purchasing a simple

personal computer with modem
for about $2,000 to $3,000. The
courtesy software from Nation-

wide Medicare will allow the

physician to process claims and
do billing.

"If a physician went to a

software company or knew a

computer programmer, he or she

would be able to do more than

just billing," Trigg says. This

$2,000 to $3,000 does not include

staff training, but Trigg points out

that most computer companies
offer a basic training program
free with purchase. To trim costs

even more, Trigg suggests looking

"Physicians benefit from quicker

turnaround and improved cash

flow," he says.

Presently, Nationwide's Medi-

care division accepts claims in all

forms - paper, diskette, tape and
electronic. By the end of this fiscal

year, 55% of claims received by
Nationwide Medicare will be

processed electronically; Nation-

wide Medicare predicts that in

1993, 75% will be processed

electronically; in 1994, 85%; and in

1995,95%.

The main advantages to filing

claims electronically are:

• Cost savings. An electronic

claim costs between 33 cents

and 90 cents to process vs. $3

to $10 for each paper claim.

• Faster turnaround. Providers

are reimbursed faster because

electronic claims can be pro-

cessed in 15 to 16 days,

whereas paper claims take 24

days. With a new law that

Congress is considering, those

Most small offices - those processing fewer than 300 claims a month -

can get started by buying a computer system costing in the neighbor-

hood of $2,000 to $3,000.

figures may change to 27 days

for paper claims and 14 days

for electronic claims.

• Increased accuracy. Claims

filed electronically are less

prone to human errors, such

as miskeying data. Such errors

take weeks to correct by mail

for paper claims but can be

fixed easily electronically,

even before the claim is

actually transmitted to the

carrier.

BIGGEST DRAWBACK

One of the biggest drawbacks to

electronic billing is the lack of a

standardized data format for all

insurers. However, soon that will

change, according to Trigg. The
American National Standards

Institute and the National Elec-

tronic Information Corp., a New
Jersey-based claims clearing-

house, are working to alleviate

that problem. A standard billing

format should be in place by the

end of summer.

According to a recent study

conducted by the American
Medical Association Center for

Health Policy Research, almost

half of all physicians who deal

with third-party payors had the

capacity in 1991 of billing claims

electronically.

Among the 89% of physicians

who billed third-party payors

directly, 48.3% have the capacity

of doing so electronically, accord-

ing to the AMA's study on the

subject. It may not be long before

the other half of physicians forego

the mail service as a means of

sending claims to insurers.

"Electronic billing is the wave of

the future," says Trigg. "It’s faster,

more accurate and less expen-

sive."

WHO TO CONTACT

To obtain additional informa-

tion, or to ask questions that are

practice specific, physicians may
contact Mark Trigg, Medicare

EMC Division, at (614) 249-9018.1

HCFA orders Medicare advisory
panels; Ohio already in compliance

The Health Care Financing

Administration has directed all

Medicare carriers to form a local

Medicare advisory panel by

October 1

.

Ohio is way ahead of the game.

According to Alice Faryna, MD,
medical director at Nationwide

Medicare, Ohio has had a multi-

ple specialty advisory committee

in the works for the past two
years.

"Every subspecialty in Ohio was
contacted in writing and asked to

select a representative for the

committee. The selection was
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handled through the leadership of

the specific societies," says Dr.

Faryna. The goal was to have two
representatives selected from each

specialty society so that when a

conflict of scheduling occurred,

one representative would be able

to attend the meetings, which are

held at the Nationwide building

in downtown Columbus. There

are 42 members (including alter-

nates), representing physicians

and limited care practitioners

from Ohio.

UPCOMING MEETING

The next meeting of the Ohio
Advisory Committee is planned

for late summer or early Septem-

ber, according to Dr. Faryna. The
committee tries to meet about

three times a year to evaluate

specific issues that are of concern

to Ohio physicians.

The last meeting dealt with a

hot issue - the Statewide Medi-
care Fee Schedule. According to

Dr. Faryna, many physicians had
the opportunity to tell Nation-

wide Medicare how they felt on
that subject.

Agenda items for the meetings

are submitted by committee
members. A portion of each

meeting is devoted to discussing

current issues with Medicare and
any upcoming new policies.

Physicians wishing to make their

concerns known to the advisory

panel should contact their repre-

sentative or the president of their

specialty society.

Dr. Faryna gives the committee
meetings high marks because she

believes they are an excellent way
of communicating. The carriers

can let physicians know of any
changes that are coming or are

needed, and likewise the physi-

cians can let the carrier know
what concerns them. I

1992 lab fee
schedule available

OSMA members may obtain, free

of charge, a copy of the Medicare
Statewide Lab Fee Schedule for

FSY 1992 by completing the order
form on page 19 or by calling the
OSMA Department of Ombuds-
man Services at (800) 766-OSMA,
ext. 215.1

OSMA provides
UPIN directories

Physicians who have not obtained

a copy of the Medicare Unique
Physician Identification Number
(UPIN) Directory from Nation-

wide-Medicare may request a

copy from the OSMA Ombuds-
man staff. The UPIN Directory

contains UPINs assigned through

April 5, 1991, for physicians

practicing in Ohio and West
Virginia. We expect HCFA will be

updating the directory at some
point in the future since the last

printing of the directory was more
than a year ago.

To receive a free copy of the

UPIN Directory, complete the

order form on page 19 or contact

the OSMA Department of

Ombudsman Services at (800) 766-

OSMA, ext. 215.1

RESIDENTS

$26,000 IN
MEDICAL SCHOOL
LOANS DISAPPEAR

If you are a physician who is in training in any one of the following

specialties:

• Anesthesiology • Colon-Rectal Surgery
• General Surgery • Neurosurgery
• Ophthalmology • Orthopedic Surgery
• Otolaryngology • Plastic Surgery
• Thoracic Surgery • Urology
• Cardiology • Family Practice
• Obstetrics/Gynecology • Psychiatry
• Radiology

You could take part in the Army's Financial Assistance Program and
receive an annual grant of$16,856 and a monthly stipend of $794. If

you want to learn more about the Financial Assistance Program and
other advantages ofArmy Medicine, ourArmy Medical Counselor can
assist you. Call collect:

CAPTAIN MICHAEL L. LeDOUX, MS
(614 )488-0637

ARMY MEDICINE.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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HIRD-PARTYUPDATE

Medicare monitors use of E/M codes

For the past six months carriers

have been required by the Health

Care Financing Administration to

monitor physicians' use of the

new evaluation and management
codes, or E/M codes. The next

few months will be used to

analyze the results.

From January through the end

of June, each carrier randomly

selected for review 25 claims per

week (the same physician was not

pooled twice) that were submitted

with the new E/M codes. During

this review process, physicians

were asked to provide documen-

tation for one claim.

According to Alice Faryna, MD,
medical director at Nationwide

Medicare, the carrier received "a

average at

least 20

responses."

When
the docu-

menta-

tion

billed, the

carrier sends the physician a

correct coding recognition letter.

If the documentation does not

high rate of cooperation from

physicians. Out of the 25 requests

per week,

we
received

on the

supports

the level

of visit
Dr. Fan/nci

FACULTY
John Edmeads, MD,

FRCP, FACP
Sunnybrook Hospital,

Toronto

Jerome Goldstein, MD
San Francisco Headache

Clinic

Steven Graff-Radford, DDS
Cedars Sinai Medical

Center

Glen Solomon, MD,

FACP
Cleveland Clinic

L. Jay Turkewitz, MD,

FAAN and

Gregory A. Dawson, PhD
Midwest Center for Head

Pain Management

This one-day pro-

gram provides a

comprehensive over-

view of pathogenesis,

diagnosis and manage-

ment of headache

for physicians, den-

tists, psychologists

and pharmacists.

The Midwest Center For Head

Pain Management is part of the

Upper Valley Medical Centers

(UVMC), a 900-bed not for-profit

health care system located in

southwestern Ohio. UVMC
encompasses two acute care

hospitals (Stouder Memorial in

Troy and Piqua Memorial in

Piqua): a specialty hospital

(Dettmer Hospital in Troy); 16

satellite facilities, including the

region’s only outpatient surgery

center, and four continu ng

care centers

The Midwest Center

for Head Pain

Management
will present

the symposium

• To define the new
headache classifi-

cations and latest

concepts of head-

ache pathogenesis.

The neurochemis-

try of head pain

will be highlighted

with emphasis on
new medications

and their mech-
anisms of action.

• To examine, in

detail, headache

treatment plans

including medica-

tion and emergency
room management.

• To define myofas-

cial pain and
describe its clinical

features, as well as

to describe a sys-

tematic process

whereby the

patient improves

through the aid of

a multidisciplinary

approach.

"Current
Concepts

in THE

Treatment

of

Head Pain"

For registration infor-

mation, call the Mid-
west Center for Head
Pain Management at

(513) 332-8544, or

September 19, 1992

at the Marriott Inn

Dayton, Ohio

dial The Professionals

at 1-800-432-UVMC.

UPPER
VALLEY
MEDICAL
CENTERS

support the visit code billed,

physicians are informed of the

appropriate code supported by
documentation, but the claim is

not denied.

EDUCATING PHYSICIANS

"The purpose of the Early

Claims Review is not to punish

physicians, but instead to educate

them," says Dr. Faryna. The
program is to help educate

physicians about appropriate use

of the new visit codes.

On March 31, 1992, carriers

submitted to HCFA the first

quarterly report on the results of

monitoring the documentation on

the higher level visit codes and

consultations. By that date.

Nationwide had sent out 126

requests and received 93 records.

In approximately half of the cases,

the medical staff selected the same
code as was submitted. In most

cases, there was only one level

difference between the codes

selected by Nationwide's medical

staff and the codes submitted. Dr.

Faryna points out that there have

been only two situations when
physicians could have billed

higher.

The biggest problem seemed to

be insufficient documentation in

the area of the history. "Physical

examinations and plans of treat-

ment tend to be better docu-

mented than histories," points out

Dr. Faryna.

Carrier medical directors

recently decided that definitions

are needed to clarify what
constitutes a comprehensive

examination of a single system.

Dr. Faryna says, "Until such a

time as national guidelines are

established, we are working with

specialty societies to develop

interim criteria for comprehensive

examinations by 'single-system'

specialists."

The OSMA will continue to

keep you updated on the E/M
monitoring program. I

Use this order form to receive a packet of information prepared by

the OSMA Ombudsman staff to assist physicians and their staffs

with using the 1992 CPT Evaluation and Management Codes.

Order Form

(clip or photocopy)

Please send me the complete set of CPT guides, which includes

CPT Evaluation and Management Pocket Guide, the CPT Modifier

Pocket Guide and the OSMA-prepared booklet, HCFA's Answers

to Common Questions About E/M Codes .

Prices:

Members: Non-members:

1-5 sets - $5 each $10 per set

6-10 sets - $4 each

1 1 or more - $3 each

Quantity ordered: @ $

Name/Title:

Physician/Group Practice Name:

Address:

City/State/ZIP:

Telephone Number:

Mail order form and check made payable to OSMA to:

Ohio State Medical Association

E/M Pocket Guide

1500 Lake Shore Drive

Columbus, OH 43204-3824
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HIRD-PARTYUPDATE

State Auditor plans to target Medicaid providers

State Auditor Thomas E. Ferguson

has announced that his office will

begin to place increased emphasis

on audits of payments the state

makes to professional Medicaid

providers, including doctors,

dentists, clinics and hospitals that

provide medical care to Medicaid

recipients.

"There are 55,000 providers in

Ohio who receive $2.7 billion per

year from the Ohio Department of

Human Services," Ferguson said.

"I believe that in these hard

economic times when General

Assistance payments are being cut

off to some 90,000 needy Ohioans,

it is imperative that we make sure

not a single dollar is being re-

ceived

improp-

erly by

Medicaid

provid-

ers."

His

office

will con-

centrate

more on

the

audits of

the Medicaid providers and less

on state income tax Aid to Depen-

dent Children (ADC) computer

cross-check audits.

The auditor stated that per-

sonnel currently involved in

matching state income tax data

with county welfare rolls will be

reassigned to Medicaid provider

audits.

Ferguson's office released audits

of 22 providers containing find-

ings for recovery totaling more
than $549,000. Some of the pro-

viders have indicated that they

are waiting for the final audit

before any decision concerning

repayment or appeal.

To date, Ferguson's office has

issued findings for recovery

totaling more than $11.5 million

against Medicaid providers in

Ohio.

The auditor intends to hire a

medical expert to answer ques-

Ferguson

General, Disability Assistance billing to change

All Disability Assistance (DA) and

General Assistance (GA) eligible

services performed on or after July

1, 1992 must be billed directly to

the Ohio Department of Human
Services (ODHS) within 180 days

of the date of service.

The billing format for GA and
DA will be the same format and
rules used to process regular

Medicaid claims, i.e. use claim

form 6780, same CPT codes, etc.

Updated practice
management
directory available

The Practice Management Direc-

tory for 1992 is now available and
includes information about prac-

tice management consultants who
are available to assist physicians

in such areas as CPT/ICD-9-CM
coding, medical accounts billing,

office automation, electronic

submission of claims and general

practice management services.

OSMA members may obtain a

copy of the directory, at no
charge, by completing the order
form found on this page or by
calling the Department of

Ombudsman Services at (800) 766-

OSMA, ext. 215.

Services provided before July 1

must be sent to the local county

department of human services

within 180 days of the date of

service in which the patient is

enrolled for DA and GA.
The ODHS will accept magnetic

tape submissions for DA and GA

services, and the specifications for

electronic billing will be identical

to those used in the Medicaid

Program.

Manual claims may not be filed

on the HCFA 1500 claim form.

Questions may be directed to

ODHS at (800) 686-1564.

1

r n
Order Form for Ombudsman Materials

(Clip or photocopy)

Place a check mark next to each of the following items offered in

the Third-Party Update section of OHIO Medicine you would like to

receive:

Practice Management Directory 1992

Medicare Lab Fee Schedule

Medicare UPIN Directory

Physician/Group Name:

.

Attention:

Address:

City /State/ZIP:

Telephone Number:

L.

Mail this form to:

Ohio State Medical Association

Department of Ombudsman Services

1500 Lake Shore Drive

Columbus, Ohio 43204-3824 J

tions that representatives of the

auditor's office may have during

audits of medical providers.!

MDs oppose working as
hospital employees

Medical staff members at

MetroHealth St. Luke's Medical

Center in Cleveland are oppos-

ing the hospital’s plan to termi-

nate its relationship with four

medical groups and instead

hire the doctors as hospital

employees. As employees,

insurance companies wouldn't

need to negotiate separate rates

with the hospital and the doc-

tors, thus making the hospital

more attractive to health

insurers. Doctors for the four

medical groups, however, have

said they are unhappy with the

way their agreements have

been terminated, and by the

hospital's earlier reassurances

that its plan to merge into the

MetroHealth System would be

mutually beneficial, and would
not affect the private practice

model.

Computer handling
pre-certification review

Western Ohio Health Plan,

one of the state's largest

insurers, is now allowing a

computer to handle its pre-

admission certification reviews.

The computer will show how a

problem has been routinely

treated nationwide and locally,

and will make a recommenda-
tion based on that information.

The company says that its

medical professionals, who
were hired to conduct such

reviews, will not be replaced

but, instead, will have access to

information stored in the com-

puter before making a final

decision.

If you have any questions

about any story in the Third-

Party Update section, contact

the OSMA Ombudsman staff

at (800) 766-OSMA.
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CIENCE & EDUCATION

Dayton plan could shut down
low-volume heart programs

The Miami Valley Health Im-

provement Council, which makes
certificate-of-need

recommendations

to the state, is

considering a

controversial plan

under which a

Dayton-area

hospital could lose

its open-heart

program if it's

underused.

Those hospitals

performing fewer

than 250 procedures by its second

year would have their heart

surgery programs shut down.
Proponents of the plan say that

programs with low-patient

volume cost more and have

poorer results than

those treating

more patients.

Others, however,

argue that high

volume doesn't

necessarily

translate into

better results and
lower costs.

Besides, critics say,

the current trend

in medicine is

away from expensive, invasive

procedures. Balloon angioplasty,

laser surgery and other techno-

logical advancements could make

Critics say the

current trend

is away from

expensive,

invasive

procedures.

When you need

TIME ON YOUR

SIDE, THE CHOICE

IS CLEAR.

NO CLINICAL

CLUTTER-

PGM ARTICLES

ARE CLEAR,

CONCISE, WELL

ILLUSTRATED,

AND PRACTICAL.

Rostcraduate
Me
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A Dayton health improvement council is considering a recommendation
that hospitals performing less than 250 heart surgeries per year shut

down their open-heart programs.

it more difficult for hospitals to

keep relatively high-patient

volume in open-heart programs.

BACKGROUND

The issue took shape last year

when two Springfield hospitals

sought state approval for open-

heart programs. Both proposals

were defeated, but a council

trustee later suggested that

perhaps open-heart capacity in all

five Dayton hospitals was not

needed. Others argued that it

made sense to close an underused

Dayton-area program and allow

one of the Springfield hospitals to

go ahead with its proposal.

The council continues to con-

sider the matter, but even without

a decision, health experts are

already expressing concern about

the outcome. The loss of high-

priced, open-heart services could

have a disastrous effect on other

areas of a hospital's business.

Says Robert Bergin, vice-presi-

dent of planning and marketing at

Dayton's St. Elizabeth Medical

Center: "Losing the open-heart

service means you lose a lot more.

It could go way beyond one pro-

gram." |

Cleveland health-care report delayed

The Cleveland Health Quality

Choice Coalition, praised by
President George Bush earlier this

year, has delayed again its target

date for releasing information on

which area hospitals give high-

quality care.

Businesses and other health-care

purchasers, eager for the compar-

ative quality data, had expected

release of the information early

this year. The coalition later

revised its release date to mid-

1992. Now, however, officials

don't expect the results until early

'93 or possibly not until mid-'93.

"It's taking longer than antici-

pated," says one coalition official.

Employers say once the informa-

tion is released, they will use it to

steer workers to top-rated hospi-

tals. Those who choose others

would have to pay more.

The first two parts of the three-

part study - patient satisfaction

and data on intensive care units -

could be ready for release by early

fall, although both hospitals and

physicians are against releasing

the information separately.

All involved in the project agree

the third part on quality data is

the most important, and will

provide information on the more
usual reasons patients are hospi-

talized. The project is unusual

because if it works, hospitals

could close, but instead of finan-

cial weakness on the part of the

hospital, it will be on quality

data. I
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LASSIFIEDS

Positions Available

THE TOLEDO HOSPITAL - BE/

BC family practitioner sought to join

expanding, private practice in grow-

ing residential Toledo community.

New office facilities, superior payor

mix, $5,000 sign-on bonus, physi-

cian receipt subsidy, teaching affili-

ations, and supportive hospital ad-

ministration. The Toledo Hospital

is the largest and most comprehen-

sive tertiary medical institution in

northwest Ohio. Enjoy abundant

cultural/recreational activities and

quality housing. Send /FAX curricu-

lum vitae to: Steve Selinsky, 15565

Northland Dr., Ste 800E, Southfield,

MI 48075, FAX (313) 557-9282, or

call (800) 685-2600.

OHIO,CLEVELAND - Experience

the renaissance of this great

midwestern city with a work sched-

ule that allows you a lifestyle with

defined hours, plenty of personal

time and an attractive practice set-

ting where you can provide both

continuing and episodic care in an

urgent care setting. Base stipend of

$87,000-$l 1 0,000 (for 40-hour week)

plus FFS compensation; three weeks

vacation; on-call coverage; malprac-

tice; health and dental insurance;

profit-sharing; buy-in partnership

opportunities. For more informa-

tion contact Mitchell Leventhal,MD
at (216) 642-1400, or send CV in

confidence to 4700 Rockside Rd.,

Suite 430, Independence,OH 44131

.

LODI MEDICAL GROUP - Seek-

ing primary care physician to join

established practice. Near 30-bed

hospital, no ER coverage, excellent

schools, luxurious rural living, 25

miles from metro area, no invest-

ment required. SendCV to402 High-

land Drive, Lodi, OH 44254.

PHYSICIAN/ASSISTANT
MEDICAL DIRECTOR -Com-
munity health-care organization

in Columbus providing medical

and mental health programs
seeks full-time primary care phy-

sician for Franklinton Health Ser-

vices. Challenging role provid-

ing clinical and administrative

leadership in patient care, su-

pervision of medical staff, clini-

cal procedures, QA and consul-

tation with other health pro-

grams. Requires valid Ohio MD
or DO license. Board-certifica-

tion or eligibility; privileges and

experience incommunity health.

Excellent benefits. Salary nego-

tiable. Submit C.V. to: Personnel

Dept., NETCARE CORP., 199 S.

Central Ave., Columbus, OH
43223-5300. EOE.

INTERNAL MEDICINE, FAMILY
PRACTICE, URGENT CARE, OB/
GYN AND ACADEMICS - Posi-

tions in large metropolitan cities,

urban and rural communities with

a concentration in the Great Lakes

area and Plains states. Whether you
prefer a cosmopolitan lifestyle, a

city surrounded by nature and the

MOVING?
Notify OHIO Medicine
of your new address.

Name

M.E. Number

Street

City, State ZIP

Send to:

OHIO Medicine
1500 Lake Shore Drive

Columbus, OH 43204-3824

beauty of the four seasons, the

peaceful rolling farm country, or

perhaps life in historic villages -

there is something for everyone. To
discuss your practice preferences

and these opportunities, please call

our toll-free number, (800) 243-4353

or send your CV to STRELCHECK
& ASSOCIATES, INC., 10624 N. Port

Washington Rd., Mequon, WI
53092.

OHIO - WISCONSIN - MICHI-
GAN - MISSOURI - Attractive

opportunities in metropolitan and
scenic recreational areas. Locations

near pristine lakes, white water riv-

ers, and national forests. Others in

college communities offering pro-

fessional and Big 10 college sports,

fine arts and a broad spectrum of

nationally renowned CME pro-

grams. Positions available: allergy,

dermatology, neurosurgery, occu-

pational medicine, oncology, ortho-

pedics, psychiatry, rheumatology

and urology. To discuss your prac-

tice preferences and these opportu-

nities, please call our toll-free num-
ber, (800) 243-4353 or send your CV
to STRELCHECK & ASSOCIATES,
INC., 10624N. PortWashington Rd.,

Mequon, WI 53092.

PHYSICIAN ADMINISTRATOR
- Southwest Ohio Development
Center, a 112-bed intermediate care

facility for the mentally retarded,

operated by the Ohio Department

of Mental Retardation & Develop-

mental Disabilities, seeks a part-time

physician or physician group to

serve as the primary care

physician(s) for persons residing at

the center, to plan, organize and

direct medical treatment within the

center, to coordinate services pro-

vided through medical consultants

and outside service providers, to

assist the superintendent in formu-

lating the center’s overall policy in

medical services, and to participate

in other related administrative ser-

vices, including statewide systems

development. Qualifications in-

clude license to practice medicine

in Ohio, plus a preferred minimum
of five years clinical experience as a

physician, surgeon or psychiatrist,

including demonstrated experience

working with mentally retarded or

developmentally disabled persons.

Civil service appointment available.

Salary or financial arrangements

negotiable. For further information

contact: John H. Santose, Superin-

tendent, Southwest Ohio Develop-

mental Center, 899 College Dr.,

Batavia, OH 45103. (513) 732-9200.

EOE/M/F.

TOLEDO, OHIO - Premiere

774-bed tertiary medical institu-

tion seeks BE/BC internal medi-

cine physician to establish prac-

tice in growing residential com-
munity. New office facilities,

superior payor mix, supportive

hospital administration and
medical staff, $5,000 sign-on

bonus, receipt subsidies and
practice management. The To-

ledo area offers quality housing,

nationally respected cultural

activities and friendly commu-
nity. Send/FAX curriculum vi-

tae to: Steve Selinsky, 15565

Northland Dr., Ste 800E,

Southfield, MI FAX (313) 557-

9282, or call (800) 685-2600.

TOO MANY HATS? JOIN MED
CENTER....PRACTICE MEDI-
CINE! - Private practice in today's

world of regulations, rules, insur-

ance, and, of course, paperwork can
require people with expertise and

interest in so many areas that you

may feel overwhelmed all alone.

JoinMEDCENTER. . . .practice medi-

cine! Great benefits; excellent sal-

ary ($80K-$1 1 OK), paid vacation and

CME, disability insurance, annual

bonus, life insurance, BC/BS health

insurance, retirement benefits,

profit sharing, no overnight call and

no business headaches. Prefer

Board-eligible /Board-certified phy-

sicians in family practice, general

practice or internal medicine. Sign-

ing bonus for full-time physicians.

Five locations in the Cleveland/

Akron area. If interested call Daniel

A. Breitenbach, MD, Chief Medical

Officer, at (216) 248-7390.

Positions Wanted

ANESTHESIOLOGIST- Insured,

BC anesthesiologist available for

vacation coverage and other staff-

ing needs. W. B. Cleveland, Anes-

thesia Services (216) 321-1860 or

(216) 321-1847 (evenings).

Continued on next page
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LASSIFIEDS

Miscellaneous

FINANCING UNSECURED - Up
to $60K. No placement fees or pre-

payment penalties. Competitive

rates, rapid processing, best inter-

est only payment option. EQUIP-
MENTLEASING - Answer in 12-72

hours, no upside limit, single or

master lease. Warranty extension,

new practices eligible. Call (800) 331 -

4951 Ext. 510, 9-5 EST.

MEDICAL PRACTICE BUILD-
ING FOR SALE - Equipment in-

cluded. John Cruz, Lakeview, OH
43331. (419) 738-7531.

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
SEMINARS - Presents "Getting Ac-

quainted With Advance Directives,"

faculty: Anne Shale JD, 7/22/92

Cincinnati, Phoenix; 7/29/92 Day-

ton, Mandalay; 8/5/92 Columbus,

Great Southern Hotel. Dinner/

Seminar $38.00, registration infor-

mation: (513) 398-8775.

Classified ad rates for OHIO
Medicine are as follows:

Members are charged 50tf per

word, 75<t per word for boxed

ads; non-members and
institutions are charged $1.50

per word, $1.75 boxed.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING

Non-Pharmaceutical
George R. Quigley

4015 Executive Park Dr., Ste. 304

Cincinnati, Ohio 45241

(513) 563-9666

Pharmaceutical

Lifetime Learning

15 W. 700 N. Frontage Rd.

Hinsdale, IL 60521

(708) 655-2500

OHIO Medicine
Advertisers

Air Force 11

American Physicians Life 10

Army Active 17

Army Reserve 9

Eli Lilly & Co 14

Medical Protective Co 4

National Anorexic Aid

Society 15

Ohio State University

MedOhio 13

Physicians Insurance

Company of Ohio 5

Postgraduate Medicine 20

Roche 23, 24

Upper Valley Medical

Centers 18

Get your message to

the right audience

OSMA's Department of

Electronic Data Services can

help you get your message to

the physicians who need it.

Mailing lists and label ser-

vices are available at reduced

rates for OSMA members.

Among some of the ways you
can order lists: by county, by
specialty or by age. For more
information, contact OSMA's
Department of Electronic Data

Services.

The Ohio State Medical

Association

1500 Lake Shore Drive

Columbus, Ohio 43204-3824

(800) 766-OSMA
(614) 486-2401

ISCELLANEOUS

Obituaries

MARION AINSWORTH, MD,
Columbus; University of Michi-

gan Medical School, Ann Arbor,

MI, 1931; age 85; died April 14,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

ROBERT A. BADER, MD,
Oldsmar, FL; University of

Cincinnati College of Medicine,

1948; age 70; died April 5, 1992;

member OSMA.

ANDREW D. BALUNEK, MD,
La Grange; University of Cincin-

nati College of Medicine, 1961;

age 58; died April 11, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

SIMON BUNIN, MD, Mayfield

Hts.; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1931; age 84;

died April 16, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

WILLIAM R. DICKENS, MD,
Okeana; University of Texas

Medical School at Galveston,

Galveston, TX, 1943; age 72; died

April 26, 1992; member OSMA
and AMA.

MICHAEL DINNER, MD,
Chagrin Falls; Medical School

University of the Witwatersrand,

Johannesburg, South Africa, 1935;

age 80; died May 5, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

ELIZABETH T. ENDICOTT,
MD, Cleveland; Wayne State

University School of Medicine,

Detroit, MI, 1943; age 84; died

April 9, 1992; member OSMA and
AMA.

RUSSELL J. EYMANN, MD, Port

Clinton; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1957; age 63;

died April 9, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

FRANK FORSHEW, MD, Akron;

Wayne State University School of

Medicine, Detroit, MI, 1967; age

50; died March 22, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

JOSEPH N. FREIDEN, MD, Cape
Coral, FL; University of Cincinnati

College of Medicine, 1934; age 82;

died January 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

THOMAS P. GLYNN, SR., MD,
Oxford; University of Minnesota

Medical School, Minneapolis,

1944; age 72; died April 21, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

RALPH E. HERENDEEN, JR.,

MD, New Lexington; Temple
University School of Medicine,

Philadelphia, PA, 1941; age 80;

died April 19, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

RICHARD B. HOMAN, MD,
Cincinnati; University of Cincin-

nati College of Medicine, 1935;

age 88; died May 3, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

NACHMAN KACEN, MD,
Cleveland; Medizinsche Fakultaet,

Universitaet Basel, Basel, Switzer-

land, 1944; age 82; died April 23,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

PAUL E. KELLOGG, MD,
Ashland; Case Western Reserve

University School of Medicine,

1930; age 87; died April 22, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

JUSTUS H. LOEB, MD, Lebanon;

University of Cincinnati College

of Medicine, 1935; age 82; died

April 30, 1992; member OSMA
and AMA.

STUART B. MARKS, MD,
Willoughby; State University of

New York-Health Science Center

at Syracuse, College of Medicine,

Syracuse, NY, 1940; age 77; died

April 16, 1992; member OSMA
and AMA.

REUBEN PLISKIN, MD, Akron;

Ohio State University College of

Medicine, 1934; age 84; died April

28, 1992; member OSMA and

AMA.

JOHN W. VAN SISE, MD,
Fredericktown; Eclectic Medical

College, Cincinnati, OH, 1926; age

97; died April 13, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA. I
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News for Members of the Ohio State Medical Association

HCFA still debating
statewide fee schedule
Although Cleveland physicians

have openly expressed a lack of

support for a statewide Medicare

fee schedule, the Health Care

Financing Administration may
initiate such a system in Ohio

anyway - if it receives support

!

from physicians in areas that

stand to lose under a statewide

system.

According to HCFA, physicians

in four pricing localities, which

encompass 15 counties, stand to

lose some income if a statewide

fee schedule is implemented. In a

June letter addressed to Herbert

Gillen, then OSMA's executive

director, Kathleen A. Buto,

director of HCFA's Bureau of

Policy Development, wrote the

following:

"Ifyou succeed in obtaining evi-

dence of support from these areas,

we will be happy to consider con-

verting Ohio to a single payment

area.

"

RESOLUTION NOT ENOUGH

Buto also noted in her letter that

simply passing a resolution in

support of a statewide fee

schedule, as was done in May by

the OSMA House of Delegates,

would generally not be enough to

induce HCFA to make a change to

a different payment schedule. A
resolution would also have to be

accompanied by some evidence

that the losing physicians under-

stand that they may experience

payment decreases and still

Continued on page 3

Reimbursement Under A Statewide

Procedure Code 992 1 3 (Office Visit)

Projected Statewide Reimbursement Amount: $29.92"

Localities that would
receive an increase

:

Dayton $1.99

Lima $4.62

Mansfield $3.02

Springfield $ .32

Steubenville $3.47

Youngstown $2.41

Lake Plains $4.14

Marion $2.20

Scioto Valley $2.16

Ohio Valley $2.85

Akron

Cincinnati

$.20

$.18

Cleveland $.82

Columbus

Toledo

$ .17

$.80

Localities that would
receive a decrease

:

'

Other procedures can produce
greater and lesser changes
depending upon the various

pricing localities and their

respective Medicare allowables,

as established by the implemen-
tation of RBRVS in January.

Conference committee OH abortion law status

named for H.B. 478 unclear after PA ruling
As OHIO Medicine reported last

month. House Bill 478, the major

health-care reform package that

has been making its way through

the Statehouse since early this

year, has

passed both

the Ohio
House and
Ohio Senate

and now sits in

a joint House-

Senate

conference
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committee. Here, three repre-

sentatives and three senators

attempt to resolve the differences

between the two bills. (See chart

on Page 2 for a brief look at key

points in both bills.)

"The committee members are

expected to meet during the

summer to work on a compromise
bill, and emerge with a final bill

this fall," says John Van Doom,
director of OSMA's Department of

Continued on page 2

Even though the U.S. Supreme
Court recently upheld a Pennsyl-

vania law that sought to restrict a

woman’s right to abortion, the

constitutionality of a similar Ohio

law remains to be determined.

"The challenge to the Pennsyl-

vania law was based entirely on

the federal constitution," explains

Cynthia Snyder, JD, associate

director of OSMA's Department of

Legislation. "In Ohio, the plaintiffs

argued, and the court found, that

the Ohio law violated the state

constitution as well as the federal,

so even though certain of these

issues have been decided on a

federal level, the question of

whether the law violates the state

constitution, which can grant

rights broader than those found in

the federal constitution, must still

be settled in state courts."

That means, for the moment,
physicians who perform abortions

do not have to impose a 24-hour

Continued on page 2
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H.B. 478.. .continued

House Bill 478: Comparison of House and Senate Versions

Here in very brief form is a comparison of some of

which passed the Ohio House and the Ohio Senate. T

ference committee. To obtain more information on ei

Department of Legislation.

Senate Version

the differences between the versions of H.B. 478,

he bill now resides in a joint House-Senate con-

ther version, please call or write the OSMA

House Version

• Removed provision repealing ban on corporate

practice of medicine.

• No similar provision.

• Includes voluntary single hospital billing with

safeguards for p lysicians.

• Removes single hospital billing.

• Includes mandatory Medicare assignment with

financial means test for patient set at 550% of

federal poverty level.

• Includes mandatory Medicare assignment with

financial means test for patient set at 700% of

federal poverty level.

• Removed immunity for physicians treating

indigent patients.

• Includes immunity for physicians treating

indigent patients.

• Removes OHIO plan and replaces with Child-

ren's Health Care Program to cover uninsured

children (age 0-6) up to 185% of federal poverty

level; subsidized by federal Medicaid drug re-

bate program.

• Includes OHIO plan offering coverage to unin-

sured; subsidized by 1% assessment of life and
health insurance premiums; requires physicians

\

to treat OHIO enrollees and prohibits balance

billing them.

• Includes open enrollment requiring health in-

surers to accept all applicants; limited to half of

1% of insurer's total insureds annually.

• No similar provision.

• Limits health insurers administrative expenses

to 35% of total premiums.

• Limits health insurers' administrative expenses

over several years to 20% of total premiums.

• Includes ban on physician self-referral to clinical

labs; extends to existing Medicare ban to private

payors.

• Includes same provision.

• Creates Ohio Health Care Board within Ohio
Department of Health; board would collect

data, develop and recommend reforms focusing

on cost-control; one physician on 16-member

|
board.

• Creates Ohio Health Care Alliance; alliance

would collect data, develop and recommend re- f

forms, including study of single payor system;

alliance board includes legislators only.

Legislation. At the first conference

committee in July, Rep. Wayne
Jones and Sen. Bob Ney both said

they would like to produce a final

version of the bill by Labor Day.

There are still aspects of both

the House and Senate versions

that should be of concern to

physicians.

I

H.B. 478 still

includes Medicare

assignment , which

the OSMA has

opposed.

"The bill still carries Medicare

assignment, single-hospital billing

and other features we tried to

remove," says Van Doom. How-
ever, time is running out for you
to express an opinion on the

legislation. If you have comments
you wish to make, you should

address them to one of the six

members of the conference com-
mittee.They are:

• Rep. Wayne Jones (D-

Cuyahoga Falls)

• Rep. Paul Jones (D-Ravenna)

• Rep. Michael Fox (R-Hamil-

ton)

• Sen. Robert Ney (R-Barnes-

ville)

• Sen. Roy Ray (R-Akron)

• Sen. Robert Nettle (D-Barber-

ton) |

Abortion.. .continued

waiting period, nor do they

have to supply the patient with

an Ohio Department of Health's

educational brochure, which
tells her about fetal develop-

ment and the risk of abortion.

Those requirements are part

of the Ohio law that was over-

turned in a Franklin County
court one day before it was to

take effect. State Attorney

General Lee Fisher has filed an

appeal of the court's decision,

and said in recent news reports

that he expects the Pennsyl-

vania decision to assist his fight

to preserve Ohio's law, since it

does not "unduly burden" a

woman making a choice about

an abortion. I

Standards sought for abortion notification law

The Ohio law that requires

minors to notify their parents

before getting an abortion is

back in court, under a lawsuit

that contends the two-year-old

law has been implemented in an

unconstitutional manner.

A group of abortion clinics

have told a U.S. District Court in

Cleveland that no standards

have been set to determine if

girls should be granted a waiver

from the notification require-

ment. Consequently, the lawsuit

continues, the lack of standards

has contributed to the "arbitrary

denial" of waiver requests.

"The judicial bypass has been

implemented in a way that

allows, and has resulted in, the

A young woman 's

right is going to

depend on the

judge she appears

before.

arbitrary and capricious denial of

the constitutional rights of some
minors to waiver of the noti-

fication requirement," the suit

contends.

Last year, the Ohio Supreme
Court declined to find the law

unconstitutional for its failure to

define standards granting

waivers.

Until standards are set, how-
ever, say the law's critics, any

young woman seeking a bypass

is playing Russian roulette.

"A young woman's right to a

bypass is going to depend more
on the judge she appears before

than on objective standards," says

Alphone Gerhardstein, one of the

attorneys who filed the federal

lawsuit. I
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AMA adopts 7 of Ohio's resolutions

The Ohio delegation took nine

resolutions to Chicago in June for

consideration by the American

Medical Association's House of

Delegates.

Seven of the nine resolutions

were adopted, while two were

referred to AMA's Board of

Trustees. Those resolutions that

were adopted were:

• Resolution 127 - Opposition

to global or per capita pay-

ments to hospitals

The resolution is a reaffirmation

of previous AMA policy, and no

action was taken by the House on

this item.

• Resolution 213 - Organized

medicine's role in health-care

policy development and im-

plementation

This resolution was adopted in

place of 10 resolutions, including

one from Ohio. It calls for the

AMA to seek appropriate legisla-

tive, regulatory and judicial action

that would allow organized medi-

cine more room to participate as

patient advocates.

• Resolution 235 - Increased

third-party payor accounta-

bility

• Resolution 415 - AMA investi-

gating the safety of tanning

parlor devices

• Resolution 711 - Physician

review of generic quality

screens

This amended resolution was
adopted in place of the Ohio reso-

lution on this subject.

• Resolution 712 - Regionaliza-

tion of peer review organiza-

tions

This resolution was adopted in

place of five similar resolutions,

including one from Ohio.

• Resolution 318 - Continuing

Medical Education for physi-

cians in the hospital setting

Those resolutions that were

referred are as follows:

• Resolution 234 - Anti-hassle

legislation for Medicaid

This resolution was introduced

by the Hospital Medical Staff

Section and calls for the AMA to

lobby the federal government to

provide similar guidelines for

Medicaid at the federal level to

enact legislation that would pro-

tect attending physicians billing

for services that their covering

physicians provide.

Another resolution. Education

programs offered to, for or by
allied health professionals

associated with a hospital, asked

the AMA to encourage hospital

medical staffs to have a process

whereby physicians will have

input to and provide review of

education programs provided by
their hospital for the benefit of

allied health professionals, for the

education of patients served by
that hospital and for outpatient

educational programs provided

by the hospital. This resolution

was also referred.

Anyone who wishes to have a

complete report of the AMA
meeting and the Ohio resolutions

should contact the OSMA, 1500

Lake Shore Drive, Columbus,
Ohio 43204-3824.1

Fee schedule.. .continued

support the change, she writes.

"This could be demonstrated
by letters from the local medical

societies representing physi-

cians in each of the losing areas,

stating that they understand
and support the change."

OSMA ASKS FOR SUPPORT

Since Cleveland has already

issued a statement on its oppo-
sition to a statewide fee sched-

ule, OSMA has sent letters to the

county medical societies in each
of the other areas requesting

that they send to the OSMA
letters supporting a single pay-
ment system. The following

counties have been contacted:

Ashtabula, Butler, Clark,

Clermont, Clinton, Cuyahoga,
Erie, Geauga, Hamilton, Lake,

Lorain, Lucas, Medina, Warren
and Wood.These letters will

then be forwarded to HCFA.
As of press time, no letters

have been received yet from

these areas.

OSMA does support a state-

wide fee schedule, and, accord-

ing to Brent Mulgrew, OSMA’s
new executive director, it will

continue to pursue a change to

such a system, even if the

remaining counties and, sub-

sequently, HCFA, turns down
OSMA’s initial request.

OHIO Medicine will keep you
posted on the latest develop-

ments in this matter. I

AMA House tackles

In addition to resolutions pre-

sented by the Ohio delegation, the

AMA’s House of Delegates also

considered the following contro-

versial resolutions:

• Lab self-referral stance

softened...Despite the Council on
Ethical and Judicial Affairs' tough

stance last year on physicians who
refer patients to labs in which

they have have financial interest,

the AMA House of Delegates

voted to soften the association's

position on this matter, and deem
such referrals ethical if certain

guidelines are followed. Delegates

argued that all doctors were hurt

by a strict limit on self-referral,

though only a few physicians

abuse the practice.

• Posting fees called for...A

controversial issues

resolution calling for doctors and
hospitals to post their fees in their

waiting rooms was discussed by
the House. Concerns were raised

that such a practice would rob

medicine of professionalism and

lower it to a "retail store" mentali-

ty. Proponents believed, however,

that posting fees would encourage

price competition, resulting in

lower health-care costs.

The House finally voted to re-

affirm existing AMA policy that

physicians, hospitals and other

health-care providers make
available information on prices or

charges to the public prior to the

provisions of service. Anyone
wishing specific guidelines on

providing this information should

contact the AMA. I
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CDC lets states judge risks of

health-care workers with AIDS

Number of Ohio AIDS Cases - By County

Data from the Ohio Department of Health, May 31, 1992.

The U.S. Centers for Disease

Control has decided to let state

health departments judge, on a

case-by-case basis, whether

health-care workers with AIDS or

hepatitis B are a threat to patients,

co-workers and others.

State health departments, the

CDC says, should consider the

skill and physical health of the

infected workers, and whether

they are performing "exposure-

prone" procedures - defined as

those in which the health-care

workers could be injured and

bleed into an opening in a patient.

Other than that caution, the only

other advice the CDC is deliver-

ing to the states is that they

should abide by the AIDS
guidelines the CDC drafted in

July 1991.

Meanwhile, the state legislature

continues to consider the AIDS
and health-care worker dilemma
here in Ohio.

MANDATED REPORTING

According to John Van Doom,
director of OSMA's Department of

Legislation, House Bill 419, which

attempts to define how physicians

are to report their HIV status, still

resides in the Senate's Health and

Human Services Committee.

The bill would require

physicians and other

health-care workers

who test sero-positive

for HIV or hepatitis B to

inform the Ohio De-

partment of Health, the

Ohio State Medical

Board, the hospital

where the practitioner is

employed and certain

patients of their status.

Sero-positive HIV pa-

tients are also required

to notify physicians and

hospitals of their con-

dition. The OSMA
supports the bill, but in

light of health-care

reform and other

legislation, the issue has

been temporarily put on

the shelf by legislators.

CRIMINAL OFFENSE

However, over the

summer, another AIDS
bill has been intro-

duced. House Bill 713

should not have much
affect on physicians,

says Van Doom.
The legislation creates a felony

offense of the criminal trans-

mission of HIV for persons who
know they are carriers of the HIV
infection and engage in risky

behavior.

"It's designed to stop people

who know they're HIV infected

from using it as a weapon against

others," says Van Doom.

HB 713 has passed the Ohio

House and is now pending in the

Senate Judiciary Committee. I

EMS bill passes legislature; new board to include physicians

Following a long and compli-

cated passage through the State-

house, Senate Bill 98, revising

Ohio's emergency medical

services, has passed the Ohio
Legislature and will soon be law.

The bill, sponsored by Sen.

Robert Ney (R-Barnesville) and

Rep. Marc Guthrie (D-Newark)

reorganizes the manner in which

Ohio will regulate its Emergency
Medical Services.

"When legislators trimmed the

size of the board from its former

37 members down to 18 members,

OSMA was fortunate to persuade

Sen. Ney and Rep. Guthrie to

include three physicians on the

board," says Dan Leite, assistant

director of OSMA's Department of

I

Legislation.

Ohio chapters of the pediatric,

emergency medicine and surgery

specialty societies will all have an

opportunity to submit a roster of

names to the governor, who will

make appointments to the board.

The new EMS board will be

under the new Department of

Public Safety (formerly the

Department of Highway Safety),

and will no longer be under the

jurisdiction of the Department of

Education.

The board's job will be to

formulate and implement a new
statewide EMS system, and train

and certify the paramedics, EMTs,

and other personnel who operate

it.

"Funding will come from a $5

increase in seat-belt violation

fines," says Leite. Once the bill

becomes law, violators of Ohio's

seat-belt law will be fined $25. So

far, there has been no mention of

stricter enforcement of the seat-

belt law. I
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When legislators trimmed the board from 37

members to 18, OSMA was fortunate to have

three physicians named to the board.
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Hospitals given anti-trust immunity

Hospitals are more likely than

ever before to enter into coopera-

tive agreements, now that House

Bill 714 has passed the Ohio

Legislature and is waiting for the

Bill would prohibit

doctor-patient sex

As a result of several cases before

the Ohio State Medical Board,

where doctors were disciplined

for having sex with their patients,

only to have state and county

courts overturn the board's deci-

sions, Rep. Ray Miller (D-Colum-

bus) has introduced legislation

I

The biggest

problem is deciding

when the patient is

no longer a patient.

that would prohibit the practice.

"House Bill 804 would prohibit a

physician from having sex with a

patient during a period when that

patient is under a physician's

care," says John Van Doom, dir-

ector of OSMA's Department of

Legislation. "We're still research-

ing all the guidelines and rules on
this issue, but we've found the

biggest problem may be deter-

mining at what point the patient

is no longer a patient. That's likely

to be at the crux of this matter."

The OSMA is also stressing to

legislators that the bill should
apply across the board to all

professions - chiropractors,

optometrists, etc.

Currently, no specific statute

prohibits physicians from having
sex with their patients. Generally,

such behavior is believed to

breech the physician's ethical

code.

"This legislation will give the

state board the power to appro-
priately discipline doctors who do
not follow the guidelines in the

medical board's code of ethics,"

Rep. Miller says. I

governor’s signature.

By mid-October, when the new
law will take effect, hospitals will

be able to combine in different

ventures to reduce health-care

costs without worry that they will

be charged with anti-trust viola-

tions.

The OSMA attempted to add
language to the bill that would
have afforded physicians the

same anti-trust immunity, but the

bill's sponsors wanted to keep the

legislation streamlined and on a

fast-track through the Statehouse.

The bill was sponsored by Rep.

Michael Stinziano (D-Columbus)

and Sen. Eugene Watts (R-Colum-

bus). It was promoted by the Cen-

tral Ohio Health Care Coalition, a

group of 300 major employers in

the central Ohio area. I

Things You Can Always Count On.

For over 15 years, Ohio's doctors have counted on PICO to provide:

1 Insurance services designed to meet

the changing needs of Ohio's doctors;

1 financial strength and stability;

aggressive legal representation;

responsive customer service.

When it comes to protecting the rights of Ohio's doctors, nothing else counts! Call your local

PICO agent or contact us direct at 1/800-282-7515 for more information.

Physicians Insurance Company of Ohio

Bates Drive

Pickerington, Ohio 43147
1-800-282-7515

Today's Service.

Tomorrow's Reputation.
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Mammography
licensing bill

introduced

Rep. Paul Jones (D-Ravenna) has

introduced House Bill 756, which

would require the licensure of

health facilities providing mam-
mograms.
There are two provisions to

consider:

• The bill would give the Ohio
Department of Health the auth-

ority to regulate the personnel

and equipment used to provide

mammography examinations.

Presently, there are no specific

regulations on who may operate

this equipment.

• The bill would establish

varied biennial registration fees

for both personnel and equip-

Make life easier

for many ofyour patients

Global Excellence in Diabetes Care

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis. Indiana

46285

Humulin 70/30. Convenient and simple to administer.

No more mixing. No more mixing errors.

All of which makes living with diabetes a

little easier for patients. And compliance

a lot easier to achieve.

Humulin
70% human insulin isophane suspension
30% human insulin injection

(recombinant DNA origin)

The patient-friendly premix

WARNING: Any change of insulin should be made cautiously and only

under medical supervision.

HI-7905-B-249327 © 1992 . eli lilly and company

merit, ranging from $30 to $400.

The fees will fund this program.

"The bill basically arose as a

response to media reports that

highlighted problems in this

area," says John Van Doom, dir-

ector of OSMA’s Department of

Legislation.

HB 756 is now before the House
Health and Retirement Commit-
tee.

I

Update

Audiology bill to

become law

Senate Bill 179, which updates

the licensure and regulations

for speech-language patholo-

gists and audiologists, moved
quickly through the Ohio
House at the end of June, after

lying dormant for several

months.

All OSMA concerns were
addressed during House and
Senate hearings. As a result,

language that would have
prohibited physicians' non-

licensed office staff from ad-

ministering routine speech and
hearing tests was removed
from the bill. Another OSMA
amendment allows audiolo-

gists to administer tests of

vestibular function only to pa-

tients who have been referred

by a physician.

Domestic violence bills

introduced

Rep. Jane Campbell (D-Cleve-

land) has introduced House Bill

779, which increases the penal-

ty for assault against a family

member from a misdemeanor
to a felony. Current law allows

for felony indictments only in

cases of repeated offenses.

Other legislation is expected

to be introduced in the Senate

that would require police de-

partments to adopt policies of

preferred arrest of the primary

aggressor and would require

prosecutors to develop proce-

dures for handling the cases.

The OSMA will launch a cam-

paign against domestic vio-

lence this fall, joining similar

efforts that have been made
this summer by the AMA.
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OMMENTARY

PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVES

A conflict of interest
On reflection of the June AMA annual and the

May OSMA annual meetings, I am impressed

by the dedication, concern and commitment of

physicians who work in organized medicine.

At the AMA meeting, hundreds of physi-

cians came together for participation in var-

ious divisions, including the hospital medical

staff, young physicians, residents, medical

students, educators and the House of Dele-

gates.

When the total process is completed, appro-

priate and sound decisions are generally

reached.

However, there was at this meeting a very

closely decided policy change that concerns

me. At the interim AMA meeting in Decem-
ber 1991, a recommendation of Report C of the

Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs was
adopted, which provided additional guide-

lines on physician ownership of medical facili-

ties. It recommended that physicians should

not refer patients to a facility in which a physi-

cian has an investment interest unless there is

a demonstrated need in the community for the

facility and alternative financing for the

facility was not available. An exception is

made if the physician directly provides care

and services for patients in a facility in which

the physician has an investment interest. In

this case it is an extension of his/her practice.

These guidelines seem appropriate. There is

concern of the temptation for overutilization

by physicians of self-owned laboratories, diag-

nostic imaging facilities, radiation therapy

centers and other health-care facilities.

Although one may question the authenticity of

supportive data for abuse and resent the

challenge to the integrity of our profession,

how much more definite and positive it is to

say, as with the CEJA report, that we do not

want to place any physician in a compro-

mising situation regarding self-referral.

At the June AMA meeting, however, a

group of physicians fiercely supported a

resolution from New Jersey, which was
adopted by a very narrow margin and
significantly changes AMA direction. This

resolution states that the AMA adopt the

policy that medically necessary referrals by a

physician to an off-site facility in which he/

she has a financial interest is ethical if the

patient is fully informed of the ownership

interest and the existence of any other

available facilities.

Compliance with the ethics of a patient's

awareness of the physician's ownership in an

off-site facility is difficult to ensure and causes

serious doubts in the

minds of the public,

legislators and others

regarding our concern

for this issue. Most
proposed state and
federal legislation that

addresses this concern

is in even a more re-

strictive fashion than

the CEJA report of

1-1991.

In this period of

serious questioning of the effective use of

health-care dollars, we cannot afford to have

our resolve in the issue of self-referral to off-

site facilities diluted by uncertainty. We also

cannot afford to have our image tarnished by
a few doctors who might abuse the system.

In my opinion, the CEJA report of 1-1991,

rather than the newly adopted New Jersey

resolution of annual 1992, more clearly states

the policy position that is best for the AMA,
physicians and our patients. I

Stanley /. Lucas, MD
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SECOND OPINION

A practice under siege
By Robert T. Brodell, MD

In recent years, the traditional

doctor-patient relationship has

been altered to an enormous

degree. Third parties, including

the government, insurance com-

panies, workers compensation

and business, have affected vir-

tually every contact patients have

with their physicians. To wit:

Encounter #1

Patient: This spot has been itching

and slowly expanding for six

weeks. What is it? What can we
do about it?

Physician: The most likely

diagnosis is ’’ringworm." There

are five or six other possible

diagnoses, but these are easily

differentiated by doing a simple,

quick, inexpensive test called a

KOH preparation. Unfortunately,

I'm not permitted by CLIA to do
this test, even though I've done it

for 10 years in my practice with-

out any problems.

Patient: Why?

Physician: The federal govern-

ment wrote a law that requires me
to pay about $300 for registration,

subject my office to biannual

inspections for which I would be

required to pay about $500, write

a 30-page office manual, and

obtain expensive continuing

medical education dedicated to

this testing every year. All this,

even though there is no evidence

that this entire program is any-

thing but a total waste of time and

money. I have decided not to do
any more office testing.

Encounter #2

Patient: This spot on my foot has

been enlarging and hurts when I

walk on it. I would like to have it

removed today, if possible.

Physician: It looks like a wart. I

would recommend CCb laser

surgery, but the new CPT coding

system required by all third-party

payors recognizes no codes for

C0
2
laser surgery on the foot.

That means that we will be reim-

bursed as if we treated you with a

simple liquid nitrogen or acid

treatment! These treatments are

effective, but will require a series

of 5-10 treatments. The cost of the

CCh laser, smoke evacuator, sup-

plies, assistant and follow-up care

make it impossible to use.

Patient: But I'm going on vaca-

tion in two weeks. I will pay your

fee to remove it with the laser.

Physician: My contract with your

insurance carrier doesn't allow me
to bill you for this service.

Encounter #3

Patient: Doc, how can I get rid of

this pimple? I've had it 12 hours.

Physician: How do you usually

get rid of pimples?

Patient: They usually go away by
themselves.

Physician: Mild treatment with an

over-the-counter drug is all that is

necessary.

Patient: Well, I don't want over-

the-counter medicine. My insur-

AUXILIARY REPORT

New name signals change, growth
Since its inception on May 26,

1922, the Auxiliary to the Ameri-

can Medical Association has been

recognized by several names. The
organization began as the Wom-
an's Auxiliary to the American

Medical Association. In 1975, the

word "Woman’s" was deleted to

make it possible for the growing

number of male spouses to join.

Now, on June 23, 1992, at the

AMA-A Annual Meeting, the

proposed name change of Ameri-

can Medical Association Alliance

was adopted. The tagline "Physi-

cians' spouses dedicated to the health

of America" was also adopted.

What considerations were fac-

tored into such a decision? It is

noted that the word auxiliary is a

deterrent to gaining the support

of male, career and younger

physicians' spouses. Definition of

the word auxiliary both as an

adjective and noun represent

negative connotations.

However, alliance is defined as

the "state of being allied: a bond
connection between families,

states, parties or individuals; an

association to further the common
interests of the members." "Alli-

ance" most closely describes what
the organization is and does.

Change is difficult for all of us.

For many of us who have been

auxilians for a good bit of our

lives, well, it may take a bit of

time to get used to the new word-

ing. What I believe we must be

mindful of is the new generation

of physicians' spouses who will be

positively impacted by this

change.

They will be a generation who
will continue the work that has

been started in our communities

and will continue to work for

medicine.

For the Ohio physician spouses,

the change in name will be

studied and sent to the 1993

House of Delegates with the rec-

ommendation of our organiza-

ance only pays for prescription

medications. I could have gotten

that medication on my own
without coming to the doctor.

Physician: Why didn't you?

Patient: My insurance pays for

your visit, then 1 get free medica-

tion!

What do these scenarios have in

common? A third party inserts

itself between the doctor and pa-

tient and personal responsibility is

stripped away from the physician

or the patient and distributed to

the various third parties.

The level of frustration a physi-

cian feels in these situations is

great, and that level is growing all

the time. Will third parties,

always difficult to deal with, care

enough about our frustrations to

change things before the doctor-

patient relationship is destroyed?

Don't hold your breath. I

Dr. Brodell practices dermatology

in Warren.

tion.

We are

therefore

looking at

the con-

tinued

process and

will allow

members to

acclimate to

change and
will allow

them to grow.

Let us allow our minds to be

open and be ever mindful of the

needs of our organization. Let us

remember that an organization

must change to grow. I
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INTERVIEW

The doctor who posed for Playboy
"...As ifwomen can 't get medical

degrees and manicures, be profes-

sional and glamorous."

- Barbra Streisand, Newsweek

(defending her portrayal of Dr.

Susan Lowenstein in the movie

"The Prince of Tides”)

Editor's note:

This July,

Columbus
internist Joanna

Demas, MD
became the first

physician to

appear between

the pages of

Playboy

magazine. Here, a

candid interview about her

decision to disrobe.

OHIO Medicine: How did you
come to a decision that this was
something you wanted to do?

Dr. Demas: Actually, it was a

spur-of-the-moment thing. When
I was in college at the University

of Florida, Playboy photographer

David Chan was there photo-

graphing students for a feature

that focused on girls on college

campuses. I talked my 16-year-old

sister into going down to pose,

and I went with her. As it turned

out, they couldn't use her. She
was shy about posing for some of

the photographs, and then we
found out they won't use any
model who is under 18 years old.

OHIO Medicine: Why didn't you
offer to pose then. What made you
wait 12 years?

Dr. Demas: At the time I wouldn't
have dreamed of it. I was going to

be a professional woman and I

thought professional women
didn't do things like that. Over the

12 years, my attitude has changed.
When I was growing up, I always
wanted to please people,

especially those who were in

authority. Now, I please myself.

When I heard on the radio that

David Chan was in Columbus
photographing OSU students, I

went over to the Holiday Inn

where he was taking photo-

graphs. I just wanted to meet him
and tell him how much I admired

his work.

OHIO Medicine: How were you

familiar with his work? Do you
read Playboy regularly?

Dr. Demas: No, not really. I saw it

from time to time growing up. My
brother would have a copy or

some of my male friends. Any-
way, David Chan seemed ready to

take a break. He just wanted to

talk. I told him I was not an OSU
student - that I was 30 years old,

and I just wanted to tell him how
much I liked his photographs. He
took a couple of Polaroids of me,

but I didn't expect anything to

come of it. I was shocked when he

called my office and asked me to

pose. And he was surprised to

learn I was a doctor.

OHIO Medicine: He didn't

know?

Dr. Demas: No, I hadn’t told him.

I left my office phone number
with him. That's how he found

out.

OHIO Medicine: So the decision

to pose was an easy one for you?

Dr. Demas: No, it wasn't, but I

trusted Playboy. I knew if I called

them and told them my job would
be gone tomorrow if my photo

appeared, they wouldn't run it.

OHIO Medicine: Was your job at

stake?

Dr. Demas: In a way. I was
worried how my patients would
react when they learned I had

posed for Playboy. Some of them
were not pleased, but I'd say the

majority of them were very nice,

very supportive. You know who
were the nicest patients about my

decision? Several

women in their

80s. They were
delighted. They
said they were
glad to see women
break away from

the Victorian

constraints they

had suffered

growing up.

OHIO Medicine: What has been

the reaction from the medical

community - your colleagues,

hospital administrators, etc.?

Dr. Demas: Mixed, like the

patients' reactions. Most have

been supportive, though.

OHIO Medicine: And what did

your parents say about all this?

Dr. Demas: My mother was an

opera singer, but she died of

cancer. She wouldn't have had a

problem with it, however. My dad
is a doctor in Florida, and he was
happy and proud to see my
picture. He was also relieved to

learn there was just one, and that

it was tastefully done.

OHIO Medicine: Do you think

that by posing nude you are

reinforcing a stereotype that says

professional women aren't to be

taken seriously?

Dr. Demas: Definitely not. I hope

my posing has made a statement

to professional women every-

where that they can be profession-

al and sexual, too. When I was 14

years old, I saw a picture of a

lawyer who had posed in Playboy,

and I remember being so confused

about that. I thought, how could

she do that and be a professional?

I hope my posing has made a statement

to professional women that they can he

professional and sexual , too.

That's

what I

want to

tell

women
in

medicine,

and in

other

pro-

fessions

as well -

you can

do it.

Women
can do whatever they want to do.

If it feels right for them, there is

no reason why they can't pose

nude or express their sexuality in

other ways. And men should

accept that women can be both

professional and sexual at the

same time. There has been a lot of

evolution in relationships be-

tween the sexes in recent years,

but there needs to be a bit more.

Maybe my posing in Playboy will

wake others up to that fact. I

Photo by Jack Kustron

Dr. Demas testifies

before a legislative

committee.
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Groups square off over labeling/warning initiative

This November Ohioans likely

will vote on a controversial

chemical labeling and warning

ballot initiative. It is based on a

similar initiative passed several

years ago in California. The

following is a brief overview of

the proposed initiative written

by the OSMA's Department of

Legislation. The OSMA has not

yet taken a position on this

initiative. If you would like to

comment, pro or con, on this

initiative, contact the OSMA
Department of Legislation at

(800) 766-OSMA.

Q. What is the initiative?

A. The proposed law would

require that: (1) warning labels be

placed on products, including

pharmaceuticals, that contain set

amounts of one or more of 458

specific chemicals that cause or

may cause cancer or reproductive

toxicity in animals and/or people;

and (2) businesses that use or

release into the air, water or other

part of the environment one or

more of the products containing

set amounts of these chemicals be

required twice a year to notify

people who live or work within

the area of exposure.

Q. What chemicals are on the

list?

A. The list contains 458 chemi-

cals that have been scientifically

identified to cause or be a proba-

ble cause of cancer or reproduc-

tive toxicity in humans or animals

in certain dosages or over certain

exposure times. The Ohio Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency

would be able to add or delete

chemicals based on scientific

findings.

Q. What would the labels and

warnings say?

A. The wording must include

this language: "Warning: This

product contains one or more

toxic chemical substances known
to cause cancer," or "Warning:

This product contains one or more

toxic chemical substances known
to cause birth defects or other

reproductive harm." The specific

chemicals would be listed, but not

the actual amount in the particu-

lar consumer product (ie., food or

pharmaceuticals) or the degree of

risk. Products that contain chem-

icals that do both would carry

both warnings. Similar language

is required for the notice of

potential environmental exposure

Q. Who would have to comply

with the proposal?

A. Any businesses that expose

an individual to products that

contain a listed chemical. State

and local governments and bus-

inesses with fewer than 10 em-
ployees would be exempt.

Q. Would pharmaceuticals or

other products in a physician's

office require the warning?

A. The proposal would require

labeling on certain pharmaceutical

products that contain the listed

chemicals. Language is included

that says to the extent practicable

the labeling shall be done by the

producer or packager of the pro-

duct. However, if products are

repackaged for sale or distribution

(from a pharmacy or physician's

office) a warning label would be

required unless the product is an
essential medication or procedure

prescribed by a licensed physi-

cian. The burden would be placed

on the physician to prove that a

product that would otherwise

require the label is "essential."

"Essential" is not defined but

would be subject to interpretation.

Businesses that employ fewer

than 10 people, including physi-

cian offices, would be exempt
from the labeling requirement.

Q. Who pays for the enforce-

ment and administration of the

bill?

A. Businesses would pay 1%
per pound per year on the amount
of industrial wastes they generate.

The fee would be adjusted to raise

no more than $3 million. Half the

money raised would be used for

enforcement and the other half, or

$1.5 million, would be earmarked
for education and evaluation for

groups of residents who live or

work within two miles of a busi-

ness that releases toxic chemicals.

Q. What are the penalties for

non-compliance?

A. If a complaint is received, a

business, including a non-exempt
physician office or other health-

care facility, can be ordered to list

the amount of each toxic chemical

used or stored on the premises

during the preceding calendar

year. Anyone who is found to

have recklessly exposed any
individual to a toxic chemical

would be guilty of a felony and
subject to penalties of up to $2,500

per exposure. In addition, in-

dividuals who feel they were
exposed in violation of the law

could commence a civil action

against the business. I

Right-to-know initiative can reduce health risks

By Kathleen M. Fagan, MD, MPH,

Ohio ranks seventh in the nation

in its rate of cancer mortality,

according to the American Cancer

Society. To help prevent cancer

and other chronic diseases, Ohio-

ans need the right to know when
we are exposed to chemicals that

can cause cancer and birth defects.

The Right-To-Know Initiative

headed for the November 3 ballot

would require warning labels on

products that expose consumers

to significant risks of cancer and

reproductive or developmental

disorders. Factories that expose

their neighbors to these risks

would also have to notify them
semi-annually by mail.

The initiative lists 458 chemicals

that the International Agency for

Research on Cancer, the National

Institute for Occupational Safety

and Health and other expert agen-

cies have identified as carcinogens

and reproductive toxins. If these

agencies add or delete chemicals

that can cause cancer or reproduc-

tive disorders, those chemicals

will automatically be added to or

deleted from the Ohio list. The
Ohio EPA can also go through
rule-making procedures to add or

delete

chemicals.

Trace

amounts of

those

chemicals would not trigger

warnings. The initiative uses the

environmental risk standard set

forth in most state and federal

laws, including the federal Clean

Air Act and the Superfund haz-

ardous waste clean-up program.

The standard, one additional

cancer in an exposed population

of one million, is a conservative

public health standard that rec-

ognizes that we're exposed to

harmful chemicals every day.

The initiative would specifically

not apply to essential human
nutrients, such as the addition of

Vitamin A (a reproductive toxin)

to milk, or to essential medica-
tions or procedures prescribed by
licensed physicians. Under the

law, drug companies would be
required to place warning labels

on packaging when appropriate.

Physicians dispensing drug
samples would simply provide
the patients with the original

packaging, as most do now any-
way. Pharmacies would also

provide patients with any warn-

ing from the drug manufacturer.

Five years' experience with a

similar law passed by California

voters shows that the right-to-

know approach is more effective

than existing government regu-

lations. For example, the federal

government has set only one
safety standard for a carcinogen

in consumer products (methylene

chloride). But James Strock,

Secretary of the California EPA,
explains that under the California

right-to-know law regulators have
set "safe exposure levels for more
than 70 chemicals...with no legal

challenges to any of the levels

set."

The California law has given

businesses a strong incentive to

eliminate carcinogens and repro-

ductive toxins from their products
rather than apply warning labels.

The result is safer products. For
example, manufacturers elimi-

nated the use of lead solder in

food cans, reformulated spot-

removers containing perchloro-

ethylene, and took trichloroethyl-

ene out of typewriter correction

fluids.

Labeling those products that do
contain dangerous chemicals
enables consumers to make

informed

choices.

In fact,

relatively

few

products

are

labeled in

California

- only 65,

according

to the

Columbus

Dispatch. Why not let consumers
choose if they want to use spray

paints containing methylene
chloride, a carcinogen, or those

without? A warning label makes
this choice possible.

As physicians, we have a

responsibility to prevent disease

as well as treat it. Advocating
warning labels on cigarettes is one

example of how physicians have
worked to increase consumer
awareness of health risks. The
right-to-know ballot initiative is

another way to provide warning
labels for consumers about
chemical exposures that may be
dangerous to their health. I

Dr. Fagan is a Cleveland occupa-

tional medicine specialist.

Dr. Fagan

Label/warning law would burden docs with costs, red tape

By John R. Hodges

If any group of professionals

should be troubled by Citizen

Action's proposed labeling/

warning initiative, it's Ohio

doctors who already know too

well the impact of red tape and

regulatory overkill on their

practices.

As president of Ohio AFL-CIO, I

have long supported reasonable

and responsible measures that

improve the health, safety and

quality of life for all Ohioans.

While this initiative may be

cloaked in a responsible-sounding

name, it is extreme, unwarranted

and counterproductive, which is

why the AFL-CIO has joined with

dozens of farm and business

interests to see that it is defeated.

If we thought for a moment that

the initiative would lead to safer

products and a cleaner environ-

ment, we would support it. Sadly,

all it would do is put warning

labels on thousands of products,

force business to fill Ohioans'

mailboxes with warnings, and

create costly new bureaucracy and

regulations.

And don't think doctors' offices

and hospitals wouldn't be im-

pacted. To
begin with,

this proposal

would
dictate what
information you must disclose to

your patients, in writing, (see

introduction above) when pre-

scribing drugs that contain any of

the listed 458 chemicals. Among
the listed drugs are aspirin, oral

contraceptives and many drugs

used in chemotherapy.

The proposed law would

encourage pharmaceutical makers

to label their products, but since

original containers are rarely

shown to patients, the responsi-

bility for providing the required

warning falls to those dispensing

the medication. Failure to warn a

patient as required could result in

a felony conviction or fine of

$2,500 per day from the time the

warning was required until a

court decision years later.

Although the initiative contains

a provision that appears to ex-

empt prescribed medications, it

requires that the medication be

"essential," which is not defined. It

would be your responsibility to

prove, in court if you were

challenged, that the treatment was

"essential" and that no other

"safer" treatments were available.

One must also question whether

medications associated with

cosmetic or elective procedures

would be considered "essential."

It is not unrealistic to envision

the attorney for a distraught par-

ent of a child who died following

your treatment for cancer raising

these issues in a malpractice suit.

If a listed chemotherapy drug was

prescribed, was it "essential" or

should another "less toxic" treat-

ment have been used? Breaking

the law would be a felony that

could result in violation of the

AMA professional code of ethics

and possible loss of license.

Also of concern to doctors

would be the requirement to mail

warnings when listed drugs and

listed chemicals are stored or

used. For example, medical

facilities storing 10 pounds or

more of ethylene oxide would be

required to send, by certified mail

twice a year, warning notices to

everyone living or working within

two miles of that facility.

There is also a provision that

would allow citizens to demand

that a chemical inventory of a

practice or hospital be conducted.

which

could

lead to a

mandatory

"exposure

assess-

ment"

costing

$50,000 or

more.

Practices

that ,

. Hodges
employ a

fewer than 10 employees would

be exempt, and interestingly

enough, hospitals and clinics

owned by state and local

governments are exempt while

private practices would bear the

full brunt of the new regulations.

The label/warning initiative is

nothing but a heavy-handed scare

tactic used by activist groups to

achieve their own goals. It com-

pletely ignores current medical

science and does nothing to

address the known causes of

cancer or birth defects. I

John R. Hodges is co-chairman of

Ohioans for Responsible Health

Information.
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What the OSMA has done for you...

So far this year, the OSMA has

had to tackle some important

health-care issues - and the good
news is the association has scored

major victories for its members.

Here is a brief recap of what the

OSMA has accomplished the first

six months of this year:

• House Bill 478 (health-care

reform) - Since the first of the

year, the OSMA has worked
diligently to represent physician

interests as state legislators

struggled to pass health-care

reform legislation. As originally

introduced, this legislation con-

tained numerous provisions that

were unacceptable to the medical

profession. The final bill, which

Woong S. Kim, MD, chair of the

IMG Task Force, attends a recent

meeting.

has passed both the Ohio House
and Ohio Senate and is now in

Conference Committee, is still not

perfect, but thanks to the OSMA,
it is a much more balanced

solution to Ohio's health-care

problems.

• SRF refunds - The OSMA
never forgot that, in the mid 1970s,

Ohio physicians were required to

contribute to the state's Stabiliza-

tion Reserve Fund, controlled by
the Ohio Medical Professional

Liability Joint Underwriting

Association. For the past several

years, the OSMA has worked to

have this money returned to

physicians. After lengthy court

battles, it was ruled in mid-May
that the monies controlled by the

JUA would be returned to the

state. This action set in motion the

beginning of the process of re-in

funding monies to eligible physi-

cians from the SRF. The OSMA
hopes to have that money back in

the contributing physicians' hands
by the end of the year.

• New OHIO Medicine - When
the membership speaks, the

OSMA listens. In January, as the

result of membership surveys and
focus group interviews that

showed that members no longer

had time for a feature length

magazine, the OSMA launched a

new publication, OHIO Medicine.

The new tabloid, a compilation of

the association's former magazine
and three of its newsletters, pro-

vides timely information in an

easy-to-read format. By a margin

of almost nine to one, OHIO
Medicine readers declared that

they were pleased with the new
tabloid format.

• IMG task force - The OSMA
recognizes the special problems

faced by international medical

graduates. The OSMA's IMG Task
Force has been working with the

AMA's advisory committee of

international medical graduates to

safeguard against IMG discrimi-

nation. The task force was also

instrumental in the passage of

Ohio HB 454, the legislation that

eases licensure requirements for

physicians educated outside the

U.S. and Canada.

• Ombudsman calls - The
OSMA supplies the scissors that

cuts through third-party red tape.

Since January, the OSMA Depart-

ment of Professional Relations

and Ombudsman Services has

handled more than 2,000 inquiries

from member physicians and
their staff asking for help in

dealing with Medicare, Medicaid,

claims coding, commercial carri-

ers, legal issues, Workers' Comp-
ensation and contract reviews.

• CPT classes - New Medicare

regulations under RBRVS caused

confusion earlier this year, so 16

CPT half-day training seminars

for physicians and their office

staff were conducted by the

OSMA Department of Profes-

sional Relations and Ombudsman

Services in January. A total of

1,220 persons attended. Those
attending received the latest in-

formation on proper procedure

coding of claims.

• OSMA-sponsored workshops
- The OSMA Department of

Administrative and Educational

services sponsored 25 workshops

in the first six months, with a total

attendance of 1,591. The work-
shops focused on areas of concern

for physicians and their staffs,

namely RBRVS, Medicare, CPT
coding and profitable practice.

• OPEP - The OSMA is expand-

ing its ability to aid impaired

physicians. Last year, the Ohio
Physicians Effectiveness Program
hired executive director Richard

O. Pelham, MD, through outside

funding. To date, 45 physicians

have enrolled in the program.

• Living will campaign - The
OSMA maintains its commitment
to educate the public on import-

ant medical issues. A very suc-

cessful living will campaign has

distributed approximately 76,400

living will patient education

packets, and 4,860 physician

packets since October of 1991.

• OSHA regulation seminars -

OSMA has conducted seminars

and provided more than 200

packets of information on OSHA's
blood-borne pathogens standards

to physicians.

• American Disability Act

information - The OSMA Depart-

ment of Legal Services is continu-

ing its effort to advise physicians

on important legal issues. During

the first part of this year, it pro-

vided physicians with legal

advice to help sort some of the

confusing questions surrounding

the disabilities law.

These are just some highlights

from the past six months, illus-

trating how OSMA is working to

serve the needs of its diversified

membership. The bad news, of

course, is that the health-care

issues continue to increase. More
than ever before, organized med-
icine needs the strength of its

members to continue to present

medicine's voice. If you know of a

colleague who is not now a mem-
ber of the OSMA, why not present

him or her with this list of OSMA
accomplishments - along with an

application form? Medicine's

position can only grow stronger

as a result. I

I

lf you know a non-member, why not give him
or her this list of OSMA's accomplishments
- along with an application form?

2
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ODH alerts

docs to cancer
reporting law

With the passage of House Bill

213, physicians in Ohio have a

responsibility to report all pri-

mary malignancies, except basal

and squamous cell carcinoma of

the skin and carcinoma in-situ of

the cervix, diagnosed on or after

A letter sent to

physicians by the

ODH warns about

the seriousness of

failing to report

cancer cases.

January 1, 1992, to the newly

created Ohio Cancer Incidence

Surveillance System (OCISS).

According to a letter sent by the

Ohio Department of Health,

failure to report such cancer cases

can result in misdemeanor
charges under Ohio law.

The wording in the letter, which
was sent to 24,000 physicians and
dentists, has caused some contro-

versy with members of the OSMA
Cancer Committee. Several com-
mittee members were upset by the

"punitive tone" of the opening
portion of the letter.

But Robert W. Indian, MS, chief

of the Cancer Epidemiology Pre-

vention and Control Program at

the Ohio Department of Health,

indicates that most physicians'

comments to the letter sent by the

Ohio Department of Health have
been of an "overwhelmingly

positive nature." "Of the 24,000

letters sent March 19, we've

received only a dozen negative

comments and those were from
physicians who claimed they

didn't know about the new law.

Those physicians didn't like the

way the letter hinted at the fact

that they were violating the law if

they didn't report cancer cases,"

Indian says. However, the letter

states, "Failure to report cancer

cases is a misdemeanor under
Ohio law." Indian defends the

wording of the letter, indicating

that the ODH wanted to make
physicians aware of the serious-

ness of failing to report cancer

cases.

OBJECTIVE OF OCISS

The primary objective of the

OCISS is to provide high-quality

data for identification of high-risk

populations for the various types

of cancer in Ohio. The OCISS was
designed in cooperation with the

Ohio Tumor Registrars' Associa-

tion, the American Cancer Society,

the Ohio State Medical Associa-

tion, and other cancer profes-

sionals with the explicit purpose

of building on data already being

gathered in hospital-based and
centralized registries. The design

and intent is to enhance, not

intrude on this data-gathering

system, and to minimize addi-

tional costs and efforts, while

striving for high-quality data and

Major
Medical
Flan
designed for physicians

and their staff

/

Broad Coverage
Cost Containment Features
Low Out of Pocket Expense

Featuring:

f $1,000,000 lifetime benefit

f $500 first dollar accident benefit

f Choice of deductibles ($250, $500 or $1 ,000)

/ Choice of $2,000 or $5,000 co-pay plan

f Choice of physicians and facilities

f World wide coverage

f Dental coverage

/ Second surgical opinion paid at 100% for approved surgeries

f Outpatient surgery paid at 100% for approved procedures

f Rate structure based on age and dependent status

f Average claim turnaround of two weeks

(plan issued through age 69; available to members, their spouses and eligible dependent
children and members' staff)

For additional information, contact your OSMA Insurance Benefit

Representative at 1-800-742-1275.
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100 percent case ascertainment.

While treating physicians have

the ultimate responsibility to see

that cases get reported, the vast

majority of cases are reported

through centralized cancer

registries and hospital-based

tumor registries and medical

records departments, Indian says.

"If a patient enters a hospital, the

hospital will take care of reporting

the case to us," says Indian. Those

cases treated and diagnosed in a

private practice office, ie. mela-

Researchers will

be able to identify

geographic "hot

spots
" for cancer

cases.

id

noma, prostate and lumpecto-

mies, may be reported to a hospi-

tal registry or the physician may
report directly to OCISS. A coding

and reporting procedure manual,

created by OCISS, was distributed

to all hospitals and made availa-

ble to physicians to assist in the

reporting of cancer cases.

IDENTIFYING HOT SPOTS

With the registry, researchers

will be able to identify the geo-

graphic "hot spots" for the disease

and also its prevalence in various

age groups, occupations and

races.

Researchers will be able to

evaluate trends in cancer inci-

dence, target cancer prevention

and control resources, provide

cancer researchers with informa-

tion and investigate factors re-

lated to cancer development. The
Ohio Cancer Advisory Committee
will establish a standing subcom-

mittee to give guidance on poten-

tial uses of the data and to make
recommendations for greater

efficiency in reporting.

If you have any comments or

questions concerning reporting

please write or call: Robert Indian,

The Cancer Epidemiology Pre-

vention and Control Program,

Bureau of Chronic Diseases, Ohio
Department of Health, P.O. Box

118, 246 N. High St., Columbus,

Ohio 43266-0118 or call (614) 466-

2144.1

Ballenger, McCann
take top honors in

golfers' tourney

Ralph R. Ballenger, MD, of

Columbus and David McCann,
MD, of Mt. Vernon captured top

honors in the 67th Ohio State

Medical Golfers Association

Tournament held June 19, at

Marion Country Club in Marion.

A total of 126 physicians, med-
ical executives and sponsors

participated.

The Dr. Carm Shamess Mem-
orial Award for Most Improved

Golfer, Scratch, from 1991 to 1992

went to Steven R. Williams, MD,
of Columbus. He reduced his

score by 18 strokes from 1991. The
Shamess Award for Most Im-

proved Golfer, Net, from 1991 to

1992 was won by three partici-

pants, all of whom shaved 12

strokes from their 1991 net scores:

• Robert J. Belisle, DO of

Springfield

• Richard R. Hille, MD of

Marietta and

• James R. McCann, MD of Mt.

Vernon. I

Calendar
The OSMA has planned the following practice management
workshops for 1992. Watch for more information on these

workshops in future issues of OHIO Medicine. Brochures will

be mailed to OSMA members before each program.

The Medicare Maze

Sept. 15 Concourse Hotel, Columbus

Sept. 16 Holiday Inn, Fairborn

Sept. 17 Kings Island Inn, Cincinnati

Sept. 29 Parke Hotel, Canton

Sept. 30 Sheraton Cleveland City Centre

Oct. 1 Dana Center at MCO/Toledo Hilton

Third-Party Reimbursement & Coding

Oct. 13 Dana Center at MCO/Toledo Hilton

Oct. 14 Stouffer Tower City Plaza, Cleveland

Oct. 15 Parke Hotel, Canton

Oct. 27 Cincinnati Marriott

Oct. 28 Stouffer Center Plaza, Dayton

Oct. 29 Concourse Hotel, Columbus

Gearing Up for Retirement

Oct. 20, 21 Ramada University, Columbus

Starting Your Own Practice

Oct. 21,22 Ramada University, Columbus

Joining a Partnership Group

Oct. 23 Ramada University, Columbus

Watch for upcoming information on Productivity and Perfor-

mance seminars, scheduled for November.

I

SPECIALIZE IN
AIR FORCE MEDICINE.

Become the dedicated physician you
want to be while serving your country in

today’s Air Force. Discover the tremen-

dous benefits of Air Force medicine. Talk

to an Air Force medical program manag-

er about the quality lifestyle
,
quality

benefits and 30 days of vacation with pay

per year that are part of a medical career

with the Air Force. Find out how to quali-

fy. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF
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OSMA initiates

group practice
pilot program

The OSMA's Department of Mem-
bership has launched an aggessive

recruitment and

retention campaign,

aimed at physicians

in group practices.

This new group

membership
program is a pilot

project, co-funded

by the American

Medical Association. Ohio and

Pennsylvania were the only states

selected for participation in the

project.

Jill Foley, the former director of

marketing for the Central Ohio
Council of Boy Scouts of America,

has been hired to oversee the

program as assistant director for

group practice membership. She

started with the OSMA late last

month.

Her responsibilities include

recruiting and retaining physi-

cians practicing in a large group

setting throughout Ohio. Identi-

fication and research of the group
practices will be conducted and a

program will be designed and
implemented to suit the physi-

cians' membership needs.

Foley will be traveling through-

out Ohio, working in cooperation

with the county medical societies

to recruit physicians in a group
practice. I

Colleagues

John R. Evans, MD, Marysville,

has been re-elected to serve on the

Governing Board of Peer Review
Systems. Dr. Evans is medical

director of Memorial Hospital of

Union County.

Steven Gabbe, MD, Columbus,
has been elected to the council of

the Society for Gynecologic In-

vestigation. Dr. Gabbe is professor

and chair of the Department of

Obstetrics and Gynecology at

Ohio State University Hospitals.

John Lazo, MD, Cleveland, has

received the Emergency Physician

of the Year Award from the

American College of Emergency
Physicians, Ohio chapter.

Paul C. Redmond, MD, Newark,

has been named medical/pro-

gram director of Shepherd Hill

Hospital, where he has served on

staff for six years.

William Saunders,

MD, Columbus, was
honored by the

Hereditary

Hemorrhagic

Telangiectasia

Foundation Inter-

national Inc., for his

septal dermoplasty surgery. The
procedure was developed to help

people who have frequent and

severe nosebleeds. Dr. Saunders is

an otolaryngologist with Ohio

State University Hospitals.

Jerome Wiot, MD, Cincinnati, has

received one of two Daniel Drake

Medals from the University of

Cincinnati College of Medicine,

the university's highest honor.

Z. Nicolas Zakov, MD, Gates

Mills, has been elected president

of the Cleveland Ophthalmologi-

cal Society.l

OSMA appoints
new director of

legal services

Brent Mulgrew,

OSMA executive

director, has stepped

down from his dual

role as director of

the department of

legal services and

has appointed

Katrina English, JD, director as of

July 1.

English, who has served as

associate staff counsel, has been

with the OSMA for two years. In

her new position she will manage
the day-to-day operations of the

legal department.

She received her undergraduate

degree from Kent State University

in telecommunications and her

law degree from the Ohio State

University.

English has served as OSMA's
liaison to the state medical board.

|

Student section
elects new officers

At the AMA Student Annual
Assembly the following Ohio

students were elected: Jane Uva,

Wright State Medical School, was
elected chair of the AMA-MSS
governing council; and Elaine

Holstine, Wright State Medical

School, elected vice speaker of the

AMA-MSS Assembly. I
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• Medicare

• Medicaid

• Workers’

Compensation

• Third-Party Carriers

• Carrier Audits

• Peer Review
Organizations

If you need assistance with one of

these areas, OSMA’s Department of

Professional Relations and Ombudsman
Services may be able to help you. Help

is available with claims filing, reimburse-

ment, contract review and analysis,

carrier audits and PRO quality interven-

tion reviews.

Contact:

The Ohio State Medical Association

Department of Professional Relations

and Ombudsman Services

1500 Lake Shore Drive

Columbus, Ohio 43204-3824

(800) 766-OSMA

(614) 486-2401

Foley

English



A MULTIPLE

CHOICE QUIZ
Community Mutual Blue Cross & Blue Shield

serves providers through:

A. A toll-free provider answer line (1-800-282-1016), staffed by knowledgeable

customer service representatives Monday through Friday, from 8:30 a.m.

to 4:30 p.m.;

B • Products with sound benefit design and advantages for doctors and hospitals

;

C • Newsletters and special bulletins to keep you up-to-date;

IX Statewide seminars on issues and procedures;

E • Provider Relations representatives throughout Ohio who make “house calls”;

Availability ofan electronic claims submission network, to streamline office efficiency;

All of the above.

Only Community Mutual offers you multiple choices to the quality service

you deserve. When you need the right answer, look to Community Mutual.

The health care insurer who serves you with all of the above. . . and beyond.

COMMUNITY MUTUAL
Blue Cross®
Blue Shield®
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Disability law
extends to

hiring practices

The section of the Americans With

Disabilities Act mandating equal

employment opportunities be-

came effective late last month. In

January, a provision requiring

places of public accommodation

(including physicians' offices) to

provide access to disabled indi-

viduals became law.

If you are a physician who em-

ploys at least 25 workers, here is

how the employment provisions

of this new section of the law

applies to you:

Hiring Practices

• Employers may not discrimi-

nate against individuals with

disabilities when making hiring

decisions.

• They may not subject an

applicant to a medical examina-

tion before hiring - only after a job

offer has been made and only if

all entering employees take the

same exam.

• The employer may ask about

the applicant's ability to perform

job-related functions.

Employment practices

• Employers must not limit,

segregate or classify jobs that

adversely affect opportunities or

status.

• All job descriptions should be

complete in defining job func-

tions.

• Employers may be required to

take measures that permit indi-

viduals with disabilities to work
in their offices. These are called

"reasonable accommodations,"
and could include job restructur-

ing, part-time or modified work
schedules, reassignment to a

vacant position or acquisition of

certain equipment.

ACCESS TO SERVICES

"One of the biggest problems we
have in educating physicians

about the access provisions in this

law is that it is somewhat unclear

what auxiliary aids and services

Are You Up to Date With the Law?

A recent flurry of federal laws and regulations have taken effect this spring and summer. Check the

chart below to see if the law applies to you and if you are in compliance.

Law When It Took Effect Who It Effects What the Law Requires

• National Childhood

Vaccine Injury Act

April 15 Pediatricians, GPs, FPs,

anyone who administers

diptheria, tetanus, per-

tussis, measles, mumps
rubella or poliomyelitis

vaccines to children or

adults.

Patients (in case of child-

ren, their parents or

guardians) must be

given educational

materials about the

vaccines.

• OSHA's occupational

exposure to blood-

borne pathogens

May 5 All physicians whose
employees are exposed

to blood, infectious

waste.

Employees must have

written exposure-

control plans.

June 4 Employees must re-

ceive education on
blood-borne disease

transmission and train-

ing in universal pre-

cautions. Employers

must record occupa-

tional injuries.

July 6 Employer must provide

protective equipment,

free hepatitis B vaccines,

post-exposure treatment,

hazardous material lab-

els in place (see related

story).

• American With
Disabilities Act

July 26

(Public access portion

took effect Jan. 26.)

Physicians who employ
25 or more.

May not discriminate

in hiring or employing

workers with physical

or mental disabilities

(see related story).

are necessary," says Katrina

English, JD, director of OSMA's
Department of Legal Services.

Ultimately, the matter may have

to be decided by courts, but, she

says, physicians can consider an

accommodation unreasonable if it

places an undue burden on the

practice to provide it.

"Physicians must consider what
the accommodation would cost

relative to the practice, not just the

service provided," English says.

For example, with regard to

deaf interpreters (see stories on
next page for more information) a

physician must ask whether or

not the $75 interpreter charge

places an undue burden on his or

her practice. "They can't look at

the $75 interpreter charge, then at

the $30 fee they will receive from

the patient for performing the

service and say that is an undue
burden," English explains.

However, patients should be

consulted as to whether or not

they want an interpreter, she

continues. "In some cases where
confidentiality is crucial, they may
not want an interpreter there, and
the patient has the right to say

no."

LAW CAN BENEFIT

The intent of the ADA law is

honorable, and it's to the benefit

of physicians, from a public

relations standpoint if not a legal

one, to attempt to meet every

aspect of it.

"The government has even pro-

vided tax deductions to employ-

ers who need to make their offices

accessible to the disabled," says

English.

Remember, too, that physicians

are not singled out by this law. It

applies across the board to all

employers.

The ADA employment provi-

sions of the law will become effec-

tive for physicians who employ 15

or fewer employees on July 26,

1994.

If you have any questions about

the ADA law or any of its provis-

ions, contact the OSMA's Depart-

ment of Legal Services for more
information.!
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An interpreter signs for a patient in a doctor's office.

OSMA develops disability act leaflet

OSMA's Department of Legal

Services has prepared an educa-

tional leaflet for physicians on the

Americans With Disabilities Act.

Reprinted here is a section on

auxiliary aids and services.

Katrina English, JD, the depart-

ment's director, says she has

received numerous questions on

the law, especially on the need for

interpreters for the deaf. If you

have further questions, or would
like a copy of the OSMA leaflet,

write or call the Department of

Legal Services, OSMA, 1500 Lake

Shore Drive, Columbus, OH
43204-3824, (614) 486-2401 or (800)

766-OSMA.I

Excerpt from OSMA's disability act leaflet

Auxiliary aids and services in-

clude a wide range of devices

and services used to ensure

effective communication with

the disabled. These may in-

clude: qualified interpreters,

notetakers, written materials,

video-text displays, taped tests,

audio recordings, Braille mat-

erials, and others.

When deciding which

auxiliary aids or services to

provide, the physician may
consider whether the aid or

service would "fundamentally

alter" the nature of the service

being provided, and whether

providing the auxiliary aid or

service would place an "undue

burden" (significant diffculty or

expense) on the provider of the

good or service.

A good example is providing

services to deaf patients. Pro-

viding qualified interpreters

for deaf patients is one way of

complying.

However, the regulations do
not require that an interpreter

be provided if other means of

communication are acceptable.

It may be necessary to provide

an interpreter for a deaf

patient making an informed

decison about a major medical

procedure or surgery, how-
ever in many cases, such as

routine office visits with an

established patient, use of pen
and paper or communication

through a family member may
provide reasonable alterna-

tives.

Qualified interpreters should

be provided in all cases where
the ability to effectively

communicate with the deaf

patient may be impaired. I

Demo cataract
project ruled a go;
docs to appeal

A federal judge has dashed the

hopes of Cleveland ophthalmolo-

gists who sought to eliminate an

experimental Medicare payment
program, aimed at testing ways
of reducing the amount of

money the federal government

spends on cataract surgeries.

The court ruled against the

American Academy of Ophthal-

mology and the Cleveland

Ophthalmological Society, both

of which had filed a lawsuit last

year claiming the program
violated federal law and was
unconstitutional.

Senior U.S. District Judge Alvin

I. Krenzler ruled that the secre-

tary of the U.S. Department of

Health and Human Services has

the authority to conduct pricing

experiments aimed at reducing

Medicare costs, and waiving de-

ductibles that standard Medicare

patients are required to pay.

With the pilot cataract demon-
stration project, which Medicare

intends to operate in Cleveland

and Dallas for three years, a

single, comprehensive fee for

cataract surgeries and related eye

exams will be negotiated by

Medicare.

The ophthalmologists filed the

lawsuit because they feel the

Medicare program would unfairly

allow doctors who participate in

the program to waive deductibles

now required by Medicare and

because the program interferes

with the long-standing relation-

ship between doctors and Medi-

care patients.

An appeal is expected. I

HCFA tests

global billing

The surgeons may be the next

group to stand in line for a court

date with the Health Care Fi-

nancing Administration. HCFA
is experimenting again with the

way it makes Medicare pay-

ments. This time the demonstra-

tion project involves coronary-

bypass surgery and "bundled

billing," under which the Medi-

care program pays each partici-

pating hospital a package price

that includes fees for both hos-

pital and doctor. The project is

now under way at four hospi-

tals, including Ohio State Uni-

versity hospitals in Columbus.

Global billing is not a new
idea. In fact, a provision for a

voluntary single hospital bill

exists in House Bill 478, recently

passed by the Ohio Legislature.

This project, however, marks the

first time Medicare has grouped

hospitals and doctors together

under one payment. HCFA says

the Medicare program may ex-

tend the practice to more medi-

cal procedures in the future. I

A reminder about
OSHA regulations

On July 6, a federal regulation

went into effect that requires any

worker who comes into contact

with blood or other infectious

material to be vaccinated against

hepatitis B, at no cost. Although

hepatitis B immunizations have

been encouraged for health-care

workers for years, this is the first

time the Occupational Safety and

Health Administration has man-

dated the vaccines.

"Not every worker, or every

physician, for that matter, needs

to be vaccinated," says Scott

Clapp, JD, OSMA's associate staff

counsel. According to OSHA
regulations, physicians who are

professionally incorporated are

considered employees of the cor-

poration and must be properly

immunized. "Physicians who are

in solo practice, or in a partner-

ship arrangement are not covered

by the OSHA rules," says Clapp.

However, their employees are

covered.

"This doesn't mean that the

receptionist or bookkeeper who
never comes into contact with

I

The doctors who brought suit believe the

program interferes with the relationship

between physicians and Medicare patients.
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patient blood or infectious waste

must be immunized. Only those

employees who do come into

contact with this material, or have

the potential to do so, must get

the shots," Clapp says.

LAUNDERING GUIDELINES

OSHA is also requiring more
protective clothing for these

employees and new laundering

guidelines.

The laundering rules apply only

to garments that have come into

contact with blood and infectious

waste. Basically, OSHA insists

that these items be separated and

appropriately cleaned by trained

personnel, who must wear gloves

and, depending on the circum-

stances, a face mask when hand-

ling these garments.

"The physician doesn't have to

send these clothing items out to

be sterilized. They can be laun-

dered on the premises, but certain

precautions must be taken," says

Clapp. "They can't, for example,

be laundered with other items,

and OSHA does not want the

employee taking these garments

home and adding it to the family

laundry."

Many physician offices will be

unaffected by the rules, but Clapp

urges each physician to evaluate

the potential exposure their

employees have to blood and

infectious wastes in his or her

office and respond appropriately.

"There is no universal response

to OSHA regulations. Every

physician's office is different,"

Clapp concludes.

If you have questions or need

further information about OSHA
regulations, contact OSMA’s
Department of Legal Services. I

AMA elaborates on medical ethics

and sexual misconduct by physicians

It is widely accepted in the medi-

cal community that sexual contact

or sexual relations between physi-

cian and patient is unethical. The
prohibition is a part of the Hippo-

cratic Oath and is affirmed in

Opinion 8.14 of the AMA Council

on Ethical and Judicial Affairs.

unethical; 2) sexual contact or a

romantic relationship with a

former patient may be unethical

under certain circumstances; 3)

education on ethical issues in-

volved in sexual misconduct

should be included throughout all

levels of medical training, and 4)

I

An AMA council concluded that sexual

misconduct in the practice of medicine

violates the trust of the patient.

The council concluded that "sex-

ual misconduct in the practice of

medicine violates the trust the

patient reposes in the physician

and is unethical." Sexual miscon-

duct implicates Principles I, II

and IV of the AMA Principles of

Medical Ethics and can be a basis

for a licensure action under the

Ohio Revised Code, section

4731.22.

In a 1990 report on this topic the

Council on Ethical and Judicial

Affairs further concluded that 1)

sexual contact or a romantic rela-

tionship concurrent with the

physician-patient relationship is

colleagues should report physi-

cian-patient sexual misconduct.

In a recent case, the state med-
ical board took the position that

sexual contact concurrent with the

physician-patient relationship is

inappropriate. The board voted

for a one-year suspension of the

license of a physician who had

engaged in an extramarital affair

with a patient. The physician

argued that the relationship was
between consenting adults. The
board not only concluded the

physician's behavior violated

ethical standards, but also that the

physician violated minimal stand-

Update

Ohio court to hear
doctor-patient sex case

The Ohio Supreme Court has

agreed to hear a case in which

the appellate court overturned

the state medical board's de-

cision to discipline a Toledo

gynecologist who had sex with a

patient and fathered her baby.

The case was featured in last

month's Legal section of OHIO
Medicine. Initially, the Supreme
Court had refused to consider

the case of Pablo A. Pons, MD,
but reconsidered after new
requests to hear the case came
from Attorney General Lee

Fisher, and women's rights

organizations. OHIO Medicine

will notify you of the court's

decision as soon as we're able to

do so.

Grandchildren can’t
sue for birth defects

The Ohio Supreme Court has

ruled that grandchildren of

women who took the drug
diethylstilbestrol (DES) to

prevent miscarriages cannot sue

the drug manufacturer for their

own birth defects. The ruling

came in the case of Charles

Grover (Grover et al v. Eli Lilly

and Co. et al, 1992, 63 Ohio St. 3d

756), who was born 11 weeks
premature with cerebral palsy.

His parents claimed that their

son’s birth defects stemmed
from injuries to his mother's

reproductive organs, caused by

the DES his grandmother took

while pregnant with his mother.

The court ruled 4-3 that, because

of the remoteness in time and
causation, Charles Grover did

not have an independent cause

of action.

Perks sway doctors

A recent study from Case

Western Reserve University in

Cleveland shows that physi-

cians who accept cash perks

from drug companies are seven

times more likely to ask their

hospital to add a company's

new drug to its official medica-

tion list than those who don't

accept such perks. The study,

one of the first to document that

drug companies can and do
influence doctors' behavior,

surveyed 40 doctors who made
55 consecutive requests for

drugs to be added to the uni-

versity hospital's formulary, and

compared their requests to 80

hospital doctors selected at

random.

The American Medical Asso-

ciation has established strict

guidelines on what constitutes a

proper gift from the industry,

and largely discourages physi-

cians from this practice.

ards of care. The Supreme Court

initially declined to hear the med-
ical board’s appeal of the case, but

a motion for reconsideration has

been granted.

More recently, the medical

board voted to revoke the license

of a psychiatrist who engaged in a

social and sexual relationship

with a patient whom he had diag-

nosed with borderline personality

disorder, dysthymic disorder and
disassociative disorder. The psy-

chiatrist prescribed antibiotics,

anti-depressants and birth control

pills for the patient. The board's

hearing examiner concluded that

the treatment of this patient was a

departure from minimal stand-

ards of care and violated parts of

the AMA Principles of Medical

Ethics. This conclusion was sup-

ported by testimony from expert

witnesses who opined that it is

likely that patient harm will result

when a patient with borderline

personality disorder engages in a

sexual relationship with the

treating psychiatrist. Experts

agreed that it is unethical for a

psychiatrist to engage in a sexual

relationship with a patient.

Physician-patient sexual contact

is strongly discouraged because it

jeopardizes patient care, may
harm or exploit the patient, grati-

fies physician needs over patient

needs, and breaches a patient's

trust that the physician is acting in

the patient's best interest. I
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CLIA quality standards provisions about to take effect

If you're a physician who still

performs in-office lab tests, you
should have already filled oat the

form for the certificate now
required under the Clinical

Laboratory Improvement Act of

1988.

Next month, September 1,

CLIA's quality standards provi-

sion takes effect.

"The standards that the physi-

cian-owned laboratories must

meet depend on where you fall in

one of three categories," explains

Deborah Bahnsen, JD, of OSMA's
Ombudsman Department. The
categories are: waiver, moderate

complexity and high complexity.

(See chart at right for information

about lab tests falling into the

waiver category.)

"Physicians should already

know which of these categories

they belong in and should now be

taking steps to assure their labs

meet the standards set forth in the

regulation,” says Bahnsen.

That's especially important since

enforcement regulations also take

I

You should make

an inspector show
ID before turning

over any material.

effect September 1, which means
that a CLIA inspector now has the

authority to visit and inspect your

office.

"We have no idea yet how active

these inspectors will be in visiting

physician labs, but they do have

the authority to run routine in-

spections. That means they can

just drop by, they don't necessar-

ily have to have a cause to visit,"

Bahnsen says.

If your office is visited by an

inspector, Bahnsen suggests you

treat them in the same manner
you might treat an outside auditor

who has come in to inspect your

books.

"Be polite, answer all of their

questions completely and accur-

ately and give them the informa-

tion they ask for," she advises.

However, you have the right to

ask the inspector to show some
identification, and you should

make them identify themselves

before turning over any material

they request.

The OSMA Department of

Ombudsman Services has pre-

pared informational packets

regarding the CLIA law and the

quality standards it establishes.

The department’s staff is also

available to answer questions and
assist members whose in-office

labs are under inspection. For

packets or for further details

about CLIA's quality standards,

call (800) 766-OSMA and ask for

Waived Tests

• Dipstick or tablet reagent

urinalysis for: bilirubin, glu-

cose, hemoglobin, ketone,

leukocytes, nitrite, pH, pro-

tein, urobilinogen and

specific gravity

• Ovulation tests

• Urine pregnancy tests

• Erythrocyte sedimentation

rate

• Hemoglobin

• Fecal occult blood

• Spun microhematocrit

• Blood glucose

(Send for information packet

for lists of moderate complex

and high-complex tests, see

story for further details.)

the Ombudsman Department.

For more information on CLIA, see

the insert elsewhere in this issue. I

NO DICE
For some malpractice carriers, easy come meant easy go.

But not The Medical Protective Company. Our financial

stability is a legend in our industry. And has been since

we invented professional liability coverage at the turn of

the century. Ninety years in business and a continual A+
(Superior) rating from A.M. Best prove it. Don’t gamble

your premium dollars. Put your money on a sure thing

and call our general agent today.

<££12

ifriaifeww

Cincinnati: David E. Bendel, Daniel P Woods. (513) 751-0657

Columbus: John E. Hansel. Timothy D. Harrison, (614) 267-9156

Perrysburg: Robert E. Stallter. (419) 874-8080

Hudson: Edward J. Kupcho, (216) 656-0660
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HIRD-PARTYUPDATE

HCFA amends conflicting instructions

Much of the confusion associated

with completion of blocks 11-1 Id

hopefully will be straightened out

with new instructions from the

Health Care Financing Admini-

stration (HCFA). The AMA was

The new
instructions are

effective for claims

received by

Medicare on or

after October 1 .

successful in convincing HCFA
that the Medicare instructions

and the instructions printed on

the HCFA-1500 form were in con-

flict.

It is no longer necessary to

answer yes or no in item lid,

however, item 11 - "insured's

policy group or FECA number” -

must either contain a policy

number or the word "none." The
new instructions are effective for

claims received by Medicare on or

after October 1, 1992. Specific in-

structions are as follows:

When Medicare is the Primary

Insurance

Item 1 1 - Enter the word
"None."

Item 11a, b, c - Leave blank.

Item lid - Leave blank - not

required by Medicare.

When Medicare is Not the

Primary Insurance

Item lOd - Enter "MSP” to

identify Medicare is the

secondary payor.

Item 11 - Enter the insured's

policy or group number.

Item 11a - Enter the insured's

date of birth and sex.

Item lib - Enter the employer's

name.

Item 11c- Enter the insured's

plan name or program name.

Item lid - Leave blank - not

required by Medicare. I

New members
elected to board
of Peer Review

Gregory J. Dykes, chief executive

officer of Peer Review Systems,

Inc. (PRS),

announced the

election of four

new members to

its board of trus-

tees for 1992-93.

The new board

members are:

William H. Bay,

MD, Columbus, nephrologist;

David J. Dortin, DO, Cincinnati,

pulmonologist; Thomas F. Keys,

MD, Cleveland, internist; and

James F. Rambasek, MD,
Middleburg Heights, oph-

thalmologist.

At the first meeting of the new
board the following officers were

elected: Donald G. Norris, MD,
Cleveland, chair; William C.

Miller, MD, Cincinnati, president;

Joseph J. Macedonia, MD, Steu-

benville, secretary; A. Clifton

Cage, DO, Columbus, treasurer;

and James R. Castle, Columbus,
member at large.

I

The University of Virginia

Schools ofMedicine

mid Law present:

MEDICINE&
PUBLICPOLICY

A Programfar the

Practicing Physician

September 18-19, 1992

The Boar’s Head Inn, Charlottesville, Virginia

XViis conference includes a full-day Friday session on the involvement

ofgovernment in the health care process, medical malpractice liability,

and medical no-fault insurance. The half-day Saturday program addresses

ethics, law, and the practice of medicine. The program highlights

national authorities in the areas of law and medicine.

The University of Virginia School of Medicine designates this con-

tinuing medical education activity for 9 hours in Category 1 of the

Physician’s Recognition Award of the American Medical Association

.

The University of Virginia School of Medicine is accredited by the

Accreditation Council on Continuing Medical „ . c .

c> ^ For more information,

Education to sponsor continuing medical edu

cation for physicians.

rCTA call U.Va. MIRSat

1-800/552-3723
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Correction

A portion of an article entitled

"Electronic billing can save

time, money and aggravation"

from the July issue of OHIO
Medicine should have been

attributed to Carolyn

Hirschman of Business First.

OHIO Medicine regrets the

error.

Computer plugs
Ohio docs into

Medicare system

Ohio physicians who have a

computer, telephone line and

modem will soon have the ability

to go on-line with Nationwide-

Medicare, in order to obtain

current claims processing and
payment status, and other

information that, in the past, has

only been available by either

writing or calling Medicare's

Provider Relations staff.

According to Mark Trigg, a staff

member with Medicare’s Elec-

tronic Media Claims section,

physicians will be able to access

the same information used by

claims examiners and Provider

Relations staff.

The Professional Provider

Telecommunication Network
(PPTN) will put physicians in

direct contact with Medicare via a

computer. The new system will

also provide actual claims entry

screens to allow a physician or

their staff to input and transmit

claims data information to Medi-

care.

The PPTN will be available only

to participating physicians and

should be in operation by Septem-

ber. Once the system is available,

half-day training sessions will be

offered throughout the state, says

Trigg-

Next month, OHIO Medicine will

explore in more detail the work-

ings of the PPTN system. I

If you have any questions

about any story in the Third-

Party Update section, contact

the OSMA Ombudsman staff

at (800) 766-OSMA.
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Positions Available

COLUMBUS, OHIO - Internal

medicine part-time. Busy internal

medicine practice looking fo phy-

sician interested in part-time posi-

tion. Contact Fred Hennis (614) 837-

3277.

DUBLIN, OHIO - Urgent care/

family practice/ multispeciality

clinic. Opportunity for a BE/BC
physician to join our practice in a

progressive, rapidly growing com-

munity. City or country living. Part-

time and full-time positons avail-

able. Hours and salary negotiable.

For more information contact Ken-

neth Carpenter, MD, (614) 766-2221

or send resume to: Dublin Medical

Clinic, 6350 Frantz Road, Dublin,

OH 43017.

FAMILY PRACTICE OPPORTU-
NITY - With group of four in south-

western Ohio suburb. Family medi-
cine or medicine/pediatrics train-

ing and personable individual de-

sired. Reply to Tony Welchans, TES

DISPLAY ADVERTISING

Non-Pharmaceutical
George R. Quigley

4015 Executive Park Dr., Ste. 304

Cincinnati, Ohio 45241

(513) 563-9666

Pharmaceutical
Lifetime Learning

15 W. 700 N. Frontage Rd.

Hinsdale, IL 60521

(708) 655-2500

OHIO Medicine
Advertisers

Air Force .14
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Physicians Insurance

Company of Ohio ...5

University of Virginia

CME Office .21

INC.,31601 VineSt.,Willowick,OH

44095. (216) 585-0200 Fax (216) 585-

7327.

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY - For a

primary care physician with emer-

gency medicine experience. Full-

time and directorship positions are

available at the Wyandot Memorial
Hospital Emergency Department in

Upper Sandusky - conveniently lo-

cated between Toledo and Colum-
bus on U.S. 23. Take advantage of

no on-call, no overhead expenses,

six-figure income, flexible schedul-

ing, malpractice with an unlimited

tail, benefit package and more. Pa-

tient volume averages less than one

patient per hour. Call today for de-

tails! Contact: Karen Remai, Physi-

cian Staffing, Emergency Consult-

ants, Inc., 2240 South Airport Road,

Traverse City, MI 49684. (800) 253-

1795.

GROUP HEALTH ASSOCIATES
- A multispecialty group practice,

is searching for BE/BC general in-

ternists to join our staff in the sum-

mer of 1993. Our physicians prac-

tice medicine, leaving the business

and administrative functions to our

management team. Our group is

owned by the physicians on our

staff. Parody of ownership is

reached after six years of service.

We remain a group with progres-

sive ideas and an 18 year history of

success. Our compensation system,

to include fringe benefits, is very

good. The cultural, educational, and

social amenities expected of much
larger cities can be found in Cincin-

nati, free of big-city headaches.

Please forward your CV to: Search

Committee, Group Health Associ-

ates, 2915 Clifton Avenue, Cincin-

nati,OH 45220 for consideration for

a position on our staff.

INTERNAL MEDICINE, FAMILY
PRACTICE, URGENT CARE, OB/
GYN AND ACADEMICS - Posi-

tions in large metropolitan cities,

urban and rural communities with

a concentration in the Great Lakes

Classified ad rates for OHIO
Medicine are as follows:

Members are charged 50tf per

word, 75<t per word for boxed

ads; non-members and
institutions are charged $1.50

per word, $1.75 boxed.

area and Plains states. Whether you
prefer a cosmopolitan lifestyle, a

city surrounded by nature and the

beauty of the four seasons, the

peaceful rolling farm country, or

perhaps life in historic villages -

there is something for everyone. To
discuss your practice preferences

and these opportunities, please call

our toll-free number, (800) 243-4353

or send your CV to STRELCHECK
& ASSOCIATES, INC., 10624 N. Port

Washington Rd., Mequon, WI
53092.

MARION, OHIO - Occupational

medical clinic needs part-time phy-

sicianwho could also fill in for some
vacation time, one or two days a

week desired. Clinic well-staffed

with many facilities including X-

ray, EKG, pulmonary function,

augiometric testing and physical

therapy. Permanent arrangement is

possible. Fringe benefits available.

Contact D.L. Gilliam, MD, 402 S.

State St., Marion, OH 43302. (614)

387-6466.

MEDICAL DIRECTOR - Major

employer in Cincinnati seeking

medical director. Position offers

unique blend of clinical and admin-

istrative duties for this well-estab-

lished employer. Ideal Candidate

Board-certified or eligible in occu-

pational medicine with strong or-

ganizational and communication
skills. This is an outstanding oppor-

tunity with excellent salary and ben-

efits. Cincinnati offers excellent

schools and diverse cultural and
recreational opportunities. Please

send CV to Peggy Gomien, 8044

Montgomery Road, Suite 525, Cin-

cinnati, OH 45236 or call (513) 891-

1622.

OHIO,CLEVELAND - Experience

the renaissance of this great

midwestern city with a work sched-

ule that allows you a lifestyle with

defined hours, plenty of personal

time and an attractive practice set-

ting where you can provide both

continuing and episodic care in an

urgent care setting. Base stipend of

$87,000-$l 1 0,000 (for40-hour week)

plus FFS compensation; threeweeks

vacation; on-call coverage; malprac-

tice; health and dental insurance;

profit sharing; buy-in partnership

opportunities. For more informa-

tion contact Mitchell Leventhal,MD
at (216) 642-1400, or send CV in

confidence to 4700 Rockside Rd.,

Suite 430, Independence,OH 44131.

OHIO - WISCONSIN - MICHI-
GAN - MISSOURI - Attractive op-

portunities in metropolitan and sce-

nic recreational areas. Locations near

pristine lakes, white water rivers,

and national forests. Others in col-

lege communities offering profes-

sional and Big 10 college sports, fine

arts and a broad spectrum of na-

tionally renowned CME programs.

Positions available: allergy, derma-

tology, neurosurgery, occupational

medicine, oncology, orthopedics,

psychiatry, rheumatology and urol-

ogy. To discuss your practice pref-

erences and these opportunities,

please call our toll-free number, (800)

243-4353 or send your CV to

STRELCHECK & ASSOCIATES,
INC., 10624N. Port Washington Rd.,

Mequon, WI 53092.

ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS, IN-

TERNISTS, PEDIATRICIANS -

Outstanding practice opportunity

in one of the most attractive loca-

tions in the Midwest, Goshen, Indi-

ana. Located in north central Indi-

ana, Goshen is bordered by hun-

dreds of sparkling lakes, great for

sailing or skiing enthusiasts; numer-

ous wooded parks and unspoiled

rolling countryside. Its proximity to

South Bend, home of the university

of Notre Dame, provides a wide

spectrum of spectator sports, qual-

ity concerts, theatre and fine dining.

Goshen College embodies the

community's commitment to qual-

ity education that makes its primary

and secondary schools among the

best in the state. A strong economy
(Goshen's manufacturing employ-

ment growth was ranked 1 6th in the

nation by American Demograph-
ics) helps ensure a quality lifestyle.A
receptive medical staffsupports this

recruitment and will provide excel-

lent call and coverage. For more
information call or write Rick Addis,

Goshen General Hospital, PO Box

1 39, Goshen, IN 46526; hospital (800)

258-4321 or home (219) 533-8311.

PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN -

Experienced, well-trained physician

who is available for short-term or

long-term ambulatory positions in

primary care, including office prac-

tice for adults or children, urgent

care, or emergency care. All inquir-

ies will remain absolutely confiden-
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tial. P.O. Box 772, Dublin,OH 4301 7.

PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS -

Provide general medical care to in-

mates in Central Ohio. Malpractice

covered. Ohio license required . Con-

tact in confidence: ANNASHAE
CORPORATION, (800) 245-2662.

EEC/M/F

SUBURBAN COLUMBUS, OHIO
- Another FP needed to join four

others in a college town. Population

80,000 and expanding. Medical, OB
and surgicalback-up at modern hos-

pital. Columbus and major univer-

sity medical school 40 minutes.

$120,000 + office. Walter F. Smith

(800) 221-4762.

TOO MANY HATS? JOIN MED
CENTER....PRACTICE MEDI-
CINE! - Private practice in today's

world of regulations, rules, insur-

ance, and, of course, paperwork can

require people with expertise and

interest in so many areas that you

may feel overwhelmed all alone.

JoinMEDCENTER. . . .practice medi-

cine! Great benefits; excellent sal-

ary ($80K-$1 1 OK), paid vacation and

CME, disability insurance, annual

bonus, life insurance, BC / BS health

insurance, retirement benefits,

profit sharing, no overnight call and

no business headaches. Prefer

Board-eligible / Board-certified phy-

sicians in family practice, general

practice or internal medicine. Sign-

ing bonus for full-time physicians.

Five locations in the Cleveland/

Akron area. If interested call Daniel

A. Breitenbach, MD, Chief Medical

Officer, at (216) 248-7390.

VASCULAR SURGEON
NEEDED - To join group of four in

southwest Ohio city. Vascular fel-

lowship and renal transplant expe-

rience required. Reply to Tony
Welchans,TES INC., 31601 Vine St.,

Willowick, OH 44095, (216) 585-

0200/ Fax (216) 585-7327.

ISCELLANEOUS

OBITUARIES

GEORGE R. ANDRASO, MD,
Cleveland; Universitaire Libre de

Bruxesses, Faculte de Medecine et

de Pharmacie, Bruxelles, Belgium,

1963; age 62; died May 28, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

HAROLD J. BAKER, MD,
Cleveland; Creighton University

School of Medicine, Omaha, NE,
1936; age 81; died May 19, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

ARTHUR K. BELL, MD, Perrys-

burg; University of Maryland
School of Medicine, Baltimore,

MD, 1951; age 68; died May 27,

1992; member OSMA.

WILLIAM H. BOND, MD, Berea;

Ohio State University College of

Medicine, 1944; age 72; died May
7, 1992; member OSMA and
AMA.

CARROLL C. DUNDON, MD,

Virginia Beach, VA; Case Western

Reserve University School of

Medicine, 1938; age 83; died May
7, 1992; member OSMA and

AMA.

GREGORY G. FLORIDIS, MD,
Dayton; University of Michigan

Medical School, Ann Arbor, MI,

1931; age 86; died May 13, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

ERNEST L. FOX, MD, Dayton;

University of Cincinnati College

of Medicine, 1942; age 75; died

June 7, 1992; member OSMA and

AMA.

FREDERICKA FREYTAG, MD,
Xenia; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1916; age

101; died May 11, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

RICHARD P. GLOVE, MD,
Cleveland; Case Western Reserve

University School of Medicine,

1938; age 79; died May 4, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

Miscellaneous

ANESTHESIOLOGIST - Insured,

BC anesthesiologist available for

vacation coverage and other staff-

ing needs. W.B. Cleveland, Anes-

thesia Services (216) 321-1860 or

(216)321-1847 (evenings).

MEDICAL PRACTICE BUILD-
ING FOR SALE - Equipment in-

cluded. John Cruz, Lakeview, OH
43331. (419) 738-7531.

REFURBISHED MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT - Omega automatic

blood pressure monitor (demonstra-

tor), printout battery packed MOD,
#1 400, still in original box, 1 8 months
old, $2,500. Life Packs 6 and 6S,

maintenance manual, $2,500. New
Apnea Monitor Accutron 9550, back
pack , oxygen saturated leads pads,

battery packed complete with

IRWIN C. HANGER, MD,
Cleveland; John Hopkins Univers-

ity School of Medicine, Baltimore,

MD, 1927; age 90; died May 17,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

HAROLD V. MARLEY, MD,
Ashland; Case Western Reserve

University School of Medicine,

1941; age 76; died March 2, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

JOHN N. MEAGHER, MD,
Columbus; University of

Cincinnati College of Medicine,

1950; age 66; died May 17, 1992;

member OSMA.

CASIMIR RADECKI, MD,
Perrysburg; St. Louis University

School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO,
1927; died May 12, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

PHILIP A. RASOR, SR., MD,
Findlay; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1960; age 58;

died May 12, 1992; member OSMA
and AMA.

manual, infant or adult, list $4,500 -

sell $2,800. Lipshaw Cryostat, Bur-

ton Hypercators, OR exam lights,

Nikon microscope, Amsco table, X-

ray C Arm and portable X-ray. Call

or write: Bernard Medical Re-

sources, 1555 Dixie Highway,
Covington, KY 41011. (606) 581-

5205 or (800) 892-3716.

Zantac® 150 Tablets CONDENSED BRIEF SUMMARY
(ranitidine hydrochloride)

Zantac® 300 Tablets

(ranitidine hydrochloride)

Zantac® Syrup
(ranitidine hydrochloride)

The following is a brief summary only Before prescribing, see com-
plete prescribing information in Zantac® product labeling

INDICATIONS AND USAGE: Zantac® is indicated in

1 Short-term treatment of active duodenal ulcer. Most patients heal

within four weeks.

2 Maintenance therapy for duodenal ulcer patients at reduced

dosage after healing of acute ulcers

3 The treatment of pathological hypersecretory conditions (eg.

Zollinger-Ellison syndrome and systemic mastocytosis)

4 Short-term treatment of active, benign gastric ulcer. Most
patients heal within six weeks and the usefulness of further treatment

has not been demonstrated

5 Treatment of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD).
Symptomatic relief commonly occurs within one or two weeks after

starting therapy and is maintained throughout a six-week course of

therapy.

In active duodenal ulcer; active, benign gastric ulcer, hypersecreto-

ry states, and GERD, concomitant antacids should be given as need-

ed for relief of pain

CONTRAINDICATIONS: Zantac® is contraindicated for patients

known to have hypersensitivity to the drug.

PRECAUTIONS: General: 1 Symptomatic response to Zantac® ther-

apy does not preclude the presence of gastric malignancy 2 Since

Zantac is excreted primarily by the kidney, dosage should be adjusted

in patients with impaired renal function (see DOSAGE AND ADMINIS-
TRATION). Caution should be observed in patients with hepatic dys-

function since Zantac is metabolized in the liver

Laboratory Tests: False-positive tests for urine protein with

Multistix® may occur during Zantac therapy, and therefore testing

with sulfosalicylic acid is recommended
Drug Interactions: Although recommended doses of Zantac do not

.inhibit the action of cytochrome P-450 enzymes in the liver, there

have been isolated reports of drug interactions that suggest that

Zantac may affect the bioavailability of certain drugs by some mecha-
nism as yet unidentified (eg. a pH-dependent effect on absorption or

a change in volume of distribution)

Pregnancy: Teratogenic Effects: Pregnancy Category B: Repro-
duction studies have been performed in rats and rabbits at doses up
to 160 times the human dose and have revealed no evidence of

impaired fertility or harm to the fetus due to Zantac There are, how-
ever. no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women
Because animal reproduction studies are not always predictive of

human response, this drug should be used during pregnancy only if

clearly needed

Nursing Mothers: Zantac is secreted in human milk Caution should

be exercised when Zantac is administered to a nursing mother
Pediatric Use: Safety and effectiveness in children have not been
established

ADVERSE REACTIONS: Headache, sometimes severe, seems to be

related to Zantac® administration Constipation, diarrhea, nausea/

vomiting, abdominal discomfort/pain, and, rarely, pancreatitis have

been reported There have been rare reports of malaise, dizziness,

somnolence, insomnia, vertigo, tachycardia, bradycardia, atrioven-

tricular block, premature ventricular beats, and arthralgias. Rare

cases of reversible mental confusion, agitation, depression, and hal-

lucinations have been reported, predominantly in severely ill elderly

patients Rare cases of reversible blurred vision suggestive of a

change in accommodation have been reported.

In normal volunteers, SGPT values were increased to at least twice

the pretreatment levels in 6 of 12 subjects receiving 100 mg qid intra-

venously for seven days, and in 4 of 24 subjects receiving 50 mg qid

intravenously for five days There have been occasional reports of

hepatitis, hepatocellular or hepatocanalicular or mixed, with or with-

out jaundice In such circumstances, ranitidine should be immediate-

ly discontinued These events are usually reversible, but in exceeding-

ly rare circumstances death has occurred.

Blood count changes (leukopenia, granulocytopenia, thrombocy-
topenia) have occurred in a few patients These were usually

reversible Rare cases of agranulocytosis, pancytopenia, sometimes
with marrow hypoplasia, and aplastic anemia have been reported

Although controlled studies have shown no antiandrogemc activity,

occasional cases of gynecomastia, impotence, and loss of libido have
been reported in male patients receiving Zantac, but the incidence did

not differ from that in the general population

Incidents of rash, including rare cases suggestive of mild erythe-

ma multiforme, and, rarely, alopecia, have been reported, as well as

rare cases of hypersensitivity reactions (eg, bronchospasm, fever,

rash, eosinophilia), anaphylaxis, angioneurotic edema, and small

increases in serum creatinine

0VERD0SAGE: Information concerning possible overdosage and its

treatment appears in the full prescribing information

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION: (See complete prescribing infor-

mation in Zantac® product labeling
)

Dosage Adjustment for Patients with Impaired Renal Function: On
the basis of experience with a group of subjects with severely

impaired renal function treated with Zantac, the recommended
dosage in patients with a creatinine clearance less than 50 ml/min is

150 mg or 10 ml (2 teaspoonfuls equivalent to 150 mg of ranitidine)

every 24 hours. Should the patient's condition require, the frequency

of dosing may be increased to every 12 hours or even further with

caution. Hemodialysis reduces the level of circulating ranitidine

Ideally, the dosage schedule should be adjusted so that the timing of

a scheduled dose coincides with the end of hemodialysis

HOW SUPPLIED: Zantac® 300 Tablets (ranitidine hydrochloride

equivalent to 300 mg of ranitidine) are yellow, capsule-shaped tablets

embossed with "ZANTAC 300" on one side and “Glaxo" on the other

They are available in bottles of 30 (NDC 0173-0393-40) tablets and

unit dose packs of 100 (NDC 0173-0393-47) tablets

Zantac® 150 Tablets (ranitidine hydrochloride equivalent to 150
mg of ranitidine) are white tablets embossed with "ZANTAC 150" on
one side and “Glaxo" on the other They are available in bottles of 60
(NDC 0173-0344-42) and 100 (NDC 0173-0344-09) tablets and unit

dose packs of 100 (NDC 0173-0344-47) tablets

Store between 15° and 30° C (59° and 86° F) in a dry place.

Protect from light. Replace cap securely after each opening.

Zantac® Syrup, a clear, peppermint-flavored liquid, contains 16.8

mg of ranitidine hydrochloride equivalent to 15 mg of ranitidine per 1

ml in bottles of 16 fluid ounces (one pint) (NDC 0173-0383-54)

Store between 4° and 25° C (39° and IT F). Dispense in tight,

light-resistant containers as defined in the USP/NF.
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Health study raises eyebrows

The Ohio State University recently released a report regarding the

causes and possible remedies to rising health-care costs in Ohio. Steven

Loebs, PhD, (pictured above) chaired the $500,000 two-and-a-half year

study that was paid for by the Community Mutual Insurance Company
and the Ohio Chamber of Commerce.

Police granted access
to patient drug records
In Brief: Summit County physi-

cians lose their battle to keep police

from patient records.

Police may monitor the pharma-

ceutical records of people who use

prescription drugs. That was the

decision recently handed down by

the Ohio Supreme Court (Stone et

al. vs. City of Stoiv et al.) in a dis-

pute that involved, among others,

four Summit County physicians

who believed that such tracking

involved an invasion of patients'

privacy.

In its decision, the court held

that obtaining pharmaceutical

records of persons using Schedule

II and IV prescription drugs is not

a violation of the person's right to

privacy or the right against unrea-

sonable searches.

Justice Alice Robie Resnick

wrote:

"Whatever privacy interest the

patients and physicians possess in

these prescription records is lim-

ited to the right not to have the

information disclosed to the gen-

eral public. Disclosures to police

officers, or to officials of the State

Pharmacy Board do not violate

Continued on page 2

HB 478 committee
hears new ideas
In Brief: Legislative Conference

Committee strives to find a compro-

mise on health-care reform bills.

The six-member conference

committee that is working on a

compromise version of House Bill

478, the health-care reform legis-

lation, continues to meet weekly,

but the Labor

Day deadline

they had set for

a final version

of the bill has

been pushed

back, now, to

late September.

In addition to
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the House and Senate versions of

HB 478, which were outlined in a

chart in last month's issue of

OHIO Medicine, new ideas can

and have been proposed. For

example. Rep. Michael A. Fox (R-

Hamilton) suggested that the state

establish a commission, similar to

that which regulates public

utilities, for setting statewide fees

for a range of medical services.

The first two years, the board

would limit price increases to 5%.

The OSMA is opposing this

commission.

Meanwhile, another proposal.

Continued on page 2

AMA asks for CLIA delay
The planned Sept. 1 implemen-

tation of CLIA '88 is causing

headaches for physicians and

HCFA. As a result, the AMA is

urging HCFA to delay imple-

mentation for three months.

Under CLIA, physicians who
perform even one clinical

laboratory test must obtain either

a two-year certificate of waiver

or, if more complex tests are

performed, a registration cer-

tificate and number.

Ohio's Medicare carrier has

indicated that it will not require

physicians to include the CLIA
'88 certificate number on the

HCFA-1500 claim form. Even so,

Ohio physicians must register

with HCFA.
Physicians who have not yet

completed and returned to

HCFA the Request For Informa-

tion (HCFA Form 109), should

immediately contact the OSMA
Ombudsman staff for a copy of

the form.

Physicians who have com-
pleted and returned the HCFA
Form 109 and have not yet

heard back, may be among the

applications still being pro-

cessed.

The situation changes daily, so

physicians are encouraged to

call the OSMA Ombudsman at

(800) 766-OSMA with any

questions. I
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Docs protest drug law
to save patients' rights
By Jack L. Summers, MD, PhD

A little over two years ago, the

Akron Police Department insti-

tuted a drug surveillance plan

that included random searches

through pharmacy computers, to

find the questionable prescription,

the offending doctor or the man-
ipulative, drug-seeking patient.

No prior cause was necessary.

They could be random or routine,

suspicious or capricious.

Four Akron physicians - your

author. Dr. Robert Stone, Dr. Herb
Croft and Dr. James Hodge - and

Ray Dean, a pharmacist for

Eastwood Drugstore, with the

help of attorney Robert Linton,

and the support of the Summit
County Medical Society and the

Ohio State Medical Association,

challenged this process in court.

The Ohio State Supreme Court, in

a 4-3 decision ruled against our

complaint.

Why did we do it? Why would
we challenge the police in their

battle against drug abuse and

trafficking? The answer is ele-

mentary. It's the same answer

physicians have been giving for

centuries when they feel their

patients' rights have been

violated. We felt this practice

amounted to unreasonable search

of our patient's medical records.

Despite the Supreme Court's

ruling, we still feel the policy is

unjust.

The physicians who filed suit

certainly want illegal prescribing

and fraudulent prescriptions

stopped. We want the crack

houses closed and the dealers

behind

bars.

There are

better

ways
than

randomly
thumbing
through

the elec-

tronic

records of

all

patients in a pharmacy. Can
security be guaranteed? Of course

not.

What if Patrolman Jones finds

out his captain is on Prozac for

depression, or his next door

neighbor is being treated for im-

potence? We have been reassured

that this process has been in place

for two years and it hasn't hap-

pened yet. Our fears must be

groundless.

Are they? This particular ad-

ministration, these particular

investigators may be able to do it.

But, what about the next? And the

next? Should we find comfort that

our patients' rights are being vio-

lated by benevolent investigators?

With the capacity of the modern
computer, coupled with the fact

that nearly all pharmacies are

computerized, it would be a

simple matter to facilitate pre-

scription entry to automatically

send up red flags when abuse is

possible. With such just cause, we
would gladly support police

intervention.

Without just cause, we continue

to believe that this practice is a

Prescriptions.. .continued

that right."

In an article, published later in

the Columbus Dispatch, however.

Resnick was quoted as saying;

"We are somewhat troubled by

police initiation of administrative

searches." She added that the

court still will not apply any type

of "heightened scrutiny” to the

warrantless searches.

REASONS FOR MONITORING

The objective of the tracking

program is to establish a system

of collecting and analyzing data

on the diversion of controlled

substances from legitimate chan-

nels to illegal ones. Patients who
obtain multiple prescriptions of

the same drug from multiple

physicians, or who have excessive

doses of the same drug filled by
multiple pharmacies typically

trigger an investigation. For

example, a recent, high-profile

case in Columbus, involving a

television meteorologist and a

television physician was launched

violation of patient privacy and is

equivalent to unlawful search. If

they can thumb through the

pharmacy records, are your office

records next?

There is increasing government-

al intervention into our practices

from the FTC to Medicare to your

local police department. As this

intervention violates our patients'

rights and pushes our patients

into an adversarial position with

us, we must remain firm.

We are, and always have been,

the voice of our patients. It's easy

to give up, or give in, if you think

when police found, from

pharmacy records, that excessive

quantities of Dilaudid were being

dispensed from two different

doctors at two different drug-

stores at the same time.

Opponents to the tracking

system argue, however, that the

threat of police involvement or of

the drug records becoming public

could prevent some people from

getting the treatment they need.

OSMA SUPPORTED OPPOSITION

The OSMA had supported the

Summit County physicians, both

in their original suit and through

subsequent appeals.

"We had hoped the courts

would have retained the privacy

rights,” says Katrina English, JD,

director of OSMA's Department of

Legal Services.

The ruling may now prompt
other law enforcement agencies in

Ohio to establish similar prescrip-

tion monitoring programs. I

the battle cannot be won. All too

often, organized medicine gives

up because it's afraid of what the

press will say or what public

opinion might be.

Occasionally, regardless of the

cost, we must take a stand. In this

battle, we were a voice crying in

the wilderness. Despite that, we
must always have the courage to

continue to cry, "make straight the

way." If we don't, then the silence

will condemn us. I

Dr. Summers is the OSMA's 12th

District Councilor.

Dr. Summers

Ohio counties vote on
statewide fee schedule
Will Ohio have a statewide

Medicare fee system? The votes

were still coming in as of press

time. So far, 10 of the 15 counties

identified by the Health Care

Financing Administration as

requiring formal sign-off to

implement a statewide system

have responded. The OSMA, at

the suggestion of HCFA, in-

formed the presidents of the

affected counties of the need for

formal sign-off in a letter mailed

last month. Cuyahoga and Lake

counties have openly opposed the

single payment system. The
others - Butler, Clark, Clinton,

Geauga, Hamilton, Lorain, Lucas

and Wood - voted favorably.

The OSMA sent a follow-up

letter to the remaining five

counties asking for their immedi-

ate attention on this matter. Once
all of the votes are in, Stanley

Lucas, MD, OSMA president, will

send the results to HCFA, once

again stating OSMA's position in

favor of a statewide system. I

H.B. 478.. .continued

an attempt to answer sponsor

Sen. Robert Ney's (R-Barnes-

ville) interest in fighting medical

fraud, would allow the state

medical board to move against

any doctor who promotes un-

necessary treatment for financial

gain.

"What is unnecessary?" asks

John Van Doom, director of

OSMA's Department of Legis-

lation. "We think the term is too

vague, and we're attempting to

have the language clarified,

otherwise we will ask that it be

removed."

The OSMA recently received

editorial support from the

Columbus Dispatch for opposing

the vague terminology: "The

medical board already has the

power to require doctors to

observe minimum standards of

care. And, as Van Doom points

out, Ohio law already deals in a

thorough manner with in-

surance fraud. So what this

imprecise language hopes to

accomplish is unclear."

OHIO Medicine will keep you

posted as new proposals are

made, and as changes occur.

I
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Living will law: Benefit or burden?

In Brief: In order to address what some critics call the inflexibility of

the living will law, the OSMA is soliciting physician input.

Is Ohio's new living will law more

of a burden than a benefit to

patients? That's the question that

was raised this past May in the

form of resolution 34-92 at the

OSMA's Annual Meeting.

The resolution, eventually

passed by the House, addressed

concerns that had been expressed

by some physicians about the

inflexibility of the law.

"It called for the OSMA to seek

input on any needed changes in

the living will law from neurolo-

gists, neurosurgeons and other

medical specialties," says Cynthia

Snyder, JD, associate director of

I

A resolution asks

the OSMA to find

examples where the

law has proven to

be a burden.

OSMA's Department of Legisla-

tion. "It also directed us to solicit

specific examples in which the

new law has proven to be a

burden rather than a benefit to

patients and their families."

Before the living will legislation

was passed, Snyder said, the

OSMA expressed concern that

certain provisions were unneces-

sarily restrictive and burden-

some. These concerns were
unheeded in the face of strong

opposition to a more liberal living

will law.

"Though many complain that

it's too restrictive, we have also

had physicians tell us that the law

was not strict enough," Snyder

adds.

SPECIFIC CASES NEEDED

Before OSMA lobbyists can

return to the legislature to ask for

some additional flexibility in the

law, the association needs to

collect information about specific

cases where the living will law
has proven to be a hardship to

patients.

"That's what resolution 34-92

calls for," says Snyder. "It asks the

OSMA to solicit from physicians

information about specific cases

where the law just hasn't worked
well."

These cases, along with

arguments appealing for more
flexibility in the law, will then be

brought to the Ohio General

Assembly at, what the resolution

calls, an "appropriate time."

If you have specific case infor-

mation that you are willing to

share on the inflexibility of the

law, or situations when the living

will law proved to be a burden to

your patient, please address it in a

letter to: Cynthia Snyder, Depart-

ment of Legislation, OSMA, 1500

Lake Shore Drive, Columbus,

Ohio 43204-3824.

OHIO Medicine hopes to present

the view of two physicians, one

opposed to the living will law,

and one who speaks in favor of it

in next month's Commentary sec-

tion. Watch for it! I

Sen. Betty Montgomery (R-Perrys-

burg) has added an amendment
to HB 427 (legislation making a

variety of changes in probate law)

that should be of interest to

Ohioans with advance directives.

The provision directs the state's

Bureau of Motor Vehicles to

establish a mechanism through

which Ohioans may designate on

their driver's license whether or

not they have advance directives.

"The mechanism would
probably be similar to that used

now to indicate on their license

whether they are an organ donor,"

says Cynthia Snyder, JD, associate

director of OSMA's Department of

Legislation.

The legislation requires the

mechanism to be phased in be-

ginning in May 1993, says Snyder,

but OHIO Medicine will keep you
posted.

I

OHIO STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

presents

VOYAGES FOR THE “CURIOUS TRAVELER”

OSMA is pleased to offer a series of voyages in 1993 that use small expedition ships to explore areas of natural beauty and cultural interest.. .places whose

contours and history are relatively unmarred by tourism. From the majestic beauty of Southeast Alaska's Inside Passage and the serene seascapes of the

Canbbean to the cosmopolitan ambience of San Francisco and the gentle marshlands of the Intracoastal Waterway, you will discover the original and

unexpected.

The Yachtsman's Caribbean (one week, departing December 26, 1992)

Aboard the 100-passenger 9(antucJ(ft C&ppir, you will sail to deserted coves and beaches that are the almost exclusive province of private yachts,

sailing through what National Geographic has called "some of the world's most beautiful waters."

Exploring the San Francisco Bay and the Sacramento Delta (one week, departing April 17, 1993)

Our voyage aboard the 138-passenger yorktown C&ppcrto San Francisco, the Sacramento Delta and the famed Sonoma and Napa Valley wine country explores

the many moods — past and present — of Northern California.

The Alaskan Odyssey (one week, departing August 21, 1993)

This up-close, in-depth perspective of Amenca's Last Frontier takes us to unspolied, wilderness areas where bald eagles soar overhead, brown bear graze

among grasses on shore and glaciers calve into the clear, icy waters under our bow.

The Antebellum South & Intracoastal Waterway (one week, departing November 13, 1993)

Sample cultural and architectural delights as we drift past moss-draped oaks and old plantation homes situated along the Intracoastal Waterway -

ribbon of water that meanders along the beautiful Southeastern coast.

For more information, please call Clipper Cruise Line at (800) 325-0010.

a protected
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Tanning parlor bill

hits snag in House

The Senate bill that would ensure

uniformity in the irradiance level

of tanning parlor beds has hit a

snag during its hearing in the

House Health Committee.

SB 38, supported by both the

Ohio State Medical Association

and the Ohio Dermatological

Association, would give the State

Cosmetology Board, which

presently oversees tanning parlor

inspections, the additional duty of

ensuring that the state's tanning

industry lives up to the new law.

Problems developed, however,

when the Cosmetology Board

voiced concern over the reliability

of docimeters, the instrument that

would be used to measure the

irradiance of bulbs in tanning

beds. The bill would require own-
ers to measure irradiance not less

frequently than every 30 days,

and to keep records of those mea-

surements. If the bulbs deteriorate

to less than 70% of their original

power, the owners would have to

replace them as soon as possible.

The OSMA is working with the

ODA in lining up experts who
would verify to legislators the

accuracy of these instruments.

Until this matter can be re-

solved, SB 38 remains in the

House Health Committee!

National health-

care bill may be
OK'd by year's end

Will a national health-care reform

package be ready by fall? U.S.

Rep. John Kasich (R-Westerville)

thinks Democrats and Republi-

cans may yet come together in

their effort to halt spiraling

health-care costs, and that it's

possible basic reform measures

will be adopted before the end of

the year.

Don't look for major changes,

like national health insurance, he

says, but the legislator points to

several areas on which members
of Congress seem to agree:

• Risk pools - small businesses

could join together to form

risk pools to reduce insurance

costs.

• More flexible insurance poli-

cies - insurers would be

restricted in the extent to

which they could limit or

deny coverage for pre-

existing conditions. In

addition, insurance would be

made "portable," able to be

transferred from job to job.

• Ban on physician self-referrals.

• Discourage malpractice suits -

a losing plaintiff would be

liable for the defendant's legal

expenses.

Bipartisan talks are still prelimi-

nary, but there may be enough
agreement that a national health-

care bill will be forthcoming.

OHIO Medicine will keep you

posted. I

Update

Over 200 optometrists
now prescribing

Since Senate Bill 110 took

effect this past May, the State

Board of Optometry has given

239 optometrists prescription

privileges. By the end of the

year, about 800 of the non-

physicians are expected to have

the certification. The law allows

optometrists who complete an

educational requirement and

pass a written exam to pre-

scribe and administer topical

ointments, solutions and some
oral medication. When the

legislation was passed earlier

this year, John Van Doom,
OSMA's director of Legisla-

tion, predicted that the bill

would set a dangerous

precedent. "We fully expect

other limited health-care

practitioners to seek similar

authority to prescribe drugs."

1IN THIS WORLD,
How many times have you been drawn in by the hype, only to be

disappointed by the product?

J

i

SOME ARE
LOSERS

At Turner & Shepard, we led the way in offering comprehensive

service to members of professional and trade associations. From

selection of carriers, to administration and claims payment, for

nearly a half-century we have built our reputation by providing

quality affordable insurance services from some of the finest

insurance companies in the nation.

i

i

AND SOME
ARE WINNERS.

Service. Integrity. Professionalism. They’re not empty promises at

Turner & Shepard. They’ve guided our daily operations every

single business day since 1948. Today, we offer a complete range

of insurance and financial services to meet your business and

personal needs into the next century.

G10 WITH THE WINNERS.

• Life and ADD
• Disability

• Pension Programs
• Employee Benefits

• Personal Financial Services
r* w
r 1 »

JJJR
&Sh

NER
EPARD,

Turner & Shepard, inc.

17 S. High St.

Columbus, Ohio 43215

1-800-282-1382

inc
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CV-xOMMENTARY
PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVES

Containing costs - one step at a time
Every physician suffers from

information overload, but as

president of the OSMA, you can

multiply the volume tenfold.

I recently received a copy of the

29-page executive summary of the

Ohio State University's 800+ page

"Study of the Causes of Health

Care Cost Increases in the State of

Ohio and an Evaluation of Altern-

atives to Contain the Increases."

The study has the credentials of

being conclusive and authorita-

tive.

The statistical analysis heralds

the well-recognized bludgeoning

increases in health-care expendi-

tures. By the year 2000, health-

care expenditures will be:

• $1.5 trillion nationally; $65.4

billion in Ohio;

• 15% of the gross national

product;

• $22 billion for Ohio business.

An increased involvement of

HMO and similar comprehensive

health plans is predicted for the

future. The cost effectiveness of

managed health care systems such

as HMOs seem to be established

in the minds of the investigators.

However, physicians know and

the report does not deny that

managed plans show cost savings

through limitation of access and

regulations not always in the best

interests of the patient. This of

course saves dollars initially, but

is really delaying health-care

decisions or controlling medical

care expenditures by rationing.

Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans

and HMOs are singled out as

demonstrating lower ratio of ad-

ministrative expense to premium
than any other form of health

insurance. However, it is interest-

ing to note that no specific figures

are given. This is apparently

corporate private information not

to be divulged, especially if the

company is the financial backing

of the study. As of this writing,

however, our State Assembly is

deciding between a whopping
20% or a gigantic 35% admini-

strative expense-to-premium

ratio. Both figures in my estima-

tion are excessive and demon-
strate a lack of determination to

reduce expenses in health care.

In regards to medical liability,

the report confirms that the direct

cost of litigation is only a relative-

ly small part of the total health-

care cost. Defensive medicine, the

investigators agree, adds an un-

known element to medical costs

and is difficult to document. The
AMA independently suggests a

figure of $80 billion a year for

defensive medicine. These ob-

servations only strengthen the

opinion of most physicians and

thoughtful legislators that medical

tort reform is a much needed

element in any significant

approach

toward

more
effective

use of

health-care

dollars.

The bot-

tom line is

that no easy

solution to c , ,
, ,

Stanley /. Lucas, MD
increasing

health-care

costs is at hand and the problems

are complex. We must, however,

accept the challenge and continue

to proceed, one step at a time,

with the introduction of new
ideas. We certainly must not dis-

card the old system, but develop

changes for improvement and
progress. I

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Medicine's civil war?

To the Editor:

In response to Cleveland's recent letter to HCFA opposing a statewide

Medicare fee schedule: Where were your 3,500 physicians during the

OSMA House of Delegates Meeting in May? Anyone may speak to the

Resolution Committee. I was there and heard the strong testimony for

the resolution with very little opposition to it. The vote on the floor of

the House of Delegates was then quite overwhelming in favor of the

statewide schedule.

Whatever our personal feelings, we have elected to join the demo-
cratic body of the OSMA. Issues before the body are decided after

testimony to facts and then voting to determine majority preference.

How can we have a strong OSMA if we are to be divided by a group
unwilling to share their feelings in the forum designed for that? How
can the OSMA have any power to lobby and work for majority needs if

certain sectors undermine the democratic process by which issues are

decided?

Please, I implore you - help keep the OSMA strong. We do not need a

"civil war" in these times when physicians need to be united. Self -

serving interests must not destroy our organizing and our organiza-

tion.

DEBORAH A. GEER, MD, FACS
Wilmington

The costs of inefficiency

To the Editor:

Regarding the article entitled "Computers: Friend or Foe?" (OHIO
Medicine, July 1992) by Dr. Stanley J. Lucas, I find that nowhere is it

mentioned that to properly "educate" "some of our physicians to

improve their diagnostic and treatment techniques for efficiency," the

cost of their inefficient modes of management be brought to their

attention. This would require a thorough study of the cost of every-

thing incurred by each patient undergoing hospitalization: drugs,

laboratory tests. X-ray examinations, etc. Not only are all of these items

already on computer, but the time spent for each one of these activities

could be easily accounted for as well - thanks, again, to the computer.

Only when physicians are made to realize how much their activities

relate to patient care cost will they become educated on how to modify

their actions.

Overpriced activities, either as a consequence of a physician's orders,

nursing policy or an administration's requirements would be uncov-

ered if an analysis of the cost of each patient's hospitalization was
made. Everyone could benefit from the study and perhaps the majority

of physicians would no longer feel they are the reason hospitalization

costs are growing out of sight.

ANTONIO MORTERA, MD
Marion
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IEWPOINT

To
Editor's note: A study on the attitudes of primary care physicians

toward corporal punishment stirred some controvery when it

appeared in a recent issue of JAMA. Wadsworth family physician

«#

spank or not to sponk? Doctors speak out
Kenelm F. McCormick, MD, had randomly polled Ohio pediatricians

and family physicians and found that the majority of them approved of

spanking. We asked Arnold B. Friedman, MD, president of the Ohio

Chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics and Ross R. Black, II,

MD, president of the Ohio Academy of Family Practice, to give us their

thoughts on this rather surprising result. Dr. McCormick also sent us

an editorial in which he addresses some of the issues that had been
raised by his article. We present these to you now.

The Pediatrician s Response^

"We have much to do..."

By Arnold B. Friedman, MD

Kenelm McCormick reported in

the JAMA June 17, 1992 issue the

results of a survey that he con-

ducted with family physicians

and pediatricians from Ohio. The

objective of the study was to

determine whether family physi-

cians and pediatricians support

the use of corporal punishment.

The design of the study was a

self-report survey, which was
mailed to the study participants.

A sample of the study was taken

from a list of 800 family physi-

cians and 400 pediatricians

randomly selected from the Ohio
State Medical Board's roster of

family physicians and pedia-

tricians. Physicians with sub-

specialties were specifically

excluded in order to obtain the

attitudes of primary care physi-

cians.

If a physician had not re-

sponded after three mailings, then

that physician was dropped from

the study. Of the 1,200 physicians

contacted, 619 (61%) completed

the survey.

Results showed that 70% of the

family physicians and 59% of the

pediatricians support the use of

corporal punishment in spite of

considerable evidence that it is

neither effective nor necessary

and can be harmful. It is certainly

the opinion of the Ohio Chapter of

the AAP that corporal punish-

ment is not an effective child-

raising modality. In addition,

many studies have indicated that

a parent's role modeling is very
influential with their children.

Corporal punishment by parents
certainly encourages violence and
is not ideal for the moral develop-
ment of children.

I

challenge

the

validity

of the

conclusion

of the

survey as

con-

doning

corporal

punish-

ment by

primary care physicians. The
survey included three examples of

childrearing situations and asked

if the physician supported spank-

ing in each situation. Spanking
was explicitly defined as only

"mild spanking" (striking of the

child's buttocks or hand with an
open hand, lightly, leaving no
mark except transient redness).

This survey does not encompass
all forms of corporal punishment,
many of which use straps and
paddles, far more harmful,

physically and emotionally, than

punishment described in the

survey.

The three situations described in

the survey were:

1. Child refuses to go to bed at

usual time.

2. Child runs into street without
looking.

3. Child hits one of his or her
playmates.

The responses to the three situ-

ations by the physicians surveyed
were not identical. The majority
supported spanking as described
in the article for a child who runs
into the street, in other words,
dangerous behavior. The worst
scenario would be hitting the
child for hitting.

I am concerned that the media.

Dr. Friedman

with its frequent penchant for less

than accurate conclusions might
report this article as a general

approval of corporal punishment
by primary care physicians. In

actuality, the survey cited in the

article was concerned with a very
limited scope of physician punish-
ment. The participants were not
asked if they specifically endorsed
corporal punishment in general.

We do not know anything about
the opinions of the 30%-40% who
did not respond to the survey.

I am also concerned that, even
with the restricted examples in the
survey, that so many primary care
physicians condone any form of
corporal punishment.
We have much to do in this

area.

I

Dr. Friedman is president, Ohio

Chapter, American Academy of

Pediatrics.

Do You Have an Opinion?

Do you agree or disagree with

these authors' opinions? We'd
like to hear from you on this

issue, especially if you were
one of the physicians who
responded to Dr. McCormick's
survey. Please submit your
letter to: The Executive Editor,

OHIO Medicine, 1500 Lake
Shore Drive, Columbus, Ohio
43204-3824.

The Family Physician's Response
|

There's a problem with interpersonal violence

By Ross R. Black, II, MD

Headline after headline cries out

the story that wrenches our

hearts. The child is burned to

teach a lesson. The broken and
battered body is explained away
as a "fall." The person to blame is

the baby-sitter, the boyfriend, the

girlfriend, the aunt, the uncle, the

sister, the brother, the neighbor,

the mother, the father. Indeed,

there is a major problem with

interpersonal violence in our

society.

Corporal punishment, to me,

carries the connotation of physical

injury. It is inferred by me to

mean a penalty implemented for a

serious infraction of societal laws.

It usually does not get interpreted

by me to include death, as that

form of retribution seems to be

specifically designated as the

death penalty.

In the June 17, 1992 issue of

JAMA, an article by Dr. Kenelm
McCormick outlined an interest-

ing treatise on the attitude of

family physicians and pedia-

tricians on spanking. The act of

spanking was described in very

innocuous terms as "striking the

child one or more times with an

open hand on the buttocks or

hand, leaving no mark except

transient redness." His article

refers to this as a definition of

"mild spanking," although the

phrase "mild" does not appear in

the survey instrument. He also

states that this "term was specifi-

cally meant to exclude practices

that might be considered abus-

ive." A quantum leap of some
magnitude must be taken to

describe spanking as corporal

punishment as the latter is

described in various Webster's

Dictionaries.

For me, the role and responsi-

bility of the physician in helping

one’s patients to make the right

choices is important. Offering the

advice to a parent as to how to

help get the attention or response

of their child in special or critical

situations helps the family to

review their options and alterna-

tives. When a parent is angry or

frightened or frustrated they may
not have an opportunity to review

their options. They may not have

another supportive spouse or

adult available to help diffuse

their feelings. They also may not

be sure of how to be supportive

and protective of the child in the

presence of another adult who has

lost his or her control.

It is never right to spank a child,

even mildly, out of anger or frus-

tration. Get their attention. Love
the child, but share the dissatis-

faction with their action or

behavior. Practice what has been

preached and give the child

direction as to the correct action

or behavior.

Children live what they learn.

Children learn what they live.l

Dr. Black is president, Ohio

Academy ofFamily Physicians.

The Author's Response
|

Why do physicians support an archaic practice?

By Kenelm F. McCormick, MD

Much interest was generated by

the recent publication of my paper

on physicians' attitudes toward

corporal punishment (McCorm-
ick, KF. Attitudes of Primary Care

Physicians Toward Corporal

Punishment. JAMA. 1992;267:3161-

3165). The paper describes a

survey in which I found that, in

spite of evidence suggesting that

it should not be used, a majority

of Ohio family physicians and

pediatricians can find situations in

which they support the use of

corporal punishment. A dominant

theme in the many discussions

that have followed is surprise at

the dissonance between scientific

theory

and
clinical

practice.

Apparent-

ly, many
responders

assumed

that

physicians

were

more Dr. McCormick
"enlight-

ened." In fact, several years ago, I

too was surprised to see how

much support for corporal pun-

ishment existed among physi-

cians. It was then that I decided to

do the study mentioned above.

Over the past 30 years, many

studies have looked at both

corporal punishment and its

alternatives. The conclusions

reached by most of these studies

are that corporal punishment is

unnecessary, ineffective, counter-

productive and harmful. Studies

have shown that alternatives to

corporal punishment are effective

and that dominant use of pun-

ishment in discipline results in

less sophisticated moral devel-

opment. In addition, corporal

punishment models violence as a

problem-solving method. What

accounts for physicians' support

for this archaic practice in the face

of so much evidence against its

use?

In many cases, physicians may

be unaware of research that con-

traindicates the use of corporal

punishment. Behavioral and

psychosocial issues are frequently

inadequately addressed in family

practice and pediatric residency

programs. Still, in many cases,

physicians must be aware of the

evidence against the use of cor-

poral punishment. Some letters I

have received indicate that phys-

icians do not accept the literature

on corporal punishment as valid.

One writer chided me for con-

cluding that corporal punishment

should not be used because my
conclusions were based on the

"soft" findings of social and be-

Continued on next page
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AUXILIARY REPORT

Family violence - is there hope?
Family violence touches one-

fourth of American families every

single year, and its perpetrators

and victims can be found every-

where. Every year more than two
million cases of child abuse and

neglect are reported, between two
and four million women are

battered by their spouses, and

between 700,000 and 1.1 million

of the elderly population are

abused. It is a growing epidemic

in the nation.

Family violence knows no

boundaries. And the fact that no

one is immune is why family

violence has reached epidemic

proportions in this country. This

epidemic will be controlled only if

we all get involved. And one of the

steps we need to take is to learn

what family violence is and what
is being done to prevent it.

OSMA Auxiliary is joining with

OSMA in a statewide campaign to

educate physicians, auxilians and
the public about the prevalence of

family violence. This campaign is

a spin-off of the AMA's Family

Violence Campaign, which

focuses on domestic violence/

partner abuse, child physical and

sexual abuse, and elder abuse.

Two very important state meet-

ings are planned by the auxiliary

to start the educational compon-
ent of family violence education

for the auxiliary. Margaret V.

Pepe, PhD, RN is addressing the

two Fall Focus meetings on

September 14 in Canton, and

September 28 in Springfield. Dr.

Pepe is an assistant professor at

Kent State University; her doc-

toral research centered on family

violence. Her topic is "Family

Violence - Is There Hope?" All

physicians' spouses are encour-

aged to attend one of the meet-

ings to learn about the issues and

learn how to get involved.

Registration inquiries can be

made through Carol Wenger at

(800) 766-6762.

The goals of the Fall Focus

are: 1) to provide an overview

of the level of domestic violence

in America and how this can

impact the lives of medical

families; 2) to become aware of

the efforts of the OSMA regard-

ing family violence; and 3) learn

and share from other counties

in Ohio what their involvement

is. Fucas County Auxiliary has

already produced a 30-second

public service announcement
and distributed it for airing

with the message, "You are not

alone - please get help." Allen

County is sponsoring a major

seminar on October 28 in Fima

on family violence. Dr. Kevin

Fullin from Kenosha, Wisconsin

will be the speaker.

There is so

much to be

done. Ohio
auxiliaries

are joining

medical

auxiliaries

from

around the

country to

make a

difference in

interrupting the cycle of abuse.

We will be educating ourselves

and helping educate our physi-

cians' spouses. We will be joining

the AMA campaign against vio-

lence. Because we are concerned...

because we care... because we
believe we can make a difference.!

See the registration form for the

Fall Focus on page 19.

Sara Rich, President

Author's response.. .continued

havioral sciences.

Although unfamiliarity with, or

lack of appreciation for, know-
ledge about corporal punishment

may be problematic, I believe that

more powerful forces account for

physician acceptance of corporal

punishment. One force is society's

attitude toward children. Physical

attacks that would be illegal be-

tween adults are applauded when
applied to children. Another force

is societal acceptance of violence

as a problem-solving method. In a

country plagued with one of the

highest homicide rates in the

world, simple gun control laws

are a subject of major debate and

frequently unsuccessful. In the

end, physicians' attitudes toward

corporal punishment are no more
than a reflection of societal

attitudes toward violence and

children.

Optimistically, society's em-
bracement of violence is slowly

ending as reflected by activities of

medical professionals. Efforts are

being made by the American

Medical Association and the Ohio

State Medical Association to

address the problem of violence.

Now, efforts to deal with the

problem of corporal punishment

need to be made. Resources are

available for those who wish to

promote nonviolent discipline to

parents in their medical practices

and communities. The Ohio

Center for More Effective School

Discipline is interested in working

with individual physicians and

physician groups to enhance

knowledge about appropriate

childrearing techniques. For more
information, write or call: The
Ohio Center for More Effective

School Discipline, 155 West Main
Street, #100-B, Columbus, Ohio,

43215; phone (614) 221-8829.1

Dr. McCormick is a Wadsworth

family practitioner.
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AMA board
approves guide
for posting fees

Will Ohio physicians soon be

posting their fees? They can if

they want to, according to the

terms of an AMA resolution,

made by the AMA’s Council on

Medical Service and approved by
its Board of Trustees and House
of Delegates in June.

According to Herman I.

Abromowitz, MD, a member of

the Medical Service Council,

"Making fee information available

is one way of encouraging the free

market to work. This way the

patient can make his or her own
judgment, just as long as they

know that price alone will not

provide a complete picture.”

Reviewing fee information with

patients is nothing new, he adds.

"We've been discussing fees with

patients for a long time, and I'm

sure most physicians are already

doing this."

DISPLAYING FEES

The AMA offers a number of

ways fees may be calculated and

displayed. Some suggestions

include listing:

• Regular charges for the 10

most frequently performed

services in the physician's

declared specialty.

• Regular charges for the 10

most frequently performed

services in that physician’s

individual practice.

• What is called the "market-

basket" of the most frequently

performed five or 10 services

across medicine in general.

However, some of these ser-

vices would have little to do
with some specialties.

• A calculation for each physi-

cian of a composite "price

index" reflecting the regular

charges for selected services.

• Individual conversion factors,

coupled with a requirement

that all health benefit plans

paying on a fee-for-service

basis should set their benefits

in accordance with a resource-

based relative value scale.

The AMA says that brochures,

which list regular charges for

most services performed, would
be another way of getting the

information out to patients or by

making the regular charges for the

10 most frequent services availa-

ble to civic organizations, health

benefit plans or other reputable

groups for publication in local

directories.

Dr. Abromowitz points out that

price alone will never provide a

complete picture of comparative

costs of services from different

physicians because of the diff-

erences in practice patterns and

volume of service from one

physician to the next. "We must
give our patients a free choice and
as much information as possible

or our free market will not sur-

vive," says Dr. Abromowitz.

The availability of fee informa-

tion is in accordance with Health

Access America, the AMA's plan

Major
Medical
Plan
designed for physicians

and their staff

/

Broad Coverage
Cost Containment Features
Low Out of Pocket Expense

Featuring:

vSV^ '"4 *.

Al

f $1,000,000 lifetime benefit

/ $500 first dollar accident benefit

f Choice of deductibles ($250, $500 or $1,000)

/ Choice of $2,000 or $5,000 co-pay plan

/ Choice of physicians and facilities

f World wide coverage

f Dental coverage

f Second surgical opinion paid at 100% for approved surgeries

/ Outpatient surgery paid at 100% for approved procedures

/ Rate structure based on age and dependent status

f Average claim turnaround of two weeks

(plan issued through age 69; available to members, their spouses and eligible dependent
children and members’ staff)

For additional information, contact your OSMA Insurance Benefit

Representative at 1-800-742-1275.

%O'
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to reform America's health-care

cost. Health Access America also

supports the need for hospitals

and other health-care providers to

provide similar price information

to consumers prior to purchase of

Colleagues

Edward L. Charnock, MD,
FACEP, Cleveland, received the

highest honor from the Ohio
Chapter of the American College

of Emergency Physicians, the Bill

Hall Award for service to Ohio

Chapter ACEP.

Ray W. Gifford,

MD, Cleveland,

received the Special

Achievement Award
from Otterbein

College for his role

as physician, Dr. Gifford

educator and

community leader, and in

recognition of his major

accomplishments in the field of

medicine. Dr. Gifford is senior

vice chairman of the Division of

Medicine at the Cleveland Clinic

Foundation.

Samuel Hissong, MD, FACR,

their services or products. The
Council on Medical Service and
the AMA Board of Trustees will

continue to study the best way to

accomplish this goal.

I

Alliance, was installed as presi-

dent of the Ohio State Radio-

logical Society. Dr. Hissong is

director of radiology at Alliance

Community Hospital.

Thomas W.
Morgan, MD,
Pickerington, was
honored when the

city of Gallipolis

named a day in his

honor. The city

honored him for his

many contributions to the

community and to the health

services field. Dr. Morgan retired

from Holzer Clinic in June. He
now serves as medical director of

Physicians Insurance Company of

Ohio in Columbus. Dr. Morgan is

a past-president of OSMA.

Richard N. Nelson, MD, FACEP,
Westerville, became the 22nd

president of the American College

of Emergency Physicians, Ohio

Chapter. I

Dr. Morgan

ALENDAR

The OSMA has planned the following practice management

workshops for 1992. Watch for more information on these

workshops in future issues of OHIO Medicine. Brochures will

be mailed to OSMA members before each program.

The Medicare Maze

Sept. 17 Kings Island Inn, Cincinnati

Sept. 29 Parke Hotel, Canton

Sept. 30 Sheraton Cleveland City Centre

Oct. 1 Dana Center at MCO/Toledo Hilton

Third-Party Reimbursement & Coding

Oct. 13 Dana Center at MCO/Toledo Hilton

Oct. 14 Stouffer Tower City Plaza, Cleveland

Oct. 15 Parke Hotel, Canton

Oct. 27 Cincinnati Marriott

Oct. 28 Stouffer Center Plaza, Dayton

Oct. 29 Concourse Hotel, Columbus

Gearing Up for Retirement

Oct. 20, 21 Ramada University, Columbus

Starting Your Own Practice

Oct. 21, 22 Ramada University, Columbus

Joining a Partnership Group

Oct. 23 Ramada University, Columbus

Watch for upcoming information on Productivity and Perform-

ance seminars, scheduled for November.

GET MORE FOR
YOUR RESIDENCY.

Become an Air Force sponsored resident

and remain in your training program

while you enjoy the pay and benefits of

an Air Force officer. Then serve two
years as an Air Force physician or spe-

cialist. ..enjoying a great start without the

financial/administrative burden of start-

ing a practice. Find out how to qualify for

Air Force residency. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

Lima group hosts

violence seminar

The Academy of Medicine of

Lima and Allen County and the

Lima and Allen County Medical

Auxiliary are sponsoring a pro-

gram for physicians and other

interested parties on domestic vio-

lence.

The program. Voices Against

Violence, will be held from 6 to 9

p.m. on Wednesday October 28 at

the Civic Center in Lima. The

featured speaker is Kevin J. Fullin,

MD, director of the Domestic

Violence Project in Wisconsin. Dr.

Fullin has gained national recog-

nition for his efforts on behalf of

domestic violence victims. For

additional information, please

contact Sharon Colgan, Admin-
istrative Liaison for the Academy
of Medicine of Lima and Allen

County, at (419) 226-9334.1
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PICO looking at joining forces

with Kentucky, Indiana insurers

Nothing is definite, but it appears

that Physicians Insurance Co. of

Ohio (PICO) may enter into a

business combination with two

other medical malpractice in-

surers in Kentucky and Indiana

by year's end.

A letter of intent was authorized

by the PICO Board of Directors in

mid-July, but it will take another

three months to consummate the

deal. During the next few months,

PICO, along with the other two
interested parties, will continue to

perform the required due dili-

gence. "We'll see if there is a 'fit'

with the other companies," says

Robert Dion, PICO's president

and chief executive officer.

If a working relationship seems

possible, the agreement then must
be approved by the respective

board of directors. Final approval

must be secured from the re-

spective state medical societies,

various regulatory bodies and the

shareholders of each company.

EXPLORING OPTIONS

"It's too early to predict what
may happen," says Dion. "It is

definitely an innovative concept

that needs to be explored. We

I
have a great deal in common with

the other two companies - we
operate on each others borders

and physicians cross these state

lines to do business," Dion points

out. The three companies seem to

be "an excellent fit," at least

geographically and operationally.

According to Dion, if the

proposal is not in the best interest

of PICO, the Ohio State Medical

Association and Ohio physicians,

it will not be pursued. "This is no

slam dunk deal. However, the

board felt it was something that

needed to be explored," Dion

says. "For some time it has

seemed that we should consoli-

date in order to operate more
efficiently," he says.

BENEFITS OF THE DEAL

The benefits of a consolidation

would assure permanence,

according to Dion. "It will

guarantee that PICO will be

around for a long time, it will

assure and strengthen the

relations with the respective

medical associations, and it will

assure continued participation

and support of organized medi-

cine," he says. By consolidating

existing shares of stock into a

holding

company
the

market

viability

and

desirabil-

ity will

also be

enhanced.

There is

also the

potential

for cost savings from outside

services such as portfolio man-
agement for investments and
reinsurance.

Dion explains that each of the

companies have a variety of

operations that complement one

another and can be interchanged.

If the companies joined togeth-

er, they would represent 15,000

physician policyholders in four

states.

Each of the companies would
retain their own identity. "PICO is

a market for Ohio physicians, we
do not want to lose our identity,"

says Dion. I

"This is no slam dunk deal. However, the

board felt it was something that needed to be

explored.

"

NO AX ID GRIND.
Our occurrence policy has been the industry standard

for nearly a century. But some doctors want a claims-

made policy. So we have it available. At the Medical

Protective Company, we have no ax to grind. You can

choose from a variety of programs, both occurrence and

claims-made, that offer greater flexibility and savings.

The choice is yours. Cali us today.

INsieAMwa
f&isiamt

Cincinnati: David E. Bendel, Daniel P. Woods, (513) 751-0657

Columbus: John E. Hansel, Timothy D. Harrison, (614) 267-9156

Perrysburg: Robert E. Stallter, (419) 874-8080

Hudson: Edward J. Kupcho, (216) 656-0660
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EGAL

Overprescribing of chronic pain
medication focus of medical board

In Brief: Case scenarios may be best way to determine if you 're in trouble.

The Ohio State Medical Board

recently charged another physi-

cian with prescribing excessive

amounts of potentially addictive

medications, raising questions as

to exactly how the board deter-

mines when a physician has

overprescribed. Does the board

look at one patient or at a practice

cross-section? Does it consider,

instead, recurrent prescription

patterns, or are reports from

pharmacy records or Medicaid

drug screening programs the basis

of their evaluations?

"It's a difficult question to

answer, because we often don't

know the source of the complaint

or other trigger that draws the

board's attention," says Katrina

English, JD, director of OSMA's
Department of Legal Services and
the association's liaison with the

board.

"The board is considering

drafting guidelines for prescribing

chronic pain medication, but it

hesitates to take over the doctor's

role of setting standards for medi-

cal practice," she says.

English urges common-sense
rules in treating patients who
seem to need prescriptions for

chronic pain, especially if you find

yourself prescribing over the

amount recommended by the

Physicians' Desk Reference, or

other guidelines. Make sure you
evaluate the patient and deter-

mine whether or not any drug-

seeking behavior is present (see

sidebar), and re-examine the

patient each time a new pre-

scription is written to re-evaluate

his or her need for the medication.

"We're concerned with the

problem this has created for

physicians, and we’re following it

closely," says English.

In the meantime, you may be

interested in the following case

scenarios, prepared by OSMA's
Legal Department, which de-

scribe those situations in which
physicians prescribing chronic

pain medications were charged by
the board with overprescribing. If

none of these cases sound similar

to your practices, and you're

following the common-sense
guidelines described above, you
may be on safe ground. For

answers to specific questions,

however, call OSMA's Depart-

ment of Legal Services.

CASE SCENARIO #1

• solo general practitioner

Grounds for discipline:

1.

) Kept inadequate patient

records that did not properly

reflect examinations performed or

physical findings made to justify

medications prescribed.

2.

) Prescribed controlled sub-

stances based on patient requests

or patient complaints, and with-

out utilizing diagnostic testing or

other evaluation methods.

3.

) Prescribed controlled sub-

stance stimulants for weight loss

over extended periods of time

regardless of whether or not the

patient demonstrated weight loss.

• other facts:

1.

) involved 14 patients.

2.

) prescribing was done with-

out sufficient examination by the

physician.

3.

) continued prescribing of a

controlled substance, despite

evidence of patient's addiction or

tampering with the prescriptions.

4.

) one patient was the physi-

cian's wife.

• Board conclusions:

1.

) failure to use reasonable care

discrimination in the administra-

tion of drugs.

2.

) failure to employ acceptable

scientific methods in the selection

of drugs or other modalities for

the treatment of disease.

3.

) departure from or failure to

conform to minimal standards of

care.

CASE SCENARIO #2

• DO, general practice, 20%-50%
of practice were weight loss

patients

• case involved four patients

Grounds for discipline/board

conclusions:

1.

) office charts did not accur-

ately reflect examination and
evaluation of patients - charts did

not indicate the diagnosis and
purpose of prescribing controlled

substances.

2.

) in the case of one patient,

physician failed to conduct

sufficient testing in order to rule

out the existence of recognized

contraindications for prescribing a

particular drug.

3.

) in the case of one patient,

used a Schedule III or IV

controlled substance when a

recognized contraindication was
or should have been evident.

4.

) continued prescribing of

weight-loss drugs, even though

patients did not lose weight

during a 14-day period.

Rule 4731-11-04 (B)(5) mandates

that a physician stop using Sched-

ule III and IV drugs for weight

reduction if patient doesn't lose

weight during a 14-day period of

use.

CASE SCENARIO #3

• Grounds for Ohio disciplinary

action (these were charges

brought in Pennsylvania and for

which the physician was found

guilty):

1.

) Physician pleaded no contest

to charges brought in another

state for failure to keep adequate

records of Demerol and morphine
prescriptions. (Physician was
found guilty.)

2.

) Physician was also found

guilty on charges of maintaining

an addict - selling, dispensing,

distributing or giving a controlled

substance to a person known to be

drug dependent.

CASE SCENARIO #4

• MD, entered into a consent

agreement whereby physician

surrendered DEA license for

scheduled medications, and

agreed to not examine, diagnose

or treat patients. Practice confined

to non-patient care activities.

Grounds for discipline:

1.) prescribed controlled

substances to a patient over the

course of three years, which
resulted (by the physician's own
admission) in the patient be-

coming addicted.

2.) physician also failed to

maintain any medical records

regarding the prescribing.

CASE SCENARIO #5

• Medical board permanently

revoked license based on physi-

cian's conviction in Ohio on 66

12
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Iegal
counts of trafficking in drugs and

258 counts of illegal processing of

drug documents. Felonies com-

mitted in the course of practice,

convicted under 4731.22 (B)(9).

CASE SCENARIO #6

• Prescribing controlled

substances to 65 patients after

DEA registration expired, and for

failure to note certain controlled

substance prescriptions in patient

records.

• publishing a false, fraudulent,

deceptive or misleading state-

ment; commission of a felony in

the state, illegal processing of

drug documents; and failure to

complete and maintain accurate

medical records. I

Problem signs

of drug abusers

If your patients have one or more
of these "red flags," they may have

a problem with prescription

drugs. Beware. (Source: Mary-

haven Drug Abuse Center,

Columbus. Originally appeared in

Columbus Dispatch.)

• Takes more medication than

prescription calls for.

• Increases dosage during

stress.

• Needs more medication over

time to get the same effect.

• Mixes medication with

alcohol.

• Hides medicine from family

or friends.

• Gets confused or blacks out.

• Denies or lies about medicine

use.

• Has mood swings.

• Becomes abnormally uninhib-

ited.

• Slurs speech.

• Sways or staggers.

• Appears intoxicated.

• Anxious about running out of

medicine.

• Fails attempts to control medi-

cine use. |

Reappointed medical board consumer member Raymond Albert, center,

is flanked by Carla O'Day, board secretary, and member Charles D.

Stienecker, MD.

OSMA endorses
consumer for state

medical board

For the first time, the OSMA has

endorsed the reappointment of a

non-physician to the Ohio State

Medical Board.

Consumer representative

Raymond Albert, whose term

expired in late July along with

that of Timothy Jost, an Ohio State

University law professor who
held the board's second consumer

slot, was endorsed by the OSMA
in a letter sent to Gov. George

Voinovich.

Katrina English, JD, director of

OSMA's Department of Legal

Services and the association's

liaison with the state board, said

that Albert, from Amanda, has

always had a good relationship

with the OSMA.
"He's very reasonable. He

remembers that his charge is the

protection of the public, yet he has

compassion and empathy for the

physician as well. He considers

the ramifications that board action

would have on physicians. In the

past, he has maintained a good

focus between these two issues,

and we believe he will continue to

do so in the future."

BOARD MAKE-UP

The two consumer appoint-

ments now brings the number of

Voinovich appointees to the board

to five. In effect, they now have

decision-making powers for the

board, since of the 12 board

members, 10 have voting powers

and six votes are needed to

approve an enforcement action.

"I don't think the number of

Voinovich appointees to the

board, compared to the number of

Celeste (former Gov. Richard

Celeste) appointees, is really an

issue," says English, who reports

that no significant changes have

taken place since Voinovich's

three earlier appointees - Robert

S. Heidt, Sr., MD, Cincinnati,

Anand G. Garg, MD, Boardman,

and Charles Stienecker, MD,
Wapakoneta - joined the board.

"There is no move toward

lightening enforcement policies

for physicians that we can see,"

says English.

She does note, however, that the

new appointees have, at times,

questioned board procedures.

"They don’t just go along with

the board's standing operating

procedures. They ask 'why are we
doing it like this?"'

English also reports that the

board is showing more of a focus,

these days, on a remedial, as

opposed to a punitive approach

when it enforces.

"Instead of taking the doctor out

of practice for a year, the board is

looking at ways that the physician

can stay in practice - and maybe
take some CME or receive other

help for the problem," she said.

The board believes that such an

approach will, ultimately, benefit

both physician and consumer. I

Ohio MD charged with Medicare fraud

The Justice Department's new
"get-tough" stance on health-care

fraud has netted its first Ohio

physician. Clyde D. Brown, MD,
of Cincinnati and his sister have

been charged by the Southern

District of Ohio Health Care Task

Force with fraudently billing

Medicare, CHAMPUS and the

Railroad Retirement Board for at

least $400,000 over three-and-a-

half years (U.S. v. Brown, DCS
Ohio, Nos. Cl-92-469-471).

Dr. Brown allegedly billed for

medical services that were either

unnecessary (primarily lab tests)

or that were not delivered. The

task force also complained that he

hid the billing of unperformed

The physician in

question has

allegedly overhilled

at least $400,000.

services by double billing for lab

tests in "fragmentation" and "un-

bundling" billing schemes.

ASSETS SEIZED

In addition to its complaint, the

task force received civil seizure

warrants against bank accounts

and real estate owned by Dr.

Brown, as well as a temporary

restraining order against other

out-of-state assets he gained

through the fraud.

"The seizure of assets is a

common tactic in the war on

drugs," says U.S. Attorney for the

Southern District of Ohio, D.

Michael Crites, in a news release.

"It will now become one of our
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major weapons in the war on

health-care fraud."

Investigations similar to the one

that caught Dr. Brown have been

launched all over the country by
the FBI. One recent round-up,

focused primarily in New York

state, snared 82 pharmacists and a

South Carolina osteopath.

Any OSMA member with

questions about fraud and its

penalties may contact Deborah
Bahnsen, JD, OSMA’s Department

of Ombudsman Services, or

Katrina English, JD, director of

OSMA's Department of Legal

Services.

I

Ban sought on
selling patient data

While the Ohio Supreme Court

has assured police forces access to

prescription drug records in the

Make life easier

for many ofyour patients
Humulin 70/30. Convenient and simple to administer.

No more mixing. No more mixing errors.

All of which makes living with diabetes a

little easier for patients. And compliance

a lot easier to achieve.

70/
Humulin/30
70% human insulin isophane suspension
30% human insulin injection

(recombinant DNA origin)

Global Excellence in Diabetes Care

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

46285

The patient-friendly premix

WARNING: Any change of insulin should be made cautiously and only

under medical supervision.

HI-7905-B-249327 © 1992 . eli lilly and company

state. Rep. Pete Stark (D-Calif.) is

trying to keep patient records out

of the hands of pharmaceutical

market researchers.

He recently introduced a bill

that would ban the disclosing of a

patient's prescription record with-

out that patient's consent. The
legislation is in response. Stark

says, to a new trade in patient

records, where companies collect

I

The bill would be

the first privacy law

to cover medical

information.

patient data from doctors and
pharmacists, then sell the data

base to pharmaceutical market

researchers - sometimes with

identification, such as Social

Security numbers, attached.

Rep. Stark's bill would be the

first privacy law in the country

that covers medical information.

The American Medical Associa-

tion, meanwhile, has issued a

statement warning doctors about

the ethical dangers of giving their

patients' data to market research-

ers. It claims these arrangements

violate patient confidentiality if

doctors don’t obtain consent.

"Patients must give their per-

mission after being fully informed

about the purpose of the disclo-

sures," the AMA statement said. I

Update

Coroner sued for

removing corneas

A federal appeals court has

ruled that a Cincinnati coroner

can be sued by a woman who
claims he removed her hus-

band's corneas without her

permission. The decision re-

verses a district court decision

that said the coroner qualifies

for immunity in such cases. The
lower court's decision not to

treat eye banks as state offices

should also be reversed, said

the federal appeals court. The

decision also challenged a state

law that allowed the removal

without consent, as long as the

coroner doesn't know of a com-

plaint.
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Bhird-partyupdate

Physicians: Consider managed care
plans carefully before signing up

In Brief:

applicants.

HMOs and PPOs are asking hard questions of physician

A new managed care plan (Health-

Last) enters an Ohio city. The plan

sends representatives to prominent

physician offices around the city to

explain HealthLast, its outlook

toward health-care providers, its

financial support, its marketing

strategies.

Some plans are requiring that

physicians interested in remaining

a part of the plan's physician

panel submit to an office inspec-

tion. Ohio law does not prohibit

managed care plans from asking

these questions or from request-

ing an in-office review. In add-

I

Ohio's managed care industry routinely

engages in a variety of credentialing-type

activities.

Within a few months, physicians

begin to receive solicitation letters

with applications to become Health-

Last participating providers. No
physician participation agreement is

included in the initial solicitation

package.

Physicians feel some pressure to

respond to the initial solicitation

package, as the largest manufacturing

concern in town is discussing re-

placing its current health benefits

package with a HealthLast benefits

package. Many physicians fill out the

application and return it to

HealthLast.

HealthLast has strict corporate

policies concerning physician panel

members. HealthLast excludes from

its physician panels non-Board-

certified physicians. HealthLast

intends to maintain a small panel of

physicians. A number of physicians

receive a summary notice from

HealthLast that simply states that

their application is declined.

Ohio's managed care industry,

the established plans and the

newer plans, are routinely engag-

ing in a variety of credentialing-

type activities. HMOs and PPOs
are asking hard questions to new
physician applicants as well as

existing physician panel mem-
bers. These questions may range

from inquiries about safety prac-

tices within the physician's office

to questions about medical staff

privileges.

ition, a number of Ohio HMOs
and PPOs are beginning to restrict

physician access on their panels to

Board-certified physicians only.

Non-Board-certified physicians

who are interested in signing up
with a particular HMO or PPO
would be wise to clarify whether

board certification is a condition

for participation in the HMO or

PPO before sending in the appli-

cation so as not to receive unnec-

essary rejections.

If a physician receives a request

for an in-office survey, the physi-

cian should consider whether

appropriate authorization for

release of records has been

obtained.

Physicians should be cautious to

release medical or other records

only to persons who have a

proper release for those records.

Managed care plans may obtain a

release of records from their own
members, but they cannot obtain

such a release from individuals

who are not enrolled in their

programs. Physicians who agree

to in-office reviews are re-

sponsible for obtaining releases

for medical records from patients

if the plan does not have a release.

Physicians should be certain that

office personnel understand the

scope of the review.

Physicians who have questions

should contact the OSMA Depart-

ment of Professional Relations

and Ombudsman Services. I

HCFA clarifies RBRVS policies

In March of this year, at HCFA's
request. Medicare Carrier Medi-

cal Directors met in Baltimore to

clarify issues relating to the

implementation of the RBRVS
physician payment system.

These policy clarifications

from the medical directors will

supersede any previous re-

sponses to policy. Following are

just a few of the issues that have

been clarified:

• Payment for psychotherapy

provided on the same day as

an E/M service

• E/M service billing when
counseling/education is

done by a nurse or staff

incident to the physician

service

• Injection and E/M code

billed separately on same
day

• Single system specialists

(e.g. ophthalmologists) use

of the highest levels of E/M
codes

• Billing for annual (asympto-

matic) exam in conjunction

with a medically necessary

visit

• Definition of "new patient"

for selection of visit codes by

group practices

• Required documentation for

consultation request

• Time documentation for

coordination of care and
counseling

• Postop care by itinerant sur-

geon

• Postop care by non-surgeon

• Visits to a physician's office

for the follow-up of minor

emergency department ser-

vices where the E/R services

have a 10-day global period

• Proper use of modifiers 78

and 79.

Look for specific information

on the revised policies to be

provided by Nationwide-

Medicare in the near future.

Physicians who have questions

about particular policies may
contact the Ombudsman staff

for clarification and assistance.!

The National Anorexic Aid Society

of Harding Hospital Presents:

TMI ELEVENTH ANNUAL

National Conference on
Eating Disorders

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS IN EATING DISORDERS

Keynote Speakers: Christopher Fairburn, M.D.

Robert Spitzer, M.D. Catherine Steiner-Adalr, Ph.D.

Ruth Striegel Moore, Ph.D. Craig Johnson, Ph.D.

DAY 1 Half Day Indepth Clinical Seminars

DAYS 2 & 3 Hourly Track Presentations by theme,

e.g., Clinical, Short-Term Treatment:

Diminishing Resources, Medical

October 25, 26, and 27, 1992

The Hyatt Regency Hotel

At The Ohio Convention Center

Columbus, Ohio

Information (614) 436-1 1 12
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HIRD-PARTYUPDATE

CPT Modifiers

A modifier provides the means by which the reporting physician can indicate that a service or procedure that has been performed has

been altered by some specific circumstance but not changed in its definition or code.

20 - Microsurgery: When the

surgical services are performed

using the techniques of micro-

surgery, requiring the use of an

operating microscope. Modi-

fier 20 is not to be used when a

magnifying surgical loupe is

used, whether attached to the

eyeglasses or on a headband.

A special report may be appro-

priate to document the neces-

sity of the microsurgical

approach.

21 - Prolonged Evaluation and
Management Services: When
the service(s) provided is pro-

longed or otherwise greater

than that usually required for

the highest level of evaluation

and management service with-

in a given category. A report

may also be appropriate.

22 - Unusual Procedural

Services: When the service(s)

provided is greater than that

usually required for the listed

procedure. A report may also

be appropriate.

23 - Unusual Anesthesia:

Occasionally, a procedure,

which usually requires either

no anesthesia or local anes-

thesia, because of unusual

circumstances must be done
under general anesthesia.

24 - Unrelated Evaluation and
Management Service by the

Same Physician During a

Postoperative Period: The
physician may need to indicate

that an evaluation and man-
agement service was per-

formed during a postoperative

period for a reason(s) unrelated

to the original procedure.

25 - Significant, Separately

Identifiable Evaluation and
Management Service by the

Same Physician on the Day of

a Procedure: The physician

may need to indicate that on
the day a procedure or service

identified by a CPT code was
performed, the patient's con-

dition required a significant.

separately identifiable E/M
service above and beyond the

usual preoperative and post-

operative care associated with

the procedure that was per-

formed.

26 - Professional Component:
Certain procedures are a

combination of a physician

component and a technical

component.

32 - Mandated Services: Ser-

vices related to mandated con-

sultation and/or related ser-

vices (eg., PRO, 3rd party

payor).

47 - Anesthesia by Surgeon:

Regional or general anesthesia

provided by the surgeon may
be reported by using this

modifier. This does not include

local anesthesia. Note: This

modifier would not be used as

a modifier for the anesthesia

procedures 00100-01999.

50 - Bilateral Procedure:

Unless otherwise identified in

the listings, bilateral pro-

cedures that are performed at

the same operative session,

should be identified by the

appropriate five-digit code

describing the first procedure.

51 - Multiple Procedures:

When multiple procedures are

performed on the same day or

at the same session, the major

procedure or service may be

reported as listed. The sec-

ondary additional, or lesser

procedure(s) or service(s) may
be identified by adding the

modifier. This modifier may be

used to report multiple medical

procedures performed at the

same session, as well as a

combination of medical and
surgical procedures, or several

surgical procedures performed

at the same operative session.

R 52 - Reduced Services: Under
certain circumstances a service

or procedure is partially re-

duced or eliminated at the

physician's election. This

provides a means of reporting

reduced services without dis-

turbing the identification of

the basic services.

54 - Surgical Care Only:

When one physician performs

a surgical procedure and
another provides preoperative

and/or postoperative man-
agement.

55 - Postoperative Manage-
ment Only: When one physi-

cian performs the postopera-

tive management and another

physician has performed the

surgical procedure.

56 - Preoperative Manage-
ment Only: When one physi-

cian performs the preoperative

care and evaluation and

another physician performs the

surgical procedure.

62 - Two Surgeons: Under
certain circumstances the skills

of two surgeons (usually with

different skills) may be re-

quired in the management of a

specific surgical procedure.

66 - Surgical Team: Under
some circumstances, highly

complex procedures (requiring

the concomitant services of

several physicians, often of

different specialties, plus other

highly skilled, specially trained

personnel, various types of

complex equipment) are

carried out under the "surgical

team" concept.

76 - Repeat Procedure by
Same Physician: The physi-

cian may need to indicate

that a procedure or service was
repeated subsequent to the

original service.

77 - Repeat Procedure by
Another Physician: The
physician may need to indicate

that a basic procedure per-

formed by another physician

had to be repeated.

78 - Return to the Operating

Room for a Related Procedure

During the Postoperative

Period: The physician may
need to indicate that another

procedure was performed

during the postoperative

period of the initial procedure.

79 - Unrelated Procedure or

Service by the Same Physician

During the Postoperative

Period: The physician may
need to indicate that the per-

formance of a procedure or

service during the postopera-

tive period was unrelated to

the original procedure.

80 - Assistant Surgeon: Surgi-

cal assistant services.

81 - Minimum Assistant

Surgeon: Minimum surgical

assistant services.

82 - Assistant Surgeon (when
qualified resident surgeon not

available): The unavailability

of a qualified resident surgeon

is a prerequisite for use of this

modifier.

90 - Reference (Outside)

Laboratory: When laboratory

procedures are performed by a

party other than the treating or

reporting physician.

99 - Multiple Modifiers:

Under certain circumstances

two or more modifiers may be

necessary to completely deline-

ate a service. In such situations

modifier 99 should be added

to the basic procedure, and

other applicable modifiers may
be listed as part of the descrip-

tion of the service.

CPT codes, descriptions, and two-

digit numeric modifiers only are

copyright 1991 American Medical

Association.!

If you have any questions

about any story in the Third-

Party Update section, contact

the OSMA Ombudsman staff

at (800) 766-OSMA.

6
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H IRD-PARTYUPDATE

Outpatients may
be charged too
much by doctors

Nonparticipating physicians who
perform a service in the outpa-

tient department of a hospital

may be charging their patients too

much if they are not adjusting

their limiting charge based on the

"site of service" (SOS) limitation.

When developing the RVUs,
HCFA reduced the overhead por-

tion of the RVU for when services

that are normally performed in an

office (at least 50% of the time) are

performed in the hospital out-

patient department. The logic

being that a physician does not

incur the same practice overhead

costs when using the outpatient

setting.

Nonparticipating physicians

who determine - using their

Medicare Disclosure Report and/
or Medicare Fee Schedule Report
- that a procedure has an SOS
limitation should charge no more
than the SOS limit when perform-

ing the service in the outpatient

facility.

This will also explain why reim-

bursement from Medicare is low-

er for certain services performed

in the outpatient department.!

1992 CPT modifiers

can alter payment

1992 will be known as the year of

the modifiers. In order to receive

accurate consistent reimburse-

ment, physicians should review

the 1992 CPT and incorporate the

use of the proper modifiers. Most
carriers, including Medicare, are

recognizing, and in many cases,

particularly with regard to global

surgeries, are requiring modified

procedure codes.

Reporting a modified code

should ultimately eliminate the

need for extensive claims docu-

mentation and review processes.

Procedure modifiers are de-

scribed, in detail, in the AMA
1992 CPT on pages 7 and 8, 67, 68,

69, 70, 71 and 72, and 509, 510, 511

and 512. Refer to the modifier

quick reference chart on page 16.1

Pilot groups to test

Medicare system

Last month, OHIO Medicine pre-

viewed a new service by Medicare

where physicians will soon have

the ability to go on-line with

Nationwide-Medicare, in order to

obtain current claims processing

and payment status plus other

vital information.

The Professional Provider Tele-

communication Network will put

physicians in direct contact with

Medicare via a computer.

We had hoped this month to

Things You Can Always Count On.

For over 15 years, Ohio's doctors have counted on PICO to provide:

1 Insurance services designed to meet

the changing needs of Ohio's doctors;

1 financial strength and stability

;

• aggressive legal representation;

• responsive customer service.

When it comes to protecting the rights of Ohio's doctors, nothing else counts! Call your local

PICO agent or contact us direct at 1/800-282-7515 for more information.

Physicians Insurance Company of Ohio

Bates Drive

Pickerington, Ohio 43147
1-800-282-7515

Today's Service.

Tomorrow's Reputation.

give you more details on how this

system is working in pilot groups
in Ohio, but unfortunately at

press time the information was
not available. A spokesperson in

Medicare's Electronic Medical

Claims section said that informa-

tion on this system should be

available in late Septemberl
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Positions Available

AN EXCELLENTOPPORTUNITY
AS A PRIMARY CARE PHYSI-
CIAN - Is available at the Student

Health Service of The Ohio State

University. Candidates must be

Board-eligible or certified physician

in internal medicine, family medi-

cine, emergency medicine or pedi-

atrics to practice general primary

care, including evaluation and treat-

ment of acute injuries and minor,

ambulatory surgical procedures.

This is a twelve (12) month, full-

time salaried position with regular

hours and comprehensive benefits

in a fully accredited multispecialty,

ambulatory facility serving a stu-

dent population of 54,000. Send CV
and three (3) reference letters by

September 30, 1992 to: Forrest W.
Smith, MD, Chairperson-Physician

Search Committee, Wilce Student

Health Service, 1875 Millikin Road,

Columbus, Ohio 43210-2200. The
Ohio State University is an Equal

Opportunity, Affirmative Action

Employer. Qualified women, mi-

norities, Vietnam-era veterans, dis-

abled veterans and individuals with

disabilities are encouraged to ap-

ply.

BC/BE GENERAL INTERNIST -

Desired to join six physicians in

busy, prosperous Lexington, Ken-

tucky practice. Salary with progres-

sion to partnership. Excellent hours,

coverage, and facilities. Reply to:

Internal Medicine Associates, At-

tention: Barry Schumer, MD, 1401

Harrodsburg Road, Suite B-160,

Lexington, Kentucky 40504.

OHIO Medicine
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CLINICAL FACULTY AND
FELLOWSHIPOPPORTUNITY
- Join the faculty of the Family

Practice Residency Program at

Miami Valley Hospital, a 772-bed

community hospital in Dayton,

Ohio. This position combines di-

rect patient care and teaching with

the opportunity to receive pro-

tected time to complete a fellow-

ship or other postgraduate edu-

cation. Prior teaching experience

not required, but must have a

desire to develop teaching skills

as a clinical faculty member. Ap-
plicants must be BE /BC in family

medicine, be committed to high-

quality patient care, and have a

desire to be involved in clinical

medical education. Competitive

salary and benefits. Contact Ted
Wymyslo, MD, Program Direc-

tor, Family Practice Residency

Program, Miami Valley Hospi-

tal, 101 Wyoming Street, Dayton,

OH 45409-2793. Telephone (513)

220-241 7 (office) or (513) 667-3707

(home).

DUBLIN, OHIO - Urgent care/

family practice/ multispecialty

clinic. Opportunity for a BE/BC
physician to join our practice in a

progressive, rapidly growing com-
munity. City or country living. Part-

time and full-time positions avail-

able. Hours and salary negotiable.

For more information contact Ken-

neth Carpenter, MD, (614) 766-2221

or send resume to: Dublin Medical

Clinic, 6350 Frantz Road, Dublin,

OH 43017.

INTERNAL MEDICINE, FAMILY
PRACTICE, URGENT CARE, OB/
GYN AND ACADEMICS - Posi-

tions in large metropolitan cities,

urban and rural communities with

a concentration in the Great Lakes

area and Plains states. Whether you
prefer a cosmopolitan lifestyle, a

city surrounded by nature and the

beauty of the four seasons, the

peaceful rolling farm country, or

perhaps life in historic villages -

there is something for everyone. To
discuss your practice preferences

and these opportunities, please call

our toll-free number (800) 243-4353

or send your CV to STRELCHECK
& ASSOCIATES, INC., 1 0624 N. Port

Washington, Rd., Mequon, WI
53092.

INTERNAL MEDICINE PHYSI-
CIANS - A dynamic Cleveland,

Ohio based physician-owned com-
pany is recruiting for Board-certi-

fied or eligible physicians to join its

growing physician staffing service.

Candidates should be committed

to providing high level services to

the company's clients which include

group model HMOs, hospitals and

businesses. This is an opportunity

to practice medicine without the

worries of managing a staff or run-

ning a business in an environment

where your efforts are appreciated

and rewarded. You can earn a good
income, have a balanced life and
work in a physician-centered com-

pany. For information, please call

(216) 269-1400 or send your curricu-

lum vitae to: Business Health Man-
agement, 35000 Kaiser Court, Suite

300, Willoughby, OH 44094.

MARION, OHIO - Occupational

medical clinic needs part-time phy-

sician who could also fill in for some
vacation time, one or two days a

week desired. Clinic well-staffed

with many facilities including X-

ray, EKG, pulmonary function,

augiometric testing and physical

therapy. Permanent arrangement is

possible. Fringe benefits available.

Contact D.L. Gilliam, MD, 402 S.

State St., Marion, Ohio 43302. (614)

387-6466.

OHIO - Become the newest mem-
ber of a young, three-person family

practice group in a family-oriented

community of 60,000 only 27 miles

northwest of Cincinnati. The BE/
BC physician will enjoy a balanced

lifestyle that professionally offers

good call coverage and patient mix,

a competitive financial package, and

affiliation with a 271 -bed hospital.

This energetic group practices

whole family medicine excluding

OB and services a predominantly

young patient base. For further in-

formation contact Andrew Johns,

Physician Services of America, Suite

250, 2000 Warrington Way, Louis-

ville, KY 40222 or call (800) 626-

1857, Ext. 237.

OHIO - WISCONSIN - MICHI-
GAN - MISSOURI - Attractive op-

portunities in metropolitan and sce-

nic recreational areas. Locations

near pristine lakes, white water riv-

ers, and national forests. Others in

college communities offering pro-

fessional and Big 10 college sports,

fine arts and a broad spectrum of

nationally renowned CME pro-

grams. Positions available: allergy,

dermatology, neurosurgery, occu-

pational medicine, oncology, ortho-

pedics, psychiatry, rheumatology

and urology. To discuss your prac-

tice preferences and these opportu-

nities, please call our toll-free num-
ber, (800) 243-4353 or send your CV
to STRELCHECK & ASSOCIATES,
INC., 10624N. Port Washington Rd.,

Mequon, WI 53092.

ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS, IN-

TERNISTS, PEDIATRICIANS -

Outstanding practice opportunity

in one of the most attractive loca-

tions in the Midwest, Goshen, Indi-

ana. Located in north central Indi-

ana, Goshen is bordered by hun-

dreds of sparkling lakes, great for

sailing or skiing enthusiasts; nu-

merous wooded parks and
unspoiled rolling countryside. Its

proximity to South Bend, home of

the university of Notre Dame, pro-

vides a wide spectrum of spectator

sports, quality concerts, theatre and

fine dining. Goshen College embod-
ies the community's commitment
to quality education that makes its

primary and secondary schools

among the best in the state. A strong

economy (Goshen's manufacturing

employment growth was ranked

16th in the nation by American De-

mographics) helps ensure a quality

lifestyle. A receptive medical staff

supports this recruitment and will

provide excellent call and cover-

age. For more information call or

write Rick Addis, Goshen General

Hospital, PO Box 139, Goshen, IN

46526; hospital (800) 258-4321 or

home (219) 533-8311.

PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN -

Experienced, well-trained physician

who is available for short-term or

long-term ambulatory positions in

primary care, including office prac-

tice for adults or children, urgent

care, or emergency care. All inquir-

ies will remain absolutely confiden-

tial. P.O. Box 772, Dublin, Ohio

43017.

PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS -

Provide general medical care to in-

mates in central Ohio. Malpractice

covered. Ohio license required.

Contact in confidence:

ANNASHAE CORPORATION;

18
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(800) 245-2662. EEC/M/F

PSYCHIATRIST - Civil service or

contract positions for psychiatrists.

Board-eligible/certified, in JCAH-
accredited, 280-bed psychiatric hos-

pital. Multidisciplineapproach with

psychiatrist as treatment team
leader who exercises strong leader-

ship in quality patient care. Requires

license to practice in state of Ohio.

Excellent salary, fringe benefits in-

cluding paid vacation; personal/

sick/educational leave; health/ vi-

sion/dental /life insurance; Public

Employees' Retirement System.

Travel costsmaybe negotiated . EEO
Employer,M /F/H . Send resume to

Director of Personnel, or Nathanael

Sidharta,MD, Medical Director, Box

540, Massillon, OH 44648, or call

(216) 833-3135, Ext. 229.

SUBURBAN COLUMBUS, OHIO
- Group of four radiologists seeks a

fifth: films, CT, MRI, nuclear medi-

cine, ultrasound. 60,000 cases/year;

56 employees. Radiology depart-

ment soon to triple space. Compen-
sation: $220,000+ and bonus. Near

Columbus with its major univer-

sity, culture, shopping. Call Walter

Smith (800) 221-4762.

Miscellaneous

A WELL-ESTABLISHED
ORTHOPAEDIC PRACTICE -

For more than 25 years is for sale

due to retirement. For information

please write to: Orthopaedic Prac-

tice, PO Box 4761 ,Youngstown,OH
44515.

ANESTHESIOLOGIST - Insured,

BC anesthesiologist available for

vacation coverage and other staff-

ing needs. W.B. Cleveland, Anes-

thesia Services (216) 321-1860 or

(216) 321-1847 (evenings).

TOO MANY HATS? JOIN MED
CENTER. ...PRACTICE MEDI-
CINE! - Private practice in today's

world of regulations, rules, insur-

ance, and, of course, paperwork can
require people with expertise and
interest in so many areas that you
may feel overwhelmed all alone.

JoinMEDCENTER.. . .practice medi-

cine! Great benefits; excellent sal-

ary ($84K-$1 1 OK), paid vacationand

CME, disability insurance, annual

bonus, life insurance, BC /BS health

insurance, retirement benefits,

profit sharing, no overnight call and
no business headaches. Prefer

Board-eligible /Board-certified phy-

sicians in family practice, general

practice or internal medicine. Sign-

ing bonus for full-time physicians.

Five locations in the Cleveland/

Akron area. If interested call Daniel

Classified ad rates for OHIO
Medicine are as follows:

Members are charged 50tf per

word, 75<t per word for boxed

ads; non-members and

institutions are charged $1.50

per word, $1.75 boxed.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING

Non-Pharmaceutical
George R. Quigley

4015 Executive Park Dr., Ste. 304

Cincinnati, Ohio 45241

(513) 563-9666

Pharmaceutical
Lifetime Learning

15 W. 700 N. Frontage Rd.

Hinsdale, IL 60521

(708) 655-2500

A. Breitenbach, MD, Chief Medical

Officer, at (216) 248-7390.

ISCELLANEOUS

OBITUARIES

EDMUND R. BLOWER, MD,
Naples, FL; Yale University

School of Medicine, New Haven,
CT, 1937; age 81; died May 24,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

DRUE M. DENTON, MD,
Cincinnati; University of Texas

Southwestern Medical School,

Dallas, TX, 1964; age 54; died May
30, 1992; member OSMA and
AMA.

ROBERT P. GIESLER, MD,
Chillicothe; University of

Cincinnati College of Medicine,

1943; age 73; died May 29, 1992;

member OSMA.

ELLIOTT A. HILSINGER, MD,
Cincinnati; University of

Cincinnati College of Medicine,

1935; age 82; died June 11, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

THOMAS A. KEITH, III, MD,
Cincinnati; University of

Cincinnati College of Medicine,

1955; age 64; died May 24, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

PAUL E. KRUPKO, MD,
McDonald; Temple University

School of Medicine, Philadelphia,

PA, 1939; age 77; died June 5,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

JOSEPH MC MATH, MD,
Cincinnati; Emory University

School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA,
1928; age 89; died April, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

KIRKWOOD PRITCHARD, MD,
Paulding; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1949; age 71;

died June 2, 1992; member OSMA
and AMA.

EDWARD B. YOUNG, MD,
Lima; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1940; age 79;

died April 20, 1992; member
OSMA.

ROBERT M. ZOLLINGER, MD,
Columbus; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1927; age 87;

died June 12, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

I
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Fall Focus - Registration Form

Family Violence - Is There Hope?

Name

County

Amount Enclosed

I will be attending (please check one)

Monday, Sept. 14, 1992

The Canton Parke Plotel

4343 Everhard Road
Canton, Ohio 44718

(800) 344-2345

Monday, Sept. 28, 1992

The Springfield Inn

100 South Fountain Ave.
Springfield, Ohio 45502

(800) 234-361

1

Cost - $20: Includes lunch and materials. Make checks
payable to OSMA-A and send with registration to: Carol Wenger
1500 Lake Shore Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43204-3824

|

Vegetarian lunch available upon request. Program begins promptly

I

at 9 a.m. and adjourns at 2 p.m. For more information, call Denise
^Kneisley at (513) 324-1227.

I

Conference Registration Form

I Freedom in Medicine: The Doctor,

the Government and the Law

Saturday, Oct. 24, 1992, 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m..

Holiday Inn, Columbus/Worthington

I Name:

Address:

|
Cost (includes lunch): $45 for physicians, $15 for residents and OSU

|

faculty. Make check payable to: Freedom in Medicine. Mail to: Herb

I

Gillen, Sr. Director, OSMA, 1500 Lake Shore Drive, Columbus, Ohio
43204-3824.

Cooperating organizations: OSMA, Ohio Academy of Family Physicians, Ohio Osteo-
pathic Association and the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons. J
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News for Members of the Ohio State Medical Association

Domestic violence
campaign launched
By the middle of this month,

nearly 5,000 OSMA members will

have received in the mail an

educational packet on domestic

violence produced jointly by the

OSMA and the Ohio Department

of Human Services.

This mailing marks the kick-off

of the Ohio Physicians' Domestic

Violence Prevention Project, a

campaign to educate Ohio physi-

cians about domestic violence and

to provide physicians with the

tools they need to assist their

patients who may be victims of

domestic violence.

"Battering is the single major

cause of injury to women," says

Stanley J. Lucas, MD, president of

the OSMA. "Physicians can help

lessen its toll by extending a

helping hand to their patients."

The educational packet contains

a handbook for physicians with

information on how to recognize

signs of domestic violence, sug-

gestions on how to broach the

subject with patients and a list of

domestic violence shelters by

county. The packet also contains

suggestions on how physicians,

individually and through their

county medical society, can be-

come involved in this issue on the

local level.

Physicians may earn two hours

of Category One continuing med-
ical education credit by reviewing

the handbook and taking a test,

which is enclosed in the packet.

This credit was granted by the

OSMA's Committee on Education.

To alert patients to the fact that

physicians are participating in this

campaign, the packet contains a

poster and tent card for display in

physician offices.

The packet is being mailed di-

rectly to OSMA members in the

following specialties: family and

general practice, internal med-
icine, emergency medicine,

obstetrics and gynecology and

pediatrics.

All other OSMA members may
order a packet free of charge by

using the order form elsewhere

in this issue.

Also included in this issue is a

flier on domestic violence entitled

"For My Patients." Physicians are

encouraged to photocopy this flier

Continued on page 2
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Domestic

Violence

Prevention

Project

TrustTalk

OSMA President Stanley J. Lucas, MD, is urging Ohio physicians to

actively support the domestic violence campaign.

Doctor tax may fund
child health program
Members of the joint House-

Senate conference committee,

hammering out compromise
legislation on
House Bill 478,

are consider-

ing a provider

tax, including

a possible tax

on physicians,

as one way to

finance a

health-care

program for children, which
committee members seem deter-

mined to add to the legislation.

The program would expand

access to care to all of Ohio's

uninsured children. Currently,

committee members propose that

hospitals be taxed to provide

increased care, but there have

been suggestions that the tax base

could be expanded to include

Continued on page 2
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OSMA embroiled in

med mal controversy
The Ohio State Medical Asso-

ciation has been sued by the

Physicians Insurance Company
of Ohio over whether the asso-

ciation has the right to sell its

class B shares of PICO.

In late August, the OSMA
announced its intent to sell its

PICO shares to PIE Mutual

Insurance Company. The OSMA
founded PICO in 1975 and owns
52% of PICO's voting shares.

Both PICO and PIE are licensed

by the Ohio Department of

Insurance to provide medical

professional liability insurance

to physicians and other health-

care providers in Ohio.

PICO filed suit against the

OSMA to stop the sale of the

stock, claiming that the pro-

posed sale is not in the best

Continued on page 2
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OSMA Domestic Violence Guidelines

The Ohio State Medical Association, in an effort to lessen the toll of

domestic violence in Ohio, is asking all of its members to:

1. Assume that at least a portion of your patients are experiencing

partner or spouse abuse and act accordingly.

2. Routinely ask your women patients, either as part of medical

history taking, as part of the physical exam or when an injury

suggests abuse, if they are experiencing abuse from a partner

or spouse.

3. If the patient indicates she is being abused, take the time to

talk with her about her options. Give her the name and

telephone number of the local shelter and tell her about the

services it offers.

4. Document the patient's injury thoroughly. Not all abusive

situations end up in court, but accurate, well- documented
medical records are a big advantage if they do.

5. Don't get angry or upset with a patient if she denies what is

obviously abuse or if she fails to follow-up on your advice.

Nationally, 75% of battered women first identified in a medical

setting will go on to suffer repeated abuse. Just remember to

remain supportive and hope that the next time she will take

your advice.

Violence.. .continued

and place copies in their waiting

room for patients to read.

The domestic violence material

is the first of a three-part cam-

paign by the OSMA on family

violence. In 1993, the OSMA will

be preparing and mailing to

physicians materials on child

physical /sexual abuse and on

elder abuse.

"I encourage all physicians to

take part in this campaign," Dr.

Lucas says. "Besides helping

patients with a serious social and

medical problem, this campaign

can also help strengthen the

physician-patient relationship.

With so much happening in medi-

cine to weaken that relationship,

we must do everything we can to

enhance it."

The Ohio State Medical Associa-

tion Auxiliary also will be focus-

ing on family violence in 1992-

1993 and have many programs

and projects planned across the

state. The OSMA-A, along with 19

other medical organizations, have

endorsed the OSMA's campaign.

The OSMA's domestic violence

campaign was developed with the

assistance of the OSMA's Com-
munications Committee, chaired

by Daniel Van Heeckeren, MD,
Cleveland, and numerous domes-

tic violence groups.

For more information about the

campaign, contact the OSMA
Department of Communications,

Ohio Physicians' Domestic Vio-

lence Prevention Project. |

Controversy.. .continued

interests of PICO shareholders or

policyholders. It is asking for a

permanent injunction prohibiting

PIE from acquiring OSMA Class B

shares and that OSMA’s shares of

PICO be seized and sequestered.

Herbert E. Gillen, senior direc-

tor of the OSMA, says the sale of

PICO stock is in the best interests

of OSMA members and PICO
policyholders and shareholders.

"Allowing PICO and PIE to

become associated and tap the

respective strengths of the two
organizations will enable the

companies to continue the stabil-

ity of the Ohio medical malprac-

tice insurance marketplace."

Gillen says the OSMA made the

decision to sell its PICO stock for

several reasons. First, the profes-

sional liability marketplace has

changed substantially since the

OSMA founded PICO in the mid-

'70s. "At that time many physi-

cians couldn't find malpractice

insurance coverage at any price.

Today, there are more than 20

companies that provide profes-

sional liability coverage in the

state."

Another reason the OSMA made

the decision that it would be

willing to sell is that the ties that

bound it to PICO are no longer as

strong as they were when the

company was formed. Gillen says

that PICO shifted its marketing

strategy away from its original,

primary focus on serving the

medical malpractice needs of

controlling shares in PICO."

OSMA recently considered an

offer for its stock and turned it

down. However, Gillen says, the

OSMA Council, pending a de-

tailed review of the fairness of the

proposed terms, decided to sign a

letter of intent to be a sound bus-

iness decision. "The PIE offer was

I

"The OSMA's decision is just a first step

in an involved process.

"

OSMA members to serving

multiple health-care providers.

In addition, PICO had begun to

look at other strategies that might

have affected OSMA's interest in

the company. PICO had an-

nounced its intention to investi-

gate entering into a business com-

bination with two other medical

malpractice insurers in Kentucky

and Indiana by the end of the

year.

For these and other reasons,

Gillen says, "Council believed it

was time for the OSMA to back

away from its role in owning the

made contingent on the OSMA
not disclosing the terms of the

proposed agreement to sell."

PICO, in its lawsuit, asked to see a

copy of the OSMA letter of intent.

OSMA has provided PICO with a

copy of the letter pursuant to a

protective order by the supervis-

ing judge.

Gillen stresses that the OSMA’s
decision to sign the letter of intent

with PIE is just a first step in an

involved process. Both OSMA
and PIE need to perform a thor-

ough review of the proposed sale,

including OSMA's determination

Tax.. .continued

other non-institutional pro-

viders, such as physicians.

The provider tax is just one

of several recommendations
that the Ohio State Medical

Association continues to

oppose. Others include pro-

visions calling for mandatory
Medicare assignment and a

single hospital bill.

Apparently gone from the

legislation, however, are two
ideas outlined in last month's

front-page story, which had

also met with strong opposi-

tion from the OSMA. An idea

for a commission to set state-

wide fees, similar to one that

now regulates public utilities,

and a proposed fee freeze

found little support within the

committee, reports Van Doom.
Yet also gone is any promise

of tort reform. "It is off the

table now and not likely to be

put back on," he says.

"The committee is close to

agreement on most of the

issues in House Bill 478," Van
Doom continues, "but the

remaining matter of how to

pay for this increased care (for

children) is a very difficult one

to solve." It may, in fact, delay

a final draft of the bill until

after the November elections.

OHIO Medicine will keep

you posted.

I

that the proposed price is fair.

The proposed sale must be

reviewed by the Ohio Department

of Insurance and perhaps other

regulatory agencies before be-

coming final.

Robert Dion, president and chief

executive officer of PICO, says the

OSMA's decision to sell its con-

trolling interest in PICO raises

concerns. "Based on the fact that

we have limited information on

the proposed sale, we do not

believe this transaction is, over the

long term, in the best interests of

PICO shareholders, policyholders

and other stake-holders."

The approximately 2,000 OSMA
members who are insured by

PICO may have questions about

how the proposed sale would
affect their coverage. Larry

Rogers, president of PIE, says that

their coverage will remain intact.

"This is a positive move for all

Ohio physicians. Nothing adverse

will happen to PICO insureds."!
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Candidates on the road
In Brief: John Fink, MD and Rose Vesper, wife of Lee Vesper, MD, are

both running for seats in the Ohio Legislature. Here, they tell why they

decided to run and what efforts they would make for health care if elected.

Q: What made you decide to en-

ter the race for the Ohio House?

Fink: I've been involved in poli-

tics since I was a teen, so I've

always been interested in the

political process.

The timing was
right this year, as

far as redistricting,

but I have had my
sights set on this

race since 1988, and I would have

run if the timing was right or not.

I have a couple of reasons for

becoming a candiate: First, as far

as we can tell, there hasn't been a

physician in the Ohio legislature

in this century, and I think we're

overdue for one.

Second, with all the health-care

reform taking place in Ohio, I

believe having a physician in the

legislature would be of great

benefit to the people of this state.

Vesper: I've always been inter-

ested in politics. However, with

each passing year. I've seen first-

hand how government has con-

tinued to grow and impact on our

personal lives. If you want to

make a difference, you also need

to understand the political pro-

cess, and that's why I became
involved. I want to be part of the

process that gives direction to our

government.

Ten years ago, I passed up an

opportunity for an appointment

to the Ohio House because our

daughter had not yet grown, and I

wanted to spend time with her.

Then, in 1988 I made a brief run

for the State Senate

until the senator

who planned to

vacate that seat

decided not to run

for Congress and

stepped back in the race for his

Senate seat. But I've stayed

involved, and this time, the

timing was right. I came out early

and I came out strong. Within a

month, I had the endorsement

from the Republican party in all

three counties in my district.

Q: How has your practice or life

been affected by the campaign?

Fink: Until now, very little. I have

three partners who have been

very supportive and who have

covered for me when necessary.

I've worked full-time in the

practice, but I imagine that may
change now, as the election nears

and the campaign goes into full

swing.

Vesper: It's a 24-hour job, and

anyone who has ever criticized a

political candidate ought to try

campaigning for themselves. But

On the
Campaign Trail

Dr. Fink , with his campaign boosters, believes Ohioans need a

physician in the Ohio legislature, especially since health-care reform

is such an important topic.

Rose Vesper greets constituents from the back of a car during a parade

in Clermont County.

it's also rewarding to go out to the

small, rural communities. The
people there tend to be very much
on top of the issues, and have a

good sense of how important their

votes are in addressing our prob-

lems. Also, I have found that they

tend to be very optimistic and that

helps to energize me and keep me
going.

Q: What are you doing to cam-

paign?

Fink: I speak to civic groups,

church groups and business asso-

ciations. This summer I visited

fairs and carnivals - whatever I

can do to meet the voters. In this

kind of election, however, I think

the best approach is door-to-door,

and that’s what I've done. After

practice hours, I knock on doors.

I've probably visited 4,000-6,000

homes since July.

Vesper: I go wherever there is a

group of people. No festival or

event is too small for me to

attend. I've campaigned in all

three counties, and I will soon be

going door-to-door in an effort to

meet even more.

Q: What concerns about health

care have you heard?

Fink: There are three or four ma-
jor concerns. People fear financial

devastation if a major illness

strikes. That's one. Another is

frustration with health-care costs.

Not just that they're high, but that

the costs that are reflected in the

price of most American products

hurts our ability to compete inter-

nationally. There is concern that

much of our medical dollars are

going toward administrative costs

and paperwork. That's especially

true of the elderly who are con-

fused by all the red tape. The
elderly also fear being dehuman-
ized by the medical process.

"With all the health-

care reform taking

place...I think

having a physician

in the legislature

would be of great

benefit . " - Dr. Fink

Vesper: Surveys have shown and

I have found that health-care

concerns in my district come after

a concern for jobs and education.

Even though it's primarily a rural

area and there is, therefore, al-

ways a concern about access to

health care, there is a high rate of

unemployment. These are proud,

hard-working people who, in

many cases, need to supplement

farm income with an off-the-farm

job. However, health-care costs

are driving up the cost of doing

business in America, making it

more difficult for American in-

dustry and businesses to compete

in what is an increasingly global

market. When health-care issues
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Candidates
have come up, it's because people

are upset about the cost of care.

They are still happy with their

own physician. Of course there is

a concern, too, about keeping

their rural hospitals open and

solvent.

Q: What would you
do as a state

representative to

meet these

concerns and
others?

Fink: I think the time has come
for a universal access system

through a public /private

partnership. The physician and

the health-care community needs

to take the lead in controlling

health-care costs. A system that

costs $760 billion - $27 billion to

$30 billion in this state alone -

must have some waste in it. If we
could cut 10% from it, think what
that would free up for other

things, like education. The health-

care community should take the

lead in this endeavor.

Vesper: I’m already working to

get input from the people in my
district on what they might view

as problems unique to their

on the road
communities. In addition, I am
sharing with them my perspective

on the complexity of the health-

care crisis and how we must be

cautious and not settle for a quick

fix that would create even bigger

problems in the near future.

I would serve as a

watchdog for the

small hospitals. I'd

also nurture a close

relationship

between the state

medical and the state hospital

association. Over the past few

years, these two allies have

drifted apart and on some issues,

the relationship is now almost

adversarial. I'd also do what it

takes to motivate physicians to

come out to rural areas to prac-

tice.

Q: What is your opinion of the

current health-care reform

package. House Bill 478?

Fink: I think it needs major re-

structuring. For example, nothing

in it seems to specifically address

the problem of controlling costs,

like a provision on tort reform. In

order to achieve universal access,

however, it's obvious that some of

reform measures included in the

bill will need to be taken.

Vesper: The Ohio Legislature has

been putting tremendous pressure

"If there 's one thing

I hope to accom-

plish if elected, it's

to bring some

common sense back

to what we're

doing .

"

- Vesper

on the rising cost of health care

and its availability to the 1 .2

million Ohioans who aren't

adequately, if at all, insured. HB
478 is an honest attempt to

respond to that pressure.

However, there are some serious

flaws in this bill. In an attempt to

address the needs of those who
are uninsured or underinsured, it

does not realistically address the

cost of that care and there are a

number of elements in 478 that

will negatively impact on the

quality of that care.

Q: How is your campaign being

financed?

Fink: Friends, private citizens.

We've had about 500-1,000 donors.

We've had no PAC money at this

point, but that may change.

The Republican party has also

helped. They're interested in this

race because the control of the

House may hinge on this seat.

Bush, Clinton clash

Health-care reform has become a

popular issue this

election, and both

President George

Bush and Gov. Bill

Clinton have taken

positions on health

care that, as might be expected,

have little in common.
Both want the vast number of

uninsured Americans covered

against the rising health-care

dollar, but how they propose to

Vesper: Most of my campaign has

been supported by private dona-

tions. The only PAC money I've

received has come from the

medical PAC, and I’m proud of

that because I think it shows that I

have established my credibility

with physicians around the state.

They know that after serving 12

years on the OSMA's Legislative

Committee, I can speak with

knowledge, perspective and
understanding of the problems

surrounding health-care issues.

Q: Do you have a campaign
slogan?

Fink: Yes. It's "Think Fink. Your
Choice for Change."

Vesper: Yes - "Put Value in Your
Vote, Vote Vesper."

Q: Any final comments?

Fink: Yes, one. You asked me why
I decided to run. I have four sons,

and I believe if people don't step

forward now we will leave behind

an enormous debt for the next

generation. I don’t want my sons

to turn to me and say, "Where
were you?”

Vesper: If there is one thing I

hope to accomplish if elected, it's

to bring some common sense back

into what we're doing. Some
special interest groups have taken

their interest to extremes. Also,

there is concern from the people

in my district that we are losing

touch with our traditional values.

I’d like to bring those values and

some common sense back into

issues that are addressed in the

Statehouse. I

over health reform

do that is where the differences

appear.

BUSH’S PROPOSAL

President Bush

opposes any federal

requirements

forcing employers to insure their

workers and any tax to finance a

health-care plan. Instead, he

would turn to the private sector,

offering tax credits to those not

covered and too poor to buy

HCFA 1500 EXPEDITER
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private health insurance; and tax

deductions to middle-income

families. These tax breaks would
help both groups buy private

health insurance. He would also

allow anyone self-employed to

deduct 100% of the cost of their

health insurance premiums,

which is up from the 25% cur-

rently allowed.

To control costs. President Bush

would exercise tort reform by

limiting the damages for pain and

suffering in medical malpractice

cases. He would also encourage

small businesses and individuals

to pool together to buy health

insurance at a discount, much the

same way that larger groups

presently qualify for lower rates.

Finally, he would encourage the

use of electronic billing to reduce

both paperwork and administra-

tive costs.

President Bush estimates that

his plan would cost the govern-

ment $100 billion over five years,

but has not yet mentioned how
this program would be paid for.

CLINTON S PROPOSAL

Gov. Clinton, on the other hand,

puts both state and federal partici-

pation in his reform package.

States would set prices for both

doctors and hospitals if health-

AP/Wide World Photos

spending

appeared as

though it

would exceed

a national

limit set by a

newly created

"health-

standards”

board. Gov.

Clinton also

would pen-

alize drug

companies

that raise their

prices faster than

the standard-of-

living raises.

Meanwhile, to

expand coverage, the governor

wants a federal law requiring

employers to insure their workers,

either through a private health

insurer or a public program. This

would be financed through

payroll taxes, or some other type

of contribution by employers.

Those not covered by employers

would be provided a package of

benefits to ensure what Gov.

President George Bush speaks to a crowd in

Brookeville, Ohio late last month.

Clinton refers to as "universal

coverage.

No overall cost has been esti-

mated for this program, nor has

Gov. Clinton said how it would be

financed. However, he has ac-

knowledged there would be new
costs for employers who don't

currently provide health insur-

ance to employees.!

Don't like the status quo? Here's how to change it

In Brief: With so many turnovers

in state and national legislatures this

year, voting is more important now

than ever.

If you haven't yet registered to

vote, do it now! October 5 is the

cut-off date in most counties, so

by the time you read this, you'll

have little time left to take action -

but it's important that you do.

This year's election, more than

any other, is likely to effect the

course that medicine will take in

the future. Whether the profes-

sion's interests advance, stand still

or lose ground may well depend
on how you vote in November.
In addition to the well-publi-

cized race for the White House,

there is also a hotly contested race

here in Ohio between incumbent
Sen. John Glenn and Lt. Gov.

Michael DeWine for a seat in the

U.S. Senate. Plus, at least 18 of the

99 seats in the traditionally Demo-
cratic-controlled Ohio House will

turn over this year, as incumbents

retire or choose not to run for

another term. Redistricting will

also mean new faces and fewer of

them for Ohio in the U.S. Con-

gress, as redrawn

boundaries have

reduced the number
of seats from 21 to

19.

On the
Campaign Trail

REFORM AT DOORSTEP

According to John Van Doom,
director of OSMA's Department of

Legislation, there are two reasons

why it's important for physicians

to vote this election.

"First, health-care reform is at

the doorstep. The results of this

election will have an impact on
the direction medicine will take

and how physicians will be reim-

bursed in the future. Second, there

is an opportunity to change the

make-up of the state legislature by
the simple fact that so many seats

are open this year."

Cynthia Snyder, the depart-

ment’s associate director, noted

that this sudden vacancy of seats

is true on the national level as

well.

"At least 100 of 435 seats in the

U.S. House of

Representatives

I

will turn over this

year," she says.

Even more telling

is the fact that the

House's health subcommittee,

which considers most federal

health-care legislation, will lose

nearly 50% of its members in the

coming election.

As far as the presidential race is

concerned, Ohio has been singled

out, along with Michigan, Illinois

and Missouri as key states for

both candidates. "Which is why
we're seeing both candidates

making so many swings through

the Midwest," says Van Doom.
(For a closer look at the candi-

dates, see story above.)

LABELING INITIATIVE ON BALLOT

If the races aren't reason enough
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to head for the polls next month.

Van Doom reminds voters that

five statewide initiatives will also

be on the ballot, including the

controversial chemical labeling

and warning law that was dis-

cussed in the August issue of

OHIO Medicine.

"Those elected this year will be

the ones shaping the future course

of medicine," says Van Doom.
"That's why it's more important

than ever that physicians go to the

polls this year and vote, no matter

what their party affiliation may
be." I
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Workers' Comp may nix doctor input on medical regulations

A Senate bill designed to stream-

line the Ohio Workers' Compen-
sation program may shortchange

the system of physician input as

well.

Sponsored by State Sen. Bob

Cupp (R-Lima), Senate Bill 341

seeks to accelerate reforms that

House Bill 222 enacted in 1989, as

well as implement many of the

recommendations a consulting

company made last year for

improving the program's effi-

ciency.

The bill includes provisions

designed to speed up the claim

hearing and decision-making

process and hold down employer-

paid costs by improving the

I

Physicians would

be shut out of any

review of medical

regulations.

bureau’s management and opera-

tions. One such provision would
eliminate the OSMA's ability to

appeal to a legislative body in an

effort to overturn medical rules

and regulations drafted by the

Bureau of Workers' Compensa-
tion. By eliminating the legislative

appeal, physicians would be

effectively shut out of any review

of the bureau's medical regula-

tions.

"That’s why the OSMA became
involved," says John Van Doom,
director of OSMA's Department of

Legislation.

MEDICARE RATE PROPOSED

When the OSMA objected to the

fact that neither physicians nor

the OSMA would have any voice

in medical policy, including reim-

bursement issues, the association

was invited to meet with the

business and labor coalition that

has traditionally hammered out

Workers' Compensation policy.

This group told the OSMA that it

was determined to lower the costs

of health-care for employers.

"This coalition would like to

adopt the Medicare fee schedule

to compensate physicians treating

Workers' Comp patients," says

Van Doom.
The OSMA is actively seeking to

include physician representation

in the development of medical

policies and reimbursement

issues, and the right to appeal if

physicians are concerned with the

results.

The bill, supported by Gov.

George Voinovich, was initially

on a fast-track through the Senate,

but its pace has slowed consid-

erably.!
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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVES

Violence victims need our help
The figures are overwhelming

and undeniable. Family violence

is at epidemic proportions. Nearly

one-quarter of the women in the

United States have been or will be

abused by a male partner at one

time during their life. Between

two and four million women per

year are assaulted by partners. It

is estimated that 52% of female

murder victims

were slain by a

current partner or

ex-husband.

Twenty-two

percent to 35% of

women seeking

emergency

medical services are battered

women.
Yet only 9% of recently polled

Ohio primary care physicians

claimed to have frequently seen

family abuse victims (spouse

abuse, child abuse and elder

abuse) and only 14% of the

respondents felt very capable of

identifying this type of problem.

Because of this the Ohio State

Medical Association, through its

Department of Communications,

has developed and is introducing

this month "The Ohio Physicians'

Domestic Violence Prevention

Project," subtitled "Trust Talk.”

This program spotlights domestic

spousal violence. In 1993, the

OSMA will address child physi-

cal/sexual abuse and elder abuse.

The materials were developed

by the OSMA with the assistance

of the Ohio Department of Hum-
an Services and the American

Medical Association. The excellent

informational handbook is being

distributed free of charge this

month to all primary care physi-

cians who are members of the

OSMA. Non-primary care OSMA
members may order the materials

free of charge by using an order

form elsewhere in this issue. The
OSMA will be making the mater-

ials available to non-members at

cost.

I believe this is must reading.

The material is concise and well-

indexed. Physicians must become
more aware of the problem of

abuse and develop a degree of

comfort, without being judg-

mental, in introducing the subject

with women patients. Situations

signaling concern are well-

documented in the loose-leaf

material. Legal requirements,

record-keeping, techniques of

interviewing, intervention and

referral assistance are also meti-

culously outlined.

Why is the

project subtitled

"Trust Talk"?

Because

physicians

should develop

techniques for

gaining trust of

an abused person to talk about the

true and usually embarrassing

circumstances. Lives as well as the

emotional well-being of millions

of women are in jeopardy.

It is true that physicians alone

cannot solve all of the problems of

family violence. We must enlist

the services of educators, social

workers, lawyers and clergy.

Long has been the implication

that law enforcement agencies on

average have not been sensitive to

the plight of abused women. I do
not have the answer to that dilem-

ma with certainty. However, now

is the time for all law enforcement

agencies to revisit their programs
for domestic violence if this has

not recently

been done.

In this

period of

great con-

sternation

regarding

access, cost,

quality,

socioeco-

nomic and
hassle

issues, we
want the public to know that the

greatest concerns of physicians is

still the physical and mental well

being of each and every one of

our patients. We thank our com-

munication department for the

diligence and completeness of

their effort in developing this

family violence awareness pro-

gram.

The problem is enormous in

scope but let us try to make a

beginning in its improvement. "To

save even one life is like saving

the world." Learn to develop the

trust of your patient to talk of their

most private experiences. "Trust

Talk" - We Care. I

I

Physicians must become more aware of the

problem of abuse and...be comfortable with

discussing the subject with patients.

Stanley ]. Lucas, MD

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

No excuse for spanking
To the Editor:

As a practicing pediatrician, I read with great interest the editorial

comments regarding spanking by Drs. McCormick, Friedman and
Black in the September issue of OHIO Medicine. Effective discipline

remains one of the most frustrating aspects of parenting. As the father

of two young children, I have had to deal with this issue on a personal

level. Dr. McCormick's study on corporal punishment provides

interesting insight into how physicians approach childhood discipline.

I found myself ashamed to be an Ohio physician after reading Dr.

McCormick's results. It is appalling that 59% of pediatricians and 70%
of family practitioners responding to the survey approve the use of

spanking as an appropriate disciplinary method for children. Have we
learned nothing through the years? Numerous reports have demon-
strated the detrimental effects of corporal punishment. I have yet to

find any that reveal the positives of this method of discipline. The

negatives are obvious. Spanking creates fear and mistrust, potentially

disrupts family dynamics, and teaches children that it is acceptable to

resort to violence if someone does something wrong. It is this last point

that I fear the most. In a society already overrun with violent behavior,

the last thing we need to do is teach our children that this is an accept-

able way to resolve conflicts.

In practice, I counsel parents in non-violent methods of discipline,

such as "time-out," or positive reinforcement of appropriate behavior.

Parents who had previously spanked their children universally report

that the non-violent techniques are more effective than corporal pun-

ishment. They feel much better about themselves as parents as well.

My children, ages five and two, have never been spanked. As far as I

can tell they are pretty normal. It is time for us to leave the dark ages of

childhood discipline, and encourage our families to treat all members
with respect and consideration. The results can only benefit us all.

THOMAS E. ISPHORDING, JR., MD, FAAP
Huron
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Spanking OK - within limits

To the Editor:

It seems to me that much of the controversy about spanking arises

because different people view the matter from different points of view.

As the old saying goes, "Where you stand depends on where you sit."

We can't reach a consensus on spanking unless we understand why
some people see this issue in a different light than we do.

The physician, psychologist or other professional working with

children sees the harm that can be done by corporal punishment, and

justifiably takes a strong stand against it. The sociologist who sees the

damage done to our society by the institutionalization of violence also

has good reason to point with alarm.

Some adults who were spanked as children view the procedure as

barbaric. Others feel that being spanked occasionally was useful in the

development of their character, however distasteful they found the

practice at the time.

The parent whose child comes home from school with a horror story

about an abusive teacher understandably is alarmed, although what

the child says may or may not be an accurate reflection of reality. On
the other hand, a father or mother whose child's education is being

impaired by disruptive behavior of others in the classroom may ask,

"Why don't the teachers do what they have to do to maintain control so

children who want to learn can do so?"

My personal bottom line is this: Physicians should teach and model

parenting that encourages children to do the right thing but recognizes

an occasional need to be firm, although seldom by physical means.

Physical discipline should never be undertaken when the parent is

angry enough that there is a risk of going beyond what is in the child's

best interest.

Schoolteachers and others standing in loco parentis should have the

authority to use physical discipline, but only in accordance with well-

defined protocols that protect the child and the reputation of the

responsible adults.

ROBERT D. GILLETTE, MD
Poland

"Mild spankings" have a place
To the Editor:

The September issue of OHIO Medicine ran three commentaries

chastising the majority of family physicians and pediatricians for

supporting very narrowly defined corporal punishment (a mild, open-

handed slap upon only the hand or buttock). The authors refer to an

abundance of studies documenting the harmful effects of such a mild

form of corporal punishment. I am surprised that with all the reading

and CME I do, I have not encountered a single one that I can recall.

Some popular authors, such as James Dobson, advocate much harsher

methods. Doctors routinely administer shots that hurt much more than

a simple slap, and the pain can last a day or two. Is it the pain that

these authors object to, or is it the punishment itself? All punishments
administer pain, be it physical or emotional. Is a mild physical pain

worse than emotional pain?

I usually recommend the following rules of discipline to my patients:

1.

) Warn once, naming the offense and the consequence.

2.

) Apply the consequence immediately after the offense and every

time after the offense.

3.

) Do not discipline the child in anger. If you are angry, give

yourself a time-out.

4.

) I teach the parents what normal testing behavior is so they will

cease to regard it as an insult to their authority.

After reviewing the above rules, I will accept the defined "mild

spanking" with the warning to parents that once it ceases to work for

them, they must move on to more creative methods. However, I do
believe it is far better to spank after one warning with firm calmness

than to risk losing control through the misguided belief that children

should never be spanked, thereby slipping into verbal or physical

battery.

Time-out is a wonderful method for doctors with four bedrooms and

a den in the suburbs. It's a lot more difficult when a Medicaid mom
shares a two-bedroom apartment with another family and the neighbor

is yelling, "If you don't shut that kid up soon, I'll do it for you!"

One additional theme from the articles struck a strong chord with

me. Kenelm McCormick states, "...physicians' attitudes toward corporal

punishment are no more than a reflection of societal attitudes toward

violence..." and later, "society's embracement of violence is slowly

ending as reflected by activities of medical professionals." Indeed, we
can look to our own society. JAMA over the last two or three years has

frequently run articles detailing the scope of verbal and physical

violence against students and residents by their faculty. Discussions

with the students I have precepted over the years assures me that such

continues to this day. If medicine wishes to help end interpersonal

violence, we must first learn to end it in our own family.

STEPHEN BUSHNEK, MD
Columbus

Cleveland's position rejected

To the Editor:

I wholeheartedly agree with Dr. Greer's letter concerning Cleveland's

opposition to a statewide Medicare fee schedule. I also was at the

OSMA meeting and recall little opposition to the resolution. I do recall

the Cleveland delegation asking for a silent vote; perhaps to avoid the

confrontation they knew this would cause.

In the August issue of OHIO Medicine, the front page contained an

example of the changes that would occur with procedure code 99213

(office visit). Although I realize that this is not an exact reflection of all

the changes that would occur with every procedure code, I believe it

reflects an accurate trend for all of them. It strikes me that the areas

that would receive an increase are generally the rural areas and the

areas that would receive a decrease are the larger cities. Sometimes I

hear that it costs more to live in the city and this justifies the larger

reimbursement. While this may be true in actual dollars, this is not true

in terms of work and effort. Yes, the amenities of living in the city do

cost more, but does that mean the rural physicians should subsidize

the living standards of their big city counterparts? For this particular

example, should I make $2.16 less so that my fellow physician in

Cleveland may make $.82 more?

It is this type of inequity that promotes the difficulties in trying to

bring young physicians to the rural setting with a further deterioration

of rural health care. I urge you, Cleveland, abide by the OSMA House

of Delegates resolution and allow a fair system of statewide fee sched-

ule of reimbursement to be instituted.

BRIAN L. BACHELDER, MD
Mt. Gilead
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with Fall Confluence

AUXILIARY REPORT

"Lighten up"
I had a dream. Every auxilian in

the state of Ohio showed up at the

Fall Confluence on October 13 in

Columbus. At the conclusion of

the meeting, I stood at the front of

the room, smiling. Now, I thought,

we were energized and ready to

meet the challenges of the year as

we performed volunteer work to

promote the health of our

communities. Sandy Queen, our

conference leader, had really

helped us take a better look at our

lives through humor and laugh-

ter.

I reflected on the session called

"Lighten Up! This is the Only Life

You Have!" We had looked at our

lives, attitudes and feelings in

order to "lighten up."

Many people told me they had

traveled to Columbus just to hear

the internationally recognized

speaker present "You Don't Have
To Be a Superwoman To Be a

Super Woman." Sandy offered

amazing revelations on how we

could better cope with the

pressures that are part of life's

chaos.

Following the luncheon, after

Sandy had greeted all the aux-

ilians, we looked at the topic of

attitudes. We were asked to

examine our attitudes to changes.

Sandy brought up the topic of the

auxiliary name change. We
explored the attitudes that we

harbored on this issue. Sandy
helped us see how these attitudes

would help our organization

grow or

die.

What a

dream. I

was
certainly

glad that I

had driven

to Colum-
bus to hear

Sandy
Queen and

to take

advantage of that very important

OSMA Auxiliary offering. |

Don 't miss registering for this Fall

Confluence. For information and

reservations, contact: Carol Wenger,

Executive Director, OSMA
Auxiliary, 1500 Lake Shore Drive,

Columbus, OH 43204-3824.

News & Views

What price paperwork?

Everytime 1 read of some
proposed medical legislation,

my first thought is: How much
more paperwork is this going

to be for my office or my hos-

pital?

The Sequoia Hospital in San

Francisco added up its costs for

complying with a mandated
governement regulation. The
bill came to $7,800,000 annu-

ally!

I roughly figured this in my
mind at about $50 per day per

inpatient, and that's probably

more than most doctors charge

for their hospital care every

day.

W.B. Rogers, MD
Cleveland

Do have an opinion you'd like

to share? Write to:

Editor, OHIO Medicine

1500 Lake Shore Dr.

Columbus, OH 43204-3824

I

"I had a dream. Every auxilian in the state

of Ohio showed up at the Fall Confluence

...in Columbus.

"
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SECOND OPINION

AMA ethics chair speaks out on self-referral
By Oscar W. Clarke, MD

During the past several years,

physicians have become more
aware of conflicts of interest

within the profession, heightened

by the economic environment that

surrounds the provision of med-
ical care.

A perception exists with the

public that referral patterns have

not been appropriate - that self-

interest more than patient inter-

est is served. Since perception

often becomes reality in the minds
of many, the American Medical

Association's Council on Ethical

and Judicial Affairs (CEJA) devel-

oped guidelines for self-referral

during the interim meeting of the

American Medical Association's

House of Delegates in December
of 1991.

These guidelines however, were
considered too restricting, and at

the annual meeting of the House
of Delegates in June of 1992, the

House approved a set of guide-

lines that would revert to those

that had been in effect since 1986.

I'd like to briefly present in this

article why the Council felt the

1986 guidelines were inadequate

to meet the needs of the 1991

environment, and why we drafted

new ones.

CEJA recognized that physician

investments may provide import-

ant benefits for patient care. At

the same time, the conflicts of

interest

created by

physician

investment

and referral

may
compromise
patient

welfare. In

balancing

these two
concerns, Oscar W. Clarke, MD
the Council

concluded that physician referral

of patients to facilities in which

the physician has an ownership

interest should not occur unless

the facility serves a demonstrated

need and would not be built with

alternative financing. Self-referral

would also be permissible if the

physician directly provides care

or service at the facility. This

approach ensures that facilities

will be built if they will serve an

important role in patient care

while also ensuring that conflicts

of interest do not compromise
patient welfare.

INSIDE VS. OUTSIDE CARE

In its new guidelines CEJA has

treated outside facilities different-

ly than facilities inside the office

for a number of reasons. First,

when physicians provide care

inside their offices, they are

compensated for services they

provide and for which they are

directly responsible. When physi-

cians profit from investments in

outside facilities, they are com-

pensated solely for their ability to

refer patients. This distinction

between compensation for

services and compensation for

referrals explains why the Coun-
cil's guidelines permit referral by
surgeons to ambulatory care

facilities in which they performed

the surgery. The distinction be-

tween outside and inside facilities

also reflects the fact that physi-

cians can maintain greater quality

control over inside facilities and

the fact that patients will always

be aware of the conflict when the

care is provided inside the office.

For an outside referral, the patient

may not know that the physician

has an ownership interest. Finally,

with inside facilities, physicians

can provide important benefits to

patients in terms of convenience

and more rapid diagnosis, not

possible with facilities outside the

office.

Legislators across the country

have adopted regulations banning

the practice of self-referral. The
Council believes it is far better if

the medical profession responds

to abuses of self-referral through

professional self-regulation,

obviating the need for legal

measures. In fact, before the

Council acted, some states had

imposed regulations that were
stricter than the Council's

guidelines.

The House of Delegate's action

in adopting a different policy on

self-referral at the June annual

meeting has the affect of pro-

ducing a conflict between the

Council's ethical position and

House policy. The Council has

indicated that it will revise its

report in light of the House's re-

cent actions and consider whether

any changes are appropriate. It

cannot be predicted at this time

what action the Council will

recommend. I

Dr. Clarke, Gallipolis, is chair of

the AMA's Council on Ethical and

Judicial Affairs.

Do you self-refer? If so, we'd

like to hear from you. We'd
also like to hear from those

who have stopped referring

patients to facilities they own.

Send your letters to: Executive

Editor, OHIO Medicine, 1500

Lake Shore Drive, Columbus,
Ohio 43204-3824.

Hey Brent.. .here's what I think!

Editor's note: Printed below are a few of the responses OSMA's
executive director Brent Mulgrew received from the mail-in postcard

inserted in the July issue of OHIO Medicine. You can still mail in your
cards or send your comments about the association, if you wish.

Address them to: Brent Mulgrew, Executive Director, OSMA, 1500

Lake Shore Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43204-3824.

As executive director of the OSMA, you need to:

Get the government to stop treating health-care professionals as

criminals. - Anonymous

Advise OHIO Medicine to be less legal and worrisome (it's always
depressing). - Anonymous

Congratulations, Brent. You've come a long way and you have done a

good job - all the way. Keep up the good work. - A. Burney Huff, MD

Be aware of issues that concern me: 1) availability of good medical care

for all; and 2) regulation of reviewers in insurance and managed care

companies. - Constance Fox, MD

Help young physicians getting started. We are being crippled by start-

up costs and regulations. Then we have compounded problems by
having older physicians restrict our practices. Help! - Anonymous

Please support universal state-sponsored health insurance - it is the

only sane way out of our incredible mess. - John DiTraglia, MD
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Does Ohio discriminate against IMGs?

i-Pa Kang, MD, OSMA 's Fourth District Councilor, left, and Woong
S. Kim, MD, chair of the OSMA’s IMG Task Force, talk during the

OSMA's Annual Meeting.

Editor's note: OHIO Medicine

begins, with this article, a semi-

regular column focusing on the

specific concerns of International

Medical Graduate members. This

month, the topic is discrimination.

In April, OHIO Medicine noted

that OSMA's International Medi-

cal Graduates Task Force was
collecting anecdotal evidence of

discrimination against IMGs. This

material would be turned over to

the American Medical Associa-

tion's advisory committee of IMGs
to aid in its efforts to support

federal anti-discrimination bills

and state-level activities that pre-

vent discrimination against IMGs
for licensure.

So far, however, no such

evidence has been turned in to

OSMA Task Force members. Does
that mean discrimination against

IMGs does not exist here in Ohio?

Possibly - but not likely. Woong
S. Kim, MD, who chairs the

OSMA Task Force, and
Su-Pa Kang, MD, OSMA's Fourth

District Councilor

and a member of

both the OSMA
Task Force and
the AMA's IMG
Advisory Com-
mittee, believe

that some
discrimination is

out there, but it's either not very

apparent, or is not as prevalent as

it may be in other states.

As Dr. Kang points out, there is

little reason for discrimination to

occur.

"There are lots of good, quali-

fied IMGs in Ohio," he says. Just

to practice here, graduates of

international medical schools

have to go through a demanding
process, including licensure by
the state medical board, so all but

the most qualified applicants are

easily weeded out.

ONLY ONE FUNCTION

"When (then OSMA President)

Joe Sudimack talked to me about

forming an IMG committee, I told

him it shouldn't be because the

association needed to do this, but

because it was the right thing to

do," Dr. Kang says. He outlines

other goals the committee hopes

to attain, such as helping to

mainstream IMGs into the Ohio

medical scene, and encouraging

IMGs to take leadership positions

in both the OSMA and the AMA.
Fighting discrimination is just one

of the task force's functions.

That it seems to be a necessary

one raises some discomfort.

"I try to view it positively," says

Dr. Kim. "We have a choice right

now between Bush and Clinton

for president. Just because we
choose one doesn't mean we
discriminate against the other."

He also points out that there can

be different kinds of discrimina-

tion - for example, patients who
would rather go to a graduate of

Ohio State University's College of

Medicine than a medical school

graduate from New York. How-
ever, Dr. Kim admits there is

some discrimination out there,

against IMGs specifically.

JOB DISCRIMINATION

Even more unsettling is that

some of this discrimination is

occurring from hospital admini-

strators and colleagues - people

who are in the profession.

"IMGs become an easy target to

single out," says Dr. Kang. He tells

of IMGs who have problems pro-

curing licenses, or failing to get

promotions because of their

international backgrounds.

Other IMGs point to peer re-

view committees, saying they are

more harassed with charges of

incompetent or unnecessary care

than their American counterparts.

Dr. Kim, however, says there is no
proof to back these allegations, at

least, so far.

Ohio patients have always

seemed to be the most tolerant

group where IMG physicians are

concerned. For the most part, pa-

tients like and respect their IMG
physicians. Recently, however,

that group, too, has raised feelings

of discrimination.

PATIENT DISCRIMINATION

In Jamestown, a small commun-
ity outside Dayton, a survey was

conducted of its

1,794 residents

to determine the

kind of physi-

cians that should

be recruited to

meet needs. The
overwhelming
response was for

a full-time, primary care physi-

cian. The surprise response was
that the community wanted an

American or English-speaking

one.

"I don't perceive that as a no-

confidence vote in international

medical graduates,” says James-

town Mayor Lenna Miller. "There

was nothing negative in the com-
ments. The respondents were just

stating their particular needs."

According to the mayor, those

needs include a family-oriented

physician who interacts and
bonds, not just with patients, but

with the entire community.

"Jamestown's slogan is 'A pro-

gressive community of farmers,

families and friends,"’ says Mayor
Miller. "That illustrates how
important bonding to the

community is here. The residents

might not think an international

medical graduate will bond as

well as an American graduate."

Both Dr. Kim and Dr. Kang
expressed surprise that such a

response could happen here in

Ohio.

"I've never heard of patients

who have openly stated a prefer-

ence for an American graduate

over an international one," says

Dr. Kang. More surprising is the

fact that this occurred in a rural

community, where most IMGs
have been traditionally accepted

and highly regarded by patients.

"I checked with the AMA," Dr.

Kang continues, "and they've

never heard of anything similar,"

Dr. Kim is concerned about the

impact these survey results, if

publicized, will have on IMGs in

the future. "It may result in some
unpleasant experiences," he says.

Still, like Dr. Kang, he's convinced

that this is probably an isolated

incident in the state.

Isolated or not, however, it's

reason enough for the associa-

tion's IMG Task Force to continue

gathering evidence of IMG
discrimination for the AMA
committee, and to broaden its

educational efforts, maybe into

the lay community as well as the

professional one.

If you know of any incidents of

discrimination, please send them
to the OSMA, c/o the IMG Task

Force. We also welcome Letters to

the Editor on this subject.

I

Ohio patients have always seemed to be the

most tolerant group where IMG physicians

are concerned.
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Highland County to reactivate society

Dormant since 1978, the Highland

County Medical Society has a

good chance of being reactivated.

Ron Zile, MD, and David Ayres,

MD, with the help of Robert

Clinger, OSMA associate exec-

utive director and director of the

OSMA's Department of Medical

Society and Member Relations,

recently mailed 23 surveys to

Hillsboro and Greenfield physi-

cians. If the surveys indicate an

interest, an exploratory meeting

will be held. At press time, 16

surveys had been returned, and
the vote was 15-1 in favor.

The surveys not only asked the

physicians if they were in favor of

reactivating the Highland County
Medical Society, but asked for

comments on frequency of meet-

ings, time and content. Legislative

issues. Medicare, Medicaid reim-

bursement and relations with the

press-public image received the

highest ratings for meeting topics.

POSSIBLE OBSTACLE

Of the 23 physicians surveyed,

15 are located in the Hillsboro

area and are affiliated with

Highland District Hospital in

Hillsboro. Eight physicians are

located in the Greenfield area (17

miles northeast of Hillsboro), and
are affiliated with the Greenfield

Area Medical Center in Green-

field.

One major obstacle to react-

ivating the society would be

attracting both Hillsboro and
Greenfield physicians to meetings

due to the geographic location of

the two cities. Probably the only

fair location would be Leesburg,

which is located approximately in

the middle. The physicians will

explore this idea and also the

possibility of alternating meeting

sites between Hillsboro and
Greenfield.

'Anyone familiar with these two
cities knows there has always

been some rivalry, whether on the

football field, in business and
industry or in the practice of

medicine," says Dr. Ayres."We
have a hard road to go, getting

these two cities together,” he adds.

However, Drs. Zile and Ayres

have accepted the challenge, and
will be working with the OSMA
to get all interested parties to sit

down and discuss the possibility

of working together again in a

county medical society. The
physicians will highlight the

advantages of a being a member
of a county medical society and
the benefits of being an OSMA
member.
OHIO Medicine will keep you

posted on further developments.!

cALENDAR

The OSMA has planned the following practice management
workshops for 1992. Watch for more information on these

workshops in future issues of OHIO Medicine. Brochures will

be mailed to OSMA members before each program.

Third-Party Reimbursement & Coding

Oct. 13 Dana Center at MCO/Toledo Hilton

Oct. 14 Stouffer Tower City Plaza, Cleveland

Oct. 15 Parke Hotel, Canton

Oct. 27 Cincinnati Marriott

Oct. 28 Stouffer Center Plaza, Dayton

Oct. 29 Concourse Hotel, Columbus

Gearing Up for Retirement

Oct. 20, 21 Ramada University, Columbus

Starting Your Own Practice

Oct. 21, 22 Ramada University, Columbus

Joining a Partnership Group

Oct. 23 Ramada University, Columbus

Third-Party Reimbursement & Coding

Oct. 27 Cincinnati Marriott

Oct. 28 Stouffer Center Plaza, Dayton

Oct. 29 Concourse Hotel, Columbus

Productivity & Performance

Nov . 3 Dana Center at MCO/Toledo Hilton

Nov. 4 Cleveland Airport Marriott

Nov. 5 Parke Hotel, Canton

Nov. 17 Concourse Hotel, Columbus
Nov. 18 Cincinnati Marriott

Nov. 19 Dayton Marriott

Auxilians register

Ohio voters

OSMA auxilians are making
sure medicine's influence will be

felt in November and beyond
with a voter registration project.

Barbara Lach, state chair of

legislative affairs, is coor-

dinating a statewide voter

registration campaign. Auxilians

from various counties around
the state will be staffing voter

registration tables in hospital

lobbies, cafeterias and area

shopping malls prior to the

November election.

"With as many as 420,000

active physicians and spouses, if

you count their families, staff

and associates, there are poten-

tially one million voters that

make up the medical communi-
ty in this country. Yet only 51%
are registered to vote," says

Lach.

Lach designed a set of guide-

lines for the project and protocol

for voter registration, which she

distributed to county auxiliary

presidents.

Physicians, medical students,

residents, hospital staff and
volunteers are being urged to

register to vote no matter what
their political party affiliation.

As of press time 20 counties

were participating in the voting

campaign.!

I

Brochure simplifies member services

For the first time on the state

level, the OSMA Department of

Membership, with the help of the

Department of Communications,

produced a Federation of Medi-

cine brochure.

"The OSMA and county medical

societies now have a vehicle to

promote all the different com-
ponents of membership in one

document," says Doug Evans,

director of the Department of

Membership.

By leafing through the brochure,

physicians can discover what
the county medical society, the

OSMA and the AMA have to offer

them as a potential member. In-

terested individuals simply fill

out the reply card and return it to

either their local county medical

society or the OSMA.
Six counties have taken ad-

vantage of the opportunity to

customize the brochure for use in

their own county. Generic ver-

sions are also available.

The underlying theme is that

physicians working together can

drive their profession.

If you know of someone who
could benefit from this brochure,

tell them to contact their county

medical society or the OSMA
Department of Membership at

(800) 766-OSMA.I

2
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OPEP program outgrowing budget

Richard O. Pelham, MD, medical

director of the Ohio Physician

Effectiveness Program (OPEP),

has made a pitch to major finan-

cial providers of OPEP to secure

more money for the program. The

additional funding would allow

him to hire an assistant and an

additional secretary. The meeting,

which took place in late August,

was held in OPEP's new Dublin

office.

Dr. Pelham justified the need for

help by pointing out that he has

logged more than 40,000 miles on

the job since taking the post a year

ago.

In January, the program had 32

participants. This number has

steadily increased with a year-to-

date of 85 participants. Robert

Clinger, OSMA associate exec-

utive director and director of the

OSMA's Department of Medical

Society and Member Relations,

pointed out that prior to Dr.

Pelham’s coming on board the

program was voluntary and

averaged only 12 new participants

annually. "The total number of

participants doesn't tell the whole

story. It takes a lot of work to get

an impaired physician in the

program," says Dr. Pelham. "No
one is particularly glad to see you
- all impaired physicians have

denial high on their list," he adds.

To help lighten Dr. Pelham's

load, physician volunteers are

being used to monitor physicians

in the OPEP therapeutic pipeline.

Fifty monitors have been in-

terviewed with 27 currently

assigned. "A geat deal of edu-

cation needs to be done to make
this program effective," he says.

To get the message out. Dr.

Pelham continues to travel

around the state visiting hospitals,

attending medical staff meetings,

and speaking to county medical

societies. He has made about 60

formal and informal presentations

so far this year.

Richard O. Pelham, MD, (left), and Edivard Carden, MD, discuss

strategies for securing money for the OPEP program.

OPEP'S BUDGET

OSMA's Physician Effectiveness

Committee, the programming
advisory arm to OPEP, predicts

that in the next five years $450,000

yearly will be needed to keep the

program afloat. "The program

should flatten out at $600,000

yearly over the 10-year period,"

says Edward Carden, MD, chair

of the committee. The expected

income for 1993 is $316,100, which

includes the following funding:

$125,000 from PIE Mutual; $15,000

from Physicians Insurance Com-
pany of Ohio; $30,000 from Ohio

Hospital Insurance Company;
$50,000 from OSMA; $10,000 from

Ohio Medical Education and

NO QUITIERS.
We fight nonmeritorious claims. It would be easier to

settle, and often less expensive for us. But we’re not just

insuring your financial future. We’re guarding your profes-

sional reputation, an asset no amount of insurance could

replace. So we put it in writing that we’ll never settle

without your consent. We hire the best lawyers, back

them up with the nation's largest malpractice law depart-

ment, and win. If we didn't, we couldn’t call ourselves

The Medical Protective Company. Put us in your corner

and call our general agent today.

r.' tv.tu.vvr

Cincinnati: David E. Bendel, Daniel R Woods, (513) 684-9967
Columbus: John E. Hansel, Timothy D. Harrison, (614) 267-9156

Perrysburg: Robert E. Stallter, (419) 874-8080

Hudson: Edward J. Kupcho, (216)656-0660
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Research Foundation; $5,100 from

Ohio Veterinarian Medical

Association; $6,000 from Ohio

Oestopathic Association and

$75,000 from Ohio Hospital

Association.

The expected goal over the next

five years is approximately 600

participants. This is a projection

based on the present growth and

the experience of other state pro-

grams. Statistics reveal that a

minimum of 10% of the physi-

cians in the state (approximately

2,500 physicians), will at some
time in their careers be impaired

by chemical dependency or

psychiatric problems. The Ohio

Physician Effectiveness Program
seeks to provide that resource for

those medical colleagues seeking

help.

The major contributors are

considering OPEP's request for

additional funding, and other

sources of funding are being

sought. I

Retirees to pay for

OHIO Medicine

As of January 1, 1993, retired

members of the OSMA will be

asked to pay a $20 annual fee for

OHIO Medicine.

The OSMA Committee on
Membership Marketing approved
the motion at their meeting in late

July and brought the recommen-
dation to the OSMA Council

members for their approval in

August.

All other benefits of member-
ship will remain free to retired

members.

POSTAL REGULATIONS

Postal regulations were the

reason OSMA had to institute this

change, according to Stanley

Lucas, MD, president of the

OSMA. Retirees are the fastest

growing portion of membership,

with nearly 3,000 members re-

ceiving free OSMA publications

on a monthly basis.

These 3,000 complimentary

issues were jeopardizing the

OSMA's second-class postage

rate, which allows for only a

certain percentage of compli-

mentary issues to be mailed per

month. By charging retired

members $20, the OSMA can

continue to comply with the

postal regulations.

"We really had no other choice

but to institute this change," Dr.

Lucas says. "We are hopeful that

our retired members will stay

with us, pay the $20 fee and
continue to receive OHIO Medi-

cine. Retirees are a very important

portion of our membership."

Retired members will be receiv-

ing a notice of the change in the

near future. I

How do you like it now?

Early this year, we asked how
you liked the new tabloid OHIO
Medicine. Now that you've seen

a few more issues, we'd like

your opinion again.

Look for an OHIO Medicine

readership survey in your mail

soon, and please take a few

minutes to answer it. We'd like

to hear from you.

6% OSMA

l\\*
When you compare
a 3.5% IRA CD with

the 6% OSMA IRA
,

you’ll see why rolling

over your existing funds is a decision that pays !

The OSMA INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT
gives you:

/ HIGHLY COMPETITIVE INTEREST RATE
6.00%* no time guarantee
5.75%* calendar year guarantee

/ NO PENALTY FOR SURRENDER**
You can get your money out anytime without paying a surrender charge.

/ TOTALLY INVESTMENT GRADE PORTFOLIO

No Junk Bonds or Mortgages

Other High Quality

Investment Grade Bonds
47%

/ NO SERVICE CHARGES OR FEES

/ EASY ROLLOVER
All it takes is a telephone call. Simply call 1-800-860-4525 tollfree, and
your OSMA Benefits Representative will take care of the paperwork
for you.

* as of 8/1/92; check for current rate
** IRS penalty imposed for monies withdrawn prior to age 59 1/2
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A doctor's primer
for reporting abuse

A Sandusky physician was sued

when he reported a child abuse

case to his hospital's social ser-

vices department instead of his

county department of human
services.

"Ohio’s reporting law clearly

states that physicians should

report suspected cases of child

abuse to the Children Services

Board, their county department of

human services or to the police,"

says Nancy Gillette, JD, of

OSMA's Department of Legal

Services.

Tempting as it might be to turn

responsibility over to someone
else, Gillette recommends that

physicians file the report them-

selves, and only to the above

agencies that have authority to

follow-up with investigations.

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Now that the OSMA is kicking

off its campaign against domestic

violence (see front-page story), it

might be worthwhile to review

what a physician's duties are

when reporting cases of abuse.

In Ohio, cases of child physical/

sexual/mental abuse and elder

abuse must be reported. There is

no law requiring physicians to

report spouse or partner abuse.

CHILD ABUSE

• Physicians, residents, and

interns must report suspected

abuse to the police, Children

Child abuse
conversations
can be evidence

The Ohio Supreme Court has

ruled that any information you,

as a physician, are told about a

child abuse case by the victim is

admissible as evidence in a trial

court.

Normally, such conversations

are considered hearsay testi-

mony and are not admissible.

The Supreme Court ruling now
provides an exception.

Metro county medical society public relations staff members met with

the OSMA Department of Communications to discuss strategies for

publicizing the family violence campaign that kicks off in November.

Services Board or to the Coun-

ty Department of Human
Services if the child is under

18 (or 21 if he or she is men-
tally or physically disabled).

• Failure to report can result in

a fourth-degree misdemeanor,

punishable by 30 days in jail

and a $250 fine.

• Physician-patient confiden-

tiality may not be used as a

reason not to report abuse, or

to exclude such evidence from

court hearings.

• Physicians acting together

with police officers have the

authority to remove children

from their parents or guard-

ians if they believe immediate

removal is essential to protect

the child from further abuse or

neglect.

• Immunity from civil/ criminal

liability that may arise from

According to Justice Alice

Robie Resnick, who wrote for

the majority, children under-

stand they must tell the truth to

the doctor treating them. The
statements made by the child,

she wrote, were pertinent to

both diagnosis and treatment.

Admitting them in evidence

does not violate the defendant's

right of confrontation, she con-

cluded.

As a result of the ruling, phy-

sicians may find themselves

appearing in court more fre-

quently, if they see child abuse

victims.

I

reporting abuse is given to all

those who report, unless they

have acted in bad faith or with

malicious purpose.

• Reports may be made by tele-

phone or in person, though a

written report may be request-

ed by the receiving agency.

ELDER ABUSE

• Physicians, residents and

interns must report cases of

abuse, neglect or exploitation

to persons age 60 or older.

• Reports should be made to the

County Department of Hum-
an Services or to police.

• Failure to report can result in

fines of up to $500.

• Immunity from civil/criminal

liability that may arise from

reporting abuse is given to all

those who report, unless they

have acted in bad faith or with

malicious purpose.

• Reports may be made by tele-

phone or in person, though a

written report may be request-

ed by the receiving agency. I

Hospital boards
can't amend
med staff by-laws

Can hospital boards remove
medical staff department heads

unilaterally, and despite medical

staff bylaws?

If the bylaws are mutually

binding and contain some pro-

vision that indicates the hospital

intends to be bound by the

bylaws, then the answer is no,

says an Ohio Court of Appeals.

The appeals court recently made
the ruling in Awadalla v. Robinson

Memorial Hospital.

The hospital board attempted to

remove a department head by
adopting an amendment to its

hospital policy. The amendment
would allow the board to remove
department heads unilaterally.

The board argued that such action

was proper because they are a

county hospital, state law specifi-

cally vests in them the entire

charge, control and management
of the hospital.

AMENDMENT INVALIDATED

The appeals court, however,

found evidence that the board had

approved staff bylaws and had

given no indication it would not

be bound by them. Two physi-

cians also testified that they con-

sidered the bylaws to be mutually

binding.

Noting the Joint Commission's

prohibition on unilateral amend-
ment of the bylaws, the court

concluded that the hospital board

could not unilaterally amend the

medical staff bylaws if the bylaws

constituted a contract. The ap-

peals court remanded the case

back to trial court. The hospital is

appealing the case. I

Sex, Surgery, Treasure, & Travel You Know the Surgeon . . . Now Meet the Man
You may know George "Barney" Crile from his

work as one of Ohio's finest surgeons at the Cleve-

land Clinic, but might be unaware of his equal accom-

plishments as author, archaeologist, and even scuba

diver. Read about his adventures in travel and let-

ters—and sex and surgery, too—in this fascinating

memoir of a modern Renaissance man.

ISBN 0-87338-465-2, 432 pp., 56 b&w photographs, $35.00

Available at bookstores or from

0 The Kent State University Press
P.O. BOX 5190 KENT OH 44242-0001 1-800-247-6553, EXT. 108
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Med board may
have to become
self-sufficient

The state's latest round of budget

cuts will have a direct impact on

board operations, says state medi-

cal board Executive Director Ray

Q. Bumgarner. The cuts, which

now total 13%, will prompt the

loss of as many as eight staff

positions, including three investi-

gators, two hearing officers, one

public inquiries assistant, one

licensure assistant and one mem-

ber of the clerical staff.

• Fees collected from licensees

and applicants are not kept by the

board but instead become part of

the state's General Revenue Fund.

In turn, that fund supplies the

money for the board's biennial

budget. For years, the board

received about 60% of the reve-

New Humulin 50/50 is the tailor-made

answer to individual patient needs. A
unique combination of equal amounts of

Regular human insulin and NPH human

insulin, it will be useful in situations in

which a greater initial insulin response is

desirable for greater glycemic control.

Like Humulin 70/301 new Humulin 50/50

offers the convenience and accuracy of a

premix. And it can be used in conjunction

with an existing 70/30 regimen.

New 50/
Humulin/ 50
50% human insulin

isophane suspension
50% human insulin injection

(recombinant DNA origin)

The Newest Option in

Insulin Therapy
WARNING: Any change of insulin should be made cautiously

and only under medical supervision.

' Humulin " 70/30 (70% human insulin isophane suspension.

30% human insulin injection |recombinant DNA origin]).

Global Kxcellence in Diabetes Cave

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

46285

HI-791 l-B-249343 c 1992. eli lilly and company

nues it generated, but recently has

been able to recoup almost 85% of

the income it creates for the state

through the budget process.

The latest round of budget cuts,

however, has led to renewed dis-

cussion about the advisability of

simply removing the board from

the state's General Revenue Fund
and making it self-sufficient. Such

fiscal rotaries have received

support from the General Assem-
bly in the past for specifically

earmarked purposes. As Bum-
garner suggested in a letter to

Gregory Browning, director of the

state's Office of Budget and

As many as eight

staff positions are

being eliminated

because of state

budget cuts.

Management, "perhaps the time

has finally arrived for the board's

operations to be funded directly

through the licensing and renewal

fees the board itself generates."

Although budget cuts have left

the board financially strapped, the

agency is wealthy in terms of

licensee interest and enthusiasm,

demonstrated by the response to

the "expert interest" form that

accompanied renewal materials

for the upcoming biennium.

Hundreds of practitioners have

volunteered their expertise to

screen complaints for standards

violations, to serve as witnesses

when board intervention in a

physician’s practice is necessary,

and to participate on board

advisory committees.

A physician who has expressed

an interest in being an expert

reviewer or witness will receive

an acknowledgment from the

state medical board asking for a

copy of their curriculum vitae.

This will be kept on file at the

board's offices. Potential experts

can then be contacted when a

complaint that falls within their

area of expertise requires review.

The overwhelming response

shown by Ohio’s licensees dis-

credits arguments that physicians

are apathetic about self-regula-

tion.

I
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Doctors warned: Use caution if authorizing NPDB "agentsUpdate

Malpractice case yields

$ 1 0 mil for patient

The largest single pay-off in

an Ohio medical malpractice

case (Stelma v. Juguilon ) was
recently awarded to a patient

who became paralyzed from a

dye injection.

The award, which was
granted by the Ohio Court of

Appeals, Eighth District, in-

creased a trial court award of

$8 million. The appeals court

awarded the patient $10.1

million, with an additional

$600,000 awarded to the

patient's spouse. The attorney

for the defendant said the case

should send a message to

doctors: They need to be sure

the benefits far outweigh the

risks before ordering any

serious, invasive, diagnostic

procedure.

OSMA neutral on
doctor-patient sex case

An amicus brief was filed

jointly by the OSMA and AMA
in the case of Pablo A. Pons, MD
v. State Medical Board of Ohio.

The brief was filed for the

court's information and takes a

neutral stand because the

OSMA believes that viable

arguments can be made on

both sides of the case. The Pons

case, which was reported in

July's OHIO Medicine, con-

cerned a Toledo doctor who
conducted a seven-year affair

with one of his patients. The
OSMA and the AMA disagree,

for example, with the Court of

Appeals decision that blocks

the Medical Board from taking

appropriate disciplinary action

against a licensee who violates

ethical standards.

However, the OSMA believes

the board's charges of failure to

conform to minimal standards

of care are inappropriate. "We
believe that application of

'minimal standards' charges

should be limited to cases

where actual medical care

rendered is in question," says

Katrina English, JD, director of

OSMA's Department of Legal

Services.

If you have received correspond-

ence from an organization called

the National Data Bank Response

Association, urging you to join its

ranks, proceed with caution.

The organization advertises

services such as forwarding its

physician-members' explanations

of adverse actions and malprac-

tice claims to entities that request

information from or query the

NPDB regarding the physician. It

also offers members the option of

appointing the association as their

authorized agent, giving the or-

ganization access to the physi-

cian's NPDB file.

These practices raise some
concerns:

1.

Controls over authorized

In a recent decision, the U.S.

Supreme Court held that pension

benefits may be protected from

bankruptcy proceedings. The

court determined that under the

Bankruptcy Code and the

Employee
Retire-

ment
Income

Security

Act of

1974

(ERISA),

pension

plan

funds are

excluded

from the

bankruptcy estate.

In Patterson v. Shumate, 52 CCH
S.Ct.Bull. P . B2616 (1992), Mr.

Shumate had participated in his

employer's qualified pension

plan, amassing an interest of

$250,000. Shumate's employer

filed for bankruptcy and the

pension plan was distributed to

all participants except Shumate.

Shumate had also personally filed

for bankruptcy. Shumate filed a

proceeding in bankruptcy court

asking that his pension benefits be

paid directly to him.

The court granted the benefits to

agents are insufficient,

according to the Office of the

Inspector General. "Regi-

I

"Registration

"

does not assure an

agent is reputable

or responsible.

stration” does not assure an

authorized agent is reputable

or responsible.

2.

Under federal law, informa-

tion in a physician's NPDB
file is protected from sub-

poena. However, federal law

Shumate but ordered that they be

paid into his bankruptcy estate.

Shumate then asked the U.S.

District Court for the Western

District of Virginia to compel the

employer's bankruptcy estate to

pay the

pension

funds direct-

ly to him.

The District

Court held

that the

funds were

not exempt
from the

bankruptcy

proceedings

and could

not be paid directly to Shumate.

The case was appealed to the

U.S. Supreme Court, which found

that the language of the Bankrupt-

cy Code entitles debtors to ex-

clude from the bankruptcy estate

any interest in a plan or trust that

contains a restriction on transfer

under nonbankruptcy law. ERISA
states: "Each pension plan shall

provide that benefits provided

under the plan may not be

assigned or alienated: [29 U.S.C.

section 1056(d)(6)].

Accordingly, the Supreme Court

held that the anti-alienation pro-

does not prohibit the dis-

closure of NPDB information

that is otherwise authorized

under state law. That means
information released from the

NPDB to an agent may be

subject to discovery requests

in medical malpractice suits.

3.

Entities that query the NPDB
about physicians may not

consider agent-released infor-

mation credible since it did

not come from the primary

source.

If you are interested in these

types of services, check with your

attorney first, or with the OSMA's
Department of Legal Services. I

pension

vision of ERISA, which was
contained in the pension plan,

constituted an enforceable

restriction on transfer requiring

exclusion of Shumate's interest in

the plan from the bankruptcy

estate. I

T H E

Physician

Business Care
Group

I N C

The Business

of Medicine:

Making It Work

• Accounting Services

• Financial Management
• Cash Management
• Staffing/Operations

• Office Automation Analysis

• Corporate/Legal Affairs

• Strategic Planning

A Full Service

"Medical/Business"

Practice Management Co.

(216) 464-8703

3355 Richmond Road, #105

Cleveland, Ohio 44122

Supreme Court: Bankruptcy can t affect

The Supreme Court

has ruled that pension

plan funds are excluded

from the bankruptcy

estate.
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H I RD-PARTYUPDATE

HCFA gives CLIA 90-day grace period

On August 31, 1992, the American

Medical Association announced

that William Toby, administrator

for the Health Care Financing

Administration

(HCFA),

agreed to a 90-

day extension

on claims

submission

requirements

for imple-

mentation of

the

Clinical

Laboratory Improvement Amend-
ments.

Under the terms of the exten-

sion, HCFA will not deny a Medi-

care claim for clinical laboratory

services submitted prior to

December 1, 1992 for lack of a

CLIA number or CLIA registra-

tion form. As reported earlier,

Nationwide-Medicare had

announced that it will not require

use of the CLIA number on the

HCFA-1500 forms until at least

January 1993. Additionally, state

Medicaid agencies were to be

apprised of the HCFA extension

and are

expected to

comply
with the

revised

CLIA rules.

Physicians

who will be

doing any

clinical laboratory service, and

who have not already done so,

should use this 90-day period to

submit their applications (HCFA
Form 109) to HCFA. HCFA will

then send a fee remittance coupon
to the physician at which time the

physician should send a check to

HCFA for the required registra-

tion fee.

Physicians who within the last

couple of months filed HCFA

I

Physicians should

use the grace period

to file applications.

Physicians who do clinical laboratory services need to submit an

application to HCFA.

Form 109 may be among the

many CLIA applications and

coupon vouchers still being

processed by HCFA. Within the

next few weeks, these physicians

should be receiving a fee coupon
voucher, or if fees have already

been paid, either a certificate of

waiver or a registration certificate.

Physicians who do not have

HCFA Form 109 or who would
like to obtain a packet of infor-

mation on CLIA '88, may contact

the OSMA Ombudsman staff at

(800) 766-OSMA. I

A reminder: Medicare won't
cover routine flu vaccinations

As we head into another flu

season, more and more patients

will be seeing their physicians to

obtain a flu vaccine. The question

then becomes, who pays for flu

vaccines under the Medicare

program?

Routine

physical

checkups,

most immun-
izations, and

most prevent-

ive care

services are excluded from cover-

age by Medicare, and payment for

physician services related to these

types of services then become the

patients responsibility. The reason

being that Medicare covers ser-

vices necessary to identify and
treat an existing illness or injury.

In the past, local health depart-

ments in some counties have pro-

vided flu vaccines free of charge.

The Ombudsman staff has been

informed that this may no longer

be the policy in some counties.

8

Physicians and patients should

be aware that clearly noncovered

services - such as routine physical

examinations, eyeglasses or eye

examinations, hearing aids or

hearing examinations - are not

subject to Medi-

care's policy

known as "Waiv-

er of Liability."

In other words,

for clearly

noncovered

services. Med-
icare does not require physicians

to obtain a "Waiver of Patient's

Liability” sometimes referred to as

"Advance Notice" for medically

unnecessary services.

Although it is not necessary,

and Medicare does not require a

signed statement, it wouldn't hurt

to discuss any noncovered ser-

vices in advance and secure the

patient's signature, which states

that they understand that they

will be responsible for these non-

covered services. I

I

Medicare doesn 't

cover most

immunizations.

Statewide Fee Survey

HCFA asked for letters of support from 15 county medical societies,

which may "lose" under a statewide Medicare fee schedule. Blue indicates

opposition and red indicates support. Two counties didn't respond.
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CLIA grants 3-day inspection notice

Health and Human Services

Secretary Louis Sullivan, MD
recently announced in a letter to

Dr. James Todd, AMA executive

vice president, that physicians'

offices will not be subject to un-

announced CLIA '88 inspections

unless a problem is suspected or

a complaint has been received.

There was much concern in

the physician community that

unannounced inspections would
disrupt patient care. Secretary

Sullivan’s letter states "the

routine survey during the first

two-year cycle will be used to

improve the quality of labora-

tory testing rather than to

penalize the laboratory for

noncompliance."

Further, Secretary Sullivan

states "we will take great care to

sensitize our surveyors during

their training about respect for

patient privacy, the importance

of not interrupting

patient care and

the extraordinary

demands on a

physician's time."

As a reminder,

physicians who
perform mod-
erately or highly complex

clinical laboratory tests will be

subject to routine inspection to

determine if other standards

(such as quality control, quality

assurance, and personnel) are

met. Under the waived category,

inspections may occur only on a

random basis to determine com-
pliance with the waiver certifi-

cate. However, both registered

and waivered laboratories may
be subject to inspections if a

problem is suspected or a

complaint has been received by

CLIA.

I

Medicare monitors limiting charges

Recently, Nationwide-Medicare

conducted a review of charges by

nonparticipating physicians

during the period January 1, 1992

through June 30, 1992 for com-

parison of actual charges to the

physician's limiting charge. As a

result of the review, many phy-

sicians in Ohio were mailed a

letter from Nationwide-Medicare

informing them of possible vio-

lations of their limiting charge.

Many of the calls received by
the Ombudsman staff regarding

the monitoring letters related to

charges by physicians for EKGs.

Medicare identified many phy-

sicians who were billing EKG
services using CPT code 93000,

which includes not only the

technical portion of the procedure

but also services for interpre-

tation.

Beginning January 1, 1992, as a

result of the implementation of

the Resource-Based Relative

Value Scale (RBRVS), reimburse-

ment for EKG interpretations is

included in the relative value unit

for evaluation and management
services. This means that Medi-

care makes its payment for EKG

(

Medicare will be

monitoring limiting

charges on a bi-

weekly basis.

interpretation as a part of the

reimbursement for the visit

associated with the EKG. No
separate reimbursement will be

made by Medicare for interpre-

tation of EKGs, and physicians

may not bill patients for the

interpretation.

There was much confusion by

physicians and their staffs on this

policy because the Medicare

Disclosure Report mailed to

IN THIS WORLD,
SOME ARE
LOSERS
AND SOME
ARE WINNERS.

GO WITH THE WINNERS.

How many times have you been drawn in by the hype, only to be

disappointed by the product?

At Turner & Shepard, we led the way in offering comprehensive

service to members of professional and trade associations. From

selection of carriers, to administration and claims payment, for

nearly a half-century we have built our reputation by providing

quality affordable insurance services from some of the finest

insurance companies in the nation.

Service. Integrity. Professionalism. They’re not empty promises at

Turner & Shepard. They’ve guided our daily operations every

single business day since 1948. Today, we offer a complete range

of insurance and financial services to meet your business and

personal needs into the next century.

• Life and ADD
• Disability

• Pension Programs
• Employee Benefits

• Personal Financial Services

Turner & Shepard, inc.

17 S. High St.

Columbus, Ohio 43215

1-800-282-1382
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Coping with managed care plans

physicians in late 1991 included a

limiting charge for 93000, but in

many cases, did not include

pricing information for procedure

code 93005 (tracing only). Physi-

cians were expected to write to the

carrier for Medicare fee schedule

information for any procedures

that did not appear on their

personal Disclosure Report.

Additionally, many physicians

thought that the two-month grace

period for use of 1991 visit codes

(while adjusting to the 1992 eval-

uation and management codes)

applied to all CPT codes and 1991

limiting charges, when in fact the

grace period applied only to 1991

visit codes.

The Medicare limiting charge

monitoring letter instructs phy-

sicians, who were in violation of

their limiting charges, for the

identified procedures and pa-

tients, to credit patient accounts or

issue refunds.

Nonparticipating physicians are

encouraged to review their codes

and limiting charges to ensure

compliance with 1992 policies, as

Medicare soon will be monitoring

limiting charges on a bi-weekly

basis.

Physicians who received a

monitoring letter or those with

general questions should contact

the Ombudsman staff. |

A young Ohio family practice physi-

cian anxious to build his practice

quickly signs up zvith every managed

care plan that he can. Within a couple

of years, the practice is out of control.

Office staff is too busy trying to

comply with the paperwork require-

ments of each

managed care plan

to properly monitor

billings and pay-

ments. The practice

has plenty of

patients but is

floundering. A new

office manager sifts

through all the paperwork, only to

find that the physician has signed

over 50 different managed care

contracts.

This example may seem extreme,

but many Ohio physicians partic-

ipate with a number of managed
care plans. Managed Care, a pub-

lication of Stezzi Communica-
tions, Inc., recently released the

following survey information

about physician participation in

managed care programs. Thirty

six percent of the physicians re-

sponding to the survey participate

in seven or more managed care

programs. The most common
reason that physicians give for

signing a managed care contract is

defensive - to retain patients. The
most significant impact of

multiple plan participation is

increased paperwork. About 34%
of the physician respondents

found no discernible change in

gross income as a result of plan

participation. When asked how
difficult it is to manage the

various aspects of multiple plan

participation, 80% of the physi-

cians said that it was either "very

difficult" or "somewhat difficult"

to keep track of which services

each plan might cover. While 46%
of the physicians did not find that

participation had affected patient

relations, 54% found that it had.

Over 50% of the physician re-

spondents said that they were

unsatisfied with their managed
care contracts. Survey respond-

ents were mostly male primary

care physicians in solo practice

with an average of 15 years in

practice.

The OSMA Department of

Professional

Relations and

Ombudsman
Services has

prepared a

packet of

information for

physicians

entitled "Coping with Managed
Care." This packet contains

practical information as well as

helpful hints for those offices

dealing with multiple managed
care contracts. Call the OSMA
Department of Professional

Relations and Ombudsman
Services at l-(800) 766-6762 to

request a packet. I

If you have any questions

about any story in the Third-

Party Update section, contact

the OSMA Ombudsman staff

at (800) 766-OSMA.

I

The most common reason physicians give

for signing managed care contracts is

defensive - to retain patients.

BE AN AIR FORCE
PHYSICIAN.

Become the dedicated physician you
want to be while serving your country in

today’s Air Force. Discover the tremen-

dous benefits of Air Force medicine. Talk

to an Air Force medical program manag-
er about the quality lifestyle and benefits

you enjoy as an Air Force professional,

along with:

• 30 days vacation with pay per year
• Dedicated, professional staff

• Non-contributing retirement plan if

qualified

Today’s Air Force offers the medical envi-

ronment you seek. Find out how to quali-

fy. Call USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-42 3-USAF

Reach Your Target

Audience

OSMA members can receive

physician mailing lists or

labels at a reduced rate.

Order categories include

requests by county, by

specialty, and by age, among
many others.

Let OSMA help you hit that

bullseye.

For more information, contact

OSMA’s Department of

Electronic Data Services.

The Ohio State Medical

Association

1500 Lake Shore Drive

Columbus, Ohio 43204-3824

(800) 766-OSMA
(614) 486-2401
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^ROUND THE STATE

News from neighboring states...

Wesley Furste, MD, left, addressed new citizens recently in Columbus.

Following the naturalization ceremony, Dr. Furste talks with new
citizens, Liljana Petrova and Dimitar Petrov of Yugoslavia.

KENTUCKY

Forced residency...A proposal in

the state's health-care reform

package would require University

of Kentucky and University of

Louisville medical school gradu-

ates to practice in the state for two
years. The plan, says its creator,

cabinet secretary Kevin Hable,

would help solve the state’s

doctor-shortage problem and

allow the state's taxpayers to

recoup services for the education

they've helped to subsidize. The
governor has reserved judgment

on the proposal, but has offered to

enroll more medical students in

primary care residencies.

Special session...Kentucky's

legislature may hold a special

session before the end of the year

to work on health-care reform.

Among proposals being discussed

Equine encephalitis

A time bomb may be ticking away
in Ohio.

The Ohio Department of Health

reports that the Asian tiger mos-

quito, an aggressive biter that can

carry the deadly eastern equine

encephalitis, has spread from a

tire dump in Jackson, Ohio,

raising concerns that the entire

state may become infested with

the insects in the future.

The mosquito, Aedes albopictus,

is a native of Japan and southeast

Asia, and was first found in Ohio
at a tire retreader in Greenville in

1986, then at another retreader in

Findlay. Although efforts to wipe
out infestations in those locations

were believed to have been suc-

cessful, the insect has been more
resilient at an Oak Hill location,

where they were discovered in

1987.

Despite sprayings with

insecticide, the mosquitoes have
continued to be reintroduced to

that area in more tires.

Health officials do not believe

the mosquitoes now carry the

disease, and there have been no

is an insurance pool composed of

about 1.5 million Kentuckians.

The state would invite bids for

coverage or self-insure with com-

panies competing to administer

the program.

MICHIGAN

Abortion consent law annulled...

A judge has struck down Michi-

gan's law requiring teen-agers to

receive a parent's or judge's per-

mission for an abortion. County
Circuit Judge Philip Schaefer said

the 17-month-old law is unenfor-

ceable because it fails to identify

clearly the emergency conditions

under which a doctor could per-

form the procedure.

Med society votes to keep assist-

ed suicides legal...Despite the

actions of Michigan pathologist

Jack Kevorkian, MD, members of

mosquito in Ohio

human cases of the disease

reported. However, 19 cases of

equine encephalitis were reported

in horses in Holmes and Wayne
counties last year. I

Win a free book!

OHIO Medicine offers you a

chance to win "The Handbook for

the Traveling Free-lance Physi-

cian," written by Gary L. Monroe,

MD.
The manual, presented in a

loose-leaf notebook, offers advice

on how to open your own practice

as a traveling, free-lance physi-

cian. The book sells for $75.

If you’re interested in winning a

copy of this book, send your name
and address to: OHIO Medicine/

Book Contest, 1500 Lake Shore

Drive, Columbus, OH 43204-3824.

All entries must be in our offices

by November 2. A drawing will

be held on November 6, and if

your name is selected, the book
will be sent to you. Good luck! I

the Michigan State Medical

Society voted during its annual

meeting to adopt a resolution

recommending that no legislation

be sought related to physician-

assisted suicide at this time. It

further rescinded the action taken

by the society's Board of Directors

in January that supported legis-

lation to make physician-assisted

suicide a felony. The resolution

also called on the society to

sponsor forums and discussions

on this topic. I

FAMILY PRACTICE
INTERNAL MEDICINE

Opportunities located amid the beau-

tiful hills of east-central Ohio are available.

Our area offers outstanding commu-
nity supported educational opportunities,

safe streets and numerous cultural activi-

ties. Our recreational facilities include

Ohio’s largest state park, two lakes, a 9000

acre wildlife preservation and a newly

completed dvic center.

We offer an outstanding financial

package, income guarantees, start-up sup-

port and quality office facilities. Our finan-

cially viable hospital offers advanced diag-

nostic modalities and an all-new institu-

tion-wide computer system.

For details, call collect (614) 439 8110.

Guernsey Memorial Hospital

1341 Clark Street

Cambridge, Ohio 43725
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LASSIFIEDS

Positions Available

CLINICAL FACULTY AND
FELLOWSHIP OPPORTU-
NITY - Join the faculty of the

Family Practice Residency Pro-

gram at Miami Valley Hospital,

a 772-bed community hospital

in Dayton, Ohio. This position

combines direct patient care and

teaching with the opportunity to

receive protected time to com-
plete a fellowship or other post-

graduate education. Prior teach-

ing experience not required, but

must have a desire to develop

teaching skills as a clinical fac-

ulty member. Applicants must
be BE/BC in family medicine, be

committed to high-quality pa-

tient care, and have a desire to be

involved in clinical medical edu-

cation. Competitive salary and

benefits. Contact Ted Wymyslo,
MD, Program Director, Family

Practice Residency Program,
Miami Valley Hospital, 101 Wyo-
ming Street, Dayton, OH 45409-

2793. Telephone (513) 220-2417

(office) or (513) 667-3707(home).

GERIATRICIAN - Board-certified

in internal medicine or family

practice to serve as Co-Medical

Director of Nursing Facility within

OHIO Medicine
Advertisers

Air Force 20

American Physicians Life 14

Eli Lilly & Co 16

Glaxo -ZANTAC 23, 24

Guernsey Memorial

Hospital 21

Kent State University

Press 15

Medical Protective Co 13

North Coast Dynamic 4

Physicians Insurance

Company of Ohio 6

The Physician Business

Group 17

Turner & Shepard 19

rapidly growing 234-bed multi-level

health-care facility on beautiful

estate east of Cleveland.

Opportunity for academic
appointment in Division of Geriatric

Medicine at Case Western Reserve

University School of Medicine. Call

Robert Harr, President, HEATHER
HILL INC., or Linus Vaitkus, Senior

Vice President, (800) 423-2972 for

more information.

GROUP HEALTH ASSOCIATES
- A multispecialty group practice,

is searching for BE/BC general

internists to join our staff in the

summer of 1993. Our physicians

practice medicine, leaving the

business and administrative

functions to our management team.

Our group is owned by the

physicians on our staff. Parity of

ownership is reached after six years

of service. We remain a group with

progressive ideas and an 18-year

history of success. Our
compensation system, to include

fringe benefits, is very good. The
cultural, educational, and social

amenities expected of much larger

cities can be found in Cincinnati,

free of big-city headaches. Please

forward your CV to: Search

Committee, Group Health
Associates, 2915 Clifton Avenue,
Cincinnati, OH 45220 for

consideration for a position on our

staff.

HOUSE PHYSICIAN - Riverside

Methodist Hospitals is seeking a

full-time house physician to provide

Classified ad rates for OHIO
Medicine are as follows:

Members are charged 50<? per

word, 75c per word for boxed
ads; non-members and

institutions are charged $1.50

per word, $1.75 boxed.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING

Non-Pharmaceutical
George R. Quigley

4015 Executive Park Dr., Ste. 304

Cincinnati, Ohio 45241

(513) 563-9666

Pharmaceutical
Lifetime Learning

15 W. 700 N. Frontage Rd.

Hinsdale, IL 60521

(708) 655-2500

acute care services to hospital

patients. Patients are referred

through consultations by attending

physicians. The requirements for

this position are: graduate of U.S.

accredited school of medicine, Ohio
license, eligibility for membership
on the RMH medical staff. Board-

eligibility in internal medicine,

ACLS certified, with demonstrated

skills in urgent procedures such as

central lines, oral and nasal

intubation, airway management,
and ventilator management.
Riverside Methodist Hospitals is

one of Ohio’s largest not-for-profit

health-care organizations, worthy
of its reputation as an outstanding

multispecialty referral center. For

information, please call DianeShaub
at (614) 566-4757, or send your
curriculum vitae to: Riverside

Methodist Hospitals, 3535
Olentangy River Road, Columbus,
OH 43214.

INTERNAL MEDICINE, FAMILY
PRACTICE, URGENT CARE,
EMERGENCY MEDICINE, OB/
GYN AND ACADEMICS -

Locations from the lakes, rivers and
forests of the Great Lakes area to the

rolling plains of the Heartland.

Whether you prefer a cosmopolitan

lifestyle, a city surrounded by nature

and the beauty of the four seasons,

the peaceful rolling farm country,

or perhaps life in historic villages -

there is something for everyone.

Positions with single and
multispecialty clinics or solo with

call coverage are available. Please

call our toll-free number, (800) 243-

4353 or send your CV to

STRELCHECK & ASSOCIATES,
INC., 10624 N. Port Washington Rd.,

Mequon, WI 53092.

INTERNIST- Immediate opening,
with or without subspecialty. Group
of four internists located in

Cambridge,OH, population 20,000.

Excellent compensation, office

facility and hospital. Call B.V.

Chendraj office (614) 439-3515,

home (614) 432-3422.

MARION, OHIO - Occupational

medical clinic needs part-time

physician who could also fill in for

some vacation time, one or two days
a week desired. Clinic well-staffed

with many facilities including X-

ray, EKG, pulmonary function,

augiometric testing and physical

therapy. Permanent arrangement is

possible. Fringe benefits available.

Contact D.L. Gilliam, MD, 402 S.

State St., Marion, Ohio 43302. (614)

387-6466.

NORTHEASTERN OHIO -

Wanted BE/BC oncologist for 248-

bed facility in midsize, family-

oriented Ohio city. Staff position

fixed schedule plus attractive

salary/benefit package. For more
information please contact Maria

Selthafner at (800) 969-7715. For

immediate consideration fax CV to

(414) 226-4131.

PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS -

Provide general medical care to

inmates in central Ohio. Malpractice

covered. Ohio license required.

Contact in confidence:

ANNASHAE CORPORATION;
(800) 245-2662. EEC/M/F

SOLO BOARD-CERTIFIED
INTERNIST - Looking for another

internist to join practice, east side of

Columbus, Ohio. Position available

now but applicants completing

residency in June 1993 will also be

considered. Starting salary -

negotiable. Call (614) 864-3434 for

interview.

TOO MANY HATS? JOIN MED
CENTER PRACTICE
MEDICINE! - Private practice in

today's world of regulations, rules,

insurance, and, of course,

paperwork can require people with

expertise and interest in so many
areas that you may feel

overwhelmed all alone. Join MED
CENTER. . . .practice medicine! Great

benefits; excellent salary ($84K-

$11 OK), paid vacation and CME,
disability insurance, annual bonus,

life insurance, BC/BS health

insurance, retirement benefits,

profit sharing, no overnight call and

no business headaches. Prefer

Board -eligible /Board-certified

physicians in family practice,

general practice or internal

medicine. Signing bonus for full-

time physicians. Five location in the

Cleveland/Akron area. If interested

call Daniel A. Breitenbach, MD,
Chief Medical Officer, at (216) 248-

7390.

WISCONSIN - MICHIGAN -

MISSOURI - OHIO - What are

your prerequisites for a practice?

22
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Classifieds

Strelcheck & Associates, an

extension of our clients' recruiting

departments, has several oppor-

tunities that might be of interest to

you. We currently represent our

clients in the areas of allergy,

dermatology, neurosurgery,

occupational medicine, oncology,

orthopedics, otolaryngology,

psychiatry and urology. Locations

in metropolitan areas, mid-size

cities, on lakes, streams or near

forests - you choose. To discuss

your practice preferences and these

opportunities, please call our toll-

free number, (800) 243-4353 or send

your CV to STRELCHECK &
ASSOCIATES, INC., 10624N. Port

Washington Rd., Mequon, WI
53092.

ISCELLANEOUS

OBITUARIES

ROBERT J. ANZINGER, MD,
Cincinnati; Jefferson Medical

College of Thomas Jefferson

University, Philadelphia, PA,

1938; age 80; died July 23, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

JESUS S. BELZA, MD,
Wellington; College of Medicine

Manila Central University,

Manila, Philippines, 1953; age 68;

died July 13, 1992; member
OSMA.

MARK BOHM, MD, Toledo;

Charles Univerzita of PED-GEN
Medicine, Praha, Czechoslovakia,

1939; age 78; died July 29, 1992;

member OSMA.

DAN M. DANESHVARI, MD,
Columbus; Faculty of Medicine

University of Teheran, Teheran,

Iran, 1950; age 73; died July 5,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

CHRISANA DASKALOV, MD,
Alliance; Cervenko Higher

Institute of Medicine, Sofia,

Bulgaria, 1941; age 81; died July 7,

1992; member OSMA.

CHARLES E. DILLARD, MD,
Cincinnati; Meharry Medical

College, Nashville, TN, 1926; age

90; died July 12, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

CLARK M. DOUGHERTY, MD,
New Philadelphia; University of

Cincinnati College of Medicine,

1931; age 88; died July 3, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

CLARENCE B. HEWITT, MD,
Cleveland; Jefferson Medical

College of Thomas Jefferson

University, Philadelphia, PA,

1944; age 72; died July 9, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

GEORGE W. METZ. MD,
Cleveland; Case Western Reserve

University School of Medicine,

1939; age 82; died July 10, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

MICHAEL J. MCNAMARA, MD,
Sylvania; New York University

School of Medicine, New York,

NY, 1955; age 63; died July, 1992;

member OSMA.

MORTEN S. OLSON, MD,
Marion; Rush Medical College,

Chicago, IL, 1941; age 82; died

July 13, 1992; member OSMA and
AMA.

JOHN A. RENNER, SR., MD,
Youngstown; University of

Colorado School of Medicine,

Denver, CO, 1935; age 83; died

July 15, 1992; member OSMA and
AMA.

ANNE W. ROBINSON, MD,
Louisville; University of

Minnesota Medical School,

Minneapolis, MN, 1926; age 89;

died July 15, 1992; member OSMA
and AMA.

RICHARD B. SCHENK, MD,
Cleveland; University of Iowa
College of Medicine, Iowa City,

IA, 1944; age 72; died July 10,

1992; member OSMA.

HUBERT S. SENNE, MD, Akron;

State University of New York

Miscellaneous

ANESTHESIOLOGIST - Insured,

BC anesthesiologist available for

vacation coverage and other staffing

needs. W.B. Cleveland, Anesthesia

Services (216) 321-1860 or (216) 321-

1847 (evenings).

Downstate College of Medicine,

Brooklyn, NY, 1940; age 78; died

July 20, 1992; member OSMA.

WILLIAM A. SMITH, MD,
Columbus; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1940; age 76;

died July 28, 1992; member OSMA
and AMA.

ARTHUR A. TESI, MD, North

Canton; University of Louisville

School of Medicine, Louisville,

KY, 1948; age 69; died July 12,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

JAMES W. TIREY, MD, Anna;

University of Cincinnati College

of Medicine, 1935; age 82; died

July 14, 1992; member OSMA and

AMA.

HALFORD E. WHITACRE, MD,
Lakeland; University of Michigan

Medical School, Ann Arbor, MI,

1927; age 92; died July 1, 1992;

member OSMA and AMAJi

Former OSMA
president dies

Charles Lowell Hudson, MD, long

active in organized medicine, died

recently. He was 88.

In addition to serving as presi-

dent of the OSMA from 1955-56,

Dr. Hudson, Bainbridge Town-
ship, also served as president of

the AMA from 1966-67.

A graduate of the University of

Michigan's medical school. Dr.

Hudson was an internist at the

Cleveland Clinic until retiring in

1970.1

CHILLICOTHE - Medical/
professional office condo in

established business area.

Immaculate and equipped with

many custom appointments. For

information contact: Tim Detty,

Coldwell Banker Evans Realty, Inc.

(614) 775-1234.

Zantac® 150 Tablets CONDENSED BRIEF SUMMARY
(ranitidine hydrochloride)

Zantac R 300 Tablets

(ranitidine hydrochloride)

Zantac R Syrup

(ranitidine hydrochloride)

The following is a brief summary only. Before prescribing, see com-
plete prescribing information in Zantac® product labeling

INDICATIONS AND USAGE: Zantac® is indicated in

1 . Short-term treatment of active duodenal ulcer. Most patients heal

within four weeks
2 Maintenance therapy for duodenal ulcer patients at reduced

dosage after healing of acute ulcers

3. The treatment of pathological hypersecretory conditions (eg,

Zollinger-Ellison syndrome and systemic mastocytosis)

4 Short-term treatment of active, benign gastric ulcer. Most
patients heal within six weeks and the usefulness of further treatment

has not been demonstrated

5 Treatment of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)
Symptomatic relief commonly occurs within one or two weeks after

starting therapy and is maintained throughout a six-week course of

therapy

In active duodenal ulcer; active, benign gastric ulcer, hypersecreto-

ry states; and GERD, concomitant antacids should be given as need-

ed for relief of pain

CONTRAINDICATIONS: Zantac® is contraindicated for patients

known to have hypersensitivity to the drug

PRECAUTIONS: General: 1 Symptomatic response to Zantac R
ther-

apy does not preclude the presence of gastric malignancy 2 Since

Zantac is excreted primarily by the kidney, dosage should be adjusted

in patients with impaired renal function (see DOSAGE AND ADMINIS-
TRATION) Caution should be observed in patients with hepatic dys-

function since Zantac is metabolized in the liver.

Laboratory Tests: False-positive tests for urine protein with

Multistix® may occur during Zantac therapy, and therefore testing

with sulfosalicylic acid is recommended
Drug Interactions: Although recommended doses of Zantac do not

inhibit the action of cytochrome P-450 enzymes in the liver, there

have been isolated reports of drug interactions that suggest that

Zantac may affect the bioavailability of certain drugs by some mecha-
nism as yet unidentified (eg, a pH-dependent effect on absorption or

a change in volume of distribution)

Pregnancy: Teratogenic Effects Pregnancy Category B Repro-

duction studies have been performed in rats and rabbits at doses up
to 160 times the human dose and have revealed no evidence of

impaired fertility or harm to the fetus due to Zantac There are, how-
ever, no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women
Because animal reproduction studies are not always predictive of

human response, this drug should be used during pregnancy only if

clearly needed

Nursing Mothers: Zantac is secreted in human milk Caution should

be exercised when Zantac is administered to a nursing mother
Pediatric Use: Safety and effectiveness in children have not been

established

ADVERSE REACTIONS: Headache, sometimes severe, seems to be

related to Zantac® administration Constipation, diarrhea, nausea/

vomiting, abdominal discomfort/pain, and, rarely, pancreatitis have

been reported There have been rare reports of malaise, dizziness,

somnolence, insomnia, vertigo, tachycardia, bradycardia, atrioven-

tricular block, premature ventricular beats, and arthralgias Rare

cases of reversible mental confusion, agitation, depression, and hal-

lucinations have been reported, predominantly in severely ill elderly

patients Rare cases of reversible blurred vision suggestive of a

change in accommodation have been reported

In normal volunteers, SGPT values were increased to at least twice

the pretreatment levels in 6 of 12 subjects receiving 100 mg qid intra-

venously for seven days, and in 4 of 24 subjects receiving 50 mg qid

intravenously for five days There have been occasional reports of

hepatitis, hepatocellular or hepatocanalicular or mixed, with or with-

out jaundice In such circumstances, ranitidine should be immediate-

ly discontinued These events are usually reversible, but in exceeding-

ly rare circumstances death has occurred

Blood count changes (leukopenia, granulocytopenia, thrombocy-

topenia) have occurred in a few patients These were usually

reversible Rare cases of agranulocytosis, pancytopenia, sometimes
with marrow hypoplasia, and aplastic anemia have been reported

Although controlled studies have shown no antiandrogenic activity,

occasional cases of gynecomastia, impotence, and loss of libido have

been reported in male patients receiving Zantac, but the incidence did

not differ from that in the general population

Incidents of rash, including rare cases suggestive of mild erythe-

ma multiforme, and, rarely, alopecia, have been reported, as well as

rare cases of hypersensitivity reactions (eg, bronchospasm, fever,

rash, eosmophilia), anaphylaxis, angioneurotic edema, and small

increases in serum creatinine

0VERD0SAGE: Information concerning possible overdosage and its

treatment appears in the full prescribing information

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION: (See complete prescribing infor-

mation in Zantac
01 product labeling.)

Dosage Adjustment for Patients with Impaired Renal Function: On
the basis of experience with a group of subjects with severely

impaired renal function treated with Zantac, the recommended
dosage in patients with a creatinine clearance less than 50 ml/mm is

150 mg or 10 ml (2 teaspoonfuls equivalent to 150 mg of ranitidine)

every 24 hours Should the patient’s condition require, the frequency

of dosing may be increased to every 12 hours or even further with

caution Hemodialysis reduces the level of circulating ranitidine

Ideally, the dosage schedule should be adjusted so that the timing of

a scheduled dose coincides with the end of hemodialysis

HOW SUPPLIED: Zantac R 300 Tablets (ranitidine hydrochloride

equivalent to 300 mg of ranitidine) are yellow, capsule-shaped tablets

embossed with "ZANTAC 300" on one side and "Glaxo" on the other

They are available in bottles of 30 (NDC 0173-0393-40) tablets and

unit dose packs of 100 (NDC 0173-0393-47) tablets

Zantac® 150 Tablets (ranitidine hydrochloride equivalent to 150

mg of ranitidine) are white tablets embossed with "ZANTAC 150" on

one side and "Glaxo" on the other They are available in bottles of 60
(NDC 0173-0344-42) and 100 (NDC 0173-0344-09) tablets and unit

dose packs of 100 (NDC 0173-0344-47) tablets.

Store between 15° and 30° C (59° and 86° F) in a dry place.

Protect from light. Replace cap securely after each opening

Zantac® Syrup, a clear, peppermint-flavored liquid, contains 16 8

mg of ranitidine hydrochloride equivalent to 15 mg of ranitidine per 1

ml in bottles of 16 fluid ounces (one pint) (NDC 0173-0383-54)

Store between 4° and 25° C (39° and 77° F) Dispense in tight,

light-resistant containers as defined in the USP/NF.

September 1990

^ Glaxo Pharmaceuticals
DIVISION OF GLAXO INC
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

© Copyright 1987, Glaxo Inc. All rights reserved
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News for Members of the Ohio State Medical Association

Physicians urged to learn about domestic violence

Campaign nets statewide media coverage
OSMA President Stanley J. Lucas,

MD, and Governor George

Voinovich headlined the October

21st news conference to kick off

the Ohio Physicians' Domestic

Violence Prevention Project,

called TrustTalk. At the news
conference, the governor whole-

heartedly supported the statewide

campaign and praised physicians

for taking the lead on this import-

ant issue.

Physicians, domestic violence

experts from around the state and

media representatives turned out

for the news conference, held at

Christopher's restaurant in the

Vern Riffe Center in downtown
Columbus.

In his opening comments. Dr.

Lucas explained the purpose of

the campaign: "Doctors, who are

at the front lines in dealing with

the consequences of abuse, must

take responsibility in recognizing,

treating and preventing it. Phy-

sicians and patients alike must
break the silence that surrounds

domestic violence."

Physician education on do-

mestic violence became a top

priority for the association after

the OSMA's House of Delegates

reviewed the results of a survey

the OSMA conducted in March of

this year on family violence. The
figures showed that physicians

needed more information on how
to recognize and treat victims of

violence. The House of Delegates

voted to endorse the American

Medical Association's Family

Violence Campaign and to edu-

cate Ohio physicians about this

important issue.

Dr. Lucas said: "The problem is

that very often physicians have

not received adequate training

regarding how to recognize and
treat domestic violence victims.

As physicians, we must begin to

see violence as a major health

issue and battle abuse like any

disease."

The first week of October the

OSMA mailed domestic violence

physician education packets to

5,000 primary care physicians.

Other physicians may receive a

copy free of charge by calling or

writing the OSMA.
Pattye Whisman, MD, Newark,

who chaired the OSMA com-

munications subcommittee that

helped develop the physician

packet, told conference partici-

pants that physicians can use this

information to make a real dif-

ference in their patient's lives:

"Women need to be able to look to

physicians for assistance with this

problem."

See Violence on page 2

PICO shareholders file suit against OSMA
tu~ Medical Associ-

ation has been

sued a third

time over

whether or not

it has the right

to sell its class

B shares of the

Physicians

Insurance

Company of Ohio to PIE Mutual

Insurance Company of Cleveland.

PICO filed suit against both the

OSMA and PIE in early Sep-

tember to obtain a copy of the

letter of intent and to block the

sale. Several weeks later, the St.

Louis-based Linder Group,

PICO's largest shareholder, then

sued to block the OSMA's actions.

saying it violated antitrust regu-

lations as well as state statutes.

Now, four non-Ohio shareholders

in PICO, led by John Weil, a

current member of PICO's Board

of Directors, have filed a suit

similar in nature to the one filed

earlier by the Linder Group.

In addition to the three class-

action lawsuits, several OSMA

members have also voiced con-

cerns, raised by the association’s

intention to sell its PICO shares.

OSMA President Stanley Lucas,

MD, has addressed these issues in

a letter. Here are a brief list of

those concerns, and Dr. Lucas'

responses:

See PICO page 2
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Gov. George Voinovich speaks at the domestic violence press conference

while OSMA President Stanley J. Lucas, MD and Pattye Whisman, MD
listen.

Violence
...
from page 1

Terry A. Wallace, director of the

Ohio Department of Human
Services, also praised physicians

for taking the initiative on this

issue: "Domestic violence is a

crime against humanity that we
can no longer tolerate. In joining

forces with the medical pro-

fession, we have made a giant

step in recognizing the problems

and in getting help for victims."

The OSMA campaign was part-

ially funded through a grant from

ODHS.
State medical specialty societies

who have endorsed the campaign

were also on hand to answer

questions from the media. Other

invited guests included members
of the Domestic Violence Advi-

sory Committee, directors of

domestic violence shelters and

auxiliary members of the Aca-

demy of Medicine of Franklin

County.

Following the press conference,

physicians, auxiliary members
and the OSMA staff headed out to

downtown street corners where
they distributed domestic vio-

lence literature to the noon-time

crowd. A luncheon followed at

Christopher's restaurant for all the

invited guests. I

PICO...from page 1

Q: What effect will the

proposed transaction have on
the continued availability of

occurrence policies, which PICO
offers, but PIE does not?

Dr. Lucas: The OSMA has

been informed by PIE that if the

proposed sale is approved,

PICO would continue to write

occurrence policies. Another

carrier, Medical Protective

Company, also offers this type

of coverage.

Q: Will OSMA's action de-

crease competition, and thereby

raise rates?

Dr. Lucas: First, there are sev-

eral companies currently writing

this type of policy in Ohio, so

competition still exists. Sec-

ondly, insurance companies

can't arbitrarily raise their rates.

They must go through a com-
plex procedure in establishing

premiums for their products.

Q: What happens to PICO's

policy of asking for the insured

physician's approval before

settling a malpractice suit

against the physician?

Dr. Lucas: PIE also has proce-

dures in place to give physicians

input into this important de-

cision. At PIE, the decision

regarding whether or not to

settle is made by a panel of

physicians of the same specialty.

Any physician who is unhappy
with the decision of the panel

has the right to appeal that

decision to a local subsidiary

managing board of PIE, also

composed of physicians.

The OSMA is committed to

representing the best interests of

its physician members. The
Council believes that this

proposed transaction will allow

the OSMA to more effectively

represent its members.

Meanwhile, depositions con-

tinue. The OSMA Council, staff

and the association's outside

attorneys are closely monitoring

the situation.

OHIO Medicine will keep you
aware of any new developments

that may occur. I

CompuEdge —-

—
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EMS reorganization

The Emergency Medical Services

Reorganization bill takes effect

this month, which means that a

State Board of Emergency Medical

Services will be created under the

Ohio Department of Public Safety

(formerly the Department of

Highway Safety).

The new, 18-member board will

certify and approve training for

emergency medical services

personnel, as well as develop and

administer a comprehensive

statewide EMS plan. Three physi-

cians - a surgeon, an emergency

bill becomes law

room physician and a pediatrician

- will sit on the new EMS board.

So far, the physicians have not yet

been selected, but OHIO Medicine

will report the names of those

chosen to sit on the board as soon

as they become available.

The bill, sponsored by Sen.

Robert Ney (R-Barnesville) and

Rep. Marc Guthrie (D-Newark),

was supported by the OSMA.
Funding for the board will come
from a $5 increase in seat-belt

violation fines, increasing the fine

to $25.

I

I

The new, 18-member board is to include a surgeon, an emergency room
physician and a pediatrician.

Pass or fail? Fate of

In Brief: The next few weeks may

decide whether or not Ohio enacts

any health-care reform in 1992.

For the better part of a year, now,

Ohio legislators have wrestled

with House Bill 478, the health-

care reform package, as though it

were an unruly steer, refusing to

be corralled. Yet once the elections

are over, and before the Thanks-

giving break that generally brings

legislative issues grinding to a

year-end halt. House Bill 478 will

most likely emerge from the joint

conference committee in some
type of final form. Exactly what
form the bill will finally take,

however, is still open for debate.

"The conference committee is

close to agreement, so we’re likely

to see a final version of the bill

before Thanksgiving," says John
Van Doom, director of OSMA's
Department of Legislation.

LIKELY PROVISIONS

What elements will the final

version contain? Here are some
likely provisions, says Van Doom:

• Small group health-insurance

reform - Among other things,

this will restrict an insurer's

ability to exclude those with

pre-existing medical condi-

tions.

• Medicare assignment - Will

include a financial means test.

HB 478 due soon

set at 600% of the federal pov-

erty level.

• Health care for children -

Will expand health-care

access to children of indigent

parents, up to age six. How
this will be funded, however,

is still being discussed. A pro-

vider tax on physicians seems

unlikely at this point, says

Van Doom, but he adds that

"Anything is possible in this

post-election, lame-duck

session."

• Genetic testing - Will prevent

health insurers from using

genetic testing to deny cov-

erage, but would allow life

insurers to use test results for

that purpose.

SINGLE HOSPITAL BILLING

Noticeably absent from this list

is a provision for single-hospital

billing. So far, it appears that all

reference to this unpopular pro-

vision will be removed from HB

478's final form.

"If any language is included, it

will probably be the OSMA's,
which calls for voluntary single

bills, with safeguards against

coercive hospital arrangements,"

says Van Doom.
One reason legislators are less

anxious, now, about single-billing

is that the Ohio Hospital Associa-

tion and several health insurers

are opposed. They argue that the

OSMA's language will actually

discourage single billing arrange-

ments, and possibly even disrupt

existing single billing arrange-

RUN A SPECIAL
PRACTICE.

Today’s Air Force has special opportuni-

ties for qualified physicians and physi-

cian specialists. To pursue medical excel-

lence without the overhead of a private

practice, talk to an Air Force medical pro-
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with pay each year that are part of a

medical career with the Air Force. Dis-

cover how special an Air Force practice

can be. Call
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TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF
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merits that are in place at several

hospitals around the state. (OHIO
Medicine will bring you a story on

this in a future issue.)

HB 478'S FATE

If a final version of HB 478

emerges from committee, yet fails

to pass the legislature in the three

weeks between the election and

Thanksgiving, what then?

"It's over," says Van Doom. "We
start again the next session, build-

ing from the ground up."

No one can say, at this point,

what effect the elections will have

on the fate of House Bill 478. No
one can predict whether or not the

bill will pass, and, if it doesn't,

what legislative shape health-care

reform will take next session.

If any prediction can be made
from the past 1 1 months of health-

care reform wrestling, it may be

this observation made by Van
Doom just before the general

elections:

"There is now a greater possi-

bility than ever that UHIO may
become a future ballot issue." |

In Brief:

harmless clause will create a shortfall

in some hospitals' uncompensated

care budgets. Will doctors be next?

At first glimpse. House Bill 870,

which conforms Ohio's hospital

care assurance law with new fed-

eral regulations, doesn't appear to

be relevant to physicians.

The bill, passed by the Ohio

Legislature during a two-day

session at the end of September,

continues to underwrite hospital

care for Ohio's indigent popula-

tion by assessing a "total facility

cost" on hospitals, and pooling

that money to attract matching

federal dollars.

"The state program had to be

corrected by October 1 for Ohio's

hospitals to be eligible for federal

funds," says John Van Doom,
OSMA's director of legislation.

Since the bill was passed in time,

approximately $450 million will

be redistributed to Ohio hospitals

- about $180 million

from hospital assess-

ments, and a matching

$270 million from the

federal government.

Hospitals with a larger

share of uncollected

bills will receive a

greater proportion of

that money, but under

the new legislation,

hospitals will no longer

be protected from paying in more
than they receive.

"The new bill removes an exist-

ing hold-harmless clause, which

means that about 38 of Ohio's ap-

proximately 200 hospitals will be

assessed more than they receive

under this hospital program," says

Van Doom. Before the new bill,

the state made up any shortfall

from its Medicaid budget.

WHY SUCH IMPORTANCE?

"Because hospitals supported

the change despite the removal of

the hold-harmless clause," Van
Doom says. "Hospitals saw it as

an opportunity to gain some
revenue to compensate indigent

care.

Meanwhile, legislators are

asking, if this is good for the hos-

pitals, why not physicians and
other health-care providers?”

Van Doom predicts that physi-

cians will see more such legisla-

tion as the state continues to look

for opportunities to expand access

to care.

I
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Snyder, "but House Bill 662 also

raises a number of additional

questions."

HB 662 IMPRACTICAL

One of the questions the OSMA
is asking is. Would the bill be ap-

plicable to all specialties, includ-

ing those in which physicians

Family violence
bills introduced

In Brief: Two bills, designed to

prevent cycles of abuse, present their

oivn problems.

don't typically treat children? "It's

difficult to see how a pathologist

or anesthesiologist would benefit

from this education," Snyder says.

The OSMA is also unsure of how
the bill would be enforced.

"We don't believe it's a practical

bill," says Snyder, "and we think

it would set a bad precedent.

Using CME to achieve social

goals, no matter how important

those goals may be, is not the

purpose for requiring continuing

education."

OHIO Medicine will keep you
informed of the progress of both

bills as they make their way
through the Ohio House.l

Ohio legislators appear to be re-

sponding to increasing concern

about the level of domestic vio-

lence in the country by introduc-

ing two pieces of legislation

aimed at preventing cycles of

domestic abuse.

House Bill 848, introduced by

Rep. Barbara Pringle (D-Cleve-

land), would compel physicians

and other professionals to report

any suspicion that a woman was a

victim of domestic violence, and

House Bill 662, introduced by

Rep. Jane Campbell (D-Cleveland)

would require certain health-care

professionals (including physi-

cians) who are required to report

child abuse to complete a mini-

mum of four hours of continuing

medical education in recognizing

and reporting cases of child

abuse. The CME hours would
have to be completed within three

years of the bill's enactment into

law.

OPPOSITION TO THE BILLS

"While we certainly support the

intent behind the bill," says Cyn-

thia Snyder, associate director of

OSMA's Department of Legisla-

tion, "we have concerns about

whether HB 848 is a proper

approach. It appears that some
women's advocacy groups are

also hesitant to mandate reporting

of suspected domestic violence

cases.

"In certain situations," she con-

tinues, "involvement of authori-

ties, even social service agencies,

may place a woman in greater

danger from an abusive partner.

In addition, a mandated reporting

law could serve to discourage

abused women from seeking

necessary medical treatment."

The OSMA has strong reserva-

tions about the second domestic

violence bill, HB 662, which re-

quires CME training.

"We are typically opposed to

any statutory dictate requiring

specific topics for CME," says
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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVES

November a month of decision
based upon employment will

probably remain the anchor of

private financing, with public

funds used to support health care

for those near or below poverty

increasing medical costs and
utilization. Resource-Based Rela-

tive Value Scale (RBRVS) as used
in Medicare with stringent low
conversion factors, addresses the

Knowing who the victor of the election will

be may give us clearer insight into the what
direction medicine is headed.

November is a month of decision

- including who the next presi-

dent of the United States will be.

In addition to the national

deficit, the depressed economy,

the debate concerning right to life

versus women's choice, and
future appointments to the U.S.

Supreme Court, the issue of

health-care reform has been in the

forefront. Knowing who the victor

of the election will be may give us

clearer insight into what direction

medicine is headed as we
approach the end of the 20th

century.

Most physicians support a

pluralistic system of medical care

divided between private and
public funding with protection of

physician autonomy. Insurance

level. Tax credits and deductions

of varying degrees will probably

be instituted to help the smaller

employer and low-income

earners.

However, we are also faced

with continuing concern over

problem of cost so harshly that

more and more physicians are

having difficulty meeting over-

head and are thinking about early

withdrawal from private practice.

Statutory established state

commissions with authority to

regulate provider fees and utili-

zation are being proposed and
also evoke serious physician

dismay.

There has been a significant

effort to increase the market share

of managed health-care systems

to control costs, develop practice

guidelines and restrictions. There

is little doubt, however, that man-
aged health-care has many serious

faults for the patient as well as the

physician; including hassle factors

and the rationing of care.

Managed systems can be capri-

cious in their decision-making

and in many cases have an

unacceptable level of administra-

tive expense. Physicians, too, have
increased office expenses to meet

the requirements of the system

and are adding to cost. Micro-

managed health-care or limited

health-care under these systems

could be disastrous.

Yet, as physicians, we cannot

ignore the managed health-care

systems that are growing in

number. We still have an oppor-

tunity to attempt to influence their

direction. I am aware that the

Cincinnati Academy of Medicine

(and there may be other county

societies) has had, for several

years, a liaison committee consist-

ing of the medical directors of the

major health-care systems and
physician leaders of the commun-
ity.

Initially, the

meeting

agendas

were filled

with com-
plaints of

physicians

regarding

interference

in the care

of their

patients.

More recently, the emphasis of

this committee has been moving
to more substantial dialogue con-

cerning generic improvements of

the system that would assure

good quality care.

The OSMA is also in the process

of developing a similar statewide

liaison committee to address the

problems of managed health-care.

This communication between
medical directors and physician

leaders is important because

managed health-care systems are

here to stay whether or not we
embrace the concept.

As we approach the next

presidential term and renewed
legislative efforts in health-care

change, the OSMA, together with

county societies and the AMA
will continue to be vigilant and as

proactive as possible.

We need your support in our

efforts to preserve those features

of health-care that are vital to

quality care. Let us know of your

concerns. I

Speak Out!

Do you have a comment
about something you’ve read

on these pages or an opinion

you’d like to express to your

colleagues?

Then write a Letter to the

Editor, OHIO Medicine, 1500

Lake Shore Drive, Columbus,

Ohio 43204-3824.
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the role of organized medicine in framing the future health care delivery system,

the role physicians will play in shaping the future and assuring adequate access

to high quality' health care services, and

the impact that anticipated changes in the health care delivery system will have

on the hospital medical staffs relationship with the ununity outside the

hospital setting, including the payers.

The relation of the hospital with members of its medical staff will be substantially

impacted by the forces that are shaping national health rare policy and the

health care delivery’ system of the future. The HMSS Representatives will learn:

what some states are doing to serve as “laboratories" for alternat ive health care

delivery systems,

what the AMA is doing to study and advise physicians on the appropriateness of

various pliysician / hospital organizations, and

what one consultant anticipates will ultimately be the prognosis for organiza-

tional relationships between health care providers.
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SECOND OPINION

Hospital Staff Section - A proven success
By Lance A. Talmage, MD
The Hospital Medical Staff Section

of the AMA and of the Ohio State

Medical Association has gained in

stature and influence since its

formation eight years ago. The

present thrust of the HMSS
nationally is to become proactive

and to propose resolutions to the

AMA that will vigorously address

government interference, tort

reform, AIDS testing. National

Practitioner Data Bank, PROs and

other issues that affect medical

staffs and their ability to deliver

quality health care to patients in

the United States. HMSS has put

itself forward as a grass-roots

organization. It was considered

somewhat rough-hewn and

perhaps unsophisticated at its

initiation. Subsequent years of

debate within the body and the

proposals sent forward to the

House of Delegates of the AMA
have gained a great deal of

respect for the organization. There

is a feeling that it does, in fact,

represent the grass roots but does

so in a very meaningful and

credible manner.

To reinforce the concept of the

grass-roots nature of the organ-

ization, it is worth a brief review

of the delegates selection process.

In the AMA, we use a federated

system in which the county so-

cieties elect or appoint delegates

to the state medical association,

and that body, in turn, elects from

within its membership, delegates

to the AMA. The AMA, in turn,

elects from within its body the

officers to the Board of Trustees

and the various committees that

deliberate and produce reports to

carry out the will of the House of

Delegates. Such a federated sys-

tem is designed to guarantee that

the people who move up through

the system have gained experi-

ence and maturity in the issues of

organized medicine. By the time

they reach the AMA level, the

selection process has hopefully

guaranteed the representative's

interest, time commitment and

knowledge of the history bearing

on the issues confronting medi-

cine. The Hospital Medical Staff

Section, on the other hand, is

composed of Delegates who are

elected directly by their medical

staff and go directly to the Ohio

State Medical Association for

input there, as well as to the

AMA. This tends to be a

somewhat more fluid group,

although many members have

been attending since the initiation

of the section. Deliberations and

decisions of the delegates are

direct without a committee

structure, other than a governing

council for continuity.

It is my privilege to represent a

relatively large delegation from

the state of Ohio. It is my intent to

involve as many hospitals as

possible in our section to address

the issues of all sizes and

complexities of hospital medical

staffs in this state. Our delegation

has been able to propose major

resolutions that, in turn, have

been taken to the AMA House of

Delegates and successfully

debated in the past. The Ohio

HMSS has developed and revised

model medical staff by-laws.

which are emulated through the

country at this time. OSMA-
HMSS
members
have also

been

award
winners

for

recruiting

new
members
to the

AMA.
We point

with

pride to

the fact that our delegation is

composed of young men and
women who very recently joined

the private practice of medicine,

as well as senior members of the

medical community. The HMSS
delegation is active, involved and

innovative and it is my desire to

continue that worthwhile

tradition. I

Lance A. Talmage, MD, Toledo, is

chair of the OSMA-HMSS.

Dr. Talmage

AUXILIARY REPORT

Keeping abreast of the news
In the June issue of OHIO
Medicine, I wrote about the im-

portance of each member of the

medical community keeping

informed about the issues that

impact the delivery of health care.

Just how do we accomplish this?

One way of keeping abreast

with the health-care debate is by
reading and listening to the news.

Articles about insurance, access

and quality can be found in every

publication one picks up. Political

literature is full of the positions

(however vague) candidates are

taking on health-care issues. Also,

one can learn a great deal about

issues by talking with a cross-

section of people.

But what about official medical

publications such as the AMNews,
OHIO Medicine and county

journals? Many of the publica-

tions that the physician spouse

should be reading get delivered to

the office and never arrive home.

It is my recommendation that

each medical spouse request that

the publications such as OHIO
Medicine be brought home and
shared with the family. If that

seems unlikely, I suggest that the

auxilian talk to their spouse about

the feasibility of changing the

mailing address to the residence,

bearing in mind that some of the

information in OHIO Medicine

may be valuable to the office staff.

Failing that, you may want to

consider your own subscription.

The staff at OSMA is happy to

help in the address change pro-

cess. Simply have the physician

notify the OSMA Department of

Communications or complete the

change of address form included

in OHIO Medicine.

Physicians, please consider

having your publications read

more widely by having them
delivered to your home. It is to

your

advantage

to keep

your

spouse

informed.

Auxilians

know how
to make
positive

changes for

the medical

community, but we can only do

this successfully if we are well-

informed.

I
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Ohio's Living Will Lo

Legislation not perfect, but it's a step in the right direction

By Mary Jo Welker, MD
Those who worked on the living

will legislation agree that the law

that emerged from the legislature

is too long, too complex, and too

ambiguous. However, it must be

viewed as a step in the right

direction.

I must point out that, while the

Association for Freedom to Die

was not happy with the legisla-

tion, neither were many members

of the Right to Life Association.

The politics of the problem are

that not all persons agree on the

issues surrounding one's right to

die - even in ethical circles. The

legislation is complex, and so are

many of the issues it attempts to

address, yet I feel that it does

several positive things.

The Durable Power of Attorney

component of the legislation was

amended to liberalize several key

aspects of the existing statute. It

now:

1

.

) includes provisions ad-

dressing the permanently

unconscious state and

2.

) changes restrictions on with-

holding and withdrawing

artificial nutrition and/or

hydration.

The living will declaration now

Benefit

J
gives legal standing in the state of

Ohio to a patient's written desires

concerning treatment. It can:

1.

) apply when the patient is in

a terminal condition or a

permanently unconscious

state and

2.

) include provisions that arti-

ficial nutrition and/or hy-

dration be withheld or with-

drawn if a patient is in a ter-

minal condition or a perma-

nently unconscious state and

they do not provide comfort

or relieve pain.

The final part of the legislation

allows family members to make
decisions for individuals who
have not executed an advance

directive. It uses a priority class
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similar to what we use in practice

on a daily basis. It also includes:

1.

) withdrawing or withholding

artificial nutrition and/or

hydration if the patient is in

a terminal condition and

they do not provide comfort

or relieve pain.

2.

) withdrawing or withholding

all life-sustaining treatment

other than artificial nutrition

and/or hydration for a

person who has been in a

permanently unconscious

state for at least 12 months.

3.

) a 12-month waiting period

and probate court approval

to withdraw artificial nutri-

tion and/or hydration from

a patient in a permanently

unconscious state. This

provision may be cumber-

some, but it is better than

forcing them to remain alive

indefinitely.

While the appeal process al-

lowed throughout the legislation

is troublesome, the time frame is

limited, as is the time allowed for

the probate court decision.

If nothing else, this legislation

will force physicians to discuss

these

issues

with

patients

in an

open

way.

We are

not com-

pletely

satisfied

with the

legislation,

but it is a

start. It

will undoubtedly be revisited in

the future as the "social consen-

sus" evolves. Death is forestalled

by human choice, and human
action or death is allowed to occur

because of human choice. Life-

support techniques make death a

matter of human choice and hence

a matter of ethical concern.

(Reprint: December 1991 issue

of Ohio Family Physician Nezvs.) I

Mary Jo Welker, MD, is a

Columbus family practitioner.

Dr. Welker
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Benefit or Burden?

Health-care decisions should be between doctor and patient

By Russell W. Hardy, MD

First, a disclaimer. I have no

connection with The Association

For Freedom To Die or with the

Right to Life Association and no

preconceived ax to grind with

respect to the living will

legislation. Furthermore, 1 do not

believe in euthanasia. I do believe

that health-care decisions should

be a private issue between the

patient, family and physician,

without governmental or legal

interference.

Second, 1 think there are some
redeeming features of the living

will law. Most particularly, this

legislation does attempt to ad-

dress the very difficult problems

presented by patients with irre-

versible, prolonged coma. The

legislation provides a mechanism

for cessation of medical treatment,

hydration and nutrition in indi-

viduals in whom no neurological

recovery can be expected. There

are clear-cut guidelines for dis-

continuing treatment, and the law

restricts the decision-making to

family members or previously

designated surrogates and

prevents intervention by outside

groups.

However, for most other situa-

tions, this law is both vague and

complicated. While there are

guidelines for dealing with

patients in permanent coma or

terminal conditions, these proce-

dures are cumbersome, extremely

legalistic and pose an unneces-

sary emotional burden on already

distraught relatives. For most

situations, the law substitutes

complex legal proceedings and

second opinions for the good
judgment of the physician and the

patient's family.

Burden

Moreover, the law also has

some very specific problems,

particularly with respect to the

acute management of patients

with coma and major neurological

injuries who do not have a living

will. For those individuals, the

law requires a 12-month waiting

period before discontinuing life-

sustaining treatment. What exact-

ly is "life-sustaining treatment,"

particularly in the acute phase of

an illness? For example, does the

legislation preclude the writing of

a DNR order, or prevent the re-

moval of a respirator in a patient

who is comatose but not terminal?

Does the law require treatment of

a new, life-threatening condition

in such individuals? Could it pos-

sibly mandate surgery?

As a past president of the Ohio

State Neurosurgical Society, I am
surprised that this legislation was

crafted with minimal or no input

from Ohio's neurosurgeons or

neurologists. Some of the ques-

tions that I have raised could have

been anticipated and addressed

prior to passage, but may be

difficult to deal with now that the

law has been enacted.

I have talked to a number of

News & Views

Deciding on death

We all must die - who should

decide when that will be? Doc-

tors or judges? A British judge

said the family and hospital

should decide what course of

action to pursue in England to

allow brain-damaged babies to

die with the least suffering and

the greatest dignity. In America

a few years ago, I remember

the man who withdrew his

comatose son's life supports

while holding the hospital staff

at bay with a pistol as he

cradled his son in his arms until

he died. A grand jury mercifully

refused to indict the father.

W.B. Rogers, MD
Cuyahoga Falls

doctors and some lawyers about

Ohio's living will law and I have

yet to hear anyone who is satis-

fied with it. By contrast, Illinois

recently passed a much simpler

Health Care Surrogate Act, a piece

of legislation superior to ours. I

understand that Ohio's bill also

started out as a simple piece of

legislation and was changed by

extensive lobbying. I will leave

unanswered the question as to

whether the OSMA should have

supported legislation in its pres-

ent form or whether we should

have withdrawn our backing

when it became obvious it had

been significantly changed from

the original. I am also not sure

whether this is the right time to

try to amend the present law, but

it clearly needs to be improved.

Possibly this law will in practice

be less of a problem than it ap-

pears. However, it is important

for physicians who do encounter

problems

with

patient

manage-

ment
because

of the law

to com-

municate

the

relevant

facts to

the

OSMA to

lay the

groundwork for future legislative

changes. I

Russell W. Hardy, MD, is a

Cleveland neurosurgeon.

Dr. Hardy

FAMILY PRACTICE
INTERNAL MEDICINE

Opportunities located amid the beau-

tiful hills of east-central Ohio are available.

Our area offers outstanding commu-

nity supported educational opportunities,

safe streets and numerous cultural activi-

ties. Our recreational facilities include

Ohio's largest state park, two lakes, a 9000

acre wildlife preservation and a newly

completed dvic center.

We offer an outstanding finantial

package, income guarantees, start-up sup-

port and quality office facilities. Our finan-

tially viable hospital offers advanced diag-

nostic modalities and an all-new institu-

tion-wide computer system.

For details, call collect (614) 439 8110.

Guernsey Memorial Hospital

1341 Clark Street

Cambridge, Ohio 43725
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HMSS interim meeting set for Nashville

Health-care reform, one of the

nation's hottest topics, will come
under close scrutiny December
3-6 in Nashville, Tennessee, as

members of the American Medical

Association's Hospital Medical

Staff section explore health-care

reform's numerous facets at their

interim meeting.

Reform from the hospital's

perspective will be presented on

Thursday, December 3, then, the

next day, a futurist will explore

organized medicine’s role in

framing the future of health-care

delivery; the physician's part in

assuring adequate access; and the

impact that changes in the health-

care delivery system will have on

the hospital medical staff's re-

lationship with non-hospital

community members. Friday will

also bring a closer look at some of

the alternative health-care deliv-

ery systems currently being tested

in state "laboratories” around the

country.

For more information about the

meeting, contact the AMA at 312-

464-4747.1

Oldest County Society

Mary Kay Johnson, executive director of the Butler County Medical

Society, revieios society minutes from 1848. Local physicians believe the

county society, founded in 1836, is the first one west of the Alleghenies.

County Society Reactivating

Efforts to reactivate the Highland County Medical Society are in high

gear. An informal get-acquainted dinner meeting will be held at Momma's
Pizza and Family Dining in Leesburg later this month. Ron Zile, MD, left,

Hillsboro and David Ayres, MD, Hillsboro, were instrumental in getting

the project off the ground.

Survey reveals why

For the first time the Department

of Membership has conducted an

exit survey inquiring as to why
OSMA members choose not to

renew their membership.

The OSMA sent personalized

letters to 360 1991 OSMA mem-
bers that had not paid their 1992

dues. The letters included the exit

survey. Forty-eight surveys were

returned. Fourteen members
chose to renew their membership
after receiving the survey.

The main reason for members
not renewing was they felt the

OSMA dues and county society

dues are too expensive. Other

members felt that the OSMA had

not adequately represented their

interests or that their professional

interests were better served by

members leave

their specialty society.

In 1992, the OSMA lost 419

members. That number includes

those who chose not to renew, left

the practice of medicine or re-

located in another state. The 419

represents 3 1/2% of the total

membership, which is down from

the previous two years, when
membership dropped by 5%-6%.

On the plus side, OSMA has more
than 800 new members for 1992.

Doug Evans, director of the

OSMA Department of Member-
ship, believes the exit surveys will

help the OSMA better serve its

membership. "We survey new
members as to why they decide to

join, but until this year had never

asked members why they don't

renew." I

Liaison Committee Meets

Members of the OSMA-ONA-OOA Liaison Committee

met recently at the OSMA to discuss several legislative

proposals being considered by the Ohio Association of

Physicians' Assistants. Other business included the

position on Healthy School Children and a state-approved

course for staff who administer medications in group homes

for the mentally retarded with 15 or fewer residents. At far

right, Jean A. Scholz, RN, (ONA) and Debbie Anns, RN,
(ONA). At right, Edmund C. Casey, MD, Cincinnati, is

the OSMA chair.
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Colleagues

John E. Albers, MD, Cincinnati,

was elected chair of the Board of

Directors for Physicians Insur-

ance Company of Ohio (PICO).

Dr. Albers served as a PICO
director since 1985. In addition, he

has served as chair of the Board of

Raven Development Company, a

PICO subsidiary, since 1988. He
was president of OSMA from

1986-1987.

Richard H. Bell, Jr.,

MD, Cincinnati, was
appointed chief of

surgical service at

the Veteran's Affairs

Medical Center in

Cincinnati. He is

also an associate

professor at the University of

Cincinnati College of Medicine.

Samuel Hissong, MD, FACR,
Alliance, was installed as presi-

dent of the Ohio State Radiolo-

gical Society. Dr. Hissong is

director of radiology at Alliance

Community Hospital. He is co-

chair of diagnostic ultrasound at

Aultman Hospital in Canton.

Dr. Bell

ALENDAR

The OSMA has planned the

following practice manage-

ment workshops for 1992.

Watch for more information

on these workshops in future

issues of OHIO Medicine.

Brochures will be mailed to

OSMA members before each

program.

Productivity & Performance

Nov. 3 Dana Center at

MCO/Toledo
Hilton

Nov. 4 Cleveland Airport

Marriott

Nov. 5 Parke Hotel,

Canton

Nov. 17 Concourse Hotel,

Columbus
Nov. 18 Cincinnati Marriott

Nov. 19 Dayton Marriott

Mary Ellen Gaeke, MD, a

Middletown oncologist, was
elected president of the Butler-

Middletown Unit of the Ameri-

can Cancer Society. She is co-

director of Hospice of Middle-

town, and chair of the cancer

committee at Middletown Reg-

ional Hospital.

Charles Mueller, MD, Columbus,
acting chair of the department of

radiology at Ohio State University

Hospitals, has been named
president of the American Society

of Emergency Radiologists.

The Cleveland Society of Obste-

tricians and Gynecologists elected

the following new officers:

Anthony Bacevice, MD, Avon
Lake, assistant secretary; Bradley

Dennis, MD, Cleveland, treas-

urer; and Jacob Palomaki, MD,
Cleveland, member-at-large.

James J. Izanec, MD, Garfield

Heights, is past president. I

6% OSMA

l\l*
When you compare
a 3.5% IRA CD with

the 6% OSMA IRA
,

you’ll see why rolling

over your existing funds is a decision thatpays !

The OSMA INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT
gives you:

/ HIGHLY COMPETITIVE INTEREST RATE
6.00%* no time guarantee
5.75%* calendar year guarantee

/ NO PENALTY FOR SURRENDER**
You can get your money out anytime without paying a surrender charge.

/ TOTALLY INVESTMENT GRADE PORTFOLIO

No Junk Bonds or Mortgages

Other High Quality

Investment Grade Bonds
47%

/ NO SERVICE CHARGES OR FEES

/ EASY ROLLOVER
All it takes is a telephone call. Simply call -800-860-4525 tollfree, and
your OSMA Benefits Representative will take care of the paperwork
for you.

as of 8/1/92; check for current rate

' IRS penalty imposed for monies withdrawn prior to age 59 1/2
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Is it time to update our living will law?

Is Ohio's advance directive law in

need of an overhaul? It is accord-

ing to some Ohio physicians.

Last month, OHIO Medicine

reported that the Department of

Legislation was asking physicians

to submit examples where the law

has not served their patients well.

So far, only one physician has

I

The law has

complicated

ordering "no

resuscitation ,

"

says one doctor.

sent the department case scen-

arios, but Cynthia Snyder, the

department's associate director,

expects more will be forthcoming.

"The problem," says Snyder, "is

that in many cases, physicians

handled these cases with the fam-

ily before the law was enacted on

a less formal basis.

"Physicians now object to the

formalities of the new law," Sny-

der continues. "What we were

trying to do with the law was to

codify everyday practice."

On the positive side, before the

law was passed, there were lots of

living wills around - but none

had any legal standing in Ohio.

The new, official living wills

eliminate that.

However, Snyder says, "The

new law shifts away from the best

interests of the patient and the

family and looks more at what the

patient would've wanted."

Where that may present friction,

she continues, is in a situation

where the family is under stress -

both emotionally and financially -

from caring for the patient and yet

has little say in the patient's care.

The letter Snyder received

addressed the issue of cardiac

resuscitation. The OSMA takes the

position that the new advance

directive law does not preclude

use of such orders:

Case Scenario 1: A male patient

who had no advance directive lay

dying of cancer. Both his wife and

son agreed there should be no

cardiac resuscitation. But, in order

to comply with Ohio law, they

were forced to contact every

family member eligible to object

to their actions, which, the doctor

reports, was not only time-con-

suming but emotionally draining.

Case Scenario 2: Following

surgery, a male patient became
ventilator-dependent and un-

responsive for six weeks. Even
though the family wanted the

ventilator removed, it wasn't

allowed because the man wasn't

terminally ill or in a permanently

unconscious state. The family was
finally able to follow what they

believed to be the patient's wish -

to have the ventilator removed -

but only after a lengthy process

that involved obtaining guard-

ianship.

Writes the physician: "There are

many patients who are not ter-

More than a year after its pas-

sage, Ohio's advance directive law

still has non-physicians wonder-

ing if they are permitted to honor

living wills in an emergency.

"The question has arisen, do
non-physician personnel have the

authority to honor these docu-

ments out in the field?” says Cyn-

thia Snyder, OSMA's associate

director of the Department of

Legislation. "The living will

legislation doesn't speak at all to

the non-physician personnel.”

For physicians, Snyder says,

"the law provides that in an

minally ill, but still not likely to

benefit from resuscitative efforts.

The new law has complicated the

process of ordering 'no resusci-

tation’ for this group of patients.

"I hope we see some construc-

tive changes and simplification in

the legislation."

If you have specific case infor-

mation you are willing to share

about how the law has affected

your patients, please address it in

a letter to Cynthia Snyder, De-

partment of Legislation, 1500 Lake

Shore Drive, Columbus, Ohio
43204-3824. (For related stories,

see pages 8,9.) |

emergency situation, a physician

or health-care facility doesn't have

to be concerned with all the for-

malities of the advance directive

law.

"They can make decisions to

provide or not provide care in

accordance with reasonable

medical standards applicable in

an emergency situation."

However, there's nothing that

says an emergency has to occur in

the emergency room, which is

where confusion sets in for non-

physicians, such as paramedics.

"It's very clear that physicians

can respond according to reason-

able medical standards, which

may mean deciding not to re-

suscitate, but other emergency

personnel authority are required

to resuscitate in all cases," says

Snyder. "There is nothing in this

bill that allows them to act uni-

laterally."

And while Snyder points out

that the OSMA isn't officially

advising non-physicians, "Our

interpretation of the law is that

non-physicians are not authorized

to honor advance directives.”

The main problem, says Snyder,

comes when people dial 911, not

realizing that a living will won't

be recognized. "I've had paramed-

ics tell me they've had family

members practically jumping on

them because they were resusci-

tating the patient.

"Because it's such a gray area,

people need to learn that if they

call 911 their family member will

be resuscitated."!

RISK MANAGEMENT-
SAFEGUARDING THE FUTURE

February 2-6, 1993 at Keystone Resort, Colorado

The MICHIGAN STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY and MICHIGAN PHYSICIANS MUTUAL LIABILITY
COMPANY invite you to participate in this informative risk management conference which will provide you with

pertinent, timely information regarding medical-legal and quality management issues affecting you and your practice.

Total Quality Improvement Strategies, Practice Parameters, Liability Associated with HMOs, and Effective Strategies for

Resolving Claims will be discussed.

This four day conference includes 17 hours of education, and allows plenty of time for the many recreational

opportunities at Keystone Resort. Conference tuition is $3 82.00, and spouses are welcome to attend at no charge. Excellent

lodging accommodation rates have been negotiated with Keystone Resort.

You may be eligible for professional liability premium discounts - contact your professional liability insurance

carrier.

For more information or a full brochure, contact

MSMS Risk Management at (51 7) 336-5757.

KEYSTONE RESORT
COLORADO

Living wills leave non-MDs in the dark
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AMA says data bank agents not what they seem

Last month, OHIO Medicine

warned physicians to be cautious

before authorizing agents to serve

as their link with the National

Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB).

Now, the American Medical

Association has stepped into the

picture.

Members of the AMA's staff met

recently with representatives of

the National Data Bank Response

Association (NDBRA), which

blanketed the profession this sum-

mer with a mailing promoting

itself as a "counterbalance."

The mailing claimed that the

Approximately 30 physicians had

their provider agreements ter-

minated without cause by the

Western Ohio Health Care Plan

Corp. in Dayton recently. As a

result, three Dayton physicians

have filed lawsuits.

Sergio Alejandrino, MD,
internal medicine and cardiology,

William Donahue, DO, ortho-

pedics, and John Ribic, DO,
cardiologist, filed lawsuits in the

Montgomery County Common
Pleas Court. Seven other physi-

cians have met with attorneys to

discuss filing lawsuits.

Some physicians are angry

because they stand to lose as

much as one-third of their

patients because of the HMO's
actions; others, who won't suffer

the monetary loss, don't like the

way they are being treated. Only
doctors with provider contracts

will be paid by Western Ohio

Health Care Plan for treating

Western Ohio Health Care Plan

members. Patients who are being

treated by the doctors who were

terminated have only 60 days to

find either another insurer or

another physician.

The contract that the physicians

signed with Western Ohio con-

tained a clause that allowed the

company or physician to cancel

with no reason.

The Dayton Daily News reported

that Western Ohio's normal pro-

association offers, as part of its

$250 membership fee: a news-

letter, lobbying support, specialty

claims tracking, insurance

placement assistance, quarterly

tracking of any entities that

query the member's NPDB file,

and an option of appointing the

organization the physician's

"authorized agent," thereby

granting NDBRA access to the

physician's NPDB file. For an

additional fee, the physician

would receive a "claim-rating"

service, in which a physician,

trial attorney and malpractice

cedure for termination is to tell

the physician the reason for

termination and allow an appeal.

The health maintenance organi-

zation, however, gave only the

reason that it was "a business

decision."

For physicians who find

themselves in a situation facing

termination of contracts the

OSMA Department of

Professional Relations and

insurance underwriter would
evaluate settled or pending cases.

The AMA determined, however,

that the NDBRA is not currently

an association, nor does it pre-

sently offer a newsletter or

lobbying support. Further, the

"analysis" of members' malprac-

tice claims is based on informa-

tion received from members only,

so may not be deemed credible by

those who receive it.

For a full report or further infor-

mation, contact Ilene Davidson

Johnson, AMA office of the

General Counsel, (312) 464-4606. |

HMO

Ombudsman Services can provide

guidance.

The OSMA provides as a service

to OSMA members objective

analyses of managed care and

other third-party payor contracts.

If you would like to have a

contract reviewed or more in-

formation contact the Ombuds-
man department at (800)-766-

OSMA. I

Cincinnati MDS
question tax on
artificial lenses

Should physicians have to pay

sales tax on the artificial lenses

they implant in patients, or

should these lenses be exempt

from the taxes, as are artificial

limbs and other prosthetic de-

vices?

That is the question the Ohio

Supreme Court has been asked to

decide by two Cincinnati

physicians who are seeking re-

funds of about $93,000 in taxes

that they paid on lenses they

implanted.

The State Board of Tax Appeals

has agreed that the lens is a

prosthetic device, but the state

law that exempts taxation of such

devices is meant to apply to pa-

tient sales, not sales to physicians

or hospitals, the board says.

Lawyers for the physicians,

however, argue that the patient is

the consumer of the lens, even

though the lenses must be ob-

tained by physicians.

OHIO Medicine will inform you

of the court's decision once it is

made. I

OHIO Medicine will keep you
informed on this lawsuit. I

OHIO STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

presents

VOYAGES FOR THE “CURIOUS TRAVELER”

OSMA is pleased to offer a series of voyages in 1993 that use small expedition ships to explore areas of natural beauty and cultural interest., places whose

contours and history are relatively unmarred by tourism. From the majestic beauty of Southeast Alaska's Inside Passage and the serene seascapes of the

Caribbean to the cosmopolitan ambience of San Francisco and the gentle marshlands of the Intracoastal Waterway, you will discover the original and

unexpected.

The Yachtsman's Caribbean (one week, departing December 26, 1992)

Aboard the 100-passenger 91[antuckft Copper, you will sail to deserted coves and beaches that are the almost exclusive province of private yachts,

sailing through what National Geographic has called "some of the world's most beautiful waters."

Exploring the San Francisco Bay and the Sacramento Delta (one week, departing April 17, 1993)

Our voyage aboard the 1 38-passenger yarktoum Ckppcrlo San Francisco, the Sacramento Delta and the famed Sonoma and Napa Valley wine country explores

the many moods — past and present — of Northern California.

The Alaskan Odyssey (one week, departing August 21, 1993)

This up-close, in-depth perspective of America's Last Frontier takes us to unspoiled, wilderness areas where bald eagles soar overhead, brown bear graze

among grasses on shore and glaciers calve into the clear, icy waters under our bow.

The Antebellum South & Intracoastal Waterway (one week, departing November 13, 1993)

Sample cultural and architectural delights as we drift past moss-draped oaks and old plantation homes situated along the Intracoastal Waterway

ribbon of water that meanders along the beautiful Southeastern coast.

For more information, please call Clipper Cruise Line at (800) 325-0010.

a protected

Doctors sue after being terminated by
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Ohio physician
cited by OSHA

OSHA inspections are still un-

common, unless an employee

complains.

One Ohio physician has been

cited by the Occupational Safety

and Health Administration for

failing to meet some of its regu-

lations concerning occupational

exposure to blood-borne patho-

gens that became effective last

March.

"There may be more Ohio phy-

sicians out there who have been

cited, but we aren't aware of

them," says Katrina English, JD,

director of OSMA's Department

of Legal Services.

The inspection was initiated by
an employee complaint that,

according to English, is virtually

the only way an OSHA inspector

is likely to step inside your office.

"They're not likely to visit your
office unless they discover there is

'reasonable cause' that there is a

violation," she says.

WHAT'S REASONABLE CAUSE?

Reasonable cause may be trig-

gered by belief there is imminent
danger or by a catastrophe or fatal

accident. Either event might make
OSHA target what it considers a

problem area of the industry for

"program inspections," but it's

unlikely that's going to happen in

medicine, says English.

"And in the case of a complaint

by an ex-employee, OSHA is more
likely to send a letter to your

office than to make a site inspec-

tion," she adds.

If a complaint is filed, OSHA
can make a surprise site inspec-

tion if it believes the complaint

has substance. If a site inspector

shows up at your office, the pro-

cedure to follow is to insist on

credentials, and answer all

questions directly and honestly.

The OSHA inspectors will have

an opening conference to discuss

the complaint. You don't have to

sit in on this conference; you can

designate someone to represent

you, says English. The inspectors

will inspect the site, maybe ques-

tion employees, then conduct a

closing conference to discuss any

violations.

ROOM FOR COMPROMISE

"If you're going to be cited,

you'll receive a letter about a

week to 10 days after the visit,"

says English. You then have 15

days to challenge the OSHA
citation. An informal conference

can be held, and a compromise

may be worked out. The Ohio

physician, for example, was able

to reduce his fine by half in the

informal meeting. If you are

unable to achieve a successful

compromise, you can go through

OSHA's formal appeals process.

"There are few OSHA inspectors

in the state, and those who are

here are responsible for super-

vising enforcement in all indus-

tries, not just medicine," says

English. "You're probably more
likely to see a medical board

investigator than an OSHA
inspector in your office - unless

an employee complains." I

Because One Size Doesn’t Fit All...

New Humulin 50/50 is the tailor-made

answer to individual patient needs. A
unique combination of equal amounts of

Regular human insulin and NPH human

insulin, it will be useful in situations in

which a greater initial insulin response is

desirable for greater glycemic control.

Like Humulin 70/30f new Humulin 50/50

offers the convenience and accuracy of a

premix. And it can be used in conjunction

with an existing 70/30 regimen.

New 50/
Humulin/50
50% human insulin

isophane suspension
50% human insulin injection

(recombinant DNA origin)

The Newest Option in

Insulin Therapy
WARNING: Any change of insulin should be made cautiously

and only under medical supervision.

' Humulin " 70/30 (70% human insulin isophane suspension,

30% human insulin injection (recombinant DNA origin]].

Global Kxcellence in Diabetes Care

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

46285

HI-791 1-B-249343 c 1992. eli lilly and company
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A MULTIPLE

CHOICE QUIZ
Community Mutual Blue Cross& Blue Shield

serves providers through:

A. A toll-free provider answer line (1-800-282-1016), staffed by knowledgeable

customer service representatives Monday through Friday, from 8:30 a.m.

to 4:30 p.m.;

B • Products with sound benefit design and advantages for doctors and hospitals

;

C • Newsletters and special bulletins to keep you up-to-date;

D• Statewide seminars on issues and procedures

;

Provider Relations representatives throughout Ohio who make “house calls'’;

Availability ofan electronic claims submission network, to streamline office efficiency;

All of the above.

Only Community Mutual offers you multiple choices to the quality service

you deserve. When you need the right answer, look to Community Mutual.

The health care insurer who serves you with all ofthe above. . . and beyond.

COMMUNITY MUTUAL
Blue Cross®
Blue Shield®



HIRD-PARTYUPDATE

Managed care issues discussed

How can physicians better un-

derstand what managed care is all

about, and better understand how
to work within it, if they choose?

The answers to these and other

questions were discussed recently

by members of the OSMA staff

I

Understanding

managed care "may

help some losers

become winners.

"

will continue to thrive as a pre-

ferred system of health-care cost

reimbursement. However, physi-

cians in Ohio could face expulsion

from participating member panels

of certain managed care pro-

grams, either without cause, or

because of insurers' new interest

in acceptable credentials, such as

board certification.

Janet Shaw of the OSMA
Ombudsman staff pointed out

that last year more than 7,000

physician-member inquiries about

third-party payor issues were

handled by the department.

Thirteen medical directors of Ohio managed care programs met recently

with members of OSMA staff to discuss issues facing physicians and
patients.

and 13 medical directors of Ohio

managed care programs.

Informal discussion at the state

medical society level by these

groups may create less confusion

for physicians and their patients.

"Understanding may help some
losers become winners, and give

physicians the opportunity to

mold managed care programs,"

says Joseph Berman, MD, vice

president of Community Mutual

Insurance Company, who was
instrumental in establishing the

need for this meeting.

The OSMA staff assumes that

managed care insurance programs

PERIODS OF CHANGE

"The way physicians practice is

changing very rapidly,” says Dr.

Berman, "with change, phys-

icians' frustration and anger

increases as well. Physicians in

medical organizations and phys-

icians working for insurers view

each other as at least part of the

problem."

Dr. Berman points out that

perhaps there are opportunities to

help preserve the best aspects of

health care in the United States,

for practicing physicians and

physicians employed by insurers.

A middle road should be found.

HCFA 1500 EXPEDITER

FREE SOFTWARE PROGRAM PROVIDED FOR
COMPLETION OF HCFA 1500 INSURANCE FORMS !!!

EASY TO INSTALL - EASY TO USE;

RUNS ON ANY DOS-AT TYPE COMPUTER;

SAVES TIME, MONEY AND AGGRAVATION;

IMPROVES CASH FLOW BY 30-60 DAYS;

ELIMINATES CONSTANT RETYPING OF FORMS TO
CORRECT MISTAKES;
NO MORE ADDRESSING AND STUFFING ENVELOPES;
DOES AWAY WITH POSTAGE COST;

ELIMINATES REPETITIVE ENTRIES-

INSURANCE COMPANY REFERENCE AND DEFAULT
PROVIDER INFORMATION MAINTAINED ON SYSTEM

^ CALL FOR FURTHER DETAILS
(216) 234-8833

ORTH COAST DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
7530 Lucerne Dr. Suite #104

Middleburg Hts., Ohio 44130-6557

Registered V.I.P. provider for Blue Cross Blue Shield of Ohio

6

according to Dr. Berman, where
insurers who compete against

each other can help provide

information to physicians who
want to know more about work-

ing in managed care activities.

ONGOING MEETINGS

This meeting was just the be-

ginning. Additional meetings of

the OSMA physician leadership

and the medical directors of the

managed care industry will be

held on an ongoing basis.

The OSMA staff and the medical

directors would also like to see

communication projects such as

educational seminars and articles

on the subject. They also sug-

gested that utilization of service

guidelines and criteria should be

reviewed with OSMA leadership

involvement and the medical

directors for the purpose of

developing a more standardized

system. Also, fee review needs of

the carriers and physicians should

be evaluated and some kind of

systems developments put into

place.

OHIO Medicine will keep you
posted on the developments.!

Medical necessity advance notices

Recently, the OSMA Ombuds-
man staff has received several

inquiries from patients about the

Advance Notice forms their

physicians are requiring them to

sign for services that may be

denied by Medicare as "not

medically reasonable and

necessary."

As a reminder, the intent of the

Advance Notice is to inform the

Medicare beneficiary, prior to

rendering services, that Medicare

is likely to deny reimbursement

for a specific service/procedure

and for a specific reason. By
signing the Advance Notice, the

patient is aware that if Medicare

does not cover the service/pro-

cedure, the patient agrees to be

personally and fully responsible

for payment, therefore protecting

physicians from having to make
refunds or from liability for

denied charges.

Blanket or generic statements

such as "I never know when
Medicare will or will not pay" or

"for all or any services not

covered by Medicare" are not

acceptable. The advance notices

must indicate the specific ser-

vice(s), the date(s) of service and

the specific reason that payment is

likely to be denied by Medicare.

Physicians who have questions

or concerns may contact the

Ombudsman staff to obtain a

packet of information that in-

cludes a sample Advance Notice

form.!
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H IRD-PARTYUPDATE

Medicare to mail 1993 disclosure

information week of November 16

Physicians should begin looking

for their 1993 Medicare Disclosure

Report to arrive in the mail during

the week of November 16. That's

the date that Nationwide has in-

dicated it will begin to mail 1993

fee information to all physicians.

This year, physicians will be

provided with the Medicare par-

ticipating fee schedule amount,

nonparticipating fee schedule

amount, limiting charge amount
and site of service limitations for

all CPT codes. In years past,

physicians were provided with

only a limited number of CPT
codes and were required to write

to obtain the complete list for

their locality.

Legislation is still pending

regarding the "new physician"

limitations, but at this time,

Nationwide-Medicare intends to

mail a separate Disclosure Report

to all new physicians (those

physicians within their first four

years of practice.) Also, as in 1992,

all physicians within a group

practice will receive a separate

disclosure report.

Physicians will want to use the

information provided on the dis-

closure report to make their parti-

cipating versus nonparticipating

decision for calendar year 1993.

Nationwide is planning to

include with the disclosure infor-

mation the "Dear Doctor" letter

and participating information.

As a reminder, limiting charge

amounts for nonparticipating

physicians during 1993 may be no

more than 115% of the nonpartici-

pating fee schedule amount
(currently for 1992, the limiting

charge is no more than 120%).!

Questions regarding the

Third-Party Update section?

Contact the OSMA Ombuds-
man staff at (800) 766-OSMA.

AMA 1993 CPT Code Book Available

Physicians who have not already done so may wish to order the

Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) code book for 1993 from

the American Medical Association. Orders placed directly to the

AMA for the 1993 CPT code book will consist of a three-part

package that will contain in addition to the code book, the new
Clinical Examples Supplement with hundreds of practical

examples of how to use the CPT codes, and a choice of one of eight

medical specialty CPT minibooks.

Price for AMA members is $29.95. Nonmember price is $36.95.

Credit card orders may be placed by calling the AMA at (800) 621-

8335.

Order #

1993 CPT Code Book. Clinical

Examples and Minibooks

OP054193CL No Minibook

OP054593CL Gynecology, Obstetrics & Urology Minibook

OP054493CL Pathology and Laboratory Minibook

OP054293CL Medical Specialties Minibook

OP054793CL Dermatology, Plastic and Reconstructive

Surgery Minibook

OP054893CL General Surgery Minibook

OP054693CL Neurological & Orthopaedic Surgery Minibook

OP054993CL Head & Neck Surgery, Oral & Maxillofacial

Surgery, Ophthalmology & Otorhinolaryn-

gology Minibook

NO DICE.
For some malpractice carriers, easy come meant easy go.

But not The Medical Protective Company. Our financial

stability is a legend in our industry. And has been since

we invented professional liability coverage at the turn of

the century. Ninety years in business and a continual A+
(Superior) rating from A.M. Best prove it. Don’t gamble

your premium dollars. Put your money on a sure thing

and call our general agent today.

ima

Cincinnati: David E. Bendel, Daniel P Woods, (513) 684-9967

Columbus: John E. Hansel, Timothy D. Harrison, (614) 267-9156

Perrysburg: Robert E. Stallter, (419) 874-8080

Hudson: Edward J. Kupcho, (216) 656-0660
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Classifieds

Positions Available

THE BETHESDA FAMILY
PRACTICE RESIDENCY
PROGRAM - In Cincinnati, Ohio

is seeking full-time family practice

physician faculty. Board certifica-

tion required. Competitive salary

and benefits. Please contact Dr. V.F.

Colon at (513) 569-6023 for more
information.

CINCINNATI/DAYTON - Bored?

Tired of red tape, insurance forms,

disalloweds, phone calls, getting up
at night, rounds? DOCTORS'
URGENT CARE OFFICE has the

solution. You help us provide good

quality care and service and you'll

get thankful cooperative patients,

single problem oriented complaints,

variety, great peers, excellent staff,

pay of $85,000 plus per year, paid

health and malpractice insurance,

medical society dues, flex plan.

Classified ad rates for OHIO
Medicine are as follows:

Members are charged 50tf per

word, 75<t per word for boxed

ads; non-members and
institutions are charged $1.50

per word, $1.75 boxed.

OHIO Medicine
Advertisers

Air Force 3

American Physicians Life 11

Clipper Cruise Lines 13

Community Mutual 15

CompuEdge Corp 2

Eli Lilly & Co 14

Guernsey Memorial

Hospital 9

Medical Protective Co 17

Michigan State

Medical Society 12

North Coast Dynamic 16

Physicians Insurance

Company of Ohio 5

Roche Valium 20

Turner & Shepard 4

401 (K) and others. And no rounds,

no phone calls, no forms, no
paperwork. Call Dr. Keller at (513)

831-5955.

CINCINNATI-FINNEYTOWN
- Fully equipped medical office,

1,800 square feet. Rent or

purchase. Call Mr. Church - (513)

661-1888.

CLINICAL FACULTY ANDFELLOWSHIP
OPPORTUNITY - Join the

faculty of the Family Practice

Residency Program at Miami
Valley Hospital, a 772-bed

community hospital in Dayton,

Ohio. This position combines

direct patient care and teaching

with the opportunity to receive

protected time to complete a

fellowship or other postgraduate

education. Prior teaching

experience not required, but

must have a desire to develop

teaching skills as a clinical faculty

member. Applicants must be

BE/BC in family medicine, be

committed to high-quality

patient care, and have a desire to

be involved in clinical medical

education. Competitive salary

and benefits. Contact Ted
Wymyslo, MD, Program
Director, Family Practice

Residency Program, Miami
Valley Hospital, 101 Wyoming
Street, Dayton, OH 45409-2793.

Telephone (51 3) 220-241 7 (office)

or (513) 667-3707 (home).

COLUMBUS, OHIO - Physician

needed to staff urgent care facilities.

Competitive salary, full benefits.

Respond withCV to Paul Zeeb, MD,
Medical Director, Primary Medical

Associates, Inc., 4900 Gettysburg

Rd, Columbus, OH 43220.

GERIATRICIAN - Board-certified

in internal medicine or family

practice to serve as Co-Medical

Director of Nursing Facility within

rapidly growing 234-bed multi-level

health care facility on beautiful

estate east of Cleveland.

Opportunity for academic
appointment in Division ofGeriatric

Medicine at Case Western Reserve

University School of Medicine. Call

Robert Harr, President, HEATHER
HILL INC., or Linus Vaitkus, Senior

Vice President (800) 423-2972 for

more information.

FAMILY PRACTITIONERS/
INTERNISTS - BC/BE - Saint

John’s Health Care Corporation, a

member of the Holy Cross Health

System, is a 371 -bed facility in

central Indiana. Saint John's was
recognized by the JCAHO as a top

10% quality organization in the

nation. Very competitive compen-
sation and incentives are available

to qualified physicians locating in

the Saint John's service area.

Anderson, Indiana is a pleasant

60,000-resident community close to

Indianapolis with the advantages

of a major metropolitan area. Send

C.V. or contact Steven Pavik,

Director, Medical Staff Affairs, Saint

John's Health Care Coporation, 2015

Jackson Street, Anderson, Indiana

46016, (317) 646-8303.

INTERNAL MEDICINE - Solo

practitioner seeking greaterbalance

between family and career looking

for like-minded individual to share

responsibilities of established

practice. Practice is located in

Canton, Ohio. Send letter of interest

in care of Box 245, OHIO Medicine,

1 500 Lake Shore Dr., Columbus,OH
43204-3824.

INTERNAL MEDICINE, FAMILY
PRACTICE, URGENT CARE,
EMERGENCY MEDICINE, OB/
GYN AND ACADEMICS -

Locations from the lakes, rivers and

forests of the Great Lakes area to the

rolling plains of the Heartland.

Whether you prefer a cosmopolitan

lifestyle, a city surrounded by nature

and the beauty of the four seasons,

the peaceful rolling farm country,

or perhaps life in historic villages-

there is something for everyone.

Positions with single and
multispecialty clinics or solo with

call coverage are available. Please

call our toll-free number, (800) 243-

4353 or send your CV to

STRELCHECK & ASSOCIATES,
INC., 1 0624 N. PortWashington Rd.,

Mequon, WI 53092.

INTERNIST- Immediate opening,

with or without subspecialty. Group
of four internists located in

Cambridge,OH, population 20,000.

Excellent compensation, office

facility and hospital. Call B.V.

Chendraj office (614) 439-3515,

home (614) 432-3422.

SUBURBAN COLUMBUS, OHIO
- Another FP needed to join four

others in a college town. Population

80,000 and expanding. Medical, OB
and surgical backup at modern
hospital. Columbus and major
university medical school forty

minutes. Guarantee plus office.

Walter F. Smith (800) 221-4762.

SUBURBAN COLUMBUS, OHIO
- Dermatologist with two offices

seeks partner or overhead sharer

for busy practice in a college town.

Sees 300 patients/ week, some
surgery, six weeks wait for

appointment. Teaching appoint-

ment available. Near Columbus
with its major university, culture,

shopping. Call Walter Smith (800)

221-4762.

SUBURBAN COLUMBUS, OHIO
- Another internist needed to join

four others in a college town.

Population 80,000 and expanding.

Subspecialty and surgical backup

at modern hospital. Columbus and

major university medical school

forty minutes. Guarantee plus office.

Walter F. Smith (800) 221-4762.

SUBURBAN COLUMBUS, OHIO
- In a college town, a busy general

surgeon (four gallbladders/week,

10 major cases/week, 10 minor

cases/week, 300 endoscopies/year)

seeks a general-vascular surgeon to

take up the portion of practice not

being done locally. Population of

80,000. 1:5 coverage. Modern
hospital with all MD anesthesia.

Near Columbus with its major

university, culture, shopping. Call

Walter Smith (800) 221-4762.

SUBURBAN COLUMBUS, OHIO
- One of four busy OB /GYN in this

college town seeks a partner.

Coverage from all OBs. 1,400

deliveries, surgery, LRDP, epidural

service. Forty minute drive to

Columbus: major university,

shopping, culture. Call Walter

Smith (800) 221-4762.

SUBURBAN COLUMBUS, OHIO
- Pediatrician seeks partner or

overhead sharer for busy practice

in college town. Population 80,000.

50-55 patients/day, 20-30 new-
borns/month, 100 hospital ad-

missions/year, one month wait for

i8
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LASSIFIEDS

well visit. 1:4 coverage. New
building approximate to hospital

with 1,400 deliveries. Near
Columbus with its major university,

culture, shopping. Call WalterSmith

(800) 221-4762.

SUBURBAN COLUMBUS, OHIO
- Two orthopedic surgeons - one

general orthopedist and one trained

in sports medicine - needed in a

college town. Virtually instantly

busy practice with a variety of cases

and sports clinic, assured coverage,

modern hospital, allMD anesthesia.

Population 80,000 and expanding.

Near Columbus with its major

university, culture, shopping. Call

Walter Smith (800) 221-4762.

TOO MANY HATS? JOIN MED
CENTER PRACTICE
MEDICINE! - Private practice in

today's world of regulations, rules,

insurance, and, of course,

paperwork can require people with

expertise and interest in so many
areas that you may feel

overwhelmed all alone. Join MED
CENTER. . ..practice medicine! Great

benefits; excellent salary ($84K-

$11 OK), paid vacation and CME,
disability insurance, annual bonus,

life insurance, BC/BS health

insurance, retirement benefits,

profit sharing, no overnight call and

no business headaches. Prefer

Board-eligible/ Board-certified

physicians in family practice,

general practice or internal

medicine. Signing bonus for full-

time physicians. Five locations in

the Cleveland/Akron area. If

interested call Daniel A.

Breitenbach, MD, Chief Medical

Officer, at (216) 248-7390.

WELL-ESTABLISHED BOARDCERTIFIED
RHEUMATOLOGIST - Seeking

to expand in the Cleveland area

seeks association with other Board

certified rheumatologist(s) to

practice 100% rheumatology. Send

CV to Box 244 c/o OHIO Medicine,

1500 Lake Shore Dr., Columbus,OH
43204-3824.

WISCONSIN - MICHIGAN -

MISSOURI -OHIO -What are your

prerequisites for a practice?

Strelcheck & Associates, an

extension of our clients recruiting

departments, has several

opportunities which might be of

interest to you. We currently

represent our clients in the areas of

allergy, dermatology, neurosur-

gery, occupational medicine,

oncology, orthopedics, otolaryngol-

ogy, psychiatry and urology.

Locations in metropolitan areas,

mid-size cities, on lakes, streams, or

near forests-you choose. To discuss

your practice preferences and these

opportunities, please call our toll-

free number, (800) 243-4353 or send

your CV to STRELCHECK &
ASSOCIATES, INC., 10624 N. Port

Washington Rd., Mequon, WI
53092.

Miscellaneous

ANESTHESIOLOGIST - Insured,

BC anesthesiologist available for

vacation coverageand other staffing

needs. W.B. Cleveland, Anesthesia

Services (216) 321-1860 or (216) 321-

1847 (evenings).

DISPLAY ADVERTISING

Non-Pharmaceutical
George R. Quigley

4015 Executive Park Dr., Ste. 304

Cincinnati, Ohio 45241

(513) 563-9666

Pharmaceutical

Lifetime Learning

15 W. 700 N. Frontage Rd.

Hinsdale, IL 60521

(708) 655-2500

REFURBISHED MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT - Olympus Keymed
sigmoidoscopy procedures cart

complete, excellent condition.

Omega automatic blood pressure

monitor (demonstrator), printout

battery pack Model #1400, still in

original box, 1 8 months old . Burton

Hyfrecator, OR exam lights, X-ray

C Arm and portable X-ray. Adult

and infant scales color coordinated.

Mixed bag ofsurgical drapes, towels

and instrument wraps in 50- pound
boxes - $100. plus shipping. Call or

write: Bernard Medical Resources,

1555 Dixie Highway, Covington,

KY 41011. (800) 892-3716.1

M ISCELLANEOUS

Obituaries

JOHN D. BRUMBAUGH, MD,
Akron; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1927; age 93;

died June 30, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

STANLEY N. DE VILLE, MD,
Cleveland; Case Western Reserve

University School of Medicine,

1932; age 87; died August 12,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

M. ROBERT HUSTON, MD,
Millersburg; University of

Cincinnati College of Medicine,

1958; age 59; died June 15, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

WALLACE E. JOHNSON, MD,
Dayton; University of Maryland
School of Medicine, Baltimore,

MD, 1951; age 69; died August 31,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

LOUIS MILLER, MD, Cleveland;

Ohio State University College of

Medicine, 1936; age 81; died June

23, 1992; member OSMA.

EDWARD LEE MONTGOM-
ERY, MD, Naples, FL; Ohio State

University College of Medicine,

1934; age 83; died June 19, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

CLARENCE J. MORELL, MD,
Chagrin Fall; Case Western

Reserve University School of

Medicine, 1942; age 77; died

August 5, 1992; member OSMA
and AMA.

FREDERICK A. RESCH, MD,
Poland; Jefferson Medical College

of Thomas Jefferson University,

Philadelphia, PA, 1944; age 74;

died June 23, 1992; member

OSMA and AMA.

KARL SALUS, MD, Cleveland;

University of Pennsylvania School

of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA,

1944; age 76; died August 10,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

LEROY B. SCHUMAKER, MD,
Canton; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1942; age 76;

died July 2, 1992; member OSMA
and AMA.

HAROLD P. SHAPIRO, MD,
Toledo; Wayne State University

School of Medicine, Detroit, MI,

1930; age 86; died July 5, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

MERVIN F. STEVES, MD, Sun
City Ctr, FL; University of

Cincinnati College of Medicine,

1939; age 80; died August 2, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

JOHN S. VASKO, MD,
Columbus; Ohio State University

College of Medicine, 1958; age 63;

died June 29, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

JOSEF WARKANY, MD, Cincin-

nati; Universitaet Wien Medi-

zinche Fakultaet, Wien, Austria,

1926; age 90; died June 22, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA. |

Correction

In its September issue, OHIO
Medicine inadvertently in-

cluded Joseph McMath, MD, of

Cincinnati in the Obituary

section.

OHIO Medicine regrets the

error.
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ever it also is possible that HCFA
for now may simply fail to act on
the issue.

The OSMA had been pursuing a

statewide Medicare fee schedule

as the result of policy established

by the OSMA House of Delegates

in May of 1992. Since 1965, Ohio
has been divided into 15 pricing

regions, with reimbursement

levels loosely based on expected

cost-of-living differences between
urban and rural areas.

The OSMA believes that the

recent election is one of many

See Statewide page 2

HCFA might delay
schedule until '94

Election 92

President-Elect Bill Clinton, as he campaigned in Ohio shortly

before the November 3rd election. To find out what the results of the

election will mean to Ohio physicians, turn to page 5.

News for Members of the Ohio State Medical Association

In Brief: OSMA has learned

unofficially that HCFA is taking a

wait-and-see attitude toward the new

administration.

The OSMA has learned unoffic-

ially that the Health Care Financ-

ing Administration will not grant

the OSMA’s request to establish a

statewide Medicare fee schedule

for Ohio starting in January.

However, the same sources indi-

cate that HCFA might agree to im-

plement a statewide fee schedule

in January 1994.

The OSMA hopes to receive

official notification soon, how-

PICO files second lawsuit gpp funds du©
OSMA responds to PICO campaign next year
In Brief: Benefits of the proposed

sale of the association's Class B

PICO shares to PIE are explained to

members.

The OSMA mailed a letter in

mid-November to all active mem-
bers explaining why it is consider-

ing selling its Class B shares of the

Physicians Insurance Company of

Ohio to PIE

Mutual

Insurance

Company. The
OSMA took

this step in

response to an

intensive

campaign by
PICO to raise
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questions about the wisdom of the

OSMA Council's decision to pur-

sue the sale.

PICO CALLS SALE "HARMFUL"

One of PICO's arguments is that

the OSMA's announced intent to

sell its PICO stock is causing ir-

reparable harm to the company.
However, PICO announced on
Nov. 17 that its earnings are up in

the third quarter of 1992. It is

reporting third-quarter con-

solidated net income of nearly

$10,000, compared to a net loss of

$356,00 for the same quarter a

year ago.

In a report released to the med-
ia, PICO states, "The company's
premium writings so far have not

been materially affected" by the

proposed sale.

In related news, PICO has filed

a second lawsuit against the

OSMA in its effort to stop the

association from selling its Class B
shares of PICO to PIE. PIE also is

named in the suit.

This new suit was filed in fed-

eral court and alleges that if PIE

acquires the OSMA's stock in

PICO, the Cleveland-based insur-

ance company will gain a mono-
poly in the physician medical

malpractice insurance market in

Ohio. The OSMA owns all 36,000

Class B shares, which gives it 3.6

million votes, and controlling

See PICO page 2

In Brief: Eligible physicians should

watch for announcementsfrom the

Department of Insurance.

The good news is that Stabilization

Reserve Fund (SRF) participants

will see refunds. The bad news is

that it won't happen until the

early part of next year. Earlier

OHIO Medicine had reported that

the money would be refunded by
the end of the year.

"The Ohio Department of

Insurance (ODI) has cooperated

fully in what has turned out to be

a long, time-consuming, and
cumbersome process to appro-

priately return the money,"

See SRF page 2
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Contents of letter of intent released

In negotiating the terms of the

letter of intent to sell its Class B
shares of PICO to PIE, OSMA
Officers and Councilors reluct-

antly agreed to PIE's stipulation

that the contents of the letter

remain confidential.

However, at the request of

OSMA members who are

interested in seeing the actual

terms, OSMA asked PIE to

remove all prohibitions against

releasing the contents of the

letter and PIE agreed.

The following are the basic

terms of the proposed sale:

• OSMA will transfer all of its

Class B PICO shares to PIE

for a sum of $750,000. This

figure is subject to expert

appraisal of the value of the

shares. This appraisal is

being conducted now.

• OSMA will receive $500,000

a year for 10 years for its en-

dorsement of approved
PIE/PICO products.

Any member who wishes to

obtain a copy of the complete

letter of intent may call or write

the OSMA Department of Legal

Services.!

PICO.. .From page 1

interest in PICO. The suit con-

tends that the proposed sale is

anti-competitive and violates

federal and state antitrust laws.

OSMA Officers and Council

believe the proposed sale is in the

best interests of OSMA members.

"While it is true that PIE's acqui-

sition of PICO will make it the

largest professional liability

carrier in the state, there is still

significant competition among
other carriers," states Stanley J.

Lucas, MD, president of the

OSMA.

SALE YET TO BE RULED UPON

In addition. Dr. Lucas points

out, the proposed sale must be

reviewed by the Ohio Department

of Insurance and the Ohio Attorn-

ey General before it can be closed .

Both agencies will be reviewing

the terms and implications of the

proposed transaction very care-

fully to make certain that it does

not violate antitrust regulations

and that it does not give one

carrier an advantage in the mar-

ketplace.

In fact, the OSMA is questioning

why PICO has now filed a total of

two lawsuits to stop the proposed

sale without waiting for the reg-

Statewide.. .From page 1

reasons behind HCFA’s decision

to delay implementation. The
change of administration is ex-

pected to result in a number of

personnel as well as policy

changes. HCFA staffers may be

waiting for a

sign of what
those

changes will

be.

Early in

the process

HCFA had
indicated

that simply

passing a

resolution in support of a state-

wide fee schedule, as was done in

May by the OSMA House of

Delegates, was not enough to

induce HCFA to change the pay-

ment schedule.

Specifically, HCFA had asked

for assurances from physicians in

areas that stood to "lose” under a

statewide system that they sup-

ported such a system. The OSMA
contacted 15 county medical

societies in July and August and

ulatory agencies to rule on it first.

The OSMA currently is working
with financial consultants to con-

duct "due diligence" studies to

determine if the terms and con-

ditions of the proposed sale are in

the best interests of the associa-

tion and its members. If the

OSMA should uncover informa-

tion that would lead it to believe

that the sale is not in its best

interests, it has the legal authority

to pull out of the sale.

PICO's first lawsuit is in Frank-

lin County Common Pleas Court.

Two groups of Class A sharehold-

ers have also filed suits, seeking to

stop the OSMA from selling its

shares.

"The OSMA has absolutely

nothing to gain - and much to

lose - from making a decision that

would have the net result of creat-

ing another professional liability

crisis in the state, as PICO is

essentially charging our proposed

transaction would do," Dr. Lucas

says. "The only thing the OSMA
would gain from the sale of its

PICO stock is well-earned income
for the 16 years of time, effort and
support we have given to that

organization." I

asked them to submit letters of

support. Eleven of the 15 counties

supported the statewide Medicare

fee schedule; two opposed; and
two counties didn't respond.

William P. Ramsey, vice

president of

Medicare

Operations at

Nationwide

Insurance,

wrote HCFA
stating, "We
believe a

statewide

schedule to

be of benefit

to the program and have and will

support any effort to bring it

about. We also feel that the few

areas which would not be

benefited initially would benefit

in the long run."

The OSMA will continue to

support the statewide fee sched-

ule and will pursue HCFA to

make a decision.

OHIO Medicine will keep you
posted on further developments.!

SRF.. .From page 1

explains Rick Ayish of the Ohio
Capitol Policy Consultants, who
has worked with the OSMA to

ensure that refunds would be

made to physicians in Ohio.

The OSMA initiated legislative

action to set in motion the process

of refunding monies to eligible

physicians and hospitals from the

SRF account. A Franklin County
court ruled in mid-May that $45

million now controlled by the

Joint Underwriting Association

(JUA) would be returned to the

state. The OSMA has worked with

the ODI to ensure the return of

SRF monies to physicians and
hospitals in Ohio.

HISTORY OF SRF

The SRF was created in the mid-

'70s as a supplemental fund to pay
excess medical liability claims that

the state JUA fund could not pay.

All physicians who practiced in

Ohio and carried medical liability

insurance coverage during the

years 1976-1979 were required to

contribute to SRF. These are the

same physicians who are now
entitled to a refund.

The SRF board met for the first

time in years in late October to

trigger the refunding process.

The total amount involved is

more than $24 million. Much of

that amount is accumulated in-

terest.

The Ohio Department of in-

surance needs to identify how
much each physician contributed.

the

interest

income

and

expenses

involved

in the

process.

The
Depart-

ment of

Insurance

will

begin notifying every eligible

physician and hospital around the

first of January 1993. However, it

will be up to the individual phys-

icians and hospitals to make a

claim with the Ohio Department
of Insurance.

Public notices in local news-

papers and legal notices will run

the names of SRF participants

that the Ohio Department of

Insurance are unable to locate.

These physicians will have 180

days after the notice appears to

make their claims.

The OSMA, specialty societies

and various other associations

have assisted the Ohio Depart-

ment of Insurance in its search.

The OSMA searched through

thousands of databases to find

current addresses for the physi-

cians who contributed to the SRF
fund.

OHIO Medicine will keep you
posted on where to obtain the

claim forms and any other perti-

nent information.!
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The House of

Delegates' resolution

wasn 't enough to

effect the change.
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Bill bans IMG discrimination

A federal bill, designed to end

discrimination against interna-

tional medical graduates, was
recently signed into law, improv-

ing, for the first time, pre-licen-

sure conditions for a group that

currently makes up one-fifth of all

U.S. physicians, and approxi-

mately one in five OSMA mem-
bers.

I

The AMA and the

IMG taskforce

worked to ensure

the bill's passage.

In brief, the bill, known as the

Health Professions Reauthoriza-

tion Act, says:

• Residency programs that

discriminate, based on coun-

try of medical training will

lose certain types of federal

education funds. (Individual

lawsuits against programs are

not allowed.)

• A new National Advisory

Council on Medical Licensure

will recommend ways to make
the licensure process non-

discriminatory, and will

examine the AMA's National

Physician Credentials Verifi-

cation Service (a centralized

data resource service that is

available to all licensing

boards).

• The Department of Health and

Human Services will study

licensing in 10 states to deter-

mine whether IMGs are

treated differently from U.S.

graduates.

The bill was actively supported

by both the American Medical

Association and its IMG Task

Force.

"Our committee was very

involved with this legislation,"

says Su-Pa Kang, MD, OSMA
Fourth District Councilor, and a

member of the AMA's IMG Task

Force. "We think the bill will be a

step forward in solving the dis-

crimination problem."

MEDICAL BOARDS FIND FAULT

Not everyone is as enthusiastic

about the new law as Dr. Kang,

however. Although the AMA and

the IMG Task Force worked for a

year to ensure the bill's passage,

residency programs and licensure

boards opposed it. The Federation

of State Medical Boards, especial-

ly, expressed concerns that rigid

barriers against discrimination

would hamper their efforts to

weed out those IMGs who may
have graduated from sub-stand-

ard foreign medical schools. The

FSMB also eyed the new national

advisory council with some alarm,

predicting it as the first step to-

ward federal licensure.

Dr. Kang, however, doesn't

believe the bill will be a move in

that direction.

"The AMA is as opposed to

federal licensing as the medical

boards," says Dr. Kang. He adds,

however, the bill may encourage

state medical boards to take

another look at the AMA's
National Physician Credentials

Verification Service.

In fact, the Ohio State Medical

Board is already in the process of

putting that system in place. Ex-

ecutive Director Ray Bumgarner
says the board had looked at the

service long before the bill had
passed, and was interested in

using it, but negotiations with the

AMA had stalled its immediate

placement.

"It should be in use soon, and

we hope it will serve as another

bridge that international medical

graduates can use to go through

the system," says Bumgarner.

Dr. Kang adds: "It’s possible

that, because of the bill, more state

boards will now recognize the

value of the Physician Credentials

Verification Service, and use it." I

AMA looks to streamline credentialing

Launched after three-plus years

of research, the American Medi-

cal Association's National Phys-

ician Credentials Verification

Service (AMA/NCVS) was
designed to streamline the cre-

dentialing process.

With the AMA/NCVS, once a

physician's portfolio of primary-

source verified information has

been assembled, only updated

information on that physician

must be verified in the future.

As a result, physicians will

spend less time with the applica-

tion process and employers,

medical boards, etc. no longer

need to verify all information.

And since the AMA/NCVS
cannot be sent without a signed

authorization, the subscriber

also controls when and to whom
the information is released. For

additional information about

AMA/NCVS, contact: American

Medical Association, AMA/
NCVS, 4th Floor SE, 515 North

State Street, Chicago, IL 60610.1

AMA to work on new repeal

Through the diligent efforts of the

American Medical Association,

language calling for a repeal of

the payment disparities for "new"

physicians, restoration of pay-

ment for EKG interpretations

(both part of Medicare's imple-

mented RBRVS program) com-
pelling HCFA to use more recent

practice cost data and more anti-

hassle provisions were contained

in a final version of a federal bill.

House Resolution 11, that was
passed by Congress before the

elections. However, President

George Bush vetoed the bill on

November 5 by failing to sign it

within the allotted time-frame.

"The AMA deserves full credit

for getting those amendments
added to the bill, then supporting

the bill through both chambers,"

says John Van Doom, director of

OSMA's Department of Legisla-

tion.

The president opposed HR 11, a

tax and urban aid bill because it

renewed certain taxes that were

due to expire.

The AMA will return to Con-

gress next year to pass similar

language in a new bill.

OHIO Medicine will keep you
posted. |
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What "Election 92" will mean for physicians

The votes are in, the candidates

selected. Now, one question re-

mains. How will the results of

"Election ’92" affect medicine, and,

more specifically, Ohio medicine?

John Van Doom, director of

OSMA's Department of Legisla-

tion, takes a look at each of the

races, and predicts how the out-

comes will affect you.

PRESIDENTIAL RACE

With the election of Arkansas

Gov. Bill Clinton to the presi-

dency, Ohio physicians may see

the issue of health-care reform

begin to shift away from a state

focus, and assume more federal

attention.

"During his campaign. Gov.

Clinton was clear on his intention

to produce a health-care proposal

within the first 100 days of his

administration," says Van Doom.
Add to that publicly expressed

statements from both Ohio Senate

President Stanley Aronoff and

House Speaker Vern Riffe that the

health-care reform issue is one

that requires a national, rather

than a statewide solution, and you
can see where medicine's atten-

tion may be focused in the future.

"We may be sending more letters

to Congress than the Statehouse in

the months to come," says Van
Doom.
Gov. Clinton's health-care pro-

posal was covered in the October

issue of OHIO Medicine, but, in

brief, it would:

• establish a health-standards

board that would set national

goals for health-care spending,

and allow states to set prices

for both doctors and hospitals

if health spending appeared

as though it would exceed

these goals.

• penalize drug companies that

raise prices faster than stand-

ard-of-living raises.

• set up a federal law requiring

employers to insure their

workers, either through a

private health insurer or a

public program, financed

through payroll taxes or other

type of employer contribu-

tions. Those not covered by

employers would be provided

a package of benefits to ensure

"universal" coverage.

CONGRESSIONAL RACES

U.S. Sen. John Glenn won his

bid for re-

election to a

six-year term

over current

Lt. Gov. Mike
DeWine.
Dewine was
supported by

OMPAC/
AMPAC.
"Each will

return to the

job they held

before the

election," says

Van Doom.
"Sen. Glenn

returns to Congress; DeWine will

continue to serve as the state's

lieutenant governor."

During the campaign. Sen.

Glenn emphasized the importance

of health-care reform. OSMA
expects to work with Sen. Glenn

as the Congress and the new
Clinton administration tries to

enact federal reforms.

Meanwhile, Ohio physicians

fared somewhat better in races for

the state's 19 congressional dis-

tricts. Of those U.S. representa-

tives who won their races in

Election '92, 13 had received

OMPAC/AMPAC support.

OSMA auxilian Rose Vesper campaigned success-

fully for election to the Ohio House of Representa-

tives.

OHIO SUPREME COURT

Explore
Leonardo da Vinci did — everything from
flight to anatomy— expanding his knowl
edge and potential. Think what he mi
have accomplished in today's world of
high technology.

the opportunities.

If you’re a Family Practitioner,

Physician Assistant, or Physical

Therapist, explore the high-tech

world of Air Force medicine— a

world where professionals work
hand-in-hand giving patients the

best care possible without concern

for the patient’s ability to pay.

You’ll enter a ready-made practice

with none of the start-up and profes

sional liability insurance expenses.

You can explore opportunities for advanced

education to keep you abreast of new
ideas in your field.

And chances are good you’ll have

more time to spend with family

and friends, or to pursue a hobby.

Plus, there are opportunities for

you to explore other countries

and cultures. You’ll also have

the prestige of being an Air

Force officer and the pride of

serving your country.

For more information, call

1 -800-423-USAF. Or send yourCV
to HQ USAFRS/RSH, Randolph AFB
TX 78150-5421.

AIM HIGH

Republicans won two of the

three vacant seats on the Ohio

Supreme Court. Chief Justice

Thomas Moyer won re-election as

chief justice and, Paul Pfeiffer,

currently a state senator, was
elected justice. Both had received

OMPAC support. Democrat
Francis Sweeney won the other

justice seat over OMPAC-
supported Judge Mark Painter.

While it is impossible to predict

how their elections will affect the

court's rulings, in the past. Chief

Justice Moyer and Sen. Pfeiffer

have supported restraints on mal-

practice awards.

OHIO HOUSE RACES

Democrats retained their

majority in the Ohio House, but

their voting margin was reduced

from the 61-38 level they enjoyed

during the past two-year session

to a 53-46 majority. This means
Vern Riffe (D-Wheelersburg) will

remain speaker of the House. The

OSMA has an excellent relation-

ship with Speaker Riffe, and

OMPAC contributed significantly

to the House Democrat's cam-

paign coffers.

Rose Vesper, an OSMA auxilian,

won her race for the Ohio House,

defeating her Democrat opponent

in a new district that includes part

of Clermont, Brown and Clinton

counties.

John Fink, MD, an OSMA mem-
ber and vascular surgeon from

Akron, lost a close race.

In two other races of importance

OHIO/Wed/c/ne • December 1992
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Election winner

Rep. Dale Van Vyven (R-Sharonville), right, who ran a very suc-

cessful campaign and won in November, is shown with Carol and
William H. Gates, MD, First District Representative of OMPAC's
Board of Directors. The three were photographed at a physician fund

raiser for Van Vyven in Cincinnati in September.

HB 478 gives med board new duties

to physicians. Rep. Wayne Jones

(D-Akron), the author of HB 478,

won re-election, and so did one of

OSMA's staunchest allies. Rep.

Dale Van Vyven (R-Sharonville).

Both Reps. Jones and Van Vyven
were matched against other in-

cumbent state representatives in

hotly contested races.

OHIO SENATE RACES

Republicans retained their

majority in the Ohio Senate by a

20-13 majority, one less than they

enjoyed during the past two-year

session. Senate Republicans

maintained their majority as all

but one of their incumbent state

senators were re-elected. State

Sen. Stanley Aronoff (R-Cincin-

nati) is assured re-election as

Senate president.

The OSMA has a strong rela-

tionship with the Senate Repub-

licans, and OMPAC made major

contributions to their campaign.

STATEWIDE BALLOT INITIATIVES

State Issue 1 - Calling for a

convention to amend Ohio's con-

stitution, was defeated.

State Issue 2 - Limiting terms

for Ohio members of Congress,

was passed. Beginning in 1993,

Ohio's U.S. representatives are

limited to four two-year terms

(eight consecutive years total) and

Ohio's U.S. senators are limited to

two six-year terms.

State Issue 3 - Limiting terms

for all state legislators passed.

Beginning in 1993, state repre-

sentatives are limited to four two-

year terms, and state senators are

limited to two four-year terms.

State Issue 4 - Limiting terms

for state executive officeholders,

such as the Secretary of State and
Attorney General, to two succes-

sive four-year terms was passed.

Terms beginning in 1995 are

affected.

State Issue 5 - The chemical

labeling/ disclosure initiative was
overwhelmingly defeated.

While status quo has returned to

Ohio, the opposite is the case fed-

erally. OHIO Medicine will begin

to cover more national legislation

as it affects medicine.

I

House Bill 478, the health-care

reform package that may or may
not work its way out of the Ohio
Legislature this year, still contains

two provisions that would place

new duties on the Ohio State

Medical Board.

Ray Bumgarner, the board's

executive director, outlined the

two provisions for members of the

Ohio State Medical Association's

Medical Board Task Force, which

recently met with members of the

board. (See related story in

Association News.)

"The bill makes the board the

enforcer in matters of lab owner-

ship," says Bumgarner. "This is

the first time that the board has

been placed in the position of

auditor; the first time we have

been asked to intrude into fiscal

relationships. It's a brand-new
position for us, and it will mean
that we'll need to bring in staff

with those types of credentials."

The lab ownership issue would
extend a federal prohibition

against self-referring Medicare

patients to ban self-referral of any

patient under state law. The
OSMA supports this extension to

state law of the Medicare self-

referral prohibition.

With the budget cuts threatened

by Gov. George Voinovich, how-

ever, the

board

must
soon

consider

whether

or not to

decrease

its staff,

not

increase

it.

Accord-

ing to Bumgarner, the medical

board may ask the Ohio Legisla-

ture to raise licensing fees to help

defray some of the loss caused by
the cuts, but the board is also

pursuing with legislators the idea

of putting the fee money into a

rotary fund that will bring all the

money back into the medical

board instead of separating

approximately $40 of the $160 fee

out for General Fund use.

Meanwhile, a second provision

in HB 478 would make the board

take action against physicians

who promote "unnecessary ser-

vices" as described in the bill. As
Bumgarner notes, the board

would have to develop rules on
this matter. The OSMA opposes

this "unnecessary services" pro-

vision and is pressing legislators

to remove it from the bill. I

Update

Third domestic violence
bill introduced

Cleveland has introduced

another piece of legislation,

aimed at stopping the domestic

violence problem in Ohio.

House Bill 890 would raise the

marriage license fee in order to

generate more funding for

domestic violence shelters. Last

month, OHIO Medicine re-

ported on two other family

violence bills. House Bill 848

would compel physicians and

other professionals to report

any suspicion that a woman
was a victim of domestic vio-

lence. House Bill 662 would
require physicians who are

required to report child abuse

to complete a minimum of four

hours of continuing medical

education in recognizing and

reporting cases of child abuse.

Commissioning
chiropractors

Before adjourning for the

year, the U.S. Congress passed

the Defense Authorization law,

which allows the Pentagon to

appoint chiropractors as

commissioned officers in the

nation’s armed forces.

T H E

Physician

Business Care
Group

I N C

The Business

of Medicine:

Making It Work

• Accounting Services

• Financial Management
• Cash Management
• Staffing/Operations

• Office Automation Analysis

• Corporate/Legal Affairs

• Strategic Planning

A Full Service

"Medical/Business"

Practice Management Co.

(216) 464-8703

3355 Richmond Road, #105

Cleveland, Ohio 44122

Bumgarner
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OMMENTARY

PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVES

Reflecting on a good year
As we approach the holiday

season and the end of the year, it

is appropriate to pause and eval-

uate the activities of the past year.

Your officers, councilors, ad-

ministrative staff and actively

participating member-physicians

have been involved in many
endeavors to benefit the general

membership, our profession and

the association.

Listed below are the major ac-

complishments of several OSMA
departments; remaining depart-

ments will be listed next month.

Although only department direc-

tors are listed, the entire staff

deserves our thanks for their

dedication to the OSMA. To fully

recognize these positive contribu-

tions would require many pages;

but space availability will keep

the information short, although to

each, my praise is long.

William Fry - Director of De-

partment of Professional Rela-

tions and Ombudsman Services

reports development and distrib-

ution of CLIA guides for all phys-

icians; sponsors 16 CPT coding

seminars attended by 1,300

medical office personnel; and
responds so far to more than 4,000

direct inquiries regarding third-

party payors. There are now writ-

ten reviews of more than 65

individual health insurance

participating physicians' contracts

available to our membership.

Jerry Campbell - Director of

Members Services reports 2,865

physicians have enrolled and will

save for their offices approximate-

ly $1.5 million in Workers' Com-
pensation fees in the new pro-

gram organized by the OSMA. In

addition, an insurance agency was
formed by our association.

John Van Doom - Director of

Legislation reports actively

following over 110 General

Assembly bills regarding health-

care issues. So far, in 1992, the

department has warded off limit-

ations of physician's fees to the
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Medicare level; requirement of

global billing for hospital-based

physicians; tax on physician rev-

enues; and total ban of balanced

billing. They have supported

insurance reform, coverage of

mammographic screening, child-

health supervision services, state

oversight of emergency medical

services, improved licensure

requirements for international

medical graduates, medical lia-

bility immunity for care of indi-

gent patients, and many others.

Robert Clinger - Director of

Department of Medical Society

and Member Relations reports a

successful Anmial Leadership

Conference for about 120 phys-

icians and a superb Medical

Society Executive Conference for

about 50 county executives. The
Physician's Effectiveness Commit-
tee activities coordinated with the

greatly expanded Ohio Physi-

cian's Effectiveness Program
under the directorship of Dr.

Richard O. Pelham.

It is my hope that OSMA mem-
bers realize that from OSMA staff

they get full

value for

their dues

dollars in

representing

you in all

the forums;

in keeping

you ap-

prised of all

of the

concerns

relating to

our profession and developing

special programs for your benefit.

To each staff person, the officers

and councilors and to every

physician-member of the OSMA, I

would like to extend my best

wishes for a very happy holiday

season and a healthy New Year.

May all find peace and comfort

and self-fulfillment in the knowl-

edge that we are working for such

a noble profession and working
for the enhancement of quality

medical care.

I

Stanley /. Lucas, MD
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AUXILIARY REPORT

Driving home the message
As I was driving home from a

recent trip to the northern part of

the state, I was speeding. I was
totally conscious of the speed

limit law, and I knew there would
be a hefty fine if I was pulled over

by the cops. If caught, it would be

the second time since I began

driving all over the state as med-
ical auxiliary president.

I had been gone for several days

and was now just plain tired and I

wanted to get home. Many things

were on my mind, including

writing another article for OHIO
Medicine. I wondered what my
response would be to the officer if

I was actually stopped. I'm sure I

would have said I was just fol-

lowing the flow of traffic and

probably would have added a

smart remark about the radar! I

knew I was breaking the law;

there was plenty of evidence to

convict me. I was definitely

guilty.

I continued to think about this

situation as I continued to speed

along. I had just had some won-
derful experiences with my fellow

medical auxilians. The friendships

were strong. The efforts of these

county auxilians in raising funds

for community service projects

was incredible. These physician

spouses were making a difference

in their communities and I felt so

privileged to have the oppor-

tunity to share this part of their

lives. They were part of a special

group doing worthwhile projects.

They were cohesive and bound by

the bond of medicine.

As I pulled into the driveway, I

realized I was pretty lucky. No
speeding ticket and I was part of a

great group of volunteers. Guilty

too of enjoying the privilege of

membership in the medical aux-

iliary. Let's all be guilty of ex-

tending the welcome of member-
ship in the auxiliary to all eligible

physician spouses.

A very

special

congratu-

lations to

fellow

auxilians

Rose Vesper

and Janet

Clemmons
for their

successful

campaigns

for election

on November 3. Rose will now be

addressed Representative Rose,

having won the district that

includes parts of Clermont, and
all of Brown and Clinton counties.

Janet Clemmons, a Butler county

auxilian won a seat as Butler

County Commissioner.!

News & Views

A passing fad?

I hope the practice of children

in the delivery room is a

passing fad. A Harvard Medical

School study by a psychiatrist

found the children had much
more anxiety about the event

than the adults recognized. One
three-year-old covered his ears

when his mother cried out in

pain. A nine-year-old girl

became hysterical when her

mother vomited during a

difficult delivery. If children

seem uninterested in being

present for a birth, it may be

their way of coping with the

situation.

W.B. Rogers, MD
Cuyahoga Falls

Do you have an opinion you'd

like to share? Write to:

Editor, OHIO Medicine

1500 Lake Shore Dr.

Columbus, OH 43204-3824

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Three cheers for community involvement

To the Editor:

It was particularly pleasing to note the appearance of Dr. Petrova and
her husband in the October issue of OHIO Medicine.

I believe it is very important for physicians to exhibit to non-

physicians that physicians are interested in not only medical but also

non-medical community activities.

WESLEY FURSTE, MD
Columbus

Fink not first doctor to serve in Legislature

To the Editor:

In the October 1992 issue of OHIO Medicine, John Fink, MD, stated:

"As far as we can tell, there hasn't been a physician in the Ohio Legis-

lature in this century, and I think we're overdue for one."

My father, Floyd M. Elliott, MD, served in the House of Representa-

tives from Hardin County, 1935-1938. Perhaps there have been others

that I am unaware of.

ROBERT B. ELLIOTT, MD
Ada

Provider tax unnecessary

To the Editor:

I am alarmed at learning about House Bill 478, which is under consid-

eration for creating a provider tax in order to finance the health-care

program for children.

I have provided unreimbursed medical care for countless numbers of

children and I am certain that most other Ohio physicians have done
the same.

The question was recently asked of Sen. Ney if he knew of any

Ohioans who were denied medical care because of inability to pay. He
knew of none.

Just two weeks ago. Dr. Malcolm Lesavoy, the president of the Plastic

Surgery Educational Foundation, announced that he was disbanding

an organization he had created to care for the reconstructive needs for

needy children. The reason? He was unable to find children who
needed such reconstruction because of lack of funds.

The idea of a provider tax, including a possible tax on physicians, is

disgusting, especially when most physicians are already providing

such care. What really should be under consideration are tax breaks for

physicians who provide such care.

KENNETH D. CHRISTMAN, MD
Dayton

OHIOMedicine • December 1992
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The Doctor Is

Dr. Severyn at his "Tell the doctor" booth.

By Steve Severyn, MD

During the recent health fair at

the Indian Mound Mall in New-
ark, I spent about 14 hours seated

under a very large sign that bor-

rowed from cartoonist Charles

Schulz.

I had two purposes for being

there, and these were detailed in

two smaller (but more profes-

sionally executed) signs. One de-

scribed a scholarship fund-raising

project of the Licking County
Medical Auxiliary - a one-week

vacation for two in Cancun, Mex-
ico, attracting about 70 people.

The other sign read: "Please tell

me. What should we do next to

improve health care in America?"

Thirty people stopped by to give

me their views. Now this was by
no means a scientific study. In

order for a response to even be

obtained, the responder had to

have some reason, any reason, to

seated behind a table and share a

personal view on an issue near

and dear to both our hearts.

I heard a great deal about access

to care, meaning ensuring access

to a system of financing that care.

Although no one had an easy way
to fund it, I was left with the feel-

ing that there was willingness to

make some degree of sacrifice to

achieve it.

This was a booth for listening,

however. I kept my views pur-

posely out of the conversation.

After all, the sign said, "Please tell

me," not "Please let me put into

perspective for you what you
think about..."

Here are some of the comments
I heard. The comments in paren-

theses are mine.

"Don't vote Democratic." (See

below)

"Only vote Democratic." (See

above)

health care."

(14% of the

gross national

product goes

into health

care, less than

8% into de-

fense. Because

federal gov-

ernment is the

sole funder of

the military,

however, it's

true that

Washington

spends more
for defense

than for

medical

entitlement

programs.)

"More
emphasis on
prevention."

(80% of

medical

disease is, in some way, associ-

ated with nutrition, education,

sanitation and hygiene, socio-

economic status, lifestyle, physical

activity - or absence of - and

tobacco or substance abuse. The
idea of predicating the continua-

tion of health insurance on cor-

recting a predisposing situation,

once detected, has its proponents.)

"Fewer malpractice lawsuits or

a cap on malpractice awards, so

doctors wouldn't have to raise

prices to pay high malpractice

premiums, or waste money on
defensive medicine." (A difficult

issue. The major portion of an

insurance company's outlay,

however, isn't in the astronomical

award but rather in the costs of

defending physicians and settling

suits before the defense costs

exceeds the settlement requested.

Besides, physicians' defensive

practices these days are more for

the sake of avoiding denial of

payment and Medicare "points."

There's a lot to be defensive about;

10%-20% of health care is specu-

lated to be defensive.)

"Lower the cost." (I think this

individual meant to lower the co-

payment of the insurance plan.)

"Regulate the drug companies."

(A great number of people share

this concern. Until then, a great

number of managed care insur-

ance plans exert influence over

the prescribing habits of their

associated practitioners.)

Looking back, it was a worth-

while venture, but I should have

posed a more provocative ques-

tion - for example, "Would you

accept a health plan with a higher

co-pay and fewer benefits if it

meant that everyone in America

would have health insurance?"

But there is always next year.

See, I've still got this really big

sign... I

Steven A. Severyn, MD, is an

internist and anesthesiologist

practicing in Nezoark.

be at the mall, and then had to be

willing to approach a physician
”Cut defense sPendin8 lo fund
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GUEST EDITORIAL

Will Ohio step through the looking glass?
By Jeffrey S. Morris, MD GLOBAL BUDGETS

In Brief: UHIO, a bill endorsing a

universal Canadian-style health-care

plan, may become a ballot issue next

year. If it passes, thisformer Cana-

dian physician tells you what you can

expect.

Under UHIO, it would simply be

a matter of time until Ohio phys-

icians and their patients are forced

to coexist under the same harsh

restraints and constraints as their

Canadian equivalents. Let us peer

into the Canadian looking glass to

see what to expect.

Hospitals are funded by "global

budgets" provided by the govern-

ment each year. Inadequate fund-

ing forces each hospital to practice

its own cost-containment by cut-

ting services to slow the deficit.

Forced to cut whatever expensive

programs they can in order to

contain costs, high-tech equip-

ment and expensive, life-saving

procedures are usually the first to

go. Little wonder there are only 12

MRI units in all of Canada. Some
hospitals have been forced to

impose age restrictions on certain

types of life-saving surgery in

order to cut costs.

GOVERNMENT MONOPOLY

Both the public and medical

profession in Canada are depend-

ent on a single, tax-financed sys-

tem controlled by provincial and

federal governments. Important

decisions regarding health-care

strategies are often formulated not

on a basis of medical necessity,

but as a reaction to local political

considerations and budget re-

straints. It's against the law for

the private sector to sell health

insurance for services covered by
the government.

HIGH COST

Although it is perceived that the

system is free, Canadians pay
heavily for their health care in ex-

orbitant taxes at every level. The
misconception that the system is

free results in ever-increasing de-

mands on the services.

LIMITED RESOURCES

Cost-containment is implement-

ed by rationing services. This

translates into long waiting per-

iods for consultations by special-

ists, operative procedures and
high-tech diagnostic tests. Rather

than facilitating universal and
equal accessibility as intended, it

has resulted in uniform inaccessi-

bility.

CAPPING PHYSICIANS' INCOME

Although fee schedules are

negotiated, the government holds

the monopoly. Fee raises (or lack

of them) are frequently imposed
on physicians. It's illegal for a

physician to "balance bill” a

patient, and he/she is forced to

accept the fee dictated by the

government. In some provinces,

ceilings are imposed on payments

to physicians, and when this limit

is reached, payments are pro-

rated or even denied. Payments to

physicians are further contained

by restricted physician training,

and many residency programs in

Canada have been cut or even

eliminated. In one province, the

government controls where
physicians can set up practice by

imposing a reduction in allowed

fees to physicians who refuse to

practice outside of an urban com-
munity.

CONCLUSION

Despite the rosy picture painted

by proponents of Canada's univ-

ersal health-care system, there are

many problems. Costs are rising

faster and there is more - and
louder - grumbling about delays

in elective surgery and other

procedures. What do Canadians

in urgent need of health-care

services do? Many seek medical

assistance in the United States.

The U.S. serves as a safety valve

for the Canadian health-care

"pressure cooker." Canadians are

welcome visitors to U.S. hospitals

and clinics. Unfortunately, not

everyone in Canada has access to

U.S. health care. Those who do
not, or cannot afford to travel to

the U.S., must stand in long lines.

Americans have different ex-

pectations of health care than do
citizens of Canada. Nevertheless,

our knowledge of the Canadian

health-care system can help us

resolve some of the problems in

health care in the U.S. today.

However, while we have much to

learn from the strong emphasis

placed by the Canadians on pri-

mary health care and prevention,

we cannot resolve the issues in

health care in Ohio by importing

the Canadian system.

It is my contention that govern-

ment should not be placed in

charge of health care. Just one

look at the failure of the govern-

ment (both federal and state) to

keep the Medicare, Medicaid and

Worker's Compensation programs
afloat and to limit their growing
bureaucracy,

confirms

how poorly

these kinds

of universal

health-care

systems fare

in this

country.

Allowing

the federal

or state

govern-

ment to operate a universal

health-care program would result

in utter chaos and a health-care

system that would couple the lack

of compassion of the Internal Rev-

enue Service with the inefficiency

of the postal service.!

Jeffrey S. Morris, MD, practiced

medicine in Canada for almost eight

years. He now practices in Cleveland.

Dr. Morris
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Helping the victims of Hurricane Andrew

When Hurricane Andrew's damaging

winds swept through south Florida last

September, two Ohio physicians, both

from the Toeldo area, helped firsthand in the

relief efforts directed at Andrew's thousands of

victims.

Paul Rega, MD, an emergency medicine

physician, and Gary Gladieux, MD, a pedia-

trician, both went to the hurricane-ravaged area

around Homestead to provide much needed

medical care.

DISASTER TEAM DEPLOYED

"It's what we've been training to do for the

past four or five years," says Dr. Rega, referring

to the national Disaster Medical Assistance

Team (DMAT) network that was organized in

1981 to help victims of natural disasters and

other catastrophic events. Toledo organized its

own DMAT about 1986, says Dr. Rega, and it

now includes about 200 volunteers who meet

regularly for disaster training at one or two
disaster drills a year.

When the call came to deploy the Toledo

DMAT, 66 volunteers made the journey south.

Dr. Rega, Gary Crawford, MD, Kevin Kroeger,

MD, David Lindstrom, MD and Manuel
Madrazo, MD also made the trip - along with

emergency room nurses, paramedics, patient

representatives, communications experts,

electricians and construction workers.

Shawn Milner, RN, treats a youngpatient during hurricane relief efforts.

"We arrived about a week after Andrew
struck," says Dr. Rega. "The worst medical cases

had already been seen. We were like the relief

team."

For the first few days, Dr. Rega and his

colleagues did little in the way of patient care.

Toward the end of the week, however, they were

called upon to staff a mini-emergency depart-

ment in Parine, a cocaine-riddled area with a

crack house directly across the street from the

medical facility, as well as at a more typical,

community-based emergency department. The

Toledo DMAT personnel also assisted at Cutler

Ridge, an outdoor, MASH-type facility that

operated from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

"We saw close to 800 people at those three

sites," Dr. Rega says. An additional 4,000 people

were probably impacted by the outreach

program, which took medical teams, guarded by
troops, out into the community to see what could

be done for those who wouldn't or weren't able

to come to the health facilities.

To Dr. Rega, who spent his birthday amid
Andrew's devastation, it was the spirit of the

people that impressed him most, their ability to

smile and talk to others about their misfortune.

"The hurricane might be a mixed blessing,” Dr.

Rega says. "These people had been living in hov-

els. Maybe the hurricane will result in a better

system for them."

PEDIATRICIAN VOLUNTEERS

Gary Gladieux, MD agrees with Dr. Rega's

assessment of the area before Andrew hit.

"These people had little to lose, but they lost it

all," he notes quietly.

South Florida's loss, coupled with the sheer

magnitude of it, prompted Dr. Gladieux to pick

up the phone the day after the hurricane struck

and offer to help. He was assured by Dade
County officials that a pediatrician was des-

perately needed, so he spent a full day dialing

the phone, and asking for supplies to take with
him. At the end of the day, and some 150 calls

later, he had four tons of supplies at his disposal.

"Everybody I called was just great," Dr.

Gladieux reports. The sudden urge he had, after

hearing news reports of Andrew's destruction, to

pack his new van and drive south to help had

snowballed overnight into a full-scale operation

that was now being coordinated by the Salvation

Army. Dr. Gladieux and his supplies were flown
to Florida by Delta Airlines (which waived the

extra-freight charge and discounted the doctor's

ticket).

Upon landing. Dr. Gladieux was taken to a

MASH-type unit, where he would work for the

next four days. He treated children with infec-

tions, dehydration and diarrhea, and did it in 95-

degree temperatures and oppressive humidity.

"Conditions were terrible," he recalls now.
There was no sewage, no refrigeration, but lots

of mosquitos, fire ants and the occasional

decaying animal corpse with which to contend.

"It was hard to believe I was in the United

States," Dr. Gladieux says. "I felt as though 1 was
in a third-world country."

He remembers, though, how grateful the

people were for the help, he remembers how
appreciative the children were for the crayons he

had bought at a local hospital gift shop and

distributed as freely as he could. And he

remembers crying a little almost every day.

"It was the most incredible experience of my
life," Dr. Gladieux recalls. Would he do it again?

Dr. Gladieux answers without hesitation. "In a

heartbeat." |

Humean Andrew ripped through Florida dozens of Toledoans - including medical personnel

their time and efforts to help hurricane survivors.

Kelly Burkholder-Alien, RN, team leader, sets up

her operation in a community health center. Kevin Kroeger, MD, tends to the needs of a young hurricane victim.
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Med board meets with OSMA

Members of the Ohio State Medical Board meet ivith OSMA Medical

Board Task Force members to discuss several issues.

For the first time since its incep-

tion, the Ohio State Medical

Association's Medical Board Task

Force sat down recently with

members of the Ohio State Medi-

cal Board to discuss several issues

that have arisen between the two
groups.

The meeting was not a confron-

tation. Instead, it was an honest

effort by both parties to under-

stand each other's frustrations and

limitations, as well as an attempt

to cooperatively solve some of the

problems that have been raised by
OSMA members.

INVESTIGATION PROBLEMS

The first agenda item was the

issue of investigations. OSMA
President Stanley J. Lucas, MD,
who chairs the task force, raised

the following concerns:

• Medical board investigators

are not knowledgeable about

medical affairs, yet it appears

that their findings are given

more weight than physicians'

explanations when discipli-

nary action is being consid-

ered.

• Investigations are conducted

too slowly, and physicians

have no idea from week to

week or month to month
where they stand in the com-
plaint procedure.

• There is some confusion as to

who oversees the board's

activities.

Board members responded to

these concerns in the following

manner:

• Investigators are not medi-

cally trained, but their ap-

pearance in a doctor's office

does not mean a citation is

near.

"We send out investigators to

gather information. Once we have

that information, we can often just

close the case," says board secre-

tary Carla O'Day, MD. She says

all investigators should be polite

and courteous when they make
their calls, and if they are not, the

board should be notified. Board

member Ron Kaplansky, DPM,
added that form letters are now in

place that may eliminate the need

for an investigative call. The letter

solicits from the physician the

information the board needs, and
if the letter is answered promptly

and completely, it will be unnec-

essary to send an investigator to

gather the information.

• Ray Bumgarner, the board's

executive director, admits that

some investigations do pro-

ceed slowly because of all the

"legal hoops we have to jump
through" but that most inves-

tigations are completed within

six months. If a formal action

is to be taken, an investigation

may continue for up to a year

or longer. When a case is

closed, a physician is notified

of that in a letter. Until he or

she receives such a letter, the

physician should assume that

the case is ongoing.

Task force members suggested

that the board retain closer con-

tact with the physician than this.

"We're all getting hassled, we're

all getting gun-shy," explains

David Barr, MD, a member of the

task force. "You should let the

physician know that a complaint

has been received, and that an

investigator may be sent to gather

facts.”

Thomas Hall, MD, OSMA
Eighth District Councilor and a

task force member, agreed. "You

need to tell the physician what to

expect next." The board said that

it would work on providing such

notification to physicians. Task

force members suggested that the

board call the physician's office

and ask to speak to the physician

directly rather than send a letter.

"To maintain privacy," says Dr.

Barr.

SELF AND FAMILY PRESCRIBING

The next item to be discussed

was the issue of physicians

prescribing controlled substances

for themselves and their family

members. Dr. Lucas asked the

board if its position paper, re-

leased in March, is to be strictly

adhered to (would physicians be

disciplined if it was not fol-

lowed?) and did it apply to drugs

that were not controlled sub-

stances?

Thomas Gretter, MD, the

board's president, answered:

• A position paper is not a law.

It is only an advisory. The
position paper was issued to

head off those problems

where an individual or a fam-

ily member may have become
addicted to controlled sub-

stances. Self or family pre-

scribing does leave physicians

open to certain problems:

Generally records kept are

poor or even non-existent, and
that could be construed as

poor care. It is also difficult to

be objective when prescribing

for self or family. However,
the board is generally looking

for patterns of prescription

abuse, not isolated incidents.

If a pattern is detected, the

physician may be investi-

gated.

• The position paper clearly
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states that it relates only to

controlled substances.

CHRONIC PAIN MANAGEMENT

Dr. Lucas said that physicians

don't believe they have received

much information on this subject

from the board, and there is

confusion as to the board's rules

and regulations on this matter.

Again, Dr. Gretter answered for

the board:

• Physicians who are engaged

in the pain management of

their chronic care patients

should be sure that there is an

ongoing assessment of each

patient being prescribed

chronic pain medication. The
physician should also seek

second opinions on whether

or not the treatment is con-

sidered proper. "Record-keep-

ing is especially important,"

notes Dr. Gretter. "Treatment

may be appropriate, but it

needs to be documented."

The OSMA Medical Board Task

Force hopes to revisit the board

again to discuss such topics as

rules and regulations regarding

obesity control. OHIO Medicine

will keep you posted on devel-

opments from future meetings.

(See related story in Legislation

section.)!

Med board
seeks expert
witnesses

The Ohio State Medical Board

says that despite a survey

request of OSMA members
that brought hundreds of

names of physicians willing

to serve as expert witnesses

and on advisory committees,

more doctors are needed in

both of these roles.

If you have already indi-

cated an interest in serving,

but have not yet received an

acknowledgment letter from

the board, you should contact

the board again to make sure

that your name was received.

Diann Thompson, chief of the

board's enforcement division,

says that those physicians

who have indicated an inter-

est are being used.

"We try to find experts in

the same specialty and the

same general type of practice,

rather rural or urban," she

says.

"And we’ll select someone
who is from a different

location than the physician

we're investigating so they

don't know each other."

Thompson says the time

spent on a case can vary but

she tries to give the physician

an idea of what to expect in

terms of paperwork review,

as well as the board's time-

frame.

Anyone interested in assist-

ing the medical board as an

expert witness or as a mem-
ber of an advisory committee

should contact: The Ohio
State Medical Board, 77 S.

High St., Columbus, OH
43215.

1

The Ohio State

Medical

Association

ispleased

to introduce

the

OSMA
Insurance Agency

The OSMA Insurance Agency

is owned by the OSMA, and serves

OSMA members.

The agency carries a broad range

of life and health insuranceprod-

ucts, andfinancialplanning serv-

icesfrom a variety ofproviders.

Theseproducts and services

are exclusively designedand dis-

countedfor OSMA members.

Through the OSMA Insurance

Agency the OSMA guarantees

members quality servicefrom

creditable agents, astute in their

knowledge ofphysicians’ insur-

ance needs, and experienced in

servicing members ofmedical

associations. Thus OSMA members

have a keen edge when making life

and health insurance decisions,

andfinancialplanning choices.

Call the

OSMA
Insurance Agency

at (800) 860-4525.

P.0. Box 16182 • Columbus, Ohio 43216-6182
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New minority committee seats Gandy

In Brief: The AMA hasformed a

neiv committee that will oversee the

needs of minority physicians and

patients.

Toledo surgeon Roland Gandy,

Jr., MD has been named a member
of the American Medical Associ-

ation's new advisory committee

on minority physicians.

The committee has already had

its first organizational meeting,

and has set forth the following

three projects as part of the com-

mittee's function:

1. To determine the conditions

under which minority phys-

icians practice and whether

those conditions can be

improved.

2. To ensure that sufficient

health care is available to all

minority groups.

3. To increase recruitment of

minorities into medical

schools.

"According to our definition,

minority means Hispanic, Native

American and African American

physicians and patients," says Dr.

Gandy.

Although the AMA’s committee

of Inter-

national

Medical

Gradu-

ates has

actively

sought

examples

of

discrim-

ination

from

members
of that group in an effort to re-

solve those problems. Dr. Gandy
says the new minority physician

committee has not yet decided to

make a similar call. "However, we
do plan to educate minority

physicians about our committee,

and we are asking them to de-

scribe their working conditions to

us."

Dr. Gandy says the committee

also intends to tell minority phys-

icians about the changes that have

seemed to surface at the AMA
over the past few years - especial-

ly its new sensitivity to the needs

of special groups. He commends
the AMA for establishing its new
committee on minority physi-

cians, but adds it is something

that probably should have been

started a long time agol

Accreditation committee meets

Members of the OSMA Committee on Accreditation approved

recommendation of six facilities recently, bumping the total number
of accreditations for 1992 up to 25. The committee is busy planning a

workshop for February 25 that will discuss new standards for

accreditation. Listening in on the proceedings are (from left): John O.

Lindower, MD, Thomas A. Saladin, MD, and Jerry L. Hammon, MD.

Violence campaign gets local attention

Walter Reiling, Jr., MD, president-elect of the OSMA, is inter-

viewed by the media prior to "Voices Against Violence," an

educational seminar sponsored recently by the Lima and Allen

County Medical Auxiliary and the Academy of Medicine of Lima
and Allen County.

cALENDAR

The OSMA has planned the following practice management

workshops for 1992. Watch for more information on these

workshops in future issues of OHIO Medicine. Brochures will

be mailed to OSMA members before each program.

Two Half-Day Workshops

Reception and Patient Flow Techniques - Designed to help

anyone who may be involved with telephones and medical

scheduling in a medical practice.

Better Collections, Billing and Insurance Techniques -

Designed to improve the practice's results in dealing with the

financial aspects of the medical office.

Concourse, Columbus

Holiday Inn - 1-675 - Fairborn

Quality Hotel, Cincinnati

Hilton, Toledo

Marriott Airport at W. 150th St., Cleveland

Parke Hotel, Canton

One-Dav Workshop

Managed Care - You will learn the key strategies to profitably

negotiate contracts and how to organize your practice to fulfill

the contracts efficiently.This workshop will also give you a better

understanding of the various delivery systems and payment

mechanisms.

Mar. 2 Marriott, Cincinnati

Mar. 3 Holiday Inn, 1-675, Fairborn

Mar. 4 Concourse, Toledo

Mar. 16 Hilton, Toledo

Mar. 17 Sheraton, Cleveland

Mar. 18 Parke Hotel, Canton

Feb. 9

Feb. 10

Feb. 11

Feb. 23

Feb. 24

Feb. 25

4
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Associationnews

CME providers
given guidance

The OSMA Committee on

Education welcomes oppor-

tunities to assist non-accredited

CME providers with planning

assistance in developing con-

tinuing medical education

activities for practicing physicians,

through its joint-sponsorship

Colleagues

John R. Alway, DO, Dayton, has

been appointed president of the

American Colleges

of Ophthalmology
and Otolaryngology,

Head and Neck
Surgery. Dr. Alway
currently serves as

clinical professor of

otolaryngology and
plastic surgery for the Ohio

University College of Osteopathic

Medicine and as associate clinical

professor of otolaryngology at the

Wright State University School of

Medicine.

Frank Cianciolo, MD, Cincinnati,

has been inducted as president of

the Academy of Medicine of Cin-

cinnati. A family practitioner. Dr.

Cianciolo, is vice president of

medical services for Cincinnati

Bell. He is also a professor of

family medicine at the University

of Cincinnati.

William Cook, MD, and Herbert

Croft, MD, both of Akron, have

been inducted into the Akron
General Development Founda-

tion's Society of Distinguished

Physicians. Dr. Cook is chair of

Akron General Medical Center's

Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, and Dr. Croft is di-

rector of the hospital’s Depart-

ment of Oncology.

Francis Dono, MD, Columbus,
has been named executive vice

president of medical affairs at

Doctors Hospital. Dr. Dono is

director of the Department of

Obstetrics and Gynecology.

I

mechanism. The process to

achieve CME joint-sponsorship

involves:

• Integral participation by an

OSMA Committee on Edu-

cation member or staff

representative during the

CME activity planning

process;

Timely application for joint-

sponsorship received by the

OSMA; in any case, no less

than three months prior to the

activity's scheduled date;

Forwarding to OSMA a com-
pilation of all activity evalua-

tions and attendance lists

following completion of each

program;

• A nominal fee will be assessed

organizations not affiliated

with OSMA.

Contact person at the OSMA is

Gail Dodson, 614-486-2401 or 1-

(800) 766-OSMA.I

Major
Medical
Plan
designed for physicians

and their staff

/

ce,:*<•/* v'o
• />e, />}.

Broad Coverage
Cost Containment Features
Low Out of Pocket Expense

Featuring:

/ $1,000,000 lifetime benefit

/ $500 first dollar accident benefit

/ Choice of deductibles ($250, $500 or $1 ,000)

/ Choice of $2,000 or $5,000 co-pay plan

/ Choice of physicians and facilities

/ World wide coverage

/ Dental coverage

/ Second surgical opinion paid at 100% for approved surgeries

/ Outpatient surgery paid at 100% for approved procedures

/ Rate structure based on age and dependent status

/ Average claim turnaround of two weeks

(plan issued through age 69; available to members, their spouses and eligible dependent
children and members' staff)

For additional information, contact your OSMA Insurance Benefit

Representative at 1-800-742-1275

Dr. Alway
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Legal Notes

In Brief: This month , OHIO Medicine begins a new series that willfocus on those typical legal questions that arisefrom time to time in your practice.

These columns were originally published in a fact sheet notebook, prepared by OSMA's Department of Legal Services and distributed to OSMA councilors,

officers and county medical societies. You may wish to cut and save these columns for your own legal notebook.

The American With Disabilities Act (ADA)

WHAT IS IT?

The ADA is a comprehensive

civil rights measure that pro-

hibits discrimination against the

disabled in areas of private

employment, public services,

commercial facilities and tele-

communications. The ADA is

divided into five sections called

titles.

Title I - Equal Employment
Opportunities

Title II - Nondiscrimination in

State and Local Government

Title III - Nondiscrimination by

Public Accommodations and

Commercial Facilities

Title IV - Telecommunications

Title V - Miscellaneous

Provisions

A disabled individual is a

person who has or is perceived

as having a physical or mental

impairment that substantially

limits one or more major life

activities. Protection is extended

to some individuals with con-

tagious or infectious diseases,

including HIV infection and
AIDS.

WHICH PROVISIONS AFFECT
PHYSICIANS?

Titles 1 and III will impact

physicians and their practices.

Title I prohibits discrimina-

tion against individuals with

disabilities when making hiring

decisions. In some cases, physi-

cians will also be required to

take measures that would
permit disabled individuals to

work in their offices. These

measures are called "reasonable

accommodations."

Under Title III, places of

public accommodation (including

physicians' offices) must provide

reasonable accommodations to

ensure that disabled individuals

have access to goods and services

and are not treated differently

from others.

HOW CAN I COMPLY?

Title I will not affect most

physicians' practices. The ADA
prohibits employers from dis-

criminating against persons with

mental or physical disabilities in

any aspect of employment. Title I

became effective on July 26, 1992

for employers with 25 or more
employees and will become
effective on July 26, 1994 for

employers with 15 or more
employees.

Title III became effective on

January 16, 1992. Title III requires

access to goods, services and priv-

ileges by the disabled. The ADA
requires places of public accom-

modation to engage in the two

following activities to achieve

such access:

Barrier removal - public accom-

modations must remove architec-

tural and communication barriers

in existing facilities where such

removal is "readily achievable."

"Readily achievable" is defined as

"easily accomplishable and able

to be carried out without much
difficulty or expense." If barrier

removal is not readily achievable,

it must be determined whether

alternative methods are available

that would allow the disabled

access to goods and sendees. Re-

modeling of structural alterations

done after January 26, 1992 must

be made "to the maximum
amount feasible,” readily access-

ible to and usable by persons with

disabilities.

Construction of new facilities

after January 26, 1992 must

comply with specific architectural

standards contained in the ADA.

Auxiliary aids and services -

auxiliary aids and services include

a wide range of devices and ser-

vices used to ensure effective

communication with the disabled.

These may include: qualified

interpreters, notetakers, written

materials, videotext displays,

taped text, audio recordings,

Braille materials and others.

When deciding which auxiliary

aids or services to provide, the

physician may consider whether

the aid or service would "funda-

mentally alter" the nature of the

service being provided and
whether providing the auxiliary

aid or service would place an

"undue burden" (i.e. significant

difficulty or expense) on the

provider of the good or service.

The cost analysis must be based

on the overall resources of the

practice and not solely on the

charge for that particular service.

The physician should consider the

particular needs and preferences

of the patient when determining

which aids or services to provide.

The auxiliary aid requirement is

flexible and the physician may
choose among various alterna-

tives, as long as the result is

effective communication.

A good example is providing

services to deaf patients. Provid-

ing qualified interpreters for deaf

patients is one way of complying

with the regulations accompany-

ing the ADA. However, the

regulations do not require that

an interpreter be provided if

other means of communication

are acceptable. For example, it

may be necessary to provide an

interpreter for a deaf patient

making an informed decision

about a major medical procedure

or surgery. In many cases, such as

routine office visits with an

established patient, use of pen
and paper, a word processor or

communication through a

family member may provide

reasonable alternatives.

Qualified interpreters should be

provided in all cases where the

ability to effectively communi-
cate with the deaf patient may
be impaired. For instance, some
deaf patients do not communi-
cate effectively by lip reading or

use of written materials. When
communicating through a fam-

ily member, the patient's right to

confidentiality must be con-

sidered.

Although Title III became
effective January 26, 1992, no

civil actions could be brought

before July 26, 1993 against

businesses that employ 25 or

fewer and have gross receipts of

$1 million or less, and before

January 26, 1993 against bus-

inesses that employ 10 or fewer

and have gross receipts of

$500,000 or less.

TAX DEDUCTIONS

A tax deduction of up to

$15,000 is permitted for neces-

sary barrier removal.

Small businesses (those with

gross receipts of less than $1

million and less than 30 employ-

ees) may deduct 50% of their

costs over $250 and less than

$10,250 to comply with the

auxiliary aids and services

provisions.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

• Watch for articles on the

ADA in OHIO Medicine.

• Order the ADA Handbook
from the U.S. Government
Bookstore by calling (614)

469-6956.

I
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EGAL

Have you renewed
your license yet?

If you haven't renewed your

license yet, you need to contact

the state medical board promptly.

House Bill 454, which was ap-

proved by the legislature in early

April, advanced the renewal date

for physician licenses. Renewal

applications were mailed in June

to all Ohio licensees.

The application and the

licensure fees were to be returned

to the board no later than July 1,

1992. Current licenses expired

September 30, 1992, rather than

December 31, 1992. New licenses

became effective on October 1,

1992.

REDUCED CME REQUIREMENT

Because the time frame to com-
plete continuing medical educa-

tion has been reduced by one-

quarter, the number of required

CME hours has been reduced

from 100 hours to 75 hours.

Seventy-five hours of CME should

have been completed by all phys-

icians by September 30.

As of early October, the medical

board reported that the renewal

rate was about the same as it has

been in previous years. Several

thousand physicians still have not

renewed their licenses. The
OSMA Department of Legal Ser-

vices is receiving several calls

each day from physicians who
have missed the renewal. Most
physicians become aware of the

failure to renew when asked for

proof of current licensure for

purposes of hospital privileging

or contracting with third-party

payors.

IF YOU DID NOT RENEW

If you have not renewed your

license yet, you must do so

promptly. Physicians who have
failed to renew are considered to

be unlicensed and are technically

practicing medicine without a

license. If you did not receive a

renewal application, contact the

state medical board as soon as

possible to obtain a renewal

application. Return the applica-

tion as soon as possible with the

applicable renewal fee. During

this transition year, no late pen-

alty fees will be assessed. Once
the application is complete and

has been returned to the board

with the licensure fee, you will be

legally considered to be licensed.

You should receive return of your

cancelled check, then receive your

wallet card within a few weeks.

If you completed a renewal

application in good faith and have

received your cancelled check,

you may assume that you are lic-

ensed and should await receipt of

your wallet card. If you believe

there may have been some ques-

tion about your renewal (i.e.you

answered a question on the ap-

plication with a "yes"), you may
want to check the status of your

license with the board. If you do
not know whether or not you
renewed you may contact the

board at (614) 466-3934 to see

when they mailed your applica-

tion and if you returned it.l

6% OSMA
When you compare
a 3.5% IRA CD with

the 6% OSMA IRA
,

you’ll see why rolling

over your existing funds is a decision thatpays !

The OSMA INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT
gives you:

/ HIGHLY COMPETITIVE INTEREST RATE
6.00%* no time guarantee

5.75%* calendar year guarantee

/ NO PENALTY FOR SURRENDER**
You can get your money out anytime without paying a surrender charge.

/ TOTALLY INVESTMENT GRADE PORTFOLIO

No Junk Bonds or Mortgages

U.S. Treasury

21%

Other High Quality

Investment Grade Bonds
47%

/ NO SERVICE CHARGES OR FEES

/ EASY ROLLOVER
All it takes is a telephone call. Simply call 1 -800-860-4525 tollfree, and
your OSMA Benefits Representative will take care of the paperwork
for you.

* as of 1 1/1/92; check for current rate

** IRS penalty imposed for monies withdrawn prior to age 59 1/2
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HIRD-PARTYUPDATE

1$ "smart card" answer to paperwork?

Can a card the size of a bank card

replace the reams of insurance

paperwork that piles up on a

physician's desk? Bahram
Bahramian, president of the

National Health Management
Corp (NHMS) in Dayton, thinks

so. He has designed a personal

health data card or "smart card"

with a 64-kilobyte microchip cap-

able of storing pages and pages of

information. Others, however,

aren't so sure that the smart card

is such a smart idea.

This is how it works: NHMS
would provide the card to insur-

ance companies, physicians or

individuals for a cost of approxi-

mately $3 a month. Enrollees

would carry the card with them -

to doctors' offices, emergency
rooms or hospitals. By simply

sliding the card into a computer
the health-care provider can attain

a complete medical history of that

patient including prescriptions

and electrocardiogram readings.

Whatever procedure is per-

formed at that time would be

updated on the card. The phys-

ician or hospital personnel can

then use the card to bill the en-

rollee’s insurance company.
This method would cut down

on fraud and the patient's con-

fidentiality would not be at risk

because a protected code, known
only by the patient and physician,

would be needed to unlock the

information. A photograph of the

enrollee would also be stored on
the microchip for security reasons.

Bahramian believes the savings

could translate into lower pre-

miums.

ARE PHYSICIANS READY?

According to Bill Ramsey, vice

president of Medicare operations

at Nationwide Insurance, "The

technology is there, but the phys-

icians aren't ready for it and don't

want to pick up the bill for it."

When the new system was pre-

viewed recently by a physician

advisory group the response was
not overwhelming. "Physicians

don't want to replace their current

system. If it could be tied in with

their current systems they would
be more receptive," says Ramsey.

Unfortunately, he points out, this

would not be economical.

"Because of the various systems

out there progress is being de-

layed because of confusion," says

Ramsey. "Physicians can't keep up
with computer science nor can

they be expected to," he says.

PILOT PROJECT

Peter Somani, MD, director of

the Ohio Department of Health, is

sold on smart cards and would
like to see his hometown of To-

ledo be the first to use the new
technology. Dr. Somani would
like to see a pilot project in Toledo

within the next 12 months. He
believes the smart card system

would streamline administration

of third-party insurance, Medicaid
and public health service.

Dr. Somani points out that an
estimated 56,000 people in Lucas

County do not have health

insurance, while about 47,000

residents are on Medicaid and
another 12,000 are members of

health maintenance or preferred

provider organizations. Although
most Toledoans who need

medical attention can get it from
hospital emergency rooms, Dr.

Somani points out that this is

usually the most expensive form
of health care. The smart card

could help stabilize health-care

costs.

The U.S. Department of Health

and Human Services Secretary

Louis W. Sullivan, MD, an-

nounced recently that a series of

new steps toward creating an

electronic health-care network
will be in place within the next 15<

$30,000 BONUS OFFERED TO HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS
If you are a board-certified physician or a candidate for
board certification in one of the following specialties,

you may qualify for a bonus of up to $30,000 in the Army
Reserve.

Anesthesiology
General Surgery
Thoracic Surgery
Pediatric Surgery

Orthopedic Surgery
Colon-Rectal Surgery
Vascular Surgery
Neurosurgery

A test program is being conducted which offers a bonus
to eligible physicians who reside in certain geographic
areas (Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, Michigan,

Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa). You
would receive a $10,000 bonus for each year you serve
as an Army Reserve physician—for a maximum of three
years.

You may serve near your home, at times convenient for

you, or at Army medical facilities in the United States
and abroad. There are also opportunities to attend con-
ferences and participate in special training programs,
such as the Advanced Trauma Life Support Course.

To learn more about the Army Reserve and the Bonus
Test Program, call one of our experienced Medical
Personnel Counselors: Collect 614-488-0637

ARMY RESERVE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

months.

He said

in the

new sys-

tem,

health-

care

insurance

and

billing

will be

handled

by com-

puter networks eliminating most
paperwork. When fully imple-

mented, he says, Americans
would carry a single "health card,"

enabling access to their own in-

surance coverage information.

The billing would all be done
electronically, and consumers as

well as health-care providers

would no longer have to complete

paper forms, producing signifi-

cant savings in health costsl

Dr. Somani

Update

PIN number must be
shown in item 33

Physicians should note that

page 1 of the October 1992

Medicare Nezusletter included an

error regarding the item

number in which to provide

the Medicare PIN number on
the HCFA-1500 form.

Physicians should continue to

provide the PIN number in

item 33 of the HCFA form, not

item 31 as indicated in the

article.

Medicare newsletter
index available

Physicians interested in

obtaining an index of the

Medicare Newsletters issued

between December 1988 and
October 1992 may contact the

OSMA Ombudsman staff at

(800) 766-6762, ext. 212.

1993 Part B premium
increases

Health and Human Services

recently announced that the

monthly Medicare Part B pre-

mium will increase from $31.80

to $36.60 effective January 1,

1993.

8
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JH I RD-PARTYUPDATE

Making the Par or Non-par Decision

Current Par/Nonpar

Status (1992)

Par/Nonpar Status

Desired in 1993

What Physicians

Must Do bv 12/31

Participating Participating Nothing - current

status will remain

in effect

Participating Non-participating Write to all

Medicare carriers

(Travelers, etc)

Non-participating Participating Complete and
return participa-

tion agreement

Non-participating Non-participating Nothing - current

status will remain

in effect

Making the par
versus nonpar
decision for 1993

It is once again time for physi-

cians to decide whether or not

they will maintain or change their

current participating or nonpar-

ticipating physician status with

Medicare for the upcoming new
year (fee screen year 1993). Dur-

ing late November, Nationwide-

Medicare provided all physicians

with a copy of their disclosure

report, which contains fee sched-

ule amounts, limiting charge data

and site of service reductions for

all CPT codes. Additionally, in a

separate mailing from Medicare,

physicians were provided with

the "dear doctor” and fact sheet

information to assist in making an

informed decision regarding their

par versus nonpar decision for

1993.

Physicians wishing to maintain

current status need do nothing as

their current status for 1993 will

continue. Nonparticipating phys-

icians who wish to participate in

1993 should complete the peach-

colored participation agreement

and return it to Medicare. Partici-

pating physicians who wish to be

nonparticipating in 1993 must
write to each Medicare carrier, to

terminate their participation

agreement. Questions regarding

the participation program may be

directed to the OSMA Ombuds-
man staff at (800) 766-6762 or

directly to Medicare at (614) 249-

5457.1

Medicare “preop”
evaluations

In its October 1992 Physician

Newsletter, Nationwide-Medicare

described changes in claims re-

imbursement for preoperative

medical evaluations. The an-

nouncement cited an example

where a surgeon requests that a

patient's primary care physician

perform a history and physical to

clear a patient for surgery. Medi-

care states that this service should

be reported as a referral billed as

an office visit for an established

patient.

If the request is to a primary

care physician who has not

provided service to the patient

within the last three years, then

the appropriate consultation code

may be reported.

This change in rule is a result of

a HCFA mandate, thus the deci-

sion is not in Nationwide-Medi-

care's responsibility to change.

In late October, AMA’s execu-

tive vice president, James Todd,

NO >X ID GRIND.
Our occurrence policy has been the industry standard

for nearly a century. But some doctors want a claims-

made policy. So we have it available. At the Medical

Protective Company, we have no ax to grind. You can

choose from a variety of programs, both occurrence and

claims-made, that offer greater flexibility and savings.

The choice is yours. Call us today.

IfMftiaanaBiiiia

Cincinnati: David E. Bendel, Daniel P. Woods, (513) 684-9967

Columbus: John E. Hansel, Timothy D. Harrison, (614) 267-9156

Perrysburg: Robert E. Stallter, (419) 874-8080

Hudson: Edward J. Kupcho, (216) 656-0660
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H IRD-PARTYUPDATE
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Rebundling CBC Services

Nationwide-Medicare recently announced that it will not make
separate payments for certain complete blood count laboratory

services when performed on the same date of service. No separate

reimbursement will be made for services appearing in column II

when the procedure from corresponding Column 1 is performed on
the same date:

Description Column I Column II

Automated hemogram
and manual WBC
differential

85022 85007, 85014,

85018, 85021

85585

Automated hemogram,
platelets and manual
WBC differential

85023 85007, 85014,

85018, 85021

85027, 85585

Automated hemogram,
platelets and partial

differential

85024 85014, 85018,

85021, 85027

Automated hemogram,
platelets and differential

85025 85014, 85018,

85021, 85027

Manual differential and
platelet estimation

85007 85585

MD addressed physician concern

with HCFA in a letter to William

Toby, Jr., acting administrator of

HCFA.
Dr. Todd requested HCFA to

reverse its position, stating that

the AMA believes this policy is

wrong, considering that the AMA
CPT 1992 states that "a consulta-

tion is a type of service provided

by a physician whose opinion or

advice regarding evaluation and/

HCFA mails form for

The American Medical Associa-

tion (AMA) has announced that

the Health Care Financing Ad-
ministration (HCFA) began on

November 4 to mail out yet

another set of CLIA forms (HCFA
114 and 116). These forms will be

mailed to all physicians and

laboratories who have registered

under the CLIA '88 requirements.

The form is 16 pages long and
includes a 16-page glossary of

terms. The form must be returned

to HCFA within 30 days of receipt

by the physician or lab.

HCFA claims that this informa-

tion is needed to schedule CLIA
inspections. The AMA wrote to

HCFA in late October requesting

that the mailing of HCFA forms

or management of a specific prob-

lem is requested by another physi-

cian."

Concerned physicians may
wish to write letters of support to

James S. Todd, MD, executive vice

president, American Medical

Association, 515 North State

Street, Chicago, IL 60610 with a

copy to the OSMA Ombudsman
staff.l

CLIA registration

114 and 116 be delayed until a

time closer to the scheduling of an

inspection. The AMA also re-

quested that the forms be sim-

plified. The AMA protested the

early confusion among physicians

who may believe that they have

already complied by completing

the HCFA 109 form (Request for

Information). HCFA has not even

completed the initial CLIA Reg-

istration Certification process.

The OSMA and the AMA fear

that physicians may disregard the

HCFA 114 and 116 forms. The
OSMA urges physicians to contact

the OSMA Department of Profes-

sional Relations and Ombudsman
Sendees with questions about the

forms.

I

EMC claims paid in

For those physicians who have

not yet automated their claims

filing systems, now may be the

time to seriously consider filing at

least their Medicare claims elec-

only 2 weeks

tronically. As part of the appro-

priations bill (H.R. 5677) recently

signed by President Bush, begin-

ning with claims processed after

January 1, 1993, physicians who
file claims electronically to their

Medicare carriers will be paid

nearly two weeks sooner than

physicians who submit hard copy
paper claims (HCFA-1500 forms).

The new policy states that paper

claims are to be paid in no less

than 27 days and claims sub-

mitted electronically are to be

paid in no less than 14 days after

receipt by the carrier.

The old payment deadlines pro-

vided for interest payment from

the carrier for assigned claims not

paid within 17 days and non-

assigned claims not paid within

24 days. The new bill no longer

includes faster payment incen-

tives for assigned versus non-

assigned claims. However, the bill

did not provide for changes in the

interest rate requirements, which

means, that depending on

whether the claim is assigned or

nonassigned, the government will

be forced to pay three to 10 days

interest on every paper claim.

I

RESIDENTALERT:
IF YOU COULD USE OVER $25,000 A YEAR-

ANSWER THIS AD.

grant, plus a monthly stipend and reimburse-

ment of approved educational expenses.

You will be part of a unique health care

team where you will find many opportunities

to continue your education, work at state-of-

the-art facilities, and receive outstanding

benefits.

So, ifyou are a residentwho could use

over $25,000 a year, contact anArmy Medical

Counselor immediately.

Call Collect 614-488-0637

ARMY MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.®

The U.S. Army’s Financial Assistance

Program (FAP) will subsidize training in cer-

tain specialties totaling over $25,000 a year.

Here’s how it breaks down - an annual
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Care of rape victims standardized

The Ohio Department of Health's

three-year effort to standardize

procedures for the treatment of

rape victims in hospital emer-

gency departments is expected to

come together in early March, as

protocols are distributed and
training sessions are set up in 26

sites around the state.

The effort has

involved hospital

emergency medical

personnel police

officers , social

workers and others.

"This has been a multidiscipli-

nary effort that has involved not

only hospital emergency depart-

ment personnel, but also police

officers, rape-crisis centers, social

workers and others,” says Judith

Moseley, coordinator of the wom-
en's health and rape-prevention

programs for the ODH.

OHIO Medicine
announces book
contest winner

OHIO Medicine is pleased to

announce that Mark Gardner

of Cleveland is the winner of

the "Handbook for the Trav-

eling Free-lance Physician,"

written by Gary L. Monroe,
MD.
In October, OHIO Medicine

offered physicians a chance to

win the manual, which is pre-

sented in a loose-leaf notebook.

It offers advice on how to open
your own practice as a travel-

ing free-lance physician.

Readers should also be

reminded that the winner of

the $100 for responding to the

tabloid readership survey will

be announced in the January

issue. I

A protocol has been established,

modeled after a federal govern-

ment program that is already

under way in Illinois. An ODH
committee added its input, as did

the Ohio Chapter of the American

College of Emergency Physicians,

says Moseley.

The ODH initiated the project,

based on a needs assessment

study, conducted by the depart-

ment in 1988, as well as vocal

concern expressed by the com-
munity.

"We received many calls from

individuals who had been raped,

as well as from emergency depart-

ment personnel that there was a

lack of consistency in the manner
in which these victims were
treated," says Moseley. "We hope
standardizing the procedures will

help change that."!

f0^ ^ ’
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Because One Size Doesn’t Fit All...

New Humulin 50/50 is the tailor-made

answer to individual patient needs. A
unique combination of equal amounts of

Regular human insulin and NPH human

insulin, it will be useful in situations in

which a greater initial insulin response is

desirable for greater glycemic control.

Like Humulin 70/30J new Humulin 50/50

offers the convenience and accuracy of a

premix. And it can be used in conjunction

with an existing 70/30 regimen.

New 50
Humulin/50
50% human insulin

isophane suspension
50% human insulin injection

(recombinant DNA origin)

The Newest Option in

Insulin Therapy

WARDING: Any change of insulin should be made cautiously

and only under medical supervision.

' Humulin " 70/30 (70% human insulin isophane suspension,

30% human insulin injection [recombinant DNA origin]).

Global Excellence in Diabetes Care

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

46285

HI-791 IB-249343 1992, ELI LILLY AND COMPANY
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Positions Available

BOARD-CERTIFIED PHYSI-
CIAN -We arebooked to where we
are interviewing for another part-

time doctor for hair transplants.

Work four or more days a month.

Earn $10,000 a month and up. Your

malpractice insurance covering hair

transplants is paid for by us. We
will work around your schedule.

Will train if needed. Call (412) 928-

4600 and ask for Pam Steranka.

CINCINNATI/DAYTON - Bored?

Tired of red tape, insurance forms,

disalloweds, phone calls, getting up
at night, rounds? Doctors Urgent

Care Office has the solution. You
help us provide good quality care

and service andyou'll get thankful,

cooperative patients, single prob-

lem-oriented complaints, variety,

great peers, excellent staff, pay of

$85,000+ per year, paid health and

malpractice insurance, medical so-

ciety dues, flex plan, 401 (K) and

others. AND no rounds, no phone

calls, no forms, no paperwork. Call

Dr. Keller at (513) 831-5955.
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CLINICAL ASSOCIATE DIREC-
TOR - Well-established, 20-year-

old family practice residency pro-

gram with university affiliation is

seeking a full-time clinical associate

director. Responsibilities will in-

clude a balance of patient care and
teaching at both the undergraduate

and resident level. Individual with

interest in OB preferred. Competi-

tive salary and benefits. If you have

lots of enthusiasm and new ideas

and want to live in a family practice

"friendly" community, contact Mar-

garet P. Panzner, MD at (216) 384-

7671. Akron General Medical Cen-

ter, 400 Wabash Avenue, Akron,

OH 44307.

COLUMBUS, OHIO - Physician

needed to staff urgent care facili-

ties. Competitive salary, full ben-

efits. Respond withCV to Paul Zeeb,

MD, Medical Director, Primary

Medical Associates, Inc., 4900

Gettysburg Road, Columbus, OH
43220.

DUBLIN, OHIO - Urgent care/

family practice/multispecialty

clinic. Opportunity for a BE/BC
physician to join our practice in a

progressive, rapidly growing com-
munity. City or country living.

Hours and salary negotiable. For

information, contact Kenneth Car-

penter, MD. (614) 766-2221 or send

resume to: Dublin Medical Clinic,

6350 Frantz Road, Dublin, OH
43017.

FAMILY PRACTITIONERS/IN-
TERNISTS - BC/BE - Saint John's

Health Care Corporation, a mem-
ber of the Holy Cross Health Sys-

tem, is a 371-bed facility in central

Indiana. SaintJohn'swas recognized

by the JCAHO as a top 10% quality

organization in the nation. Very

competitive compensation and in-

centives are available to qualified

physicians locating in the Saint

John's service area. Anderson, Indi-

ana is a pleasant 60,000-resident

community close to Indianapolis

with the advantages of a major met-

ropolitan area. Send CV or contact

Steven Pavik, Director, Medical Staff

Affairs, Saint John's Health Care

Corporation, 2015 Jackson Street,

Anderson, IN 46016, (317) 646-8303.

INTERNAL MEDICINE, FAMILY
PRACTICE,URGENT CARE, OB/
GYN AND ACADEMICS - Loca-

tions from the lakes, rivers and for-

ests of the Great Lakes area to the

rolling plains of the Heartland to

the Lone Star State. Whether you
prefer a cosmopolitan lifestyle, a

city surrounded by nature and the

beauty of the four seasons, the

peaceful rolling farm country, or

perhaps life in historic villages -

there is something for everyone.

Positions with single and multi-spe-

cialty clinics or solo with call cover-

age are available. Please call our

toll-free number, l-(800) 243-4353

or send your CV to STRELCHECK
& ASSOCIATES, INC. 10624N. Port

Washington Road, Mequon, WI
53092.

INTERNIST - Immediate opening,

with orwithout subspecialty. Group
of four internists located in Cam-
bridge, OH, population 20,000. Ex-

cellent compensation, office facility

and hospital. Call B.V. Chendraj,

Office (614) 439-3515, Home (614)

432-3422.

OHIO - PEDIATRICS - New pe-

diatric opportunity. Two experi-

enced clinical pediatricians seek BE /

BC pediatrician to join expanding

practice in a fast-growing Toledo

suburb. Great opportunity for 1993

graduating resident who seeks

young, dynamic practice. Commit-
ted to personal family relationships.

Good call coverage. Competitive

financial package and affiliated with

the prestigious Toledo Hospital, a

medical school affiliate. This Great

Lakes community has much to of-

fer: many recreational activities,

world class museum and quality

public and private education. For

further information send CV to

Andrew Johns, Physician Services

of America, Suite 250, 2000

Warrington Way, Louisville, KY
40222 or call l-(800) 626-1857, ext.

237.

TOO MANY HATS? JOIN MED
CENTER...PRACTICE MEDI-
CINE! - Private practice in today's

world of regulations, rules, insur-

ance, and, of course, paperwork can

require people with expertise and

interest in so many areas that you

may feel overwhelmed all alone.

JoinMEDCENTER. . .practice medi-

cine! Great benefits: excellent sal-

ary ($84K-$1 10K); paid vacation and

CME; disability insurance; annual

bonus; life insurance; BC/BS health
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insurance; retirement benefits;

profit-sharing; no overnight call and

no business headaches. Prefer

Board-eligible/ Board-certified phy-

sicians in family practice, general

practice or internal medicine. Sign-

ing bonus for full-time physicians.

Five locations in the Cleveland/

Akron area. If interested call Daniel

A. Breitenbach, MD, Chief Medical

Officer, at (216) 248-7390.

WANTED - Christian physician to

take over primary medical care at

busy psychiatrist's office. Inquire at

(614) 864-4283.

WANTED - Primary care physi-

cian to take over family practice in

ideal location. Inquire at (614) 864-

4283.

WISCONSIN-MICHIGAN -

What are your prerequisites for a

practice? Strelcheck & Associates,

an extension of our clients' recruit-

ing departments, has several op-

portunities that might be of interest

to you. We currently represent our

clients in the areas of Dermatology,

Emergency Medicine, Neurosur-

gery, Occupational Medicine,
Oncology, Orthopedics, Orthope-

dics-Hand, Otolaryngology, Psy-

chiatry and Urology. Locations in

metropolitan areas, mid-size cities,

on lakes, streams or near forests -

you choose. To discuss your prac-

tice preferences and these opportu-

nities, please call our toll-free num-
ber, l-(800) 243-4353 or send your

CV to STRELCHECK & ASSOCI-

ATES, INC. 10624 N. Port Washing-

ton Road, Mequon, WI 53092.

Miscellaneous

ANESTHESIOLOGIST- Insured,

BC anesthesiologist available for

vacation coverage and other staff-

ing needs. W.B. Cleveland, Anes-

thesia Services, (216) 321-1860 or

(216) 321-1847 (evenings).

A VACANT DOCTOR'S OFFICE
ideally suited for a doctor starting

out on his own. Located in down-
town Barberton, OH office build-

ing. Features: 2,500-sq. ft. office, es-

tablished location, elevator access,

three examination rooms, large sec-

retarial work area, large waiting

room, lab area. Please contact Barry

Venetta, (303) 972-3459.

CINCINNATI/
FINNEYTOWN - Fully

equipped medical office, 1,800

square feet. Rent or purchase.

Call Mr. Church at (513) 661-

1888.

POSITION WANTED: Young,
American, university-trained inter-

nist, Board-certified in medicine and

endocrinology, available for part-

time work. Must be located in or

near Columbus. No urgent cares.

(614) 771-8621.

REFURBISHED MEDICAL

BITUARIES

DANIEL BRICKLEY, MD,
Marion; University of Cincinnati

College of Medicine, 1932; age 87;

died August 21, 1992; member
OSMA and AMA.

GEORGE J. COOLEY, MD,
Naples, FL; University of

Louisville School of Medicine,

Louisville, KY, 1949; age 72; died

August 25, 1992; member OSMA
and AMA.

DONALD J. FRANK, MD,
Cincinnati; University of Cincin-
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nati College of Medicine, 1984;

age 34; died August 23, 1992;

member OSMA and AMA.

CHARLES L. HUDSON, MD,
Cleveland; University of Michigan

Medical School, Ann Arbor, MI,

1930; age 88; died August 29,

1992; member OSMA and AMA.

GEORGE N. LIPSKY, MD,
Cleveland; Dnepropetrovsk Medi-

cal Institute, Dnepropetrovsk,

U.S.S.R., 1942; age 76; died

August 24, 1992; member OSMA
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Advertisers
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EQUIPMENT - Olympus Keymed
Sigmoidoscopy procedures cart -

complete - excellent condition.

Omega automatic blood pressure

monitor (demonstrator), printout,

battery pack, model #1400, still in

original box, 18 months old. Burton

hyfrecator; O.R. exam lights; X-ray

C arm and portable X-ray; adult

and infant scales, color-coordinated

;

mixed bag of surgical drapes, tow-

els and instrument wraps in 50-

pound boxes, $100 plus shipping.

Call or write Bernard Medical Re-

sources, 1555 Dixie Highway,
Covington, KY 41011, l-(800) 892-

3716.1

and AMA.

RICHARD T. MARNELL, MD,
Cincinnati; State University of

New York Downstate College of

Medicine, Brooklyn, NY, 1955; age

65; died July 28, 1992; member
OSMA.

HARVEY J. MENDELSOHN,
MD, Cleveland; Case Western

Reserve University School of

Medicine, 1936; age 80; died

August 28, 1992; member OSMA
and AMA. I

Classified ad rates for OHIO
Medicine are as follows:

Members are charged 50tf per

word, 75tf per word for boxed
ads; non-members and

institutions are charged $1.50

per word, $1.75 boxed.

Zantac® 150 Tablets CONDENSED BRIEF SUMMARY
(ranitidine hydrochloride)

Zantac® 300 Tablets

(ranitidine hydrochloride)

Zantac ” Syrup

(ranitidine hydrochloride)

The following is a brief summary only Before prescribing, see com-
plete prescribing information in Zantac R product labeling

INDICATIONS AND USAGE: Zantac ? is indicated in

1 Short-term treatment of active duodenal ulcer. Most patients heal

within four weeks.

2 Maintenance therapy for duodenal ulcer patients at reduced

dosage after healing of acute ulcers

3 The treatment of pathological hypersecretory conditions (eg

Zollinger-Ellison syndrome and systemic mastocytosis)

4 Short-term treatment of active, benign gastric ulcer. Most
patients heal within six weeks and the usefulness of further treatment

has not been demonstrated

5 Treatment of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)
Symptomatic relief commonly occurs within one or two weeks after

starting therapy and is maintained throughout a six-week course of

therapy

In active duodenal ulcer; active, benign gastric ulcer, hypersecreto-

ry states, and GERD, concomitant antacids should be given as need-

ed for relief of pain

CONTRAINDICATIONS: Zantac® is contraindicated for patients

known to have hypersensitivity to the drug

PRECAUTIONS: General: 1 Symptomatic response to Zantac® ther-

apy does not preclude the presence of gastric malignancy 2 Since

Zantac is excreted primarily by the kidney, dosage should be adjusted

in patients with impaired renal function (see DOSAGE AND ADMINIS-
TRATION) Caution should be observed in patients with hepatic dys-

function since Zantac is metabolized in the liver.

Laboratory Tests: False-positive tests for urine protein with

Multistix® may occur during Zantac therapy, and therefore testing

with sulfosalicylic acid is recommended
Drug Interactions: Although recommended doses of Zantac do not

inhibit the action of cytochrome P-450 enzymes in the liver, there

have been isolated reports of drug interactions that suggest that

Zantac may affect the bioavailability of certain drugs by some mecha-
nism as yet unidentified (eg. a pH-dependent effect on absorption or

a change in volume of distribution)

Pregnancy: Teratogenic Effects: Pregnancy Category B Repro-

duction studies have been performed in rats and rabbits at doses up
to 160 times the human dose and have revealed no evidence of

impaired fertility or harm to the fetus due to Zantac. There are, how-
ever, no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women
Because animal reproduction studies are not always predictive of

human response, this drug should be used during pregnancy only if

clearly needed

Nursing Mothers: Zantac is secreted in human milk Caution should

be exercised when Zantac is administered to a nursing mother
Pediatric Use: Safety and effectiveness in children have not been
established.

ADVERSE REACTIONS: Headache, sometimes severe, seems to be
related to Zantac® administration Constipation, diarrhea, nausea/

vomiting, abdominal discomfort/pam, and, rarely, pancreatitis have

been reported There have been rare reports of malaise, dizziness,

somnolence, insomnia, vertigo, tachycardia, bradycardia, atrioven-

tricular block, premature ventricular beats, and arthralgias Rare

cases of reversible mental confusion, agitation, depression, and hal-

lucinations have been reported, predominantly in severely ill elderly

patients. Rare cases of reversible blurred vision suggestive of a

change in accommodation have been reported

In normal volunteers, SGPT values were increased to at least twice

the pretreatment levels in 6 of 12 subjects receiving 100 mg qid intra-

venously for seven days, and in 4 of 24 subjects receiving 50 mg qid

intravenously for five days There have been occasional reports of

hepatitis, hepatocellular or hepatocanalicular or mixed, with or with-

out jaundice In such circumstances, ranitidine should be immediate-

ly discontinued These events are usually reversible, but in exceeding-

ly rare circumstances death has occurred

Blood count changes (leukopenia, granulocytopenia, thrombocy-

topenia) have occurred in a few patients These were usually

reversible. Rare cases of agranulocytosis, pancytopenia, sometimes
with marrow hypoplasia and aplastic anemia have been reported

Although controlled studies have shown no antiandrogemc activity,

occasional cases of gynecomastia, impotence, and loss of libido have

been reported in male patients receiving Zantac, but the incidence did

not differ from that in the general population.

Incidents of rash, including rare cases suggestive of mild erythe-

ma multiforme, and, rarely, alopecia, have been reported, as well as

rare cases of hypersensitivity reactions (eg, bronchospasm, fever

rash, eosmophilia), anaphylaxis, angioneurotic edema, and small

increases in serum creatinine

0VERD0SAGE: Information concerning possible overdosage and its

treatment appears in the full prescribing information

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION: (See complete prescribing infor-

mation in Zantac® product labeling
)

Dosage Adjustment for Patients with Impaired Renal Function: On
the basis of experience with a group of subjects with severely

impaired renal function treated with Zantac, the recommended
dosage in patients with a creatinine clearance less than 50 ml/min is

150 mg or 10 ml (2 teaspoonfuls equivalent to 150 mg of ranitidine)

every 24 hours. Should the patient's condition require, the frequency

of dosing may be increased to every 12 hours or even further with

caution Hemodialysis reduces the level of circulating ranitidine

Ideally, the dosage schedule should be adjusted so that the timing of

a scheduled dose coincides with the end of hemodialysis

HOW SUPPLIED: Zantac R 300 Tablets (ranitidine hydrochloride

equivalent to 300 mg of ranitidine) are yellow, capsule-shaped tablets

embossed with "ZANTAC 300" on one side and "Glaxo" on the other

They are available in bottles of 30 (NDC 0173-0393-40) tablets and

unit dose packs of 100 (NDC 0173-0393-47) tablets

Zantac s 150 Tablets (ranitidine hydrochloride equivalent to 150

mg of ranitidine) are white tablets embossed with "ZANTAC 150" on
one side and “Glaxo" on the other. They are available in bottles of 60
(NDC 01 73-0344-42) and 1 00 (NDC 01 73-0344-09) tablets and unit

dose packs of 100 (NDC 0173-0344-47) tablets

Store between 15° and 30° C (59° and 86° F) in a dry place.

Protect from light. Replace cap securely after each opening

Zantac® Syrup, a clear, peppermint-flavored liquid, contains 16 8

mg of ranitidine hydrochloride equivalent to 15 mg of ranitidine per 1

ml in bottles of 16 fluid ounces (one pint) (NDC 0173-0383-54)

Store between 4° and 25° C (39° and 7/° F). Dispense in tight,

light-resistant containers as defined in the USP/NF.
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